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Preface

It is thirty-eight years since the The Finite Element Method in Structural and Continuum
Mechanics was first published. This book,which was the first dealing with the finite
element method, provided the basis from which many further developments occurred.
The expanding research and field of application of finite elements led to the second
edition in 1971, the third in 1977, the fourth as two volumes in 1989 and 1991 and the
fifth as three volumes in 2000. The size of each of these editions expanded geometrically
(from 272 pages in 1967 to the fifth edition of 1482 pages). This was necessary to do
justice to a rapidly expanding field of professional application and research. Even so,
much filtering of the contents was necessary to keep these editions within reasonable
bounds.
In the present edition we retain the three volume format of the fifth edition but have
decided not to pursue having three contiguous volumes – rather we treat the whole work
as an assembly of three separate works. Each one is capable of being used without
the others and each one appeals perhaps to a different audience. Though naturally we
recommend the use of the whole ensemble to people wishing to devote much of their
time and study to the finite element method.
The first volume is renamed The Finite Element Method: Its Basis and Fundamentals. This volume covers the topic starting from a physical approach to solve problems
in linear elasticity. The volume then presents a mathematical framework from which
general problems may be formulated and solved using variational and Galerkin methods. The general topic of shape functions is also presented for situations in which
the approximating functions are C 0 continuous. The two- and three-dimensional problems of linear elasticity are then presented in a unified manner using higher order shape
functions. This is followed by consideration of quasi-harmonic problems governed by
Laplace and Poisson differential equations. The patch test is introduced and used as a
means to guarantee convergence of the method. We also cover in some depth solution
forms using mixed methods with special consideration given to problems in which
incompressibility can occur. The solution of transient problems is presented using
semi-discrete formulations and finite element in time concepts. The volume concludes
with a presentation of coupled problems.
In this volume we consider more advanced problems in solid and structural mechanics
while in a third volume we consider applications in fluid dynamics. It is our intent that
the present volume can be used by investigators familiar with the finite element method

xiv

Preface

at the level presented in the first volume or any other basic textbook on the subject.
However, the volume has been prepared such that it can stand alone. The volume has
been reorganized from the previous edition to cover consecutively two main subject
areas. In the first part we consider non-linear problems in solid mechanics and in the
second part linear and non-linear problems in structural mechanics.
In Chapters 1 to 9 we consider non-linear problems in solid mechanics. In these
chapters the special problems of solving non-linear equation systems are addressed. We
begin by restricting our attention to non-linear behaviour of materials while retaining
the assumptions on small strain. This serves as a bridge to more advanced studies later
in which geometric effects form large displacements and deformations are presented.
Indeed, non-linear applications are of great importance today and of practical interest
in most areas of engineering and physics. By starting our study first using a small strain
approach we believe the reader can more easily comprehend the various aspects which
need to be understood to master the subject matter. We cover in some detail formulations
of material models for viscoelasticity, plasticity and viscoplasticity which should serve
as a basis for applications to other material models. In our study of finite deformation
problems we present a series of approaches which may be used to solve problems
including extensions for treatment of constraints such as near incompressibility, rigid
and multi-body motions and discrete element forms. The chapter on discrete element
methods was prepared by Professor Nenad Bićanić of the University of Glasgow, UK.
In the second part of the volume we consider problems in structural mechanics. In
this class of applications the dimension of the problem is reduced using basic kinematic
assumptions. We begin the presentation in a new chapter that considers rod problems
where two of the dimensions of the structure are small compared to the third. This class
of problems is a combination of beam bending, axial extension and torsion. Again we
begin from a small strain assumption and introduce alternative forms of approximation
for the Euler–Bernoulli and the Timoshenko theory. In the former theory it is necessary
now to use C 1 interpolation (i.e. continuous displacement and slope) to model the
bending behaviour, whereas in the latter theory use of C 0 interpolation is permitted
when special means are included to avoid ‘locking’ in the transverse shear response.
Based upon the study of rods we then present a detailed study of problems in which only
one dimension is small compared to the other two. Building on the results from rods we
present a coverage for thin plates (Kirchhoff theory), thick plates (Reissner–Mindlin
theory) and their corresponding forms for shells. We then consider the problem of large
strains and present forms for buckling and large displacements.
The volume includes a new chapter on multi-scale effects. This is a recent area of
much research and the chapter presents a summary of some notable recent results. We
are indebted to Professor Bernardo Schrefler of the University of Padova, Italy, for
preparing this timely contribution.
The volume concludes with a short chapter on computational methods that describes
a companion computer program that can be used to solve several of the problem classes
described in this volume.
We emphasize here the fact that all three of our volumes stress the importance of
considering the finite element method as a unique and whole basis of approach and
that it contains many of the other numerical analysis methods as special cases. Thus,
imagination and knowledge should be combined by the readers in their endeavours.

Preface

The authors are particularly indebted to the International Centre of Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE) in Barcelona who have allowed their pre- and postprocessing code (GiD) to be accessed from the web site. This allows such difficult
tasks as mesh generation and graphic output to be dealt with efficiently. The authors
are also grateful to Professor Eric Kasper for his careful scrutiny of the entire text. We
also acknowledge the assistance of Matt Salveson who also helped in proofreading the
text.

Resources to accompany this book

Complete source code and user manual for program FEAPpv may be obtained at no
cost from the publisher’s web page: http://books.elsevier.com/companions/ or from
the author’s web page: http://www.ce.berkeley.edu/˜rlt
OCZ and RLT
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1
General problems in solid
mechanics and non-linearity
1.1 Introduction
Many introductory texts on the finite element method discuss the solution for linear
problems of elasticity and field equations.1–3 In practical applications the limitation
of linear elasticity, or more generally of linear behaviour, often precludes obtaining
an accurate assessment of the solution because of the presence of ‘non-linear’ effects
and/or because the geometry has a ‘thin’ dimension in one or more directions. In this
book we describe extensions to the formulations introduced to solve linear problems
to permit solutions to both classes of problems.
Non-linear behaviour of solids takes two forms: material non-linearity and geometric
non-linearity. The simplest form of non-linear material behaviour is that of elasticity
for which the stress is not linearly proportional to the strain. More general situations are
those in which the loading and unloading response of the material is different. Typical
here is the case of classical elastic–plastic behaviour.
When the deformation of a solid reaches a state for which the undeformed and
deformed shapes are substantially different a state of finite deformation occurs. In this
case it is no longer possible to write linear strain–displacement or equilibrium equations
on the undeformed geometry. Even before finite deformation exists it is possible
to observe buckling or load bifurcations in some solids and non-linear equilibrium
effects need to be considered. The classical Euler column, where the equilibrium
equation for buckling includes the effect of axial loading, is an example of this class
of problem. When deformation is large the boundary conditions can also become nonlinear. Examples are pressure loading that remains normal to the deformed body and
also the case where the deformed boundary interacts with another body. This latter
example defines a class known as contact problems and much research is currently
performed in this area. An example of a class of problems involving non-linear effects
in deformation measures, material behaviour and contact is the analysis of a rolling
tyre. A typical mesh for a tyre analysis is shown in Fig. 1.1. The cross-section shown
is able to model the layering of rubber and cords and the overall character of a tread.
The full mesh is generated by sweeping the cross-section around the wheel axis with a
variable spacing in the area which will be in contact. A formulation in which the mesh
is fixed and the material rotates is commonly used to perform the analysis.4–7
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(a) Tyre cross-section.

(b) Full mesh.

Fig. 1.1 Finite element mesh for tyre analysis.

Generally the accurate solution of solid problems which have one (or more) small
dimension(s) compared to the others cannot be achieved efficiently using standard
two- or three-dimensional finite element formulations. Traditionally separate theories of structural mechanics are introduced to solve this class of problems. A plate
is a flat structure with one thin (small) direction which is called the thickness. A
shell is a curved structure in space with one such small thickness direction. Structures with two small dimensions are called beams, frames, or rods. A primary reason why use of standard two- or three-dimensional finite element formulations do
not yield accurate solutions is the numerical ill-conditioning which results in their
algebraic equations. In this book we combine the traditional approaches of structural mechanics with a much stronger link to the full three-dimensional theory of
solids to obtain formulations which are easily solved using standard finite element
approaches.
This book considers both solid and structural mechanics problems and formulations
which make practical finite element solutions feasible. We divide the volume into two
main parts. In the first part we consider problems in which continuum theory of solids
continues to be used, whereas in the second part we focus attention on theories of
structural mechanics to describe the behaviour of rods, plates and shells.
In the present chapter we review the general equations for analysis of solids in
which deformations remain ‘small’ but material behaviour includes effects of a nonlinear kind. We present the theory in both an indicial (or tensorial) form as well as in the
matrix form commonly used in finite element developments. We also reformulate the
equations of solids in a variational (Galerkin) form. In Chapter 2 we present a general
scheme based on the Galerkin method to construct a finite element approximate solution
to problems based on variational forms. In this chapter we consider both irreducible
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and mixed forms of finite element approximation and indicate where the mixed forms
have distinct advantages. Here we also show how the linear problems of solids for
steady state and transient behaviour become non-linear when the material constitutive
model is represented in a non-linear form. Some discussion on the solution of transient
non-linear finite element forms is included. Since the form of the inertial effects
is generally unaffected by non-linearity, in the remainder of this volume we shall
primarily confine our remarks to terms arising from non-linear material behaviour and
finite deformation effects.
In Chapter 3 we describe various possible methods for solving non-linear algebraic equations. This is followed in Chapter 4 by consideration of material non-linear
behaviour and completes the development of a general formulation from which a finite
element computation can proceed.
In Chapter 5 we present a summary for the study of finite deformation of solids.
Basic relations for defining deformation are presented and used to write variational
(Galerkin) forms related to the undeformed configuration of the body and also to the
deformed configuration. It is shown that by relating the formulation to the deformed
body a result is obtained which is nearly identical to that for the small deformation
problem we considered in the small deformation theory treated in the early chapters of
this volume. Essential differences arise only in the constitutive equations (stress–strain
laws) and the addition of a new stiffness term commonly called the geometric or initial
stress stiffness. For constitutive modelling we summarize in Chapter 6 alternative
forms for elastic and inelastic materials. Contact problems are discussed in Chapter 7.
Here we summarize methods commonly used to model the interaction of intermittent
contact between surfaces of bodies.
In Chapter 8 we show that analyses of rigid and so-called pseudo-rigid bodies8 may
be developed directly from the theory of deformable solids. This permits the inclusion
in programs of options for multi-body dynamic simulations which combine deformable
solids with objects modelled as rigid bodies. In Chapter 9 we discuss specialization of
the finite deformation problem to address situations in which a large number of small
bodies interact [multi-particle or granular bodies commonly referred to as discrete
element methods (DEM) or discrete deformation analysis (DDA)].
In the second part of this book we study the behaviour of problems of structural
mechanics. In Chapter 10 we present a summary of the behaviour of rods (beams)
modelled by linear kinematic behaviour. We consider cases where deformation effects
include axial, bending and transverse shearing strains (Timoshenko beam theory9 ) as
well as the classical theory where transverse effects are neglected (Euler–Bernoulli
theory). We then describe the solution of plate problems, considering first the problem
of thin plates (Chapter 11) in which only bending deformations are included and,
second, the problem in which both bending and shearing deformations are present
(Chapter 12).
The problem of shell behaviour adds in-plane membrane deformations and curved
surface modelling. Here we split the problem into three separate parts. The first
combines simple flat elements which include bending and membrane behaviour to form
a faceted approximation to the curved shell surface (Chapter 13). Next we involve the
addition of shearing deformation and use of curved elements to solve axisymmetric
shell problems (Chapter 14). We conclude the presentation of shells with a general
form using curved isoparametric element shapes which include the effects of bending,
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shearing, and membrane deformations (Chapter 15). Here a very close link with the
full three-dimensional analysis will be readily recognized.
In Chapter 16 we address a class of problems in which the solution in one coordinate direction is expressed as a series, for example a Fourier series. Here, for linear
material behaviour, very efficient solutions can be achieved for many problems. Some
extensions to non-linear behaviour are also presented.
In Chapter 17 we specialize the finite deformation theory to that which results in
large displacements but small strains. This class of problems permits use of all the
constitutive equations discussed for small deformation problems and can address classical problems of instability. It also permits the construction of non-linear extensions
to plate and shell problems discussed in Chapters 11–15 of this volume.
We conclude the descriptions applied to solids in Chapter 18 with a presentation of
multi-scale effects in solids.
In the final chapter we summarize the capabilities of a companion computer program
(called FEAPpv ) that is available at the publisher’s web site. This program may be used
to address the class of non-linear solid and structural mechanics problems described in
this volume.

1.2 Small deformation solid mechanics problems
1.2.1 Strong form of equations – indicial notation
In this general section we shall describe how the various equations of solid mechanics∗
can become non-linear under certain circumstances. In particular this will occur for
solid mechanics problems when non-linear stress–strain relationships are used. The
chapter also presents the notation and the methodology which we shall adopt throughout
this book. The reader will note how simply the transition between forms for linear and
non-linear problems occurs.
The field equations for solid mechanics are given by equilibrium behaviour (balance of momentum), strain-displacement relations, constitutive equations, boundary
conditions, and initial conditions.10–15
In the treatment given here we will use two notational forms. The first is a cartesian
tensor indicial form and the second is a matrix form (see reference 1 for additional
details on both approaches). In general, we shall find that both are useful to describe
particular parts of formulations. For example, when we describe large strain problems
the development of the so-called ‘geometric’ or ‘initial stress’ stiffness is most easily
described by using an indicial form. However, in much of the remainder, we shall
find that it is convenient to use a matrix form. The requirements for transformations
between the two will also be indicated.
In the sequel, when we use indicial notation an index appearing once in any term
is called a free index and a repeated index is called a dummy index. A dummy index
may only appear twice in any term and implies summation over the range of the index.
∗

More general theories for solid mechanics problems exist that involve higher order micro-polar or couple stress
effects; however, we do not consider these in this volume.
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Thus if two vectors ai and bi each have three terms the form ai bi implies
ai bi = a1 b1 + a2 b2 + a3 b3
Note that a dummy index may be replaced by any other index without changing the
meaning, accordingly
ai bi ≡ aj bj

Coordinates and displacements

For a fixed Cartesian coordinate system we denote coordinates as x, y, z or in index
form as x1 , x2 , x3 . Thus the vector of coordinates is given by
x = x1 e1 + x2 e2 + x3 e3 = xi ei
in which ei are unit base vectors of the Cartesian system and the summation convention
described above is adopted.
Similarly, the displacements will be denoted as u, v, w or u1 , u2 , u3 and the vector
of displacements by
u = u1 e1 + u2 e2 + u3 e3 = ui ei
Generally, we will denote all quantities by their components and where possible
the coordinates and displacements will be denoted as xi and ui , respectively, in which
the range of the index i is 1, 2, 3 for three-dimensional applications (or 1, 2 for twodimensional problems).

Strain--displacement relations
The strains may be expressed in Cartesian tensor form as


1 ∂ui
∂uj
εij =
+
2 ∂xj
∂xi

(1.1)

and are valid measures provided deformations are small. By a small deformation
problem we mean that
|εij | << 1

and

|ω2ij | << εij 

where | · | denotes absolute value and  ·  a suitable norm. In the above ωij denotes a
small rotation given by


1 ∂ui
∂uj
−
(1.2)
ωij =
2 ∂xj
∂xi
and thus the displacement gradient may be expressed as
∂ui
= εij + ωij
∂xj

(1.3)
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Equilibrium equations -- balance of momentum
The equilibrium equations (balance of linear momentum) are given in index form as
σj i,j + bi = ρ üi ,

i, j = 1, 2, 3

(1.4)

where σij are components of (Cauchy) stress, ρ is mass density, and bi are body force
components. In the above, and in the sequel, we use the convention that the partial
derivatives are denoted by
f,i =

∂f
∂xi

∂f
f˙ =
∂t

and

for coordinates and time, respectively.
Similarly, moment equilibrium (balance of angular momentum) yields symmetry of
stress given in indicial form as
(1.5)
σij = σj i
Equations (1.4) and (1.5) hold at all points xi in the domain of the problem .

Boundary conditions
Stress boundary conditions are given by the traction condition
ti = σj i nj = t̄i

(1.6)

for all points which lie on the part of the boundary denoted as t . A quantity with a
‘bar’ denotes a specified function.
Similarly, displacement boundary conditions are given by
ui = ūi

(1.7)

and apply for all points which lie on the part of the boundary denoted as u .
Many additional forms of boundary conditions exist in non-linear problems. Conditions where the boundary of one part interacts with another part, so-called contact
conditions, will be taken up in Chapter 7. Similarly, it is necessary to describe how
loading behaves when deformations become large. Follower pressure loads are one
example of this class and we consider this further in Sec. 5.7.

Initial conditions

Finally, for transient problems in which the inertia term ρ üi is important, initial conditions are required. These are given for an initial time denoted as ‘zero’ by
ui (xj , 0) = d̄ i (xj )

and

u̇i (xj , 0) = v̄i (xj ) in 

(1.8)

It is also necessary in some problems to specify the state of stress at the initial time.

Constitutive relations
All of the above equations apply to any material provided the deformations remain
small. The specific behaviour of a material is described by constitutive equations
which relate the stresses to imposed strains and, often, other sources which cause
deformation (e.g. temperature).

Small deformation solid mechanics problems

The simplest material model is that of linear elasticity where quite generally
σij = Cij kl (εkl − ε(0)
kl )

(1.9a)

in which Cij kl are elastic moduli and ε(0)
kl are strains arising from sources other than displacement. For example, in thermal problems strains result from change in temperature
and these may be given by
(1.9b)
ε(0)
kl = αkl [T − T0 ]
in which αkl are coefficients of linear expansion and T is temperature with T0 a reference
temperature for which thermal strains are zero.
For linear isotropic materials these relations simplify to
(0)
σij = λδij (εkk − ε(0)
kk ) + 2 µ (εij − εij )

(1.10a)

ε(0)
kl = δij α [T − T0 ]

(1.10b)

and

where λ and µ are Lamé elastic parameters and α is a scalar coefficient of linear
expansion.10,11 In addition, δij is the Kronecker delta function given by

1; for i = j
δij =
0; for i = j
Many materials are not linear nor are they elastic. The construction of appropriate
constitutive models to represent experimentally observed behaviour is extremely complex. In this book we will illustrate a few classical models of behaviour and indicate
how they can be included in a general solution framework. Here we only wish to
indicate how a non-linear material behaviour affects our formulation. To do this we
consider non-linear elastic behaviour represented by a strain–energy density function
W in which stress is computed as11
σij =

∂W
∂εij

(1.11)

Materials based on this form are called hyperelastic. When the strain–energy is given
by the quadratic form
(1.12)
W = 21 εij Cij kl εkl − εij Cij kl ε(0)
kl
we obtain the linear elastic model given by Eq. (1.9a). More general forms are permitted, however, including those leading to non-linear elastic behaviour.

1.2.2 Matrix notation
In this book we will often use a matrix form to write the equations. In this case we
denote the coordinates as
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎨x ⎬ ⎨x1 ⎬
(1.13)
x = y = x2
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
z
x3
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⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎨ u ⎬ ⎨u1 ⎬
u = v = u2
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
w
u3
For two-dimensional forms we often ignore the third component.
The transformation to matrix form for stresses is given in the order
and displacements as

σ = σ11 σ22

σ33

σ12

σ23

σ31

T

σxy

σyz

σzx

T

= σxx

σyy

σzz

ε = ε11

ε22

ε33 γ12

γ23

γ31

T

= εxx

εyy

εzz

γyz

γzx

T

(1.14)

(1.15)

and strains by

γxy

(1.16)

where symmetry of the tensors is assumed and ‘engineering’shear strains are introduced
as
(1.17)
γij = 2εij , i  = j
to make writing of subsequent matrix relations in a concise manner.
The transformation to the six independent components of stress and strain is performed by using the index order given in Table 1.1. This ordering will apply to
many subsequent developments also. The order is chosen to permit reduction to twodimensional applications by merely deleting the last two entries and treating the third
entry as appropriate for plane or axisymmetric applications.
The strain–displacement equations are expressed in matrix form as
ε = Su

(1.18)

with the three-dimensional strain operator given by
⎡ ∂
∂
0
0
⎢ ∂x1
∂x2
⎢
∂
∂
⎢
ST = ⎢ 0
0
⎢
∂x2
∂x1
⎣
∂
0
0
0
∂x3

0
∂
∂x3
∂
∂x2

∂ ⎤
∂x3 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
∂ ⎦
∂x1

Table 1.1 Index relation between tensor and matrix forms
Form

Index value

Matrix
Tensor (1, 2, 3)

1
11

2
22

3
33

Cartesian (x, y, z)

xx

yy

zz

Cylindrical (r, z, θ)

rr

zz

θθ

4
12
21
xy
yx
rz
zr

5
23
32
yz
zy
zθ
θz

6
31
13
zx
xz
θr
rθ

Small deformation solid mechanics problems

The same operator may be used to write the equilibrium equations (1.4) as
S T σ + b = ρ ü

(1.19)

The boundary conditions for displacement and traction are given by
u = ū on u
where

t = GT σ = t̄ on t

and



n1
G = 0
0
T

0
n2
0

n2
n1
0

0
0
n3

0
n3
n2

n3
0
n1

(1.20)



in which n = (n1 , n2 , n3 ) are direction cosines of the normal to the boundary . We
note further that the non-zero structure of S and G are the same.
For transient problems, initial conditions are denoted by
u(x, 0) = d̄(x)

and

u̇(x, 0) = v̄(x) in 

(1.21)

The constitutive equations for a linear elastic material are given in matrix form by
σ = D(ε − ε0 )

(1.22)

where in Eq. (1.9a) the index pairs ij and kl for Cij kl are transformed to the 6 × 6
matrix D terms using Table 1.1. For a general hyperelastic material we use
σ=

∂W
∂ε

(1.23)

1.2.3 Two-dimensional problems
There are several classes of two-dimensional problems which may be considered. The
simplest are plane stress in which the plane of deformation (e.g. x1 − x2 ) is thin and
stresses σ33 = τ13 = τ23 = 0; and plane strain in which the plane of deformation (e.g.
x1 − x2 ) is one for which ε33 = γ13 = γ23 = 0. Another class is called axisymmetric
where the analysis domain is a three-dimensional body of revolution defined in cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) but deformations and stresses are two-dimensional functions
of r, z only.

Plane stress and plane strain

For plane stress and plane strain problems which have x1 − x2 as the plane of deformation, the displacements are assumed in the form


u=

u1 (x1 , x2 , t)
u2 (x1 , x2 , t)


(1.24)
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and thus the strains may be defined by:11

⎡ ∂
⎢ ∂x1
⎧ ⎫
⎢
ε11 ⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎢ 0
ε22
⎢
ε=
= S u + ε3 = ⎢
ε
⎪
⎢ 0
⎩ 33 ⎪
⎭
⎢
γ12
⎣ ∂
∂x2

⎤
0

⎥
⎧ ⎫
0
∂ ⎥
⎪


⎨ ⎪
⎬
⎥
u
0
⎥
1
∂x2 ⎥
+
u2
⎪
0 ⎥
⎩ε33 ⎪
⎭
⎥
0
⎦
∂
∂x1

(1.25)

Here the ε33 is either zero (plane strain) or determined from the material constitution
by assuming σ33 is zero (plane stress). The components of stress are taken in the matrix
form


(1.26)
σT = σ11 σ22 σ33 τ12
where σ33 is determined from material constitution (plane strain) or taken as zero (plane
stress).
We note that the local ‘energy’ term
E = σT ε

(1.27)

does not involve ε33 for either plane stress or plane strain. Indeed, it is not necessary
to compute the σ33 (or ε33 ) until after a problem solution is obtained.
The traction vector for plane problems is given by


n1 0 0 n2
T
T
where
G =
(1.28)
t=G σ
0 n2 0 n1
and once again we note that S and G have the same non-zero structure.

Axisymmetric problems
In an axisymmetric problem we use the cylindrical coordinate system
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎨x1 ⎬ ⎨r ⎬
x = x2 = z
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
θ
x3

(1.29)

This ordering permits the two-dimensional axisymmetric and plane problems to be
written in a very similar manner. The body is three dimensional but defined by a
surface of revolution such that properties and boundaries are independent of the θ
coordinate. For this case the displacement field may be taken as


u=

u1 (x1 , x2 , t)
u2 (x1 , x2 , t)
u3 (x1 , x2 , t)



and, thus, also is taken as independent of θ.



ur (r, z, t)
= uz (r, z, t)
uθ (r, z, t)

(1.30)

Small deformation solid mechanics problems

The strains for the axisymmetric case are given by:11
⎡
⎤
∂
0
0
⎢ ∂x1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
∂
⎢ 0
⎥
0
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎢
⎥
∂x2
ε
ε
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎢
⎥
rr
11
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ε ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ε ⎪
⎪
⎢ 1
⎥ 
⎪
zz ⎪
22 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎢
⎥ u1
0
0
⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎢
⎥
x
εθθ
ε33
1
⎢
⎥ u2
ε=
=
=Su=⎢ ∂
⎥
∂
γ
γ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
rz
12
⎪
⎢
⎥ u3
0
⎪γ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪γ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎢
⎥
⎪
⎩ zθ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩ 23 ⎪
⎭
⎢ ∂x2 ∂x1
⎥
γθr
γ31
⎢
⎥
∂
⎢ 0
⎥
0
⎢
⎥
∂x
2
⎢

⎥
⎣
1 ⎦
∂
0
0
−
∂x1
x1
The stresses are written in the same order as

σT = σ11 σ22 σ33 τ12

τ23 τ31



Similar to the three-dimensional problem the traction is given by

n1 0 0 n2 0
T
T
where
G = 0 n2 0 n1 0
t=G σ
0 0 0 0 n2

(1.31)

(1.32)

0
0
n1


(1.33)

where we note that n3 cannot exist for a complete body of revolution. Once again we
note that S and G have the same non-zero structure.
We note that the strain–displacement relations between the u1 , u2 and u3 components
are uncoupled. If the material constitution is also uncoupled between the first four and
the last two components of strain (i.e. the first four stresses are related only to the
first four strains) we may separate the axisymmetric problem into two parts: (a) a part
which depends only on the first four strains which are expressed in u1 , u2 ; and (b) a
problem which depends only on the last two shear strains and u3 . The first problem is
sometimes referred to as torsionless and the second as a torsion problem. However,
when the constitution couples the effects, as in classical elastic–plastic solution of a
bar which is stretched and twisted, it is necessary to consider the general case.
The torsionless axisymmetric problem is given by
⎡ ∂
⎤
0
⎢ ∂x1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
∂
⎢
⎥ 
ε
ε
⎪
⎨ rr ⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎨ 11 ⎪
⎬
⎢ 0
⎥
εzz
ε22
⎢
∂x2 ⎥ u1
=
=Su=⎢
(1.34)
ε=
⎥ u
⎪
⎢ 1
⎥
2
⎩εθθ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩ε33 ⎪
⎭
0 ⎥
⎢
γrz
γ12
⎢ x1
⎥
⎣ ∂
∂ ⎦
∂x2

∂x1

with stresses given by Eq. (1.26) and tractions by Eq. (1.28). Thus the only difference
in these two classes of problems is the presence of the u1 /x1 for the third strain in
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the axisymmetric case (of course the two differ also in the domain description of the
problem as we shall point out later).

1.3 Variational forms for non-linear elasticity
For an elastic material as specified by Eq. (1.23), the above equations may be given
in a variational form when no inertial effects are included. The simplest form is the
potential energy principle where



T
W (Su) d −
u b d −
uT t̄ d
(1.35)
P E =




t

The first variation yields the governing equation of the functional as16



T ∂W
T
d −
δP E =
δ(Su)
δu b d −
δuT t̄ d = 0
∂Su


t
After integration by parts and collecting terms we obtain



δP E = −
δuT S T σ + b d



+
δuT GT σ − t̄ d = 0

(1.36)

(1.37)

t

where
∂W
∂Su
When W is given by the quadratic form (1.12) we recover the linear problem given by
Eq. (1.22). In this case the form becomes the principle of minimum potential energy
and the displacement field which renders W an absolute minimum is an exact solution
to the problem.11
We note that the potential energy principle includes the strain–displacement equations and the elastic model expressed in terms of displacement-based strains. It also
requires the displacement boundary condition to be stated in addition to the theorem. It
is, however, the simplest variational form and only requires knowledge of the displacement field to be valid. This form is a basis for irreducible (or displacement) methods
of approximate solution.
A general variational theorem, which includes all the equations and boundary conditions, is given by the Hu–Washizu variational theorem.17 This theorem is given by

H W (u, ε, σ) =
W (ε) + σT (Su − ε) d



(1.38)
T
T
−
u b d −
u t̄ d −
tT (u − ū) d
σ=



t

u

in which t = GT σ. The proof that the theorem contains all the governing equations is
obtained by taking the variation of Eq. (1.38) with respect to u, ε and σ. Accordingly,

Variational forms for non-linear elasticity

taking the variation of (1.38) and performing an integration by parts on δ(Su) we obtain



∂W
T
− σ d
δH W = δε
∂ε



T
+
δσ [Su − ε] d −
δtT (u − ū) d
(1.39)
u


!
!
δuT S T σ + b d +
δuT t − t̄ d = 0
−


t

and it is evident that the Hu–Washizu variational theorem yields all the equations for
the non-linear elastostatic problem.
We may also establish a direct link between the Hu–Washizu theorem and other
variational principles. If we express the strains ε in terms of the stresses using the
Laurant transformation
(1.40)
U (σ) + W (ε) = σT ε
we recover the Hellinger–Reissner variational principle given by18–20

H R (u, σ) =
σT Su − U (σ) d



T
T
−
u b d −
u t̄ d −
tT (u − ū) d


t

(1.41)

u

In the linear elastic case we have, ignoring initial strain and stress effects,
U (σ) =

1
2

σij Sij kl σkl

(1.42)

where Sij kl are elastic compliances. While this form is also formally valid for general
elastic problems. We shall find that in the non-linear case it is not possible to find
unique relations for the constitutive behaviour in terms of stress forms. Thus, we shall
often rely on use of the Hu–Washizu functional as the basis for a mixed formulation.
We may also establish a direct link to the minimum potential energy form and the
Hu–Washizu theorem. If we satisfy the displacement boundary condition (1.20) a priori
the integral term over u is eliminated from Eq. (1.38). Generally, in our finite element
approximations based on the Hu–Washizu theorem (or variants of the theorem) we shall
satisfy the displacement boundary conditions explicitly and thus avoid approximating
the u term.
If we then satisfy the strain-displacement relations a priori then the Hu–Washizu
theorem is identical with the potential energy principle. In constructing finite element
approximations, the potential energy principle is a basis for developing displacement
models (also referred to as irreducible models1 ) whereas the Hu–Washizu form is a
basis for developing mixed models.1 As we will show in Chapter 2 mixed methods have
distinct advantages in constructing robust finite element formulations. However, there
are also advantages in having a finite element formulation where the global problem is
expressed in a displacement form. Noting how the Hu–Washizu form reduces to the
potential energy principle provides a link on treating the reductions to their approximate
counterparts (see Sec. 2.6).
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One advantage of a variational theorem is that symmetry conditions are automatically
obtained; however, a distinct disadvantage is that only elastic behaviour and static forms
may be considered. In the next section we consider an alternative approach of weak
forms which is valid for both elastic or inelastic material forms and directly admits
the inertial effects. We shall observe that for the elastostatic problem a weak form is
equivalent to the variation of a theorem.

1.4 Weak forms of governing equations
A variational (weak) form for any set of equations is a scalar relation and may be
constructed by multiplying the equation set by an appropriate arbitrary function which
has the same free indices as in the set of governing equations (which then becomes a
dummy index and sums over its range), integrating over the domain of the problem and
setting the result to zero.1,17

1.4.1 Weak form for equilibrium equation
For example, in indicial form the equilibrium equation (1.4) has the free index i, thus to
construct a weak form we multiply by an arbitrary vector with index i and integrate the
result over the domain . Virtual work is a weak form in which the arbitrary function
is a virtual displacement δui , accordingly using this function we obtain the form

δeq =
δui ρüi − σj i,j − bi d = 0


Generally stress will depend on strains which are derivatives of displacements. Thus,
the above form will require computation of second derivatives of displacement
to form the integrands. The need to compute second derivatives may be reduced
(i.e. ‘weakened’) by performing an integration by parts and upon noting the symmetry
of the stress we obtain




δui ρ üi d +
δεij (uk ) σij d  −
δui bi d − δui ti d = 0
δeq =








(1.43)
where virtual strains are related to virtual displacements as
δεij (uk ) = 21 (δui,j + δuj,i )

(1.44)

This may be further simplified by splitting the boundary into parts where traction is
specified, t , and parts where displacements are specified, u . If we enforce pointwise
all the displacement boundary conditions∗ and impose a constraint that δui vanishes
on u , we obtain the final result




δeq =
δui ρ üi d +
δεij (uk ) σij d −
δui bi d −
δui t̄i d = 0






t

(1.45)
∗

Alternatively, we can combine this term with another from the integration by parts of the weak form of the
strain–displacement equations.

References

or in matrix form as




δuT ρ ü d +
δ(Su)T σ d −
δuT b d −
δuT t̄ d = 0
δeq =






t

(1.46)
The first term is the virtual work of internal inertial forces, the second the virtual work
of the internal stresses and the last two the virtual work of body and traction forces,
respectively.
The above weak form provides the basis from which a finite element formulation
of equilibrium may be deduced for general applications. It is necessary to add appropriate expressions for the strain–displacement and constitutive equations to complete
a problem formulation. Weak forms for these may be written immediately from the
variation of the Hu–Washizu principle given in Eq. (1.39).
We note that the form adopted to define the matrices of stress and strain permits the
internal work of stress and strain to be written as
εij σij = εT σ = σT ε

(1.47)

Similarly, the internal virtual work per unit volume may be expressed by
δW = δεij σij = δεT σ

(1.48)

In Chapter 4 we will discuss this in more detail and show that constructing constitutive
equations in terms of six components of stress and strain must be treated appropriately
in reductions from the original nine tensor components.

1.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have summarized the basic steps needed to formulate a general
small-strain solid mechanics problem. The formulation has been presented in a strong
form in terms of partial differential equations and in a weak form in terms of integral
expressions. We have also indicated how the general problem can become non-linear.
In the next chapter we describe the use of the finite element method to construct
approximate solutions to weak forms for non-linear transient solid mechanics problems.
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2
Galerkin method of approximation
– irreducible and mixed forms
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented the basic equations for problems in non-linear
solid mechanics in which strains remain small. We showed that the equations can be
presented in a strong form as a set of partial differential equations or alternatively in
terms of a variational principle or weak form expressed as an integral over the domain
of interest. In the present chapter we use the weak form to construct approximate
solutions based on the finite element method. This results in a Galerkin method for
which general properties are well known.1–4
Although it is assumed that the reader is familiar with finite element methods for
small deformation linear problems, we present a full summary of the basic steps to
construct a solution for the transient problem. We emphasize the differences between
linear and non-linear effects as well as the numerical procedures used to establish the
final discrete form of the equations which is the form used in computer analysis. We
also consider both irreducible and mixed forms of approximation. The mixed forms
are introduced to overcome deficiencies arising in use of low order elements based on
irreducible forms. In particular, in this chapter we consider a mixed form appropriate
for use in problems in which near incompressible behaviour can occur. In the second
part of this book, we consider forms for structural problems where so-called ‘shear
locking’ can occur in bending of thin rods, plates and shells.
We conclude this chapter by applying the methods developed for the equations of
solid mechanics to that for thermal analysis based on a non-linear form of the quasiharmonic equation.

2.2 Finite element approximation – Galerkin method
The finite element approximation to a problem starts by dividing the domain of interest,
, into a set of subdomains (called elements), e , such that

ˆ =
(2.1a)
e
≈
e

Similarly the boundary is divided into subdomains as



e =
te +
ue
 ≈ ˆ =
e

et

eu

(2.1b)
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where te is a boundary segment on which tractions are specified and ue one where
displacements are specified. We note that in general the domain of a finite element
analysis is an approximation to the true domain which depends on the boundary shape
of elements.
ˆ
The weak form for the governing equations is written for the problem domain 
and also written as a sum over the element domains. Thus, the weak form given in
Eq. (1.46) for the equilibrium equation becomes




T
T
ˆ
δu ρü d +
δ(Su) σ d −
δuT b d
δeq ≈ δeq =
e

−
=


e

e


et



te

ˆe+
δ

e

δuT t̄ d = 0



e

(2.2)

ˆ et = 0
δ

et

ˆ et those
ˆ e are terms within the domain e of each element and δ
In the above δ
which belong to traction boundary surfaces te . A Galerkin method of solution is
obtained using approximations to the dependent variables and their virtual forms.1,2
For an irreducible (or displacement) finite element form we only need approximations
for u and δu.
In order for a variational theorem or a weak form to be split into the additive sum
indicated in Eq. (2.2) the highest derivatives appearing in the functional must be at
least piecewise continuous so that all the integrals exist and no contributions across
interelement boundaries are present.∗ For a functional containing a variable with a
highest derivative of order m + 1 the functions used to approximate the variable must
ˆ – such functions
have all derivatives up to order m continuous in the entire domain, 
m
are called C . For the weak forms considered for problems in solid mechanics we will
encounter functionals which contain only first derivatives and thus will need only C 0
functions for the approximation. Indeed some functions in mixed forms will have no
ˆ Generally,
derivatives and these may be approximated by discontinuous functions in .
m
one should respect the order of approximation (i.e. C ) where an exact solution can
have discontinuous behaviour. For solid mechanics there are discontinuities in the
displacement at material interfaces and at some singular load forms (e.g. point loads
or line loads). Material interfaces are real; however, use of a point or line load is
not and, when used, is an approximation to a physical action. Use of functions with
added continuity over C m can be beneficial where solutions are smooth. Thus there are
some forms of interpolation being introduced in recent literature that have increased
smoothness. In this volume, however, we will generally present only those forms
which provide C m continuity. In the first part of this volume concerning problems in
solid mechanics approximations will be made with C 0 functions. In the second part
concerning structural mechanics problems for rods, plates and shells we shall need C 1
functions for some formulations, whereas in others we can still use C 0 forms.
There are formulations which violate the continuity conditions leading to so-called
incompatible approximation (e.g. see Wilson et al.6 ). Strang termed such approxima∗

It is possible to add interelement jump terms to a functional leading to a Discontinuous Galerkin formulation –
see Cockburn et al.5 for more information.
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tions a variational crime7 but showed convergence could still be achieved provided
certain requirements were met. Most incompatible formulations that perform well
have subsequently been shown to be members of a valid mixed formulation (e.g. see
Simo and Rifai8 ). In the forms given for problems in solid mechanics we will use
interpolations which satisfy the C 0 requirement; however, in the study of thin plates
we will present some forms which violate the C 1 requirement.
In addition to the continuity requirement it is necessary for C m functions to possess
complete polynomials to order m + 1 to ensure that the derivatives up to order m + 1
can assume constant values. Both of the above requirements are covered in standard
introductory texts on the finite element method (e.g. see reference 2 or 3). They
remain equally valid for the study of non-linear problems – both for forms with material
non-linearity as well as those with large deformations where kinematic conditions are
non-linear. The patch test also remains valid in assessing the available continuity and
derivatives present in any approximation (see reference 2 for a general discussion on
the patch test for irreducible and mixed finite element formulations).

Displacement approximation
A finite element approximation for displacements is given by

Nb (x)ũb (t) = N(x)ũ(t)
u(x, t) ≈ û =

(2.3)

b

where Nb are element shape functions, ũb (t) are time dependent nodal displacements
and the sum ranges over the number of nodes associated with an element. Alternatively,
in isoparametric form2 the expressions are given by (as shown in Fig. 2.1 for a four-node
two-dimensional quadrilateral)

Nb (ξ)ũb (t) = N(ξ)ũ(t);
u(ξ, t) ≈ û(ξ, t) =
x(ξ) =



b

(2.4a)

Nb (ξ)x̃b = N(ξ)x̃

b

ξ2

ξ2

1

ξ1

x2
ξ1

1

1

1

(a) Element in ξ coordinates.

x1
(b) Element in x coordinates.

Fig. 2.1 Isoparametric map for 4-node two-dimensional quadrilateral.
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where x̃ represent nodal coordinate parameters and ξ are the parametric coordinates
for each element.
An approximation for the virtual displacement is given by

Na (ξ)ũa = N(ξ)ũ
(2.4b)
δu(ξ) ≈ δû(ξ) =
a

A summary of procedures used to construct shape functions for some isoparametric
elements is included in Appendix A.

Derivatives
The weak forms presented in Chapter 1 all include first derivative of displacements.
For the isoparametric approximation given in Eq. (2.4a) we need first derivatives of the
shape functions with respect to xj . These are computed using the chain rule as:
∂Na
∂xj ∂Na
=
∂ξi
∂ξi ∂xj

(2.5)

∂Na
∂Na
=J
∂ξ
∂x

(2.6a)

or in matrix form
where

⎧ ∂N ⎫
a⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ∂ξ1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
∂Na ⎬
∂Na
=
;
⎪
∂ξ2 ⎪
∂ξ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∂Na ⎪
⎭
∂ξ3

⎧ ∂N ⎫
⎡ ∂x
1
a⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎢ ∂ξ1
⎪ ∂x1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ∂N ⎬
⎢ ∂x
∂Na
⎢ 1
a
=
; J=⎢
⎪
⎪
⎢ ∂ξ2
∂x
∂x
2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎣ ∂x
⎪
⎪
∂N
1
⎪
⎪
⎩ a⎭
∂ξ3
∂x3

∂x2
∂ξ1
∂x2
∂ξ2
∂x2
∂ξ3

∂x3 ⎤
∂ξ1 ⎥
∂x3 ⎥
⎥
⎥
∂ξ2 ⎥
∂x3 ⎦
∂ξ3

(2.6b)

in which J is the Jacobian transformation between x and ξ. Using the above the shape
function derivatives are given by
∂Na
∂Na
= J−1
∂x
∂ξ

(2.6c)

In two-dimensional problems only the first two coordinates are involved, thus reducing
the size of J to a 2 × 2 matrix. In the sequel we will often use the notation
∂Na
∂Na
= Na,xj and
= Na,ξi
∂xj
∂ξi

(2.7)

Strain--displacement equations
Using (1.18) the strain–displacement equations are given by


(SNb ) ũb =
Bb ũb = Bũ
ε = Su ≈
b

(2.8)

b

In a general three-dimensional problem the strain matrix at each node of an element is
defined by


Nb,x1
0
0
Nb,x2
0
Nb,x3
0
Nb,x2
0
Nb,x1 Nb,x3
0
(2.9a)
BTb =
0
Nb,x2 Nb,x1
0
0
Nb,x3

Finite element approximation – Galerkin method

For the two-dimensional plane stress, plane strain and torsionless axisymmetric
problem the strain matrix at a node is given by


Nb,x1
0
c Nb /x1 Nb,x2
T
(2.9b)
Bb =
0
Nb,x2
0
Nb,x1
where c = 0 for plane stress and strain and c = 1 for the torsionless axisymmetric
case. For the axisymmetric problem with torsion the strain matrix becomes


Nb,x1
0
Nb /x1 Nb,x2
0
0
0
Nb,x1
0
0
0
Nb,x2
(2.9c)
BTb =
0
0
0
0
Nb,x2 (Nb,x1 − Nb /x1 )

Weak form
Substituting the above forms for displacement and strains into the weak form of equilibrium given in Eq. (2.2) yields, for a single element,





e
T
T
T
T
ˆ
¨
N ρN d ũ +
B σ d −
N b d −
NT t̄ d
(2.10)
δeq = δũ
e

e

e

te

Performing the sum over all elements and noting that the virtual parameters δũ are
arbitrary we obtain a semi-discrete problem given by the set of ordinary differential
equations
Mũ¨ + P(σ) = f
(2.11a)
where



M(e) ; P =
P(e) and f =
f (e)
(2.11b)
M=
e

e

e

with the element arrays specified by




(e)
T
(e)
T
(e)
T
N ρN d; P (σ) =
B σ d and f =
N b d +
NT t̄ d
M =
e

e

e

te

(2.11c)
The term P is often referred to as the stress divergence or stress force term.
While the form for the arrays given above is valid for all problem classes the volume
element differs and is given by:
d = dx1 dx2 dx3 ;
d = dx1 dx2 ;
d = h3 dx1 dx2 ;
d = 2 π x1 dx1 dx2 ;

General three-dimensional problems,
Plane strain problems,
Plane stress problems,
Axisymmetric problems.

In the above we assume a unit thickness in the x3 direction for plane strain, h3 is the
thickness of a plane stress
 slab; and the factor 2 π in axisymmetric problems results
from the integration of dx3 = dθ of the body of revolution.∗
In the sequel we will discuss the finite element form for solids in a general context
using the coordinates, xi , displacements, ui , etc. Unless otherwise stated, we will also
assume that the forms for B, e , d, etc. are always replaced by that appropriate for
the problem class considered (i.e. plane stress, plane strain, axisymmetric, or general
three dimensions).
Some programs, including FEAPpv available at the publisher’s web site, omit the factor 2π in axisymmetric
forms.

∗
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2.2.1 Irreducible displacement method
In the case of linear elasticity the constitutive equations are given by Eq. (1.22) and
using Eq. (2.8) an irreducible displacement method results2 with


(e)
BT DBd ũ = K (e) ũ
(2.12)
P (σ) =
e

in which K (e) is a linear stiffness matrix. In many situations, however, it is necessary to
use non-linear or time-dependent stress–strain (constitutive) relations and in these cases
we need to develop solution strategies directly from Eqs (2.11a) to (2.11c). This will
be considered further in detail in later chapters for quite general constitutive behaviour.
However, at this stage we simply need to note that
σ = σ(ε)

(2.13)

and that the functional relationship can be very non-linear and occasionally non-unique.
Furthermore, it will be necessary to use a mixed approach if constraints, such as near
incompressibility, are encountered.2 We address this latter aspect in Sec. 2.6; however,
before doing so we consider the manner whereby calculation of the finite element arrays
and solution of the transient equations may be computed using numerical methods.

2.3 Numerical integration – quadrature
The integrations needed to compute the finite element arrays are most conveniently
performed numerically by quadrature.2,3,9 Many forms of quadrature formulas exist;
however, the most accurate for polynomial expressions is Gauss–Legendre quadrature.10 Gauss–Legendre quadrature tables are generally tabulated over the range of
coordinates −1 < ξ < 1 (hence our main reason for also choosing many shape function on this interval).
Gaussian quadrature integrates a function as
 2n 
 1
n

d f
f (ξ) dξ =
f (ξj ) wj + O
(2.14a)
dξ2n
−1
j =1
where ξj are the points where the function is evaluated and wj is a weight. Thus, an
n-point formula integrates exactly a polynomial of order 2n − 1. Table 2.1 presents
the location of points and weights for the first five members of the family.
Integrations over multi-dimensional domains may be performed by products of the
one-dimensional formula. Thus, in two dimensions we use (with η ≡ ξ2 )
 1 1
n 
n

f (ξ, η) dξ dη =
f (ξj , ηk ) wj wk
(2.14b)
−1

−1

j =1 k=1

and in three dimensions (with ζ = ξ3 )
 1 1 1
n 
n 
n

f (ξ, η, ζ) dξ dη dζ =
f (ξj , ηk , ζl ) wj wk wl
−1

−1

−1

j =1 k=1 l=1

which are exact when polynomials in any direction are less than order 2n.

(2.14c)

Numerical integration – quadrature
Table 2.1 Gaussian quadrature abscissae and weights for
n
j =1 f (ξj ) wj .
Order j

ξj

wj

n=1 1

0

2

n=2 1
2
n=3 1
2
3
n=4 1
2
3
4
n=5 1
2
3
4
5

√
+ 1/ 3
√
− 1/ 3
√
+ 0.6
0
√
− 0.6
√
+ ((3 + a)/7)
√
+ ((3 − a)/7)
√
− ((3 − a)/7)
√
− ((3 + a)/7)
√
+ b
√
+ c
0
√
− c
√
− b

1

−1

f (ξ) dξ =

1
1
5/9
8/9
5/9
0.5 − 1/(3a)
0.5 + 1/(3a)
0.5 + 1/(3a)
0.5 − 1/(3a)
((5c − 3)d/b)
((3 − 5b)d/c)
2 − 2(w1 + w2 )
((3 − 5b)d/c)
((5c − 3)d/b)

a=

√

4.8

√
a = 1120
b = (70 + a)/126
c = (70 − a)/126
d = 1/(15(c − b))

Volume integrals

The problem remains to transform our integrals from the element region e to the
gaussian range −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. The determinant of J appearing in Eq. (2.6a) is used to
transform the volume element from the cartesian coordinates to the natural coordinates
as
(2.15)
dx1 dx2 dx3 = det J dξ1 dξ2 dξ3 = j (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) dξ1 dξ2 dξ3
in which det J = j must be positive to maintain a correct volume element.
Using the above type of transformation, integrals of finite element arrays are given by


fˆ(ξ) j (ξ) d2
f (x) d =
(2.16)
e

2

where fˆ is the function f written in terms of the parent coordinates ξ, 2 denotes
the range of parent coordinates for the dimension of problem considered and j (ξ) is
the appropriate Jacobian transformation for the coordinate system considered. For the
various problem classes these are given by:
Problem type
Three-dimensional:
Plane strain:
Plane stress:
Axisymmetric:
where for two-dimensional problems

2 − domain
dξ1 dξ2 dξ3
dξ1 dξ2
dξ1 dξ2
dξ1 dξ2
⎡ ∂x

1

⎢ ∂ξ
j (ξ1 , ξ2 ) = det ⎣ 1
∂x1
∂ξ2

j − Jacobian
j (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 )
j (ξ1 , ξ2 )
h3 j (ξ1 , ξ2 )
2πx1 j (ξ1 , ξ2 )

∂x2 ⎤
∂ξ1 ⎥
>0
∂x2 ⎦
∂ξ2

(2.17)
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The minimum number of quadrature points permissible is chosen so that
1. Elements which have constant jacobians j are exactly integrated; or
2. The resulting element stiffness matrix has full rank.
In either case, the consistency part of the patch test must also be satisfied.2 The first
criterion may be used only for linear materials in small strain (such as discussed in this
chapter). The second is applicable to both linear and non-linear problems. Use of the
next lower order quadrature than that satisfying the above is called reduced quadrature
and generally should be avoided.∗ When some terms are integrated using ‘full’ order
and some with ‘reduced’ order quadrature the method is referred to as selective reduced
integration.2,3
The above form of natural coordinates ξ assumes that each finite element is a line,
a quadrilateral or a hexahedron. For other shapes, such as a triangle or a tetrahedron,
appropriate changes are made for the natural coordinates and integration formula used
(see also Appendix A).2,3,9

Surface integrals
It is also necessary to compute integrals over element surfaces and this is most easily
accomplished by considering d as a vector oriented in the direction normal to the
surface. For three-dimensional problems we form the vector product
∂x
∂x
×
dξ dξ
∂ξ1
∂ξ2 1 2
= (v1 × v2 ) dξ1 dξ2 = vn dξ1 dξ2

n d = dΓ =

(2.18)

where ξ1 and ξ2 are parent coordinates for the surface element and × denotes a vector
cross product.
Surfaces for two-dimensional problems may be described in terms of ξ1 only and
for this case we replace ∂x/∂ξ2 by e3 (the unit normal to the plane of deformation).
If necessary, the surface differential may be computed from

1/2
dξ1 dξ2
(2.19)
d = vnT vn

2.4 Non-linear transient and steady-state problems
To obtain a set of algebraic equations for transient problems we introduce a discrete
approximation in time. We write the approximation to the solution as
ũ(tn+1 ) ≈ un+1 ; ũ˙ (tn+1 ) ≈ vn+1 and ũ¨ (tn+1 ) ≈ an+1
where the tilde on discrete variables is omitted for simplicity. Thus, the equilibrium
equation (2.11a) at each discrete time tn+1 may be written in a residual form as
Ψn+1 = fn+1 − M an+1 − Pn+1 = 0



where
Pn+1 ≡
∗



BT σn+1 d = P(un+1 )

(2.20a)
(2.20b)

Many explicit codes use reduced quadrature in combination with so-called hour-glass stabilization.4,11

Non-linear transient and steady-state problems

Here we have indicated that P can be expressed in terms of the displacement alone.
This is correct for elastic materials but with inelastic behaviour the material model will
depend on the solution variables in a more general form. In Chapter 4 we will show
that most constitutive models may be given in terms of increments of u. Thus the above
assumed form will need only a minor modification that does not significantly affect the
following discussion.
For transient problems we apply the GN22 method2 (which is identical to the Newmark procedure12 except for the manner parameters are defined) to equations with
second derivatives in time. The GN22 method relates the discrete displacements,
velocities, and accelerations at tn+1 to those at tn by the formulas
un+1 = un + t vn + 21 (1 − β2 )t 2 an + 21 β2 t 2 an+1 = ŭn+1 + 21 β2 t 2 an+1
vn+1 = vn + (1 − β1 )t an + β1 t an+1 = v̆n+1 + β1 t an+1

(2.21)

in which t = tn+1 − tn is a time increment and ŭn+1 , v̆n+1 are values depending only
on the solution at tn . This one-step form is very desirable as it allows the t to change
from one step to the next without introducing any complications (although very large
changes should always be avoided). The two parameters β1 and β2 are selected to
control accuracy and stability.
The transient problem is now obtained for each time tn+1 by solving the non-linear
equation set (2.20a) and the pair of linear equations with scalar coefficients (2.21). It
is possible to take as the basic unknown any one of the three variables at time tn+1 (i.e.,
un+1 , vn+1 or an+1 ). Using Eq. (2.21) the non-linear equation may then be given in
terms of a single unknown.

2.4.1 Explicit GN22 method
A very convenient choice is to take β2 = 0 and select an+1 as the primary unknown.
Using Eq. (2.211 ) we immediately obtain
un+1 = ŭn+1
and thus from Eq. (2.20a)
M an+1 = fn+1 − P(ŭ)
may be solved directly for an+1 . The velocity vn+1 is then obtained from Eq. (2.212 ).
This leads to a so-called explicit scheme since only linear equations are solved.
If the M matrix is diagonal2 (or lumped) the solution for an+1 is trivial and the
problem can be considered solved since
⎡
⎤
1/M11
..
⎦
M−1 = ⎣
.
1/Mmm
where m is the total number of equations in the problem. However, explicit schemes
are only conditionally stable with t ≤ tcrit , where tcrit is related to the smallest
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time it takes for ‘wave propagation’ across any element or, alternatively, the highest
‘frequency’ in the finite element mesh.2 Thus a solution by an explicit scheme may
require many thousands of time steps to cover a specified time interval. For many
transient problems, and indeed for most static (steady state) problems, it is often more
efficient to deal with implicit methods for which much larger time steps may be used.

2.4.2 Implicit GN22 method
In an implicit method it is convenient to use un+1 as the basic variable and to calculate
vn+1 and an+1 using Eq. (2.21). With this form we merely set vn+1 = an+1 = 0 to
consider a quasi-static problem.∗ The equation system (2.20a) now can be written as
Ψ(un+1 ) ≡ fn+1 −



2c
M
u
−
ŭ
− Pn+1 = 0
n+1
n+1
β2 t 2

(2.22)

where c = 1 for transient problems and c = 0 for quasi-static ones. The solution to
this set of equations requires an iterative process when any of the terms is non-linear.
We shall discuss various non-linear calculation processes in some detail in Chapter 3;
however, we note here that Newton’s method† forms the basis of most practical schemes.
In this method an iteration is written as ‡
k
k
Ψk+1
n+1 ≈ Ψn+1 + dΨn+1 = 0

(2.23a)

where, for fn+1 independent of deformation, the increment of Eq. (2.22) is given by
 2c
∂Pn+1 k  k
k
M
−
dun+1 = − An+1
dukn+1
(2.23b)
dΨkn+1 = −

β2 t 2
∂un+1 n+1
The displacement increment is computed from
k
dukn+1 = Ψkn+1
An+1

(2.24a)

and the solution is updated using
k
k
uk+1
n+1 = un+1 + dun+1
k+1
an+1
=


2  k+1
un+1 − ŭn+1
2
β2 t

(2.24b)

k+1
k+1
vn+1
= v̆n+1 + β1 t an+1

An initial iterate may be taken as zero or, more appropriately, as the converged
solution from the last time step. Accordingly,
u1n+1 = un
∗

(2.25a)

A quasi-static problem may be time or load path dependent; however, inertia effects are not included.
Often also called the Newton–Raphson method. See reference 13 for a discussion on the history of the method.
‡ Note that an italic ‘d’ is used for a solution increment and an upright ‘d’ for a differential.
†
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in which a quantity without the superscript k denotes a converged value. For transient
problems initial velocities and accelerations are given by


2
1
=
un − ŭn+1
an+1
2
β2 t
(2.25b)
1
1
vn+1 = v̆n+1 + β1 t an+1
Iteration continues until a convergence criterion of the form
Ψkn+1  ≤ εΨ1n+1 

(2.26)

or similar is satisfied for some small tolerance ε. A good practice when all terms of the
Newton method are accurately computed is to assume the tolerance at half machine
precision. Thus, if the machine can compute to about 16 digits of accuracy, selection of
ε = 10−8 is appropriate. Additional discussion on selection of appropriate convergence
criteria is presented in Chapter 3. A common choice of parameters is β1 = β2 = 1/2
which is also known as the ‘trapezoidal integration rule’.
The derivative of P appearing in Eq. (2.23b) is computed for each element from
Eq. (2.11c2 ) as

∂P(e) k
=
BT DkT B d ≡ KTk
(2.27)

∂un+1 n+1
e
We note that the above relation is similar but not identical to that of linear elasticity.
Here DkT is the tangent modulus matrix for the stress–strain relation (which may or
may not be unique but generally is related to deformations in a non-linear manner) and
KT is the tangent stiffness matrix.
Various forms of non-linear elasticity have in fact been used in the present context
and here we present a simple approach in which we define a strain energy density, W ,
as a function of ε
W = W (ε) = W (εij )
and we note that this definition gives us immediately
σ=

∂W
∂ε

(2.28)

If the nature of the function W is known the tangent modulus DkT becomes
∂σ k
∂2 W k
DkT =
=


∂ε n+1 ∂ε∂ε n+1
For problems in which path dependence is involved to compute σn+1 (viz. Chapter 4)
it is necessary to keep track of the total increment during the solution step from tn to
tn+1 and write
k+1
with
u1n+1 = 0
(2.29a)
uk+1
n+1 = un + un+1
The total increment can be accumulated using the solution increments as
k+1
k
k
uk+1
n+1 = un+1 − un = un+1 + dun+1

(2.29b)

In an implicit scheme it is desirable to use the displacement from the last iteration to
compute both A and Ψ – especially when inelastic material behaviour or large strains
are considered.
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2.4.3 Generalized mid-point implicit form
An alternative form to that just discussed satisfies the balance of momentum equation
at an intermediate time between tn and tn+1 . In this form we interpolate the variables
as
un+α = (1 − α) un + α un+1
vn+α = (1 − α) vn + α vn+1
an+α = (1 − α) an + α an+1

(2.30)

and write momentum balance as
Ψn+α = fn+α − M an+α − Pn+α = 0

(2.31)

We select the parameters in the GN22 algorithm as β1 = β2 = β and, thus, obtain the
simple form
un+1 = un + 21 t (vn + vn+1 )
1
(vn+1 − vn ) = (1 − β) an + β an+1
t

(2.32)

Selecting now α = β gives the momentum equation in the form
Ψn+α = fn+α −

1
M (vn+1 − vn ) − Pn+α = 0
t

(2.33)

which is the form utilized by Simo et al.∗ as part of an energy-momentum conserving
method.14,15 For a linear elastic problem it is easy to show that choosing α = β = 1/2
will conserve energy during free motion (i.e. f = 0). If non-linear elastic forms are used
with these values, it is necessary to modify the manner by which σn+1/2 is computed
to preserve the conservation property.16 We shall address this more in Chapters 5 and 6
when we consider finite deformation forms and hyperelastic constitutive models.
The solution of the above form of the balance equation may still use un+1 as the
primary variable. The only modification is the appearance of the parameter α in terms
arising from linearizations of Pn+α .

2.5 Boundary conditions: non-linear problems
In constructing a solution from a variational (weak) form, boundary conditions are
classified into two categories: natural conditions that are satisfied by the variational
form without special considerations; and essential conditions for which modifications
to the solution process must be made to make the variational form valid. For example, in
an irreducible displacement method the traction boundary condition is a natural form
and the displacement boundary condition is an essential form and must be imposed
separately.
∗

Simo et al. did not interpolate the inertia term and, thus, needed different parameters to obtain the conservation
property.

Boundary conditions: non-linear problems

2.5.1 Displacement (essential) condition
The specification of a boundary condition for displacement is given by Eq. (1.7). In
a finite element calculation the usual procedure to specify a displacement boundary
condition merely assigns the value at a node as
(ũa )i = ūi (xa )

(2.34)

where (ũa )i is the value at node a in the direction i, as shown for a two-dimensional
case in Fig. 2.2. Here we note that the condition is imposed on the finite element
approximation to the boundary uh and not the true boundary u . As the mesh is
refined near the boundary the two converge, generally at a rate equal to or higher than
errors from other approximations.
Imposing a specified displacement condition may be implemented in several different
ways. For example, consider the linear static problem given by


!
!
K11 K12
u1
f1
=
(2.35)
K21 K22
u2
f2
in which the condition u1 = ū1 is to be imposed.
1. Impose the condition by replacing the first equation (associated with δui in a weak
form) by the boundary condition giving


!
!
ū1
1
0
u1
=
u2
f2
K21 K22
which yields the desired solution.
This method is not efficient if K is symmetric. However, by writing the system as


!
!
1 0
u1
ū1
=
(2.36a)
u2
f2 − K21 ū1
0 K22
the problem again becomes symmetric.
2. A second approach is to perform the modification as above and eliminate all equations for which values are known. Accordingly, we then have
K22 u2 = f2 − K21 ū1
h

Γu

Γu

_
[u = u ]

a

Fig. 2.2 Boundary conditions for specified displacements.

(2.36b)

_
[u~a = u (xa)]
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together with the known condition u1 = ū1 . This approach leads to a final set of
equations with a minimum number of unknowns and is the one adopted in FEAPpv.
3. A third method uses a ‘penalty’ approach2 in which the equations are given as


!
!
k11 K12
u1
k11 ū1
=
(2.36c)
K21 K22
u2
f2
in which k11 = αK11 where α >> 1. This method is very easy to implement but
requires selection of an appropriate value of α. For simple point constraints, such
as considered for u1 = ū1 , a choice of α = 106 to 108 usually is adequate.
When transient non-linear problems are encountered the imposition of displacement
boundary conditions becomes slightly more involved. First, the boundary condition
needs to be implemented on the incremental equations. This requires computation of
initial values for the displacement, velocity and acceleration variables. As noted above
there are two basic forms to consider: the explicit form and the implicit form.

Non-linear explicit problems
The explicit form is straightforward if velocity terms do not appear in the equilibrium
equation. Here, for the GN22 algorithm, β2 = 0 and the value of the displacement at
tn+1 is obtained from Eq. (2.211 ) including those for the boundary u . Next we solve
M an+1 = fn+1 − P(σn+1 )

(2.37)

for the new acceleration, with M given by a diagonal form. The velocity is then
computed with the known acceleration using Eq. (2.212 ). By employing a diagonal M,
there is no coupling of the acceleration between boundary and non-boundary nodes. If
the velocity appears explicitly in the equilibrium equation an iterative strategy can be
1
is taken as vn and a ‘trial’ value of the acceleration is computed.
adopted where vn+1
Computing the velocity from the trial acceleration and performing one more iteration
yields results which are adequate. Here it may be necessary to devise an expression
for the boundary velocity updates to maintain high accuracy in final results.

Non-linear implicit problems

In an implicit form using the GN22 algorithm both β1 and β2 are non-zero. If the
time increment t is zero both the displacement and the velocity do not change [viz.
Eq. (2.21)] and the new acceleration is determined from Eq. (2.37) – accounting only
for any instantaneous change in fn+1 . When t > 0, Eq. (2.24a) is used to impose the
constraint un+1 = ūn+1 . In the first iteration we obtain
du1n+1 = d ū1n+1
from Eqs (2.24b1 ) and (2.25a) such that u2n+1 ≡ ūn+1 . This increment of the displacement boundary condition is employed in the incremental form


!
!
A11 A12
d ū1
ψ1
=
(2.38)
A21 A22
du2
ψ2
during the first iteration only. In the above the set ū1 are associated with known
displacements of boundary nodes and set u2 with the ‘unknown’ displacements. Any
of the methods described above for the linear static problem may be used to obtain the
solution.

Boundary conditions: non-linear problems

2.5.2 Traction condition
The application of a traction is a ‘natural’ variational boundary condition and does not
affect the active nodal displacements at a boundary – it only affects the applied nodal
force condition. The imposition of a non-zero traction on the boundary requires an
integration over the surface of each element. Thus for a typical node a as shown in
Fig. 2.3 it is necessary to evaluate the integral

(2.39)
Na t̄ d
fa =
t

e

where e ranges over all elements belonging to t that include node a (e.g. for the
two-dimensional case shown in Fig. 2.3 this is the element above and the element
below node a). Of course if t̄ is zero no evaluation of the integral is required.

Pressure loading
One important example is the application of a normal ‘pressure’ to a surface. Here the
traction is given by
t̄ = p̄n n
where p̄n is the specified normal pressure (taken as positive when in tension) and n is a
unit outward normal to the boundary t , see Fig. 2.4. In this case Eq. (2.39) becomes

fa =
Na p̄n n d
(2.40a)
e

t

Using Eq. (2.18) the computation of pressure loading is given by

Na (ξ) p̄n (ξ) (v1 × v2 ) d2
fa =
e

(2.40b)

2

where 2 = dξ1 dξ2 and each element integral is performed on the natural coordinate
system directly. For two-dimensional problems the surface shape functions are given
h

Γt

Γt
_

[t = t ]

fa
a

Fig. 2.3 Boundary conditions for specified traction.
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n

v2
v1

Fig. 2.4 Normal to surface.

by Na (ξ1 ), 2 = dξ1 and we use
"
v2 ≡

e3 ,
for plane strain
for plane stress
h3 e3 ,
2π x1 e3 , for axisymmetry

where e3 is the unit normal vector to the plane of deformation.

2.5.3 Mixed displacement/traction condition
The treatment of a mixed condition in which some displacement components are specified together with some traction components often requires a change in the nodal parameters. For example, a shaft with axis in the x3 direction and radius R that rotates inside
a bearing (without friction or gaps) requires un = ur (R) = 0 and tθ (R) = tz (R) = 0
(where the coordinate origin is placed at the centre of the shaft). In this case it is
necessary to transform the degrees of freedom at each node on the boundary of the
shaft such that
"
# 
"
#
(ũ1 )a
cos θa − sin θa 0
(ũr )a
cos θa 0
(ũθ )a = La ũa 
(2.41)
ua = (ũ2 )a = sin θa
(ũ3 )a
(ũz )a
0
0
1
This transformation is then applied to a residual as
Ra  = LTa Ra

(2.42a)

and to the mass and stiffness as
Ma  b = LTa Mab Lb ; Ma  c = LTa Mac ; Mcb = Mcb Lb
Ka  b = LTa Kab Lb ; Ka  c = LTa Kac ; Kcb = Kcb Lb

(2.42b)

where a and b belong to transformed nodes and c to a node which retains its original
orientation. It is usually convenient to perform these transformations on each individual
element; however, if desired they can be applied to the assembled arrays.
Once the transformation is performed, each individual displacement and traction
condition may be imposed as described above.

Mixed or irreducible forms

2.6 Mixed or irreducible forms
The evaluation of the stiffness given by Eq. (2.12) was cast entirely in terms of the
so-called displacement formulation which indeed is extensively used in many finite
element solutions. However, on some occasions it is convenient to use mixed finite element forms and these are especially necessary when constraints such as (near) incompressibility arise. It has been frequently noted that certain constitutive laws, such as
those of viscoelasticity and associative plasticity that we will discuss in Chapter 4, the
material behaves in a nearly incompressible manner. For such problems a reformulation
is necessary. On such occasions we have two choices of formulation. We can have the
variables u and p (where p is the mean stress) as a two-field formulation or we can have
the variables u, p and εv (where εv is the volume change) as a three-field formulation
(e.g. see reference 2 for more details). Here several alternatives are available and the
matter of which we use may depend on the form of the constitutive equation employed.
For situations where changes in volume affect only the pressure the two-field form can
be easily used. However, for problems in which the response may become coupled
between the deviatoric and mean components of stress and strain the three-field formulations lead to much simpler forms from which to develop a finite element model.
To illustrate this point we present a general three-field mixed formulation and show
in detail how such coupled effects can be easily included without any change to the
previous discussion on solving non-linear problems. The development also serves as
a basis for the development of an extended form which permits the treatment of finite
deformation problems. This extension will be presented in Chapter 5.

Deviatoric and mean stress and strain components
The treatment of nearly incompressible materials is most easily considered by splitting
the stress and strain into their deviatoric (isochoric) and mean parts. Accordingly, we
define the mean stress (pressure) as
p=

1
3

[σ11 + σ22 + σ33 ] =

1
3

σii

(2.43a)

and the deviator stress as
(σd )ij = σij − δij p

(2.43b)

where δij is the Kronecker delta function
δij =

$

1; for i = j
0; for i = j

Similarly, we define the mean strain (volume change) as
εv = [ε11 + ε22 + ε33 ] = εii

(2.44a)

(εd )ij = εij − 13 δij εv

(2.44b)

and the deviator strain as
Note that the placement of the 1/3 factor appears in both, but at different locations in
the expressions.
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A three-field mixed method for general constitutive models
In order to develop a mixed form for use with constitutive models in which mean and
deviatoric effects can be coupled we define mean and deviatoric matrix operators given
by

T
and
Id = I − 13 mmT ,
(2.45)
m= 1 1 1 0 0 0
respectively, where I is the identity matrix.
The strains may now be expressed in a mixed form as
ε = Id (Su) + 13 m εv

(2.46a)

where the first term is the deviatoric part and the second the mean part. Similarly, the
stresses may now be expressed in a mixed form as
σ = Id σ̆ + m p

(2.46b)

where σ̆ is the set of stresses deduced directly from the strains, incremental strains, or
strain rates, depending on the particular constitutive model form. For the present we
shall denote this stress by
σ̆ = σ(ε)
(2.47)
and we note that it is not necessary to split the model into mean and deviatoric parts.
The weak form (variational Galerkin equations) for the case including transients is
now given by




δuT ρ ü d +
δ(Su)T σ d =
δuT b d +
δuT t̄ d



t

1 T

(2.48)
δεv 3 m σ̆ − p d = 0




δp mT (Su) − εv d = 0


Introducing finite element approximations to the variables as
u ≈ û = Nu ũ,

p ≈ p̂ = Np p̃

and

εv ≈ ε̂v = Nv ε̃v

and similar approximations to virtual quantities as
δu ≈ δû = Nu δũ,

δp ≈ δp̂ = Np δp̃

and

δεv ≈ δε̂v = Nv δε̃v

the strain in an element becomes
ε = Id B ũ + 13 m Nv ε̃v

(2.49)

in which B is the standard strain–displacement matrix given in Eq. (2.9a). Similarly,
the stresses in each element may be computed by using
σ = Id σ̆ + m Np p̃
where again σ̆ are stresses computed as in Eq. (2.47) in terms of the strains ε.

(2.50)

Mixed or irreducible forms

Substituting the element stress and strain expressions from Eqs (2.49) and (2.50)
into Eq. (2.48) we obtain the set of finite element equations
P + M ũ¨ = f
Pp − Kvp p̃ = 0
T
−Kvp ε̃v + Kpu ũ = 0

(2.51)

where


P=




Kvp =




f=



BT σ d,

Pp =

NvT Np d,

Kpu =

NuT b d


+

t

1
3








NvT mT σ̆ d

NpT mT B d

(2.52)

NuT t̄ d

If the pressure and volumetric strain approximations are taken locally in each element
and Nv = Np it is possible to solve the second and third equation of (2.51) in each
element individually. Noting that the array Kvp is now symmetric positive definite, we
may always write these as
−1
Pp
p̃ = Kvp

−1
ε̃v = Kvp
Kpu ũ = Wũ

The mixed strain in each element may now be computed as



 
1
1
B
ε = Id B + mBv ũ = Id
m B ũ
v
3
3
where

Bv = Nv W

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

defines a mixed form of the volumetric strain–displacement equations.
From the above results it is possible to write the vector P in the alternative forms17,18





 T

 T
 I
B BTv 1 d T σ̆ d
P=
BT σ d =
B Id + 13 BTv mT σ̆ d =
m
3



(2.56)
Based on this result we observe that it is not necessary to compute the true mixed stress
except when reporting final results. This is particularly important when we consider
the effects of other material models in Chapter 4.
The last step in the process is the computation of the tangent for the equations. This
is straightforward using forms given by Eq. (2.47) where we obtain
d σ̆ = D̆T dε
Use of Eq. (2.54) to express the incremental mixed strains then gives


 

 T
 Id

 B
1
T
B Bv 1 T D̆T Id 3 m
KT =
d
Bv
m
3


(2.57a)
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It should be noted that construction of a modified modulus term given by



 

1


Id
Id D̆T Id
I D̆ m
D̄11 D̄12
1
3 d T
D̄T = 1 T D̆T Id 3 m = 1 T
=
D̄21 D̄22
m
m D̆T Id 19 mT D̆T m
3
3

(2.57b)

requires very few operations because of the sparsity and form of the arrays Id and m.
Consequently, the multiplication by the coefficient matrices B and Bv in this form is
far more efficient than constructing a B̄ as2
B̄ = Id B + 13 m Bv
and computing the tangent from



KT =



(2.58)

B̄T D̆T B̄ d

(2.59)

In this form B̄ has few zero terms which accounts for the difference in effort.

Example 2.1 Linear elastic tangent
As an example we consider a linear elastic material with the constitutive equation
expressed as


(2.60)
σ = K mmT + 2G I0 ε
in which

⎡

2
⎢0
1⎢
⎢0
I0 = ⎢
2 ⎢0
⎣0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎦
1

(2.61)

accounts for the transformations used to define the strain.
The incremental form is identical to Eq. (2.60) with σ, ε replaced by dσ, dε.
The above form for the mixed element is valid for use with many different linear
and non-linear constitutive models. In Chapter 4 we consider stress–strain behaviour
modelled by viscoelasticity, classical plasticity, and generalized plasticity formulations.
Each of these forms can lead to situations in which a nearly incompressible response
is required and for many examples included in this book we shall use the above mixed
formulation. Here two basic forms of finite element approximations are considered:
a four-node quadrilateral or an eight-node brick isoparametric element with constant
interpolation in each element for one-term approximations to Nv and Np by unity;
and a nine-node quadrilateral or a 27-node brick isoparametric element with linear
interpolation for Np and Nv .∗ Accordingly, for the latter class of elements in two
dimensions we use




1 x y
or
Np = Nv = 1 ξ η
∗

Formulations using the eight-node quadrilateral and 20-node brick serendipity elements may also be constructed;
however, these elements do not fully satisfy the mixed patch test (see reference 2).

Non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems

and in three dimensions



Np = Nv = 1 ξ η ζ

or



1 x y z

The elements created by this process may be used to solve a wide range of problems
in solid mechanics, as we shall illustrate in later chapters of this volume.

2.7 Non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems
In subsequent chapters we shall touch upon non-linear problems in the context of
inelastic constitutive equations for solids, plates, and shells and in geometric effects
arising from finite deformation. Non-linear effects can also be considered for various
fluid mechanics situations (e.g. see reference 19). However, non-linearity occurs in
many other problems and in these the techniques described in this chapter are still
universally applicable. An example of such situations is the quasi-harmonic equation
which is encountered in many fields of engineering. Here we consider a simple quasiharmonic problem given by (e.g. heat conduction)
ρcφ̇ + ∇T q − Q(φ) = 0

(2.62)

with suitable boundary conditions. Such a form may be used to solve problems ranging
from temperature response in solids, seepage in porous media, magnetic effects in
solids, and potential fluid flow. In the above, q is a flux and quite generally this can be
written as
q = q(φ, ∇φ) = − k(φ, ∇φ)∇φ
or, after linearization,

dq = − k 0 dφ − k 1 d(∇φ)

where
∂qi
∂qi
and
kij1 = −
∂φ
∂φ,j
The source term Q(φ) also can introduce non-linearity.
A discretization based on Galerkin procedures gives after integration by parts of the
q term the problem


δ = δφ ρ c φ̇ d −
(∇ δφ)T q d


(2.63)
−
δφ Q(φ) d −
δφ q̄n d = 0
ki0 = −



q

and is still valid if q and/or Q (and indeed the boundary conditions) are dependent on
φ or its derivatives. Introducing the interpolations
φ = Nφ̃(t)

and

δφ = Nδφ̃

(2.64)

a discretized form is given as
˙ − P (φ̃) = 0
Ψ = f (φ̃) − Cφ̃
q

(2.65a)
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where


C=
Pq = −
f=





NT ρ c N d
(∇N)T q d
NT Q(φ) d −


q

(2.65b)
NT q̄n d

Equation (2.65a) may be solved following similar procedures described above. For
instance, just as we did with GN22, we can now use GN11 as2
φn+1 = φn + (1 − θ)φ̇n + θφ̇n+1

(2.66)

Once again we have the choice of using φn+1 or φ̇n+1 as the primary solution variable.
To this extent the process of solving transient problems follows the same lines as those
described in the previous section and need not be further discussed here. We note again
that the use of φn+1 as the chosen variable will allow the solution method to be applied
to static (steady state) problems in which the first term of Eq. (2.62) becomes zero.

2.8 Typical examples of transient non-linear calculations
In this section we report results of some transient problems of structural mechanics as
well as field problems. As we mentioned earlier, we usually will not consider transient
behaviour in later parts of this book as the solution process for transients essentially
follows the path described above.

Transient heat conduction
The governing equation for this set of physical problems is discussed in the previous
section, with φ being the temperature T now [Eq. (2.62)].
Non-linearity clearly can arise from the specific heat, c, thermal conductivity, k, and
source, Q, being temperature dependent or from a radiation boundary condition
k

∂T
= −α(T − T0 )n
∂n

(2.67)

with n = 1. Here α is a convective heat transfer coefficient and T0 is an ambient
external temperature. We shall show two examples to illustrate the above.
The first concerns the freezing of ground in which the latent heat of freezing is
represented by varying the material properties with temperature in a narrow zone, as
shown in Fig. 2.5. Further, in the transition from the fluid to the frozen state a variation
in conductivity occurs. We now thus have a problem in which both matrices C and
P [Eq. (2.65b)] are variable, and solution in Fig. 2.6 illustrates the progression of a
freezing front which was derived by using the three-point (Lees) algorithm20,21 with
C = Cn and P = Pn .
A computational feature of some significance arises in this problem as values of the
specific heat become very high in the transition zone and in time stepping can be missed

Typical examples of transient non-linear calculations

Fig. 2.5 Estimation of thermophysical properties in phase change problems. The latent heat effect is approximated by a large capacity over a small temperature interval 2T .

if the temperature step straddles the freezing point. To avoid this difficulty and keep
the heat balance correct the concept of enthalpy is introduced, defining
 T
ρc dT
(2.68)
H =
0

Now, whenever a change of temperature is considered, an appropriate value of ρc is
calculated that gives the correct change of H .
The heat conduction problem involving phase change is of considerable importance
in welding and casting technology. Some very useful finite element solutions of these

Fig. 2.6 Freezing of a moist soil (sand).
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problems have been obtained.22 Further elaboration of the procedure described above
is given in reference.23
The second non-linear example concerns the problem of spontaneous ignition.24 We
will discuss the steady state case of this problem in Chapter 4 and now will be concerned
only with transient behaviour. Here the heat generated depends on the temperature
Q = δ̄eT

(2.69)

and the situation can become physically unstable with the computed temperature rising
continuously to extreme values. In Fig. 2.7 we show a transient solution of a sphere
at an initial temperature of T = 290 K immersed in a bath of 500 K. The solution is
given for two values of the parameter δ̄ with k = ρc = 1, and the non-linearity is now
so severe that a full Newton iterative solution in each time increment is necessary. For
the larger value of δ̄ the temperature increases to an ‘infinite’ value in a finite time and
the time interval for the computation had to be changed continuously to account for
this. The finite time for this point to be reached is known as the induction time and is
shown in Fig. 2.7 for various values of δ̄.
The question of changing the time interval during the computation has not been
discussed in detail, but clearly this must be done quite frequently to avoid large changes
of the unknown function which will result in inaccuracies.

Structural dynamics
Here the examples concern dynamic structural transients with material and geometric
non-linearity. A highly non-linear geometrical and material non-linearity generally
occurs. Neglecting damping forces, Eq. (2.11a) can be explicitly solved in an efficient
manner.
If the explicit computation is pursued to the point when steady state conditions are
approached, that is, until a = v ≈ 0, the solution to a static non-linear problem is
obtained. This type of technique is frequently efficient as an alternative to the methods
described above and in Chapter 3 has been applied successfully in the context of finite
differences under the name of ‘dynamic relaxation’ for the solution of non-linear static
problems.25
Two examples of explicit dynamic analysis will be given here. The first problem,
illustrated in Plate 3, is a large three-dimensional problem and its solution was obtained
with the use of an explicit dynamic scheme. In such a case implicit schemes would be
totally inapplicable and indeed the explicit code provides a very efficient solution of
the crash problem shown. It must, however, be recognized that such final solutions are
not necessarily unique. As a second example Fig. 2.8 shows a typical crash analysis of
a motor vehicle carried out by similar means.

Earthquake response of soil -- structures
The interaction of the soil skeleton or matrix with the water contained in the pores is
of extreme importance in earthquake engineering and here again solution of transient
non-linear equations is necessary. As in the mixed problem which we referred to earlier,
the variables include displacement, and the pore pressure in the fluid p.

Typical examples of transient non-linear calculations

Fig. 2.7 Reactive sphere. Transient temperature behaviour for ignition (δ̄ = 16) and non-ignition (δ̄ = 2)
cases: (a) induction time versus Frank--Kamenetskii parameter; temperature profiles; (b) temperature profiles
for ignition (δ̄ = 16) and non-ignition (δ̄ = 2) transient behaviour of a reactive sphere.

We have in fact shown a comparison between some centrifuge results and computations elsewhere (viz. Chapter 18 of reference 2). These illustrate the development of
the pore pressure arising from a particular form of the constitutive relation assumed.
Many such examples and indeed the full theory are given in reference 26 and in Fig. 2.9
we show an example of comparison of calculations and a centrifuge model presented
at a 1993 workshop known as VELACS.27 This figure shows the displacements of a
big retaining wall after the passage of an earthquake, which were measured in the
centrifuge and also calculated.
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Fig. 2.8 Crash analysis: (a) mesh at t = 0 ms; (b) mesh at t = 20 ms; (c) mesh at t = 40 ms.

Concluding remarks

Fig. 2.9 Retaining wall subjected to earthquake excitation: comparison of experiment (centrifuge) and
calculations.26

2.9 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have summarized the basic steps needed to solve a general smallstrain solid mechanics problem as well as the quasi-harmonic field problem. Only a
standard Newton solution method has been mentioned to solve the resulting non-linear
algebraic problem. For problems which include non-linear behaviour there are many
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situations where additional solution strategies are required. In the next chapter we
will consider some basic schemes for solving such non-linear algebraic problems. In
subsequent chapters we shall address some of these in the context of particular problems
classes.
The reader will note that, except in the example solutions, we have not discussed
problems in which large strains occur. We can note here, however, that the solution
strategy described above remains valid. The parts that change are associated with
the effects of finite deformation and the manner in which these affect the computing
of stresses, the stress-divergence term and the resulting tangent moduli and stiffness.
As these aspects involve more advanced concepts we have deferred the treatment of
finite strain problems to later chapters where we will address basic formulations and
applications.
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3
Solution of non-linear
algebraic equations
3.1 Introduction
In the solution of linear problems by a finite element method we always need to solve
a set of simultaneous algebraic equations of the form
Ku = f

(3.1)

Provided the coefficient matrix is non-singular the solution to these equations is unique.
In the solution of non-linear problems we will always obtain a set of algebraic equations;
however, they generally will be non-linear. For example, in Chapter 2 we obtained the
set (2.22) at each discrete time tn+1 . Here, we consider the generic problem which we
indicate as
(3.2)
Ψn+1 = Ψ(un+1 ) = fn+1 − P(un+1 )
where un+1 is the set of discretization parameters, fn+1 a vector which is independent
of the parameters and P a vector dependent on the parameters. These equations may
have multiple solutions [i.e. more than one set of un+1 may satisfy Eq. (3.2)]. Thus, if a
solution is achieved it may not necessarily be the solution sought. Physical insight into
the nature of the problem and, usually, small-step incremental approaches from known
solutions are essential to obtain realistic answers. Such increments are indeed always
required if the problem is transient, if the constitutive law relating stress and strain
is path dependent and/or if the load-displacement path has bifurcations or multiple
branches at certain load levels.
The general problem should always starts from a nearby solution at
u = un ,

Ψn = 0,

f = fn

(3.3)

and often arises from changes in the forcing function fn to
fn+1 = fn + fn+1

(3.4)

The determination of the change un+1 such that
un+1 = un + un+1

(3.5)

will be the objective and generally the increments of fn+1 will be kept reasonably small
so that path dependence can be followed. Further, such incremental procedures will
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u

Fig. 3.1 Possibility of multiple solutions.

be useful in avoiding excessive numbers of iterations and in following the physically
correct path. In Fig. 3.1 we show a typical non-uniqueness which may occur if the
function Ψn+1 decreases and subsequently increases as the parameter un+1 uniformly
increases. It is clear that to follow the path fn+1 will have both positive and negative
signs during a complete computation process.
It is possible to obtain solutions in a single increment only in the case of mild nonlinearity (and no path dependence), that is, with
fn = 0,

fn+1 = fn+1

(3.6)

The literature on general solution approaches and on particular applications is extensive and, in a single chapter, it is not possible to encompass fully all the variants which
have been introduced. However, we shall attempt to give a comprehensive picture by
outlining first the general solution procedures.
In later chapters we shall focus on procedures associated with rate-independent
material non-linearity (plasticity), rate-dependent material non-linearity (creep and
viscoplasticity), some non-linear field problems, large displacements and other special
examples.

3.2 Iterative techniques
3.2.1 General remarks
The solution of the problem posed by Eqs (3.2)–(3.5) cannot be approached directly
and some form of iteration will always be required. We shall concentrate here on
procedures in which repeated solution of linear equations (i.e. iteration) of the form
i
K i duin+1 = rn+1

(3.7)

in which a superscript i indicates the iteration number. In these a solution increment
duin+1 is computed. Direct (Gaussian) elimination techniques or iterative methods can
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be used to solve the linear equations associated with each iteration.1–3 However, the
application of an iterative solution method may prove to be more economical, and in
later chapters we shall frequently refer to such possibilities although they have not been
fully explored.
Many of the iterative techniques currently used to solve non-linear problems originated by intuitive application of physical reasoning. However, each of such techniques
has a direct association with methods in numerical analysis, and in what follows we
shall use the nomenclature generally accepted in texts on this subject.2,4–7
Although we state each algorithm for a set of non-linear algebraic equations, we
shall illustrate each procedure by using a single scalar equation. This, though useful
from a pedagogical viewpoint, is dangerous as convergence of problems with numerous
degrees of freedom may depart from the simple pattern in a single equation.

3.2.2 Newton’s method
Newton’s method is the most rapidly convergent process for solutions of problems in
which only one evaluation of Ψ is made in each iteration. Of course, this assumes that
the initial solution is within the zone of attraction and, thus, divergence does not occur.
Indeed, Newton’s method is the only process described here in which the asymptotic
rate of convergence is quadratic. The method is often called the Newton–Raphson
method as it appears to have been simultaneously derived by Newton and Raphson,
and an interesting history of its origins is given in reference 8.
In this iterative method we note that, to the first order, Eq. (3.2) can be approximated
as

i
∂Ψ
i+1
i
dui = 0
(3.8)
Ψ(un+1 ) ≈ Ψ(un+1 ) +
∂u n+1 n+1
Here the iteration counter i usually starts by assuming
u1n+1 = un

(3.9)

in which un is a converged solution at a previous load level or time step. The jacobian
matrix (or in structural terms the stiffness matrix) corresponding to a tangent direction
is given by
∂Ψ
∂P
=−
(3.10)
KT =
∂u
∂u
Equation (3.8) gives immediately the iterative correction as
KTi duin+1 = Ψin+1
or

 −1 i
duin+1 = KTi
Ψn+1

(3.11)

A series of successive approximations gives
i
i
ui+1
n+1 = un+1 + dun+1
= un + uin+1

(3.12)
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Fig. 3.2 Newton’s method.

where
uin+1 =

i


dukn+1

(3.13)

k=1

The process is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and shows the very rapid convergence that can be
achieved.
The need for the introduction of the total increment uin+1 is perhaps not obvious
here but in fact it is essential if the solution process is path dependent, as we shall see
in Chapter 4 for some non-linear constitutive equations of solids.
The Newton process, despite its rapid convergence, has some negative features:
1. a new KT matrix has to be computed at each iteration;
2. if direct solution for Eq. (3.11) is used the matrix needs to be factored at each
iteration;
3. on some occasions the tangent matrix is symmetric at a solution state but unsymmetric otherwise (e.g. in some schemes for integrating large rotation parameters9
or non-associated plasticity). In these cases an unsymmetric solver is needed in
general.
Some of these drawbacks are absent in alternative procedures, although generally then
a quadratic asymptotic rate of convergence is lost.

3.2.3 Modified Newton’s method
This method uses essentially the same algorithm as the Newton process but replaces
the variable jacobian matrix KTi by a constant approximation
giving in place of Eq. (3.11),

KTi ≈ K̄T

(3.14)

duin+1 = K̄T−1 Ψin+1

(3.15)
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Fig. 3.3 The modified Newton method: (a) with initial tangent in increment; (b) with initial problem tangent.

Many possible choices exist here. For instance, K̄T can be chosen as the matrix
corresponding to the first iteration KT1 [as shown in Fig. 3.3(a)] or may even be one corresponding to some previous time step or load increment K 0 [as shown in Fig. 3.3(b)].
In the context of solving problems in solid mechanics the method is also known as the
stress transfer or initial stress method. Alternatively, the approximation can be chosen
j
every few iterations as K̄T = KT where j ≤ i.
Obviously, the procedure generally will converge at a slower rate (generally a norm
of the residual Ψ has linear asymptotic convergence instead of the quadratic one in
the full Newton method) but some of the difficulties mentioned above for the Newton
process disappear. However, some new difficulties can also arise as this method fails to
converge when the tangent used has opposite ‘slope’ to the one at the current solution
(e.g. as shown by regions with different slopes in Fig. 3.1). Frequently the ‘zone of
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attraction’ for the modified process is increased and previously divergent approaches
can be made to converge, albeit slowly. Many variants of this process can be used and
symmetric solvers often can be employed when a symmetric form of K̄T is chosen.

3.2.4 Incremental-secant or quasi-Newton methods
Once the first iteration of the preceding section has been established giving
du1n+1 = K̄T−1 Ψ1n+1

(3.16)

a secant ‘slope’ can be found, as shown in Fig. 3.4, such that
 −1  1

Ψn+1 − Ψ2n+1
du1n+1 = Ks2

(3.17)

This ‘slope’ can now be used to establish u2n by using
 −1 2
Ψn+1
du2n+1 = Ks2

(3.18)

Quite generally, one could write in place of Eq. (3.18) for i > 1, now dropping
subscripts,
 −1 i
Ψ
(3.19)
dui = Ksi
where (Ksi )−1 is determined so that
 −1  i−1
  −1 i−1
Ψ − Ψi = Ksi
γ
dui−1 = Ksi

(3.20)

For the scalar system illustrated in Fig. 3.4 the determination of Ksi is trivial and,
as shown, the convergence is much more rapid than in the modified Newton process
(generally a super-linear asymptotic convergence rate is achieved for a norm of the
residual).

u

u

u
u
u

Fig. 3.4 The secant method starting from a K0 prediction.

u
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For systems with more than one degree of freedom the determination of Ksi or its
inverse is more difficult and is not unique. Many different forms of the matrix Ksi can
satisfy relation (3.1) and, as expected, many alternatives are used in practice. All of
these use some form of updating of a previously determined matrix or of its inverse in
a manner that satisfies identically Eq. (3.20). Some such updates preserve the matrix
symmetry whereas others do not. Any of the methods which begin with a symmetric
tangent can avoid the difficulty of non-symmetric matrix forms that arise in the Newton
process and yet achieve a faster convergence than is possible in the modified Newton
procedures.
Such secant update methods appear to stem from ideas introduced first by Davidon10
and developed later by others. Dennis and More11 survey the field extensively, while
Matthies and Strang12 appear to be the first to use the procedures in the finite element
context. Further work and assessment of the performance of various update procedures
is available in references 13–16.
The BFGS update11 (named after Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno) and the
DFP update11 (Davidon, Fletcher and Powell) preserve matrix symmetry and positive
definiteness and both are widely used. We summarize below a step of the BFGS update
for the inverse, which can be written as

−1 

 i −1 
K
= I + wi viT K i−1
I + vi wiT
(3.21)
where I is an identity matrix and


(dui−1 )T γ i−1
Ψi−1 − Ψi
vi = 1 −
d(ui )T Ψi−1
1
wi =
dui−1
(i−1)T
du
γ i−1

(3.22)

where γ is defined by Eq. (3.20). Some algebra will readily verify that substitution
of Eqs (3.21) and (3.22) into Eq. (3.20) results in an identity. Further, the form of
Eq. (3.21) guarantees preservation of the symmetry of the original matrix.
The nature of the update does not preserve any sparsity in the original matrix. For
this reason it is convenient at every iteration to return to the original (sparse) matrix
Ks1 , used in the first iteration and to reapply the multiplication of Eq. (3.21) through all
previous iterations. This gives the algorithm in the form
b1 =

i


j =2



b2 = Ks1
dui =


I + vj wjT Ψi

−1

i−2



b1

(3.23)


T
I + wi−j vi−j
b2

j =0

This necessitates the storage of the vectors vj and wj for all previous iterations and
their successive multiplications. Further details on the operations are described well
in reference 12.
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Fig. 3.5 Direct (or Picard) iteration.

When the number of iterations is large (i > 15) the efficiency of the update decreases
as a result of incipient instability. Various procedures are open at this stage, the most
effective being the recomputation and factorization of a tangent matrix at the current
solution estimate and restarting the process.
Another possibility is to disregard all the previous updates and return to the original
matrix Ks1 . Such a procedure was first suggested by Crisfield13,17,18 in the finite element
context and is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. It is seen to be convergent at a slightly slower
rate but avoids totally the stability difficulties previously encountered and reduces the
storage and number of operations needed. Obviously any of the secant update methods
can be used here.
The procedure of Fig. 3.5 is identical to that generally known as direct (or Picard)
iteration4 and is particularly useful in the solution of non-linear problems which can
be written as
Ψ(u) ≡ f − K(u)u = 0
(3.24)
In such a case u1n+1 = un is taken and the iteration proceeds as
i
ui+1
n+1 = K(un+1 )

−1

fn+1

(3.25)

3.2.5 Line search procedures – acceleration of convergence
All the iterative methods of the preceding section have an identical structure described
by Eqs (3.11)–(3.13) in which various approximations to the Newton matrix KTi are
used. For all of these an iterative vector is determined and the new value of the
unknowns found as
i
i
(3.26)
ui+1
n+1 = un+1 + dun+1
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starting from
u1n+1 = un
in which un is the known (converged) solution at the previous time step or load level. The
objective is to achieve the reduction of Ψi+1
n+1 to zero, although this is not always easily
achieved by any of the procedures described even in the scalar example illustrated. To
get a solution approximately satisfying such a scalar non-linear problem would have
been in fact easier by simply evaluating the scalar Ψi+1
n+1 for various values of un+1 and
by suitable interpolation arriving at the required answer. For multi-degree-of-freedom
systems such an approach is obviously not possible unless some scalar norm of the
residual is considered. One possible approach is to write
i+1,j

un+1 = uin+1 + ηi,j duin+1

(3.27)

and determine the step size ηi,j so that a projection of the residual on the search direction
duin+1 is made zero. We could define this projection as


T i+1,j
Gi,j ≡ duin+1 Ψn+1
where



i+1,j
Ψn+1 ≡ Ψ uin+1 + ηi,j duin ,

(3.28)
ηi,0 = 1

Here, of course, other norms of the residual could be used.
This process is known as a line search, and ηi,j can conveniently be obtained by using
a regula falsi (or secant) procedure as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. An obvious disadvantage
of a line search is the need for several evaluations of Ψ. However, the acceleration of
the overall convergence can be remarkable when applied to modified or quasi-Newton
methods. Indeed, line search is also useful in the full Newton method by making the
radius of attraction larger. A compromise frequently used12 is to undertake the search
only if

T i+1,j
(3.29)
Gi,0 > ε duin+1 Ψn+1
where the tolerance ε is set between 0.5 and 0.8. This means that if the iteration process
directly resulted in a reduction of the residual to ε or less of its original value a line
search is not used.

Fig. 3.6 Regula falsi applied to line search: (a) extrapolation; (b) interpolation.
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3.2.6 ‘Softening’ behaviour and displacement control
In applying the preceding to load control problems we have implicitly assumed that the
iteration is associated with positive increments of the forcing vector, f , in Eq. (3.4). In
some structural problems this is a set of loads that can be assumed to be proportional
to each other, so that one can write
fn+1 = λn+1 f0

(3.30)

In many problems the situation will arise that no solution exists above a certain maximum value of f and that the real solution is a ‘softening’ branch, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
In such cases λn+1 will need to be negative unless the problem can be recast as one in
which the forcing can be applied by displacement control. In a simple case of a single
load it is easy to recast the general formulation to increments of a single prescribed
displacement and much effort has gone into such solutions.13,19–25
In all the successful approaches of incrementation of λn+1 the original problem of
Eq. (3.2) is rewritten as the solution of
Ψn+1 ≡ λn+1 f0 − P(un+1 ) = 0
with

un+1 = un + un+1

(3.31)

and

λn+1 = λn + λn+1
being included as variables in any increment. Now an additional equation (constraint)
needs to be provided to solve for the extra variable λn+1 .
This additional equation can take various forms. Riks21 assumes that in each increment
(3.32)
uTn+1 un+1 + λ2 f0T f0 = l 2
where l is a prescribed ‘length’ in the space of n + 1 dimensions. Crisfield13,26
provides a more natural control on displacements, requiring that
uTn+1 un+1 = l 2

(3.33)

These so-called arc-length and spherical path controls are but some of the possible
constraints.
Direct addition of the constraint Eq. (3.32) or (3.33) to the system of Eqs (3.31) is
now possible and the previously described iterative methods could again be used. However, the ‘tangent’ equation system would always lose its symmetry so an alternative
procedure is generally used.
We note that for a given iteration i we can write quite generally the solution as
Ψin+1 = λin+1 f0 − P(uin+1 )
i
i
i
i
Ψi+1
n+1 ≈ Ψn+1 + dλn+1 f0 − KT dun+1

The solution increment for u may now be given as
 −1 i
duin+1 = KTi
Ψn+1 + dλin+1 f0
duin+1 = d ŭin+1 + dλin+1 d ûin+1

(3.34)

(3.35)
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where

 −1 i
Ψn+1
d ŭin+1 = KTi


−1
d ûin+1 = KTi
f0

(3.36)

Now an additional equation is cast using the constraint. Thus, for instance, with
Eq. (3.33) we have
 i−1
T  i−1

un+1 + duin+1
un+1 + duin+1 = l 2
(3.37)
where ui−1
n+1 is defined by Eq. (3.13). On substitution of Eq. (3.35) into Eq. (3.37) a
quadratic equation is available for the solution of the remaining unknown dλin+1 (which
may well turn out to be negative). Additional details may be found in references 13
and 26.
A procedure suggested by Bergan22,25 is somewhat different from those just described.
Here a fixed load increment λn+1 is first assumed and any of the previously introduced iterative procedures are used for calculating the increment duin+1 . Now a new
increment λn+1 is calculated so that it minimizes a norm of the residual
T  

 
λn+1 f0 − Pi+1
λn+1 f0 − Pi+1
= l 2
(3.38)
n+1
n+1
The result is thus computed from
dl 2
=0
dλn+1
and yields the solution

f0T Pi+1
n+1
(3.39)
f0T f0
This quantity may again well be negative, requiring a load decrease, and it indeed
results in a rapid residual reduction in all cases, but precise control of displacement
magnitudes becomes more difficult. The interpretation of the Bergan method in a
one-dimensional example, shown in Fig. 3.7, is illuminating. Here it gives the exact
answers – with a displacement control, the magnitude of which is determined by the
initial λn+1 assumed to be the slope KT used in the first iteration.
λn+1 =

3.2.7 Convergence criteria
In all the iterative processes described the numerical solution is only approximately
achieved and some tolerance limits have to be set to terminate the iteration. Since finite
precision arithmetic is used in all computer calculations, one can never achieve a better
solution than the round-off limit of the calculations.
Frequently, the criteria used involve a norm of the displacement parameter changes
duin+1  or, more logically, that of the residuals Ψin+1 . In the latter case the limit
can often be expressed as some tolerance of the norm of forces fn+1 . Thus, we may
require that
(3.40)
Ψin+1  ≤ εfn+1 
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Fig. 3.7 One-dimensional interpretation of the Bergan procedure.

where ε is chosen as a small number, and


1/2
Ψ = ΨT Ψ

(3.41)

Other alternatives exist for choosing the comparison norm, and another option is to use
the residual of the first iteration as a basis. Thus,
Ψin+1  ≤ εΨ1n+1 

(3.42)

The error due to the incomplete solution of the discrete non-linear equations is
of course additive to the error of the discretization that we frequently measure in the
energy norm.27 It is possible therefore to use the same norm for bounding of the iteration
process. We could, as a third option, require that the error in the energy norm satisfy

1/2

1/2
i
1
≤ ε du1,T
dE i = dui,T
n+1 Ψn+1
n+1 Ψn+1
(3.43)
≤ εdE 1
In each of the above forms, problem types exist where the right-hand-side norm is
zero. Thus a fourth form, which is quite general, is to compute the norm of the element
residuals. If the problem residual is obtained as a sum over elements as

ψen+1
(3.44)
Ψn+1 =
e

where e denotes an individual element and ψe the residual from each element, we can
express the convergence criterion as
Ψin+1  ≤ εψen+1 
where
ψen+1  =

 
i
 ψen+1 
e

(3.45)

(3.46)
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Once a criterion is selected the problem still remains to choose an appropriate value
for ε. In cases where a full Newton scheme is used (and thus asymptotic quadratic
convergence should occur) the tolerance may be chosen at half the machine precision.
Thus if the precision of calculations is about 16 digits one may choose ε = 10−8
since quadratic convergence assures that the next residual (in the absence of round-off)
would achieve full precision. For modified or quasi-Newton schemes such asymptotic
rates are not assured, necessitating more iterations to achieve high precision. In these
cases it is common practice by some to use much larger tolerance values (say 0.01
to 0.001). However, for problems where large numbers of steps are taken, instability
in the solution may occur if the convergence tolerance is too large. We recommend
therefore that whenever practical a tolerance of half machine precision be used.

3.3 General remarks – incremental and rate methods
The various iterative methods described provide an essential tool kit for the solution of
non-linear problems in which finite element discretization has been used. The precise
choice of the optimal methodology is problem dependent and although many comparative solution cost studies have been published12,17,28 the differences are often marginal.
There is little doubt, however, that exact Newton processes (with line search) should be
used when convergence is difficult to achieve. Also the advantage of symmetric update
matrices in the quasi-Newton procedures frequently make these a very economical
candidate. When non-symmetric tangent moduli exist it may be better to consider one
of the non-symmetric updates, for example a Broyden method.13,29
We have not discussed in the preceding direct iterative methods such as the various
conjugate direction methods30–34 or dynamic relaxation methods in which an explicit
dynamic transient analysis (see Chapter 2) is carried out to achieve a steady-state
solution.35,36 These forms are often characterized by:
1. a diagonal or very sparse form of the matrix used in computing trial increments du
(and hence very low cost of an iteration) and
2. a significant number of total iterations and hence evaluations of the residual Ψ.
These opposing trends imply that such methods offer the potential to solve large problems efficiently. However, to date such general solution procedures are effective only
in certain problems.37
One final remark concerns the size of increments f or λ to be adopted. First,
it is clear that small increments reduce the total number of iterations required per
computational step, and in many applications automatic guidance on the size of the
increment to preserve a (nearly) constant number of iterations is needed. Here such
processes as the use of the ‘current stiffness parameter’ introduced by Bergan22 can be
effective.
Second, if the behaviour is path dependent (e.g. as in plasticity-type constitutive
laws) the use of small increments is desirable to preserve accuracy in solution changes.
In this context, we have already emphasized the need for calculating such changes by
always using the accumulated uin+1 change and not in adding changes arising from
each iterative duin+1 step in an increment.

General remarks – incremental and rate methods

Third, if only a single Newton iteration is used in each increment of λ then the
procedure is equivalent to the solution of a standard rate problem incrementally by
direct forward integration. Here we note that if Eq. (3.2) is rewritten as
P(u) = λf0

(3.47)

we can, on differentiation with respect to λ, obtain
dP du
= f0
du dλ

(3.48)

du
= KT−1 f0
dλ

(3.49)

and write this as

Incrementally, this may be written in an explicit form by using a Euler method as
−1
un+1 = λKTn
f0

(3.50)

This direct integration is illustrated in Fig. 3.8 and can frequently be divergent as
well as being only conditionally stable as a result of the Euler explicit method used.
Obviously, other methods can be used to improve accuracy and stability. These include
Euler implicit schemes and Runge–Kutta procedures.

u

Fig. 3.8 Direct integration procedure.
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Inelastic and non-linear materials
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we presented a framework for solving general problems in solid mechanics.
In this chapter we consider several classical models for describing the behaviour of
engineering materials. Each model we describe is given in a strain-driven form in
which a strain or strain increment obtained from each finite elementsolution step
is used to compute the stress needed to evaluate the internal force, BT σ d, as
well as a tangent modulus matrix, or its approximation, for use in constructing the
tangent stiffness matrix. Quite generally in the study of small deformation and inelastic
materials (and indeed in some forms applied to large deformation) the strain (or strain
rate) or the stress is assumed to split into an additive sum of parts. We can write this as
ε = εe + εi

(4.1)

σ = σe + σi

(4.2)

or

in which we shall generally assume that the elastic part is given by the linear model
εe = D−1 σ

(4.3)

in which D is the matrix of elastic moduli.
In the following sections we shall consider the problems of viscoelasticity, plasticity,
and general creep in quite general form. By using these general types it is possible to
present numerical solutions which accurately predict many physical phenomena. We
begin with viscoelasticity, where we illustrate the manner in which we shall address
the solution of problems given in a rate or differential form. This rate form of course
assumes time dependence and all viscoelastic phenomena are indeed transient, with
time playing an important part. We shall follow this section with a description of
plasticity models in which time does not explicitly arise and the problems are time
independent. However, we shall introduce for convenience a rate description of the
behaviour. This is adopted to allow use of the same kind of algorithms for all forms
discussed in this chapter.

Viscoelasticity – history dependence of deformation

4.2 Viscoelasticity – history dependence of deformation
Viscoelastic phenomena are characterized by the fact that the rate at which inelastic
strains develop depends not only on the current state of stress and strain but, in general,
on the full history of their development. Thus, to determine the increment of inelastic
strain over a given time interval (or time step) it is necessary to know the state of
stress and strain at all preceding times. In the computation process these can in fact
be obtained and in principle the problem presents little theoretical difficulty. Practical
limitations appear immediately, however, that each computation point must retain this
history information – thus leading to very large storage demands. In the context of linear
viscoelasticity, means of overcoming this limitation were introduced by Zienkiewicz
et al.1 and White.2 Extensions to include thermal effects were also included in some of
this early work.3 Further considerations which extend this approach are also discussed
in earlier editions of this book.4,5

4.2.1 Linear models for viscoelasticity
The representation of a constitutive equation for linear viscoelasticity may be given
in the form of either a differential equation or an integral equation.6,7 In a differential
model the constitutive equation may be written as a linear elastic part with an added
series of partial strains q. Accordingly, we write
σ(t) = D0 ε(t) +

M


Dm q(m) (t)

(4.4)

m=1

where for a linear model the partial strains are solutions of the first-order differential
equations
(4.5)
q̇(m) + Tm q(m) = ε̇
with Tm a constant matrix of reciprocal relaxation times and D0 , Dm constant moduli
matrices. The presence of a split of stress as given by Eq. (4.2) is immediately evident
in the above. Each of the forms in Eq. (4.5) represents an elastic response in series
with a viscous response and is known as a Maxwell model. In terms of a spring–
dashpot model, a representation for the Maxwell material is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) for
a single stress component. Thus, the sum given by Eq. (4.4) describes a generalized

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1 Spring--dashpot models for linear viscoelasticity: (a) Maxwell element; (b) Kelvin element.
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Maxwell solid in which several elements are assembled in a parallel form and the D0
term becomes a spring alone.
In an integral form the stress–strain behaviour may be written in a convolution form
as
 t
∂ε
D(t − t  )  dt 
(4.6)
σ = D(t)ε(0) +
∂t
0
where components of D(t) are relaxation moduli functions.
Inverse relations may be given where the differential model is expressed as
ε(t) = J0 σ(t) +

M


Jm r(m) (t)

(4.7)

m=1

where for a linear model the partial stresses r are solutions of
ṙ(m) + Vm r(m) = σ

(4.8)

in which Vm are constant reciprocal retardation time parameters and J0 , Jm constant
compliance ones (i.e. reciprocal moduli). Each partial stress corresponds to a solution
in which a linear elastic and a viscous response are combined in parallel to describe
a Kelvin model as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The total model thus is a generalized Kelvin
solid.
In an integral form the strain–stress constitutive relation may be written as
 t
∂σ
J(t − t  )  dt 
(4.9)
ε = J(t)σ(0) +
∂t
0
where J(t) are known as creep compliance functions.
The parameters in the two forms of the model are related. For example, the creep
compliances and relaxation moduli are related through
 t
 t
∂J
 ∂D

J(t)D(0) +
J(t − t )  dt = D(t)J(0) +
D(t − t  )  dt  = I
(4.10)
∂t
∂t
0
0
as may easily be shown by applying, for example, Laplace transform theory to Eqs (4.6)
and (4.9).
The above forms hold for isotropic and anisotropic linear viscoelastic materials.
Solutions may be obtained by using standard numerical techniques to solve the constant
coefficient differential or integral equations. Here we will proceed to describe a solution
for the isotropic case where specific numerical schemes are presented. Generalization
of the methods to the anisotropic case may be constructed by using a similar approach
and is left as an exercise to the reader.

4.2.2 Isotropic models
To describe in more detail the ideas presented above we consider here isotropic models
where we split the stress as
σ = s + mp

with

p = 13 mT σ

(4.11)

Viscoelasticity – history dependence of deformation

where s is the stress deviator, p is the mean (pressure) stress and, for a three-dimensional
state of stress, m is given in Eq. (2.45). Similarly, a split of strain is expressed as
ε = e + 13 mθ

with

θ = mT ε

(4.12)

where e is the strain deviator and θ is the volume change.
In the presentation given here, for simplicity we restrict the viscoelastic response
to deviatoric parts and assume pressure–volume response is given by the linear elastic
model
p = Kθ
(4.13)
where K is an elastic bulk modulus. A generalization to include viscoelastic behaviour
in this component also may be easily performed by using the method described below
for deviatoric components.

Differential equation model
The deviatoric part may be stated as differential equation models or in the form of
integral equations as described above. In the differential equation model the constitutive
equation may be written as


M

(m)
µm q
(4.14)
s = 2G µ0 e +
m=1

in which µm are dimensionless parameters satisfying
M


µm = 1

with

µm > 0

(4.15)

m=0

and dimensionless partial deviatoric strains q(m) are obtained by solving
q̇(m) +

1 (m)
q = ė
λm

(4.16)

in which λm are relaxation times. This form of the representation is again a generalized
Maxwell model (a set of Maxwell models in parallel).
Each differential equation set may be solved numerically using a one-step time
integration method [e.g., GN11 in Sec. 2.7, Eq. (2.66)].8,9 To solve numerically we first
define a set of discrete points, tk , at which we wish to obtain the solution. For a time
tn+1 we assume the solution at all previous points up to tn are known. Using a simple
single-step method the solution for each partial stress is given by:




θt
(1 − θ)t
(m)
1+
qn+1 = 1 −
qn(m) + en+1 − en
(4.17)
λm
λm
in which t = tn+1 − tn .
We note that this form of the solution is given directly in a strain-driven form.
Accordingly, given the strain from any finite element solution step we can immediately
compute the stresses by using Eqs (4.13), (4.14) and (4.17) in Eqs (4.11) and (4.12).
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Inserting the above into a Newton-type solution strategy requires the computation of
the tangent moduli. The tangent moduli for the viscoelastic model are deduced from
DT |n+1 =

∂σn+1
∂sn+1
∂pn+1
=
+m
∂εn+1
∂εn+1
∂εn+1

(4.18)

The tangent part for the volumetric term is elastic and given by
m

∂pn+1 ∂θn+1
∂pn+1
=m
= KmmT
∂εn+1
∂θn+1 ∂εn+1

(4.19)

Similarly, the tangent part for the deviatoric term is deduced from Eq. (4.17) as
⎡
⎤
M

⎢
∂sn+1 ∂en+1
∂sn+1
⎢

=
= 2G ⎣µ0 +
∂εn+1
∂en+1 ∂εn+1
m=1

⎥
µm
⎥
Id
θt ⎦
1+
λm

(4.20)

where Id is defined in Eq. (2.45). Using the above, tangent moduli are expressed as
⎡
⎤
M

⎢

DT |n+1 = KmmT + 2G ⎢
µ
+
⎣ 0
m=1

⎥
µm
⎥
Id
θt ⎦
1+
λm

(4.21)

and we note that the only difference from a linear elastic material is the replacement
of the elastic shear modulus by the viscoelastic term
⎡
⎤
M

⎢

G → G⎢
µ
+
⎣ 0
m=1

⎥
µm
⎥
θt ⎦
1+
λm

This relation is independent of stress and strain and hence when it is used with a
Newton scheme it converges in one iteration (i.e. the residual of a second iteration is
numerically zero).
The set of first-order differential equations (4.16) may be integrated exactly for
specified strains, e. The integral for each term is given by
 t

 ∂e 
exp −(t − t  )/λm
dt
(4.22)
q(m) (t) =
∂t 
−∞
An advantage to the differential equation form, however, is that it may be extended to
include aging or other non-linear effects by making the parameters time or solution
dependent. The exact solution to the differential equations for such a situation will then
involve integrating factors, leading to more involved expressions. In the following parts
of this section we consider the integral equation form and its numerical solution for
linear viscoelastic behaviour. Models and their solutions for more general cases are
left as an exercise for the reader.

Viscoelasticity – history dependence of deformation

Integral equation model
The integral equation form for the deviatoric stresses is expressed in terms of a relaxation modulus function which is defined by an idealized experiment in which, at time
zero (t = 0), a specimen is subjected to suddenly applied and constant strain, e0 ,
and the stress response, s(t), is measured. For a linear material a unique relation is
obtained which is independent of the magnitude of the applied strain. This relation
may be written as
(4.23)
s(t) = 2G(t)e0
where G(t) is defined as the shear relaxation modulus function. A typical relaxation
function is shown in Fig. 4.2. The function is shown on a logarithmic time scale since
typical materials have time effects which cover wide ranges in time.
Using linearity and superposition for an arbitrary state of strain yields the integral
equation specified as
 t
∂e
2G(t − t  )  dt 
(4.24)
s(t) =
∂t
−∞
We note that the above form is a generalization to the Maxwell material. However,
the integral equation form may be specialized to the generalized Maxwell model by
assuming the shear relaxation modulus function in a Prony series form


M

µm exp(−t/λm )
(4.25)
G(t) = G µ0 +
m=1

where the µm satisfy Eq. (4.15).

Solution to integral equation with Prony series

The solution to the viscoelastic model is performed for a set of discrete points tk . Thus,
again assuming that all solutions are available up to time tn , we desire to compute the
next step for time tn+1 . Solution of the general form would require summation over

Fig. 4.2 Typical viscoelastic relaxation function.
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all previous time steps for each new time; however, by using the generalized Maxwell
model we may reduce the solution to a recursion formula in which each new solution
is computed by a simple update of the previous solution.
We will consider a special case of the generalized Maxwell material in which the
number of terms M is equal to 1 [which defines a standard linear solid, Fig. 4.3(a)]. The
addition of more terms is easily performed from the one-term solution. Accordingly,
we take


(4.26)
G(t) = G µ0 + µ1 exp(−t/λ1 )
where µ0 + µ1 = 1. For the standard solid only a limited range of time can be
considered, as can be observed from Fig. 4.3(b) for the model given by
G(t) = G[0.15 + 0.85 exp(−t)]
To consider a wider range it is necessary to use terms in which the λm cover the total
time by using at least one term for each decade of time (a decade being one unit on the
log10 time scale).
Substitution of Eq. (4.26) into Eq. (4.24) yields
 t

 ∂e 
µ0 + µ1 exp(−(t − t  )/λ1 )
dt
(4.27)
s(t) = 2G
∂t 
−∞
which may be split and expressed as
s(t) = 2Gµ0 ε(t) + 2Gµ1



t

−∞

exp(−(t − t  )/λ1 )

∂e 
dt
∂t 

(4.28)

= 2G[µ0 ε(t) + µ1 q(1) (t)]

where we note that q(1) is identical to the form given in Eq. (4.22). Thus use of a Prony
series for G(t) is identical to solving the differential equation model exactly.
In applications involving a linear viscoelastic model, it is usually assumed that the
material is undisturbed until a time identified as zero. At time zero a strain may be

Fig. 4.3 Standard linear viscoelastic solid: (a) model for standard solid; (b) relaxation function.
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suddenly applied and then varied over subsequent time. To evaluate a solution at time
tn+1 the integral representation for the model may be simplified by dividing the integral
into
 tn+1
 0−
 0+
 tn
 tn+1




(·) dt =
(·) dt +
(·) dt +
(·) dt +
(·) dt 
(4.29)
−∞

0−

−∞

0+

tn

In each analysis considered here the material is assumed to be unstrained before the
time denoted as zero. Thus, the first term on the right-hand side is zero, the second term
includes a jump term associated with e0 at time zero, and the last two terms cover the
subsequent history of strain. The result of this separation when applied to Eq. (4.27)
gives the recursion3
(1)
qn+1
= exp(−t/λ1 )qn(1) + q(1)
(4.30)
where
q

(1)


=

tn

tn+1

exp[−(tn+1 − t  )/λ1 ]

∂e 
dt
∂t 

(4.31)

and q0(1) = e0 .
To obtain a numerical solution, we approximate the strain rate in each time increment
by a constant to obtain
 tn+1


1
(1)
exp[−(tn+1 − t  )/λ1 ] en+1 − en dt 
(4.32)
qn+1 =
t tn
The integral may now be evaluated directly over each time step as3
(1)
qn+1
=


λ1 
(1)
1 − exp(−t/λ1 ) (en+1 − en ) = qn+1
(en+1 − en )
t

(4.33)

This approximation is singular for zero time steps; however, the limit value at t = 0
is one. Thus, for small time steps a series expansion may be used to yield accurate
values, giving
 
 2
 3
1 t
1 t
1 t
(1)
+
−
+ ···
(4.34)
qn+1 = 1 −
2 λ1
3! λ1
4! λ1
Using a few terms for very small time increment ratios yields numerically correct
answers (to computer precision). Once the time increment ratio is larger than a certain
small value the representation given in Eq. (4.33) is used directly.
The above form gives a recursion which is stable for small and large time steps and
produces very smooth transitions under variable time steps.
A numerical approximation to Eq. (4.32) in which the integrand of Eq. (4.31) is
evaluated at tn+1/2 has also been used with success.10 In the above recursion we note
that a zero and infinite value of a time step produces a correct instantaneous and zero
response, respectively, and thus is asymptotically accurate at both limits. The use of
finite difference approximations on the differential equation form directly does not
produce this property unless θ = 1 and for this value is much less accurate than the
solution given by Eq. (4.33).
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Using the recursion formula, the constitutive equation now has the simple form
(1)
]
sn+1 = 2G[µ0 en+1 + µ1 qn+1

(4.35)

The process may also be extended to include effects of temperature on relaxation times
for use with thermorheologically simple materials.3
The implementation of the above viscoelastic model into a Newton-type solution process again requires the computation of a tangent tensor. Accordingly, for the deviatoric
part we need to compute
∂sn+1
∂sn+1
=
Id
(4.36)
∂εn+1
∂en+1
The partial derivative with respect to the deviatoric stress follows from Eq. (4.35) as


∂s
∂q(1)
= 2G µ0 I + µ1
(4.37)
∂e
∂e
Using Eq. (4.33) the derivative of the last term becomes
(1)
∂qn+1
(1)
= qn+1
(t)I
∂en+1

(4.38)

Thus, the tangent tensor is given by
∂sn+1
(1)
= 2G[µ0 + µ1 qn+1
(t)]Id
∂εn+1

(4.39)

Again, the only modification from a linear elastic material is the substitution of the
elastic shear modulus by
(1)
(t)]
G → G[µ0 + µ1 qn+1

(4.40)

We note that for zero t the full elastic modulus is recovered, whereas for very large
increments the equilibrium modulus µ0 G is used. Since the material is linear, use
of this tangent modulus term again leads to convergence in one iteration (the second
iteration produces a numerically zero residual).
(m)
The inclusion of more terms in the series reduces to evaluation of additional qn+1
integral recursions. Computer storage is needed to retain the qn(m) for each solution
(quadrature) point in the problem and each term in the series.

Example 4.1: A thick-walled cylinder subjected to
internal pressure
To illustrate the importance of proper element selection when performing analyses
in which material behaviour approaches a near incompressible situation we consider
the case of internal pressure on a thick-walled cylinder. The material is considered
to be isotropic and modelled by viscoelastic response in deviatoric stress–strain only.
Material properties are: modulus of elasticity, E = 1000; Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3;
µ1 = 0.99; and λ1 = 1. Thus, the viscoelastic relaxation function is given by
G(t) =

1000
[0.01 + 0.99 exp(−t)]
2.6
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The ratio of the bulk modulus to shear modulus for instantaneous loading is given by
K/G(0) = 2.167 and for long time loading by K/G(∞) = 216.7 which indicates a
near incompressible behaviour for sustained loading cases (the effective Poisson ratio
for infinite time is 0.498). The response for a suddenly applied internal pressure,
p = 10, is computed to time 20 by using both displacement and the mixed element
described in Chapter 2. Quadrilateral elements with four nodes (Q4) and nine nodes
(Q9) are considered, and meshes with equivalent nodal forces are shown in Fig. 4.4. The
exact solution to this problem is one dimensional and, since all radial boundary conditions are traction ones, the stress distribution should be time independent. During the
early part of the solution, when the response is still in the compressible range, the solutions from the two formulations agree well with this exact solution. However, during
the latter part of the solution the answers from a displacement element diverge because
of near incompressibility effects, whereas those from a mixed element do not. The distribution of quadrature point radial stresses at time t = 20 is shown in Fig. 4.5 where

Fig. 4.4 Mesh and loads for internal pressure on a thick-walled cylinder: (a) four-node quadrilaterals;
(b) nine-node quadrilaterals.

Fig. 4.5 Radial stress for internal pressure on a thick-walled cylinder: (a) mixed model; (b) displacement
model.
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the highly oscillatory response of the displacement form is clearly evident. We note
that extrapolation to ‘reduced quadrature’ points would avoid these oscillations; however, use of fully reduced integration would lead to singularity in the stiffness matrix
and selective reduced integration is difficult to use with general non-linear material
behaviour. Thus, for general applications the use of mixed elements is preferred.

4.2.3 Solution by analogies
The labour of step-by-step solutions for linear viscoelastic media can, on occasion, be
substantially reduced. In the case of a homogeneous structure with linear isotropic
viscoelasticity and constant Poisson ratio operator, the McHenry–Alfrey analogies
allow single-step elastic solutions to be used to obtain stresses and displacements at a
given time by the use of equivalent loads, displacements and temperatures.11,12
Some extensions of these analogies have been proposed by Hilton and Russell.13
Further, when subjected to steady loads and when strains tend to a constant value at
an infinite time, it is possible to determine the final stress distribution even in cases
where the above analogies are not applicable. Thus, for instance, where the viscoelastic
properties are temperature dependent and the structure is subject to a system of loads and
temperatures which remain constant with time, long-term ‘equivalent’ elastic constants
can be found and the problem solved as a single, non-homogeneous elastic one.14
The viscoelastic problem is a particular case of a creep phenomenon to which we
shall return in Sec. 4.9.3 using some other classical non-linear models to represent
material behaviour.

4.3 Classical time-independent plasticity theory
Classical ‘plastic’ behaviour of solids is characterized by a non-unique stress–strain
relationship which is independent of the rate of loading but does depend on loading
sequence that may be conveniently represented as a process evolving in time. Indeed,
one definition of plasticity is the presence of irrecoverable strains on load removal. If
uniaxial behaviour of a material is considered, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a), a non-linear
relationship on loading alone does not determine whether non-linear elastic or plastic
behaviour is exhibited. Unloading will immediately discover the difference, with an
elastic material following the same path and a plastic material showing a historydependent different path. We have referred to non-linear elasticity already in Sec. 2.4
[see Eq. (2.28)] and will not give further attention to it here as the techniques used for
plasticity problems or non-linear elasticity show great similarity. Representation of
non-linear elastic behaviour for finite deformation applications is more complex as we
shall show in Chapter 5.
Some materials show a nearly ideal plastic behaviour in which a limiting yield stress,
Y (or σy ), exists at which the strains are indeterminate. For all stresses below such
yield, a linear (or non-linear) elastic relationship is assumed, Fig. 4.6(b) illustrates this.
A further refinement of this model is one of a hardening/softening plastic material in
which the yield stress depends on some parameter κ (such as the accumulated plastic

Classical time-independent plasticity theory

Fig. 4.6 Uniaxial behaviour of materials: (a) non-linear elastic and plastic behaviour; (b) ideal plasticity;
(c) strain hardening plasticity.

strain εp ) [Fig. 4.6(c)]. It is with such kinds of plasticity that this section is concerned
and for which much theory has been developed.15,16
In a multiaxial rather than a uniaxial state of stress the concept of yield needs to
be generalized. It is important to note that in the following development of results
in a matrix form all nine tensor components are used instead of the six ‘engineering’
component form used previously. To distinguish between the two we introduce an
underbar on the symbol for all nine-component forms. Thus, we shall use:


T
σ = σx σy σz σxy σyz σzx

T
σ = σx σy σz σxy σyx σyz σzy σzx σxz

T
ε = εx εy εz γxy γyz γzx

T
ε = εx εy εz εxy εyx εyz εzy εzx εxz

(4.41)

in which γij = 2εij . The transformations between the nine- and six-component forms
needed later are obtained by using
ε = Pε

and

σ = PT σ

(4.42)
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where

⎡

2
⎢0
1⎢
⎢0
PT = ⎢
2 ⎢0
⎣0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎦
1

Accordingly, we first make all computations by using the nine ‘tensor’ components of
stress and strain and only at the end do we reduce the computations to expressions in
terms of the six independent ‘engineering’ quantities using P. This will permit final
expressions for strain and equilibrium to be written in terms of B as in all previous
developments. In addition we note that:

PT IP = PT P = I0

with

⎡
2
⎢ 2
1⎢
2
⎢
I0 = ⎢
1
2⎢
⎣
1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
1

(4.43)

4.3.1 Yield functions
It is quite generally postulated, as an experimental fact, that yielding can occur only if
the stress satisfies the general yield criterion
F (σ, κ, κ) = 0

(4.44)

where σ denotes a matrix form with all nine components of stress, κ represents kinematic hardening parameters and κ an isotropic hardening parameter.15 We shall discuss
these particular sets of parameters later but, of course, many other types of parameters
also can be used to define hardening.
This yield condition can be visualized as a surface in an n-dimensional space of
stress with the position and size of the surface dependent on the instantaneous value of
the parameters κ and κ (Fig. 4.7).

4.3.2 Flow rule (normality principle)
Von Mises first suggested that basic behaviour defining the plastic strain increments is
related to the yield surface.17 Heuristic arguments for the validity of the relationship
proposed have been given by various workers in the field18–25 and at the present time
the following hypothesis appears to be generally accepted for many materials; if εp

Classical time-independent plasticity theory

Fig. 4.7 Yield surface and normality criterion in two-dimensional stress space.

denotes the components of the plastic strain tensor the rate of plastic strain is assumed
to be given by∗
ε̇p = λ̇F,σ
(4.45)
where the notation
F,σ ≡

∂F
∂σ

(4.46)

is introduced. In the above, λ̇ is a proportionality constant, as yet undetermined, often
referred to as the ‘plastic consistency’ parameter. During sustained plastic deformation
we must have
Ḟ = 0
and
λ̇ > 0
(4.47)
whereas during elastic loading/unloading λ̇ = 0 and Ḟ = 0 leading to a general
constraint condition in Kuhn–Tucker form16
Ḟ λ̇ = 0

(4.48)

The above rule is known as the normality principle because relation (4.45) can be
interpreted as requiring the plastic strain rate components to be normal to the yield
surface in the space of nine stress and strain dimensions.
Restrictions of the above rule can be removed by specifying separately a plastic flow
rule potential
(4.49)
Q = Q(σ, κ)
∗

Some authors prefer to write Eq. (4.45) in an incremental form
dεp = dλ F,σ

where dεp ≡ ε̇ dt, and t is some pseudo-time variable. Here we prefer the rate form to permit use of common
solution algorithms in which d ε will denote an increment in a Newton-type solution. (Also note the difference
in notation between a small increment ‘d’ and a differential ‘d’.)
p
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which defines the plastic strain rate similarly to Eq. (4.45); that is, giving this as
ε̇p = λ̇Q,σ ,

λ̇ ≥ 0

(4.50)

The particular case of Q = F is known as associative plasticity. When this relation
is not satisfied the plasticity is non-associative. In what follows this more general
form will be considered initially (reductions to the associative case follow by simple
substitution of Q = F ).
The satisfaction of the normality rule for the associative case is essential for proving
so-called upper and lower bound theorems of plasticity as well as uniqueness. In
the non-associative case the upper and lower bounds do not exist and indeed it is not
certain that the solutions are always unique. This does not prevent the validity of nonassociated rules as it is well known that in frictional materials, for instance, uniqueness
is seldom achieved but the existence of friction cannot be denied.

4.3.3 Hardening/softening rules
Isotropic hardening

The parameters κ and κ must also be determined from rate equations and define
hardening (or softening) of the plastic behaviour of the material. The evolution of κ,
governing the size of the yield surface, is commonly related to the rate of plastic work
or directly to the consistency parameter. If related to the rate of plastic work κ has
dimensions of stress and a relation of the type
κ̇ = σT ε̇p = Y (κ)ε̇up

(4.51)

is used to match behaviour to a uniaxial tension or compression result. The slope
A=

∂Y
∂κ

(4.52)

provides a modulus defining instantaneous isotropic hardening.
In the second approach κ is dimensionless (e.g. an accumulated plastic strain16 ) and
is related directly to the consistency parameter using

1/2
= λ̇[QT,σ Q,σ ]1/2
(4.53)
κ̇ = (ε̇p )T ε̇p
A constitutive equation is then introduced to match uniaxial results. For example, a
simple linear form is given by
σy (κ) = σy0 + Hi0 κ
where Hi0 is a constant isotropic hardening modulus.

Kinematic hardening
A classical procedure to represent kinematic hardening was introduced by Prager 26
and modified by Ziegler.27 Here the stress in each yield surface is replaced by a linear
relation in terms of a ‘back stress’ κ as
ς =σ−κ

(4.54)
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with the yield function now given as
F (σ − κ, κ) = F (ς, κ) = 0

(4.55)

during plastic behaviour. We note that with this approach derivatives of the yield
surface differ only by a sign and are given by
F,ς = F,σ = −F,κ

(4.56)

Accordingly, the yield surface will now translate, and if isotropic hardening is present
will also expand or contract, during plastic loading.
A rate equation may be specified most directly by introducing a conjugate work
variable β from which the hardening parameter κ is deduced by using a hardening potential H. This may be stated as
κ = −H,β

(4.57)

which is completely analogous to use of an elastic energy to relate σ and εe . A rate
equation may be expressed now as
β̇ = λ̇Q,κ

(4.58)

It is immediately obvious that here also we have two possibilities. Using Q in the
above expression defines a non-associative hardening, whereas replacing Q by F would
give an associative hardening. Thus for a fully associative model we require that F
be used to define both the plastic potential and the hardening. In such a case the
relations of plasticity also may be deduced by using the principle of maximum plastic
dissipation.15,16,28,29 A quadratic form for the hardening potential may be adopted and
written as
H = 21 βT H k β
(4.59)
in which Hk is assumed to be an invertible set of constant hardening parameters. Now
β may be eliminated to give the simple rate form
κ̇ = −λ̇H k

∂Q
= −λ̇H k Q,κ
∂κ

(4.60)

Use of a linear shift in relation (4.54) simplifies this, noting Eq. (4.56), to
κ̇ = λ̇H k Q,ς

(4.61)

In our subsequent discussion we shall usually assume a general quadratic model for both
elastic and hardening potentials. For a more general treatment the reader is referred to
references 16 and 30.
Another approach to kinematic hardening was introduced by Armstrong and Frederick 31 and provides a means of retaining smoother transitions from elastic to inelastic
behaviour during cyclic loading. Here the hardening is given as
κ̇ = λ̇[H k Q,ς − HN L κ]

(4.62)
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Applications of this approach are presented by Chaboche32,33 and numerical comparisons to a simpler approach using a generalized plasticity model34,35 are given by
Auricchio and Taylor.36
Many other approaches have been proposed to represent classical hardening behaviour
and the reader is referred to the literature for additional information and discussion.21–23,37–39 A physical procedure utilizing directly the finite element method is
available to obtain both ideal plasticity and hardening. Here several ideal plasticity
components, each with different yield stress, are put in series and it will be found that
both hardening and softening behaviour can be obtained easily retaining the properties
so far described. This approach was named by many authors as an ‘overlay’ model40,41
and by others is described as a ‘sublayer’ model.
There are of course many other possibilities to define change in surfaces during the
process of loading and unloading. Here frictional soils present one of the most difficult
materials to model and for the non-associative case we find it convenient to use the
generalized plasticity method described in Sec. 4.6.

4.3.4 Plastic stress–strain relations
To construct a constitutive model for plasticity, the strains are assumed to be divisible
into elastic and plastic parts given as
ε = εe + εp

(4.63)

For linear elastic behaviour, the elastic strains are related to stresses by a symmetric
9 × 9 matrix of constants D. Differentiating Eq. (4.63) and incorporating the plastic
relation (4.50) we obtain
(4.64)
ε̇ = D−1 σ̇ + λ̇Q,σ
The plastic strain (rate) will occur only if the ‘elastic’ stress changes
σ̇e ≡ Dε̇

(4.65)

tend to put the stress outside the yield surface, that is, is in the plastic loading direction.
If, on the other hand, this stress change is such that unloading occurs then of course no
plastic straining will be present, as illustrated for the one-dimensional case in Fig. 4.6.
The test of the above relation is therefore crucial in differentiating between loading and
unloading operations and underlines the importance of the straining path in computing
stress changes.
When plastic loading is occurring the stresses are on the yield surface given by
Eq. (4.44). Differentiating this we can therefore write
Ḟ =
or

∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
κ̇ = 0
σ̇x +
σ̇y + · · · +
κ̇x +
κ̇y + · · · +
∂σx
∂σy
∂κx
∂κy
∂κ
T
T
σ̇ + F,κ
κ̇ − Hi λ̇ = 0
Ḟ = F,σ

(4.66)

in which we make the substitution
∂F
κ̇ = −F,κ κ̇
∂κ
where Hi denotes an isotropic hardening modulus.
Hi λ̇ = −

(4.67)
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For the case where kinematic hardening is introduced, using Eq. (4.54) we can
substitute Eq. (4.61) and modify Eq. (4.64) to
Dε̇ = ς̇ + (D + Hk )λ̇Q,ς

(4.68)

Similarly, introducing Eq. (4.56) into Eq. (4.66) we obtain
Ḟ = F,ςT ς̇ − Hi λ̇ = 0
Equations (4.68) and (4.69) now can be written in matrix form as
  
 
I (D + Hk )Q,ς
ς̇
Dε̇
=
0
F,ςT
−Hi
λ̇

(4.69)

(4.70)

The indeterminate constant λ̇ can now be eliminated (taking care not to multiply or
divide by Hi or Hk which are zero in ideal plasticity). To accomplish the elimination
we solve the first set of Eq. (4.70) for ς̇, giving
ς̇ = Dε̇ − (D + Hk )Q,ς λ̇
and substitute into the second, yielding the expression
T
(D + Hk )Q,ς ]λ̇ = 0
F,ςT Dε̇ − [Hi + F,σ

Equation (4.64) now results in an explicit expansion that determines the stress changes
in terms of imposed strain changes. Using Eq. (4.43) this may now be reduced to a
form in which only six independent components are present and expressed as∗
σ̇ = Dep ε̇

(4.71)

and
Dep = PT DP −
=D−
where

1 T
P DQ,ς F,ςT DP
H

1 T
P DQ,ς F,ςT DP
H

(4.72)



H  = Hi + F,ςT D + Hk Q,ς

The elasto-plastic matrix Dep takes the place of the elasticity matrix DT in a continuum
rate formulation. We note that in the absence of kinematic hardening it is possible
to make reductions to the six-component form for all the computations at the very
beginning. However, the manner in which the back stress enters the computation is not
the same as that for the plastic strain and would be necessary to scale the two differently
to make the general reduction. Thus, for the developments reported here we prefer to
∗

We shall show this step in more detail below for the J2 plasticity model. In general, however, the final result
involves only the usual form of the D matrix and six independent components from the derivative of the yield
function.
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carry out all calculations using the full nine-component form (or, in the case of plane
stress, to follow a four-component form) and make final reductions using Eq. (4.72).
For a generalization of the above concepts to a yield surface possessing ‘corners’
where Q,σ is indeterminate, the reader is referred to the work of Koiter 19 or the multiple
surface treatments in Simo and Hughes.16
An alternative procedure exists here simply by smoothing the corners. We shall refer
to it later in the context of the Mohr–Coulomb surface often used in geomechanics and
the procedure can be applied to any form of yield surface.
The continuum elasto-plastic matrix is symmetric only when plasticity is associative
and when kinematic hardening is symmetric. In general, non-associative materials
present stability difficulties, and special care is needed to use them effectively. Similar
difficulties occur if the hardening moduli are negative which, in fact, leads to a softening
behaviour. This is addressed further in Sec. 4.11 and later for large strain in Sec. 6.7.2.
The elasto-plastic matrix given above is defined even for ideal plasticity when Hi
and Hk are zero. Direct use of the continuum tangent in an incremental finite element
context where the rates are approximated by
ε̇n+1 t ≈ εn+1

and

σ̇n+1 t ≈ σn+1

was first made by Yamada et al.42 and Zienkiewicz et al.43 However, this approach does
not give quadratic convergence when used in the Newton scheme. For the associative
case we can introduce a discrete time integration algorithm in order to develop an exact
(numerically consistent) tangent which does produce quadratic convergence when used
in the Newton iterative algorithm.

4.4 Computation of stress increments
We have emphasized that with the use of iterative procedures within a particular increment of loading, it is important always to compute the stresses as
σkn+1 = σn + σkn

(4.73)

corresponding to the total change in displacement parameters ukn and hence the total
strain change
εkn = Bukn

ukn =

k


duin

(4.74)

i=0

which has accumulated in all previous iterations within the step. This point is of
considerable importance as constitutive models with path dependence (viz. plasticitytype models) have different responses for loading and unloading. If a decision on
loading/unloading is based on the increment dukn erroneous results will be obtained.
Such decisions must always be performed with respect to the total increment ukn .
In terms of the elasto-plastic modulus matrix given by Eq. (4.72) this means that the
stresses have to be integrated as

Computation of stress increments

σkn+1 = σn +

 εkn

Dep dε

(4.75)

0

incorporating into Dep the dependence on variables in a manner corresponding to a linear
increase of εkn (or ukn ). Here, of course, all other rate equations have to be suitably
integrated, though this generally presents little additional difficulty.
Various procedures for integration of Eq. (4.75) have been adopted and can be classified into explicit and implicit categories.

4.4.1 Explicit methods
In explicit procedures either a direct integration process is used or some form of the
Runge–Kutta process is adopted.44 In the former the known increment εkn is subdivided into m intervals and the integral of Eq. (4.75) is replaced by direct summation,
writing
m−1
1  
k
D(n+j/m) εkn
(4.76)
σn =
m
j =0

where D(n+j/m)

denotes the tangent matrix computed for stresses and hardening parameters updated from the previous increment in the sum.
This procedure, originally introduced in reference 45 and described in detail in
references 46 and 47, is known as subincrementation. Its accuracy increases with the
number of subincrements, m, used. In general it is difficult a priori to decide on this
number, and accuracy of prediction is not easy to determine.
Such integration will generally result in the stress change departing from the yield
surface by some margin. In problems such as those of ideal plasticity where the yield
surface forms a meaningful limit a proportional scaling of stresses (or return map)
has been practised frequently to obtain stresses which are on the yield surface at all
times.47,48 In this process the effects of integrating the evolution equation for hardening
must also be treated.
A more precise explicit procedure is provided by use of a Runge–Kutta method.
Here, first an increment of ε/2 is applied in a single-step explicit manner to obtain
σn+1/2 = 21 Dn εn

(4.77)

using the initial elasto-plastic matrix. This increment of stress (and corresponding
κn+1/2 ) is evaluated to compute Dn+1/2 and finally we evaluate
σn = Dn+1/2 εn

(4.78)

This process has a second-order accuracy and, in addition, can give an estimate of
errors incurred as
(4.79)
σn − 2σn+1/2
If such stress errors exceed a certain norm the size of the increment can be reduced.
This approach is particularly useful for integration of non-associative models or models
without yield functions where ‘tangent’ matrices are simply evaluated (see Sec. 4.6).
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4.4.2 Implicit methods: return map algorithm
The integration of Eq. (4.75) can, of course, be written in an implicit form. For instance,
we could write in place of Eq. (4.75), during each iteration k, that
k
σkn+1 = [(1 − θ)Dn + θD,k
n+1 ]εn+1

(4.80)

where here Dn denotes the value of the tangential matrix at the beginning of the time
step and D,k
n+1 the current estimate to the tangential matrix at the end of the step.
This non-linear equation set could be solved by any of the procedures previously
described; however, derivatives of the tangent matrix are quite complex and in any case
a serious error is committed in the approximate form of Eq. (4.80). Further, there is no
guarantee that the stresses do not depart from the yield surface.

Return map algorithm
In 1964 a very simple algorithm was introduced simultaneously by Maenchen and
Sacks49 and by Wilkins.50 This algorithm uses a two-step process to compute the new
stress and was originally implemented in an explicit time integration form, thus requiring no explicit construction of an elasto-plastic tangent matrix; however, later its versatility and robustness was demonstrated for implicit solutions.51,52 The steps of the
algorithm are:
1. Perform a predictor step in which the entire increment of strain (for the present
discussion we omit the iteration counter k for simplicity)
ε n+1 = ε n + ε n
is used to compute trial stresses (denoted by superscript TR) assuming elastic
behaviour. Accordingly,


p
(4.81)
σTR
n+1 = D ε n+1 − ε n
where only an elastic modulus D is required.
2. Evaluate the yield function in terms of the trial stress and the values of the plastic
parameters at the previous time:

≤ 0,
elastic
TR
(4.82)
F (σ , κ n , κ n ) =
> 0,
plastic
(a) For an elastic value of F set the current stress to the trial value, accordingly
σ n+1 = σTR
n+1 , κ n+1 = κ n

and

κn+1 = κn

(b) For a plastic state solve a discretized set of plasticity rate equations (namely,
using any appropriate time integration method as described, for example, in
reference 8) such that the final value of Fn+1 is zero.
A plastic correction can be most easily developed by returning to the original
Eq. (4.64) and writing the relation for stress increment as


(4.83)
σ n = D ε n − εpn
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Now integrating the plastic strain relation (4.50) using a form similar to that in Eq. (4.80)
yields
εpn = λ[(1 − θ)Q,σ |n + θQ,σ |n+1 ]

(4.84)

where λ represents an approximation to the change in consistency parameter over
the time increment. Kinematic hardening is included by integrating Eq. (4.60) as
κ n = −λH k [(1 − θ)Q,κ |n + θQ,κ |n+1 ]

(4.85)

Finally, during the plastic solution we enforce
Fn+1 = 0

(4.86)

thus ensuring that final values at tn+1 satisfy the yield condition exactly.
The above solution process is particularly simple for θ = 1 (backward difference or
Euler implicit) and now, eliminating εpn , we can write the above non-linear system
in residual form
R iσ = ε n − D−1 σin − λQ,σ |in+1
i
i
R iκ = −H−1
k κ n − λQ, κ |n+1
i
r i = −Fn+1

and seek solutions which satisfy R iσ = 0, R iκ = 0 and r i = 0. Any of the general
iterative schemes described in Chapter 3 can now be used. In particular, the full Newton
process is convenient. Noting that εn is treated here as a specified constant (actually,
the εkn from the current finite element solution), we can write, on linearization,

⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎨dσi ⎬ ⎨R iσ ⎬
dκi = R i
⎩ dλi ⎭ ⎩ r iκ ⎭
n+1

⎡ −1
⎤i
D + λQ,σσ
λQ,σκ
Q,σ
⎣ λQ,κσ
H−1
Q,κ ⎦
k + λQ,κκ
T
T
F,σ
F,κ
−Hi

(4.87)

where Hi is the same hardening parameter as that obtained in Eq. (4.67). Some complexity is introduced by the presence of the second derivatives of Q in Eq. (4.87) and the
term may be omitted for simplicity (although at the expense of asymptotic quadratic
convergence in the Newton iteration). Analytical forms of such second derivatives
are available for frequently used potential surfaces.16,30,51–53 Appendix A also presents
results for second derivatives of stress invariants.
It is important to note that the requirement that Fn+1 = −r i [Eq. (4.87)] ensures that
the r i residual measures precisely the departure from the yield surface. This measure
is not available for any of the tangential forms if Dep is adopted.
For the solution it is only necessary to compute dλi and update as
i

λ =

i

j =0

dλj

(4.88)
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This solution process can be done in precisely the same way as was done in establishing
Eq. (4.72). Thus, a solution may be constructed by defining the following:
 
 
Rσ
σ
, ζ=
R=
Rκ
κ
 


F,σ
Q,σ
∇F =
, ∇Q =
(4.89)
F,κ
Q,κ
 −1



D
0
i Q,σσ Q,σκ
A=
+ λ
Q,κσ Q,κκ
0
H−1
k
and expressing Eq. (4.87) as
dζi = A−1 R i −



1 −1
A ∇Qi (∇F i )T A−1 R i − r i

A

(4.90)

where

(4.91)
A = Hi + (∇F i )T A−1 ∇Qi
i
i
Immediately, we observe that at convergence R = 0 and r = 0, thus, here we obtain
a zero stress increment. At this point we have computed a stress state σ n+1 which
satisfies the yield condition exactly. However, this stress, when substituted back into
the finite element residual [e.g. Eq. (2.20a) or (2.51)], may not satisfy the equilibrium
condition and it is now necessary to compute a new iteration k and obtain a new strain
increment dεkn from which the process is repeated. We note that inserting this new
increment into Eq. (4.87) will again result in a non-zero value for R σ , but that R κ
and r remain zero until subsequent iterations. Thus, Eq. (4.90) provides directly the
required tangent matrix D̃ep from
  
   
 
1 −1
dσ
dε
dε
D̃ ep ·
−1
T −1
= A −  A ∇Q( ∇F ) A
=
(4.92)
dκ
0
0
·
·
A


Thus, we find the tangent matrix D̃ ep is obtained from the upper diagonal block of
Eq. (4.92). We note that this development also follows exactly the procedure for
computing Dep in Eq. (4.72). At this stage the terms may once again be reduced to their
six-component form using P as indicated in Eq. (4.42).
Some remarks on the above algorithm are in order:
1. For non-associative plasticity (namely, Q = F ) the return direction is not normal
to the yield surface. In this case no solution may exist for some strain increments
(in general, arbitrary selection of F and Q forms in non-associative plasticity does
not assure stability) and the iteration process will not converge.
2. For associative plasticity the normality principle is valid, requiring a convex yield
surface. In this case the above iteration process always converges for a hardening
material.
3. Convergence of the finite element equations may not always occur if more than
one quadrature point changes from elastic to plastic or from plastic to elastic in
subsequent iterations.
Based on these comments it is evident that no universal method exists that can be used
with the many alternatives which can occur in practice. In the next several sections we
illustrate some formulations which employ the alternatives we have discussed above.

Isotropic plasticity models

4.5 Isotropic plasticity models
We consider here some simple cases for isotropic plasticity-type models in which both a
yield function and a flow rule are used. For an isotropic material linear elastic response
may be expressed by moduli defined with two parameters. Here we shall assume
these to be the bulk and shear moduli, as used previously in the viscoelastic section
(Sec. 4.2). Accordingly, the stress at any discrete time tn+1 is computed from elastic
strains in matrix form as
σ n+1 = pn+1 m + s n+1 = Kmmεen+1 + 2G(I − 13 mmT )εen+1


p
= D ε n+1 − ε n+1

(4.93)

where the elastic modulus matrix for an isotropic material is given in the simple form
D = KmmT + 2G(I − 13 mmT )

(4.94)

and I is the 9 × 9 identity matrix and m is the nine-component matrix

T
m= 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Using Eqs (4.42) and (4.43) immediately reduces the above to
D = KmmT + 2G(I0 − 13 mmT )

(4.95)

The above relation yields the stress at the current time provided we know the current
total strain and the current plastic strain values. The total strain is available from the
finite element equations using the current value of nodal displacements, and the plastic
strain is assumed to be computed with use of one of the algorithms given above. In the
discussion to follow we consider relations for various classical yield surfaces.

4.5.1 Isotropic yield surfaces
The general procedures outlined in the previous section allow determination of the
tangent matrices for almost any yield surface applicable in practice. For an isotropic
material all functions can be represented in terms of the three stress invariants:∗
I1 = σii = mT σ
2J2 = sij sj i = sT s = |s|2
3J3 = sij sj k ski = det s

(4.96)

where we can observe that definition of all the invariants is most easily performed in
indicial notation.
One useful form of these invariants for use in yield functions is given by45
3σm = I1

σ̄ = J2
3θ = sin
∗

−1



√ 1/3 
π
3 3J3
π
−
with − ≤ θ ≤
2σ̄
6
6

Appendix B presents a summary of invariants and their derivatives.

(4.97)
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Using these definitions the surface for several classical yield conditions can be given
as:
1. Tresca:

F = 2σ̄ cos θ − Y (κ) = 0

2. Huber–von Mises:
√
F = 2σ̄ −



2
Y (κ) = |s| −
3



2
Y (κ) = 0
3

(4.98)

(4.99)

Both conditions 1 and 2 are well verified in metal plasticity. For soils, concrete
and other ‘frictional’ materials the Mohr–Coulomb or Drucker–Prager surfaces is
frequently used.54
3. Mohr–Coulomb:


1
F = σm sin φ + σ̄ cos θ − √ sin φ sin θ − c cos φ = 0
(4.100)
3
where c(κ) and φ(κ) are the cohesion and the angle of friction, respectively, which
can depend on an isotropic strain hardening parameter κ.
4. Drucker–Prager:
(4.101)
F = 3α (κ)σm + σ̄ − K(κ) = 0
where

6 cos φ
2 sin φ
K=√
α = √
3(3 − sin φ)
3(3 − sin φ)
and again c and φ can depend on a strain hardening parameter.
These forms lead to a convenient definition of the gradients F,σ or Q,σ , irrespective
of whether the surface is used as a yield condition or a flow potential. Thus we can
always write
∂σm
∂σ̄
∂θ
+ F,σ̄
+ F,θ
(4.102)
F,σ = F,σm
∂σ
∂σ
∂σ
and upon noting that
∂σ̄
∂σ̄ ∂J2
∂J2
=
= 2√1J2
∂σ
∂J2 ∂σ
∂σ


∂θ ∂J2
∂θ ∂J3
∂θ
∂J3
∂J2
1
1
=
+
= tan 3θ 9 J3
− 6 J2
∂σ
∂J2 ∂σ
∂J3 ∂σ
∂σ
∂σ

(4.103)

Alternatively, we can always write:
F,σ = F,σm

∂σm
∂J2
∂J3
+ F,J2
+ F,J3
∂σ
∂σ
∂σ

(4.104)

which can be put into a matrix form as shown in Appendix B.
The values of the three derivatives with respect to the invariants are shown in Table 4.1
for the various yield surfaces mentioned. The form of the various yield surfaces given
above is shown with respect to the principal stress space in Fig. 4.8, though many more
elaborate ones have been developed, particularly for soil (geomechanics) problems.55–57

Isotropic plasticity models

Fig. 4.8 Isotropic yield surfaces in principal stress space: (a) Drucker--Prager and von Mises; (b) Mohr--Coulomb
and Trexa.

4.5.2 J2 model with isotropic and kinematic hardening
(Prandtl–Reuss equations)
As noted in Table 4.1 a particularly simple form results if we assume the yield function
involves only the second invariant of the deviatoric stresses J2 . Here we present a
more detailed discussion of results obtained by using an associated form and the return
map algorithm. Since the yield function involves deviatoric quantities only we can
initially make all the calculations in terms of these. Accordingly, the elastic deviatoric
stress–strain relation is given as
s = 2Gee = 2G (e − ep )

(4.105)

Continuum rate form
Before constructing the return map solution we first consider the form of the plasticity
equations in rate form for this simple model. The plastic deviatoric strain rates are
deduced from
∂F
= λ̇F,s
(4.106)
ėp = λ̇
∂s
Including the effects of isotropic and kinematic hardening the Huber–von Mises
yield function may be expressed as
F = |s − κ| −

2
Y (κ)
3

=0

(4.107)

in which κ are back stresses from kinematic hardening and κ is an isotropic hardening
parameter. We assume linear isotropic hardening given by∗
Y (κ) = Y0 + Hi κ
∗

(4.108)

More general forms of hardening may be approximated by piecewise linear segments, thus making the present
formulation quite general.
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Table 4.1 Invariant derivatives for various yield conditions
√
Yield condition
F ,σ m
J2 F,J2
Tresca

0

Huber–von Mises

0

Mohr–Coulomb

sin φ

2 cos θ(1 + tan θ tan 3θ)
√
3

1
2 cos θ 1 + tan θ sin 3θ



J2 F,J3
√
3 sin θ
cos 3θ
0
√
3 sin θ + sin φ cos θ
2 cos 3θ

+ √1 sin φ(tan 3θ − tan θ)
Drucker–Prager

3α

3

1

0

Here a rate of κ is computed from a norm of the plastic strains, by using Eq. (4.53), as
κ̇ =

2
λ̇
3

(4.109)

√
in which the factor 2/3 is introduced to match uniaxial behaviour given by Eq. (4.108).
On differentiation of F it will be found that
∂F
∂F
=−
=n
∂s
∂κ

where

n=

s−κ
|s − κ|

(4.110)

Using the above, the plastic strains are given by
ėp = λ̇n
and, when substituted into a rate-of-stress relation, yield


ṡ = 2G ė − λ̇n

(4.111)

(4.112)

A rate form for the kinematic hardening is taken as
κ̇ = 23 Hk λ̇n

(4.113)

The rate of the yield function becomes
Ḟ = nT (ṡ − κ̇) − 23 Hi λ̇

(4.114)

and when combined with the other rate equations gives the expression for the plastic
consistency parameter as (noting that with the nine-component form nT n = 1)
λ̇ =
where

G T
n ė
G

G = G + 13 (Hi + Hk )

(4.115)

(4.116)

Substitution of Eq. (4.115) into Eq. (4.112), and using Eq. (4.42) to reduce to the
six-component form, gives the rate form for stress–strain deviators as


G T
(4.117)
ṡ = 2G I0 −  nn ė
G

Isotropic plasticity models

We note that for perfect plasticity Hi = Hk = 0 leading to G/G = 1 and, thus, the
elastic–plastic tangent for this special case is also here obtained.
Use of Eq. (4.117) in the rate form of Eq. (4.93) gives the final continuum elastic–
plastic tangent


1
2G T

T
T
(4.118)
Dep = Kmm + 2G I0 − mm −  nn
3
G
This then establishes the well-known Prandtl–Reuss stress–strain relations generalized
for linear isotropic and kinematic hardening.

Incremental return map form
The return map form for the equations is established by using a backward (Euler
implicit) difference form as described previously (see Sec. 4.4.2). Omitting the subscript on the n + 1 quantities the plastic strain equation becomes, using Eqs (4.106)
and (4.110),
(4.119)
ep = epn + λn
and the accumulated (effective) plastic strain
κ = κn +

2
λ
3

(4.120)

Thus, now the discrete constitutive equation is

the kinematic hardening is

s = 2G (e − ep )

(4.121)

κ = κ n + 23 Hk λn

(4.122)

and the yield function is
F = |s − κ| −
√

2
Y
3 n

− 23 Hi λ

(4.123)

where Yn = Y0 + 2/3κn .
The trial stress, which establishes whether plastic behaviour occurs, is given by


(4.124)
sTR = 2G e − epn
which for situations where plasticity occurs permits the final stress to be given as
s = sTR − 2Gλn

(4.125)

Using the definition of n, we may now combine the stress and kinematic hardening
relations as


(4.126)
|s − κ|n = |sTR − κ n |nTR − 2G + 23 Hk λn
and noting from this that we must have
nTR = n

(4.127)

we may solve the yield function directly for the consistency parameter as16,36
√
|sTR − κ n | − 2/3Yn
λ =
(4.128)
2G
where G is given by Eq. (4.116).
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We can also easily establish the relations for the consistent tangent matrix for this
J2 model. From Eqs (4.121) and (4.119) we obtain the incremental expression


(4.129)
ds = 2G de − ndλ − λdn
The increment of relation (4.127) gives16
dn = dnTR =


2G 
I − nnT de
|s − κ|

(4.130)

and from Eq. (4.128) we have

G T
n de
G
Substitution into Eq. (4.129) gives the consistent tangent matrix





G
2Gλ
2Gλ
T
I−
− TR
nn de
ds = 2G 1 − TR
|s − κ n |
G
|s − κ n |
dλ =

(4.131)

(4.132)

This may now be expressed in terms of the total strains, combined with the elastic
volumetric term and reduced to six-components to give





2Gλ
2Gλ
G

T
T
T
1
(I0 − 3 mm ) −
− TR
nn
Dep = Kmm + 2G 1 − TR
|s − κ n |
G
|s − κ n |
(4.133)
We here note also that when λ = 0 the tangent for the return map becomes the
continuum tangent, thus establishing consistency of form.

4.5.3 J2 plane stress
The discussion in the previous part of this section may be applied to solve problems
in plane strain, axisymmetry, and general three-dimensional behaviour. In plane strain
and axisymmetric problems it is only necessary to note that some strain components
are zero. For problems in plane stress, however, it is necessary to modify the algorithm
to achieve an efficient solution process. In a plane stress process only the four stresses
σx , σy , τxy and τyx need be considered. When considering deviatoric components,
however, there are five components, sx , sy , sz , sxy and syx . The deviators may be
expressed in terms of the independent stresses as
⎧ ⎫
⎡
⎤
sx ⎪
2 −1 0 0 ⎧ ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
σ
⎪
⎨ sy ⎪
⎬ 1 ⎢−1
⎬
⎨ x⎪
2 0 0⎥ ⎪
⎢
⎥ σy
= Ps σ
(4.134)
s = sz = ⎢−1 −1 0 0⎥
⎪
⎪sxy ⎪
⎪ 3⎣ 0
⎭
⎩τxy ⎪
0 3 0⎦ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎭
τyx
syx
0
0 0 3
The Huber–von Mises yield function may be written as

1/2
−
F = (σ − κ)T PTs Ps (σ − κ)

2
Y (κ)
3

≤0

(4.135)
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Expanding Eq. (4.135) gives the plane stress yield function


1/2
2
2
F = ςx2 − ςx ςy + ςy2 + 1.5(ςxy
+ ςyx
)
− Y (κ) ≤ 0

(4.136)

where
ςx = σx − κx ,

ςy = σy − κy ,

ςxy = τxy − κxy ,

ςyx = τyx − κyx (4.137)

define stresses which are shifted by the kinematic hardening back stress. Plastic strain
rates may now be computed by direct differentiation of the yield function, giving
⎧ ⎫
⎡
⎤⎧ ⎫
ε̇x ⎪
2 −1 0 0 ⎪ σx ⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎨ ⎬
λ̇ ⎢−1
λ̇
ε̇y
2 0 0 ⎥ σy
As σ
=
=
(4.138)
ε̇p = λ̇F,σ =
⎣
⎦
ε̇
τ
0
0
3
0
⎪
⎪
⎩ xy ⎪
⎩ xy ⎪
⎭ 2|ς|
⎭ |ς|
ε̇yx
τyx
0
0 0 3
where As = PTs Ps . Similarly, the rate of the back stress for the kinematic hardening
case is given by
λ̇
1
As σ
κ̇ =
(4.139)
Hk
|ς|
The elastic components are computed by using the plane stress relation. Accordingly,
for a plastic step the constitution is given by
σ̇ = D (ε̇ − ε̇p )

(4.140)

where for isotropic behaviour

⎡

1
E ⎢ν
D=
⎣
1 − ν2 0
0

⎤
ν
0
0
1
0
0 ⎥
0 1−ν
0 ⎦
0
0
1−ν

(4.141)

with E the modulus of elasticity and ν the Poisson’s ratio.
We note that for a J2 model the volumetric plastic strain must always be zero;
consequently, we can complete the determination of plastic strains at any instant by
using
(4.142)
εpz = −εpx − εpy
This may be combined with the elastic strain given by
εex = −


ν 
σx + σy
E

(4.143)

to compute the total strain εz and, thus, the thickness change. The solution process now
follows the procedures given for the general return mapping case. A procedure which
utilizes a spectral transformation on the elastic and plastic parts is given in references
16 and 52. The process given there is more elegant but lacks the clarity of working
directly with the stress and plastic strain increments.
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4.6 Generalized plasticity
Plastic behaviour characterized by irreversibility of stress paths and the development
of permanent strain changes after a stress cycle can be described in a variety of ways.
One form of such description has been given in Sec. 4.3. Another general method is
presented here.

4.6.1 Non-associative case – frictional materials
This approach assumes a priori the existence of a rate process which may be written
directly as
(4.144)
σ̇ = D ε̇
in which the matrix D depends not only on the stress σ and the state of parameters κ,
but also on the direction of the applied stress (or strain) rate σ̇ (or ε̇).58 A slightly less
ambitious description arises if we accept the dependence of D only on two directions
– those of loading and unloading. If in the general stress space we specify a ‘loading’
direction by a unit vector n given at every point (and also depending on the state
parameters κ), as shown in Fig. 4.9, we can describe plastic loading and unloading by
the sign of the projection nT σ̇. Thus

> 0 for loading
(4.145)
nT σ̇
< 0 for unloading
while nT σ̇ = 0 is a neutral direction in which only elastic straining occurs. One can
now write quite generally that
 
DL ε̇ for loading
(4.146)
σ̇ =
DU ε̇ for unloading
where the matrices DL and DU depend only on the state described by σ and κ.

Fig. 4.9 Loading and unloading directions in stress space.

Generalized plasticity

The specification of DL and DU must be such that in the neutral direction of the stress
increment σ̇ the strain rates corresponding to this are equal. Thus we require
ε̇ = (DL )−1 σ̇ = D−1
U σ̇

when nT σ̇ = 0

(4.147)

A general way to achieve this end is to write
(DL )−1 ≡ D−1 +

1
n nT
HL gL

(DU )−1 ≡ D−1 +

and

1
n nT
HU gU

(4.148)

where D is the elastic matrix, ngL and ngU are arbitrary unit stress vectors for loading
and unloading directions, and HL and HU are appropriate plastic moduli which in
general depend on σ and κ.
The value of the tangent matrices DL and DU can be obtained by direct inversion if
HL/U = 0, but more generally can be deduced following procedures given in Sec. 4.3.4
or can be written directly using the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula59 as:
DL = D −

1
Dn nT D
HL gL

HL = HL + nT DngL

(4.149)

This form resembles Eq. (4.72) and indeed its derivation is almost identical. We note
further that (DL )−1 is now well behaved for HL zero and a form identical to that of
perfect plasticity is represented. Of course, a similar process is used to obtain DU .
This simple and general description of generalized plasticity was introduced by Mróz
and Zienkiewicz.60,61 It allows:
1. the full model to be specified by a direct prescription of n, ng and H for loading
and unloading at any point of the stress space;
2. existence of plasticity in both loading and unloading directions;
3. relative simplicity for description of experimental results when these are complex
and when the existence of a yield surface of the kind encountered in ideal plasticity
is uncertain.
For the above reasons the generalized plasticity forms have proved useful in describing the complex behaviour of soils.62,62–65 Here other descriptions using various interpolations of n and moduli form a unique yield surface, known as bounding surface
plasticity models, are indeed particular forms of the above generalization and have
proved to be useful.66
Classical plasticity is indeed a special case of the generalized models. Here the yield
surface may be used to define a unit normal vector as
n=

1
T F ]1/2
[F,σ
,σ

F,σ

(4.150)

and the plastic potential may be used to define
ng =

1
[QT,σ Q,σ ]1/2

Q,σ

(4.151)

where once again some care must be exercised in defining the matrix notation. Substitution of such values for the unit vectors into Eq. (4.149) will of course retrieve
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Fig. 4.10 A generalized plasticity model describing a very complex path, and comparison with experimental
data. Undrained two-way cyclic loading of Nigata sand.67 (Note that in an undrained soil test the fluid restrains
all volumetric strains, and pore pressures develop; see reference 68.)

the original form of Eq. (4.72). However, interpretation of generalized plasticity in
classical terms is more difficult.
The success of generalized plasticity in practical applications has allowed many
complex phenomena of soil dynamics to be solved.69,70 We shall refer to such applications later but in Fig. 4.10 we show how complex cyclic response with plastic loading
and unloading can be followed.
While we have specified initially the loading and unloading directions in terms of the
total stress rate σ̇ this definition ceases to apply when strain softening occurs and the
plastic modulus H becomes negative. It is therefore more convenient to check the loading or unloading direction by the elastic stress increment σ̇e of Eq. (4.65) and to specify

> 0 for loading
T e
(4.152)
n σ̇
< 0 for unloading
This, of course, becomes identical to the previous definition of loading and unloading
in the case of hardening.

4.6.2 Associative case – J2 generalized plasticity
Another modification to the classical rate-independent approach is one in which the
transition from an elastic to a fully plastic solution is accomplished with a smooth

Some examples of plastic computation

transition. This approach is useful in improving the match with experimental data for
cyclic loading. A particularly simple form applicable to the J2 model was introduced
by Lubliner.34,35 In this approach, the yield function is modified to a rate form directly
and is expressed as
h(F )Ḟ − λ̇ = 0
(4.153)
where h(F ) is given by the function
h(F ) =

F
(β − F )δ + H β

(4.154)

in which H = Hi + Hk , and δ, β are two positive parameters with dimension of stress.
In particular, β is a distance between a limit plastic state and the current radius of
the yield surface, and δ is a parameter controlling the approach to the limit state with
increasing accumulated plastic strain.
On discretization and combination with the return map algorithm a rate-independent
process is evident and again only minor modifications to the algorithm presented previously are necessary. A full description of the steps involved is given by Auricchio and
Taylor.36 Their paper also includes a development for the non-linear kinematic hardening model given in Eq. (4.62). In the case where the yield function is associative (i.e.
F = Q) the use of the non-linear kinematic hardening model leads to an unsymmetric
tangent stiffness when used with the return map algorithm. On the other hand, the
generalized plasticity model is fully symmetric for this case.
In the next section we present further discussion on the use of generalized plasticity
to model the behaviour of frictional materials. In general, these involve use of nonassociative models where the return map algorithm cannot be used effectively.

4.7 Some examples of plastic computation
The finite element discretization technique in plasticity problems follows precisely
the same procedures as those of corresponding elasticity problems. Any of the elements already discussed can be used for problems in plane stress; however, for plane
strain, axisymmetry, and three-dimensional problems it is usually necessary to use
elements which perform well in constrained situations such as encountered for near
incompressibility. For this latter class of problems use of mixed elements is generally
recommended, although elements and constitutive forms that permit use of reduced
integration may also be used.
The use of mixed elements is especially important in metal plasticity as the Huber–
von Mises flow rule does not permit any volume changes. As the extent of plasticity
spreads at the collapse load the deformation becomes nearly incompressible, and with
conventional (fully integrated) displacement elements the system locks and a true collapse load cannot be obtained.71,72
Finally, we should remark that the possibility of solving plastic problems is not
limited to a displacement and mixed formulation alone. Equilibrium fields form a
suitable vehicle,73–75 but owing to their convenient and easy interpretation displacement
and mixed forms are most commonly used.
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4.7.1 Perforated plate – plane stress solutions
Figure 4.11 shows the configuration and the division into simple triangular and quadrilateral elements. In this example plane stress conditions are assumed and solution
is obtained for both ideal plasticity and strain hardening. This problem was studied
experimentally by Theocaris and Marketos76 and was first analysed using finite element methods by Marcal and King77 and Zienkiewicz et al.43 (See reference 5 for
discussion on these early solutions.) The von Mises criterion is used and, in the case
of strain hardening, a constant slope of the uniaxial hardening curve, H , is taken. Data
for the problem, from reference 76, are E = 7000 kg/mm2 , H = 225 kg/mm2 and
σy = 24.3 kg/mm2 . Poisson’s ratio is not given but is here taken as in reference 43
as ν = 0.3. To match a configuration considered in the experimental study a strip
with 200 mm width and 360 mm length containing a central hole of 200 mm diameter.
Using symmetry only one quadrant is discretized as shown in Fig. 4.11. Displacement
boundary restraints are imposed for normal components on symmetry boundaries and
the top boundary. Sliding is permitted, to impose the necessary zero tangential traction
boundary condition. Loading is applied by a uniform non-zero normal displacement

Fig. 4.11 Perforated plane stress tension strip: mesh used and development of plastic zones at loads of 0.55,
0.66, 0.75, 0.84, 0.92, 0.98, 1.02 times σy . (a) T3 triangles; (b) plastic zone spread; (c) Q4 quadrilaterals;
(d) Q9 quadrilaterals.
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Fig. 4.12 Perforated plane stress tension strip: load deformation for strain hardening case (H = 225 kg/mm2 ).

with equal increments. Displacement elements of type T3, Q4, and Q9 are used with
the same nodal layout. Results for the three elements are nearly the same, with the
extent of plastic zones indicated for various loads in Fig. 4.11 obtained using the Q4
element. The load–deformation characteristics of the problem are shown in Fig. 4.12
and compared to experimental results. The strain εy is the peak value occurring at
the hole boundary. This plane stress problem is relatively insensitive to element type
and load increment size. Indeed, doubling the number of elements resulted in small
changes of all essential quantities.

4.7.2 Perforated plate – plane strain solutions
The problem described above is now analysed assuming a plane strain situation. Data
are the same as for the plane stress case except the lateral boundaries are also restrained
to create a zero normal displacement boundary condition. This increases the confinement on the mesh and shows more clearly the locking condition cited previously. In
Fig. 4.13 we plot the resultant axial load for each load step in the solution. Figure 4.13(a)
shows results for the displacement model using T3, Q4, and Q9 elements and it is evident that the T3 and Q4 elements result in an erroneous increasing resultant load after
the fully plastic state has developed. The Q9 element shows a clear limit state and
indicates that higher order elements are less prone to locking (even though we have
shown that for the fully incompressible state the Q9 displacement element will lock!).
Figure 4.13(b) presents the same results for the Q4/1 and Q9/3 mixed elements and
both give a clear limit load after the fully plastic state is reached.

4.7.3 Steel pressure vessel
This final example, for which test results obtained by Dinno and Gill78 are available,
illustrates a practical application, and the objectives are twofold. First, we show that this
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problem which can really be described as a thin shell can be adequately represented by
a limit number (53) of isoparametric quadratic elements. Indeed, this model simulates
well both the overall behaviour and the local stress concentration effects [Fig. 4.14(a)].
Second, this problem is loaded by an internal pressure and a solution is performed
up to the ‘collapse’ point (where, because there is no hardening, the strains increase
without limit) by incrementing the pressure rather than displacement. A comparison
of calculated and measured deflections in Fig. 4.14(b) shows how well the objectives
are achieved.

.
.
.

Fig. 4.13 Limit load behaviour for plane strain perforated strip: (a) displacement (displ.) formulation results;
(b) mixed formulation results.

Some examples of plastic computation

78

Fig. 4.14 Steel pressure vessel: (a) element subdivision and spread of plastic zones; (b) vertical deflection at
point A with increasing pressure.
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4.8 Basic formulation of creep problems
The phenomenon of ‘creep’ is manifested by a time-dependent deformation under a
constant stress. Indeed the viscoelastic behaviour described in Sec. 4.2 is a particular
model for linear creep. Here we shall deal with some non-linear models. Thus, in
addition to an instantaneous strain, the material develops creep strains, εc , which generally increase with duration of loading. The constitutive law of creep will usually be
of a form in which the rate of creep strain is defined as some function of stresses and
the total creep strains (εc ), that is,
ε̇c ≡

∂εc
= β(σ, εc )
∂t

(4.155)

If we consider the instantaneous strains are elastic (εe ), the total strain can be written
again in an additive form as
(4.156)
ε = εe + εc
with

εe = D−1 σ

(4.157)

where we neglect any initial (thermal) strains or initial (residual) stresses. A special
case of this form was considered for linear viscoelasticity in Sec. 4.2. Here we consider
a more general non-linear approach commonly used in modelling behaviour of metals
at elevated temperatures and in modelling creep in cementitious materials.
We can again use any of the time integration schemes considered above and approximate the constitutive equations in a form similar to that used in plasticity as


σn+1 = D εn+1 − εcn+1
(4.158)
εcn+1 = εcn + tβn+θ
where βn+θ is calculated as
βn+θ = (1 − θ)βn + θβn+1
On eliminating εc we have simply a non-linear equation
Rn+1 ≡ εn+1 − D−1 σn+1 − εcn − tβn+θ = 0

(4.159)

The system of equations can be solved iteratively using, say, the Newton procedure.
Starting from some initial guess, say σn+1 = σn and an increment of strain is given by
the finite element process, the general iterative/incremental solution can be written as
R i+1 = 0 = R i − (D−1 + tCn+1 )dσin+1
where
Cn+1

"
"
∂β ""
∂β ""
=
=θ
∂σ "n+θ
∂σ "n+1

(4.160)

(4.161)

Solving this set of equations until the residual R is zero we obtain a set of stresses σn+1
and tangent matrix

−1
(4.162)
Dn+1 ≡ D−1 + tCn+1

Basic formulation of creep problems

which may once again be used to perform any needed iterations on the finite element
equilibrium equations. The iterative computation that follows is very similar to that
used in plasticity, but here t is an actual time and the solution becomes rate dependent.
While in plasticity we have generally used implicit (backward difference) procedures;
here many simple alternatives are possible. In particular, two schemes with a single
iterative step are popular.

4.8.1 Fully explicit solutions
‘Initial strain’ procedure: θ = 0
Here, from Eqs (4.161) and (4.162) we see that
Dn+1 = D

(4.163)

σn+1 = D[εn+1 − εcn − tβn ]

(4.164)

Cn+1 = 0

and

Thus, from Eq. (4.159) we obtain

which may be used in Eq. (2.11c2 ) of Chapter 2 to satisfy a discretized equilibrium
equation. We note that this form will lead to a standard elastic stiffness matrix. This, of
course, is equivalent to evaluating the increment of creep strain from the initial stress
values at each time tn and is exceedingly simple to calculate. While the process has
been popular since the earliest days of finite elements79–81 it is obviously less accurate
for a finite step than other alternatives. Of course accuracy will improve if small time
steps are used in such calculations. Further, if the time step is too large, unstable results
will be obtained. Thus it is necessary for
t ≤ tcrit

(4.165)

where tcrit is determined in a suitable manner (see, for example, Chapter 17 in reference 8).
A ‘rule of thumb’ that proves quite effective in practice is that the increment of creep
strain should not exceed one half the total elastic strain82

1/2 1  e T e 1/2
t βTn βn
(4.166)
≤ 2 (ε ) ε

Fully explicit process with modified stiffness: 1/2 ≤ θ ≤ 1
Here the main difference from the first explicit process is that the matrix C is not equal
to zero but within a single step is taken as a constant, that is,
"
∂β ""
(4.167)
Cn+1 ≈ θ
∂σ "n
This is equivalent to a modified Newton scheme in which the tangent is held constant
at its initial value in the step. Now

−1
Dn+1 = D−1 + tCn+1
This process is more expensive than the simple explicit one previously mentioned,
as the finite element tangent matrix has to be formed and solved for every time step.
Further, such matrices can be non-symmetric, adding to computational expense.
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Neither of the simplified iteration procedures described above give any attention
to errors introduced in the estimates of the creep strain. However, for accuracy the
iterative process with θ ≥ 1/2 is recommended. Such full iterative procedures were
introduced by Cyr and Teter,83 and later by Zienkiewicz and co-workers.84,85
We shall note that the process has much similarity with iterative solutions of plastic
problems of Sec. 4.3 in the case of viscoplasticity, which we shall discuss in the next
section.

4.9 Viscoplasticity – a generalization
4.9.1 General remarks
The purely plastic behaviour of solids postulated in Sec. 4.3 is probably a fiction as
the maximum stress that can be carried is invariably associated with the rate at which
this is applied. A purely elasto-plastic behaviour in a uniaxial loading is described in
a model of Fig. 4.15(a) in which the plastic strain rate is zero for stresses below yield,
that is,
if |σ − σy | < 0 and |σ| > 0
ε̇p = 0
and ε̇p is indeterminate when σ − σy = 0.
An elasto-viscoplastic material, on the other hand, can be modelled as shown in
Fig. 4.15(b), where a dashpot is placed in parallel with the plastic element. Now
stresses can exceed σy for strain rates other than zero.
The viscoplastic (or creep) strain rate is now given by a general expression
#
$
(4.168)
ε̇vp = γ φ(σ − σy )
where the arbitrary function φ is such that
#
$
if |σ − σy | ≤ 0
#φ(σ − σy )$ = 0
φ(σ − σy ) = φ(σ − σy ) if |σ − σy | > 0

Fig. 4.15 (a) Elasto-plastic; (b) elasto-viscoplastic; (c) series of elasto-viscoplastic models.

(4.169)

Viscoplasticity – a generalization

The model suggested is, in fact, of a creep-type category described in the previous
sections and often is more realistic than that of classical plasticity.
A viscoplastic model for a general stress state is given here and follows precisely
the arguments of the plasticity section. In a three-dimensional context φ becomes a
function of the yield condition F (σ, κ, κ) defined in Eq. (4.44). If this is less than
zero, no ‘plastic’ flow will occur. To include the viscoplastic behaviour we modify
Eq. (4.44) as
γ φ(F ) − λ̇ = 0
(4.170)
and use Eq. (4.45) to define the plastic strain. Equation (4.170) implies

0
if F ≤ 0
φ(F ) =
φ(F ) if F > 0

(4.171)

and γ is some ‘viscosity’parameter. Once again associated or non-associated flows can
be invoked, depending on whether F = Q or not. Further, any of the yield surfaces
described in Sec. 4.3.1 and hardening forms described in Sec. 4.3.3 can be used to
define the appropriate flow in detail. For simplicity, φ(F ) = F m where m is a positive
power often used to define the viscoplastic rate effects in Eq. (4.170).86,87
The concept of viscoplasticity in one of its earliest versions was introduced by
Bingham in 192288 and a survey of such modelling is given in references 86, 89 and
90. The computational procedure for a viscoplastic model can follow any of the general
methods described in Sec. 4.4. Early applications commonly used the straightforward
Euler (explicit) method.91–95 The stability requirements for this approach have been
considered for several types of yield conditions by Cormeau.96 A tangential process can
again be used, but unless the viscoplastic flow is associated (F = Q), non-symmetric
systems of equations have to be solved at each step. Use of an explicit method will yield
solution for the associative and non-associative cases and the system matrix remains
symmetric. This process is thus similar to that of a modified Newton method (initial
stress method) and is quite efficient. Indeed within the stability limit it has been shown
that use of an overrelaxation method leads to rapid convergence.

4.9.2 Iterative solution
The complete iterative solution scheme for viscoplasticity is identical to that used in
plasticity except for the use of Eq. (4.170) instead of Eq. (4.44). To underline this
similarity we consider the constitutive model without hardening and use the return
map implicit algorithm. The linearized relations are identical except for the treatment
of relation (4.175). The form becomes
 −1
i    
D + λQ,σσ
Q,σ
dσi
Rσi
1
=
(4.172)
 T
i
φ F,σ
−Hi −
ri
dλ
γt n+1
where the discrete residual for Eq. (4.171) is given by
rn = −φ(F )n +

1
λn
γt

(4.173)
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and

dφ
dF
Now the equations are almost identical to those of plasticity [see Eq. (4.87)], with
differences appearing only in the φ and 1/(γt) terms.
Again, a consistent tangent can be obtained by elimination of the dλi and a general
iterative scheme is once more available.
Indeed, as expected, γt = ∞ will now correspond to the exact plasticity solution.
This will always be reached by any solution tending to steady state. However, for
transient situations this is not the case and use of finite values for γt will invariably
lead to some rate effects being present in the solution.
The viscoplastic laws can easily be generalized to include a series of components,
as shown in Fig. 4.15(c). Now we write
φ =

ε̇v = ε̇v1 + ε̇v2 + · · ·

(4.174)

and again the standard formulation suffices. If, as shown in the last element of
Fig. 4.15(c), the plastic yield is set to zero, a ‘pure’ creep situation arises in which
flow occurs at all stress levels. If a finite value is in a term a corresponding rate equation for the associated λ̇j must be used. This is similar to the Koiter treatment for
multi-surface plasticity.19,97
The use of the Duvaut and Lions90 approach modifies the return map algorithm for
a rate-independent plasticity solution. Once this solution is available a reduction in
the value of λ is computed to account for rate effects. The interested reader should
consult references 16 and 30 for additional information on this approach.

4.9.3 Creep of metals
If an associated form of viscoplasticity using the von Mises yield criterion of Eq. (4.99)
is considered the viscoplastic strain rate can be written as
ε̇vp = λ̇
with the rate expressed again as

∂|s|
= λ̇n
∂σ

#
$
λ̇ = γ σ̄ − σy

(4.175)

(4.176)

If σy , the yield stress, is set to zero we can write the above as
ε̇vp = γσ̄m n

(4.177)

and we obtain the well-known Norton–Soderberg creep law. In this, generally the
parameter γ is a function of time, temperature, and the total creep strain (e.g. the
analogue to the plastic strain εp ). For a survey of such laws the reader can consult
specialized references 98 and 99.
An example initially solved using a large number of triangular elements85 is presented
in Fig. 4.16, where a much smaller number of isoparametric quadrilaterals are used in
a general viscoplastic program.95

Viscoplasticity – a generalization
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Fig. 4.16 Creep in a pressure vessel: (a) mesh end effective stress contours at start of pressurization;
(b) effective stress contours 3 h after pressurization.

4.9.4 Soil mechanics applications
As we have already mentioned, the viscoplastic model provides a simple and effective
tool for the solution of plasticity problems in which transient effects are absent. This
includes many classical problems which have been solved in references 95 and 68, and
the reader is directed there for details. In this section some problems of soil mechanics
are discussed in which the facility of the process for solving non-associated behaviour is
demonstrated.100 The whole subject of the behaviour of soils and similar porous media
is one in which much yet needs to be done to formulate good constitutive models.
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For a fuller discussion the reader is referred to texts, conferences, and papers on the
subject.101,102
One particular controversy centres on the ‘associated’ versus ‘non-associated’ nature
of soil behaviour. In the example of Fig. 4.17, dealing with an axisymmetric sample,
the effect of these different assumptions is investigated.86 Here a Mohr–Coulomb law
is used to describe the yield surface, and a similar form, but with a different friction
angle, φ̄, is used in the plastic potential, thus reducing the plastic potential to the Tresca
form of Fig. 4.8 when φ̄ = 0 and suppressing volumetric strain changes. As can be
seen from the results, only moderate changes in collapse load occur, although very
appreciable differences in plastic flow patterns exist.
Figure 4.18 shows a similar study carried out for an embankment. Here, despite
quite different flow patterns, a prediction of collapse load was almost unaffected by the
flow rate law assumed.

Fig. 4.17 Uniaxial, axisymmetric compression between rough plates: (a) mesh and problem; (b) pressure
displacement result; (c) plastic flow velocity patterns.

Some special problems of brittle materials

Fig. 4.18 Embankment under action of gravity, relative plastic flow velocities at collapse, and effective shear
strain rate contours at collapse: (a) associative behaviour; (b) non-associative (zero volume change) behaviour.

The non-associative plasticity, in essence caused by frictional behaviour, may lead
to non-uniqueness of solution. The equivalent viscoplastic form is, however, always
unique and hence viscoplasticity is on occasion used as a regularizing procedure.

4.10 Some special problems of brittle materials
4.10.1 The no-tension material
A hypothetical material capable of sustaining only compressive stresses and straining
without resistance in tension is in many respects similar to an ideal plastic material. While in practice such an ideal material does not exist, it gives a reasonable
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approximation of the behaviour of randomly jointed rock and other granular materials.
While an explicit stress–strain relation cannot be generally written, it suffices to carry
out the analysis elastically and wherever tensile stresses develop to reduce these to zero.
The initial stress (modified Newton) process here is natural and indeed was developed
in this context.103 The steps of calculation are obvious but it is important to remember
that the principal tensile stresses have to be eliminated.
The ‘constitutive’ law as stated above can at best approximate to the true situation, no
account being taken of the closure of fissures on reapplication of compressive stresses.
However, these results certainly give a clear insight into the behaviour of real rock
structures.

An underground power station
Figure 4.19(a) and (b) shows an application of this model to a practical problem.103 In
Fig. 4.19(a) an elastic solution is shown for stresses in the vicinity of an underground
power station with ‘rock bolt’ prestressing applied in the vicinity of the opening. The
zones in which tension exists are indicated. In Fig. 4.19(b) a no-tension solution is
given for the same problem, indicating the rather small general redistribution and the
zones where ‘cracking’ has occurred.

Reinforced concrete
A variant on this type of material may be one in which a finite tensile strength exists
but when this is once exceeded the strength drops to zero (on fissuring).
Such an analysis was used by Valliappan and Nath104 in the study of the behaviour
of reinforced concrete beams. Good correlation with experimental results for underreinforced beams (in which development of compressive yield is not important) have
been obtained. The beam is one for which test results were obtained by Krahl et al.105
Figure 4.20 shows some relevant results.
Much development work on the behaviour of reinforced concrete has taken place,
with various plasticity forms being introduced to allow for compressive failure and
procedures that take into account the crack-closing history. References 106 and 107
list some of the basic approaches on this subject.
The subject of analysis of reinforced concrete has proved to be of great importance
in recent years and publications in this field are proliferating. References 108–111
guide the reader to current practice in this field.

4.10.2 ‘Laminar’ material and joint elements
Another idealized material model is one that is assumed to be built up of a large
number of elastic and inelastic laminae. When under compression, these can transmit
shear stress parallel to their direction – providing this does not exceed the frictional
resistance. No tensile stresses can, however, be transmitted in the normal direction to the
laminae.
This idealized material has obvious uses in the study of rock masses with parallel
joints but has much wider applicability. Figure 4.21 shows a two-dimensional situation
involving such a material. With a local coordinate axis x  oriented in the direction of

Some special problems of brittle materials

Fig. 4.19 Underground power station: gravity and prestressing loads. (a) Elastic stresses; (b) ‘no-tension’
stresses.
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Fig. 4.20 Cracking of a reinforced concrete beam (maximum tensile strength 200 lb/in2 ). Distribution of
stresses at various sections.104 (a) Mesh used; (b) section AA; (c) section BB; (d) section CC.

the laminae we can write for a simple Coulomb friction joint
|τx  y  | < µσy 
σy  = 0

if σy  ≤ 0
if εy  > 0

(4.178)

for stresses at which purely elastic behaviour occurs. In the above, µ is the friction
coefficient applicable between the laminae.
If elastic stresses exceed the limits imposed the stresses have to be reduced to the
limiting values given above. The application of the initial stress process in this context
is again self-evident, and the problem is very similar to that implied in the no-tension
material of the previous section. At each step of elastic calculation, first the existence of
tensile stresses σy  is checked and, if these develop, a corrective initial stress reducing
these and the shearing stresses to zero is applied. If σy  stresses are compressive, the
absolute magnitude of the shearing stresses τx  y  is checked again; if these stresses
exceed the value given by Eq. (4.178) they are reduced to their proper limit.
However, such a procedure poses the question of the manner in which the stresses
are reduced, as two components have to be considered. It is, therefore, preferable
to use the statements of relations (4.178) as definitions of plastic yield surfaces (F ).
The assumption of additional plastic potentials (Q) will now define the flow, and we

Some special problems of brittle materials

Fig. 4.21 ‘Laminar’ material: (a) general laminarity; (b) laminar in narrow joint.

note that associated behaviour, with Eq. (4.178) used as the potential, will imply a
simultaneous separation and sliding of the laminae (as the corresponding strain rates
γ̇x  y  and ε̇y  are finite). Non-associated plasticity (or viscoplasticity) techniques have
therefore to be used. Once again, if stress reversal is possible it is necessary to note
the opening of the laminae, that is, the yield surface is made strain dependent.
In some instances the laminar behaviour is confined to a narrow joint between relatively homogeneous elastic masses. This may well be of a nature of a geological fault
or a major crushed rock zone. In such cases it is convenient to use narrow, generally
rectangular elements whose geometry may be specified by mean coordinates of two
ends A and B [Fig. 4.21(b)] and the thickness. The element still has, however, separate
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points of continuity (1–4) with the adjacent rock mass.112,113 Such joint elements can
be simple rectangles, as shown here, but equally can take more complex shapes if
represented by using isoparametric coordinates.
Laminations may not be confined to one direction only – and indeed the interlaminar
material itself may possess a plastic limit. The use of such multilaminate models in the
context of rock mechanics has proved very effective;114 with a random distribution of
laminations we return, of course, to a typical soil-like material, and the possibilities of
extending such models to obtain new and interesting constitutive relations have been
highlighted by Pande and Sharma.115

4.11 Non-uniqueness and localization in elasto-plastic
deformations
In the preceding sections the general processes of dealing with complex, non-linear
constitutive relations have been examined and some particular applications were discussed. Clearly, the subject is large and of great practical importance; however, presentation in a single chapter is not practical or possible. For different materials alternate
forms of constitutive relations can be proposed and experimentally verified. Once such
constitutive relations are available the processes of this chapter serve as a guide for
constructing effective numerical solution strategies. Indeed, it is possible to build standard computing systems applicable to a wide variety of material properties in which
new specifications of behaviour may be inserted.
What must be restated is that, in non-linear problems:
1. non-uniqueness of solution may arise;
2. convergence can never be, a priori, guaranteed;
3. the cost of solution is invariably much greater than it is in linear solutions.
Here, of course, the item of most serious concern is the first one, that is, that of nonuniqueness, which could lead to a physically irrelevant solution even if numerical
convergence occurred and possibly large computational expense was incurred. Such
non-uniqueness may be due to several reasons in elasto-plastic computations:
1. the existence of corners in the yield (or potential) surfaces at which the gradients
are not uniquely defined;
2. the use of a non-associated formulation20,116,117 (to which we have already referred
in Sec. 4.9.4);
3. the development of strain softening and localization.118,119
The first problem is the least serious and can readily be avoided by modifying the
yield (or potential) surface forms to avoid corners. A simple modification of the Mohr–
Coulomb (or Tresca) surface expressions [Eq. (4.100)] is easily achieved by writing55
F = σm sin φ − c cos φ +
where
g(θ) =

σ̄
g(θ)

2K
(1 + K) − (1 − K) sin 3θ

(4.179)

Non-uniqueness and localization in elasto-plastic deformations

Fig. 4.22  plane section of Mohr--Coulomb yield surface in principal stress space, with φ = 25◦ (solid line);
smooth approximation of Eq. (4.179) (dotted line).

and
K=

3 − sin φ
3 + sin φ

Figure 4.22 shows how the angular section of the Mohr–Coulomb surface in the 
plane (constant σm ) now becomes rounded. Similar procedures have been suggested
by others.120 An alternative to smoothing is to introduce a multisurface model and use
a solution process which gives unique results for a corner.16,30
Much more serious are the second and third possible causes of non-uniqueness
mentioned above. Here, theoretical non-uniqueness can be avoided by considering the
plastic deformation to be a limit state of viscoplastic behaviour in a manner we have
already referred to in Sec. 4.9. Such a process, mathematically known as regularization,
has allowed us to obtain many realistic solutions for both non-associative and strain
softening behaviour in problems which are subjected to steady-state or quasi-static
loading, as already shown. For fully transient cases, however, the process is quite
delicate and much care is needed to obtain a valid regularization.
However, on occasion (though not invariably), both forms of behaviour can lead to
localization phenomena where strain (and displacement) discontinuities develop.117–129
The non-uniqueness can be particularly evident in strain softening plasticity. We illustrate this in an example of Fig. 4.23 where a bar of length L, divided into elements
of length h, is subject to a uniformly increasing extension u. The material is initially
elastic with a modulus E and after exceeding a stress of σy , the yield stress softens
(plastically) with a negative modulus H .
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Fig. 4.23 Non-uniqueness: mesh size dependence in extension of a homogeneous bar with a strain softening
material. (Peak value of yield stress, σy , perturbed in a single element.) (a) Stress σ versus strain ε for material;
(b) stress σ̄ versus average strain ε̄ (= u/L) assuming yielding in a single element of length h.

The strain–stress relation is thus [Fig. 4.23(a)]
σ = Eε

if ε < σy /E = εy

(4.180)

and for increasing ε only,



σ = σ y − H ε − εy

if ε > εy

(4.181)

For unloading from any plastic point the material behaves elastically as shown.
One possible solution is, of course, that in which all elements yield identically.
Plotting the applied stress versus the elongation strain ε̄ = u/L the material behaviour
curve is simply obtained identically as shown in Fig. 4.23(b) (h/L = 1). However, it is
equally possible that after reaching the maximum stress σy only one element (probably
one with infinitesimally smaller yield stress owing to computer round-off ) continues
into the plastic range while all the others unload elastically. The total elongation strain
is now given by
σ
h(σ − σy )
u
(4.182)
ε̄ = = −
L
E
LH
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and as h tends to 0 then ε̄ tends to σ/E. Clearly, a multitude of solutions is possible
for any arbitrary element subdivision and in this trivial example a unique finite element
solution is impossible (with localization to a single element always occurring). Further,
the above simple ‘thought experiment’points to another unacceptable paradox implying
the inadmissibility of the softening model specified with constant softening modulus.
The difficulties are as follows.
1. The behaviour seems to depend on the size (h) of the subdivision chosen (also called
a mesh sensitive result). Clearly this is unacceptable physically.
2. If the element size falls below a value given by h = H L/E only a catastrophic,
brittle, behaviour is possible without involving an unacceptable energy gain.
Similar difficulties can arise with non-associated plasticity which exhibits occasionally
an effectively strain softening behaviour in some circumstances (see reference 130).
The computational difficulties can be overcome to some extent by introducing viscoplasticity as a start to any computation. Such regularization was introduced as early
as 197495 and was considered seriously by De Borst and co-authors.131 However, most
of the difficulties remain as steady state is approached.
The problem remains a serious line of research but two possible alternative treatments
have emerged. The first of these is physically difficult to accept but is very effective
in practice. This is the concept of properties which are labelled as non-local. In such
an approach the softening modulus is made dependent on the element size. Many
authors have contributed here, with the earliest being Bazant and co-workers.125,126
Other relevant references are 131 and 132.
The second approach, that of a concentrated discontinuity, is more elegant but, we
believe, computationally more difficult. It was first suggested by Simo, Oliver and
Armero in 1993133 and extended in later publications.134–137
Both approaches allow strain and indeed displacement discontinuities to develop
following the brittle failure behaviour on which we have already remarked. In the
numerical application this limit is approached as element size decreases or alternatively
when stress singularities, such as corners, trigger this type of behaviour.
In the second approach, continuous plastic behaviour is not permitted and all action
is concentrated on discontinuity lines which have to be suitably placed.
A particular form of the non-local approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.24. Here we
examine in detail a unit width of an element in which the displacement discontinuity
is approximated. In the examples which we shall consider later this discontinuity is a
slip one with the ‘failure’ being modelled as shown. However, an identical approach
has been used to model strain softening behaviour of concrete in cracking.125,126
The most basic form of non-local behaviour assumes that the work (or energy)
expended in achieving the discontinuity must be the same whatever the dimension h
of the element. This work is equal to
1
1 h
1
σy εy h ≈ σ2y
= σy U
(4.183)
2
2 H
2
If this work is to be identical in all highly strained elements we will require that
H
= constant
h
Such a requirement is easy to apply in an adaptive refinement process.

(4.184)
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Fig. 4.24 Illustration of a non-local approach (work dissipation in failure is assumed to be constant for all
elements): (a) an element in which localization is considered; (b) localization; (c) stress--strain curve showing
work dissipated in failure.

At this stage we can comment on the concentrated discontinuity approach of Bazant
and co-workers.125,126 In this we shall simply assume that the displacement increment
of Eq. (4.183), that is, U , is permitted to occur only on a discontinuity line and that its
magnitude is strictly related to the energy density previously specified in Eq. (4.183).
After considering the effects of large deformation we shall show in Sec. 6.7.2 how a
very effective treatment and capture of discontinuity can be made adaptively.

4.12 Non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems
Non-linearity may arise in many problems beyond those of solid mechanics, but the
techniques described in this chapter are still universally applicable. Here we shall look
again at one class of problems which is governed by the quasi-harmonic field equations
of Chapter 2.

Non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems

In some formulations it is assumed that
q = −k(φ)∇φ

(4.185)

which gives, then (with use of definitions from Sec. 2.6),
Pq = H(φ)φ
where now H has the familiar form

H = (∇N)T k(φ)∇N d

(4.186)

(4.187)



In this form the general non-linear problem may be solved by direct iteration methods;
however, as these often fail to converge it is frequently necessary to use a scheme for
which a tangential matrix to Ψ is required, as presented in Sec. 3.2.4 [see Eq. (3.25)].
The tangent for the form given by Eq. (4.185) is generally unsymmetric; however,
special forms can be devised which lead to symmetry.138 In many physical problems,
however, the values of k in Eq. (4.185) depend on the absolute value of the gradient of
∇φ, that is,

V = (∇φ)T ∇φ
(4.188)
dk
k̄  =
dV
In such cases, we can write
HT =
where


A=



∂H(φ)φ
=H+A
∂φ



(∇N)T (∇φ)T k̄  ∇φ ∇N, d

(4.189)

(4.190)

and symmetry is preserved.
Situations of this kind arise in seepage flow where the permeability is dependent
on the absolute value of the flow velocity,140,141 in magnetic fields,139,142–144 where
magnetic response is a function of the absolute field strength, in slightly compressible
fluid flow, and indeed in many other physical situations.145 Figure 4.25 from reference
139 illustrates a typical non-linear magnetic field solution.
While many more interesting problems could be quoted we conclude with one in
which the only non-linearity is that due to the heat generation term Q [see Chapter 2,
Eq. (2.69)]. This particular problem of spontaneous ignition, in which Q depends
exponentially on the temperature, serves to illustrate the point about the possibility of
multiple solutions and indeed the non-existence of any solution in certain non-linear
cases.146
Taking k = 1 and Q = δ̄ exp φ, we examine an elliptic domain in Fig. 4.26. For
various values of δ, a Newton iteration is used to obtain a solution, and we find that
no convergence (and indeed no solution) exists when δ̄ > δ̄crit exists; above the critical
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Fig. 4.25 Magnetic field in a six-pole magnet with non-linearity owing to saturation.139

value of δ̄ the temperature rises indefinitely and spontaneous ignition of the material
occurs. For values below this, two solutions are possible and the starting point of the
iteration determines which one is in fact obtained.
This last point illustrates that an insight into the problem is, in non-linear solutions,
even more important than elsewhere.

4.13 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have considered a number of classical constitutive equations together
with numerical algorithms which permit their inclusion in the formulations discussed
in Chapter 2. These permit the solution to a wide range of practical problems in solid
mechanics and geomechanics. The possibilities for models of real materials is endless

Concluding remarks

Fig. 4.26 A non-linear heat-generation problem illustrating the possibility of multiple or no solutions depending
on the heat generation parameter δ̄; spontaneous combustion.146 (a) Solution mesh and variation of temperature
at point C; (b) two possible temperature distributions for δ̄ = 0.75.
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and, thus, we have not been able to include many of the extensions available in the
literature. For example, the effect of temperature changes will normally affect the
material behaviour through both thermal expansions as well as through the change in
the material parameters.
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5
Geometrically non-linear
problems – finite deformation
5.1 Introduction
In all our previous discussion we have assumed that deformations remained small so
that linear relations could be used to represent the strain in a body. We now admit
the possibility that deformations can become large during a loading process. In such
cases it is necessary to distinguish between the reference configuration where initial
shape of the body or bodies to be analysed is known and the current or deformed
configuration after loading is applied. Figure 5.1 shows the two configurations and the
coordinate frames which will be used to describe each one. We note that the deformed
configuration of the body is unknown at the start of an analysis and, therefore, must be
determined as part of the solution process – a process that is inherently non-linear. The
relationships describing the finite deformation behaviour of solids involve equations
related to both the reference and the deformed configurations. We shall generally
find that such relations are most easily expressed using indicial notation (e.g. see
Chapter 1, Sec. 1.2.1 or Appendix B of reference 1); however, after these indicial
forms are developed we shall again return to a matrix form to construct the finite
element approximations.
The chapter starts by describing the basic kinematic relations used in finite deformation solid mechanics. This is followed by a summary of different stress and traction
measures related to the reference and deformed configurations, a statement of boundary
and initial conditions, and a brief overview of material constitution for finite elastic
solids. A variational Galerkin statement for the finite elastic material is then given in
the reference configuration. Using the variational form the problem is then cast into a
matrix form and a standard finite element solution process is indicated. The procedure
up to this point is based on equations related to the reference configuration. A transformation to a form related to the current configuration is performed and it is shown that a
much simpler statement of the finite element formulation process results – one which
again permits separation into a form for treating nearly incompressible situations.
A mixed variational form is introduced and the solution process for problems which
can have nearly incompressible behaviour is presented. This follows closely the developments for the small strain form given in Chapter 2. An alternative to the mixed
form may also be given in the form of an enhanced strain model.2–5 Here a fully
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Fig. 5.1 Reference and deformed (current) configuration for finite deformation problems.

mixed construction is shown and leads to a form which performs well in two- and
three-dimensional problems.
In finite deformation problems, loads can be given relative to the deformed configuration. An example is a pressure loading which always remains normal to a deformed
surface. Here we discuss this case and show that by using finite element-type constructions a very simple result follows. Since the loading is no longer derivable from a
potential function (i.e. conservative) the tangent matrix for the formulation is unsymmetric, leading in general to a requirement of an unsymmetric solver in a Newton
solution scheme.
The next three chapters concentrate on finite deformation forms for continuum problems where finite elements are used to discretize the problem in all directions modelled.
In later chapters we shall consider forms for problems which have one (or more) small
dimension(s) and thus can benefit from use of rod, plate and shell formulations of
the type we shall discuss in Chapters 10 to 17 of this volume for small deformation
situations.

5.2 Governing equations
5.2.1 Kinematics and deformation
The basic equations for finite deformation solid mechanics may be found in standard
references on the subject.6–10 We begin by presenting a summary of the basic equations
in three dimensions. Later we will specialize the equations to two dimensions to study
problems of plane strain, plane stress and axisymmetry.
A body has material points whose positions are given by the vector X in a fixed
reference configuration, , in a three-dimensional space. In Cartesian coordinates the
position vector is described in terms of its components as:
X = XI EI ;

I = 1, 2, 3

(5.1)

Governing equations

where EI are unit orthogonal base vectors and summation convention is used for
repeated indices of like kind (e.g. I ). After the body is loaded each material point
is described by its position vector, x, in the current deformed configuration, ω. The
position vector in the current configuration is given in terms of its Cartesian components
as
i = 1, 2, 3
(5.2)
x = xi ei ;
where ei are unit base vectors for the current time, t, and again summation convention
is used.* In our discussion, common origins and directions of the reference and current
coordinates are used for simplicity. Furthermore, in a Cartesian system base vectors do
not change with position and all derivations may be made using components of tensors
written in indicial form. Final equations are written in matrix form using standard
transformations described in Chapter 2 (see also Appendix B of reference 1).
The position vector at the current time is related to the position vector in the reference
configuration through the mapping
xi = φi (XI , t)

(5.3)

Determination of φi is required as part of any solution and is analogous to the displacement vector, which we introduce next. When common origins and directions for the
coordinate frames are used, a displacement vector may be introduced as the change
between the two frames. Accordingly,
xi = δiI (XI + UI )

(5.4)

where summation convention is implied over indices of the same kind and δiI is a shifter
between the two coordinate frames, and is defined by a Kronecker delta quantity such
that

1 if i = I
(5.5)
δiI =
0 if i = I
The shifter satisfies the relations
δiI δiJ = δI J

and

δiI δj I = δij

(5.6)

where δI J and δij are Kronecker delta quantities in the reference and current configuration, respectively. Using the shifter, a displacement component may be written with
respect to either the reference configuration or the current configuration and related
through
and
UI = δiI ui
(5.7)
ui = δiI UI
and we observe that numerically u1 = U1 , etc. Thus, either may be used equally to
express finite element parameters.
A fundamental measure of deformation is described by the deformation gradient
relative to XI given by
∂xi
∂φi
FiI =
=
(5.8a)
∂XI
∂XI
*

As much as possible we adopt the notation that upper-case letters refer to quantities defined in the reference
configuration and lower-case letters to quantities defined in the current deformed configuration. Exceptions
occur when quantities are related to both the reference and the current configurations.
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subject to the constraint
J = det FiI > 0

(5.8b)

to ensure that material volume elements remain positive. The deformation gradient is
a direct measure which maps a differential line element in the reference configuration
into one in the current configuration as (Fig. 5.1)
dxi =

∂φi
dXI = FiI dXI
∂XI

(5.9)

Thus, it may be used to determine the change in length and direction of a differential
line element. The determinant of the deformation gradient also maps a differential
volume element in the reference configuration into one in the current configuration,
that is
dω = J d
(5.10)
where d is a differential volume element in the reference configuration and dω its
corresponding form in the current configuration.
The deformation gradient may be expressed in terms of the displacement as
FiI = δiI +

∂ui
= δiI + ui,I
∂XI

(5.11)

and is a two-point tensor since it is referred to both the reference and the current configurations. Expanding the terms in Eq. (5.11), the deformation gradient components
are given by

 

F11 F12 F13
(1 + u1,1 )
u1,2
u1,3
u2,1
(1 + u2,2 )
u2,3
(5.12)
FiI = F21 F22 F23 =
F31 F32 F33
u3,1
u3,2
(1 + u3,3 )
Using FiI directly complicates the development of constitutive equations and it is
common to introduce deformation measures which are completely related to either
the reference or the current configurations. For the reference configuration, the right
Cauchy–Green deformation tensor, CI J , is introduced as
CI J = FiI FiJ

(5.13)

Alternatively the Green strain tensor, EI J , given as
EI J = 21 (CI J − δI J )

(5.14)

may be used. The Green strain may be expressed in terms of the displacements as


1
∂ui ∂ui
∂ui
∂ui
δiI
+ δiJ
+
EI J =
2
∂XJ
∂XI
∂XI ∂XJ

1
(5.15)
=
δiI ui,J + δiJ ui,I + ui,I ui,J
2

1
=
UI,J + UJ,I + UK,I UK,J
2

Governing equations

In the current configuration a common deformation measure is the left Cauchy–Green
deformation tensor, bij , expressed as
bij = FiI Fj I

(5.16)

The Almansi strain tensor, eij , is related to the inverse of bij as

or inverting by

eij = 21 (δij − bij−1 )

(5.17)

bij = (δij − 2eij )−1

(5.18)

Generally, the Almansi strain tensor will not appear naturally in our constitutive equations and, thus, we will often use expressions in terms of bij directly.

5.2.2 Stress and traction for reference and deformed states
Stress measures
Stress measures the amount of force per unit of area. In finite deformation problems
care must be taken to describe the configuration to which a stress is measured. The
Cauchy (true) stress, σij , and the Kirchhoff stress, τij , are symmetric measures of
stress defined with respect to the current configuration. They are related through the
determinant of the deformation gradient as
τij = J σij

(5.19)

and often are the stresses used to define general constitutive equations for materials.
Notationally, the first stress subscript defines the direction of a normal to the area on
which the force acts and the second the direction of the force component. The second
Piola–Kirchhoff stress, SI J , is a symmetric stress measure with respect to the reference
configuration and is related to the Kirchhoff stress through the deformation gradient as
τij = FiI SI J Fj J

(5.20)

Finally, one can introduce the (unsymmetric) first Piola–Kirchhoff stress, PiI , which
is related to SI J through
(5.21)
PiI = FiJ SJ I
and to the Kirchhoff stress by

τij = PiI Fj I

(5.22)

Traction measures
For the current configuration traction is given by
ti = σj i nj

(5.23)

where nj are direction cosines of a unit outward pointing normal to a deformed surface.
This form of the traction may be related to a reference surface quantity through force
relations defined as
(5.24)
ti dγ = δiI TI d
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where dγ and d are surface area elements in the current and reference configurations,
respectively, and TI is traction on the reference configuration. Note that the direction
of the traction component is preserved during the transformation and, thus, remains
directly related to current configuration forces.

5.2.3 Equilibrium equations
Using quantities related to the current (deformed) configuration, the equilibrium equations for a solid subjected to finite deformation are nearly identical to those for small
deformation. The local equilibrium equation (balance of linear momentum) is obtained
as a force balance on a small differential volume of deformed solid and is given by8–10
∂σij
+ ρ bj(m) = ρ v̇j
∂xi

(5.25)

where ρ is mass density in the current configuration, bj(m) is body force per unit mass,
and vj is the material velocity
vj =

∂φj
= ẋj = u̇j
∂t

(5.26)

The mass density in the current configuration may be related to the reference configuration (initial) mass density, ρ0 , using the balance of mass principle8–10 and yields
ρ0 = J ρ

(5.27)

Thus differences in the equilibrium equation from those of the small deformation case
appear only in the body force and inertial force definitions.
Similarly, moment equilibrium on a small differential volume element of the deformed
solid gives the balance of angular momentum requirement for the Cauchy stress as
σij = σj i

(5.28)

which is identical to the result from the small deformation problem given in Eq. (2.9a).
The equilibrium requirements may also be written for the reference configuration
using relations between stress measures and the chain rule of differentiation.8 We will
show the form for the balance of linear momentum when discussing the variational
form for the problem. Here, however, we comment on the symmetry requirements for
stress resulting from angular momentum balance. Using symmetry of the Cauchy stress
tensor and Eqs (5.19) and (5.22) leads to the requirement on the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress
(5.29)
PiI Fj I = FiI Pj I
and subsequently, using Eq. (5.21), to the symmetry of the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor
(5.30)
SI J = SJ I

Governing equations

5.2.4 Boundary conditions
As described in Chapter 2 the basic boundary conditions for a continuum body consist
of two types: displacement boundary conditions and traction boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions generally are defined on each part of the boundary by specifying
components with respect to a local coordinate system defined by the orthogonal basis,
ei , i = 1, 2, 3. Often one of the directions, say e3 , coincides with the normal to the
surface and the other two are in tangential directions along the surface. At each point
on the boundary one (and only one) boundary condition must be specified for all three
directions of the basis. These conditions can be all for displacements (fixed surface),
all for tractions (stress or free surface), or a combination of displacements and tractions
(mixed surface).
Displacement boundary conditions may be expressed for a component by requiring
xi = x̄i

(5.31a)

at each point on the displacement boundary, γu . A quantity with a superposed bar, such
as x̄i again denotes a specified quantity. The boundary condition may also be expressed
in terms of components of the displacement vector, ui . Accordingly, on γu
ui = ūi + ḡi

(5.31b)

where ḡ i is the initial gap δiI (X̄ I − XI ). The second type of boundary condition is a
traction boundary condition. Using the orthogonal basis described above, the traction
boundary conditions may be given for each component by requiring
ti = t̄i

(5.31c)

at each point on the boundary, γt . The boundary condition may be non-linear for
loading such as pressure loads, as described later in Sec. 5.7.
Many other types of boundary conditions can exist and in Chapter 7 we discuss one,
namely that of contact-type conditions.

5.2.5 Initial conditions
Initial conditions describe the state of a body at the start of an analysis. The conditions
describe the initial kinematic and stress or strain states with respect to the reference
configuration used to define the body. In addition, for constitutive equations with internal variables the initial values of terms which evolve in time must be given (e.g. initial
plastic strain).
The initial conditions for the kinematic state consist of specifying the position and
velocity at some initial time, commonly taken as zero. Accordingly,

and

xi (XI , 0) = φ̄i (XI , 0) or ui (XI , 0) = ū0i (XI )

(5.32a)

vi (XI , 0) = φ̇i (XI , 0) = v̄i0 (XI )

(5.32b)

are specified at each point in the body.
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The initial conditions for stresses are specified as
σij (XI , 0) = σ̄0ij (XI )

(5.33)

at each point in the body. Finally, as noted above the internal variables in the stress–
strain relations that evolve in time must have their initial conditions set. For a finite
elastic model, generally there are no internal variables to be set unless initial stress
effects are included.

5.2.6 Constitutive equations – hyperelastic material
We shall deal in more detail with constitutive equations for finite deformation materials
in Chapter 6. Here we introduce the simplest form for an elastic material which can
be used in a finite deformation formulation.
A hyperelastic material is one where the stress is determined solely from the current
state of deformation as described in Chapter 1, Eq. (1.11). We recall that the form
deduces the constitutive behaviour from a stored energy function, W , from which the
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is computed using8,10
SI J = 2

∂W
∂W
=
∂CI J
∂EI J

(5.34)

The simplest representation of the stored energy function is the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff
model given by
W (EI J ) = 21 CI J KL EI J EKL

(5.35)

where CI J KL are constant elastic moduli defined in a manner similar to the small
deformation ones. Equation (5.34) then gives
SI J = CI J KL EKL

(5.36)

for the stress–strain relation. While this relation is simple it is not adequate to define
the behaviour of elastic finite deformation states. It is useful, however, for the case
where strains are small but displacements (rotations) are large and we address this use
later in Chapter 17. Other models for representing elastic behaviour at large strain are
considered in Chapter 6.
An alternative to the above exists in which we consider the stored energy expressed
in terms of the deformation gradient FiI and deduce the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress
from
∂Ŵ (Fj J )
(5.37)
PiI =
∂FiI
Now there are nine independent values of stress and deformation that need to be used.
The construction of a constitutive relation is also more difficult to construct although
one could consider Eq. (5.35) expressed as
W (EI J ) = Ŵ (FiI ) =

1
CI J KL (Fj I Fj J − 1)(FkK FkL − 1)
8

(5.38)

Variational description for finite deformation

and perform the differentiation to obtain the stress. We will not follow this approach in
this volume and leave to the reader the details of computing the derivatives expressed
in Eq. (5.38) as well as the subsequent steps in a variational description.

5.3 Variational description for finite deformation
In order to construct finite element approximations for the solution of finite deformation
problems it is necessary to write the formulation in a Galerkin (weak) or variational
form as illustrated many times previously. Here again we can write these integral
forms in either the reference configuration or in the current configuration. The simplest approach is to start from a reference configuration since here integrals are all
expressed over domains which do not change during the deformation process and thus
are not affected by variation or linearization steps. Later the results can be transformed
and written in terms of the deformed configuration. Using the reference configuration
form variations and linearizations can be carried out in an identical manner as was
done in the small deformation case. Thus, all the steps outlined in Chapter 2 can be
extended immediately to the finite deformation problem. We shall discover that the
final equations obtained by this approach are very different from those of the small
deformation problem. However, after all derivation steps are completed a transformation to expressions integrated over the current configuration will yield a form which
is nearly identical to the small deformation problem and thus greatly simplifies the
development of the final force and stiffness terms as well as programming steps.
To develop a finite element solution to the finite deformation problem we consider
first the case of elasticity as a variational problem. Other material behaviour may be
considered later by substitution of appropriate constitutive expressions for stress and
tangent moduli – identical to the process used in Chapter 4 for the small deformation
problem.

5.3.1 Reference configuration formulation
A variational theorem for finite elasticity may be written in the reference configuration

as10,11
(U) =
W (CI J ) d − ext
(5.39a)


in which W (CI J ) is a stored energy function for a hyperelastic material from which the
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is computed using (5.34).* When we consider material
behaviour in this chapter we restrict attention to the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model
given by Eq. (5.36); however, the results presented here are general and more complicated behaviour may be used as described, for example, in the next chapter.
The potential for the external work is here assumed to be given by


UI ρ0 bI(m) d +
UI T̄I d
(5.39b)
ext =


t

The functional in Eq. (5.39a) may also be expressed in terms of the deformation gradient FiI and subsequent
steps performed in terms of first Piola–Kirchhoff stress.

*
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where T̄I denotes specified tractions in the reference configuration and t is the traction
boundary surface in the reference configuration. Taking the variation of Eqs (5.39a)
and (5.39b) we obtain

1
δCI J SI J d − δext = 0
(5.40a)
δ =
2




and
δext =



δUI ρ0 bI(m)


d +

t

δUI T̄I d

(5.40b)

where δUI is a variation of the reference configuration displacement (i.e. a virtual
displacement) which is arbitrary except at the kinematic boundary condition locations,
u , where, for convenience, it vanishes. Since a virtual displacement is an arbitrary
function, satisfaction of the variational equation implies satisfaction of the balance of
linear momentum at each point in the body as well as the traction boundary conditions.
We note that by using Eq. (5.34) and constructing the variation of CI J , the first term in
the integrand of Eq. (5.40a) can be expressed in alternate forms as
1
δCI J SI J
2

= δEI J SI J = δFiI FiJ SI J

(5.41)

where symmetry of SI J has been used. The variation of the deformation gradient may
be expressed directly in terms of the current configuration displacement as
δFiI =

∂δui
= δui,I
∂XI

(5.42)

Using the above results, after integration by parts using Green’s theorem, the variational equation may be written as






(m)
δui FiJ SI J NI − δiI T̄I d = 0
δ = − δui (FiJ SI J ),I + δiI ρ0 bI d +


t

(5.43)
giving the Euler equations of (static) equilibrium in the reference configuration as
(FiJ SI J ),I + δiI ρ0 bI(m) = PiI,I + ρ0 bi(m) = 0

(5.44)

and the reference configuration traction boundary condition
SI J FiJ NI − δiI T̄I = PiI NI − δiI T̄I = 0

(5.45)

The variational equation (5.40a) is identical to a Galerkin method and, thus, can
be used directly to formulate problems with constitutive models different from the
hyperelastic behaviour above. In addition, direct use of the variational term (5.40b)
permits non-conservative loading forms, such as follower forces or pressures, to be
introduced. We shall address such extensions in Sec. 5.7.

Matrix form
At this point we can again introduce matrix notation to represent the stress, strain, and
variation of strain. For three-dimensional problems we define the matrix for the second
Piola–Kirchhoff stress as

T
(5.46a)
S = S11 , S22 , S33 , S12 , S23 , S31

Variational description for finite deformation

and the Green strain as

T
E = E11 , E22 , E33 , 2E12 , 2E23 , 2E31

(5.46b)

where, similar to the small strain problem, the shearing components are doubled to
permit the reduction to six components. The variation of the Green strain is similarly
given by

T
(5.46c)
δE = δE11 , δE22 , δE33 , 2δE12 , 2δE23 , 2δE31
which permits Eq. (5.41) to be written as the matrix relation
δEI J SI J = δET S

(5.47)

The variation of the Green strain is deduced from Eqs (5.13), (5.14) and (5.42) and
written as
δEI J =

1
2

∂δui
∂δui
FiJ +
FiI
∂XI
∂XJ

=

1
δui,I FiJ + δui,J FiI
2

Substitution of Eq. (5.48) into Eq. (5.46c) we obtain
⎧
⎫
Fi1 δui,1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Fi2 δui,2
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
Fi3 δui,3
δE =
Fi1 δui,2 + Fi2 δui,1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪Fi2 δui,3 + Fi3 δui,2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Fi3 δui,1 + Fi1 δui,3

(5.48)

(5.49)

as the matrix form of the variation of the Green strain.

Finite element approximation
Using the isoparametric form developed in Chapter 2 and Appendix A (see also Chapters 4 and 5 of reference 1) we represent the reference configuration coordinates as

Na (ξ)X̃ aI
(5.50a)
XI =
a

where ξ are the three-dimensional natural coordinates ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , Na are standard shape
functions (see Appendix A or Chapters 4 and 5 of reference 1), and symbols a, b, c, etc.
are introduced to identify uniquely the finite element nodal values from other indices.
Similarly, we can approximate the displacement field in each element by

Na (ξ)ũai
(5.50b)
ui =
a

The reference system derivatives are constructed in an identical manner to that described
in Chapter 2. Thus,
(5.51)
ui,I = Na,I ũai
where explicit writing of the sum is omitted and summation convention for a is again
invoked. The derivatives of the shape functions can be established by using standard
routines to which the X̃ aI coordinates of nodes attached to each element are supplied.
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The deformation gradient and Green strain may now be computed with use of Eqs
(5.11) and (5.15), respectively. Finally, the variation of the Green strain is given in
matrix form as
⎡
⎤
F11 Na,1
F21 Na,1
F31 Na,1
⎢
⎥  a
F12 Na,2
F22 Na,2
F32 Na,2
⎢
⎥ δũ1
F13 Na,3
F23 Na,3
F33 Na,3
⎢
⎥
δE = ⎢
⎥ δũa
⎢F11 Na,2 + F12 Na,1 F21 Na,2 + F22 Na,1 F31 Na,2 + F32 Na,1 ⎥ δũ2a
⎣F12 Na,3 + F13 Na,2 F22 Na,3 + F23 Na,2 F32 Na,3 + F33 Na,2 ⎦
3
F13 Na,1 + F11 Na,3 F23 Na,1 + F21 Na,3 F33 Na,1 + F31 Na,3
(5.52)
= B̂a δũa

(5.53)

where B̂a replaces the form previously defined Ba for the small deformation problem.
Expressing the deformation gradient in terms of displacements it is also possible to
split this matrix into two parts as
L
B̂a = Ba + BN
a

(5.54)

in which Ba is identical to the small deformation strain–displacement matrix and the
remaining non-linear part is given by
⎡
⎤
u1,1 Na,1
u2,1 Na,1
u3,1 Na,1
⎢
⎥
u1,2 Na,2
u2,2 Na,2
u3,2 Na,2
⎢
⎥
u1,3 Na,3
u2,3 Na,3
u3,3 Na,3
⎢
⎥
NL
Ba = ⎢
⎥ (5.55)
⎢u1,1 Na,2 + u1,2 Na,1 u2,1 Na,2 + u2,2 Na,1 u3,1 Na,2 + u3,2 Na,1 ⎥
⎣u1,2 Na,3 + u1,3 Na,2 u2,2 Na,3 + u2,3 Na,2 u3,2 Na,3 + u3,3 Na,2 ⎦
u1,3 Na,1 + u1,1 Na,3 u2,3 Na,1 + u2,1 Na,3 u3,3 Na,1 + u3,1 Na,3
L
It is immediately evident that BN
a is zero in the reference configuration and therefore
that B̂a ≡ Ba . We note, however, that in general no advantage results from this split
over the single term expression given in Eq. (5.52).
The variational equation may now be written for the finite element problem by
substituting Eqs (5.46a) and (5.52) into Eq. (5.40a) to obtain

T
B̂Ta S d − fa = 0
(5.56)
δ = (δũa )


where the external forces are determined from δext as


Na ρ0 b(m) d +
Na T̄ d
fa =


(5.57)

t

with b(m) and T̄ the matrix form of the body and traction force vectors, respectively.

Transient problems
Using the d’Alembert principle we can introduce inertial forces through the body
force as
(5.58)
b(m) → b(m) − v̇ = b(m) − ẍ

Variational description for finite deformation

where v is the material velocity vector defined in Eq. (5.26). Inserting Eq. (5.58) into
Eq. (5.57) gives

fa → fa −



Na ρ0 Nb dṽ˙b

(5.59)

This adds an inertial term Mab v̇b to the variational equation where the mass matrix is
given in the reference configuration by

Na ρ0 Nb dI
(5.60)
Mab =


For the transient problem we can introduce a Newton-type solution and replace
Eq. (2.20a) by

B̂T S d − Mv̇ = 0
(5.61)
Ψ1 = f −


Applying the linearization process defined in Eq. (3.8) to Eq. (5.61) (without the inertia
force)* we obtain
(5.62a)
KT du(k) = 1 (k)
with updates

u(k+1) = u(k) + du(k)

(5.62b)

Iteration continues until convergence is achieved with the process being identical to
that introduced in Chapter 2.
The tangent term is given by (omitting the iteration superscript)


∂f
∂B̂T
T
S d −
= KM + KG + KL
(5.63)
B̂ D̂T B̂ d +
KT =
∂ũ

 ∂ũ
where the first term is the material tangent, KM , in which D̂T is the matrix of tangent
moduli. For the hyperelastic material we have
2

∂2 W
∂2 W
∂SI J
=4
=
= CI J KL
∂CKL
∂CI J ∂CKL
∂EI J ∂EKL

(5.64)

which may be transformed to a matrix D̂T as described in Chapter 2.
The second term, KG , defines a tangent term arising from the non-linear form of
the strain–displacement equations and is often called the geometric stiffness. The
derivation of this term is most easily constructed from the indicial form written as
  ∂δE



IJ
b
a
SI J d d ũj = δũi
Na,I δij Nb,J SI J d d ũbj = δũai (Kijab )G d ũbj
b
 ∂ũj

(5.65)
Thus, the geometric part of the tangent matrix is given by
KGab = Gab I
*

Extension to transient applications follows directly from the presentation given in Chapter 2.

(5.66a)
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where
Gab =



Na,I SI J Nb,J d

(5.66b)

The last term in Eq. (5.63) is the tangent relating to loading which changes with
deformation (e.g. follower forces, etc.). We assume for the present that the derivative
of the force term f is zero so that KL vanishes. In Sec. 5.7 we will consider a follower
pressure loading which does give a non-zero KL tangent term.

5.3.2 Current configuration formulation
The form of the equations related to the reference configuration presented in the previous section follows from straightforward application of the variational procedures and
finite element approximation methods introduced previously in Chapter 2. However,
the form of the resulting equations leads to much more complicated strain–displacement
matrices, B̂, than previously encountered. To implement such a form it is thus necessary to reprogram completely all the element routines. We will now show that if
the equations given above are transformed to the current configuration a much simpler
process results.
The transformations to the current configuration are made in two steps. In the
first step we replace reference configuration terms by quantities related to the current
configuration (e.g. we use Cauchy or Kirchhoff stress). In the second step we convert
integrals over the undeformed body to ones in the current configuration.*
To transform from quantities in the reference configuration to ones in the current
configuration we use the chain rule for differentiation to write
∂( · ) ∂xi
∂( · )
∂( · )
=
=
FiI
∂XI
∂xi ∂XI
∂xi

(5.67)

Using this relationship Eq. (5.48) may be transformed to
δEI J =

1
2

δui,j + δuj,i FiI Fj J = δεij FiI Fj J

(5.68)

where we have noted that the variation term is identical to the variation of the small
deformation strain–displacement relations by again using the notation†
δεij =

1
2

δui,j + δuj,i

(5.69)

Equation (5.41) may now be written as
δEiI SI J = δεij FiI FiJ SI J = δεij τj i = δεij σij J



and Eq. (5.40a) as
δ =
*

(5.70)



δεij σij J d − δext = 0

(5.71)

This latter step need not be done to obtain advantage of the current configuration form of the integrand.
We note that in finite deformation there is no meaning to εij itself; only its variation, increment, or rate can
appear in expressions.

†
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The second step is now performed easily by noting the transformation of the volume
element given in Eq. (5.10) to obtain finally

(5.72a)
δ = δεij σij dω − δext = 0
ω

where ω is the domain in the current configuration.
The external potential ext given in Eq. (5.40b) may also be transformed to the
current configuration using Eqs (5.24) and (5.27) to obtain


(m)
δui ρbi dω +
δui t̄i dγ
(5.72b)
δext =
ω
γt
The computation of the tangent matrix can similarly be transformed to the current
configuration. The first term given in Eq. (5.63) is deduced from


δEI J CI J KL dEKL d =
δεij FiI Fj J CI J KL FkK FlL dεkl d



(5.73)
= δεij cij kl dεkl dω
ω

where
J cij kl = FiI Fj J FkK FlL CI J KL

(5.74)

defines the moduli in the current configuration in terms of quantities in the reference
state.
Finally, the geometric stiffness term in Eq. (5.63) may be written in the current
configuration by transforming Eq. (5.66b) to obtain


Na,I SI J Nb,J d = Na,i σij Nb,j dω
(5.75)
Gab =


ω

Thus, we obtain a form for the finite deformation problem which is identical to that
of the small deformation problem except that a geometric stiffness term is added and
integrals and derivatives are to be computed in the deformed configuration. Of course,
another difference is the form of the constitutive equations which need to be given in
an admissible finite deformation form.

Finite element formulation
The form of the variational problem in the current configuration is easily implemented
as a finite element solution process. To obtain the shape functions and their derivatives
it is necessary first to obtain the deformed Cartesian coordinates xi by using Eq. (5.4).
After this step standard shape function routines can be used to compute the derivatives of
shape functions, ∂Na /∂xi . The terms in the variational equation can then be expressed
in a form which is identical to that of the small deformation problem. Accordingly, the
stress term is written as


T
δεij σij dω = δũ
BT σ dω
(5.76)
ω
ω
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where B is identical to the form of the small deformation strain–displacement matrix,
and Cauchy stress is transformed to matrix form as

T
σ = σ11 , σ22 , σ33 , σ12 , σ23 , σ31
(5.77)
and involves only six independent components.
The residual for the static problem of a Newton solution process is now given by

(5.78)
Ψ1 = f − BT σ dω = 0
ω

The linearization step of the Newton solution process is performed by computing
the tangent stiffness in matrix form. Transforming Eq. (5.73) to matrix form using the
relations defined in Chapter 2, the material tangent is given by

(5.79)
KM = BT DT B dω
ω

where now the material moduli DT are deduced by transforming the cij kl moduli in the
current configuration to matrix form. The form for Gab in Eq. (5.75) may be substituted
into Eq. (5.66a) to obtain the geometric tangent stiffness matrix. Thus, the total tangent
matrix for the steady-state problem in the current configuration is given by

(5.80)
KTab = BTa DT Bb dω + Gab I
ω

and a Newton iterate consists in solving
KT d ũ = f −


ω

BT σ dω

where the external force is obtained from Eq. (5.72b) as


fa = Na ρb(m) dω +
Na t̄ dγ
ω
γt

(5.81)

(5.82)

We can also transform the inertial force to a current configuration form by substituting
Eqs (5.10) and (5.27) into Eq. (5.60) to obtain


Na ρ0 Nb dI = Na ρNb dωI
(5.83)
Mab =


ω

and thus, for the transient problem, the residual becomes

Ψ1 = f − BT σ dω − Mv̇ = 0

(5.84)

ω

Linearization of this term is identical to the small deformation problem and is not given
here.
The development of displacement-based finite element models for three-dimensional
problems may be performed easily merely by adding a few modifications to a standard
linear form. These modifications include the following steps.

Two-dimensional forms

1. Use current configuration coordinates xi to compute shape functions and their
derivatives. These are computed at nodes by adding current values of displacements ũai to reference configuration nodal coordinates X̃aI .
2. Add a geometric stiffness matrix to the usual stiffness matrix as indicated in Eq. (5.80).
3. Use the appropriate material constitution for a finite deformation model.
4. Solve the problem by means of an appropriate strategy for non-linear problems.
It should be noted that the presence of the geometric stiffness and non-linear material
behaviour may result in a tangent matrix which is no longer always positive definite
(indeed, we shall discuss stability problems in Chapter 17 and this is a class of problems
for which the tangent matrix can become singular as a result of the geometric stiffness
term alone). Furthermore, use of displacement-based elements in finite deformation can
lead to locking if the material has internal constraints, such as in nearly incompressible
behaviour. It is then necessary again to resort to a mixed formulation to avoid such
locking. The advantage of a properly constructed mixed form is that it may be used with
equal accuracy for both the nearly incompressible problem as well as any compressible
problem. In Sec. 5.5 we consider a mixed form which is a generalization to finite
deformation of the one presented in Sec. 2.6 for small deformation problems.

5.4 Two-dimensional forms
The three-dimensional form may be reduced to a two-dimensional form if loading,
geometry, and material behaviour do not vary with a third coordinate. As in the linear
theory presented in Chapter 1 we have three cases: plane strain, plane stress, and
axisymmetric behaviour.
A variational form is an invariant statement for a class of problems. Accordingly,
it admits introduction of the basic quantities in the different coordinate frames and
dimensions to define the above class of problems for finite deformation applications.

5.4.1 Plane strain
The reduction to the two-dimensional form for plane strain is made by reducing the
deformation gradient to the form



F11 F12
FiI = F21 F22
0
0

 

0
(1 + u1,1 )
u1,2
0
0 =
(1 + u2,2 ) 0
u2,1
1
0
0
1

(5.85)

in which the displacements u1 and u2 are functions of X1 , X2 only. A current configuration formulation for the finite element problem then follows from Sec. 5.3.2
by restricting the range of indices to two instead of three. Accordingly, the strain–
displacement matrix is again identical to that of the small deformation problem given
by Eq. (2.9b). Material constitution is specified by the three-dimensional model in
which strains in the third direction (normal to the plane of deformation which is here
taken as the 12-plane) are set to zero. This gives the same DT merely restricted to
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the terms in the two-dimensional problem (the upper 4 × 4 part for the ordering given
above). Introducing a finite element approximation for u1 and u2 in terms of shape
functions Nb gives the strain–displacement matrix

T
Nb,x1
0
0 Nb,x2
Bb =
(5.86)
0
Nb,x2 0 Nb,x1
for use in the current configuration form. The differential volume for the plane strain
problem is given by
dω = J dX1 dX2 with J = F11 F22 − F12 F21

5.4.2 Plane stress
To consider plane stress we need to account for the change in thickness and this may
be included by taking the deformation gradient in the form

 

F11 F12 0
(1 + u1,1 )
u1,2
0
(1 + u2,2 ) 0
u2,1
(5.87)
FiI = F21 F22 0 =
0
0 F33
0
0
F33
Here the value for F33 is obtained from material constitution in which the stresses in
the direction normal to the plane of deformation are zero. Namely,
S3I = σ3i = 0 for I, i = 1, 2, 3
The resulting problem then gives the same Bb array as for plane strain but modified
DT tangent matrix obtained when satisfying the zero stress condition. We will discuss
this aspect when we consider constitutive behaviour in Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2.4. The
differential volume for the plane stress problem is given by
dω = H3 J dX1 dX2 with J = (F11 F22 − F12 F21 ) F33
Here H3 is the thickness of the slice in the reference configuration.

5.4.3 Axisymmetric with torsion
For the full axisymmetric problem where coordinates are given by R = X1 , Z =
X2 , and  in the reference configuration and r = x1 , z = x2 , and θ in the current
configuration, the deformation gradient is given as12,13

 

r,R
r,Z
0
(1 + ur,R )
ur,Z
0
z,Z
(1 + uz,Z )
0 =
0
uz,R
FiI = z,R
r θ,R r θ,Z r/R
r θ,R
r θ,Z
(1 + ur /R)
(5.88)


(1 + u1,1 )
u1,2
0
(1 + u2,2 )
0
u2,1
=
x1 φ,2
(1 + u1 /X1 )
x1 φ,1

A three-field, mixed finite deformation formulation

where the displacements are given by
r = x1 = X1 + u1 (X1 , X2 )
z = x2 = X2 + u2 (X1 , X2 )
θ =  + φ(X1 , X2 )

(5.89)

Introduction of a finite element approximation for u1 , u2 , and θ and transformation to
the current configuration gives the strain–displacement matrix



Nb,x1
0
Bb =
0

0
Nb,x2
0

Nb /x1 Nb,x2
0
Nb,x1
0
0

T
0
0
0
0
(x1 Nb,x2 ) (x1 Nb,x1 )

(5.90)

Here the material constitution is identical to the three-dimensional problem. The differential volume for the axisymmetric problem is given by
dω = 2πX1 J dX1 dX2 with J = (F11 F22 − F12 F21 ) F33

5.5 A three-field, mixed finite deformation formulation
A three-field, mixed variational form for the finite deformation hyperelastic problem
is given by



W (C̄ I J ) + p (J − θ) d − ext
(5.91)
(u, p, θ) =


where p is a pressure in the current (deformed) configuration, J is the determinant of
the deformation gradient FiI , θ is the volume in the current configuration for a unit
volume in the reference state, W is the stored energy function expressed in terms of a
(modified) right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor C̄ I J , and ext is the functional for
the body loading and boundary terms given in Eq. (5.39b).
The (modified) right Green deformation tensor is expressed as
C̄ I J = F̄ iI F̄ iJ
where
F̄ iI = Fijv FjdI = (θ1/3 δij )(J −1/3 Fj I ) =

(5.92a)
θ
J

1/3

FiI

(5.92b)

in which Fijv is a volumetric and FjdI a deviatoric part. We note that det FjdI = 1 as
required for a deviatoric (constant volume) state.
This form of the variational problem has been used for problems formulated in
principal stretches.14 Here we use the form without referring to the specific structure of
the stored energy function. In particular we wish to admit constitutive forms in which
the volumetric and deviatoric parts are not split as in reference 14.
The variation of Eq. (5.91) is given by

 
1
δC̄ I J S̄ I J + δp (J − θ) + (δJ − δθ) p d − δext
(5.93)
δ =
 2
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where a second Piola–Kirchhoff stress based on the modified deformation tensor is
defined as
∂W
∂W
=
with Ē I J = 21 C̄ I J − δI J
(5.94)
S̄ I J = 2
∂C̄ I J
∂Ē I J
Using Eq. (5.92a) the variation of the modified deformation tensor is given by
δC̄ I J = δF̄ iI F̄ iJ + δF̄ iJ F̄ iI
in which
δF̄ iI =
Thus, upon noting that

 θ 1/3 
J

δFiI + 13 FiI

(5.95)

δθ δJ
−
θ
J

9,10

δJ = J Fj−1
J δFj J

the first term of the integrand in Eq. (5.93) formally may be expanded as
δC̄ I J S̄ I J = δF̄ iI F̄ iJ S̄ I J
1  δθ δJ 
−
=
F̄ iI F̄ iJ S̄ I J +
3 θ
J

θ
J

1/3

δFiI F̄ iJ S̄ I J

(5.96)

This expression again may be simplified by defining current configuration Kirchhoff
and Cauchy stresses based on the modified deformation gradient as
τ̄ij = F̄ iI S̄ I J F̄ j J = θσ̄ij

(5.97)

The definitions introduced for stress are consistent with using standard constitutive
models in which the modified deformation tensor is used to compute stresses and
material moduli. That is, we need not distinguish whether a standard displacement
method or the three-field mixed model as given here is used.
Also, we note from Eq. (5.67) that
−1
δFj J Fj−1
J = δuj,k FkJ Fj J = δuj,k δkj = δuj,j

(5.98)

is the divergence of the variation in displacement. Thus, Eq. (5.96) simplifies to
δC̄ I J S̄ I J =

1
3

δθ
− δuj,j
θ

τ̄ii +δui,j τ̄ij =

1 δθ
∂δui
τ̄kk +
3 θ
∂xj

1
τ̄ij − δij τ̄kk
3

(5.99)

Substituting relations deduced above into Eq. (5.93) and noting symmetry of the
Kirchhoff stress, a formulation in terms of quantities related to the deformed position
may be written as




J
p − p̄
δεij σ̄ij + δij
θ d +
δθ (p̄ − p) d
δ =
θ



(5.100)
+
δp (J − θ) d − δext = 0


where δεij is given by Eq. (5.69) and p̄ = σ̄ii /3 defines a mean stress based on
the Cauchy stress deduced according to Eq. (5.97). This variational equation may
be transformed to integrals over the current configuration by replacing d by dω/J ;
however, this step is not an essential transformation.

A three-field, mixed finite deformation formulation

Finite element equations: matrix notation
The mixed method finite element approximation of the three-field variational form is
expressed using deformation measures and stresses related to the current configuration.
The development is very similar to that presented in Chapter 2 for the small deformation
case.
The reference coordinate and displacement fields are approximated by isoparametric
interpolations as indicated in Eqs (5.50a) and (5.50b), respectively. These are used to
compute the deformation gradient by means of Eqs (5.11) and (5.51). The pressure
and volume are interpolated in a manner which is identical to the small deformation
case as
and
θ = Nθ θ̃
p = Np p̃
and for quadrilateral and brick elements are taken to be discontinuous between elements.
Using the above approximation, Eq. (5.100) may be expressed in matrix form as


T
T
T
B σ̆θ d + δp̃
NpT (J − θ) d
δ = δũ



(5.101)
T
T
+ δθ̃
Nθ (p̄ − p) d − δext


In this form of the finite deformation problem B again is identical to the small deformation strain–displacement matrix with a modified stress defined as
σ̆ = σ̄ + (p̆ − p̄) m

p̆ =

where

J
p
θ

(5.102)

We note that inertia effects may again be included as described for the displacement
model and the final result yields the discrete form of Eq. (5.101) given by
P + Mṽ˙ = f
Pp − Kθp p̃ = 0

(5.103a)

−Kpθ θ̃ + Ep = 0
where the arrays are given as

P=
BT σ̆θ d

Kθp =
NθT Np d = Kpθ


Pp =
Ep =

1
3








NθT σ̆θ d
(5.103b)

NpT J d

and force f and mass M are identical to the terms appearing in the displacement model
presented previously.
We can observe that the mixed model reduces to the displacement form if θ = J and
p = p̄ at every point in the element. This would occur if our approximations for θ and
p contained all the terms appearing in results computed from the displacement-based
deformations and, thus, again establishes the principle of limitation.15 Moreover, if
this occurred, any locking tendency in the displacement form would again occur in the
mixed approach also.
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To obtain a formulation free of locking it is again necessary to select approximations
for pressure and volume which satisfy the mixed patch test count conditions as described
in Chapters 10 and 11 of reference 1. Here, to approximate p and θ in each element we
assume that Nθ = Np and for four-node quadrilateral and eight-node brick elements of
linear order use constant (unit) interpolation. In nine-node quadrilateral and 27-node
brick elements of quadratic order we assume linear interpolation. Linear interpolation
in ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 or X1 , X2 , X3 can be used; however, x1 , x2 , x3 should not be used since the
interpolation becomes non-linear (since xi depend on ui ) and the solution complexity
is greatly increased from that indicated above.
The second and third expressions in Eqs (5.103a) are linear in p̃ and θ̃, respectively,
and also are completely formed within a single element. Moreover, the coefficient
matrix Kpθ = Kθp is symmetric positive definite when Nθ = Np . Thus, a partial
solution can be achieved in each element as
−1
Pp
p̃ = Kθp
−1
θ̃ = Kpθ
Ep

(5.104)

An explicit method in time may be employed to solve the momentum equation: as
was indeed used to solve examples shown at the end of Chapter 2. However, here
we only consider further an implicit scheme which is applicable to either transient or
static problems (see Chapters 2 and 3). A Newton scheme may be employed to solve
Eq. (5.101). To construct the tangent matrix KT it is necessary to linearize Eq. (5.93).
In indicial form, the Newton linearization may be assembled as




1
δC̄ I J C̄I J KL d C̄ KL + 2 d δC̄ I J S̄ I J d +
pd (δJ ) d
d (δ) =




(5.105)
+
δp (dJ − dθ) d +
dp (δJ − δθ) d + d (δext )




where d C̄ KL , dp, etc., denote incremental quantities and material tangent moduli are
denoted by
∂S̄ I J
= C̄I J KL
(5.106)
2
∂C̄ KL
The above integrals may also be expressed in quantities terms or current configuration
terms in an identical manner as for the displacement model presented in Sec. 5.3.2. In
this case the reference configuration moduli are transformed to the current configuration
using
1
(5.107)
c̄ij kl = F̄ iI F̄ j J F̄ kK F̄ lL C̄I J KL
θ
Using standard transformations from indicial to matrix form the moduli for the current
configuration may be written in matrix form as D̄T .
We can now write Eq. (5.105) in matrix form and obtain the set of equations which
determine the parameters d ũ, d θ̃ and d p̃ as

⎧ ⎫ 

Kuu Kuθ
f −P
Kup ⎨d ũ⎬
Kθu
Kθθ −Kθp
0
(5.108)
d θ̃ =
⎩d p̃⎭
Kpu −Kpθ
0
0

A three-field, mixed finite deformation formulation

where


Kuu =
Kup =






1
T
BT D̄12 Nθ θ d = Kθu
θ



 
1 T
1
Nθ D̄ 22 Nθ θ d
Kθθ =
θ
 θ


BT D̄11 Bθ d + KG ,

Kuθ =

T
BT mNp J d = Kpu
,

in which
D̄11 = Id D̄T Id −

2
3

mσ̄Td + σ̄d mT + 2 (p̄ − p̃) I0 −

2
p̄ − p̃ mmT
3

2
D̄12 = 13 Id D̄T m + σ̄d = D̄T21
3
1
D̄ 22 = 19 mT D̄T m − p̄
3
with I0 defined by Eq. (2.61). Note also that the right-hand side is zero in the second
and third rows of Eq. (5.108) since the solution for pressure and volume parameters
was determined exactly using Eq. (5.104).
The geometric tangent term is given by

ab
Na,i σ̄ij Nb,j d
(5.109)
KG = Ḡab I where Ḡab =


A solution to Eq. (5.108) may be formed by solving the third and second rows as
−1
d θ̃ = Kθp
Kpu d ũ
−1
−1
d p̃ = Kθp
Kθu d ũ + Kθp
Kθθ d θ̃

=

−1
Kθp
Kθu

+

−1
−1
Kθp
Kθθ Kpθ
Kpu

(5.110)
d ũ

and substituting the result into the first row to obtain
−1
−1
−1
−1
KT d ũ = [Kuu + Kuθ Kpθ
Kpu + Kup Kθp
Kθu + Kup Kθp
Kθθ Kpθ
Kpu ]d ũ = f − P
(5.111)
This result is obtained by inverting only the symmetric positive definite matrix Kpθ ,
which we also note is independent of any specific constitutive model. Alternatively, if
we define a mixed volumetric strain–displacement matrix as

Bv =

1
−1
Nθ W where W = Kpθ
Kpu
θ

the tangent matrix may be computed directly from

 T

KT =
B D̄11 B + BT D̄12 Bv + BTv D̄21 B + BTv D̄22 Bv θ d + KG
 


 T
 D̄11 D̄12 B
B , BTv
=
d + KG
D̄21 D̄22 Bv


(5.112)

In this form the finite deformation formulation is similar to that developed in Sec. 2.5
for the small strain case.
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5.6 A mixed–enhanced finite deformation formulation
An alternative finite element method to that just discussed is the fully mixed method
in which strain approximations are enhanced. The key idea of the mixed–enhanced
formulation is the parameterization of the deformation gradient in terms of a mixed
and an enhanced deformation gradient from which a consistent formulation is derived.
This methodology allows for a formulation which has standard-order quadrature and
variational recoverable stresses, hence circumventing difficulties which arise in earlier
enhanced strain methods.2–4,16–18 Recently, an improved form for the enhanced strain
hexahedral element has been proposed by Areias et al.5 While the element has improved
properties over that given by Simo et al.3 we prefer the approach presented here as a
procedure to develop general element types.
There is no need to separate any deformation gradient terms into deviatoric and mean
parts as was necessary for the three-field approach discussed in the previous section.
The mixed–enhanced formulation discussed here uses a three-field variational form for
finite deformation hyperelasticity expressed as

(5.113)
 = [W (F̂ iI ) + P̂ iI (FiI − F̂ iI )] d − ext


where FiI is the deformation gradient computed from displacements, F̃ iI is an independent deformation gradient, P̂ iI is an independent Piola–Kirchhoff stress, W is an
objective stored energy function in terms of F̂ iI , and ext is the loading term given by
Eq. (5.39b).
The stationary point of  is obtained by setting to zero the first variation of Eq. (5.113)
with respect to the three independent fields. Accordingly,

 
∂W
δFiI P̂ iI + δF̂ iI
− P̂ iI + δP̂ iI FiI − F̂ iI d − δext = 0
δ =
∂F̂ iI

(5.114)
where F̂ iI and P̂ iI are mixed variables to be approximated directly. The reader will
note that we now use the deformation gradient directly instead of the usual CI J , EI J ,
or bij symmetric forms. We will often use constitutive models which are expressed in
these symmetric quantities; however, we note that they are also implicitly functions of
the deformation gradient through the definitions given in Sec. 5.2. Once again, at this
point we may substitute a first Piola–Kirchhoff stress from any constitutive model in
place of the derivative of the stored energy function ∂W/∂F̂ iI in Eq. (5.114). Thus,
the present form can be used in a general context.
Finite element approximations to the mixed deformation gradient and the first Piola–
Kirchhoff stress are constructed directly in terms of local coordinates of the parent
element using standard transformation concepts. Accordingly, we take
F̂ iI = F̄ iA J¯ αA J¯ βI Fαβ (ξ)

(5.115a)

¯ −1 ¯ −1
P̂ iI = F̄ −1
iA J αA J βI Pαβ (ξ)

(5.115b)

and

A mixed–enhanced finite deformation formulation

where ξ denotes the natural coordinates ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , Greek subscripts are associated
with the natural coordinates, and Pαβ and Fαβ are the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress and
deformation gradient approximations in the isoparametric (parent) coordinate space,
respectively.* The arrays J¯ αA and F̄ iI used above are average quantities over the
element volume, e . The average quantity J¯ αA is defined as

1
¯
J αA =
JαA d
(5.116a)
e  e
where JαA is the standard Jacobian matrix as defined in Eq. (2.6b) (but now written for
the reference coordinates), and F̄ iI is defined as

1
F̄ iI =
FiI d
(5.116b)
e  e
The above form of approximation will ensure direct inclusion of constant states as well
as minimize the order of quadrature needed to evaluate the finite element arrays and
eliminate some sensitivity associated with initially distorted elements.
The forms given in Eqs (5.115a) and (5.115b) are constructed so that the energy term
of the physical and isoparametric pairs are equal. Accordingly, we observe that

Pαβ Fαβ = P̂ iI F̂ iI

(5.117)

This greatly simplifies the integrations needed to construct the terms in Eq. (5.114).
To construct the approximations we note that the tensor transformations for the mixed
deformation gradient may be written in matrix form as

and

F̂ = AF

(5.118a)

P̂ = A−1 P

(5.118b)

where A is a transformation to matrix form of the fourth-rank tensor given as
AiI αβ = F̄ iA J¯ αA J¯ βI

(5.119)

The ordering for the matrix–tensor transformation for all the variables is described in
Table 5.1.
The approximation for the mixed deformation gradient may now be written as


1 
F̂ = γ̃0 + A Ê1 (ξ)γ̃ + Ê2 (ξ)α̃
j
and for the mixed stress as



P̂ = β̃0 + A−1 E1 (ξ)β̃

(5.120a)

(5.120b)

where j = det JαA and Ê1 , Ê2 define the functions to be selected in terms of natural
coordinates. The functions suggested in reference 19 are given in Table 5.2. The terms
β0 and γ0 ensure that constant stress and strain are available in the element.
*

Note the resulting transformed arrays are objective under a superposed rigid body motion.10
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Table 5.1 Matrix–tensor transformation for the nine-component form
Row or column

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i or α
I or β

1
1

2
2

3
3

1
2

2
3

3
1

2
1

3
2

1
3

Table 5.2 Three-dimensional interpolations
α

β

Ê1 γ

Ê2 α

1
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
1

1
2
3
2
3
1
1
2
3

ξ2 γ1 + ξ3 γ2 + ξ2 ξ3 γ3
ξ1 γ4 + ξ3 γ5 + ξ1 ξ3 γ6
ξ1 γ7 + ξ2 γ8 + ξ1 ξ2 γ9
ξ3 γ10
ξ1 γ12
ξ2 γ14
ξ3 γ11
ξ1 γ13
ξ2 γ15

ξ1 α1 + ξ1 ξ2 α2 + ξ1 ξ3 α3
ξ2 α4 + ξ2 ξ3 α5 + ξ1 ξ2 α6
ξ3 α7 + ξ2 ξ3 α8 + ξ1 ξ3 α9
0
0
0
0
0
0

The above construction is similar to that used to construct the Pian–Sumihara plane
elastic element20 (see also Sec. 10.4.4 of reference 1).
The enhanced parameters α are added to the normal strains in Table 5.2 such that the
resulting strain components are complete polynomials in natural coordinates. This is
done to provide the necessary equations to enforce a near incompressibility constraint
without loss of rank in the resulting finite element arrays. In addition, the enhanced
parameters improve coarse mesh accuracy in bending dominated regimes.

Finite element equations: matrix notation
By isolating the equations associated with the variation of the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor δP̂ in Eq. (5.114) some of the element parameters of the mixed–enhanced
deformation gradient F̂ may be obtained as

1
F d = F̄
(5.121a)
γ0 =
e  e
and


γ=



ÊT1 Ê1

−1



d
e

ÊT1 A−1 F − F̄ d

(5.121b)

where the box denotes integration over the element region defined by the isoparametric
coordinates ξI . We note that the construction for Ê1 and Ê2 is such that integrals have
the property



Ê1 d =
Ê2 d =
ÊT1 Ê2 d ≡ 0






This greatly simplifies the construction of the partial solution given above.
Use of the above definitions for F̂ and P̂ also makes the second term in the integrand
ˆ is expressed as
of Eq. (5.113) zero, hence the modified functional 

ˆ
W (F̃ iI ) d − ext
(5.122)
=


A mixed–enhanced finite deformation formulation

ˆ yields a reduced set of non-linear equations, in terms
The stationary condition of 
of the nodal displacements, ũ, and the enhanced parameters, α̃, expressed as
#


! T
" Pint (ũ, α̃) − f
∂W
T
ˆ =
δF̃ iI d − δext = δũ δα̃
= 0 (5.123)
δ
Penh(ũ, α̃)
 ∂F̃ iI
where Pint is the internal force vector, Penh is the enhanced force vector, and f is the usual
force vector computed from ext . Noting that the variations δũ and δα̃ in Eq. (5.123)
are arbitrary the finite element residual vectors are given by
u = f − Pint (ũ, α̃) = 0
α = −Penh(ũ, α̃) = 0

(5.124)

A solution to these equations may now be constructed in the standard manner discussed in Chapter 2. Using a Newton scheme to linearize Eq. (5.123) we obtain

∂W
∂2 W
ˆ =
δF̂ iI
d F̂ j J +
d(δF̂ iI ) d
d(δ)
∂F̂iI ∂F̂ j J
∂F̂iI

(5.125)
 #

! T
"
K̂
K̂
d
ũ
uu
uα
≡ δũ δα̃T
d α̃
K̂ αu K̂ αα
where K̂uu , etc., are obtained by evaluating all the terms in the integrals in a standard
manner, and the process is by now so familiar to the reader we leave it as an exercise.
Using Eqs (5.124)–(5.125) we obtain the system of equations

 #  #
d ũ
Ψu
K̂ uu K̂ uα
=
(5.126)
Ψα
d α̃
K̂ αu K̂ αα
where we note that the parameters α̃ are associated with individual elements. We can
use static condensation to perform a partial solution at the element level.21 Here the
situation is slightly different since the equations are non-linear. Thus, it is necessary
to use the static condensation process in an iterative manner. Accordingly, given a
solution ũ for some iterate in a Newton process we can isolate the part for each α̃ and
consider a local solution for the equation set
(k)
d α̃(k) = K̂ −1
αα Ψα

(5.127a)

Iteration continues until Ψα is zero with updates
α̃(k+1) = α̃(k) + d α̃(k)

(5.127b)

performed on each element separately.
Utilizing the final solution from Eq. (5.127a) an equivalent displacement model
involving only the nodal displacement parameters is obtained as
(k)
K̂ (k)
T d ũ = Ψu

where

K̂ (k)
T = [K̂ uu − K̂ uα K̂αα

(5.128)
−1

K̂αu ]
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The system of Eq. (5.128) is solved and the nodal displacements are updated in the
usual manner for any displacement problem (see Chapter 2). Additional details and
many example solutions using the above formulation, and its specialization to small
deformations, may be found in references 19 and 22.

5.7 Forces dependent on deformation – pressure loads
In the derivations presented in the previous sections it was assumed that the forces f
were not themselves dependent on the deformation. In some instances this is not true.
For instance, pressure loads on a deforming structure are in this category. Aerodynamic
forces are an example of such pressure loads and can induce flutter.
If forces vary with displacement then in relation (5.63) the variation of the forces
with respect to the displacements has to be considered. This leads to the introduction
of the load correction matrix KL as originally suggested by Oden23 and Hibbitt et al.24
Here we consider the case where pressure acts on the current configuration and
remains normal throughout the deformation history. If the pressure is given by p̄ then
the surface traction term in δext is given by


¯
δui t i dγ =
δui p̄ ni dγ
(5.129)
γt
γt
where ni are the direction cosines of an outward pointing normal to the deformed
surface. The computation of the nodal forces and tangent matrix terms is most conveniently computed by transforming the above expression to the surface approximated
by finite elements.25–27 In this case we have the approximation to Eq. (5.129) for a
three-dimensional problem given in matrix notation by

 1 1


δui p̄ ni dγ = δũa
Na p̄(ξ1 , ξ2 ) Nc,ξ1 xc × Nδ,ξ2 xδ dξ1 dξ2 (5.130)
−1 −1
γt
where ξ1 , ξ2 are natural coordinates of a two-dimensional finite element surface interpolation, p̄(ξ1 , ξ2 ) is a specified nodal pressure at each point on the surface, xc are
nodal coordinates of the deformed surface, and we have used the relation transforming
surface area given in Eq. (2.18). A cross-product may be written in the alternate matrix
forms
(5.131)
xc × xδ = x̂c xδ = −x̂δ xc = x̂Tδ xc
where here x̂ denotes a skew symmetric matrix given as


0 −x3
x2
x3
0 −x1
x̂ =
−x2
x1
0

(5.132)

Using the above relations the nodal forces for the ‘follower’ surface loading are given
by
 
fa =

1

1

−1

−1

Na p̄(ξ1 , ξ2 )Nc,ξ1 Nδ,ξ2 x̂c xδ dξ1 dξ2

(5.133)

Concluding remarks

Since the nodal forces involve the nodal coordinates in the current configuration
explicitly, it is necessary to compute a tangent matrix KL for use in a Newton solution
scheme. Linearizing Eq. (5.133) we obtain the tangent as
 1 1


∂ fa
ab
=
Na p̄(ξ1 , ξ2 ) Nb,ξ1 Nc,ξ2 − Nc,ξ1 Nb,ξ2 x̂c dξ1 dξ2 (5.134)
KL = −
∂ ub
−1 −1
In general the tangent expression is unsymmetric; however, if the pressure loading is
applied over a closed surface and is constant the final assembled terms are symmetric.27
For cases where the pressure varies over the surface the pressure may be computed
by using an interpolation
(5.135)
p̄(ξ1 , ξ2 ) = Na (ξ1 , ξ2 )p̃a
in which p̃ a are values of the known pressure at the nodes. Of course, these could also
arise from solution of a problem which generates pressures on the contiguous surfaces
and thus leads to the need to solve a coupled problem.1
The form for two-dimensional plane problems simplifies considerably since in this
case Eq. (5.130) becomes

 1
δui t¯i dγ = δũa
Na p̄(ξ1 ) Nc,ξ1 xc × e3 dξ1
(5.136)
−1
γt
where ξ1 is a one-dimensional natural coordinate for the surface side, e3 is the unit
vector normal to the plane of deformation (which is constant), and p̄(ξ1 ) is now the
force per unit length of surface side. For this case the nodal forces for the follower
pressure load are given explicitly by

#
 1
−x2,ξ1
fa =
Na p̄(ξ1 )
dξ1
(5.137)
x1,ξ1
−1
where xi,ξ1 are derivatives computed from the one-dimensional finite element interpolation used to approximate the element side. The case for axisymmetry involves
additional terms and the reader is referred to reference 24 for details.

5.8 Concluding remarks
This chapter presents a unified approach for all finite deformation problems. The
various procedures for solution of the resulting non-linear algebraic system have followed those presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Although not discussed extensively in the
chapter, the extension to consider transient (dynamic) situations is easily accomplished.
The long-term integration of dynamic problems occasionally presents difficulties using
the time integration procedures designed for linear problems (e.g. those discussed in
Sec. 2.4 and in reference 1). Here schemes which conserve momentum and energy for
hyperelastic materials can be considered as alternatives, and the reader is referred to
literature on the subject for additional details.28–34
We have also presented some mixed forms for developing elements which perform well at finite strains and with materials which can exhibit nearly incompressible
behaviour. These elements are developed in a form which allow the introduction of
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finite elastic and inelastic material models without difficulty. Indeed, we have shown
that there is no need to decouple the constitutive behaviour between volumetric and
deviatoric response as often assumed in many presentations. We usually find that transformation to a current configuration form in which either the Kirchhoff stress or the
Cauchy stress is used directly will lead to a form which admits a simple extension
of existing small deformation finite element procedures for developing the necessary
residual (force) and stiffness matrices. An exception here is the presentation of the
mixed–enhanced form in which all basic development is shown using the deformation
gradient and first Piola–Kirchhoff stress. Here we could express final answers in a
current configuration form also, but we leave these steps for the reader to perform.
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6
Material constitution for
finite deformation
6.1 Introduction
In order to complete the finite element development for the finite deformation problem
it is necessary to describe how the material behaves when subjected to deformation or
deformation histories. In the previous chapter we considered elastic behaviour without
introducing details on how to model specific material behaviour. Clearly, restriction to
elastic behaviour is inadequate to model the behaviour of many engineering materials
as we have already shown in previous applications. The modelling of engineering
materials at finite strain is a subject of much research and any complete summary on
the state of the art is clearly outside the scope of what can be presented here. In this
chapter we present only some classical methods which may be used to model elastic,
viscoelastic and elastic–plastic-type behaviours. The reader is directed to literature for
details on other constitutive models (e.g. see references 1 and 2).
We first consider some methods which may be used to describe the behaviour of
isotropic elastic materials which undergo finite deformation. In this section we restrict
attention to those materials in which a stored energy function is used; such behaviour
is often called hyperelastic. Later we will extend this to permit the use of viscoelastic
and elastic–plastic models and show that much of the material presented in Chapter 4 is
here again useful. Finally, to permit the modelling of materials which are not isotropic
or cannot be expressed as an extension to elastic behaviour (e.g. generalized plasticity
models of Chapter 4) we introduce a rate form – here again many options are possible.
This latter form is heuristic and such an approach should be used with caution and only
when experimental data are available to verify the behaviour obtained.

6.2 Isotropic elasticity
6.2.1 Isotropic elasticity – formulation in invariants
We consider a finite deformation form for hyperelasticity in which a stored energy
density function, W , is used to compute stresses. For a stored energy density expressed
in terms of right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor, CI J , the second Piola–Kirchhoff

Isotropic elasticity

stress is computed by using Eq. (5.34). Through standard transformation we can also
obtain the Kirchhoff stress as1,3,4
τij = 2bik

∂W
∂bkj

(6.1)

and thus, by using Eq. (5.19), also obtain directly the Cauchy stress.
For an isotropic material the stored energy density depends only on three invariants
of the deformation. Here we consider the three invariants (noting they also are equal
to those for bij ) expressed as1,4
I = CKK = bkk
I I = 21 (I 2 − CKL CLK ) = 21 (I 2 − bkl blk )
I I I = det CKL = det bkl = J 2
where
J = det FKL

(6.2)

and write the strain energy density as
W (CKL ) = W (bkl ) ≡ W (I, I I, J )

(6.3)

where we select J instead of I I I as the measure of the volume change. In this form
the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is computed as


∂W ∂I I
∂W ∂J
∂W ∂I
SI J = 2
+
+
(6.4)
∂I ∂CI J
∂I I ∂CI J
∂J ∂CI J
The derivatives of the invariants may be evaluated as (see Appendix B)
∂I
= δI J ,
∂CI J

∂I I
= I δ I J − CI J ,
∂CI J

∂J
1
= J CI−1
J
∂CI J
2

(6.5)

Thus, the stress is given by


SI J = 2 δ I J

(I δI J − CI J )

⎧ ∂W ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂I
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨

∂W
−1
1
J
C
IJ
2
⎪
∂I I ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂W
⎭
⎩
∂J

(6.6)

Using Eq. (5.20) the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress may be transformed to the Cauchy
stress and gives
⎧ ∂W ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂I ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨

2 
∂W
1
bij (I bij − bim bmj ) 2 J δij
(6.7)
σij =
⎪
J
∂I I ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩ ∂W ⎪
∂J
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A Newton-type solution process requires computation of the elastic moduli for the
finite elasticity model. The elastic moduli with respect to the reference configuration
are deduced from1,4
∂2 W
∂SI J
CI J KL = 4
=2
(6.8)
∂CI J ∂CKL
∂CKL
thus from Eq. (6.6) the general form for the elastic moduli of an isotropic material is
given by


CI J KL = 4 δI J , (I δI J − CI J ), 21 J CI−1
J
⎡ 2
⎤
∂2 W
∂W
∂2 W
⎢ ∂I 2
⎫
⎧
∂I ∂I I
∂I ∂J ⎥
⎢
⎥⎪
δKL
⎪
⎬
⎢ 2
⎥⎨
⎢ ∂W
∂2 W
∂2 W ⎥
(I δKL − CKL )
×⎢
⎥
⎪
⎪
⎢ ∂I I ∂I
∂I I 2
∂I I ∂J ⎥
⎭
⎢
⎥ ⎩ 1 J C −1
(6.9)
KL
⎣ ∂2 W
⎦
2
2
2
∂W
∂W
∂J ∂I
∂J ∂I I
∂J 2
⎫
⎧
∂W ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
4
 ⎨ ∂I I ⎬

−1 −1
−1
1
+ δI J δKL − 2 (δI K δJ L + δI L δJ K ) , J (CI J CKL − 2CI J KL )
⎪
⎪
⎪ ∂W ⎪
⎭
⎩
∂J
where
 −1 −1

−1 −1
1
(6.10)
CI−1
J KL = 2 CI K CJ L + CI L CJ K
The spatial elasticities related to the Cauchy stress are obtained by the push forward
transformation
J cij kl = FiI Fj J FkK FlL CI J KL

(6.11)

which, applied to Eq. (6.9), gives
cij kl =

4
[bij , (I bij − bim bmj ), 21 J δij ]
J⎡
⎤
∂2 W
∂2 W
∂2 W
⎢ ∂I 2
∂I ∂I I
∂I ∂J ⎥
⎫
⎢
⎥⎧
bkl
⎪
⎢
⎥⎪
⎬
⎨
⎢ ∂2 W
∂2 W ⎥
∂2 W
⎢
⎥
−
b
b
)
(I
b
×⎢
kl
kn
nl
⎪
∂I I 2
∂I I ∂J ⎥
⎭
⎢ ∂I I ∂I
⎥⎪
⎩
1
⎢
⎥
J δkl
2
⎣ ∂2 W
⎦
2
2
∂W
∂W
∂J ∂I
∂J ∂I I
∂J 2

(6.12)

⎫
⎧
∂W ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 ⎨4 ∂I I ⎬
1
bij bkl − 21 (bik bj l + bil bj k ), J [δij δkl − 2 Iij kl ]
+
⎪
⎪
J
⎪
⎭
⎩ ∂W ⎪
∂J

where

Iij kl =


1
δik δj l + δil δj k
2

(6.13)
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The above expressions describe completely the necessary equations to construct a
finite element model for any isotropic hyperelastic material written in terms of invariants. All that remains is to select a specific form for the stored energy function W .
Here, many options exist and we include below only a few very simple models. For
others the reader is referred to literature on the subject.

Example 6.1 Volumetric behaviour
If we let the stored energy function be given by
W = kU U (J )
where kU is a scalar material parameter and J measures the volumetric deformation.
Using Eq. (6.7) we obtain the stress in the current configuration given by
∂U
δij
∂J

)
σ(U
ij = kU

(6.14)

which is a pure hydrostatic stress (i.e. a pressure). Using Eq. (6.12) the elastic tangent
moduli for this model are given by
)
c(U
ij kl = kU

 ∂2 U ∂U 
∂U 
J
+
δ
δ
−
2
I
ij
kl
ij
kl
∂J 2
∂J
∂J

(6.15)

In the models given below we will assume that the volumetric behaviour is proportional
to U (J ) in which one of the following models is used:
U (J ) =

The derivatives of these give
⎧
1
⎪
1
⎪
(J − )
⎪
2
⎨
J
∂U
J −1
=
⎪
∂J
⎪ 1
⎪
⎩ lnJ
J

⎧
⎨
⎩

1
4
1
2
1
2

(J 2 − 1) − 21 lnJ
(J − 1)2
(lnJ )2

1
2

(1 +

1
)
J2

∂U
1
=
⎪
∂J 2
⎪
⎪
⎩ 1 (1 − lnJ )
J2
2

and

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

(6.16)

(6.17)

We note that only the first of these models gives a pressure which approaches an
infinite value when J → 0 and when J → ∞. However, when J is near unity it may
be approximated by
∂ui
J ≈1+
∂xi
and all models give
∂U
∂ui
≈
∂J
∂xi

and

∂2 U
≈1
∂J 2

Thus, any of the models may be used when the deformations remain moderate.
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4
Saint-Venant−Kirchhoff
U = (J 2 − 1)/4 − ln(J )/2
U = (J − 1)2/2
U = ln2(J )/2

3
2
p/E − Mean stress
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Fig. 6.1 Volumetric deformation.

In Fig. 6.1 we show the behaviour of the above forms together with the results from
the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model presented in the previous chapter. The material
property for kU is chosen to match the small strain bulk modulus for small strain, with
kU = K = E/(1 − 2ν)/3. Results are normalized by E and ν is equal to 0.25. It is
clear that the model using U = ln2 (J )/2 is not useful in problems which have large
dilation since the mean stress is getting smaller. For this stress state the other models are
acceptable. However, we shall see next that when uniaxial stress states are considered
the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model also becomes unacceptable for large strain cases.

Example 6.2 Compressible neo-Hookean material
As an example, we consider the case of a neo-Hookean material5 that includes a compressibility effect. The stored energy density is expressed as
W (I, J ) = W (1) (I, J ) + λU (J )
W (1) (I, J ) = 21 µ(I − 3 − 2 ln J )

(6.18)

where the material constants kU = λ and µ are selected to give the same response in
small deformations as a linear elastic material using classical Lamé parameters1 and
U (J ) is one of the volumetric stored energy functions given in (6.16).
The non-zero derivatives of W (1) are given by:
⎧
⎫
⎧
⎫
∂W (1) ⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬ 1 ⎨ 1 ⎬
∂2 W
µ
∂I
µ
=
and
= 2
1
(1)
2
⎪
∂J
J
⎩ ∂W ⎪
⎭ 2 ⎩− ⎭
J
∂J
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Substitution of these into Eqs (6.7) and (6.12) gives
µ
2µ
(bij − δij )
and
c(1)
Iij kl
(6.19)
ij kl =
J
J
The final stress is obtained from the sum of Eqs (6.14) and (6.19) and, similarly, the
tangent moduli from the sum of Eqs (6.15) and (6.19).
We note that when J ≈ 1 the small deformation result
σ(1)
ij =

cij kl ≈ λδij δkl + 2µIij kl

(6.20)

is obtained and thus matches the usual linear elastic relations in terms of the Lamé
parameters. This permits the finite deformation formulation to be used directly for
analyses in which the small strain assumptions hold as well as for situations in which
deformations are finite.

Example 6.3 A modified compressible neo-Hookean material
As an alternative example, we consider the case of a modified neo-Hookean material
which in the small strain limit is identical to the isotropic linear elastic model given in
terms of bulk K (= kU ) and shear G moduli.
The stored energy density for this case is expressed as
W (I, J ) = W (2) (I, J ) + K U (J )
W (2) (I, J ) = 21 G (J −2/3 I − 3)
For this model, the non-zero derivatives of W (2) are given by:
⎡ 2 (2)
⎧
⎫
∂W


∂W (2) ⎪
⎪
−2/3
⎨
⎬ 1
2
J
⎢
∂I
⎢ ∂I
= G
and
(2)
⎣ 2 (2)
⎪
− 23 J −5/3 I
∂W
⎩ ∂W ⎪
⎭ 2
∂J
∂J ∂I
⎡
⎤
2
0
−
J
3
1
⎦
= G J −2/3 ⎣
2
− 23 J 109 J 2 I

(6.21)

⎤
∂2 W (2)
∂I ∂J ⎥
⎥
⎦
∂2 W (2)
∂J 2

Substitution of these results into Eq. (6.7) gives
σij(2) =

G
(b̃ij − 13 δij I˜)
J

(6.22)

where b̃ij = J −2/3 bij and I˜ = J −2/3 I = b̃kk . We note that the term multiplying G/J
is a deviatoric quantity, that is
b̃ii − 13 δii b̃kk = 0,
we thus define

b̃ijd = b̃ij − 13 δij b̃kk

and simplify Eq. (6.22) to
σij(2) =

G d
b̃
J ij

(6.23)
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Using the definitions for the derivatives of the stored energy function and introducing the
above deformation measures the material moduli for the current spatial configuration
are given as

2G 
d
b̃mm (Iij kl − 13 δij δkl ) − δij b̃kl
− b̃ijd δkl
(6.24)
cij(2)kl =
3J
Again, the results for the total stress and material moduli are obtained by combining
the above with a model for volumetric behaviour.
We note that when J ≈ 1 the small deformation result becomes
cij kl ≈ K δij δkl + 2 G (Iij kl − 13 δij δkl )

(6.25)

and thus matches the usual linear elastic relations in terms of the bulk and shear moduli.
In Fig. 6.2 we show the uniaxial response of the two forms of the neo-Hookean
material together with those for the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model. The properties of
the models are picked to match the small strain case for a modulus of elasticity E. For
the neo-Hookean models we note that uniaxial behaviour involves both volumetric and
distortional deformations, thus, it is necessary to use a model for U (J ) in addition to
each of the forms for W (i) . The parameters for λ, K and µ = G are selected to match
the small strain values in terms of E and ν with ν = 0.25.
While the above models are classical and easily treated, they are not accurate for
hyperelastic materials which exhibit increased stiffness with stretch. In order to treat
such materials it is necessary to consider alternative models.

7
Saint-Venant−Kirchhoff
Neo-Hookean
Neo-Hookean (M)

6
5
4
3
σ /E − Stress
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2
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4

5

Fig. 6.2 Uniaxial stretch. Saint-Venant--Kirchhoff and neo-Hookean material. (M) denotes a modified compressible material.

Isotropic elasticity

6.2.2 Isotropic elasticity – formulation in modified invariants
In the previous example we introduced invariants based on the modified deformation
gradient given by
(6.26)
F̃ iI = J −1/3 FiI
which yields the modified right and left Cauchy deformation tensors
C̃I J = F̃ iI F̃ iJ and b̃ij = F̃ iI F̃ j I

(6.27)

respectively. The modified invariants given by
I = J −4/3 I I
I˜ = J −2/3 I and I

(6.28)

together with J may be used to construct stored energy functions as
I, J)
W = W (I˜, I

(6.29)

In addition to the modified neo-Hookean model given above, several forms in terms
of W (I˜) have been introduced to represent the behaviour of hyperelastic materials
subjected to large stretch. A general form for such models depending only on I˜ is
given by
⎧
⎫
∂W ⎪
 −2/3 
⎪
⎨
⎬ ∂W
J
∂I
=
(6.30)
⎪
∂I˜
⎩ ∂W ⎪
⎭
− 23 J −1 I˜
∂J
which may be used in Eq. (6.7) to compute Cauchy stresses. Similarly, we recover
⎡ 2
⎤
∂W
∂2 W




2
0
− 23 J −5/3
J −4/9
− 23 J −5/3 I˜
⎢ ∂I 2
⎥ ∂W
∂I
∂J
∂
W
⎢ 2
⎥=
+
⎣∂ W
∂2 W ⎦
4 −2 ˜2
∂I˜ − 2 J −5/3 10 J −2 I˜
∂I˜2 − 2 J −5/3 I˜
J I
3
9
3
9
2
∂J ∂I
∂J
(6.31)
which may be used in Eq. (6.12) to compute the tangent matrix.
In the next two examples we consider two forms based on the first invariant I˜ and
the volumetric effects from J .

Example 6.4 Yeoh model
The first extended form was proposed by Yeoh6 and uses the stored energy function
W (3) =


1  ˜
µ (I − 3) + k1 (I˜ − 3)2 + k2 (I˜ − 3)3
2

(6.32)

for the deviatoric part and kU U (J ) given in Example 6.1 for the volumetric part.
The derivative with respect to the modified invariant for the Yeoh model is given by


1 
∂W (3)
= µ 1 + 2 k1 (I˜ − 3) + 3 k2 (I˜ − 3)2
2
∂I˜

(6.33)
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Similarly the second derivative is given by


∂2 W (3)
1 
= µ k1 + 6 k2 (I˜ − 3)
2
2
∂I˜

(6.34)

These may be used in Eqs (6.30) and (6.7) to compute the Cauchy stress and in Eqs (6.31)
and (6.12) to compute the tangent tensor. Indeed, the modifications to the expressions
given for the modified neo-Hookean model in Example 6.3 are quite trivial.

Example 6.5 Arruda--Boyce model
The second extended form is due to Arruda and Boyce7,8 and the stored energy expression is given by


1
1 ˜2
11 ˜3
(4)
˜
(I − 9) +
(I − 27)
(6.35)
W = µ̄ (I − 3) +
2
10n
525 n2
where

µ̄ =

1+

3
5n

µ
+

99
175n2

for the deviatoric part and also uses kU U (J ) given in Example 6.1 for the volumetric
part. Typically µ = G, kU = K, the linear elastic shear and bulk moduli, and n is the
number of segments in the chain of the material molecular network structure.
The derivatives of the stored energy function are


1
1 ˜
11 ˜2
∂W (4)
= µ 1+
I
(6.36)
I+
2
5n
175n2
∂I˜



22 ˜
1
1
∂2 W (4)
+
= µ
(6.37)
I
2
5n 175n2
∂I˜2
which may be used in Eqs (6.30) and (6.7) to compute the Cauchy stress and in
Eqs (6.31) and (6.12) to compute the tangent tensor.
In Fig. 6.3 we show the results for a uniaxial stretch with the properties E, ν = 0.49
and n = 2. The stress is normalized by E. Note the properties are now set to give a
nearly incompressible state which is where the model is most applicable.
The above models may be used in either the displacement model or with the threefield mixed form described in the previous chapter for situations where the ratio λ/µ
or K/G is large (i.e. nearly incompressible behaviour). Indeed this was an early use
of the model. In addition, using Eqs (6.7) and (6.12) it is a simple task to develop any
material model for which the stored energy function is expressed in terms of invariants.
and

6.2.3 Isotropic elasticity – formulation in principal stretches
Other forms of elastic constitutive equations may be introduced by using appropriate
expansions of the stored energy density function. As an alternative, an elastic formulation expressed in terms of principal stretches (which are the square root of the
eigenvalues of CI J or bij ) may be introduced. This approach has been presented by
Ogden9 and by Simo and Taylor.10

Isotropic elasticity
5
Arruda−Boyce
4
3

σ/E − Stress

2
1
0
−1
−2
−3
−4
−5

0
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1

1.5
λ − Stretch

2

2.5

3

Fig. 6.3 Uniaxial stretch. Arruda--Boyce model.

We first consider a change of coordinates given by (see Appendix B, Volume 1)
xi = m i xm

(6.38)

where m i are direction cosines between two Cartesian systems. The transformation
equations for a second-rank tensor, say bij , may then be written in the form
bij = m i bm n n j

(6.39)

To compute specific relations for the transformation array we consider the solution of
the eigenproblem
bij qj(n) = qj(n) bn ; n = 1, 2, 3

with

qk(m) qk(n) = δmn

(6.40)

where bn are the principal values of bij , and qi(n) are direction cosines for the principal directions. The principal values of bij are equal to the square of the principal
stretches, λn , that is,
(6.41)
bn = λ2n
If we assign the direction cosines in the transformation equation (6.39) as
n j ≡ qj(n)

(6.42)

the spectral representation of the deformation tensor results and may be expressed as

λ2m qi(m) qj(m)
(6.43)
bij =
m
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An advantage of a spectral form is that other forms of the tensor may easily be represented. For example,


(m) (m)
−1
λ4m qi(m) qj(m)
and
bik
=
λ−2
(6.44)
bik bkj =
m qi qj
m

m

Also, we note that an identity tensor may be represented as
 (m) (m)
qi qj
δij =

(6.45)

m

From Eq. (6.7) we can immediately observe that Cauchy and Kirchhoff stresses have
the same principal directions as the left Cauchy–Green tensor. Thus, for example, the
Kirchhoff stress has the representation

τm qi(m) qj(m)
(6.46)
τij =
m

where τm denote principal values of the Kirchhoff stress.
If we now represent the stored energy function in terms of principal stretch values
as ŵ(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) the principal values of the Kirchhoff stress may be deduced from2,9
τm = λ m

∂ŵ
∂λm

(no sum)

(6.47)

The reader is referred to the literature for a more general discussion on formulations
in principal stretches for use in general elasticity problems.2,9,10 Here we wish to consider one form which is useful to develop solution algorithms for finite elastic–plastic
behaviour of isotropic materials in which elastic strains are quite small. Such a form
is useful, for example, in modelling metal plasticity.

Example 6.6 Logarithmic principal stretch form
A particularly simple result is obtained by writing the stored energy function in terms
of logarithmic principal stretches. Accordingly, we take
ŵ(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) = w(ε1 , ε2 , ε3 )

where

εm = log(λm )

(6.48)

From Eq. (6.47) it follows that

∂w
(6.49)
∂εm
which is now identical to the form from linear elasticity, but expressed in principal
directions. It also follows that the elastic moduli may be written as2,9 (summation
convention is not used to write this expression)
τm =

J cij kl =

3 
3


[cmn − 2τm δmn ] qi(m) qj(m) qk(n) ql(n)

m=1 n=1
3


1
+
2

m=1

3

n=1
n=m

gmn [qi(m) qj(n) qk(m) ql(n) + qi(m) qj(n) qk(n) ql(m) ]

(6.50)

Isotropic elasticity

where
cmn =

∂2 w
∂εm ∂εn

and

gmn

⎧
τ λ2 − τn λ2m
⎪
⎪
⎨ m 2n
; λm = λn
λm − λ2n
=
∂(τm − τn )
⎪
⎪
⎩
;
λm = λn
∂εm

(6.51)

In practice the equal root form is used whenever differences are less than a small
tolerance (say 10−8 ).
Use of a quadratic form for w given by


2
1
(6.52)
w = (K − G) [ε1 + ε2 + ε3 ]2 + G ε21 + ε22 + ε23
2
3
yields principal Kirchhoff stresses given by
⎡
⎤
 
K + 43 G K − 23 G K − 23 G  
τ1
ε
⎢
⎥ 1
τ2 = ⎣K − 23 G K + 43 G K − 23 G⎦ ε2
(6.53)
τ3
ε3
2
2
4
K − 3G K − 3G K + 3G
in which the 3 × 3 elasticity matrix is given by a constant coefficient matrix which is
identical to the usual linear elastic expression in terms of bulk and shear moduli. We
also note that when roots are equal
2
4
∂(τm − τn )
= (K + G) − (K − G) = 2G
∂εm
3
3

(6.54)

which defines the usual shear modulus form in isotropic linear elasticity.

6.2.4 Plane stress applications
The above constitutive models may be used directly for the two-dimensional plane
strain and axisymmetric problems; however, for plane stress it is necessary to modify
the constitutive terms to enforce the σ33 = 0 condition and thus account for the F33 term
of the deformation gradient described in Sec. 5.4.2. A local iteration form based on the
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress (S) and the Green–Lagrange strain (E) was proposed by
Klinkel and Govindjee.11 The local iteration is based on a linearized form for the S33
stress and a Newton method. Accordingly, for each computation point in the element
(i.e. the quadrature point used to compute the arrays) we obtain the deformation gradient
given by

 

F11 F12 0
Fm 0
F
0
F
=
(6.55)
FiI =
21
22
0 F33
0
0 F33
in which the components F11 , F12 , F21 and F22 (Fm ) are computed from the current
displacements as described in Eq. (5.87) and F33 is computed from the material constitution as described next. A linearization of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress SI J in
terms of the Green–Lagrange strain EI J may be expressed as
(k)
SI(k+1)
= SI(k)
J
J + dSI J
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where

(k)
(k)
dSI(k)
J = CI J KL dEKL

where CI J KL are the tangent moduli in the reference configuration for the given constitutive model.
We can partition the above relations into two parts and write the result in matrix
notation. The in-plane components are given by

T
Sm = S11 S22 S12
and the stress normal to the plane of deformation S33 .* Accordingly, the linearization
may be written as
 (k+1)   (k)   (k) 
Sm
Sm
dSm
=
+
(6.56a)
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
S33
S33
dS33
where



dS(k)
m
(k)
dS33



 (k)
  (k) 
dEm
Cmm C(k)
m3
=
(k)
(k)
(k)
dE33
C3m C3333

(6.56b)

where Em contains the in-plane Green–Lagrange strains in the same order as for stresses.
The tangent moduli are given by Cmm for the in-plane components, C3333 associated
with S33 and E33 and Cm3 , C3m are the moduli which couple the two.
To obtain the value of E33 for the current solution step Klinkel and Govindjee propose
a local Newton iteration given by

with the update

(k+1)
(k)
(k)
= S33
+ C(k)
S33
3333 dE33 = 0

(6.57a)

(k+1)
(k)
(k)
E33
= E33
+ dE33

(6.57b)

(k)
dE33

where
= F33 dF33 . Iteration continues until convergence to a specified tolerance
is achieved. This form only involves the solution of the scalar equation as
(k)
=−
dE33

(k)
S33

C(k)
3333

(6.58)

After convergence is achieved the tangent moduli D̂T for the next equilibrium iteration
[viz. Eqs (5.62a) and (5.63)] are given by
D̂T = Cmm − Cm3 C−1
3333 C3m

(6.59)

The above form is efficient for problems formulated in terms of the reference configuration as described in Sec. 5.3.1; however, for spatial forms where the Cauchy stress
is computed directly the above requires the constitutive model to be transformed to the
reference configuration in order to perform the local iteration.
*

We restrict attention here to cases where the 3 direction defines a plane of symmetry such that given
E13 = E23 = 0 the stress components S13 , S23 are also zero.

Isotropic elasticity

An alternative is to transform Eq. (6.57a) to the current configuration by noting
1
1
(k) (k) (k)
F33
S33 F33
and
c(k)
F (k) F (k) C(k) F (k) F (k)
(6.60)
σ(k)
33 =
3333 =
(k)
J
J (k) 33 33 3333 33 33
This gives the local iteration Newton method written as
(k)
(k)
σ(k)
33 + c3333 dε33 = 0

(6.61)

where the incremental normal strain for plane stress is given by
dε(k)
33 =

(k)
dF33

(6.62)

(k)
F33

The iteration thus is achieved by solving the scalar equation to give
(k)
=−
dF33

σ(k)
33

(k)
F33

(6.63)

(k+1)
(k)
(k)
F33
= F33
+ dF33

(6.64)

c(k)
3333

with the update

This local iteration is continued until convergence is achieved, that is
(k)
(k)
| ≤ tol · |F33
|
|dF33

where tol is a specified tolerance.
In the current configuration form given in Sec. 5.3.2 the current volume element
depends on the determinant of the deformation gradient, which for the plane stress
problem is given by
(6.65)
J = (F11 F22 − F12 F21 ) F33
which must be used to compute the element stiffness and residual arrays. We note that
F33 also is used to compute the thickness of the deformed slab as
h3 = F33 H3

(6.66)

where H3 is the thickness in the reference configuration.
After convergence the tangent moduli of the current configuration are used in the
next iteration. We can transform Eq. (6.56b) to obtain

 


dσm
Dmm Dm3
dεm
=
(6.67)
dσ33
D3m D33
dε33
where D33 = c3333 and the remaining terms are the standard transformation of moduli
to matrix form. The reduced plane stress moduli are now given by
−1
D3m
DT = Dmm − Dm3 D33

(6.68)

The above form is superior to other approaches based on a linearization of the entire
stress with the zero stress condition enforced at the element level (e.g. see references
12–14). The approach given above may be applied to any constitutive model. The
only requirements are an available tangent array and a computation of the σ33 stress
component (see reference 11 for addition details and applications).
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6.3 Isotropic viscoelasticity
The theory of linear viscoelasticity presented in Sec. 4.2 can be easily extended to a
finite deformation form.15,16 The isotropic form given by Eqs (4.13) to (4.16) is based
on a split into deviatoric and mean stress–strain response where the stress is given by
σij = σvij + σdij
σij = p δij + sij
with

p=

1
3

σkk

and

(6.69)

sij = σij − 13 σkk δij

To develop a finite deformation form we use a split of the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress into two parts as
(6.70)
SI J = SIvJ + SIdJ
where
SIvJ =

1
3

(SKL CKL ) CI−1
J

SIdJ = SI J − 13 (SKL CKL ) CI−1
J

(6.71)

Applying the transformation given in Eqs (5.19) and (5.20) to (6.71) gives immediately
Eq. (6.69) and thus represents a split of stress into mean and deviatoric parts in the
current configuration.
In the finite deformation generalization we shall assume that an elastic model is
available in the form
(6.72)
W = kU U (J ) + W d
where U yields an elastic stress with the form SIvJ and W d an elastic deviatoric stress
SIdJ given by
SIvJ = 2 kU
SIdJ

∂U
∂CI J

(6.73)

∂W d
=2
∂CI J

A viscoelastic model is then given by
SIdJ = µ0 SIdJ +

M


µm Q(m)
IJ

(6.74)

m=1

where

M


µm = 1

with

µm > 0

(6.75)

m=0

and the partial stress QI J satisfies the differential equation
Q̇(m)
IJ +

1 (m)
Q = Ṡ dIJ
λm I J

Here λm is a relaxation time similar to that described in Sec. 4.2.

(6.76)

Plasticity models

A numerical solution to the differential equation for Q(m)
I J is given by Eqs (4.22)
and (4.29) to (4.34). In addition the tangent moduli are given by those of the elastic
model used to define W multiplied by appropriate constants, again as described for the
linear model.

6.4 Plasticity models
For isotropic materials, the modelling of elastic–plastic behaviour in which the total
deformations are large may be performed by an extension of a hyperelastic formulation.
In this case the deformation gradient is decomposed in a product form (instead of the
additive form assumed in Chapter 4) written as17–19
p

FiI = FieJˆ FJˆ I

(6.77)

p

where FieJˆ is the elastic part and FJˆ I the plastic part. The deformation picture is often
shown as three parts, a reference state, a deformed state, and an intermediate state. The
intermediate state is assumed to be the state of a point in a stress-free condition.* From
this decomposition deformation tensors may be defined as
bije = FieK̂ FjeK̂

and

p

p

p

CI J = FK̂I FK̂J

which when combined with Eq. (6.77) give the alternate representation
 p −1
Fj J
bije = FiI CI J

(6.78)

(6.79)

An incremental setting may now be established that obtains a solution for a time tn+1
given the state at time tn . The steps to establish the algorithm are too lengthy to include
here and the interested reader is referred to literature for details.2,16,20,21
The components (bije )n denote values of the converged elastic deformation tensor at
time tn . We assume at the start of a new load step a trial value of the elastic tensor is
determined from
e
(6.80)
(bije )tr
n+1 = fik (bkl )n fj l
where an incremental deformation gradient is computed as
fij = (FiK )n+1 (Fj−1
K )n

(6.81)

A spectral representation of the trial tensor is then determined by using Eq. (6.43)
giving

(λem )2n+1 qi(m),tr qj(m),tr
(6.82)
(bije )n+1 =
m

can be shown to equal the final directions qi(m) .2
Owing to isotropy
Trial logarithmic strains are computed as
qi(m),tr

e
(εtr
m )n+1 = log(λm )n+1
*

(6.83)

The intermediate state is not a configuration, as it is generally discontinuous across interfaces between elastic
and inelastic response.
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and used with the stored energy function W (bije ) to compute trial values of the principal
Kirchhoff stress (τtr
m )n+1 . This may be used in conjunction with the return map algorithm (see Sec. 3.4.2) and a yield function written in principal stresses τm to compute a
final stress state and any internal hardening variables. This part of the algorithm is identical to the small strain form and needs no additional description except to emphasize
that only the normal stress is included in the calculation of yield and flow directions.
We note in particular that any of the yield functions for isotropic materials which we
discussed in Chapter 4 may be used. The use of the return map algorithm also yields
the consistent elastic–plastic tangent in principal space which can be transformed by
means of Eq. (6.50) for subsequent use in the finite element matrix form.
The last step in the algorithm is to compute the final elastic deformation tensor. This
is accomplished from the spectral form and final elastic logarithmic strains resulting
from the return map solution as
(bije )n+1

=

3


exp[2(εem )n+1 ]qi(m) qj(m)

(6.84)

m=1

The advantages of the above algorithm are numerous. The form again permits a
consistent linearization of the algorithm resulting in optimal performance when used
with a Newton solution scheme. Most important, all the steps previously developed
for the small deformation case are used. For example, although not discussed here,
extension to viscoplastic and generalized plastic forms for isotropic materials is again
given by results contained in Secs 3.6.2 and 3.9. The primary difficulty is an inability
to easily treat materials which are anisotropic. Here recourse to a rate form of the
constitutive equation is possible, as discussed next.

6.5 Incremental formulations
In the previous sections we have assumed that the deformation gradient can be computed from Eq. (5.8a). In some formulations it is convenient to use an updated form
(sometimes referred to as an updated Lagrangian method ) as shown in Fig. 6.4. Here a
time parameter t may be introduced to distinguish between the various configurations.
Thus, when t is zero we describe the body in its initial configuration  by the coordinates XI . We assume then that the solution is carried out at a set of discrete times ti with
the last known solution defined at tn , configuration ω(n) shown in Fig. 6.4. It is then
desired to compute the solution at tn+1 , which will be the new current configuration,
ω(n+1) . In this format the known ‘reference configuration’ may be defined as the body
at tn , with coordinates xi(n) . The deformation gradient at tn+1 may now be defined as
FiI(n+1)

∂xj(n)
∂φ(n+1)
i
=
= fij(n) Fj(n)
I
(n)
∂X
∂xj
I

(6.85)

where fij(n) is an incremental deformation gradient associated with the reference configuration at xj(n) for the incremental time t = tn+1 − tn .

Incremental formulations
∆ φ(n)

φ(n)
xn
X2, x2

X

xn+1

ω(n+1)
ω(n)
φ(n+1)

Ω
X1, x1

Fig. 6.4 Incremental deformation motions and configurations.

To compute volumetric changes we use the determinant of Fij which is given by
det(FiI(n+1) ) = det(fij(n) ) det(Fj(n)
I )
J (n+1) = j (n) J (n)

(6.86)

where j (n) is the determinant of the incremental deformation gradient.
The forms given in Eqs (6.85) and (6.86) also permit an incremental update to advance
the solution from tn to tn+1 . For example, the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor
given in Eq. (5.13) may be expressed in terms of the incremental quantities as
(n)
= FiI(n+1) FiJ(n+1) = fij(n) fik(n) Fj(n)
CI(n+1)
J
I FkJ
(n) (n)
= cj(n)
k Fj I FkJ

(6.87)

(n) (n)
where cj(n)
k = fij fik is the incremental right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor.

Example 6.7 Incremental Saint-Venant--Kirchhoff model
For the Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model the stress may now be determined from (5.36)
by substituting Eq. (6.87) into Eq. (5.14). The final result may be written in the form
(n)
= SI(n)
SI(n+1)
J
J + CI J KL EKL

(6.88)

where
(n)
(n+1)
(n)
= EKL
− EKL
EKL
(n+1)
(n)
(n+1) (n+1)
(n) (n)
= 21 (CKL
− CKL
) = 21 (FmK
FmL − FmK
FmL )

(6.89)

(n+1) (n+1)
−1(n) −1(n)
(n+1) (n+1)
(n)
FlL (δkl − fmk
fml ) = FkK
FlL ekl
= 21 FkK
(n)
is an incremental Almansi strain measure. Using this Eq. (6.88) may be
where ekl
transformed to the current configuration giving the Kirchhoff stress as
(n)
(n)
(n+1) (n+1)
= fik(n) τ(n)
cij kl ekl
τ(n+1)
ij
kl fj l + J

(6.90a)
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and the Cauchy stress as
=
σ(n+1)
ij

1
j (n)

(n)
(n+1)
(n)
fik(n) σ(n)
kl fj l + cij kl ekl

(6.90b)

Now all the steps to compute the finite element arrays follow identically those given in
Chapter 5.
The left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor may also be written in terms of the
incremental deformation gradient as
(n)
= fik(n) FkI(n) fj(n)
bij(n+1) = FiI(n+1) Fj(n+1)
I
l FlI
(n)
= fik(n) fj(n)
l bkl

(6.91)

and, thus, may be updated directly and used directly in any of the elastic models
included in Sec. 6.2 in their current configuration form.

6.6 Rate constitutive models
The construction of a rate form for elastic constitutive equations deduced from a stored
energy function is easily performed in the reference configuration by taking a time
derivative of Eq. (5.34), which gives
Ṡ I J = CI J KL Ė KL

(6.92)

where, as before, CI J KL are moduli given by Eq. (6.8). The above result follows
naturally from the notion of a derivative since
Ṡ I J = lim

η→0

SI J (t + η) − SI J (t)
η

(6.93)

Such a definition is clearly not appropriate for the Cauchy or Kirchhoff stress since
they are related to different configurations at time t + η and t and thus would not satisfy
the requirements of objectivity.4,22 A definition of an objective time derivative may be
computed for the Kirchhoff stress by using Eq. (5.20) and is sometimes referred to as
the Truesdell rate23 or equivalently a Lie derivative form.24 Accordingly, to deduce an
objective rate of the Kirchhoff stress we differentiate Eq. (5.20) with respect to time,
obtaining
(6.94)
τ̇ij = FiI Ṡ I J Fj J + Ḟ iI SI J Fj J + FiI SI J Ḟ j J
Introducing the rate of deformation tensor lij defined as
Ḟ iI =

∂ẋ i
∂ẋ i ∂xj
∂vi ∂xj
=
=
= lij Fj I
∂XI
∂xj ∂XI
∂xj ∂XI

(6.95)

in which ẋj = vj is material velocity, the stress rate may be written as
τ̇ij = FiI Ṡ I J Fj J + lik τkj + τik lj k

(6.96)

Rate constitutive models
◦

The objective stress, denoted as τij , is then given by
◦

τij = τ̇ij − lik τkj − τik lj k = FiI Ṡ I J Fj J

(6.97)

The rate of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress may be transformed by noting


Ė KL = 21 FkL Ḟ kK + FkK Ḟ kL = 21 (FlK FkL lkl + FkK FlL lkl ) = FkK FlL ε̇kl (6.98)
where

1
1
ε̇kl = (lkl + llk ) =
2
2

∂vk
∂vl
+
∂xl
∂xk

!
(6.99)

The form ε˙kl is identical to the rate of small strain. Furthermore we have upon grouping
terms the rate of stress expression
◦

τij = J cij kl ε̇kl

(6.100)

in which cij kl is computed now by means of Eq. (5.74). Incremental forms may be
deduced by integrating the rate equation. These involve objective approximations
for the Lie derivative.2,16 For example an approximation to the ‘strain rate’ may be
computed from16
1
(f −1 )n+1/2 Ekl (fj−1
l )n+1/2
t ik


Ekl = 21 (fkm )n+1 flm )n+1 − δkl

(ε̇ij )n+1/2 ≈

where
(fij )n+α = δij + α

∂(ui )n+1
∂(xj )n

(6.101)

(6.102)

with (ui )n+1 = (ui )n+1 − (ui )n . Similarly, an approximation to the Lie derivative of
Kirchhoff stress may be taken as
◦

(τij )(n+1/2) ≈

 −1

1
( fik )n+1/2 ( fkm
)n+1 (τmn )(n+1) ( fln−1 )n+1 − (τkl )(n) ( fj l )n+1/2
t
(6.103)

Often simpler approximations are used to approximate the integral of the velocity
gradient. Here
" t+t
(n+1/2)
(n+1/2)
∂v
∂ui
(n+1/2)
lij dt ≈ t i(n+1/2) =
= lij
(6.104)
(n+1/2)
∂xj
∂xj
t
= xi(n+1) − xi(n) and
where u(n+1)
i
xi(n+α) = xi(n) + α (xi(n+1) − xi(n) )
α) = α u(n+1)
u(n+
i
i
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and also we note u(n)
i = 0.

(6.105)
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An explicit update for the Lie derivative may then be approximated as
◦

(n+1/2) (n)
τkj
(n+1/2)
(n+1/2) (n+1/2)
J
cij kl
εkl

− τ(n)
t (τij )(n+1) ≈ τ(n+1)
ij
ij − lik
=

(n+1/2)

− τ(n)
ik lj k

(6.106)

in which εkl is the symmetric part of lkl . The Kirchhoff stress at tn+1 may now be
determined by solving Eq. (6.106). Other approximations may be used; however, the
above are quite convenient. In the approximation a modulus array cij kl must also be
obtained. Here there is no simple form which is always consistent with the tangent
needed for a full Newton solution scheme and, often, a constant array is used based
on results from linear elasticity. Such models based on the rate form are referred to as
hypoelastic and in cyclic loading can create or lose energy.
Extension of the above to include general material constitution may be performed
by replacing the strain rate by an additive form given, for example, as
ε̇ = ε̇e + ε̇p

(6.107)

for an elastic–plastic material. In this form we can again use all the constitutive equations discussed in Chapter 4 (including those which are not isotropic) to construct a
finite element model for the large strain problem. Here, since approximations not consistent with a Newton scheme are generally used for the moduli, convergence generally
does not achieve an asymptotic quadratic rate. Use of quasi-Newton schemes and line
search, as described in Chapter 3, can improve the convergence properties and leads to
excellent performance in many situations.
Many other stress rates may be substituted for the Lie derivative. For example, the
Jaumann–Zaremba stress rate form given as
∇

τ ij = τ̇ij − ω̇ik τkj − τik ω̇j k = τ̇ij − ω̇ik τkj + τik ω̇kj = J cij kl ε̇kl

(6.108)

may be used. This form is deduced by noting that the rate of deformation tensor may
be split into a symmetric and skew-symmetric form as
lij = ε̇ij + ω̇ij

(6.109)

where ω̇ij is the rate of spin or vorticity. It is then assumed that the symmetric part of lij
is small compared to the rate of spin. This form was often used in early developments
of finite element solutions to large strain problems and enjoys considerable popularity
even today.

6.7 Numerical examples
6.7.1 Necking of circular bar
In this example we consider the three-dimensional behaviour of a cylindrical bar subjected to tension. In the presence of plastic deformation an unstable plastic necking
will occur at some location along a bar of mild steel, or similar elastic–plastic behaving
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.5 Necking of a cylindrical bar: eight-node elements. (a) Finite element model; (b) half-bar by symmetry.

material. This is easily observed from the tension test of a cylindrical specimen which
tapers by a small amount to a central location to ensure that the location of necking will
occur in a specified location. A finite element model is constructed having the same
taper, and here only one-eighth of the bar need be modelled as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). In
Fig. 6.5(b) we show the half-bar model which is projected by symmetry and reflection
and on which the behaviour will be illustrated.
This problem has been studied by several authors and here the properties are taken
as described by Simo and co-workers.2,16,25 The one-eighth quadrant model consists
of 960 eight-node hexahedra of the mixed type discussed in Sec. 10.5. The radius
at the loading end is taken as R = 6.413 and a uniform taper to a central radius of
Rc = 0.982 × R is used. The total length of the bar is L = 53.334 (giving a half length
of 25.667). The mesh along the length is uniform between the centre (0) and a distance
of 10, and again from 10 to the end. A blending function mesh generation is used (see
Sec. 9.12, Volume 1) to ensure that exterior nodes lie exactly on the circular radius.
This ensures that, as much as possible for the discretization employed, the response
will be axisymmetric.
The finite deformation plasticity model based on the logarithmic stretch elastic
behaviour from Sec. 6.2.3 and the finite plasticity as described in Sec. 6.4 is used
for the analysis. The material properties used are as follows: elastic properties are
K = 164.21 and G = 80.1938; a J2 plasticity model in terms of principal Kirchhoff
stresses τi with an initial yield in tension of τy = 0.45 is used. Only isotropic hardening
is included and a saturation-type model defined by





1 − exp −δ̄ε p
κ = Hi εp + τ∞
y − τy
with the parameters
Hi = 0.12924,

τ∞
y = 0.715,

and

δ̄ = 16.93
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.6 Deformed configuration and contours for necking of bar: (a) first invariant (J 1 ); (b) second invariant
(J 2 ).

is employed. An alternative to this is a piecewise linear behaviour as suggested
by some authors; however, the above model is very easy to implement and gives a
smooth behaviour with increase in the accumulated plastic strain εp as the hardening
parameter κ.
In Fig. 6.6 we show the deformed configuration of the bar at an elongation of 22.5
per cent (elongation = 6 units). Figure 6.6(a) has the contours of the first invariant of
Cauchy stress superposed and Fig. 6.6(b) those for the second invariant of the deviator
stresses. It is apparent that considerable variation in pressure (first invariant divided
by 3) occurs in the necked region, whereas the values of the second deviator invariant
vary more smoothly in this region. A plot of the radius at the centre of the bar is shown
in Fig. 6.7 for different elongation values.
This example is quite sensitive to solve as the response involves an unstable behaviour
of the necking process. Use of a full Newton scheme was generally ineffective in
this regime and here a modified Newton scheme together with a BFGS (Broyden–
Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) secant update was employed (see Sec. 3.2.4). When near
convergence was achieved the algorithm was then switched to a full Newton process
and during the last iterations quadratic convergence was obtained when used with an
algorithmic consistent tangent matrix as described in Secs 6.2.3 and 6.4.

6.7.2 Adaptive refinement and localization (slip-line) capture
The simple discussion of localization phenomena given in Sec. 4.11 is sufficient we
believe to convince the reader that with softening plastic behaviour localization and
indeed rapid failure will occur inevitably. Similar behaviour will often be observed with
ideal plasticity especially if large deformations are present. Here, however, ‘brittle type’
of failure will be replaced by collapse in which displacement can continue to increase
without any increase of load. It is well known that during such continuing displacement
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Fig. 6.7 Neck radius versus elongation displacement for a half-bar.

1. the elastic strains will remain unchanged;
2. all displacement is confined to plastic mechanisms. Such mechanisms will (frequently) involve discontinuous displacements, such as sliding, and will therefore
involve localization.
To control and minimize the errors of the analysis it will be necessary to estimate
errors and adaptively remesh in each step of an elasto-plastic computation. This, of
course, implies a difficult and costly process. Nevertheless, many attempts to use
adaptive refinement were made and references 26–34 provide a list of some successful
attempts.

Adaptive refinement based on energy norm error estimates

A comprehensive survey of error estimation and h refinement in adaptivity is given
in reference 35 (see Chapters 13 and 14). Most of the procedures there described
could be applied with success to elasto-plastic analysis. One in particular, the recovery
procedures for stress and strain, can be used very efficiently. Indeed, in references
36 and 37 the Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) and Recovery by Equilibrium
Patch (REP) methods are used successfully to estimate the errors. (The SPR method
was introduced by Zienkiewicz and Zhu and described fully in references 38, 36 and
39. The REP method was presented by Boroomand and Zienkiewicz in references 40
and 41.) In Figs 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) we show an analysis of a tension strip using these
procedures.
It will be observed that as the load increases the refined mesh tends to capture a
solution in which displacements are localized. In this solution triangular elements
using quadratic displacements with three added bubble modes together with linear
discontinuous pressures (T6/3B/3D) were used as these have an excellent performance
in incompressibility and may be incorporated easily into an adaptive process. In this
problem we have attempted here to keep the error to 5% in the relative energy norm.
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s

Fig. 6.8(a) Adaptive refinement applied to the problem of a perforated strip: (a) the geometry of the strip
and a very fine mesh are used to obtain an ‘exact’ solution; (b) various stages of refinement aiming to achieve
a 5% energy norm, relative, error at each load increment (quadratic elements T6/3B/3D were used); (c) local
displacement results.
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(c)

Fig. 6.8(b) Continued

Alternate refinement using error indicators:
discontinuity capture
In the illustrative example of the previous section we have shown how a refinement
on the test of a specified energy norm error can indicate and capture discontinuity
and slip lines. Nevertheless the process is not economical and may require the use
of a very large number of elements. More direct processes have been developed for
adaptive refinement in high-speed fluid dynamics where shocks presenting very similar
discontinuity properties form (e.g. see reference 42). A brief summary of the procedure
is given below.
The processes developed are based on the recognition that in certain directions the
unknown function that we are attempting to model exhibits higher gradient or curvatures. High degree of refinement can be achieved economically in high gradient areas
with elongated elements. In such areas the smaller side of elements (hmin ) is placed
across the discontinuity, and the larger side (hmax ) in the direction parallel to the discontinuity. We show such a directionality in Fig. 6.9. For determination of gradients
and curvatures, we shall require a scalar function to be considered. The scalar variable
which we frequently use in plasticity problems could be the absolute displacement
value
U = (uT u)1/2

(6.110)

The original refinement indicator of the type we are describing attempts to achieve an
equal interpolation error ensuring that in the major and minor direction the equality

#

∂2 U #
h2min 2 ##
∂x1 max

#

=

∂2 U #
h2max 2 ##
∂x2 min

= constant

(6.111)

By fixing the value of the constant in the above equation and evaluating the approximate
curvatures and the ratio of stretching hmax / hmin of the function U immediately we have
sufficient data to design a new mesh from the existing one. The procedures for such
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Fig. 6.9 Elongation of elements used to model the nearly one-dimensional behaviour and the discontinuity.

mesh generation are given in references 43 and 44, although other methods can be
adopted.
As an alternative to the above-mentioned procedure we can aim at limiting the first
derivative of U by making
∂U
= constant
(6.112)
h
∂x1
For this procedure it is not easy to evaluate the stretching ratio. However, the firstderivative condition is useful for guiding the refinement.
A plastic localization calculation based on Eq. (6.111) is shown in Fig. 6.10. This is
an early example taken from reference 29. Here, purely plastic flow is shown, ignoring
the elastic effects and the refinement is based on the second derivatives. Such a flow
formulation (rigid plastic flow) is also frequently used in metal forming calculations.
In the next example we shall use adaptivity based on the first derivatives. Figure 6.11
illustrates a load on a rigid footing over a vertical cut. Here a T6/3C element (triangular
with quadratic displacement and continuous linear pressure) is used. Both coarse and
adaptively refined meshes give nearly exact answers for the case of ideal plasticity.
For strain softening with a plastic modulus H = −5000 answers appear to be
mesh dependent. Here, we show how answers become almost mesh independent if
H is varied with element size in the manner discussed in Sec. 4.11 [see Eq. (4.184)].
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show, respectively, the behaviour of a rigid footing placed on an
embankment and on a flat foundation with eccentric loading. All cases illustrate the
excellent discontinuity capturing properties of the adaptive refinement.

Concluding remarks

6.8 Concluding remarks
This chapter presents a summary of some models for use in finite deformation analyses.
The scope of the presentation is limited but provides a description of requirements for
use with many finite element formulations. We have not presented any discussion on
coupled phenomena which can occur in problems, e.g. such effects of temperature,
diffusion, creep, etc. For this, the reader is referred to the extensive literature on the
subject for additional details.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.10 Adaptive analysis of plastic flow deformation in a perforated plate: (a) initial mesh, 273 degrees of
freedom; (b) final adapted mesh; (c) displacement of an initially uniform grid embedded in the material.
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Fig. 6.11 Failure of a rigid footing on a vertical cut. Ideal von Mises plasticity and quadratic triangles with
linear variation for pressure (T6/3C) elements are assumed. (a) Geometrical data; (b) coarse mesh; (c) final
adapted mesh; (d) displacements after failure; (e) displacement--load diagrams for adaptive mesh and ideal
plasticity (H = 0); (f) softening behaviour. Coarse mesh and adapted mesh results are with a constant H of
−5000 and a variable H starting from −5000 at coarse mesh size.

Concluding remarks

Fig. 6.12 A p − δ diagram of elasto-plastic slope aiming at 2.5% error in ultimate load (15% incremental
energy error) with use of quadratic triangular elements (T6/3B). Mesh A: u = 0.0 (coarse mesh). Mesh B:
u = 0.025. Mesh C: u = 0.15. Mesh D: u = 0.3. Mesh E: u = 0.45. Mesh F: u = 0.6. Mesh G: u = 0.75.
Mesh H: u = 0.9. The last mesh (mesh H, named as the ‘optimal mesh’) is used for the solution of the problem
from the first load step, without further refinement.
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Fig. 6.13 Foundation (eccentric loading); ideal von Mises plasticity. (a) Geometry and boundary conditions;
(b) adaptive mesh; (c) deformed mesh using T6/1D elements (H = 0, ν = 0.49).
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7
Treatment of constraints – contact
and tied interfaces
7.1 Introduction
In many problems situations arise where the position of parts of the boundary of one
body coincide with those of another part of the boundary of the same or another body.
Such problems are commonly called contact problems. Finite element methods have
been used for many years to solve contact problems.1–32 The patch test has also been
extended to test consistency of contact developments.33 Contact problems are inherently
non-linear since, prior to contact, boundary conditions are given by traction conditions
(often the traction being simply zero) whereas during ‘contact’ kinematic constraints
must be imposed to prevent penetration of one boundary through the other, called the
impenetrability condition. In addition, the constraints must enforce traction continuity
between the bodies during persistent contacts.
In this chapter we consider modelling of the interaction between one or more bodies that come into contact with each other. Such contact problems are among the
most difficult to model by finite elements and we summarize here only some of the
approaches which have proved successful in practice. In general, the finite element
discretization process itself leads to surfaces which are not smooth and, thus, when
large sliding occurs, the transition from one element to the next leads to discontinuities in the response – and in transient applications can induce non-physical inertial
discontinuities also. For quasi-static response such discontinuity leads to difficulties in
defining a unique solution and here methods of multi-surface plasticity prove useful.34
We include in the chapter some illustrations of performance for many of the formulations and problem classes discussed; however, the range is so broad that it is
not possible to cover a comprehensive set. Here again the reader is referred to cited
literature for additional insight and results.
The solution of a contact problem involves: (a) using a search algorithm to identify
points on a boundary segment that interact with those on another boundary segment
and (b) the insertion of appropriate conditions to prevent the penetration and correctly
transmit the traction between the bodies. Figure 7.1 shows a typical situation in which
one body is being pressed into a second body. In Fig. 7.1(a) the two objects are not
in contact and the boundary conditions are specified by zero traction conditions for
both bodies. In Fig. 7.1(b) the two objects are in contact along a part of the boundary
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.1 Contact between two bodies: (a) no contact condition; (b) contact state.

segment and here conditions must be inserted to ensure that penetration does not occur
and traction is consistent. Along this boundary different types of contact interaction
can be modelled, a simple case being a frictionless condition in which the only non-zero
traction component is normal to the contact surface. A more complex condition occurs
in which traction tangential to the surface can be generated by frictional conditions.
The simplest frictional condition is a Coulomb model where, in a slip condition, the
tangential traction is directly proportional to the normal traction. If the magnitude
of the tangential traction is less than the limit condition the points on the surface are
assumed to stick. Overall the frictional problem leads to a stick–slip-type response.
We shall consider this condition in more detail later; however, first we consider the
process of imposing a contact condition for the frictionless problem. Even in this form
there are several aspects to consider for the finite element problem.
In modelling contact problems by finite element methods immediate difficulties
arise. First, it is not possible to model contact at every point along a boundary. This
is primarily because of the fact that the finite element representation of the boundary
is not smooth. For example, in the two-dimensional case in which boundaries of
individual elements are straight line segments as shown in Fig. 7.2 nodes A and B are
in contact with the lower body but the segment between the nodes is not in contact.
Also finite element modelling results in non-unique representation of a normal between
the two bodies and, again because of finite element discretization, the normals are not
continuous between elements. This is illustrated also in Fig. 7.2 where it is evident
that the normal to the segment between nodes A and B is not the same as the negative
normal of the facets around node C (which indeed are not unique at node C). Before
proceeding to methods appropriate for large deformation problems we consider the
case where the nodes on one surface interact directly with those on the other surface
and describe conditions that may be introduced to prevent penetration of the bodies.

Node–node contact: Hertzian contact

B

A
C

Fig. 7.2 Contact by finite elements.

7.2 Node–node contact: Hertzian contact
7.2.1 Geometric modelling
For applications in which displacements on the contact boundary are small it is sometimes possible to model the contact by means of nodes (this form is applicable to
Hertzian contact problems35 ). For this to be possible, the finite element mesh must
be constructed such that boundary nodes on one body, here referred to as slave nodes,
align with the location of the boundary nodes on the other body, referred to as master
nodes, to within conditions acceptable for small deformation analysis. Such conditions
may also be extended for cases where the boundary of one body is treated as flat and
rigid (unilateral contact). A problem in which such conditions may be used is the interaction between two half discs (or hemispheres) which are pressed together along the
line of action between their centres. A simple finite element model for such a problem
is shown in Fig. 7.3(a) where it is observed that the horizontal alignment of potential
contact nodes on the boundary of each disc are identical. The solution after pressing
the bodies together is indicated in Fig. 7.3(b) and contours for the vertical normal stress
are shown in Fig. 7.3(c). It is evident that the contours do not match perfectly along the
vertical axis owing to lack of alignment of the nodes in the deformed position. However, the mismatch is not severe, and useful engineering results are possible. Later
we will consider methods which give a more accurate representation; however, before
doing so we consider the methods available to prevent penetration.
The determination of which nodes are in contact for the problem shown in Fig. 7.3
can be monitored simply by comparing the vertical position of each node pair and,
thus, a finite element model may be treated as a simple two-node element. Denoting
the upper disc as slave body ‘s’ and the lower one as master body ‘m’ we can monitor
the vertical gap given by
s
s
m
m
s
m
s
m
g = x̃ s2 − x̃ m
2 = (X̃ 2 + ũ2 ) − (X̃ 2 + ũ2 ) = (X̃ 2 − X̃ 2 ) + (ũ2 − ũ2 )

Thus, the solution of each contact constraint is treated as

> 0 ; No contact
0 ; Contact
g=
< 0 ; Penetration

(7.1)

(7.2)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.3 Contact between semicircular discs: node--node solution. (a) Undeformed mesh; (b) deformed mesh;
(c) vertical stress contours.

We note that penetration can exist for any solution iteration in which the constraint
condition is not imposed. Thus, the next step is to insert a constraint condition for any
nodal pair (element) in which the gap g is negative or zero (here some tolerance may
be necessary to define ‘zero’). There are many approaches which can be used to insert
a constraint. Here we discuss use of a Lagrange multiplier form, penalty approaches,
and an augmented Lagrangian approach.7,36

7.2.2 Contact models
Lagrange multiplier form
A Lagrange multiplier approach is given simply by multiplying the gap condition given
in Eq. (7.1) by the multiplier. Accordingly, we can write for each nodal pair for which
a contact constraint is assigned a variational term

tT (xs − xm ) d ≈ λn g
(7.3)
c =
c

where t is the surface traction, xs is the position on the surface of the slave body, xm
is the position on the surface of the master body, λn is a Lagrange multiplier force and
g is the gap given by Eq. (7.1). We then add the first variation of c to the variational

Node–node contact: Hertzian contact

equations being used to solve the problem. The first variation to Eq. (7.3) is given as


λn


s
δũm
δλn
− λn
(7.4)
δc = δλn g + (δũs2 − δũm
2
2 )λn = δũ2
g
and thus we identify λn as a ‘force’ applied to each node to prevent penetration. Linearization of Eq. (7.4) produces a tangent matrix term for use in a Newton solution process. The final tangent and residual for the nodal contact element may be
written as

 s  

0
0
1
d ũ2
−λn
d ũm
λn
0
0 −1
=
(7.5)
2
dλn
−g
1 −1
0
and is accumulated into the global equations in a manner identical to any finite element
assembly process. It is evident that the equations in this form introduce a new unknown
for each contact pair. Also, as for any Lagrange multiplier approach, the equations have
a zero diagonal for each multiplier term, thus, special care is needed in the solution
process to avoid division by the zero diagonal.
Of course in a contact state, one could select one of the parameters, say x̃ s2 , as a
s
primary variable and directly satisfy the gap constraint by making x̃ m
2 = x̃ 2 . This
approach is called constraint elimination and may be used to reduce the number of
overall unknowns. In the simple frictionless node-to-node contact case it is simple to
implement as no transformations are needed to write the constraint equation. In a general case, however, the approach can become quite cumbersome and it is often simpler
to use the Lagrange multiplier form directly or to consider other related approaches.
If the global tangent matrix has its non-zero sparse structure defined for the case
when all the specified contact elements are active (e.g. the tangent matrix defined by
Eq. (7.5) can be inserted without adding new non-zero terms) then a full contact analysis
may be performed using Eq. (7.5) when g ≤ 0 and using the alternate tangent matrix
and residual

 s   
0 0 0
d ũ2
0
d ũm
0 0 0
0
=
(7.6)
2
dλn
0 0 1
0
for nodal pairs when g > 0. However, if a large number of possible contact pairs are
inactive (i.e. g > 0) it is more efficient to recompute the sparse structure of the global
tangent matrix to just accommodate the active contact pairs (i.e. those for which g ≤ 0).
This step can be performed by determining all the active pairs prior to computing the
tangent arrays.

Perturbed Lagrangian
The problem related to the zero diagonal may be resolved by considering a perturbed
Lagrangian form where
1 2
λ
(7.7)
c = λn g −
2κ n
in which κ is a parameter to be selected. As κ → ∞ the perturbed Lagrangian method
converges to the same functional as the standard Lagrange multiplier method. The first
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variation of c becomes


1
δc = δλn g − λn
κ

+ [δũs2 − δũm
2 ]λn

(7.8)

and again we identify λn as a ‘force’ applied to each node to prevent penetration.
Linearization of Eq. (7.4) produces a tangent matrix term for use in a Newton solution process. The final tangent and residual for the nodal contact element may be
written as
⎫
⎡
⎤⎧
0
0
1 ⎨ d ũs2 ⎬  −λn 
⎣ 0
0 −1 ⎦ d ũm
λn
=
(7.9)
⎩ 2⎭
−g
+
λn /κ
1 −1 −1/κ
dλn
which is added into the equations in a manner identical to the Lagrange multiplier form.
It is also possible to eliminate λn directly from Eq. (7.8) giving
λn = κ g = κ (x̃ s2 − x̃ m
2)
Substitution into Eq. (7.9) and eliminating dλn gives the reduced form

 s  

d ũ2
−λn
κ −κ
=
−κ
κ d ũm
λn
2

(7.10)

(7.11)

In a perturbed Lagrangian approach the final gap will not be zero but becomes a small
number depending on the value of the parameter κ selected. Thus, the advantage of the
perturbed Lagrangian method is somewhat offset by a need to identify a value of the
parameter that gives an acceptable answer. Indeed, in a complex problem this is not a
trivial task, especially for problems involving contact between structural elements (e.g.
rods, plates, or shells) and solid elements. This can be avoided in part by modifying
Eq. (7.9) to read
⎫ ⎧
⎫
⎡
⎤⎧
0
0
1 ⎨ d ũs2 ⎬ ⎨−λn ⎬
⎣ 0
0 −1 ⎦ d ũm
λn
=
(7.12)
⎩ 2⎭ ⎩
⎭
1 −1 −1/κ
−g
dλn
Here this form is called a perturbed tangent method and is a combination of the perturbed Lagrangian tangent matrix with the Lagrange multiplier residual. As such it is
not a consistent linearization of any functional and there is some loss in convergence
rate in solving the overall non-linear problem. Moreover, it is not possible to directly
solve for λn in each element and an iterative update must be used with


dλn = κ g + d ũs2 − d ũm
2
(7.13)
λn ← λn + dλn
In the above the incremental displacements are those from the last global solution;
however, the same form may be used in Eq. (7.12) to give the reduced problem

 s  

d ũ2
κ −κ
−λn − κg
=
(7.14)
−κ
κ d ũm
λn + κg
2
The method does, however, converge to a solution in which g approaches zero when κ
is large enough. Thus the difficulty of selecting an appropriate value for κ is still not
fully resolved.

Tied interfaces

Penalty function form
An alternative approach which avoids the difficulties of dealing with a zero diagonal
from a Lagrange multiplier method is the classical penalty method. In this method the
contact term is given by
(7.15)
 = 21 κg 2
where κ is a penalty parameter. The matrix equation for a nodal pair is now given by

 s  

κ −κ
d ũ2
−κg
=
(7.16)
−κ
κ d ũm
κg
2
For the scalar problem considered here the penalty and the perturbed Lagrangian methods lead to identical reduced problems. However, when multi-point constraints are
considered and independent approximations are taken for λn and u the two methods
are different unless the limitation principle is satisfied (i.e. the λn includes all the terms
in the expression for g). Thus, in practice, the use of the perturbed Lagrangian method
is preferred. This is especially crucial for more complex methods in treating contact
problems, such as mortar methods or other surface-to-surface treatments.31,32,37

Augmented Lagrangian form
A compromise between the perturbed Lagrangian or penalty methods and the Lagrange
multiplier method may be achieved by using an iterative update for the multiplier
combined with a penalty-like form. We write the augmented form as38

 s   k

κ −κ
d ũ2
−λn − κg
=
(7.17)
−κ
κ d ũm
λkn + κg
2
where an update to the Lagrange multiplier is computed by using7
λk+1
= λkn + κg
n

(7.18)

Such an update may be computed after each Newton iteration or in an added iteration
loop after convergence of the Newton iteration. In either case a loss of quadratic
convergence in solving the global non-linear problem results for the simple augmented
strategy shown. Improvements to super-linear convergence are possible as shown by
Zavarise and Wriggers,39 and a more complex approach which restores the quadratic
convergence rate may be introduced at the expense of retaining an added variable.20
In general, however, use of a fairly large value of the penalty parameter in the simple
scheme shown above is sufficient to achieve good solutions with few added iterations.
In summary, we find the Lagrange multiplier form to be the only one that does not
require the identification of an appropriate value for the κ parameter. Furthermore, in a
Newton solution algorithm the Lagrange multiplier form leads to optimal satisfaction
of the impenetrability condition in a minimum number of iterations.

7.3 Tied interfaces
Before describing generalizations to the above treatment of nodal contact problems we
consider a technique to connect regions in which the finite element mesh is different
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A

B

Region 2

Region 1

Fig. 7.4 Tied interface for a two region problem.

in each region. A simple case of this type of situation is shown in Fig. 7.4 for a beam
loaded by an end traction. The region near the load is described by a finer mesh than
that used for the more remote portions. The model now requires the introduction of an
interface to ‘tie’ the two parts together. Thus along the boundary ‘AB’ it is necessary
to have








and
t1  + t2  = 0
(7.19)
x1  = x2 
AB

AB

AB

i

AB

i

where x is the deformed position and t the traction for the interface between the
regions. To impose these conditions we may introduce the Lagrange multiplier
functional



λT x1 − x2 d 1
(7.20)
I =
I

in which we identify the multiplier as
λ = t1 = −t2
We use a standard finite element approximation to define the positions xi . For the
approximation of λ we can consider several alternative approximations. Here we
consider the approximation

Na (ξ)λ̃a
(7.21)
λ≈
a

where Na are also standard shape functions. An approximation to the integral (7.20)
may be given using quadrature points located at the nodes of region 1. Accordingly,
we have

Nb (ξa )x̃2b ) Aa
(7.22)
I ≈ λ̃Ta (x̃1a −
b

where ξa is the location on the surface of region 2 for the node a of region 1, Aa is the
surface Jacobian for node a, and we assume unit quadrature weights.
The location for each ξa can be obtained using a closest point projection where
c=

1
2



x̃1a −


b

Nb (ξ)x̃2b

T 

x̃1a −


c


Nc (ξ)x̃2c = min

(7.23)

Tied interfaces

For an interface of a three-dimensional problem this gives the two equations
T  ∂N
∂c  1 
c 2
= x̃a −
Nb (ξ)x̃2b
x̃c = gT T2ξ = 0
∂ξ
∂ξ
b
c
(7.24)
T  ∂N
∂c  1 
c 2
2
T
2
= x̃a −
x̃ = g Tη = 0
Nb (ξ)x̃b
∂η
∂η c
b
c

where ξ and η are the parent coordinates of the surface facet and g = x̃1a − b Nb x̃2b .
For a two-dimensional problem we omit the second equation and consider only the
parent coordinate ξ. We note that T2ξ and T2η are tangent vectors to the facet describing
the surface of region 2.
The equations (7.24) are in general non-linear and may be solved using a Newton
method given as
A dξ = −R
where dξ = (dξ, dη)T, R = (c,ξ , c,η )T and
 T

(Tξ Tξ + kξξ ) (TTξ Tη + kξη )
A=
(TTη Tξ + kηξ ) (TTη Tη + kηη )
with
kξξ = gT


c

Nc,ξξ x̃2c , kξη = gT



Nc,ξη x̃2c = kηξ and kηη = gT

c



Nc,ηη x̃2c

c

Once ξa is known the functional given in Eq. (7.20) may be satisfied using the
Lagrange multiplier form or any of the other methods described above for the node–
node contact problem.

Example 7.1 Two-dimensional tied interface using
linear elements
Consider the example of a two-dimensional problem in which the edges of elements
are linear segments. The interpolation for the positions is given by
x2 = N1 (ξ)x̃21 + N2 (ξ)x̃22 = 21 (1 − ξ) x̃21 + 21 (1 + ξ) x̃22
The tangent vector for the edge is given by


T2ξ = 21 x̃22 − x̃21
and is constant over the whole element edge. The closest point projection gives
T
∂c  1 1
= x̃a − 2 (1 − ξ)x̃21 − 21 (1 + ξ)x̃22 T2ξ = 0
∂ξ
is a linear relation in ξ and gives the solution
T

x̃1a − 21 (x̃21 + x̃22 ) Tξ
ξa =
TTξ Tξ
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The interface functional for node a is given by


I = λ̃Ta x̃1a − N1 (ξa )x̃21 − N2 (ξa )x̃22 Aa
where Aa is half the area of the one or two elements adjacent to node a. The variation
of the functional gives
⎫
⎧
−N1 (ξa )λ̃a ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨
 2,T

−N
(ξ
)
λ̃
2
a
2,T
a
1,T
T
Aa
δI = δx̃1
δx̃1
δx̃a
δλ̃a
⎪
⎪
λ̃a
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
g
and is used to defined the element residual vector. Similarly,

⎤
0
0
0 −N1 (ξa )I
⎢
0
0
0 −N2 (ξa )I⎥
⎥
δλ̃Ta ⎢
⎦
⎣
0
0
0
I
0
−N1 (ξa )I −N2 (ξa )I I
⎡

d(δI ) =

 2,T
δx̃1

δx̃2,T
1

δx̃1,T
a

⎡

⎤
d x̃21
⎢ d x̃2 ⎥
⎢ 1⎥
× ⎢ 1 ⎥ Aa
⎣ d x̃a ⎦
d λ̃a

defines the tangent array. We note the structure of the arrays is identical to that obtained
for the node–node contact treatment. Accordingly, any of the other solution methods
may also be employed to formulate the interface arrays.

7.4 Node–surface contact
7.4.1 Geometric modelling
A simple form for contact between bodies in which nodes on the surface of one body
do not interact directly with nodes on a second body may be defined by a node–surface
treatment similarly to that used in the previous section for a tied interface. A twodimensional treatment for this case is shown in Fig. 7.5 where a node, called the slave
node, with deformed position x̃s can contact a segment, called the master surface,
defined by an interpolation

Na (ξ)x̃m
(7.25)
xm =
a
a

where ξ is equal to ξ, η in three dimensions and to ξ in two dimensions. This interpolation may be treated either as the usual interpolation along the boundary facets of
elements describing the target body as shown in Fig. 7.5(a) or by an interpolation which

Node–surface contact

Fig. 7.5 Node-to-surface contact: (a) contact using element interpolations; (b) contact using ‘smoothed’
interpolations.

smooths the slope discontinuity between adjacent element surface facets as shown in
Fig. 7.5(b).
A contact between the two bodies occurs when gn , the gap shown in Fig. 7.6, becomes
zero. The determination of a contact state requires a search to find which target facet is
a potential contact point on the master surface and computation of the associated gap
gn and contact position ξ for each one.6,40,41 If the gap is positive no contact condition
exists and, thus, no modification to the governing equations is required. If the gap is
negative a ‘penetration’ of the two bodies has occurred and it is necessary to modify
the equilibrium equations to make the gap zero and to define the contact tractions (or
nodal forces) that occur.
The determination of the gap gn and the point ξ on the target (master) facet may be
obtained by solving the constraint equation

Na (ξ)x̃m
(7.26)
c(gn , ξ) = x̃s − xm (ξ) − gn n = x̃s −
a − gn n = 0
a
T

where n is a unit ‘normal’ vector (i.e. n n = 1) that is defined relative to the master
contact surface. This is an alternative to the closest point projection presented in the
previous section and permits a more general treatment of contact. Thus, in a finite

Master
C
n

gn
S

Fig. 7.6 Node-to-surface contact: gap and normal definition.
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element approximation the vector n may be computed based on either the master or
the slave surface but, in general, will not be normal to both. In Eq. (7.26), however,
we define the contact state such that a normal vector always points outward from the
master surface. In this way the normal gap is always the distance from the master to
the slave surface.
A Newton solution method may be used to find a solution to Eq. (7.26). Linearizing,
we solve for iterates from

k
m
x,ξ
+ gn n,ξ dξk + nk dgnk = c(g k , ξk )
(7.27)
with updates
gnk+1 = gnk + dgnk and ξk+1 = ξk + dξk
until the constraint equation c is satisfied to within a specified tolerance.
Alternatively, the problem may be split into two parts by premultiplying Eq. (7.26)
by the transpose of nm and ti where nm is a unit normal to the master surface and ti are
unit tangent vectors orthogonal to n (when defined on the slave surface n = nm ). It is
not necessary that these vectors be unit vectors but they must satisfy the orthogonality
relations


T m
T m
x,ξ 
= nm
x,η 
=0
tiT n = nm
ξ=ξc

where
x,ξm =



ξ=ξc

m
Na,ξ x̃m
and x,η
=
a

a



Na,η x̃m
a

(7.28)

a

Also note that t1 does not need to be orthogonal to t2 . In this approach we obtain

"


T
T
gn = nm
Na (ξc )x̃m
n
n
(7.29a)
x̃s −
a
m
a

and ξc is found by solving




tiT c̃ = tiT x̃s −
Na (ξ)x̃m
a

(7.29b)

a

for i = 1, 2 in three dimensions and i = 1 in two dimensions. In a general setting
the equation for ξ is non-linear and a Newton method may be used to find a solution;
however, once the contact point ξc is determined the expression (7.29a) for the gap gn
is linear.

Normal and tangent vector definitions
As noted above n is defined here to be a unit normal vector that always points outward
from the master body contact surface. The normal to a master surface for a threedimensional problem may be computed from the cross product of two vectors that are
tangent to the contact surface. Accordingly, for a three-dimensional finite element facet
we can use
m
(7.30a)
Nm = x,ξm × x,η

Node–surface contact

and in two dimensions
Nm =

x,ξm



0
× ez = Tm × ez = −ez × Tm = Ez Tm ; Ez =
−1

1
0


(7.30b)

where ez is a unit vector normal to the plane of deformation and ‘×’ denotes the vector
cross product. The unit normal is then defined by
nm =

Nm
Nm 

where

T
Nm  = (Nm
Nm )1/2

(7.31)

A ‘normal’ to the slave surface (with outward direction relative to the master body)
may be determined by summing the normals to the elements surrounding a slave node
s as
es


s,e 
x,ξs,e × x,η
(7.32a)
Ns = −

ξ=ξs

e=1

for three dimensions or
Ns = −

2




x,ξs,e 

e=1

ξ=ξs

× ez = Ts × ez = Ez Ts

(7.32b)

for two dimensions. The unit normal is then obtained using Eq. (7.31) with Ns now
replacing Nm .
The variation of a unit normal vector is computed from Eq. (7.31) and given by
δn =


1 
I − n nT δN
N

(7.33)

where I is an identity matrix and N is computed from Eq. (7.30a) or (7.32a) for threedimensional problems and Eq. (7.30b) or (7.32b) for two-dimensional ones. The variation, δN, is computed directly from the definition of N. We note from Eq. (7.33) that
the unit normal is orthogonal to its variation so that
nT δn = 0

(7.34)

For two-dimensional problems the variation of n may be simplified by noting the
spectral decomposition of the identity matrix may be written as
I = n nT + t t T

(7.35)

where t is the unit tangent orthogonal to n and ez . Thus, the variation of the unit normal
vector in two dimensions may be written as
δn =

1
1
t tT δN = −
t nT δT
N
N

(7.36)

where from either Eq. (7.30b) or (7.32b) we note that
δN = Ez δT

(7.37)
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In computing δξ and tangent arrays for a finite element representation of contact it is
necessary to obtain variations and increments of tangent vectors. These are computed
in an identical manner to the normal vector. Thus, for a unit tangent we can write
 T 
1
i
(I − ti tiT ) δTi
=
(7.38a)
δti = δ
Ti 
Ti 
In two dimensions the use of the spectral representation of the identity simplifies the
representation to
1
n nT δT
(7.38b)
δt =
T

Example 7.2 Normal vector to 2D linear master facets
Consider a two-dimensional problem modelled by four-node quadrilateral or threenode triangular elements in which the edges are linear segments and the interpolations
for Na are given by
N1 = 21 (1 − ξ)

and

N2 = 21 (1 + ξ)

The tangent vector to a master facet shown in Fig. 7.7(a) may be defined as
m
Tm = x,ξm = 21 (x̃m
2 − x̃1 )

and, thus, the interpolation for xm may be written as
m
xm (ξ) = 21 (x̃m
1 + x̃2 ) + Tm ξ

The normal vector

Nm = Tm × ez = Ez Tm
N1m

T2m

gives components
=
and N2m = − T1m . We note that in this case the vectors
are constant over the entire facet. Unit normal and tangent vectors are given by
nm =

Nm
Nm 

and

tm =

Tm
Tm 

where we note that Tm  = Nm . Thus, the relation (7.26) for c is linear in gn and ξ
and the solution is given by
T
g0
gn = nm

and
ξc =

where

m
g0 = x̃s − 21 (x̃m
1 + x̃2 )

T
tm
1 T
1 T
g0
tm g0 =
tm g0
=
TT
tm
T

N
m
m
m

Example 7.3 Normal vector to 2D linear slave facets
If we consider the two-dimensional problem with edges of slave elements as shown in
Fig. 7.7(b) a normal vector may be written using Eq. (7.32b) as
Ns = [ 21 (x̃s1 − x̃s ) + 21 (x̃s − x̃s2 )] × ez = 21 (x̃s1 − x̃21 ) × ez = Ts × ez = Ez Ts

Node–surface contact

Tm

n

1
S

2
2

n

Ts

(a) Normal to master facet

1

(b) Normal to slave node

Fig. 7.7 Node-to-surface contact: normal vector description.

which gives components N1s = T2s and N2s = − T1s . Again, we obtain the vectors
ns =

Ns
Ns 

and

ts =

Ts
Ts 

which are independent of ξ.
The solution for the gap gn and contact point ξc are now given by
gn =

T
m
T
nm
nm
(x̃s − N1 (ξc )x̃m
g0
1 − N2 (ξc )x̃2 ))
=
T
T
n m ns
nm n s

and

tsT g0
tsT Tm
where nm , Tm and g0 are identical to the vectors defined in Example 7.2.
ξc =

7.4.2 Contact modelling – frictionless case
For a frictionless contact only normal tractions are involved on the surfaces between
the two bodies; thus sliding can occur without generation of tangential forces and the
contact traction is given by
(7.39)
t = λn n
where λn is the magnitude of a normal traction applied to the contact target and n is a
unit normal directed outward relative to the master surface. This case can be included
by appending the variation of a Lagrange multiplier term to the Galerkin (weak) form
describing equilibrium of the problem for each contact slave node. Accordingly, again
using nodal quadrature on the slave surface we obtain



gT t d ≈ λn nT (gn n) Ac = λn gn Ac
(7.40)
c =
c

where Ac is a surface area associated with the slave node and for the solution point of
Eq. (7.26), denoted by ξc , the gap is given by
gn n = x̃s − xm (ξc )

(7.41)
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In the development summarized here, for simplicity the surface area term is based on
the reference configuration and kept constant during the analysis. Thus, the traction
measure λn is a reference surface measure which must be scaled by a ratio of the current
surface area to obtain the magnitude of the Cauchy traction in the deformed state.
Use of the Lagrange multiplier form introduces an additional unknown λn for each
master–slave contact pair. Since a contact traction interacts with both bodies it must be
determined as part of the solution of the global equilibrium equations. Of course, we
again could eliminate the contact tractions by using a perturbed Lagrangian or penalty
form for the constraint in a manner similar to that used for treating node–node contact.
However, even then the problem is more complex as we do not know a priori which
master facet interacts with a specified contact slave node. Thus, for each contact state a
search to establish the active set of pairs is necessary in order to compute the non-zero
structure of the problem tangent matrix. This implies that the non-zero structure of the
tangent matrix will change during the solution of any contact problem and continual
updates are required to describe the sparse structure (or profile) of the global matrix.

Contact residual
The variation of the potential given in Eq. (7.40) may be expressed as
δc = (δgn λn + δλn gn ) Ac

(7.42)

and used to compute the contact residual array. The result appears to be nearly identical
to that obtained for the node-to-node contact. However, the relationship between the
δgn and δξ terms with the δx̃ (or δũ) is more complex and must be determined from a
variation of the gap relation (7.26). Formally, this is given by

m
Na (ξ)δx̃m − gn δn
(7.43)
n δgn + Tm
ξ δξ + Tη δη = δx̃s −
a

where

m
Tm
ξ = x,ξ =



Na,ξ x̃m
a

and

m
Tm
η = x,η =

a

Tm
ξ



Na,η x̃m
a

a

Tm
η

with
and
being tangent vectors to the master surface at point ξ.
The expression for δgn may now be obtained in the same manner used to compute
g, thus,



T
T
n) δgn = nm
δx̃s −
Na (ξ)δx̃m
−
g
δn
(7.44)
(nm
n
a
a

This may be written in matrix notation as
δgn = δx̃T Un

(7.45)

where Un is a vector that defines the distribution of contact forces and x̃ is a vector
of coordinates for the set of nodes involved in the contact constraint equation (7.26).
Thus the variation of c may be written in matrix form as


 T
 λ n Un A c
(7.46)
δc = δx̃ , δλn
gn Ac

Node–surface contact

An alternate form to compute the variation of the gap may be given by multiplying
Eq. (7.43) by the transpose of n to give



m
Na (ξ)δx̃m − Tm
δξ
−
T
δη
(7.47)
δgn = nT δx̃s −
ξ
η
a

where we have used Eq. (7.34). In constructing models in which the normal is based
on the slave surface geometry we will make use of this alternate form.
The computation of δξ proceeds by premultiplying Eq. (7.43) by the unit tangent
vectors ti to obtain



T m
T
m
δξ
+
t
T
δη
=
t
δ
x̃
−
N
(ξ)δ
x̃
− gn tiT δn; i = 1, 2
(7.48)
tiT Tm
s
a
ξ
i
η
i
a

We note that when n = n(ξ), its variation will contribute to the coefficients of δξ
and δη.
To make the steps clearer we consider next the formulation in two dimensions, first
for the case where the normal n is computed from the master surface geometry and,
second, the case where it is computed from the slave surface geometry.

Example 7.4 Contact forces for normal to 2D master surface
As an example we consider the case where the edge of a two-dimensional element is a
linear segment as shown in Fig. 7.7(a). In this case the tangent vector may be taken as
the Tm defined in Example 7.2 and gives the normal vector
Nm = Ez x,ξm =

1
2

m
Ez (x̃m
2 − x̃1 ) = Ez Tm

With this definition the unit normal vector nm given by Eq. (7.31) is orthogonal to Tm
and, thus, δgn may be determined from
δgn =

T
nm



δx̃s −

2



Na δx̃m
= UnT δx
a

a=1




 m
−N1 (ξ)nm
δx̃1
and
δx = δx̃m
Un = −N2 (ξ)nm
2
nm
δx̃s
Indeed δξ need not be computed at this point. We will find, however, it is required in
order to compute the tangent.
The variation of c is now given by



 λn Un Ac
δc = δx̃T δλn
gn Ac

where

Example 7.5 Contact forces for normal to 2D slave surface
As a second example we consider the case where the edges of a two-dimensional
element are linear segments as shown in Fig. 7.7(b). In this case the tangent vector
may be taken as Ts as defined in Example 7.3 and gives the normal vector
Ns = (x̃s1 − x̃s2 ) × ez = Ez (x̃s1 − x̃s2 ) = Ez Ts
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Since Ts is independent of ξ, its variation is given by
δTs = δx̃s1 − δx̃s2
Using this and previously defined quantities, we can define the variation of the unit
normal as
1
ts nsT δTs = − ts WnT δx̃
δns = −
Ns 
where
⎧ m⎫
⎧
⎫
δx̃
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪ 1m ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨δx̃2 ⎪
⎬
1 ⎨ 0⎬
0
and
δx̃ = δx̃s
Wn =
⎪
⎪
⎪
Ns  ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
δx̃s1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ns ⎪
⎭
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
−ns
δx̃s2
From Eq. (7.44) we obtain the variation of the gap as
δgn = δx̃ (Vn + gn kn Wn ) = δx̃T Un

⎧
⎫
−N1 (ξ)nm ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1 ⎨−N2 (ξ)nm ⎬
nm
Vn = T
⎪
ns nm ⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0
The variation of c may be expressed as
where


δc = δx̃T

δλn



and



kn =

λ n Un A c
gn Ac

tsT nm
nsT nm



Example 7.6 Contact forces for normal to 2D slave
surface -- alternative form
In the previous two examples we obtained a form in which the distribution of the contact
forces depends on the normal to the master surface Nm . For the two-dimensional
problem in which element edges are straight line segments the normal to the master
surface can have a sudden discontinuity between adjacent elements. This will lead to a
discontinuity in the normal traction λn when sliding from one facet to the next occurs.
The effects of the discontinuity may be mitigated by modifying the definition of the
variation of the gap in Example 7.5. Multiplying Eq. (7.43) by nsT we obtain
m
T
δgn = nsT (δx̃s − N1 (ξ)δx̃m
1 − N2 (ξ)δx̃2 ) − ns Tm δξ

Computing δξ from the expression given in Example 7.3 yields
δξ =
=

1
tsT Tm
1
tsT Tm

 T

m
T
mT
mT
δts (x̃s − N1 (ξ)x̃m
1 − N2 (ξ)x̃2 ) + (δx̃s − N1 (ξ)δx̃1 − N2 (ξ)δx̃2 )ts
δx̃T (Vt + gn Wn )

Node–surface contact

where Wn is defined in Example 7.5 and
⎧
⎫
−N1 (ξ)ts ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨−N2 (ξ)ts ⎪
⎬
ts
Vt =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0
The expression for the variation of gn may now be written in the matrix form
δgn = δx̃T [Vs + kt (Vt + gn Wn )] = δx̃T Un

⎧
⎫
−N1 (ξ)ns ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨−N2 (ξ)ns ⎪
⎬
n T Tm
ns
and
kt = Ts
Vs =
⎪
⎪
ts Tm
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0
This form may be used to give the contact residual as above and when linearized leads
to a symmetric tangent matrix for use in a Newton solution algorithm. If we restrict
the variation to one where we set δξ to zero, which is also an admissible variation, the
distribution of contact forces is given by the form
where

δgn = δx̃T Ūn

where

which yields the variation of c as


δc = δx̃T

δλn





Ūn = Vs
λn Ūn Ac
gn Ac



This form has a distribution dependent on the normal to the slave surface and with no
forces acting on the slave nodes adjacent to s that are used to compute the normal.
This is physically more realistic; however, we shall find that the tangent matrix will not
be symmetric. This is a distinct disadvantage unless friction is also included where,
normally, the tangent matrix also will be unsymmetric during slip.

Contact tangent

To compute the contact tangent array we linearize the variation of the potential δc
and obtain


(7.49)
d(δc ) = δgn dλn + δλn dgn + λn d(δgn ) Ac
Except for the last term the structure is identical to that obtained for the node-to-node
contact problem.
The increment to the normal gap, dgn , is obtained from Eq. (7.44) by replacing the
variation δ by the increment d. To obtain a symmetric tangent the computation of
d(δgn ) proceeds from Eq. (7.43) as
T
T
(nm
n) d(δgn ) = − (δnT nm ) dgn − δgn (nm
dn) − gn (nT d(δn))


T
T
(δξT Na,ξ ) (nm
d x̃m
(δx̃mT
−
a)−
a nm ) (Na,ξ dξ)
a

T m
x,ξξ ) dξ
− δξT (nm

a

(7.50)
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where



= δξ, δη

T

δξ Na,ξ
and
δξ

T

T
(nm



Na,ξ
Na,η





m
T m  

 (nmT x,ξξ
) (nm
x,ξη )
dξ
x,ξξ ) d ξ = δξ, δη
T m
T m
dη
(nm
x,ηξ ) (nm
x,ηη )

In matrix form

d(δgn ) = δx̃T KG d x̃

(7.51)

The final form for the tangent may be written as



 T
 λn KG Ūn
d x̃
d(δc ) = δx̃ , δλn
dλn
UnT
0
where

δgn = δx̃T Ūn

and

(7.52)

dgn = UnT d x̃

For cases where Un ≡ Ūn the tangent will be symmetric. To illustrate the process we
again consider the two dimensional problems.

Example 7.7 Tangent for 2D linear master surface
For this case we note that
m
=0
x,ξξ

and

δnT nm = nm dn = 0

so that Eq. (7.50) simplifies to


T
T
(Na,ξ d x̃m
(δx̃mT
d(δgn ) = − δξ nm
a)−
a Na,ξ ) nm dξ − gn nm d(δnm )
a

a

T
T
dTm − δTTm nm dξ − gn nm
d(δnm )
= −δξ nm

where since the Na,ξ are constants

Na,ξ δx̃m
δTm =
a

and

dTm =



a

Na,ξ d x̃m
a

a

Using Eqs (7.33) and (7.34) it is easy to show that
T
nm
d(δnm ) = −

1
1
T
T
δNT (tm tm
) dNm = −
δTT (nm nm
) dTm
Nm 2 m
Nm 2 m

In matrix form δξ is given by
δξ =


1 
1
Vh δx̃
Vt + gn Dn δx̃ =
Nm 
Nm 



where
Vt =

−N1 (ξ)tm
−N2 (ξ)tm
tm


1
; Dn =
2 Nm 



−nm
nm
0
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and x̃ is as defined in Example 7.4. Thus, the geometric stiffness term may be written
as
KG = − Vh DTn − Dn VhT + gn Dn DTn
which is symmetric. The final tangent is given by Eq. (7.52) with Ūn equal to the Un
given in Example 7.4.

Example 7.8 Tangent for normal to 2D slave surface
For this case Eq. (7.50) simplifies to
T
T
T
ns ) d(δgn ) = − δξ nm
dTm − δTTm nm dξ − gn nm
d(δns )
(nm
T
T
− δgn nm dns − δns nm dgn

Using the definitions for Vn and Wn from Example 7.5 we obtain
1
Tn
nm
s

1
Tn
nm
s

and

T
nm
dns = kn WnT d x̃
T
nm
dTm = DTm d x̃



dξ = VtT + gn kn Wn d x̃ = VhT d x̃

with similar expressions for the terms with variations. In the above
⎧
⎫
⎧
⎫
−N1 (ξ)ts ⎪
−nm ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ nm ⎪
⎬
1 ⎨−N2 (ξ)ts ⎬
1
t
0
and Dm =
Vt = T
s
Tn ⎪
⎪
⎪
n m ns ⎪
2 nm
s ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎩ 0⎪
⎭
0
0
and



1
1
T
T
T
T
T
n
d(δn
)
=
−
δT
n
n
−
k
(t
n
+
n
t
)
dTs
s
s
n
s
s
m
s
s
s
s
Tn
nm
Ns 2
s

In matrix notation we may write the geometric term as
KG = − Dm VhT − Vh DTm + kn (Wn UnT − Un WnT )


+ gn Wn WnT − kn (Wt Wn + Wn Wt )
where

⎧ ⎫
0⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
0⎪
1
0
Wt =
⎪
Ns  ⎪
⎪
⎪−ts ⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
ts

Again the geometric term is symmetric and with Ūn = Un the tangent given by
Eq. (7.52) is also symmetric.
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Example 7.9 Tangent for normal to 2D slave
surface -- alternative form
The tangent follows from Example 7.6 where


m
= δx̃T Ūn
δgn = nsT δx̃s − N1 (ξ)δx̃m
1 − N2 (ξ)δx̃2
and gives





m
m
− 21 nsT δx̃m
dξ
d(δgn ) = dnsT δx̃s − N1 (ξ)δx̃m
1 − N2 (ξ)δx̃2
2 − δx̃1

For this case we have
dns = −

1
ts nsT dTs = − ts WnT d x̃
Ns 

with Wn given in Example 7.5 and dξ = VhT d x̃ as described in Example 7.8. Thus the
geometric term is given by
KG = −Vt WnT − Ds VhT

⎧
⎫
⎧
⎫
−N
−n
1 (ξ)ts ⎪
s⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨−N2 (ξ)ts ⎪
⎬
1 ⎨ ns ⎬
ts
0
Vt =
and
Ds =
⎪
⎪
⎪
2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎩ 0⎪
⎭
0
0
with Vt defined in Example 7.8. The tangent matrix is given by Eq. (7.52) and is now
clearly unsymmetric due to the form of Un and Ūn as well as the form of KG .
All of the above forms suffer some solution irregularity during sliding from one
facet to another. In the form where normals are defined relative to the master surface
an expedient solution is to use concepts from multi-surface plasticity to define a ‘continuous’ approximation for the normal. This leads to additional considerations which
are not given here and are left for the reader to develop (see reference 21, 40 or 41).
It is also possible to ‘smooth’ the master surface using continuous interpolation across
facets.41–43
Extension to three-dimensional problems is straightforward and involves addition
terms related to second derivatives of shape functions unless three-node triangular
facets are used. Extension to include frictional effects is described next for a simple
Coulomb model. For other models the reader is referred to the literature for additional
details.34,40,41,44–57
where

7.4.3 Contact modelling – frictional case
For frictional contact both normal and tangential tractions are involved on the surfaces
between the two bodies. Thus, the contact traction for a three-dimensional problem is
expressed as
2

λti ti = λn n + λt
(7.53a)
λ = λn n +
i=1

Node–surface contact

where ti form a pair of tangent vectors on the contact surface. For a two-dimensional
case this simplifies to
(7.53b)
λ = λn n + λt t
In a finite element setting the tangent vectors are obtained during the computation of
the normal as described above. For example, in a three-dimensional problem in which
the normal is defined for a master facet the tangent vectors may be taken as
m
m
m
Tm
1 = x,ξ and T2 = x,η

(7.54)

with unit vectors defined in the usual way.
In general the tangential traction components are dependent upon the magnitude of
the normal traction as well as upon the amount of sliding, lubrication, temperature
and other effects that occur. For a detailed description of various models the reader is
referred to references 58, 40 and 41. Here we restrict our attention to a simple Coulomb
model in which the tangential forces satisfy a stick–slip behaviour.
For a stick condition the solution is obtained using the contact functional
2



λti tiT gst Ac
stc = λT gst Ac = λn nT gst +

(7.55)

i=1
st

In the stick case the total gap, g , is determined from the constraint equation

st
Na (ξ0 ) x̃m
c = x̃s −
a −g = 0

(7.56)

a

in which ξ0 defines a fixed point on the surface at which either initial contact is made
or a previously sliding state stops. In a discrete setting in which a solution is sought at
time tn+1 the value of ξ0 = ξn , the value obtained from the solution at time tn . For a
stick state a variation of the gap is given by

Na (ξ0 ) δx̃m
(7.57)
δgst = δx̃s −
a
a

The residual equations for a three-dimensional problem are obtained from
2
2




δλti (tiT gst ) +
λti δ(tiT gst ) Ac
δstc = δλn (nT gst ) + λn δ(nT gst ) +
i=1


= δx̃T

δλn δλt1

i=1

⎫
⎧
st
st
λn Ūnst + λt1 Ūt1
+ λt2 Ūt2
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨

gn
δλt2
Ac
gt1
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
gt2
(7.58a)

in which λn and λti are Lagrange multipliers. For the two-dimensional case this simplifies to

st
st 
 T
 λn Ūn + λt Ūt
st
δλn δλt
gn
Ac
(7.58b)
δc = δx̃
gt
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Alternatively, a perturbed Lagrangian form may be written and the contact forces may
then be computed directly in terms of the gap relations. Since the multiplier forces are
scalars this often leads to a form which is identical to a penalty method.
In a simple Coulomb friction model a stick state persists whenever
λt  = (λTt λt )1/2 < µ |λn |

(7.59)

The ‘friction’ parameter µ is a positive material constant that depends on the properties
of the contacting surfaces. When λt  reaches its limit value ‘sliding’ occurs and the
tangential tractions are given by
λt = −µ λn

ġtsl
gtsl
≈
−µ
λ
n
ġtsl 
gtsl 

(7.60)

in which for a discrete time increment t = tn+1 − tn , the gap increment is defined by
gtsl = gtsl (tn+1 ) − gtsl (tn ). As shown in Fig. 7.8 an increment of tangential slip may
be defined by41
m
m
dgtsl = x,ξm dξ + x,η
dη = Tm
(7.61)
1 dξ + T2 dη
The incremental slip is then given by
gtsl =


tn

tn+1

dgtsl

(7.62)

Thus, the movement of the contact point on the surface is described by the parameters
ξ and η. The location for every contact point is described by Eq. (7.26). Accordingly,
during persistent contact we will always have


(7.63)
tiT xs − xm (ξ) = 0
from which differentials, variations and increments may be computed. For a finite
element surface approximation we can compute δξ from Eq. (7.43) and the other
quantities using the same expression with variations replaced by the appropriate terms.

Nm

ξc +

Tm2
dgt

ξc

Fig. 7.8 Increment of tangential slip.

Tm1

dξ

Node–surface contact

In a discrete setting the first iteration in each time (load) increment is assumed to
be a stick state. If at the end of the iteration λt  > µ|λn | the state is changed to slip
for the next iteration. In many instances some of the conditions assumed as slip will
give solutions in which it is necessary to change the state back to stick. Indeed, due to
the discrete nature of the solution process and that of the finite element approximation
for the contacting surfaces it may occur that there is no fully consistent solution. In
such cases it may be necessary to ‘accept’ a solution after a set number of iterations
(provided the ‘error’ is sufficiently small).
A contact functional slc does not exist for a sliding state; however, a Galerkin
equation for the contact equations may be written directly as
δslc

=



δλn gnsl


= δx̃T

+

δλn

δgnsl





λn +

2 
2



δgtisl Aij λtj Ac

i=1 j =1

λn Ūnsl

+

sl
λt1 Ūt1

gn

+

sl
λt2 Ūt2

(7.64)


Ac

where Aij = tiT tj and
sl
sl
A1i + δgt2
A2i = δx̃T Utisl ; i = 1, 2
δgt1

The normal component terms depend on the current value of ξ and are computed
in an identical manner to that described above for the frictionless case. When sliding
occurs the tangential tractions λti are not independent Lagrange multipliers but are
computed from the Coulomb model in terms of the normal component and the geometric
properties defining gtsl .
The tangent matrix for a stick–slip behaviour is computed in two parts. For the
stick state we compute the tangent terms from Eq. (7.58a) and for the slip state from
Eq. (7.64). The tangent for a stick state has the form


d(δ) = δx̃T

δλn δλt1

⎡
(λ · KGst ) Ūnst
⎢
 ⎢ UnT ,st
0
δλt2 ⎢
T ,st
0
⎣ Ut1
T ,st
0
Ut2

st
Ūt1
0

0
0

⎤
st ⎧
⎫
Ūt2
d x̃ ⎪
⎪
⎥
⎨
0 ⎥ dλn ⎬
Ac
⎥ dλ
0 ⎦⎪
⎭
⎩ t1 ⎪
dλt2
0
(7.65)

where
st
st
st
+ λt1 KG1
+ λt2 KG2
λ · KGst = λn KGn

with
st
d x̃T
d(δ(nT g)) = δx̃T KGn

and

st
d(δ(tiT g)) = δx̃T KGi
d x̃T

For the slip case the final tangent has the form



sl
sl
 T
 (λ · KGsl ) (Ūnsl + αµŪt1
d x̃
+ βµŪt2
)
δλn
Ac
d(δ) = δx̃
dλn
UnT ,sl
0

(7.66)
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where α and β are proportions of the λt1 and λt2 components satisfying Coulomb
relation for slip. In a two-dimensional problem β = 0 and α = ±1 with the sign
depending on the direction of sliding. To illustrate the process of computing the tangent
for each state we again consider some two-dimensional examples.

Example 7.10 Residual and tangent for stick -- normal to
master surface
The gap for the stick case is given by
m
gst = x̃s − N1 (ξ0 )x̃m
1 − N2 (ξ0 )x̃2

and its variation by
m
δgst = δx̃s − N1 (ξ0 ) δx̃m
1 − N2 (ξ0 ) δx̃2

with a similar expression for dgst . From Eqs (7.58a) and (7.58b) we obtain for the
normal residual
T
g) = δgT nm −
δ(nm

1
T
δTT nm tm
g = δx̃T (Vn0 − gt Dn ) = δx̃T Un0
Nm  m

where Dn is defined in Example 7.7. Similarly, for the tangential residual we obtain
T
g) = δgT tm +
δ(tm

1
T
δTT nm nm
g = δx̃T (Vt0 + gn Dn ) = δx̃T Ut0
Nm  m

where in the above


Vn0 =

−N1 (ξ0 ) nm
−N2 (ξ0 ) nm
nm




and

Vt0 =

−N1 (ξ0 ) tm
−N2 (ξ0 ) tm
tm



The geometric term for the normal tangent is given by
T
T
d(δnm
g) = δnm
dg + δgT dnm + gT d(δnm )

where
T
δnm
dg = −

1
T
T
δTT nm tm
dg = − δx̃T Dn Vt0
d x̃
Nm  m

and
d(δnm ) =


1 
T
T
T
T
T
t
δT
(n
t
+
n
t
)
dT
−
n
δT
n
n
dT
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
Nm 2

= tm δx̃T (Dn DTt + Dt DTn ) d x̃ − nm δx̃T Dn DTn d x̃

Node–surface contact

where
1
Dt =
2 Nm 



−tm
tm
0

A similar computation for the tangential geometric stiffness gives
T
T
d(δtm
g) = δtm
dg + δgT dtm + gT d(δtm )

with
T
T
dg = δx̃T Dn Vn0
d x̃
δtm

and
d(δtm ) = − nm δx̃T (Dn DTt + Dt DTn ) d x̃ − tm δx̃T Dn DTn d x̃
Thus the final form of the geometric stiffness is given by
T
T
+ Vt0 Dn ) + λt (Dn Vn0
+ Vn0 Dn )
λ · KGst = − λn (Dn Vt0
T
T
+ (λn gt − λt gn ) (Dn Dt + Dt Dn ) − (λn gn + λt gt ) Dn DTn

The residual for stick may be written in matrix form as


δc = δx̃T

δλn δλt





λn Un0 + λt Ut0
gn
gt

and the tangent as


d(δc ) = δx̃T

δλn


st
G
 λ·K
T
Un0
δλt
T
Ut0

Un0
0
0

Ut0
0
0



d x̃
dλn
dλt



Example 7.11 Residual and tangent for slip -- normal to
master surface
The residual and tangent for the normal gap and normal traction component is identical
to that for a frictionless behaviour. Thus, the residual is the same as that presented in
Example 7.4 and the tangent as given in Example 7.7. For the tangential behaviour,
the variation of the tangential slip is given by
T
(x̃s −
δgtsl = δξ Tm  = δtm


a

Na x̃m
a ) = (δx̃s −

= δx̃T Vh = δx̃T (Vt + gn Dn )


a

T
Na δx̃m
a ) tm
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where, noting that Nm  = Tm , the vectors for Vh , Vt and Dn are defined in Example
7.7. Expanding this relation gives


T
T
(d x̃s −
Na d x̃m
Na δx̃m
d(δgtsl ) = δtm
a − Tm dξ) + (δx̃s −
a ) dtm

a
T
+ (x̃s −
Na x̃m
a ) d(δtm )

a

a

Inserting the definitions for terms and writing in matrix notation gives
sl
d x̃
d(δgtsl ) = δx̃T KGt

with

sl
= Dn VnT + Vn DTn − Dt VhT − gn (Dn DTt + Dt DTn )
KGt



−tm
tm
0
Thus, the final form of the residual for slip is given by


 T
 λn (Un + α µUt )
sl
δλn
δgt = δx̃
gn
in which

1
Dt =
Nm 

and that for the tangent is


d(δc ) = δx̃T




 λ · KGsl (Un + α µUt )
d x̃
δλn
dλn
UnT
0

where α = ±1 depending on the direction of sliding and
sl
sl
+ α µ KGt
)
λ · KGsl = λn (KGn

7.5 Surface–surface contact
The above treatment for contact may be generalized to a surface-to-surface treatment in which behaviour over a facet on the slave body interacts with one or more
facets on the master body. An early attempt at defining appropriate segments for twodimensional applications was presented by Simo et al.9 and for three-dimensional ones
by Papadopoulos and Taylor.59 Both of these approaches had practical difficulties in
large deformation and sliding situations. More recently developments have utilized
so-called mortar methods. Mortar methods have their roots in domain decomposition in which subdomains are joined using appropriate tied interfaces as introduced in
Sec. 7.3. Mortaring relates to how the Lagrange multiplier is approximated such that
accuracy and stability are maintained. A brief description for tied interfaces is given in
Chapter 12 of reference 60 and a detailed mathematical presentation is given in reference 61. The basic treatment for contact problems relies on a proper definition of the

Numerical examples

gap relation and appropriate quadrature over the contact surface facets. At the present
time the work of Puso and Laursen31,32,62 presents the most comprehensive treatment
for this approach. The details of the construction are quite involved and the reader is
referred to the cited papers for the additional details and results.

7.6 Numerical examples
7.6.1 Contact between two discs
As a first example here we consider the contact problem previously solved using a node–
node approach. In that case we observed a small but significant discontinuity between
the contours of vertical stress between the bodies, indicating that traction is not correctly
transmitted across the section. Here we use the node–surface method given above in
which the contact area of each body is taken as the boundary of elements. The solution is
achieved by using a penalty method and a two-pass solution procedure where on the first
pass one body is the slave and the other the master and on the second pass the designation
is reversed. This approach has been shown to be necessary in order to satisfy the mixed
patch test for contact.33 The results using this approach are shown in Fig. 7.9. For
the solution, the two-dimensional plane strain finite deformation displacement element
described in Sec. 5.3.2 is used with material behaviour given by the neo-Hookean
hyperelastic model described in Sec. 6.2.1. Properties are: E = 100 000 for the upper
body and E = 1000 for the lower body. A Poisson ratio of ν = 0.25 is used to compute
Lamé parameters λn and µ. As can readily be seen in the figure the results obtained
are significantly better than those from the node-to-node analysis.

7.6.2 Contact between a disk and a block
As a second example we consider the interaction between a semicircular disk and a
rectangular block. The disk has a radius of 10 units with the material modelled by
a neo-Hookean material with initial modulus E = 100 and Poisson ratio ν = 0.25.

Fig. 7.9 Contact between semicircular disks: vertical contours for node-to-surface solution.
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(a) Initial mesh

(b) Deformed mesh

(c) s 1 stress

(d) s 2 stress

Fig. 7.10 Contact between a disk and a block -- frictionless solution.

The block has a width of 30 units and a height of 15 units. The block is also modelled
by a neo-Hookean material with initial modulus E = 10 and Poisson ratio ν = 0.45.
An initial gap of 0.2 units exists between the disk and the block. The disk is punched
into the block by an overall vertical motion of 4 units, thus leading to a large deformation of the block. A solution assuming frictionless contact was achieved using
the Lagrange multiplier approach in 40 steps by imposed displacements along the
top of the disk. In the analysis the disk is treated as the slave body. The initial
and final configuration of the mesh used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 7.10 along
with contours for the major and minor principal stresses (a coarser mesh is used to
allow display of the mesh and the contours on the same figure). In Fig. 7.11 we
show the pressure distribution obtained from the Lagrange multipliers acting on the
slave nodes in contact. The result has a small oscillatory behaviour despite the rather
fine discretization on the contact surface. This is characteristic of the action between
slave nodes and the projection points on the master surface and emphasizes the need
for improved treatment by surface-to-surface methods. Nevertheless, it is possible
to obtain necessary engineering results for design from such treatment and today the
node-to-surface form is the one available in most research and commercial computer
programs.
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Fig. 7.11 Contact between a disk and a block -- contact pressure.

7.6.3 Frictional sliding of a flexible disk on a sloping block
As an example which includes friction we consider the forced motion of a flexible half
disk along a sloping disk. The disk is fixed along its top edge which is subjected to the
imposed displacement

t; 0 ≤ t ≤ 4
and
u2 =
u1 = t; 0 ≤ t
4; 4 < t
The disk has a radius of 3 units and is composed of a neo-Hookean material with
material parameters E = 8 and ν = 0.35. The sloping block has a width of 10 units
with a height of 10 units at the left side and 5 units at the right side and is also modelled
by a neo-Hookean material with parameters E = 20 and ν = 0.25. The centre of
the disk is initially located at x1 = 4 and x2 = 11.6. The solution is obtained using
Lagrange multiplier form with a Coulomb friction model of µ = 0.0 (frictionless)
and µ = 0.2. A set of views of the deformed positions is shown in Fig. 7.12 and the
resultant force history in Fig. 7.13. The peak normal force occurs at the time where
the vertical motion becomes constant. Note that friction slightly increases the value of
the peak load.

7.6.4 Upsetting of a cylindrical billet
To illustrate performance in highly strained regimes, we consider large compression of
a three-dimensional cylindrical billet. The initial configuration is a cylinder with radius
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(a) Initial configuration

(b) Position at t = 2

(c) Position at t = 4

(d) Position at t = 6

Fig. 7.12 Configurations for a frictional sliding.

r = 10 and height h = 15. The mesh consists of 459 eight-node hexahedral elements
based on the mixed–enhanced formulation presented in Sec. 5.6. The billet is loaded
via displacement control on the upper surface, while the lower edge is fully restrained.
A Newton solution process is used in which the upper displacement is increased by
increments of displacement equal to 0.25 units.
To prevent penetration with the rigid base during large deformations a simple nodeon-node penalty formulation with a penalty parameter k = 106 is defined for nodes
on the lower part of the cylindrical boundary. A neo-Hookean material model with
λn = 104 and µ = 10 is used for the simulation. Figure 7.14 depicts the initial mesh
and progression of deformation.
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Fig. 7.13 Resultant force history for sliding disk.

Fig. 7.14 Initial and final configurations for a billet.
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7.7 Concluding remarks
In the preceding three chapters we have presented methods to implement basic strategies
for solving general finite deformation problems in solid mechanics. A variational
structure easily implemented for both two- and three-dimensional problems which can
include nearly incompressible behaviour has been given. In addition we have shown
how various constitutive models can be included to represent elastic, viscoelastic and
elastic–plastic behaviour. Finally in this chapter we have included an introduction
to constraining interactions resulting from intermittent contact between contiguous
bodies. The formulation of methods to model contact is an active area of research and
many new procedures are being introduced. The reader is encouraged to consult recent
research on the topic.
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8
Pseudo-rigid and rigid–flexible
bodies
8.1 Introduction
Many situations are encountered where treatment of the entire system as deformable
bodies is neither necessary nor practical. For example, the frontal impact of a vehicle
against a barrier requires a detailed modelling of the front part of the vehicle but the
primary function of the engine and the rear part is to provide inertia, deformation
being negligible for purposes of modelling the frontal impact. A second example,
from geotechnical engineering, is the modelling of rock mass landslides or interaction
between rocks on a conveyor belt where deformation of individual blocks is secondary.
In this chapter we consider briefly the study of the first class of problems and in the
next chapter the second type in much more detail.
The above problem classes divide themselves into two further subclasses: one where
it is necessary to include some simple mechanisms of deformation in each body (e.g. an
individual rock piece) and the second in which the individual bodies have no deformation at all. The first class is called pseudo-rigid body deformation1 and the second rigid
body behaviour.2 Here we wish to illustrate how such behaviour can be described and
combined in a finite element system. For the modelling of pseudo-rigid body analyses
we follow closely the work of Cohen and Muncaster 1 and the numerical implementation proposed by Solberg and Papadopoulos.3 The literature on rigid body analysis is
extensive, and here we refer the reader to papers for additional details on methods and
formulations beyond those covered here.4–21

8.2 Pseudo-rigid motions
In this section we consider the analysis of systems which are composed of many
small bodies, each of which is assumed to undergo large displacements and a uniform
deformation.* The individual bodies which we consider are of the types shown in
Fig. 8.1. In particular, a faceted shape can be constructed directly from a finite element
discretization in which the elements are designated as all belonging to a single solid
object or the individual bodies can be described by simple geometric forms such as
discs or ellipsoids.
*

Higher-order approximations can be included using polynomial approximation for the deformation of each
body.

Pseudo-rigid motions

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.1 Shapes for pseudo-rigid and rigid body analysis: (a) ellipsoid; (b) faceted body.

A homogeneous motion of a body may be written as
φi (XI , t) = ri (t) + FiI (t) [XI − RI ]

(8.1)

in which XI is position, t is time, RI is some reference point in the undeformed body, ri
is the position of the same point in the deformed body, and FiI is a constant deformation
gradient. We note immediately that at time zero the deformation gradient is the identity
tensor (matrix) and Eq. (8.1) becomes
φi (XI , 0) = ri (0) + δiI [XI − RI ] = ri (0) + δiI XI − δiI RI ≡ δiI XI

(8.2)

where ri (0) = δiI RI by definition. The behaviour of solids which obey the above
description is sometimes referred to as analysis of pseudo-rigid bodies.1 A treatment by
finite elements has been considered by Solberg and Papadopoulos,3 and an alternative
expression for motions restricted to incrementally linear behaviour has been developed by Shi, and the method is commonly called discontinuous deformation analysis
(DDA).22 The DDA form, while widely used in the geotechnical community, is usually
combined with a simple linear elastic constitutive model and linear strain-displacement
forms which can lead to large errors when finite rotations are encountered.
Once the deformation gradient is computed, the procedures for analysis follow the
methods described in Chapter 5. It is, of course, necessary to include the inertial term
for each body in the analysis. No difficulties are encountered once a shape of each
body is described and a constitutive model is introduced. For elastic behaviour it is
not necessary to use a complicated model, and here use of the St Venant–Kirchhoff
relation is adequate – indeed, if large deformations occur within an individual body
the approximation of homogeneous deformation generally is not adequate to describe
the solution. The primary difficulty for this class of problems is modelling the large
number of interactions between bodies by contact phenomena and here the reader is
referred to Chapters 7 and 9 and references on the subject for additional information
on contact and other details.22,23
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8.3 Rigid motions
The pseudo-rigid body form can be directly extended to rigid bodies by using the polar
decomposition on the deformation tensor. The polar decomposition of the deformation
gradient may be given as24–26
FiI = iJ UJ I

where

iI iJ = δI J

and

iI j I = δij

(8.3)

Here iI is a rigid rotation* and UI J is a stretch tensor (which has eigenvalues λm as
defined in Chapter 5). In the case of rigid motions the stretches are all unity and UI J
simply becomes an identity. Thus, a rigid body motion may be specified as
φi (XI , t) = ri (t) + iI (t) [XI − RI ]

(8.4)

φ(X, t) = r(t) + Λ(t) [X − R]

(8.5)

or, in matrix form, as
Alternatively, we can express the rigid motion using Eq. (8.1) and impose constraints to
make the stretches unity. For example, in two dimensions we can represent the motion
in terms of the displacements of the vertices of a triangle and apply constraints that the
lengths of the triangle sides are unchanged during deformation. The constraints may
be added as Lagrange multipliers or other constraint methods and the analysis may
proceed directly from a standard finite element representation of the triangle. Such
an approach has been used in reference 27 with a penalty method used to impose the
constraints. Here we do not pursue this approach further and instead consider direct
use of rigid body motions to construct the formulation.
For subsequent use we note the form of the variation of a rigid motion and its
incremental part. These may be expressed as

 [X − R]
δφ = δr + δθΛ
 [X − R]
dφ = dr + dθΛ
Using Eq. (8.5) these may be simplified to
δφ = δr − ŷδθ
dφ = dr − ŷdθ

where

y =x−r

(8.6)

where dφ and δθ are incremental and variational rotation vectors, respectively.
In a similar manner we obtain the velocity for the rigid motion as
φ̇ = ṙ − ŷω

(8.7)

in which ṙ is translational velocity and ω angular velocity, both at the centre of mass.
The angular velocity is obtained by solving
Λ̇ = ω̂Λ

(8.8)

Often literature denotes this rotation as RiI ; however, here we use RI as a position of a point in the body and
to avoid confusion use iI to denote rotation.

*

Rigid motions

or
Λ̇ = ΛΩ̂

(8.9)

where Ω is the reference configuration angular velocity.8 This is clearer by writing the
equations in indicial form given by
˙ iI = ωij j I = iJ J I

where the velocity matrices are defined in
skew symmetric form

0
ω3
ωij =
−ω2

(8.10)

terms of vector components and give the
−ω3
0
ω1

ω2
−ω1
0


(8.11)

and similarly for I J . The above form allows for the use of either the material angular
velocity or the spatial one. Transformation between the two is easily performed since
the rigid rotation must satisfy the orthogonality conditions
ΛT Λ = ΛΛT = I

(8.12)

at all times. Using Eqs (8.8) and (8.9) we obtain
ω̂ = ΛΩ̂ΛT

(8.13)

or by transforming in the opposite way
Ω̂ = ΛT ω̂Λ

(8.14)

8.3.1 Equations of motion for a rigid body
If we consider a single rigid body subjected to concentrated loads fa applied at points
whose current position is xa and locate the reference position for R at the centre of
mass, the equations of equilibrium are given by conservation of linear momentum

fa = f ;
p = mṙ
(8.15)
ṗ =
a

where p defines a linear momentum, f is a resultant force and total mass of the body is
computed from

ρ0 dV
(8.16)
m=


and conservation of angular momentum

(xa − r) × fa = m;
π̇ =

π = Iω

(8.17)

a

where π is the angular momentum of the rigid body, m is a resultant couple and I is
the spatial inertia tensor.
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The spatial inertia tensor (matrix) I is computed from

I = ΛJΛT

(8.18)

where J is the inertia tensor (matrix) computed from an integral on the reference
configuration and is given by



J=
ρ0 (YT Y)I − YYT dV
where
Y =X−R
(8.19)


Thus, description of an individual rigid body requires locating the centre of mass R
and computing the total mass m and inertia matrix J. It is then necessary to integrate
the equilibrium equations to define the position r and the orientation of the body Λ.

8.3.2 Construction from a finite element model
If we model a body by finite elements, as described throughout this volume, we can
define individual bodies or parts of bodies as being rigid. For each such body (or part
of a body) it is then necessary to define the total mass, inertia matrix, and location of
the centre of mass.
This may be accomplished by computing the integrals given by Eqs (8.16) and (8.19)
together with the relation to determine the centre of mass given by

ρ0 X dV
(8.20)
mR =


In these expressions it is necessary only to define each point in the volume of an
element by its reference position interpolation X. For solid (e.g. brick or tetrahedral)
elements such interpolation is given by Eq. (5.50a) which in matrix form becomes
(omitting the summation symbol)
X = Nα X̃α

(8.21)

This interpolation may be used to determine the volume element necessary to carry out
all the integrals numerically by quadrature.28
The total mass may now be computed as
 
ρ0 dV
(8.22)
m=
e

e

where e is the reference volume of each element e. Use of Eq. (8.21) in Eq. (8.20)
to determine the centre of mass now gives

1 
ρ0 Nα dV Xα
(8.23)
R=
m
e
e

and finally the reference inertia tensor (matrix) as



J=
Mαβ (YαT Yβ )I − Yα YβT ;
e

Yα = Xα − R

(8.24)

Rigid motions

where
e
Mαβ
=


e

ρ0 Nα Nβ dV

(8.25)

The above definition of Yα tacitly assumes that α Nα = 1. If other interpolations are
used to define the shape functions (e.g. hierarchical shape functions) it is necessary to
modify the above procedure to determine the mass and inertia matrix.

8.3.3 Transient solutions
The integration of the translational rigid term r may be performed using any of the
methods described in reference 28 or indeed by other methods described in the literature.
The integration of the rotational part can also be performed by many schemes; however,
it is important that updates of the rotation produce discrete time values for rigid rotations
which retain an orthonormal character, that is, the Λn must satisfy the orthogonality
condition given by Eq. (8.12). One procedure to obtain this is to assume that the angular
velocity within a time increment is constant, being measured as
ω(t) ≈ ωn+α =

1
θ
t

(8.26)

in which t is the time increment between tn and tn+1 , θ is the increment of rotation
during the time step, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The approximation
ωn+α = (1 − α)ωn + αωn+1

(8.27)

is used to define intermediate values in terms of those at tn and tn+1 . Equation (8.8) now
becomes a constant coefficient ordinary differential equation which may be integrated
exactly, yielding the solution
Λ(t) = exp[θ̂(t − tn )/t]Λn

tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1

(8.28)

In particular at tn+α we obtain
Λn+α = exp[αθ̂]Λn
This may also be performed using the material angular velocity Ω.8 Many algorithms
exist to construct the exponential of a matrix, and the closed-form expression given
by the classical formula of Euler and Rodrigues (e.g. see Wittaker 29 ) is quite popular.
This is given by
exp[θ̂] = I +

1 sin2 |θ|/2 2
sin |θ|
θ̂ +
θ̂
|θ|
2 [|θ|2 /2]

where


1/2
|θ| = θT θ

(8.29)

This update may also be given in terms of quaternions and has been used for integration
of both rigid body motions as well as for the integration of the rotations appearing in
three-dimensional beam formulations (see Chapter 17).8,30,31 Another alternative to the
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direct use of the exponential update is to use the Cayley transform to perform updates
for Λ which remain orthonormal.
Once the form for the update of the rigid rotation is defined any of the integration
procedures defined in reference 28 may be used to advance the incremental rotation
by noting that θ or Θ (the material counterpart) are in fact the change from time tn to
tn+1 . The reader also is referred to reference 8 for additional algorithms directly based
on the GN11 and GN22 methods.28 Here forms for conservation of linear and angular
momentum are of particular importance.

8.4 Connecting a rigid body to a flexible body
In some analyses the rigid body is directly attached to flexible body parts of the problem
[Fig. 8.2(a)]. Consider a rigid body that occupies the part of the domain denoted as r
and is ‘bonded’ to a flexible body with domain f . In such a case the formulation to
‘bond’ the surface may be performed in a concise manner using Lagrange multiplier
constraints. We shall find that these multiplier constraints can be easily eliminated
from the analysis by a local solution process, as opposed to the need to carry them to
the global solution arrays as was the case in their use in contact problems (see Sec. 5.3).

8.4.1 Lagrange multiplier constraints
A simple two-dimensional rigid–flexible body problem is shown in Fig. 8.2(a) in which
the interface will involve only three–nodal points. In Fig. 8.2(b) we show an exploded
view between the rigid body and one of the elements which lies along the rigid–flexible
interface. Here we need to enforce that the position of the two interface nodes for the
element will have the same deformed position as the corresponding point on the rigid
body. Such a constraint can easily be written using Eq. (8.4) as
Cα = r(t) + Λ(t) [Xα − R] − xα (t) = 0

(8.30)

in which the subscript α denotes a node number. We can now modify a functional to
include the constraint using a classical Lagrange multiplier approach in which we add
the term
(8.31)
rf = λα Cα = λα [xα (t) − r(t) − Λ(t) [Xα − R]]

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.2 Lagrange multiplier constraint between flexible and rigid bodies: (a) rigid--flexible body; (b) Lagrange
multipliers.

Connecting a rigid body to a flexible body

Taking the variation we obtain
δrf = δλα [xα − r − Λ [Xα − R]] + λα [δxα − δr − δθΛ [Xα − R]]

(8.32)

From this we immediately obtain the constraint equation and a modification to the
equilibrium equations for each flexible node and the rigid body. Accordingly, the
modified variational principle may now be written for a typical node α on the interface
of the rigid body as



δ + δrf = δxµ δxα δr δθ δλµ
⎧
⎫
v̇
v̇
M
+
M
+
P
−
f
⎪
⎪
µν
ν
µβ
β
µ
µ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
v̇
v̇
M
+
M
+
P
−
f
+
λ
αν ν
αβ β
α
α
α⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
× ṗ − f − λα
=0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
T
⎪
⎪
π̇ − m − ŷα λα
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
xα − r − Λ [Xα − R]

(8.33)

where yα = xα −r are the nodal values of y, β are any other rigid body nodes connected
to node α and µ, ν are flexible nodes connected to node α.
Since the parameters xα enter the equations in a linear manner we can use the
constraint equation to eliminate their appearance in the equations. Accordingly, from
the variation of the constraint equation we may write


δxα = [I, ŷα ]

δr
δθ


(8.34)

which permits the remaining equations in Eq. (8.33) to be rewritten as


δ + δrf = δxµ

⎫
⎧
Mµν v̇ν + Mµβ v̇β + Pµ − fµ
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨

ṗ − f + Mαν v̇ν + Mαβ v̇β + Pα − fα
δr δθ
=0
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
T
π̇ − m − ŷα (Mαν v̇ν + Mαβ v̇β + Pα − fα )
(8.35)

For use in a Newton solution scheme it is necessary to linearize Eq. (8.35). This is
easily achieved



d(δ) + d(δrf ) = δxµ δr δθ
⎡

(Kµν )T
(Kµβ )T
0
⎢
p
(Kαβ )T
KT
× ⎣ (Kαν )T
−ŷαT (Kαν )T −ŷαT (Kαβ )T 0

⎧ ⎫
⎤ ⎪dxν ⎪
⎪
0 ⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨ ⎪
⎥ dxβ
0⎦
⎪
⎪
⎪ dr ⎪
KTθ ⎪
⎭
⎩ ⎪
dθ

(8.36)
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Once again this form may be reduced using the equivalent of Eq. (8.34) for an
incremental dxβ to obtain


d(δ) + d(δrf ) = δxµ δr δθ
⎡
⎤
(Kµν )T
(Kµβ )T
−(Kµβ )T ŷβ
p
⎦
KT + (Kαβ )T
−(Kαβ )T ŷβ
× ⎣ (Kαν )T
−ŷαT (Kαν )T −ŷαT (Kαβ )T [KTθ + ŷαT (Kαβ )T ŷβ ]
 
dxν
× dr
(8.37)
dθ
Combining all the steps we obtain the set of equations for each rigid body as
⎡
⎤⎧ ⎫
(Kµν )T
(Kµβ )T
−(Kµβ )T ŷβ
⎨dxν ⎬
p
⎣ (Kαν )T
⎦ dr
[KT + (Kαβ )T ]
−(Kαβ )T ŷβ
⎩ ⎭
T
T
θ
T
dθ
−ŷα (Kαν )T
−ŷα (Kαβ )T
[KT + ŷα (Kαβ )T ŷβ ]
(8.38)
⎧
⎫
⎨Ψµ
⎬
= f − ṗ + Ψα
⎩
⎭
m − π̇ + ŷαT Ψα
in which Ψα and Ψµ are the residuals from the finite element calculation at node α and
µ, respectively. We recall from Chapter 5 that each is given by a form
ψα = fα − Pα (σ) − Mαν v̇ν − Mαβ v̇β

(8.39)

which is now not zero since total balance of momentum includes the addition of the
λα .
The above steps to compute the residual and the tangent can be performed in each
element separately by noting that

λeα
(8.40)
λα =
e

λeα

where
denotes the contribution from element e. Thus, the steps to constrain a
flexible body to a rigid body are once again a standard finite element assembly process
and may easily be incorporated into a solution system.
The above discussion has considered the connection between a rigid body and a
body which is modelled using solid finite elements (e.g. quadrilateral and hexahedral
elements in two and three dimensions, respectively). It is also possible directly to
connect beam elements which have nodal parameters of translation and rotation. This
is easily performed if the rotation parameters of the beam are also defined in terms
of the rigid rotation Λ. In this case one merely transforms the rotation to be defined
relative to the reference description of the rigid body rotation and assembles the result
directly into the rotation terms of the rigid body. If one uses a rotation for both the
beam and the rigid body which is defined in terms of the global Cartesian reference
configuration no transformation is required. Shells can be similarly treated; however,
it is best then to define the shell directly in terms of three rotation parameters instead
of only two at points where connection is to be performed.32,33

Multibody coupling by joints

8.5 Multibody coupling by joints
Often it is desirable to have two (or more) rigid bodies connected in some specified
manner. For example, in Fig. 8.3 we show a disc connected to an arm. Both are
treated as rigid bodies but it is desired to have the disc connected to the arm in such
a way that it can rotate freely about the axis normal to the page. This type of motion
is characteristic of many rotating machine connections and it as well as many other
types of connections are encountered in the study of rigid body motions.4,34 This type
of interconnection is commonly referred to as a joint. In quite general terms joints
may be constructed by a combination of two types of simple constraints: translational
constraints and rotational constraints.

8.5.1 Translation constraints
The simplest type of joint is a spherical connection in which one body may freely
rotate around the other but relative translation is prevented. Such a situation is shown
in Fig. 8.3 where it is evident the spinning disc must stay attached to the rigid arm
at its axle. Thus it may not translate relative to the arm in any direction (additional
constraints are necessary to ensure it rotates only about the one axis – these are discussed in Sec. 8.5.2). If a full translation constraint is imposed a simple relation may
be introduced as
(8.41)
Cj = x(a) − x(b) = 0
where a and b denote two rigid bodies. Thus, addition of the Lagrange multiplier
constraint
(8.42)
j = λTj [x(a) − x(b) ]
imposes the spherical joint condition. It is necessary only to define the location for the
spherical joint in the reference configuration. Denoting this as Xj (which is common

Fig. 8.3 Spinning disc constrained by a joint to a rigid arm.
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to the two bodies) and introducing the rigid motion yields a constraint in terms of the
rigid body positions as
j = λTj [r(a) + Λ(a) (Xj − R (a) ) − r(b) − Λ(b) (Xj − R (b) )]

(8.43)

The variation and subsequent linearization of this relation yields the contribution to the
residual and tangent matrix for each body, respectively. This is easily performed using
relations given above and is left as an exercise for the reader.
If the translation constraint is restricted to be in one direction with respect to, say,
body a it is necessary to track this direction and write the constraint accordingly. To
accomplish this the specific direction of the body a in the reference configuration is
required. This may be computed by defining two points in space X1 and X2 from which
a unit vector V is defined by
V=

X2 − X1
|X2 − X1 |

(8.44)

The direction of this vector in the current configuration, v, may be obtained using the
rigid rotation for body a
(8.45)
v = Λ(a) V
A constraint can now be introduced into the variational problem as
j = λj {VT (Λ(a) )T [r(a) + Λ(a) (Xj − R (a) ) − r(b) − Λ(b) (Xj − R (b) )]}

(8.46)

where, owing to the fact there is only a single constraint direction, the Lagrange multiplier is a scalar λj and, again, Xj denotes the reference position where the constraint
is imposed.
The above constraints may also be imposed by using a penalty function. The most
direct form is to perturb each Lagrange multiplier form by a penalty term. Accordingly,
for each constraint we write the variational problem as
j = λj Cj −

1 2
λ
2kj j

(8.47)

where it is immediately obvious that the limit kj → ∞ yields exact satisfaction of the
constraint. Use of a large kj and variation with respect to λj give


1
δλj Cj − λj = 0
(8.48)
kj
and may easily be solved for the Lagrange multiplier as
λj = kj Cj

(8.49)

which when substituted back into Eq. (8.47) gives the classical form
kj
[Cj ]2
(8.50)
2
The reader will recognize that Eq. (8.47) is a mixed problem, whereas Eq. (8.50) is
irreducible. An augmented Lagrangian form is also possible following the procedures
described in reference 28 and used in Chapter 7 for contact problems.
j =

Multibody coupling by joints

8.5.2 Rotation constraints
A second kind of constraint that needs to be considered relates to rotations. We have
already observed in Fig. 8.3 that the disc is free to rotate around only one axis. Accordingly, constraints must be imposed which limit this type of motion. This may be
accomplished by constructing an orthogonal set of unit vectors VI in the reference
configuration and tracking the orientation of the deformed set of axes for each body as
vi(c) = δiI Λ(c) VI for c = a, b vIT VJ = δI J

(8.51)

A rotational constraint which imposes that axis i of body a remains perpendicular to
axis j of body b may then be written as
(vi(a) )T vj(b) = VIT (Λ(a) )T Λ(b) VJ = 0

(8.52)

Example 8.1: Revolute joint
As an example, consider the situation shown for the disc in Fig. 8.3 and define the
axis of rotation in the reference configuration by the Cartesian unit vectors EI (i.e.
VI = EI ). If we let the disc be body a and the arm body b the set of constraints can
be written as (where v3 is axis of rotation)
⎧ (a)
⎫
x − x(c) ⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
(8.53)
Cj = (v1(a) )T v3(b) = 0
⎪
⎩ (a) T (b) ⎪
⎭
(v2 ) v3
and included in a formulation using a Lagrange multiplier form
j = λTj Cj

(8.54)

The modifications to the finite element equations are obtained by appending the variation and linearization of Eq. (8.54) to the usual equilibrium equations. Here five
Lagrange multipliers are involved to impose the three translational constraints (spherical joint) and the angle constraints for the rotating disc. The set of constraints is known
as a revolute joint.2

8.5.3 Library of joints
Translational and rotational constraints may be combined in many forms to develop
different types of constraints between rigid bodies. For the development it is necessary
to have only the three types of constraints described above. Namely, the spherical
joint, a single translational constraint, and a single rotational constraint. Once these
are available it is possible to combine them to form classical constraint joints and here
the reader is referred to the literature for the many kinds commonly encountered.2,4,7,35
The only situation that requires special mention is the case when a series of rigid
bodies is connected together to form a closed loop. In this case the method given
above can lead to situations in which some of the joints are redundant. Using Lagrange
multipliers this implies the resulting tangent matrix will be singular and, thus, one
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cannot obtain solutions. Here a penalty method provides a viable method to circumvent
this problem. The penalty method introduces elastic deformation in the joints and in
this way removes the singular problem. If necessary an augmented Lagrangian method
can be used to keep the deformation in the joint within required small tolerances. An
alternative to this is to extract the closed loop rigid equations from the problem and use
singular valued decomposition36 to identify the redundant equations. These may then
be removed by constructing a pseudo-inverse for the tangent matrix of the closed loop.
This method has been used successfully by Chen to solve single loop problems.35

8.6 Numerical examples
8.6.1 Rotating disc
As a first example we consider a problem for the rotating disc on a rigid arm which
is attached to a deformable base as shown in Fig. 8.4. The finite element model is
constructed from four-node displacement elements in which a St Venant–Kirchhoff
material model is used for the elastic part. The elastic properties in the model are
E = 10 000 and ν = 0.25, with a uniform mass density ρ0 = 5 throughout. The disc
and arm are made rigid by using the procedures described in this chapter. The disc is
attached to the arm by means of a revolute joint with the constraints imposed using
the Lagrange multiplier method. The rigid arm is constrained to the elastic support
by using the local Lagrange multiplier method described in Sec. 8.4. The problem is
excited by a constant vertical load applied at the revolute joint and a torque applied to
spin the disc. Each load is applied for the first 10 units of time.
The mesh and configuration are shown in Fig. 8.4(a). Deformed positions of the
model are shown at 2.5 unit intervals of time in Fig. 8.4(b)–(h). A marker element
shows the position of the rotating disc. The displacements at the revolute joint and the
radial exterior point at the marker element location are shown in Fig. 8.5.

8.6.2 Beam with attached mass
As a second example we consider an elastic cantilever beam with an attached end mass
of rectangular shape. The beam is excited by a horizontal load applied at the top as a
triangular pulse for two units of time. The rigid mass is attached to the top of the beam
by using the Lagrange multiplier method described in Sec. 8.4 and here it is necessary
to constrain both the translation and the rotation parameters of the beam. The beam is
three dimensional and has an elastic modulus of E = 100 000 and a moment of inertia
in both directions of I11 = I22 = 12. The beam mass density is low, with a value of
ρ0 = 0.02. The tip mass is a cube with side lengths 4 units and mass density ρ0 = 1.
The shape of the beam at several instants of time is shown in Fig. 8.6 and it is clear
that large translation and rotation is occurring and also that the rigid block is correctly
following a constrained rigid body motion.

Numerical examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 8.4 Rigid--flexible model for spinning disc: (a) problem definition, solutions at time; (b) t = 2.5 units;
(c) t = 5.0 units; (d) t = 7.5 units; (e) t = 10.0 units; (f) t = 12.5 units; (g) t = 15.0 units; (h) t = 17.5
units.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.5 Displacements for rigid--flexible model for spinning disc. Displacement at: (a) revolute; (b) disc rim.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(c)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 8.6 Cantilever with tip mass: (a) t = 2 units; (b) t = 4 units; (c) t = 6 units; (d) t = 10 units; (e) t = 12
units; (f) t = 14 units; (g) t = 16 units; (h) t = 18 units; (i) t = 20 units.
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9
Discrete element methods∗
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we have considered the solution of solid mechanics problems
from the view of a continuum. A computational framework which allows for some
level of displacement field discontinuity to be represented a priori might be better
suited to model particular phenomena, for example the behaviour of jointed rock or
the granular material flow in silos. The treatment of these classes of problems is more
naturally related to discrete element methods, in which distinctly separate material
regions interacting with other discrete elements in some way are considered. A number
of more complex models for both solid materials as well as for contact interactions have
been formulated in the context of a discrete element methodology, with successful
applications in many fields of science and engineering.
Moreover, most media are discontinuous at some level of observation (nano, micro,
meso, macro), where the continuum assumptions cease to apply. This happens when the
scale of the problem becomes similar to the characteristic length scale of the associated
material structure and surface interaction laws between bodies or particles are invoked
instead of a homogenized continuum constitutive law. The computational modelling
of inherently discontinuous media requires the discrete nature of discontinuities to
be taken into account. Discontinuities can be either pre-existing (e.g. joints, bedding
planes, interfaces, planes of weakness, construction joints) or they evolve (e.g. in
the case of cohesive frictional materials, where the growth and coalescence of micro
cracks eventually appear in a form of a macro-crack). Many structures, structural
systems or structural components comprise discrete discontinuities, appearing either in
a highly regular or structured manner or they are of a heterogeneous nature. An obvious
example of structured discontinua is brick masonry or jointed rock structures where the
displacement discontinuities commonly occur at block interfaces without necessarily
rendering structures unsafe. Such problems are best considered with discrete element
methods.
The term discrete element methods will here be understood to comprise different
techniques suitable for a simulation of dynamic behaviour of systems of multiple rigid,
simply deformable (pseudo-rigid) or fully deformable separated bodies of simplified or
arbitrary shapes, subject to continuous changes in the contact status and varying contact
forces, which in turn influence the subsequent movement of the bodies. Such problems
*
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are non-smooth in space (separate bodies) and in time (jumps in velocities upon
collisions) and the unilateral constraints (non-penetrability) need to be considered. A
system of bodies changes its position continuously under the action of external forces
and interaction forces between bodies, which may eventually lead to a steady-state
configuration, once static equilibrium is achieved. For rigid bodies, the contact interaction law is the only constitutive law considered, while the continuum constitutive
law (e.g. elasticity, plasticity, damage, fracturing) needs to be included for deformable
bodies.
Computational modelling of multi-body contacts (both the contact detection and
contact resolution) represents the dominant feature in discrete element methods, as the
number of bodies considered may be very large. If the number of potential contact
surfaces is relatively small (e.g. non-linear finite element analysis of contact problems)
it is convenient to define groups of nodes, segments or surfaces which belong to a
possible contact set a priori. These geometric attributes can then be continuously
checked against one another and the kinematic resolution can be treated in a very
rigorous manner. Bodies which are possibly in contact may be internally discretized
by finite elements (Fig. 9.1), and their material behaviour can essentially be of any
complexity (viz. Chapter 5).
The category of discrete element methods specifically refers to simulations involving
a large number of bodies where the contact locations and conditions cannot be defined
in advance and need to be continuously updated as the solution progresses. Discrete
element methods are most frequently applied to macroscopically discrete system of
bodies (jointed rock, granular flow) but have also been successfully utilized in a microscopic setting, where very simple interaction laws between individual particles provide
the material behaviour observed at a homogenized, macroscopic level.
The discrete element method is most commonly defined1 as a computational modelling framework which
1. allows finite displacements and rotations of discrete bodies, including complete
detachment;
2. recognizes new contacts automatically, as the calculation progresses.
1

Ωi

Ωi

Ωj

Ωk

2

Ωi

Ωi
Ωl

3

Ωi

Fig. 9.1 System of rigid or deformable bodies, discretization of bodies into finite elements, continuously
changing configurations and possible fragmentation.

Early DEM formulations

There exist many methods (e.g. DEM discrete element method, RBSM rigid block
spring method, DDA discontinuous deformation analysis, DEM/FEM combined discrete/finite elements, NSCD non-smooth contact dynamics), which belong to a broad
family of discrete element methods.2–4 Although these methods appear under different
names and each of them is developing in its own right, there are many unifying aspects
and a more general framework is emerging, which allows for an equivalence between
these apparently different methodologies to be recognized. Possible classification may
be based on the manner these methods address: (a) detection of contacts, (b) treatment
of contacts (rigid, deformable), (c) deformability (constitutive law) of bodies in contact (rigid, deformable, elastic, elasto-plastic, etc.), (d) large displacements and large
rotations, (e) number (small or large) and/or distribution (loose or dense packing) of
interacting bodies considered, (f) consideration of the model boundaries, (g) possible subsequent fracturing or fragmentation and (h) time-stepping integration schemes
(explicit, implicit). Discrete element methods are also used for problems where the
discrete nature of the emerging discontinuities needs to be taken into account. Application ranges from modelling problems of a discontinuous behaviour a priori (granular and particulate materials, silo flow, sediment transport, jointed rocks, stone or
brick masonry) to problems where the modelling of transition from a continuum to
a discontinuum is more important. Increased complexity of different discontinuous
models is achieved by incorporating the deformability of solid material and/or by more
complex contact interaction laws, as well as by the introduction of some failure or
fracturing criteria controlling the solid material behaviour and the emergence of new
discontinuities.

9.2 Early DEM formulations
The initial formulation of the discrete element method, originally termed distinct element method or DEM,5 was based on the assumption of rigid circular bodies in two
dimensions with deformable contacts. The overall solution scheme for the DEM is
straightforward, typically formulated in an explicit time-stepping format. Movement
of bodies is driven by external forces (Fig. 9.2) and varying contact forces (normal and
tangential contact forces, proportional to current overlap and viscous contact forces
proportional to the relative velocities in the normal and tangential direction). The
method considers each body in turn and at any given time determines all forces (external or contact) acting at it. Out of balance forces (or moments) induce accelerations
(translational or rotational), which then determine the movement of that body during
the next time step.
The simplest computational sequence for the DEM (often formulated in an explicit
‘leap-frog’ format, see Table 9.1) typically proceeds by solving the equations of motion
of a given discrete element and updating contact force histories as a consequence of
contacts between different discrete elements and/or resulting from contacts with model
boundaries.
The Rigid Bodies Spring Model, RBSM,7 was proposed early as a generalized limit
plastic analysis framework. Solid structures are assumed to be assemblies of rigid
blocks, interconnected by discrete deformable interfaces with distributed (elastic) normal and tangential springs.
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Fig. 9.2 (a) Discrete element bodies (particles) in contact, giving rise to axial and tangential contact forces.
Force magnitudes related to the relative normal and tangential velocity and to relative normal and tangential
velocity at the contact point; (b) arbitrary particle shapes as assemblies of clustered particles of simple shapes.

The stiffness matrix is obtained by considering rigid bodies to be connected by
distributed normal and tangential springs with stiffness values kn and ks per unit length,
respectively. The rigid displacement field within an arbitrary two-dimensional block
is expressed in terms of the centroid displacements and rotation (u, v, θ)T .
Centroid degree of freedoms (ui , vi , θi )T and (uj , vj , θj )T of the two neighbouring
blocks (Fig. 9.3) with centroids located at (xi0 , yi0 ) and (xj0 , yj0 ), respectively, define
independently the displacements at a common interface point P

c

P
vi
qi
Ωi

O1

ui

vj

qj

uj
Oj

Ωj

c

Fig. 9.3 Two rigid blocks with an elastic interface contact in RBSM.

Early DEM formulations
Table 9.1 Simple discrete element method algorithm (after Cundall and Strack 6 )
Ωy (y1,y2)

2

α

−xi
ei = y i D
= (cos α, sin α)
ti = (sin α, − cos α)

D
Ry
ei
Rx

Body centre
(x1 , x2 ), (y1 , y2 )

ti
Ωx (x1,x2)

1
. .
xi, q = const

.. ..
xi, q = const
Time
n-1

n

n+1

∆t

(4) Total forces
(5) Check for slip
(6) Compute moments
B. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
(1) Assume force and moment
constant over t
(2) Acceleration
(3) Velocity
(4) Assume velocities constant
over t
(5) Displacements
(6) Rotation
C. TIME INCREMENT

Rate of rotation
θx , θy

n+2

A. FORCE-DISPLACEMENT LAW
(1) Relative velocities
(2) Relative displacements
(3) Contact force increments

Translational velocity
ẋi , ẏi

Ẋi = (ẋi − ẏi ) − (θ̇x Rx + θ̇y Ry )ti
ṅ = Ẋi ei , ṡ = Ẋi ti
n = nt, s = st
Fn = kn (n + βṅ),
Fs = ks (s + βṡ)
Fn = Fnn−1 + Fn , Fs = Fsn−1 + Fs
Fs = min(Fs , C + Fn tan φ)
If not converged
go to (1),

else
F x Rx , My =
F y Ry
Mx =
t = (t n+1/2 − t n−1/2 )


m ẍi =
Fi , I θ̈ =
Mi
n+1/2
n−1/2
ẋi
= ẋi
+ ẍ i t,
θ̇n+1/2 = θ̇n−1/2 + θ̈t
t = (t n+1 − t n )
n+1/2

xin+1 = xin + ẋi
t
θn+1 = θn + θ̇n+1/2 t
If not converged go to A (6), else
Next time step: Go to A

UP = QP u

T
UP = UPi , VPi , UPj , VPj

T
u = ui vi θi uj vj θj
⎡
⎤
1 0 −(yP − yi0 ) 0 0
0
0
0
(xP − xi ) 0 0
⎢0 1
⎥
QP = ⎣
0 0
0
1 0 −(yP − yi0 )⎦
0 0
0
0 1
(xP − xi0 )

(9.1)
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and the relative displacements at the location P are expressed as

T
δP = δPn δPs
= MŨP = MR̃QP u = B u
with M =

−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1

and ŨP = R̃UP = R̃QP u

(9.2)

after UP is projected ŨP aligned to the local coordinate system along the interface.
The constitutive relation in plane stress can be written as

T
σ = Dδ
σ = σ n , τs
(9.3)
(1 − ν)E
E
k
0
ks =
with D = n
kn =
0 ks
h(1 − 2ν)(1 + ν)
h(1 + ν)
where h is the sum of shortest distances between the two block centroids to the contact
line. This projected distance h is also used to evaluate approximate normal and shear
strain components through
εP =

εn
γs

=
P

1 δn
1
= δP
h δs
h

(9.4)

Applying the virtual work principle along the interface leads to
f=

S

BT D B ds u = K u

(9.5)

Generalization to the three-dimensional situation is straightforward and the method
can clearly be interpreted as a similar method to the finite element method with joint
(interface) elements of zero thickness, the only difference coming from the assumption
that the overall elastic behaviour is represented only by the distributed stiffness springs
along interfaces.
Given some criterion, the contact springs may be deactivated, so that an interface
becomes a discontinuity and the progressive failure is modelled by following evolving
discontinuities, through cracks and/or slipping at the interfaces between rigid blocks.

9.3 Contact detection
A principal algorithmic issue of the discrete element method represents a detection of
bodies in contact followed by the evaluation of the contact forces (both a magnitude and
a direction) emanating from the contact. The contact detection problem generally can be
stated as one of finding a contact or overlap of a given contactor body with a number of
bodies from a target set of N bodies in R n space but the strategies for contact detection
are intimately related to the geometric characterization and topological attributes of
interacting bodies. If the interacting bodies are of very simple geometry (e.g. circular
in two dimensions or spherical in three dimensions) an algorithmic check for a possible
overlap is simple and the definition of the tangential contact plane is unambiguous.
Rigid bodies of more complex shapes can be approximated by forming convenient
clusters of rigidly connected circular or spherical shapes, while the contact detection

Contact detection

y

J

J=j

CELL (ij)

K
0

I=i

h

x

I

cell location for each body
i = (int)[(xm/h) + 1]j = (int) [(ym/k) + 1]
xm, ym coordinates body centroid

Fig. 9.4 Hashing or binning algorithm for simple particle shapes and clustered particles.

and resolution of the tangential contact plane remain the same as for individual bodies.
However, this may be a crude approximation, and when interacting bodies of arbitrary
geometry are considered, the algorithmic complexity of the contact detection and the
associated definition of the contact plane between the two bodies increase significantly.
The efficiency of these algorithms is crucial, as the conceptually simple procedure
to test the possibility of contact of a body with all other bodies at every time step
becomes highly uneconomical, once the number of bodies becomes large. Contact
search algorithms are typically based on so-called body-based search or a space-based
search. In the former, only the space in the vicinity of the specified discrete element
is searched (and the search repeated only after a number of time steps), whereas the
latter implies a subdivision of the total searching space into a number of overlapping
windows.
For arbitrary geometric shapes, most algorithms typically employ a two phase strategy, where the bodies are first approximated by simpler geometric constructs (bounding
boxes or bounding spheres) which encircle the actual body and a list of possible contact pairs is established via an efficient global neighbour or region search algorithm.
This is then followed by a detailed local contact resolution phase, where the potential
contact pairs are examined by considering the actual body geometries. This phase is
strongly linked with the manner that the geometry of actual bodies is characterized.

9.3.1 Global neighbour or region search
An example of the region search represents the boxing algorithm,8 also referred to as
hashing or binning algorithm.
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The entire computational domain is typically subdivided into regular cells, and a list
of bodies overlapping a given cell is established via the contact detection of square (2D)
or cube (3D) regions. The contact resolution phase for a given body then comprises a
detailed check for possible contact with all bodies which share the same cell and the
check is usually extended to a list of bodies associated with neighbouring cells (i.e. 8
cells in two dimensions, 26 cells in three dimensions).
The relationship between the cell size and the maximum size of a body is important
for the overall efficiency. If the cell size is large compared to the body size, the initial
search is fast, but many bodies are listed as potential contact pairs and the contact
resolution phase is thereby extensive. However, if the cell size is small, the initial
search is computationally more demanding, but this results in a smaller number of
potential contact pairs and consequently a faster contact resolution phase. A balance
is reached with cell sizes that are approximately of the size of the largest body in the
system.
Efficient contact detection algorithms and powerful data representation concepts are
often borrowed from other disciplines, notably computer graphics,9 with compact data
representation techniques to describe the current geometric position of a discrete element – e.g. nodes, sides or faces. The decomposition of the computational space and
various cell data representation for a large number of contactor objects (binary tree,
quad tree, direct evidence, combination of direct evidence, rooted trees, alternating
data trees) are usually adopted.8,10–15 Algorithmic issues and details of the associated
data structures are quite involved and there is a non-linear relationship between the
number of cells and the total number of bodies. Linear complexity contact detection
algorithms are desirable and have been shown to be essential for simulations involving
a very large number of bodies – e.g. the NBS (no binary search) algorithm for bodies
of similar sizes has a total contact detection time proportional to the total number of
bodies, irrespective of the particle packing density.11
For simple shapes very efficient data structures map a minimum set of parameters
which uniquely define a domain in Rn into a representative point in an associated R2n
space (Fig. 9.5) – for example, a one-dimensional segment (a−b) is mapped into a representative point in two-dimensional space, with coordinates (a, b), or a two-dimensional
rectangle of a size (xmin −xmax ) and (ymin −ymax ) is mapped to a representative point in a
four-dimensional space (xmin , ymin , xmax , xmax ). Alternative representation schemes are
also possible, e.g. by characterizing a rectangular domain in R 2 by the starting point
coordinates (xmin , ymin ) and the two rectangle sizes (hx , hy ) followed by a mapping
into an associated R 4 space (xmin , ymin , hx , hy ). As the representation of the physical
domain is reduced to a point, region search algorithms are more efficient in the mapped
R 2n spaces than in the physical R n space.

9.3.2 Contact resolution
After the list of potential contact pairs is established through the global neighbour
search, a detailed contact resolution algorithm is required, which will in turn depend
on the way the detailed body geometries are defined. The contact resolution phase
searches through potential pairs and if the actual contact is established, the algorithm
needs to define the orientation of the contact plane, so that a local (n, t, s) coordinate
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Fig. 9.5 Mapping of a segment from one-dimensional space into a point in an associated two-dimensional
space and mapping of a box in two dimensions into an associated four-dimensional space.

system can be determined and the conditions for impenetrability or sliding can be
properly applied.
Body geometry characterization can be categorized16 into three main groups: (a)
polygon or polyhedron representation, (b) implicit continuous function representation
(elliptical or general superquadrics) and (c) discrete function representation (DFR).
Polygonal representation in two dimensions defines a body in terms of corners
and edges, and there are a number of algorithms to determine an intersection of two
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n

n

n=?

Fig. 9.6 Definition of the contact plane: a unique definition for the corner to edge case (a), the edge to edge
case (b) and an ambiguous situation for the corner-to-corner (c) contact problem (after Hogue16 ).

coplanar polygons. Convex polygons simplify the algorithm, as concave corners imply
a possibility of multiple contact points. There are no difficulties to define the orientation
of the contact plane when considering the corner-to-edge or the edge-to-edge contact,
as the contact plane normal is uniquely defined by the edge normal. Difficulties arise
when a corner-to-corner contact needs to be resolved (Fig. 9.6), as the orientation of the
contact plane is not uniquely defined. This problem can be regularized by the rounding
of corners17 to ensure continuous changes of the contact plane outer normals. The
generalization in three dimensions can be realized by the common plane concept,17
which ‘hovers’ between the two bodies coming into a corner-to-corner contact, and the
actual orientation of this common plane is found by a local optimization problem of
maximizing the gap between the plane and a set of closest corners.
Another possible procedure (restricted to a two-dimensional situation) utilizes an
optimum triangularization of the space between the polygons,18 whereby a collapse of
a triangle indicates an occurrence of contact.
A continuous implicit function representation of bodies, e.g. elliptical particles in
two dimensions,19,20 ellipsoids in three dimensions,21,22 or superquadrics (Fig. 9.7) in
two and three dimensions,23–25 provides an opportunity to employ a simple analytical check (i.e. inside–outside) to identify whether a given point lies inside or on the
boundary (φ(x, y) ≤ 0) or outside (φ(x, y) > 0) of the body where
 x β1  y β2
+
−1
(9.6)
φ(x, y) =
a
b
Unlike a polygonal representation, it is now significantly more difficult to solve for a
complete intersection of overlapping superquadrics, and the solution is normally found
by discretizing one of the surfaces into facets and nodes, and the contact for a specific
node on one body can be verified through the inside–outside analytical check with
respect to the functional representation of the other body.
A discrete functional representation (DFR) describes the body boundary with a parametric function in one parameter. The concept of the DFR26 replaces the continuous
implicit function representation of bodies by the set of pre-evaluated function values
on a background grid for the inside–outside check, which is used as an algorithmic
look-up table. As such discrete function values at the grid nodes can be arbitrary, a
grid (or cage) of cells can also be used to model an arbitrarily shaped body – including bodies with holes. The DFR concept in contact detection is illustrated through
the polar DFR descriptor in two dimensions27 (Fig. 9.8) where, following the global
region search for possible neighbours, the local contact is established by transforming
the local coordinates of the approaching corner Pi of a body i into the polar coordinates
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Fig. 9.7 Superquadrics in three dimensions (reproduced from Hogue16 ).
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Fig. 9.8 Contact detection and the polar discrete functional representation (DFR) of bodies’ geometry.
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j

j

of the other body Pi and checking if an intersection between the segments (Oj Pi ) and
(Mj Nj ) can be found.

9.4 Contact constraints and boundary conditions
In the case of rigid bodies of simple shapes, an event-by-event simulation strategy
can be applied in order to strictly satisfy the condition of impenetrability. In such
cases, if the contact time is considered to be infinitely short, time instants of collisions
can be calculated exactly and momentum exchange methodologies used to determine
post-impact velocities, with possible energy loss accounted for by a coefficient of
restitution or by friction losses. In either case there are non-smooth step changes and
reversals in velocities. Such methodologies are used for molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations with a very large number of particles. Although the event-driven algorithms
work well for loose (gas-like) assemblies of particles, for dense configurations these
lead to an effective solution locking or inelastic collapse,28 manifested in critically slow
simulations.

9.4.1 Regularization of non-smooth contact
In the case of deformable bodies the contact time is finite and contact forces vary for
the duration of the contact. In computational simulations it is necessary to regularize
the non-smooth nature for the impenetrability and friction conditions. Constraints on
impenetrability during the contact between the two bodies c and t require that the
gap between them must be non-negative. In frictionless and cohesionless contacts,
only a compressive interaction force Fn exists and this interaction force vanishes for
an inactive contact described by the Signorini condition g > 0. The infinitely steep
‘non-smooth’ graph (viz. Fig. 9.9) is regularized by assuming that the interaction force
Fn is a function of the gap violation and is replaced by a penalty formulation, with a
linear or non-linear penalty coefficient.
Non-smooth relations also exist if the interaction law considers a tangential friction
force Fs , related and opposed to the relative sliding velocity ṡ. For a Coulomb friction
law, there exists a threshold tangential force, proportional to the normal interaction
force Fs = µ Fn , before any sliding can occur, corresponding again to an infinitely
steep graph.

9.4.2 Contact constraints between bodies
Once the contact between discrete elements is detected as a geometric overlap, the actual
contact forces have to be evaluated, which are then used for the subsequent motion
of the discrete elements controlled by the governing dynamic equilibrium equations.
Contact forces follow from an imposition of contact constraints at contacting points.
In variational formulations, a constraint functional c can therefore be added to the
functional of the unconstrained system using a penalty function, Lagrange multiplier,
augmented Lagrangian or perturbed Lagrangian form, as discussed in Sec. 7.2.
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Fig. 9.9 Non-smooth treatment of normal contact, regularized treatment of normal contact (linear and nonlinear penalty term) and non-smooth and regularized treatment of frictional contact.
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Fig. 9.10 Determination of the contact surface and its local n--t coordinate system.

Most discrete element formulations utilize the penalty function concept. The information about the position and the orientation normal n of the contact surface (Fig. 9.10)
as well as the current geometric overlap or penetration of contactor objects is used
to establish the direction and the intensity of the contact forces between contactor
objects at any given time. The impenetrability condition is formulated through the
gap function g = [xi − xj ] · n ≤ 0, which defines the relative displacement in the
normal direction un = [ui − uj ] · n and the tangential direction ut = [ui − uj ] · t.
The resolution of the total contact traction tc into normal and tangential components
tc = (tc · n)n + (tc · t)t = tcn n + tct t is then integrated over the contact surface to obtain
the normal Fn and tangential component Ft of the contact force.
In the case of a corner-to-corner contact, no rigorous analytical solution exists,
and rounding of corners for arbitrary shaped bodies leads to an approximate Hertzian
solution. In the case of a non-frictional contact (i.e. normal contact force only) an
elegant resolution to the corner-to-corner problem in two dimensions is provided by
the contact energy potential algorithm.29 Contact energy W is assumed to be a function
of the overlap area between the two bodies W (A) and the contact force is oriented in
the direction which corresponds to the highest rate of reduction of the overlap area A.
As the overlap area is relative to bodies i and j , it can be expressed as a function
of position of the corner point xP and the rotational angle θ with respect to the starting
reference frame.
The procedure (Fig. 9.11) furnishes a robust, unambiguous orientation of the contact plane in the two-dimensional corner-to-corner contact case, running through the
intersection points g and h, and the contact force over the contact surface bw is applied
through the reference contact point shifted by a distance d = Mθ /Fn  from the corner
P , where the force Fn and the moment Mθ are defined from the contact energy potential
as
Fn =

∂W (A) ∂A(xP , θ)
∂W (A) ∂A(xP , θ)
and Mθ =
∂A
∂xp
∂A
∂θ
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Fig. 9.11 Corner-to-corner contact, based on energy potential (after Feng and Owen29 ).

Different choices for the potential function (Table 9.2) are capable of reproducing
various traditional models for contact forces.

9.4.3 Contact constraints on model boundaries
Treatment of model boundaries represents an important aspect in the discrete element
methods. Boundaries can be formulated either as real physical boundaries, or through
virtual constraints. In the so-called periodic boundary, often adopted in the DEM analysis of granular media, a virtual constraint implies that the particles (or bodies) ‘exiting’
on one side of the computational domain with a certain velocity are reintroduced on the
other side, with the same, now ‘incoming’, velocity. The use of periodic boundaries
excludes capturing of any localization phenomena. In cases of particle assemblies,
flexible and hydrostatic boundaries have also been employed. A flexible boundary30
framework is equivalent to physically ‘stringing’ together particles on the perimeter
of the discrete element assembly, forming a boundary network. Flexible boundaries
are mostly used to simulate the controlled stress boundary condition σij = σCij , where
the traction vector tim = Am σCij nm
j is distributed over the centroids of a triangular facet
Am , that is formed by three boundary particles. The hydrostatic boundary31 can be
interpreted as a virtual wall of pressurized fluid imagined to surround granular material
particles and the desired hydrostatic pressure at the centroid of the intersection area
between the particle and virtual wall.
Table 9.2 Contact energy potential functions (after
Feng and Owen29 )
W (A)
Linear form
Hertz-type form
General power form

Fn 

kn A

k n bw

2
3/2
3 kn A
1
m
m kn A

kn A1/2 bw
kn Am−1 bw
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The simplest form of a physical boundary representation in two dimensions is given
by the definition of line segments (often referred to as ‘walls’ in the DEM context), and
the kinematics of the contact between the particle and the wall is again resolved in the
penalty format. Frequently, individual particles are declared as immovable, thereby
creating an efficient way of representing and characterizing a rigid boundary, without
any changes in the contact detection algorithm. An interesting idea is the finite wall
(FW) method,32,33 with the boundary surface triangulated into a number of rigid planar
elements, which are then represented by inscribed circles and subsequently used in the
contact detection analysis between the particles and the boundary.

9.5 Block deformability
Consideration of deformability increases the complexity for the analysis of multibody systems, where the bodies represent fully deformable media or belong to a class
of constrained media, corresponding to restricted deformability. The deformability
of individual discrete elements was initially dealt with by subdividing the body into
triangular constant strain elements,34 which can be identified as an early precursor of
today’s combined finite/discrete element modelling.
Further developments of the discrete element methods include simple body deformability, so that a displacement at any point within a simply deformable element can be
expressed by ui = u0i + ωij xjr + εij xjr , where u0i are the rigid body displacements of the
element centroid, ωij , εij are the rotation and strain tensor respectively and xjr represent
local coordinates of the point, relative to element centroid. It should be noted that this
deformability statement implies a spatially constant deformation gradient that is equivalent to the class of pseudo-rigid bodies35 discussed in Chapter 8. Displacements of
body centroids
 follow from balance equations for the translation ofthe centre of mass
in direction i Fi = mü, and the rotation about the centre of mass i MiC = I θ̈i . The
simply deformable discrete elements17 comprise generalized strain modes εk , independent of the rigid body modes mk ẍ = σkA − σkI , where mk is the generalized mass, σkA
is a generalized applied stresses and σkI generalized internal stresses, corresponding
to strain modes. The discrete element deformation field (displacements relative to the
centroid) can also be expanded in terms of the eigenmodes of the generalized eigenvalue problem, associated with the discrete element stiffness and mass matrix, giving
rise to the Modal Expansion Discrete Element Method,36,37 where the ‘deformability’
equations are uncoupled (due to the orthogonality of eigenvectors) and appear as modal
equations written with respect to a non-inertial frame of reference. In the practical realization and implementation of the discrete element methodology the deformability of
a discrete element of an arbitrary shape is either described by an internal division into
finite elements (discrete finite elements and/or combined finite/discrete elements) or
by the polynomial expansion of a given order for the displacement field (discontinuous
deformations analysis).

9.5.1 Combined finite/discrete element method
A combination of discrete and finite elements was employed in the discrete finite
element approach by Ghaboussi.38 The combined finite/discrete element approach of
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Munjiza et al.39,40 introduces bodies deformability through finite element expansion
of the displacement field within a discrete element, while the contact between the
discrete elements is solved again in an explicit transient dynamic setting. The overall algorithmic framework for a combined finite element/discrete element framework
(Table 9.3) proceeds by solving the balance equations, while updating force histories
as a consequence of contacts between different discrete element domains, internally
subdivided into finite elements. A combined finite element/discrete element method is
easily extended to problems comprising progressive fracturing and fragmentation, as
complex constitutive relations can be utilized within discrete elements.
Large displacements and rotations of discrete domains, internally discretized by
finite elements, have been formulated in a generalized updated Lagrangian (UL) format
by Barbosa and Ghaboussi.41 The contact forces were obtained using a penalty form
(concentrated and distributed contacts) and transformed into equivalent nodal forces on
the finite element mesh. The equations of motion for each of the deformable discrete
elements (assuming also a presence of mass proportional damping (C = αMt )) are
then expressed as
t
t
t
t
t
+ fcont
− fint
= fext
+ fcont
−
Mt Ü + αMt U̇ = fext


k

tk

(Btk )T σtk dk

(9.7)

In the computational solution Barbosa and Ghaboussi41 used a central difference
scheme for integrating the incremental updated Lagrangian formulation, which neglects
the non-linear part of the stress–strain relationship. Evaluation of the internal force
vector

t+t
=
(Bt+t
)T σt+t
dk
fint
k
k
k

t+t
k

at the new time station t + t recognizes the continuous changing of the configuration,
as the Cauchy stress at t + t cannot be evaluated by simply adding a stress increment
Table 9.3 Pseudo code for the combined discrete/finite element method, small displacement analysis,
including material non-linearity (after Petrinić12 )
(1) Increment from the time station t = tn
current displacement state un
c
ext
external load vector, contact forces Fext
n , Fn → F̂
 T
int
internal force, e.g. Fn =  B σn d
(2) Solve for the displacement increment from
ext
M ün + Fint
n = F̂n
−1
int
u̇n+1/2 = M (F̂ext
n − Fn ) t + u̇n−1/2
un+1 = un + u̇n+1/2 t
for an explicit time-stepping scheme
(3) Compute the strain increment εn+1 = f (un+1 )

(4) Check the total stress predictor σn+1 = σn + D εn+1 against a failure criterion, e.g. hardening
plasticity φ(σn+1 , κ) = 0
(4) Compute inelastic strain increment εinel
n+1 , e.g. using an associated plastic flow rule

(5) Update stress state σn+1 = D(εn+1 − εinel
n+1 )
(6) Establish contact states between discrete element domains at tn+1 and the associated contact forces Fcn+1

(7) n → n + 1, go to step (1)
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due to straining of the material to the Cauchy stress at t and the effects of the rigid
body rotation on the components of the Cauchy stress tensor need to be accounted for
[viz. incremental form (6.90b) or Jaumann–Zaremba rate form (6.109)].
For inelastic analyses, care needs be given to the objectivity of the adopted constitutive law. Advanced combined discrete/finite element frameworks42 include a rigorous
treatment of changes in configuration, evaluation of the deformation gradient and the
objective stress measures.

9.5.2 Discontinuous deformation analysis
The discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) employs a general polynomial approximation of the displacement field superimposed over the centroid movement for each
discrete body.43,44 The DDA development followed the formulation of the Keyblock
Theory45 and was used for simulating the behaviour of a jointed deformable rock.
Blocks of arbitrary shapes with convex or concave boundaries, including holes, are
considered. The original framework under the name the ‘DDA method’ comprises
a number of distinct features: (a) the assumption of the order of the displacement
approximation field over the whole block domain, (b) the derivation of the incremental
equilibrium equations on the basis of the minimization of potential energy, (c) the block
interface constitutive law (Mohr–Coulomb) with tension cutoff and (d) use of a special
implicit time-stepping algorithm. The original implementation has been expanded and
modified by many other researchers. The method is realized in an incremental form
and it deals with the large displacements and deformations as an accumulation of small
displacements and deformations. The issue of inaccuracies when large rotations are
occurring has been recognized and several partial remedies have been proposed.46,47
The DDA method represents an alternative way of introducing solid deformability
into the discrete element framework, and block sliding and separation is considered
along predetermined discontinuity planes at block boundaries. The initial formulation
was restricted to simply deformable blocks (constant strain state over the entire block
of arbitrary shapes in two dimensions, similar to a constant deformation gradient as
in pseudo-rigid bodies, Fig. 9.12). The first-order polynomial displacement field for
the block [u , v]iT
1st is equivalent to the three displacement components of the block
centroid, augmented by the displacement field with a clear physical meaning of three
constant strain states, i.e. it represents a constrained medium capable only of sustaining
a spatially constant displacement gradient. The six deformation variables are denoted
by the block deformation vector Di1st .
u
v

i
1st

Di1st
u
v

1 0 −(y − y0 ) (x − x0 )
0
(y − y0 )/2
0
(y − y0 ) (x − x0 )/2
0 1
(x − x0 )

T
= u0 v0 φ0 εx εy γxy i
=

i

i

Di1st
(9.8)

= Ti1st Di1st

1st

An increase of block deformability characterization can be achieved by increasing the
order of the displacement polynomial used, leading to a correspondingly larger number
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Fig. 9.12 Deformation variables for the first- and second-order polynomial approximation in discontinuous
deformation analysis.

of block deformation variables (higher-order DDA, where higher-order strain fields
are added for blocks of arbitrary shape). By increasing the order of the displacement
field, the block medium becomes less constrained and gradually moves towards full
deformability.
A second-order approximation for the block displacement field requires 12 deformation variables, which can again be given a recognizable physical meaning. The
formulation implies a linearly varying displacement gradient across the block domain
and the deformation parameters comprise the centroid displacements and rotation,
strain tensor components at the centroid, as well as the spatial gradients of the strain
tensor components, i.e.

iT
Di2nd = u0 v0 φ0 ε0x ε0y γ0xy εx,x εy,x γxy,x εx,y εy,y γxy,y
(9.9)
For a higher-order approximation of order n for the block displacement field,48 the
spatial distribution of the deformation gradient is of the order (n−1) and a clear physical
interpretation of the deformation variables is no longer plausible. The generalized block
deformation variables are defined as
u = d1 + d3 x + d5 y + d7 x 2 + d9 xy + d11 y 2 + . . . + dr−1 x n + . . . + dm−1 y n
v = d2 + d4 x + d6 y + d8 x 2 + d10 xy + d12 y 2 + . . . + dr x n + . . . + dm y n
u
v

i

= Tinth Dinth


Dinth = d1 d2

d3 . . . dm−1 dm

T

(9.10)

nth

Once the block displacement field is approximated with a finite number of generalized
deformation variables, the associated block strain and block stress field can be expressed
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in a manner similar to finite elements as
εi = Bi Di
σi = Ei εi = Ei Bi Di

(9.11)

For a system of N blocks, all block deformation variables (n variables per block,
depending on the order of the approximation) are assembled into a set of system deformation variables (N × n) and the incremental equilibrium equations are derived from
the minimization of the total potential energy  comprising contributions from the
block strain energy e , energy from the external concentrated and distributed loads
P , q , interblock contact energy c , block initial stress energy σ , as well as the
energy associated with an imposition of displacement boundary conditions using a
penalty approach b
 = e + P + q + c + σ + b

(9.12)

Components of the stiffness matrix and the load vector are obtained by the usual process
of the minimization of the potential energy
Kii =

i

BTi Ei Bi d

(9.13)

The global system stiffness matrix (Fig. 9.13) contains (n × n) submatrices Kii and
non-zero submatrices Kij are included when the blocks i and j are in active contact
and D comprises displacement variables of all blocks considered in the system.
The interblock contact conditions of impenetrability and Mohr–Coulomb friction can
be interpreted as block displacement constraints, which are algorithmically reduced to
an interaction problem between a vertex of one block with the edge of another block.
Denoting the increments of deformation variables of the two blocks in contact by Di and
Dj respectively, the penetration of the vertex in the direction normal to the block edge
can be expressed as a function of these deformation increments and various algorithmic
approaches can be adopted for an implicit imposition of the impenetrability condition
(Fig. 9.14).
If the penalty format is adopted to impose contact constraints, additional terms appear
both in the global DDA stiffness matrix as well as in the RHS load vector (Table 9.4),
i, j
i
K11
K21

K12
K22

M1m
K2m

D1
D2

f1
f2

Di

j
Dj

=
Km1

Km2
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Dm
D

fm
=

Dk

f
k

Fig. 9.13 Assembly process in the DDA analysis.
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Fig. 9.14 Non-Penetration and frictional contact constraint in DDA, point-to-edge contact.

Table 9.4 Additional terms in the DDA stiffness
matrix and the load vectors as a result of contact
between bodies i and j
Normal non-penetration constraint
Kii = Kii + pHi HiT
Kij = Hi GjT
Kj i = Gj HiT
Kjj = Kjj + pGj GjT

fi = f i − p C H i
fj = f j − p C G j

Frictional constraint
fr

f r,T

Kii = Kii + pHi Hi
f r f r,T
Kij = Hi Gi
f r f r,T
K j i = G j Hi

fr

fr

fi = f i − p C f r H i
f r,T

fr

fj = f j − p C f r Gj

Kjj = Kjj + pGj Gj

and the terms differ depending on the nature of the constraint (normal gap or frictional
constraint).
The DDA method typically adopts an implicit algorithm and uses so-called open–
close iterations which proceed until the global equilibrium is satisfied (norm of the outof-balance forces within some tolerance) and a near zero penetration condition satisfied
at all active contact positions. For the normal gap condition convergence implies that the
identified set of contacts does not change between iterations, whereas for the frictional
constraint it implies that the changes in the location of the projected contact point
remains within a given tolerance. For complex block shapes, the convergence may be
very slow, as both activation and deactivation of contacts during the iteration process
are possible.

9.5.3 Block fracturing and fragmentation
Consideration of block deformability allows for a more precise determination of stress
states throughout the discrete element. Block interface and through-block fracturing
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and fragmentation were introduced to the discrete element method in the form of brittle
fracturing.49–52 Later models recognized the need to regularize the strain softening
response for quasi-brittle materials, prior to eventual separation through cracking and/or
shear slip). Constitutive models adopted for a pre-fragmentation stage are often based
on concepts of continuum damage mechanics, regularized strain softening plasticity
formulations or are formulated using some higher-order continuum theory.53
Computational issues for discrete element methods, when more complex formulations for inelastic constitutive models are adopted, are the same as in the continuum
FEM context computational inelasticity, where the consistent linearization procedure
has affected the application of plasticity of fracture criteria in the DEM context. Moreover, every time a partial fracture takes place, the discrete element changes its overall
geometry while a complete fracture leads to a creation of two or more discrete elements,
there is a need for automatic remeshing of the newly obtained domains (Fig. 9.15). An
unstructured remeshing technique can be applied, where the new mesh orientation and
density is decided upon based on the distribution of the residual material strength, or
some other state variable.39
An additional algorithmic problem arises upon separation, as the ‘book-keeping’
of neighbours and updating of the discrete element list are needed whenever a new
(partial or complete) failure occurs. In addition, there is also a need to transfer state
variables (plastic strains, equivalent plastic strain, dissipated energy, damage variables)
from the original deformable discrete element to the newly created deformable discrete
elements.
Fragmentation frameworks are also used with DEM implementations which consider
clusters of particles bonded together to represent a solid body of a complex shape. The
bond stiffness terms are derived on the basis of equivalent continuum strain energy.54,55
In these lattice-like models of solids, fracturing (Fig. 9.16) is introduced through breakage of interparticle lattice bonds, which may be treated as a simple normal bond (truss
elements) and/or parallel bond (beam elements), which can be seen as a microscopic
representation of the Cosserat continuum. Bond failure is typically considered on the
basis of limited strength, but some softening lattice models for quasi-brittle material
have also considered a gradual reduction of strength, i.e. softening, before a complete

N2
N

Fracture orientation

N1

Remeshing with
through-element fracture

N2
N1

Remeshing with
interelement fracture

Fig. 9.15 Element and node-based local remeshing algorithm in a two-dimensional context (Munjiza et al.;39
Feng and Owen29 ), following the weighted local residual strength concept.
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Fig. 9.16 Fracturing of the notched concrete beam modelled by jointed particulate assembly, with normal
contact bond of limited strength (Itasca PFC 2D56 ).

breakage of the bond takes place. Despite use of very simple bond failure rules, bonded
particulate assemblies have been shown to reproduce macroscopic manifestations of
softening, dilation, and progressive fracturing.
Simulations using bonded particle assemblies typically use an explicit time-stepping
scheme, i.e. the overall stiffness matrix is never assembled and steady-state solutions are obtained through dynamic relaxation (local or global damping by viscous
or kinetic means). A jointed particulate medium is very similar to the more recent
developments in lattice models for heterogeneous fracturing media.57–59 Adaptive
continuum/discontinuum strategies are also envisaged, where the discrete elements are
adaptively introduced into a continuum model, if and when conditions for fracturing
are met.
Discrete element methods are also coupled with fluid flow methods and a number
of combined finite/discrete element simulations of various multi-field problems have
been reported.

9.6 Time integration for discrete element methods
Governing balance equations are integrated in time using a time-stepping scheme, such
as the GN22 method discussed in Chapter 2 and in reference 60. Both the usual DEM
and the DDA time-stepping schemes can be interpreted as members of the GN22 family
of algorithms and only the issues pertaining to their use in a discrete element context
will be discussed here.
The traditional DEM framework implies a conditionally stable explicit time-stepping
scheme. Local numerical dissipation is sometimes introduced to avoid any artificial
increase in the contact energy.61 Such modified temporal operators do not affect the
size of the critical time step, and the choice of the actual computational time step is
controlled by accuracy requirements resulting from the numerical energy dissipation
added to the system. An energy balance check is desired, for the purpose of monitoring
possible creation of spurious energy, as well as monitoring energy dissipation during
fracturing, where the inclusion of softening imposes severe limits on the admissible
time step.
When inertial effects are omitted in the DDA context, the resulting system of equilibrium equations may be singular when blocks are separated or have insufficient
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constraints. The regularity of the system stiffness matrix is restored by adding very
soft spring stiffness to the block centroid deformation variables. Such modification is
not necessary when inertial effects are included.
The DDA framework typically utilizes a particular type of the generalized collocation
time integration scheme62
M ẍn+α + C ẋn+α + K xn+α = fn+α
ẍn+α = (1 − α) ẍn + α ẍn+1
fn+α = (1 − α) fn + α fn+1
xn+α = xn + αt ẋn + 21 (αt)2 [(1 − β2 ) ẍn + β2 ẍn+1 ]
ẋn+α = ẋn + α t[(1 − β1 ) ẍn + β1 ẍn+1 ]

(9.14)

which, for the case α = 1, leads to a recursive algorithm
2β1
2β1
2
2
C + K xn+1 = fn+1 +
C xn
M+
M+
β2 t 2
β2 t
β2 t 2
β2 t






2
2β1
1
β
M+
+
− 1 C ẋn +
− 1 M + t 1 − 1 C ẍn
β2 t
β2
β2
β2

(9.15)

A specific choice of the time integration parameters β1 = β2 = 1 represents an
implicit, unconditionally stable scheme. The DDA time-stepping algorithm is also
referred to as Right Riemann in accelerations,63 as both the new displacement and
velocity depend only on the acceleration at the end of the time increment as
xn+1 = xn + t ẋn + 21 t 2 ẍn+1
ẋn+1 = ẋn + t ẍn+1

(9.16)

which may also be expressed as
xn+1 = xn + 21 t [ẋn + ẋn+1 ]
1
[ẋn+1 − ẋn ]
ẍn+1 =
t

(9.17)

For this choice of time integration parameters the coefficient matrix associated with
the acceleration vector ẍn vanishes, hence
2
2
2
2
2
C + K xn+1 = fn+1 +
C xn +
M + C ẋn
M+
M+
2
2
t
t
t
t
t
K̂ xn+1 = f̂n+1
(9.18)
The effective stiffness matrix K̂ includes the inertia and damping terms and the effective
load vector f̂n+1 accounts for the velocity at the start of the increment. Thus, the next
solution xn+1 is obtained from
(9.19)
xn+1 = K̂ −1 f̂n+1
Using Eq. (9.17) the next rate of deformation vector (velocity) then equals
ẋn+1 =

2
[xn+1 − xn ] − ẋn
t

(9.20)
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Fig. 9.17 Spectral radius and algorithmic damping for the DDA time integration scheme (generalized Newmark
scheme GN22 β1 = β2 = 1) (reproduced from Doolin and Sitar63 ).

which is then used for the start of the next time increment. We note that in this form it is
never necessary to compute the acceleration during the solution process. If necessary,
the acceleration may be computed to interpret the inertial effects in the solution.
The effective stiffness matrix is regular due to the presence of inertia terms and the
block separation can be accounted for without a need to add artificial springs to block
centroid variables, even when blocks are separated. The time-stepping procedure can
also be used to obtain a steady-state solution through a dynamic relaxation process.
The steady-state solution can be obtained by the use of the so-called kinetic damping,
i.e. by simply setting all block velocities to zero at the beginning of every increment.
From the analysis of spectral radii for the above time integrator (Fig. 9.17), it is clear
that the scheme is associated with a very substantial numerical damping,63,64 which is
otherwise absent in the central difference scheme.
Moreover, predictor–corrector or even predictor–multiple corrector schemes are
adopted in simulations of granular materials,65 in order to capture the high frequency
events, like the collapse of arching or avalanching.
The discrete element method simulations are computationally intensive and there
is a need for the development of parallel processing procedures. The explicit time
integration procedure is a naturally concurrent process and can be implemented on parallel hardware in a highly efficient form.66,67 Much of the computational effort devoted
to contact detection and the search algorithms, which is formulated principally for
sequential implementation, has to be restructured to suit parallel computation. Efficient solution procedures are employed to minimize communication requirements and
maintain a load balanced processor configuration.
Parallel implementations of DEM are typically made on both workstation clusters
as well as multi-processor workstations. In this way the effort of porting software
from sequential to parallel hardware is usually minimized. The program development often utilizes the sequential programming language with the organization of data
structure suited to multi-processor workstation environment, where every processor
independently performs the same basic DEM algorithm on a subdomain and only communicates with other subdomains via interface data. In view of the large mass of time
dependent data produced by a typical FEM/DEM simulation, it is essential that some
means be available of continually visualizing the solution process. Visualization is
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particularly important in displaying the transition from a continuous to a discontinuous
state. Visual representation is also used to monitor energy balance, as many discretization concepts both in space (stiffness, mass, fracturing, fragmentation, contact) and
time can contribute to spurious energy imbalances.

9.7 Associated discontinuous modelling methodologies
There are several other modelling frameworks which have been proposed as variations
of the existing discrete element methods, e.g. the modified distinct element method
(MDEM).68 It is also interesting to observe a convergence of methodologies designed
to deal with a transition from a continuum to a discontinuum. For example, in a
continuum setting, the pre-existing macro discontinuities are traditionally accounted
for through the use of interface (or joint) elements,34 which may be used to model
crack formation as well as shearing at joints or predetermined planes of weakness.69
Joint planes are assumed to be of a discrete nature, their location and orientation are
either given, or are fixed once they are formed. The term discrete cracking is adopted,
as opposed to the term smeared cracking, where the localized failure at an integration
point level is considered in a locally averaged sense. Natural extensions are interface
constitutive models which account for a combination of cracking and Coulomb friction,
which have been frequently formulated as two parameter failure surfaces in the context
of computational plasticity.
The non-smooth contact dynamics method (NSCDM)70–72 is closely related to both
the combined FEM/DEM and the DDA, but it comprises significant differences, as the
unilateral Signorini condition and the dry friction Mohr–Coulomb model are employed
without resorting to contact regularization. For multi-body contact, with jumps in the
velocity field, it is not possible to define the acceleration as a usual derivative of a smooth
function and the non-smooth time discretized form of dynamic equations is obtained by
integrating the balance equations, so that the velocities become the primary unknowns
M (ẋn+1 − ẋn ) =

tn+1
tn

f (t, x, ẋ) dt +

xn+1 = xn +

tn+1

tn+1

r dt
tn

(9.21)

ẋ dt
tn

The force impulse on the RHS is split into two parts, where the first part
tn+1
tn

f (t, x, ẋ) dt

(which excludes the contact forces) is considered continuous, whereas the second part
tn+1

r dt
tn

(representing contact force contributions to the total impulse) is replaced by the mean
value impulse
tn+1
1
r dt
rn+1 =
t tn
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over the finite time interval. In physical terms this implies that the actual contact
interaction history is only accounted for in an averaged sense over the time interval. This
has a consequence that the fine details of the contact history are discarded, which are
either impossible to characterize due to insufficient data available, or inconsequential
in terms of their effect on the overall behaviour of the multi-body system.
Different time-stepping algorithms may be adopted and typically a low-order implicit
time-stepping scheme is used. Resolution for contact kinematics then considers the
relationship between the relative velocities of contacting bodies and the mean value
impulse at discrete contact locations
−1
rn+1
ẋrel = ẋrel-free + t Keff

(9.22)

where the first part represents the ‘free’ relative velocity (without the influence of
contact forces) and the second part comprises ‘corrective’ velocities emanating from
contacts. The actual algorithm is realized in a similar manner to the closest point
projection stress return schemes in computational plasticity – a ‘free predictor’ for
relative velocities is followed by iterations to obtain ‘iterative corrector’ values for the
mean value impulses, such that the inequality constraints (both Signorini and Mohr–
Coulomb) are satisfied in a similar manner as the plastic consistency condition is
iteratively satisfied in computational plasticity algorithms. The admissible domains in
contact problems are generally non-convex and it is argued that it is necessary to treat
the contact forces in a fully implicit manner, whereas other forces can be considered
either explicitly or implicitly,73 leading to either implicit/implicit or explicit/implicit
algorithms.

9.8 Unifying aspects of discrete element methods
There are many similarities in the apparently different discrete element methodologies,
which partly stem from the fact that a given methodology is often presented as a package
of specific choices, e.g. comprising a choice for the manner the bodies’ deformability
is treated, a way the governing equations are arrived at, a specific time integration
scheme or a special way of dealing with unilateral constraints. For example, the DDA
framework is often perceived as a methodology which specifically deals with simply
deformable (constant strain) domains of arbitrary shapes, uses a very special case of
implicit time-stepping scheme and treats contact constraints through a series of open–
close iterations. Conversely, the DEM framework is often presented as a methodology
for rigid particles of simple shapes, where the balance equations are integrated by an
explicit scheme, with a penalty format for contacts. These perceived restrictions seem
arbitrary, as there is nothing wrong, for example, in integrating the DEM equations
with an implicit scheme or solving the DDA equations by an explicit method. It is also
interesting to observe that the choice of a contact detection scheme was never perceived
fixed and many contact detection algorithms have been applied.
It can be observed that the major developments for all discrete element methods have
primarily been associated with a characterization of bodies’ enhanced deformability.
While the higher-order DDA increases the order of polynomial approximation for the
displacement field, other attributes of the method remain the same. In the same spirit
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the combined finite/discrete element again enhances the description of deformability,
while the other algorithmic features remain the same.
It is therefore perhaps most appropriate to leave all other attributes aside and concentrate on the characterization of bodies’deformability and the treatment of geometrically
non-linear motions as the basis for any comparison or equivalence and a potential identification of common, unifying concepts of different discrete element methodologies.
In that context it is interesting to return to the background of the theory of pseudo-rigid
bodies,35 as discussed in Chapter 8. As in all discrete element methodologies, the
theory is concerned with large-scale motions of deformable bodies. It was presented
simultaneously as a generalization of the classical rigid body mechanics for bodies with
some added deformability, as well as a ‘restriction’ (or coarse version in the terminology of reference 35) of a fully deformable continuum. Clearly, a hierarchy of theories
emerges, depending on the degree of deformability added to the rigid body or on the
class of restrictions introduced to the fully deformable continuum body. This is where
the relationship between the theory of pseudo-rigid bodies and the discrete element
methods provides a powerful link that allows for a rational comparison of different
assumptions and an assessment of consequences of approximations adopted.
In that spirit, the equivalence of the equations of motion between the elastic pseudorigid bodies and constant strain finite element approximations was confirmed and it was
argued74 that the pseudo-rigid bodies can be viewed as a generalization of the low-order
DDA in the regime of finite (as opposed to stepwise linearized as in DDA) kinematics.
The crucial equivalence stems from the spatially homogeneous deformation gradient
present in both cases, which can again be viewed as an enrichment of deformability
given to the rigid body, or as a restriction imposed to the fully deformable continuum.
The availability of a rational theory has an additional benefit by fully explaining
manifestations of excessive volume changes for large rotations, discussed earlier in
Sec. 9.7.
Similarly, the higher-order DDA and higher-order pseudo-rigid bodies75 can be unified in the sense that the deformation gradient F varies linearly over the body, i.e.
F = F(1) (X − X0 ) + F(0)

(9.23)

where F(0) is the deformation gradient at X = X0 and F(1) is the derivative of the deformation gradient with respect to X, assumed constant. Clearly, if F(1) = 0, the simple
pseudo-rigid body (or the lower-order DDA) is recovered. The extension to general
higher-order approximations is plausible and again can be interpreted as enrichments
of deformability or restrictions of the fully deformable continuum. Another rational
interpretation of discrete element methods was developed based on Cosserat points theory76 which moves away from algorithmic differences and concentrates on similarities
between the DEM and DDA methods when they are recast using Hamilton’s principle
of least action.

9.9 Concluding remarks
There is a degree of commonality of novel ideas in terms of describing the block
deformability in discrete element methods and novel developments in the continuumbased techniques. The numerical manifold method of Shi77 and Chen et al.78 advocates
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similar ideas to the ones advocated in the meshless79 or the partition of unity methods80
in dealing with emerging discontinuities. Similar to the meshless methods, the manifold
method identifies a cover displacement function Ci and the cover weighting function
wi , where the geometry of the actual blocks i is utilized for numerical integration
purposes over a background grid. The treatment of any emerging discontinuities is
envisaged by introducing the concept of effective cover regions, where there is a need
to introduce n independent covers, if a cover intersects n disconnected domains. These
concepts point to a range of possibilities in the simulation of progressive discontinuities
in quasi-brittle materials.
Discrete element methods increasingly appear in formulations and applications in
multi-field or multi-physics problems, in particular in the area of the coupled fluid
flow in discontinuous, jointed media. These discontinuous modelling frameworks are
promising especially in the context of fragmentation and in the microscopic simulation
of the behaviour of heterogeneous materials, where simple constitutive laws at the
macro, meso or nano level directly generate manifestations of complex macroscopic
behaviour, such as plasticity or fracture.81 Increased computing power and efficient
contact detection algorithms will not only allow modelling of progressive fracturing
of continua and a transition to discontinuum including a fragmented state but will
also encourage the development of discrete micro-structural models where an internal
length scale may be intrinsically incorporated into the model. Moreover the large-scale
simulations with adaptive multi-scale material models are increasingly feasible, where
different regions are accounted for at a different scale of observation. Some of these
aspects are considered in the next chapter.
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10
Structural mechanics problems
in one dimension – rods
10.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we considered the domain to be a continuum, a rigid multibody system or a set of discrete elements. In the study of continuum problems we
developed finite element approximations based on approximation of the displacement,
stress and strain fields at each point in the domain. While such approximation is general
there are instances when it is difficult to obtain viable solutions economically. Many
such situations arise when one or two dimensions of the domain are small compared
to the others. For example, when two dimensions are small we have a very slender
cross-section which is translated along a one-dimensional axis as shown in Fig. 10.1.
Such a form is herein called a rod and consists of a member which carries axial, shear,
moment and torsion force resultants. When one dimension is small compared to the
other two we have either a plate theory for initially flat surfaces or a shell theory for
general curved surfaces. In this chapter we consider the behaviour of rods. Plate and
shell problems will be considered in subsequent chapters.
Bending of rods is generally associated with a beam theory such as the classical
Euler–Bernoulli theory studied in introductory strength of materials.1–3 If one attempts
to model a rod with a standard three-dimensional finite element model there are two
aspects which give difficulty. One is purely numerical and associated with large roundoff errors when attempting to solve the simultaneous equations.4 The other is a new
form of locking in interactions between bending, shear and axial behaviour when loworder elements are used. Often a much more economical solution is to use a structural
mechanics approach in which the problem is formulated as a one-dimensional problem
along the axis of the rod. Using this approach and appropriate interpolation forms one
can avoid numerical difficulties associated with round-off and locking.
In this chapter we consider approximation for two classical rod theories. The first
combines the Euler–Bernoulli theory of bending with axial and torsion theories. In this
theory the deformation field is restricted to axial, torsion and bending strains. The application of the Euler–Bernoulli theory is usually restricted to situations where dimensions
along the axis of the rod are at least ten times those of the transverse dimensions. In the
second form we consider the Timoshenko theory of bending together with the axial and
torsion theories. The Timoshenko theory adds a transverse shear deformation to the
other strains and is applicable when the length to cross-section dimensions are above
five (when smaller than this the continuum theory becomes viable).

Governing equations
z

y

x

Fig. 10.1 Slender rod.

Care should always be used when measuring the length parameter. Distances
between sudden changes in cross-section or loads should be considered. Also, when
transient effects are included the frequency content of the solution will establish which
natural ‘modes’ are active and the length between modal zeros also needs to be considered.
Use of the Timoshenko theory can lead to ‘locking’ effects when the theory is applied
to cases where the Euler–Bernoulli theory also could be used. However, it is desirable
to have a single formulation which remains valid throughout the range of length to
cross-section considerations and for this the Timoshenko theory should be used. In
this chapter we show how finite element approximations, which are free from locking
effects, can be developed for the Timoshenko theory. These are also useful when
we consider plate and shell problems in the later chapters. Indeed one of our goals
for presenting the rod theory is to develop an understanding of the delicate nature of
‘locking’ when structural mechanics formulations, including those of plate and shell
problems, are solved by finite element methods.

10.2 Governing equations
We consider a straight rod with the axis of definition in the x direction and the crosssection A in the y–z plane (Fig. 10.1).*
In the study of rods we will assume that the primary stress components are the normal
stress σx and shear stresses τxy , τxz acting on each cross-section. The remaining stresses,
while they can exist, are of less importance and their effects are either ignored or are
included as applied boundary loads to the rod as indicated next.

10.2.1 Equilibrium equations
We first consider the static behaviour of a rod where the local balance of momentum
equations at each point of a body are expressed as
*

In the study of structural mechanics formulations we shall revert to the notation where coordinates are denoted
by x, y, z. A similar type of notation will also be introduced for displacements, strains and stresses.
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∂τyx
∂τzx
∂σx
+
+
+ bx = 0
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂σy
∂τzy
∂τxy
+
+
+ by = 0
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂τyz
∂σz
∂τxz
+
+
+ bz = 0
∂x
∂y
∂z

(10.1a)

τxy = τyx ; τxz = τzx and τyz = τzy

(10.1b)

and
The balance of momentum equations for a rod are obtained by integrations of Eq. (10.1a)
over the cross-section A. Accordingly, for the equation in the x direction we write

 
∂τyx
∂τzx
∂σx
+
+
+ bx dA = 0
(10.2)
∂x
∂y
∂z
A
We consider the case for which the cross-section is either constant or varies slowly
enough along the x direction such that we can use






∂
∂f
∂f
∂f
dA ≈
dA = f ny dS and
dA = f nz dS
f dA;
∂x A
A ∂x
A ∂y
S
A ∂z
S
(10.3)
where S is the perimeter of the cross-section. Thus, after integration over the crosssection Eq. (10.2) is given by
∂P
+ qx = 0
(10.4a)
∂x
where P is an axial force resultant and qx an applied load in the x direction defined by





P =
σx dA
and
qx =
bx dA +
τyx ny + τzx nz dS,
(10.4b)
A

A

S

respectively. Similarly, integrating the equations for the y and z directions gives
∂Sy
+ qy = 0
∂x
where
Sy =
Sz =




τ
A yx


σy ny + τzy nz dS


 
qz = A bz dA + S τyz ny + σz nz dS

dA; qy =

τ dA;
A zx

∂Sz
+ qz = 0
∂x

and



A

by dA +

(10.5a)

 
S

(10.5b)

In the above Sy , Sz are transverse shear force resultants and qy , qz are applied loads
per unit length.
Moment resultants acting on the rod are recovered from the pair of equations



∂τyx
∂τzx
∂σx
−y
0
+
+
+ bx dA =
(10.6)
z
0
∂x
∂y
∂z
A

Governing equations

Evaluating the integrals using Eq. (10.3) yields the relations
∂My
∂Mz
+ Sy + mz = 0 and
− Sz + my = 0
∂x
∂x
where
Mz = −
My =




A

y σx dA; mz = −

A

z σx dA;
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τ
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+
τ
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y
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A
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z bx dA + S z τyx ny + τzx nz dS
A



y bx dA −

(10.7a)



(10.7b)

define the bending moment resultants My , Mz and loading couple per unit length
m y , mz .
One final couple, a torque, can also act on a cross-section. The torsion resultant
Mz = T is computed from shear stresses acting on the cross-section as



y τxz − z τxy dA
(10.8)
T =
A

Guided by the solution of the Saint-Venant torsion problem (see, for example, reference
5 and Sec. 7.5.1 of reference 6) we neglect σy , σz and τyz in the equilibrium equations,
thus the integrated equilibrium equation can be obtained from the local form

 
∂τxz
∂τxy
+ bz − z
+ by
y
dA = 0
(10.9)
∂x
∂x
A
This yields the result

∂T
+ mx = 0
∂x
where mx is a distributed loading torque per unit length given by


y bz − z by dA
mz =

(10.10a)

(10.10b)

A

10.2.2 Kinematics
The development of a structural mechanics theory of rods is based on the assumed
kinematic field for each cross-section. Here we will consider only the simplest theories
where it is assumed that a plane cross-section remains plane throughout the deformation
process. Accordingly, we assume a displacement field expressed as
ux (x, y, z) = u(x) + z θy (x) − y θz (x)
uy (x, y, z) = v(x) − z θx (x)
uz (x, y, z) = w(x) + y θx (x)

(10.11)

where u, v, w are displacements of the axis defining the rod and θx , θy , θz are small
rotation angles about the coordinate axes. A warping function can be added to improve
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the kinematic approximation as shown by Klinkel and Govindjee;7 however, this complicates the formulation and we choose instead to use the simple form shown above.
Based on the displacements given in Eq. (10.11) we obtain the non-zero strains
∂θy
∂θz
∂u
+z
−y
= ε(x) + z χy (x) − y χz (x)
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂θx
∂v
− θz − z
= γy (x) − z χx (x)
=
∂x
∂x
∂θx
∂w
+ θy + y
= γz (x) + y χx (x)
=
∂x
∂x

εx =
2 εxy
2 εxz

(10.12)

The strain measures χy and χz are related to the reciprocal radii of curvature of the
initially straight bar in y and z directions, respectively. Since the radii of an initially
straight bar are infinite, the χy , χz terms are in fact changes in curvature of the rod.
In the displacements assumed above we have ignored the actual distortion of the
cross-section due to transverse shear and torsion resultants. It will be necessary to
account for this omission later through the use of correction factors.

10.2.3 Transient behaviour
Using the assumed form for the displacement field, inertia effects may be included in
the theory by replacing the body forces using the d’Alembert principle. Accordingly,
bx → bx − ρ (ü + z θ̈y − y θ̈z )
by → by − ρ (v̈ − z θ̈x )

(10.13)

bz → bz − ρ (ẅ + y θ̈x )
may be inserted into the relations defined in Sec. 10.2.1 to yield the momentum balance
equations for the transient case as
∂P
+ qx = ρ A
∂x
∂Sy
+ qy = ρ A
∂x
∂Sz
+ qz = ρ A
∂x





ü + z̄ θ̈y − ȳ θ̈z
v̈ − z̄ θ̈x





ẅ + ȳ θ̈x



for the force resultants. Placing the x axis at the centroid of the cross-section gives
ȳ = z̄ = 0 and simplifies the above to
∂P
+ qx = ρ A ü
∂x
∂Sy
+ qy = ρ A v̈
∂x
∂Sz
+ qz = ρ A ẅ
∂x

(10.14)

Governing equations

The balance of momentum for the couples is given by



∂Mz
+ Sy + mz = ρ Iz θ̈z − Iyz θ̈y
∂x


∂My
− Sz + my = ρ Iy θ̈y − Iyz θ̈z
∂x
∂T
+ mx = ρ J θ̈x
∂x
where the area inertia array is given by


2
z dA; Iz =
y 2 dA
Iy =
A

(10.15)


and

A

Iyz =

A

y z dA

and the polar inertia by
J = Iy + Iz
The orientation of the axes may always be placed such that Iyz = 0; in the sequel we
assume this form to simplify the presentation of numerical approximations.

10.2.4 Elastic constitutive relations
Based on the assumption that σy , σz , and τyz are zero and x defines a material symmetry
direction, the constitutive equations for an orthotropic linear elastic material are given
in matrix form by
  


σx
E 0
0
εx
τxy = 0 Gy 0
2εxy
(10.16)
τxz
2εxz
0 0 Gz
where E is the elastic modulus in the x direction and Gy , Gz are the shear moduli for
the y and z directions. Here we are interested in procedures for developing a finite
element approximation to the theory and, thus, we assume the properties are constant
in the rod.
Inserting the constitutive relations in the expressions for the axial force resultant and
assuming the x axis at the cross-section centroid we obtain



E ε(x) + z χy (x) − y χz (x) dA = EA ε(x)
(10.17)
P =
A

where EA is the elastic axial stiffness of the rod cross-section.
Repeating the above for the bending moments we obtain (assuming Iyz = 0)
My = EIy χy (x)

and

Mz = EIz χz (x)

(10.18)

In the above EIy and EIz are the elastic bending stiffness of the rod cross-section
computed with respect to the centroid of the cross-section.
The relation for the torsion is expressed as
T = κx GJ χx (x)

(10.19)
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where κx is a correction factor accounting for the difference between the assumed
displacement field and the true warping of the cross-section and



Gz y 2 + Gy z2 dA
GJ =
A

The term κx GJ is the elastic torsional stiffness of the cross-section.
Finally, the constitutive behaviour for the shear resultants is given by
Sy = κy Gy A γy
Sz = κz Gz A γz

(10.20)

where κy and κz are correction factors accounting for the cross-section distortion.
For the assumed form of the constitution and location of the x axis the behaviour of
the rod separates into three distinct types of problems as shown in Table 10.1.
The equations given above for elastic rods constitute those for the Timoshenko theory
of beams8 combined with the axial and torsion problems. The Timoshenko theory
includes transverse shearing strains as well as changes in curvature in the behaviour of
the beam.
An alternative theory exists for which the transverse shear deformation becomes
negligible and from γy = γz ≈ 0 we may use
θy = −

∂w
∂x

and

θz =

∂v
∂x

(10.21)

In addition for the slender case the couple loading my , mz and the rotatory inertia terms
ρIy θ̈y , ρIz θ̈z are also usually ignored in the equilibrium equations. This is generally
called the Euler–Bernoulli theory of beams. Noting that the shear forces are now
computed from the simple equilibrium relations
Sy = −

∂Mz
∂x

and

Sz =

∂My
∂x

the relations for the beam may be written as shown in Table 10.2.
In the next section we consider the weak form for each type.
Table 10.1 Equations for a rod with Timoshenko beam theory for bending
Type
1. Axial:
2. Torsion:
3. Bending:

Momentum balance
∂P
+ qx = ρ A ü;
∂x
∂T
+ mx = ρ J θ̈x ;
∂x
∂Sy
+ qy = ρ A v̈;
∂x
∂Mz
+ Sy + mz = ρ Iz θ̈z ;
∂x
∂Sz
+ qz = ρ A ẅ;
∂x
∂My
− Sz + my = ρ Iy θ̈y ;
∂x

Strain–displacement
∂u
;
ε(x) =
∂x
∂θx
χx =
;
∂x
∂v
− θz ;
γy =
∂x
∂θz
;
χz =
∂x
∂w
+ θy ;
γz =
∂x
∂θy
;
χy =
∂x

Constitution
P = EA ε(x)
T = κx GJ χx (x)
Sy = κy Gy A γy
Mz = EIz χz (x)
Sz = κz Gz A γz
My = EIy χy (x)

Weak (Galerkin) forms for rods
Table 10.2 Equations for Euler–Bernoulli beam theory
Momentum balance

Strain–displacement

∂2 Mz
+ qy = ρ A v̈;
∂x 2
2
∂ My
+ qz = ρ A ẅ;
∂x

∂2 v
;
∂x 2
2
∂ w
χy = −
;
∂x 2

−

χz =

Constitution
Mz = EIz χz (x)
My = EIy χy (x)

10.3 Weak (Galerkin) forms for rods
For the form given above we can construct weak (Galerkin) forms individually for
each of the problem types. Each of the forms given below is initially given in terms
of a three-field variational form of Hu–Washizu type. Although each of the forms
given could include displacement boundary conditions as natural conditions [i.e. see
Eq. (1.38)], we choose to enforce these as essential conditions as described in Chapter 2.
The three-field form will be used to construct mixed finite element approximations for
the rod. From the three-field form a two-field mixed form of Hellenger–Reissner type
and an irreducible form of displacement type may also be obtained for use in finite
element approximations.

10.3.1 Axial weak form
For the axial behaviour we write a three-field variational form as
 

δε (u, P , ε) =
δε (P̂ (ε) − P ) + δu (ρA ü − qx ) dx
L

+

 
L



∂δu 
∂u

−ε +
P dx − δu P̄ 
=0
∂x
∂x
∂LP

δP

(10.22)

where δu, δε and δP are arbitrary functions over the length of the rod L; ∂LP denotes
the ends of the bar at which the axial force is specified and P = P̂ (ε) is the constitutive
equation. After integration by parts we recover all the equations for the axial behaviour
except the displacement boundary condition u = ū on ∂Lu and the initial conditions
u(x, 0) = ū0 and u̇(x, 0) = v̄ 0 .
As noted in Chapter 1 we can recover a Hellinger–Reissner type form provided we
can find the inverse constitutive relation such that
P = P̂ (ε)

→

ε = ε̂(P )

With this substitution Eq. (10.22) becomes
 

∂u ∂δu
+
P + δu (ρA ü − qx ) dx
δP
δP (u, P ) =
∂x
∂x
L



− δP ε̂(P ) dx − δu P̄ 
=0
L

∂LP

(10.23)

(10.24)
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An irreducible form for the axial behaviour is obtained from Eq. (10.22) by enforcing
the strain-displacement equation at each point of the rod. Accordingly, we substitute
ε=

∂u
= ε̌
∂x

and

δε =

∂δu
= δε̌
∂x

into Eq. (10.22) and obtain
 



∂δu

δu (u) =
=0
P̂ (ε̌) + δu (ρA ü − qx ) dx − δu P̄ 
∂x
∂LP
L

(10.25)

Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the axial response involve specification of the force condition P = P̄ or the displacement condition u = ū at each end of the bar. In addition it
is often required to impose a symmetry condition as u = 0 or an asymmetry condition
P = 0 when solving problems.

10.3.2 Torsion weak form
For the torsion behaviour we write a three-field variational form as
 

δT (θx , T , χx ) =
δχx (T̂ (χx ) − T ) + δθx (ρJ θ̈x − mx ) dx
L
 


∂δθx 
∂θx

+
− χx +
T dx − δθx T¯ 
δT
=0
∂x
∂x
∂LT
L
(10.26)
where δθx , δχx and δT are arbitrary functions over the length of the rod L; and ∂LT
denotes the ends of the bar at which the torque is specified. After integration by
parts we recover all the equations for the torsion behaviour except the displacement
boundary condition θx = θ̄x on ∂Lx and the initial conditions θx (x, 0) = θ̄x0 and
θ̇x (x, 0) = θ̄x0 .
Similar to the axial problem, we may recover a Hellinger–Reissner form by finding
an inverse constitutive relation of the form
χx = χ̂x (T )

(10.27)

Alternatively, an irreducible form for the torsion behaviour may be obtained by
enforcing the strain–displacement equation at each point of the rod. Accordingly,
we substitute
∂θx
∂δθx
= χ̌x
= δχ̌x
and
δχx =
χx =
∂x
∂x
into Eq. (10.26) and obtain
 



∂δθx

δθx (θx ) =
= 0 (10.28)
T̂ (χ̌x ) + δθx (ρJ θ̈x − qx ) dx − δθx T¯ 
∂x
∂LT
L

Weak (Galerkin) forms for rods

Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the torsion response are identical to those for the axial
problem, namely a force condition T = T¯ , a displacement condition θx = θ̄x , a
symmetry condition as θx = 0 or an asymmetry condition T = 0.

10.3.3 Bending weak forms
For the bending problem we have two cases to consider: the Euler–Bernoulli beam
theory and the Timoshenko beam theory.
As given above the bending of the rod occurs in two planes but, with the exception of
the signs, leads to identical sets of equations. Accordingly, in the following we consider
only the bending problem for the x–z plane in terms of the displacements w, θy , the
forces My , Sz and strains χy , γz (with γz = 0 for the Euler–Bernoulli problem). The
behaviour in the x–y plane is obtained by making appropriate changes in the notation
and signs, but otherwise is identical.

Euler--Bernoulli beam
We begin by considering the Euler–Bernoulli theory since, like axial force and torsion
problems above, the weak form depends on one resultant My , one strain measure χy ,
and one displacement component w. The three-field weak form for the Euler–Bernoulli
theory is given by
 

δχy (M̂ y (χy ) − My ) + δw (ρA ẅ − qz ) dx
δχy (w, My , χy ) =
L

 

 ∂2 δw

+
χ
+
M
y dx
y
∂x 2
∂x 2
L
 ∂δw 




− δw S̄ z  = 0
M̄ y 
+
∂x
∂My
∂Sz

−

δMy

 ∂2 w

(10.29)

This weak form differs from the previous forms in two ways. First, the strain measure
involves second derivatives and hence for the form given in Eq. (10.29) will require
C 1 continuous interpolation for the finite element solution. Second, there are two
boundary conditions at each end of a beam of length L.
A Hellinger–Reissner form may be obtained by expressing the curvature in terms of
the bending moment as
(10.30)
χy = χ̂y (My )
and substituting the result into Eq. (10.29) to give
 

∂2 w ∂2 δw
δMy (w, My ) =
− δMy
−
M
+
δw
(ρA
ẅ
−
q
)
dx
y
z
∂x 2
∂x 2
L

 ∂δw 




− δMy χ̂y (My ) dx +
− δw S̄ z  = 0
M̄ y 
∂x
∂My
∂Sz
L
(10.31)
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An irreducible form for the Euler–Bernoulli beam is obtained by substituting
χy = −

∂2 w
= χ̌y
∂x 2

and

δχy = −

∂2 δw
= δχ̌y
∂x 2

into Eq. (10.29) to obtain

  2

∂ δw
M̂
(
χ̌
)
+
δw
(ρA
ẅ
−
q
)
dx
δw (w) = −
y
z
y
∂x 2
L
 ∂δw  




+
− δw S̄ z  = 0
M̄ y , 
∂x
∂My
∂Sz

(10.32)

Note for the linear elastic form described in Eq. (10.18) and Table 10.1
My = M̂ y (χ̌y ) = EIy χ̌y = − EIy

∂2 w
∂x 2

and, thus, when δw = w the first term in Eq. (10.32) is positive as required for a form
obtained from the minimum potential energy principle.
The options for boundary conditions for bending are more numerous than for the
axial or torsion problem since there are two conditions to be imposed at each end of
the bar. The options are
Natural condition Essential condition
w = w̄
Sz = S̄ z ;
∂w
= −θ̄y
My = M̄ y ;
∂x
These conditions may be combined to form typical boundary types described in
Table 10.3.
Table 10.3 Typical boundary conditions for Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam bending
BC
type

Symbol
used

Euler–Bernoulli
condition

Timoshenko
condition

Fixed:

w = w̄;

∂w
= −θ̄y
∂x

w = w̄;

θy = θ̄y

Pinned:

w = w̄;

My = M̄ y

w = w̄;

My = M̄ y

Roller:

w = w̄;

My = M̄ y

w = w̄;

My = M̄ y

Free:

Sz = S̄ z ;

My = M̄ y

Sz = S̄ z ;

My = M̄ y

Symmetry:

Sz = 0;

∂w
= −θ̄y
∂x

Sz = 0;

θy = θ̄y

Asymmetry:

w = 0;

My = 0

w = 0;

My = 0

Weak (Galerkin) forms for rods

Timoshenko beam
The three-field weak form for the Timoshenko beam theory involves two displacement
components, two forces and two strains as given by
 

δχy (M̂ y (χy , γz ) − My ) + δγz (Ŝ z (χy , γz ) − Sz ) dx
δγz (w, θy , Sz , My , γz , χy ) =
L


+
δw (ρA ẅ − qz ) + δθy (ρIy θ̈y − my ) dx

L 
∂θy
∂w
+
− χy + δSz
+ θy − γz
δMy
dx
∂x
∂x
L

 
∂δθy
∂δw
My +
+ δθy Sz dx
+
∂x
∂x
L





− δw S̄ z  = 0
− δθy M̄ y 
∂My

∂Sz

(10.33)
For this formulation the reduction to a Hellinger–Reissner form requires determination
of a pair of inverse relations such that
χy = χ̂y (My , Sz )

γz = γ̂z (My , Sz )

and

(10.34)

This greatly increases the complexity of the problem, and except for the linear elastic
problem, has not been used extensively. For this form
 

δγz (w, θy , Sz , My , γz , χy ) =
δw (ρA ẅ − qz ) + δθy (ρIy θ̈y − my ) dx
L

 ∂w

∂θy
+
+ δSz
+ θy dx
δMy
∂x
∂x
L 
 ∂δw
 
∂δθy
+
My +
+ δθy Sz dx
(10.35)
∂x
L  ∂x

−
δMy χ̂y (My , Sz ) + δSz γ̂z (My , sz ) dx
L





− δw S̄ z  = 0
− δθy M̄ y 
∂My

∂Sz

An irreducible form is obtained by an exact satisfaction of the strain–displacement
equations, as described previously for other problem forms. Accordingly, we obtain
for the Timoshenko beam the relation

 
∂δθy
∂δw
+ δθy Ŝ z (χ̌y , γ̌z ) dx
M̂ y (χ̌y , γ̌z ) +
δθy (w, θy ) =
∂x
∂x
L
 

(10.36)
+
δw (ρA ẅ − qz ) + δθy (ρIy θ̈y − my ) dx
L





− δθy M̄ y 

∂My




− δw S̄ z 

where χ̌y = ∂θy /∂x and γ̌z = ∂w/∂x + θy .

∂Sz

=0
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Boundary conditions
The options for boundary conditions are similar to those for the Euler–Bernoulli theory
except θy replaces ∂w/∂x. The options are
Natural condition Essential condition
Sz = S̄ z ;

w = w̄

My = M̄ y ;

θy = θ̄y

These conditions may be combined to form the same boundary condition types as in
the Euler–Bernoulli theory as described in Table 10.3.

10.4 Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods
The finite element solution of rod problems involves finding one-dimensional interpolations to approximate each of the functions appearing in the weak forms. We begin
by considering the Euler–Bernoulli bending problem since, as we will show later, it
has implications on the approximations for the axial behaviour of the rod when either
non-linear material behaviour or large displacements are considered.

10.4.1 Beam bending – irreducible form
The Euler–Bernoulli beam is the first case we have considered which requires C 1
continuity in the approximation for the transverse displacement w. In all previous
problems considered we were able to use C 0 approximation. If we first consider the
static behaviour where ẅ is negligible we can find interpolations which give exact
solutions at the interelement nodes. Subsequently these may be used in transient
analysis; however then the solution will no longer be exact at the interelement nodes.
In order to obtain exact interelement nodal solutions for ordinary differential equations the interpolation functions for the weight function δw must satisfy the exact solution of the adjoint differential equation of the weak form (see Tong9 or Appendix H in
reference 6). The adjoint equation is obtained by integrations on the weak form until
all derivatives of the solution variable w are removed. For the case where the linear
elastic constitutive equation (10.18) is used and EIy is constant the adjoint equation is
given by
d4 δw
=0
(10.37)
EIy
dx 4
and the exact solution is a cubic polynomial in x. In a Galerkin solution we will use
the same form of interpolation for both δw and w.

Hermite interpolation for beam displacement
To construct cubic functions for each element we express the interpolation in the natural
coordinate ξ and use the coordinate interpolation
x=

1
2

(1 − ξ) x̃ 1 + 21 (1 + ξ) x̃ 2 = N1 (ξ) x̃ 1 + N2 (ξ) x̃ 2

with −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and x̃ a the coordinate for node a.

(10.38)

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

Since second derivatives of w appear in the weak form (10.32) the interpolation for
w must have C 1 continuity, indicating that both the function and its first derivative
must be continuous in the entire domain L. The most logical manner to satisfy this
requirement is to use Hermite interpolation forms.10 A Hermitian polynomial of order
2n + 1 is written for a segment in terms of end values of the function and its first
n-order derivatives, thus making it trivial to satisfy C n continuity. The lowest-order
Hermite interpolation involves a complete polynomial of cubic order with the desired
C 1 continuity needed for the Euler–Bernoulli beam shape functions. The interpolation
in terms of ξ is given by
w(ξ, t) =

2 


Ha(0) (ξ) w̃a (t) + Ha(1) (ξ)

a=1

∂w̃a 
(t) = Nb (ξ) ũb (t)
∂x

(10.39)

where the superscript b denotes bending,
Ha(0) (ξ) =
Ha(1) (ξ)

1
4

Le
=
8

2 − 3 ξ + ξ3 ;
2 + 3 ξ − ξ3 ;

a=1
;
a=2

1 − ξ − ξ2 + ξ3 ;
−1 − ξ + ξ2 + ξ3 ;

(10.40a)

a=1
a=2

with
b

N (ξ) =

H1(0) , H1(1) , H2(0) , H2(1)




; u = w̃1 ,
b

∂w̃1
, w̃2 ,
∂x

∂w̃2
∂x

T

and Le = x̃ 2 − x̃ 1 the element length.
The chain rule
∂w ∂x
1
∂w
∂w
=
= Le
∂ξ
∂x ∂ξ
2
∂x
may be used to compute derivatives of w as
2 ∂w
∂w
=
;
∂x
Le ∂ξ

∂2 w
4 ∂2 w
=
∂x 2
L2e ∂ξ2

and

∂3 w
8 ∂3 w
=
∂x 3
L3e ∂ξ3

and yields
3  −1 + ξ2 ; a = 1
∂Ha(0)
=
∂x
2 Le
1 − ξ2 ; a = 2

and

2
∂Ha(1)
1  −1 − 2 ξ + 3 ξ ; a = 1
2
=
∂x
4 −1 + 2 ξ + 3 ξ ; a = 2
(10.40b)

for first derivatives,
6  ξ;
∂2 Ha(0)
=
−ξ;
∂x 2
L2e

a=1
a=2

and

∂2 Ha(1)
1  −1 + 3 ξ;
=
1 + 3 ξ;
∂x 2
Le

a=1
a=2
(10.40c)
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for second derivatives and
∂3 Ha(0)
12  1; a = 1
=
−1; a = 2
∂x 3
L3e

and

6  1;
∂3 Ha(1)
=
1;
∂x 3
L2e

a=1
a=2

(10.40d)

for third derivatives. The third derivatives are only needed to compute shear force in
the element. While the C 1 continuity is easily observed from Figures 10.2 and 10.3,
we note that the second and third derivatives are discontinuous and can adversely affect
the accuracy of moments and shears in the elements.

Strain-displacement relations
Using the Hermite interpolations in Eq. (10.40c) the finite element interpolation for
the bending strain is given by
⎫
⎧
 ⎨ w̃a ⎬
2 

2 (0)
2 (1)
∂2 w
∂ Ha
∂ Ha
= Bb ũb
(10.41)
χy = − 2 = −
2
2
⎩ ∂w̃a ⎭
∂x
∂x
∂x
a=1
∂x
in which Bb is the strain–displacement matrix for bending.

Stiffness and load arrays

If we consider the weak form (10.28) for an element of length Le we obtain
 

 
e
bT
BbT M̂ y (Bb ũb ) dx + NbT ρ A Nb ũ¨ b − qz dx
δw = δũ
L
 e

bT
= δũ Pb + Mb ũ¨ b − f b

1

(a) H (0) functions

(b) First derivative

(c) Second function

(d) Third derivative

Fig. 10.2 Hermite interpolation on two elements -- H (0) functions.

(10.42)

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

1

(a) H (1) functions

(b) First derivative

(c) Second function

(d) Third derivative

Fig. 10.3 Hermite interpolation on two elements -- H (1) functions.

where Pb is the stress divergence vector, Mb is the mass matrix and f b is the force
vector for the element. For a given constitutive behaviour a Newton method may be
used to linearize the expression for moment. For a local constitutive equation that has
the linearized form
dσx = ET dεx
where ET is the tangent modulus, the linearized moment is given by
dMy = − EIy

∂2 dw
= EIy Bb d ũb
∂x 2

Thus applying a Newton method to Eq. (10.42) yields the form
d(δ)ew

= δũ

bT

= δũbT

 

 
BbT EIy Bb + cM NbT ρ A Nb dx d ũb
L
 e

KTb + cM Mb d ũb

where
d ũ¨ = cM d ũ
is obtained from the time integration scheme used (e.g. GN22 in Chapter 2).
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Example 10.1

Bending stiffness, mass and load matrices

Using the approximation (10.42) for a linear elastic constitutive equation given by
Eq. (10.18) with EIy constant, the element stiffness matrix is given by
⎡
⎤
6
− 3 Le
−6
− 3 Le
2 L2e
3 Le
L2e ⎥
2 EIy ⎢
⎢− 3 Le
⎥
Ke =
(10.43a)
⎢
⎥
L3e ⎣ − 6
3 Le
6
3 Le ⎦
− 3 Le

L2e

3 Le

2 L2e

the mass matrix by

⎡
Me =

1
ρALe
420

156

⎢ 22 L
e
⎢
⎢
⎣ 54
− 13 Le

22Le

54

4 L2e

13 Le

13 Le

156

− 3 L2e

22 Le

− 13 Le

⎤

− 3 L2e ⎥
⎥
⎥
22 Le ⎦

(10.43b)

4 L2e

and for constant qz over the element the load vector by
fe =

T
1
qz L2e 6Le , −1 , 6Le , 1
12

(10.43c)

10.4.2 Axial deformation – irreducible form
For a linearly elastic rod the axial constitutive behaviour is given by
P = EA

∂u
∂x

For the case where EA is constant the adjoint differential equation obtained for the
static problem using Eq. (10.25) is given by
EA

∂2 δu
=0
∂x 2

(10.44)

which yields a linear solution in the rod. This is adequate provided the rod is linearly
elastic. However, we note that both bending and axial behaviour of a rod depend on the
axial stress σx , consequently it is important that the approximation for axial behaviour
has strains which are of the same order as those for bending. In the development of the
irreducible solution for the Euler–Bernoulli theory the bending strains χy varied linearly
along the length of each element. To have compatible behaviour we need to have the
axial strain εx vary linearly also. Accordingly, we use the hierarchic interpolation
δu = 21 (1 − ξ) δũ1 + 21 (1 + ξ) δũ2 + (1 − ξ2 ) (δũ3 ) = Na δũa

(10.45)

where ũa = (ũ1 , ũ2 , ũ3 )T . Equation (10.38) is again employed for the x coordinate
interpolation. The same form of interpolation is used for u. Using this interpolation

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

the axial strain in an element of length Le is given by
ε=

1
(ũ2 − ũ1 − 4 ξ ũ3 ) = Ba ũa
Le

Substituting the above results into the weak form (10.25) yields
 


e
aT
aT a a
a
aT
B D B dx ũ −
N qx dx
δu = δũ
Le

(10.46)

(10.47)

Le

in which Da = [EA] is the axial stiffness matrix.

Example 10.2

Axial stiffness and load arrays

If EA is constant in Le the element stiffness is given by


EA 3 0 0
a
0 3 0
K =
3Le 0 0 16
and for constant qx the element load by

 
3
f a = 16 qx Le 3
6

We note for the static linearly elastic problem that ũ3 depends only on the distribution
of the load on the element and does not affect the values ũ1 and ũ2 , thus for uniform
cross-sections the interelement nodal values will be exact. If EA varies along the
element or the material is non-linear this will not be true and ũ3 will interact with the
end values, which will then no longer be exact.

10.4.3 Torsion deformation – irreducible form
The constitutive equation for the torsional behaviour of a linear elastic rod is given by
T = κx GJ

∂θx
∂x

For a constant κx GJ along the length of an element the adjoint differential equation
obtained for the static behaviour is determined from Eq. (10.28) to be
κx GJ

∂2 δθx
=0
∂x 2

which has the linear solution given by
δθx =

1
2

(1 − ξ) δθ̃x1 + 21 (1 + ξ) δθ̃x2

An identical expression is used to represent θx in terms of θ̃x1 and θ̃x2 . Note that a linear
form gives a constant strain which is identical to the form obtained for shear strains
from the Hermite interpolation in the Euler–Bernoulli theory.
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Inserting the above interpolations into the weak form (10.28) for a single element
gives
  1
 

1
θ̃x1
−1
−1
κx GJ (ξ) dξ
δeθx = δθ̃x1 δθ̃x2
1
θ̃
2Le 1
x2
−1
(10.48)
1


 1
(1 − ξ)
− δθ̃x1 δθ̃x2 4 Le
mx (ξ) dξ
(1 + ξ)
−1
where integrals are carried out over the coordinate ξ.

Example 10.3

Torsion stiffness and load arrays

For an element of length Le and constant torsional stiffness the stiffness matrix from
Eq. (10.48) is given by


κx GJ 1 0
t
K =
0 1
Le
and for constant mx the element load by
fa =

1
2

mx L e

1
1

10.4.4 Beam bending – mixed form
The three-field weak form given by Eq. (10.29) may be used to obtain exact interelement
nodal solutions of the finite element formulation of elastic problems in which the EIy
varies along the length of the element. Accordingly, from the weak form we obtain the
adjoint differential equation for δMy given by
∂2 δMy
=0
∂x 2

(10.49)

for which the exact solution is a linear function over the element length that may be
given by the interpolation
δMy = N1 (ξ) δM̃ y1 + N2 (ξ) δM̃ y2

(10.50)

where Na (ξ) are defined in Eq. (10.38).
Considering an individual element of length Le and performing an integration by
parts on the derivatives of w and δw gives the weak form for the static problem
 

δχy (M̂ y (χy ) − My ) − δMy χy (My ) dx
δeMy (w, My , χy ) =
Le


 ∂δM 
∂w 

y
w 
(10.51)
− δMy
 +
∂x ∂Le
∂x
∂Le


 ∂M 
 ∂2 M

 ∂δw

y 
y
My  + δw
−
δw
+
q
−

z dx
∂x
∂x
∂x 2
∂Le
∂Le
Le

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

If we use a curvature χ̂y (My ) which satisfies the constitutive equation
M̂ y (χy ) = My
and a real moment field which satisfies
∂2 My
+ qz = 0
∂x 2
the weak form for the static problem simplifies to

 ∂δM 
∂w 

y
w 
δeMy (w, My ) = − δMy
+

∂x ∂Le
∂x
∂Le

 ∂δw

 ∂M 

y 
My  + δw
−
δMy χy (My ) dx
 −
∂x
∂x
∂Le
∂Le
Le
(10.52)
Using the shape functions given in Eq. (10.38) the real moment field may be expressed
as
(10.53)
My = N1 (ξ) M̃ y1 + N2 (ξ) M̃ y2 + M̄ y (qz )
where M̄ y (qz ) is a particular solution due to the loading qz acting on the element. In
this form only end values for wa and ∂wa /∂x and their variation appear and no internal
interpolation is needed to obtain exact interelement solutions at nodes. Note that in
this form the moments are not continuous across element ends and, thus, M̃ y1 and M̃ y2
may be eliminated at the element level.
For the linear elastic case the determination of χ̂y (My ) is trivial and is given by the
simple relation
1
My
χ̂y (My ) =
EIy
If the material behaviour is non-linear then the determination is more complex and,
indeed, may not be possible to obtain. We consider this further in Sec. 10.4.5. Also,
when inertia effects are included an interpolation for w must be used; however, this
becomes a case for which the interelement solution is no longer exact. The form given
above has been used by several authors, see, for example, references 11–25.

Example 10.4

Element array for variable EI y

Let us consider the example of a uniformly loaded element with length Le that has a
variable moment of inertia given by
1
1
1
= N1 (ξ)
+ N2 (ξ)
EIy
EIy1
EIy2
A particular solution for a uniformly loaded element may be expressed as
M̄ y =
With the
 above forms
Le

1
8

qz L2e (1 − ξ2 )




1 
Nb M̃ b + M̄ y dx
EIy
Le


 V11 V12
M̃ y1
+
= δM̃ y1 δM̃ y1
V21 V22
M̃ y1


= δM̃Ty V M̃y + fM

δMy χy (My ) dx = δM̃ a

Na

fM1
fM2
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where
V=

Le
12EIy1

⎧ 3
2 ⎫
⎪
⎪




+
⎬
Le
qz L2e ⎨ EIy1
3 1
1 1
EIy2
+
and fM =
3 ⎪
2
1 1
12EIy2 1 3
120 ⎪
⎩
⎭
+
EIy1
EIy2

The element boundary terms give

⎧ ⎫
w̃1 ⎪

⎪




 1 −Le −1 0 ⎨θ̃y1 ⎬
1
∂w 
∂δMy

w  =
− δMy
δM̃ y1 δM̃ y2
 +
−1
0
1 Le ⎪
∂x ∂L
∂x
Le
∂L
⎭
⎩ w̃2 ⎪
θ̃y2
= δM̃Ty Gũb
The other element boundary terms give
−

 ∂δw
∂x



My 

∂L

+



δw


∂My 
 = δũbT GT M̃y + fu
∂x
∂L

where fu is a force vector resulting from M̄ y and for the particular solution given above
becomes
T
fu = 21 qz Le 1 0 1 0
When substituted back into Eq. (10.52) the above results give an element weak form



ũb
f
0
GT
e
bT
T
δM̃y
− u
(10.54)
δMy = δũ
fM
G −V
M̃y
After M̃y is eliminated for each element we obtain the ‘stiffness’ matrix
K e = GT V−1 G
and load vector
f e = fu + GT V−1 fM
which may be assembled in an identical manner as in the irreducible form.

Example 10.5 Cantilever tapered
bar -- Euler--Bernoulli theory
To illustrate the performance of the irreducible and mixed forms presented we consider
a cantilever beam that is loaded by a uniform load qz as shown in Fig. 10.4. The bar
has a variable bending stiffness given in reciprocal form by
 1

1
1 
1
=
+
−
4 η − η2
EIy
EI0
EI1
EI1
where η = x/L and the stiffness at the support and free end are EI0 and EI1 ,
respectively.

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods
w

qz

x

L

L

Fig. 10.4 Tapered cantilever beam.

The exact solution for the displacement and slope are given by
 1

1
1 
qz L4
qz L4
8η3 − η4 − 24η2 +
−
w(x) =
24EI0
240
EI1
EI1

6
5
4
3
× η − 12η + 50η − 80η
∂w
∂x

=

 1

qz L3
1
1 
qz L4
6η2 − η3 − 12η +
−
6EI0
120
EI1
EI1

5
4
3
2
× 3η − 30η + 100η − 120η

and those for moment and shear by
M=

1
2

qz L2 4 η − η2 − 4



S = qz L [2 − η]
In Fig. 10.5 we present the solution using two equal length elements and an irreducible
(displacement) and mixed solution as described above. The results for the mixed
solution are exact whereas those for the irreducible solution have error in all quantities,
although those for the displacement and slope are very small. Using more elements
will lead to convergent results for the irreducible form.

10.4.5 Inelastic behaviour of rods
The inelastic behaviour of a three-dimensional rod requires simultaneous consideration
of the axial, bending and torsion behaviour. For the two-dimensional case the torsion
behaviour can be omitted and we can consider only axial and bending interaction.
Let us consider the case where the constitutive behaviour is elastic–plastic as described
in Chapter 4. The constitutive equation in one dimension may be given as
σx = E (εx − εpx )
where E is the elastic modulus and εpx is the plastic strain.
We assume an associative form and a yield function given by

1/2
≤0
F (σ, κ) = σ2x − σ2y (κ)

(10.55a)

(10.55b)
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Fig. 10.5 Solution for tapered beam using irreducible (displacement) and mixed solutions -- Euler--Bernoulli
theory.

where σy is the uniaxial yield stress and κ an isotropic hardening parameter. Thus, the
plastic strain is given by
∂F
σx
(10.55c)
= λ̇
ε̇p = λ̇
∂σx
|σx |
where |σx | = [σ2x ]1/2 . For simplicity we consider the linear hardening form given by
σ y = σ 0 + Hi κ
where Hi is the hardening modulus and κ is computed from
1/2
= λ̇
κ̇ = (ε̇p )2

(10.55d)

(10.55e)

A numerical solution to the plasticity equations may be constructed using the return
map algorithm presented in Sec. 4.4.2. This will give a sequence of stresses at each
‘time’ step tn given by
(n)
p(n)
)
σ(n)
x = E(εx − εx
which linearized gives the incremental form
(n)
(n)
dσ(n)
x = ET dεx

(10.56)

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

Irreducible form for inelastic problems
For a two-dimensional problem based on an irreducible form the above result for
inelastic stress gives the force resultants

(n)
p(n)
E(ε(n)
) dA
P =
x − εx
A
(10.57)
p(n)
My(n) = −
z E(ε(n)
−
ε
)
dA
x
x
A

where

(n)
(n)
ε(n)
x = ε0 + z χy

(10.58)

For a Newton solution a linearization of Eq. (10.57) will give the tangent matrix for
the cross-section as

 
ET
z ET
DT =
(10.59)
z ET z2 ET
A
where ET is the material tangent modulus obtained from the local constitutive equation
[e.g. from Eq. (10.55a)] at each computation point on the cross-section. Note that the
tangent matrix will no longer be diagonal in all situations and, thus, it is necessary to
consider the axial and bending problems simultaneously. The arrays for each element
of the coupled problem are deduced from

 T

B P − NT q dx = −δuT ψ
(10.60)
δe = δuT
Le

where
 a
B
B=
0


0
,P=
Bb

 a
N
P
,N=
My
0


0
,q=
Nb

qx
qz


and ũa =

ũa
w̃a
∂w̃ a /∂x



A linearization for a Newton method gives the element tangent matrix

e
BT DT B dx
KT =
Le

The solution process now follows a standard procedure for solving non-linear problems. For each time tn
1. Initialize an equilibrium iteration parameter k = 0 and assume an elastic behaviour
at all points to compute a trial displacement ũ(0)
(n) where the superscript indicates an
iteration number k.
2. For each quadrature point used to compute element arrays perform a numerical
integration over the cross-section to compute P , My and DT . This requires storage
of the plastic solution parameters for each solution point on each cross-section.
3. Use P , My and DT to compute the element arrays K (k) and residual ψ(k) . Solve the
problem
K (k) du(k) = ψ(k)
u(k+1) = u(k) + du(k)
4. Check convergence. If converged set n = n + 1 and go to step 1; else set k = k + 1
and go to step 2.
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Fig. 10.6 Typical discontinuous strain distribution in rod element.

Mixed form for inelastic problems
The development of the inelastic finite element approximation given above leads to a
very simple implementation; however, when used with just a few elements the inaccuracy in force resultants can lead to significant solution error. As shown above for
the elastic bending case very accurate force prediction is obtained when we are able
to exactly determine the curvatures from the constitutive equation, thus leading to a
Hellinger–Reissner-type weak form. In the inelastic case it is necessary to determine
the exact axial strain and curvature over the entire element in order to reduce the problem to an equivalent two-field form and this is not possible in general. Thus it is
necessary to return to the three-field weak form and introduce an approximation for
the axial strain and curvature in addition to force, moment and displacement variables.
The approximation of strains may be performed in several ways; however, dividing
the element into segments in which the axial strain and curvature are assumed constant
in each segment as shown in Fig. 10.6 is simple and gives good results. The shape
functions for the strains may be expressed as

Nj (ξ) ε̃j ; j = 1, N
ε=
j

χy =



Nj (ξ) χ̃yj ; j = 1, N

(10.61)

j

where
Nj (ξ) = 1 for ξj ≤ ξ ≤ ξj +1

(10.62)

The values of ξj are selected with ξ1 = −1 and ξN +1 = 1.
The three-field weak form for the axial and bending behaviour may be written in
matrix form as
  
(
'
ũ
0 GT 0
f

s̃ −
0
G 0 BTe
δe = δũT δs̃T δẽT
(10.63)
ẽ
sp − ŝ(e)
0 Be
0
= − δŨT Ψ

Finite element solution: Euler–Bernoulli rods

where

⎤
b1
0
0
dξ; Be = ⎣ ... ⎦
1
1
(1
−
ξ)
(1
− ξ)
2
2
bN
⎧
⎫
⎡ ⎤
 


e
1
⎨ Ñ ⎬
ũa
ũ
ε̃j
w̃a
; s̃ = M̃ y1 ; ẽj =
; ẽ = ⎣ ... ⎦
Ũ = s̃ ; ũa =
χ̃yj
⎩M̃ ⎭
∂w̃a /∂x
ẽ
y2
eN

 a

 ξj +1 
1
1
G
0
; bj = Le
G=
0 Gb
0
2
ξj



⎡

sp denotes the particular solution for the resultants and ŝ(e) denotes the constitutive
equation expressions in terms of the strain approximations. The constitutive equations
are computed from
⎡
⎤

1
0


1
1
⎣
⎦
(1
−
ξ)
0
σx (εx ) dA dx
(10.64)
s=
2
z
Le
A
0 21 (1 + ξ)
which may be evaluated using trapezoidal quadrature* over each segment of the element
to give
⎡
⎤
1
0



1
1
1
N ⎣0 2 (1 − ξl )⎦
σx (εx (ξl )) dA Wl
(10.65)
s = 2 Le
z
1
A
l=1
0 2 (1 + ξl )
where ξl = (xj + xj +1 )/2, Wl = 2/N and
εx (ξl ) = εl + z χyl
Linearizing Eq. (10.64) using the incremental stress given by Eq. (10.56) gives the
element tangent matrix


0 GT 0
e
T
(10.66)
Khw = G 0 Be
0 Be k
where k is the constitutive tangent given by
⎡
⎤
k1 . . . 0

1
k = ⎣ ... . . . ... ⎦ and kj =
z
A
0 . . . kn


ET 1 z dA

The integral over A is performed using numerical integration.24 The constitutive parameters may be eliminated to give
⎡
⎤
k1 . . . 0


T
0 G
where V = BTe ⎣ ... . . . ... ⎦ BTe
(10.67)
K̂ e =
G −V
0 . . . kn
*

Other forms based on ξj placed by Gauss or Gauss–Lobatto quadrature10 may also be used.
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Fig. 10.7 Simply supported beam with central point load.

Finally, the tangent matrix for the element is obtained by eliminating the force parameters to give
K e = GT V−1 G
Similar reductions may be made for any non-zero force components in Ψ.
In the above formulation the only displacement parameters obtained are at the ends
of each element. For plotting displacements along the length of the element may be
obtained by integrating the curvature values.11,12,15

Example 10.6

Simply supported beam with point load

As an example problem we consider a simply supported beam with a central point load
as shown in Fig. 10.7. To show the advantages of the mixed formulation presented
above we allow the beam to have elasto-plastic behaviour. The entire beam is modelled
with two elements (one element for each symmetric half); five curvature stations per
element are used along the beam axis. A rectangular cross-section is considered with
10 Gauss–Lobatto points through the depth to permit modelling of the spread of the
plastic zone. The properties for the analysis are shown in Table 10.4.
The central load is allowed to vary using a load control strategy (e.g. see Chapter 2 or reference 26). For the comparison we also consider the solution using an
irreducible model with cubic Hermite polynomial shape functions. Solutions for two,
four, and eight elements for the length are used (one, two and four on each half length).
In Fig. 10.8 we show the force–displacement relation, deformed shape and distribution of moment and curvature along the length of the beam at the last computed
load state for each analysis. The displacement model permits only linear change,
whereas the mixed model presented here allows for arbitrary change at each axial station used (five in the present case). The superiority of the mixed form is evident in the
force–displacement, the computed deformed shape and the moment and the curvature
distribution.
Table 10.4 Properties for inelastic beam
Length
Depth
Width
Elastic modulus
Yield stress
Hardening modulus

L = 180
h = 10
b = 10
E = 29 000
σy = 50
Hiso = 290 (1%)

Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods
1.6
1.4

Load factor λ

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0

Undeformed
MF 2 elements
DF 2 elements
DF 4 elements
DF 8 elements

MF 2 elements
DF 2 elements
DF 4 elements
DF 8 elements

0.2
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Fig. 10.8 Simply supported, point loaded beam -- inelastic solution. DF = displacement formulation; MF =
mixed formulation.

10.5 Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods
The development of finite element models for the Timoshenko theory, which includes
the primary effects from both axial and shearing strains, is developed from the functional (10.36) for an irreducible theory or from Eq. (10.33) for a mixed theory. The
highest derivative in either form is first order, consequently C 0 functions may be used
in the approximation. However, the approximation can be quite sensitive if it is desired
that the Timoshenko form accurately solve problems in which the transverse shear
deformations are small compared to the bending strains. Below we present some successful mixed approximations which are free from locking. We begin by considering
the irreducible form for bending.

10.5.1 Beam bending – irreducible form
Since the highest derivatives of w and θy in the functional (10.36) are only first order,
both may be interpolated by C 0 functions. The use of the Timoshenko theory permits the solution of problems for which the length to cross-section dimensions are
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somewhat larger than for the Euler–Bernoulli theory. It is desirable, however, to have a
finite element implementation of the Timoshenko theory which permits the solution of
problems at the ‘thin’ limit where the Euler–Bernoulli theory is applicable. The choice
of appropriate functions is quite delicate if we wish to avoid ‘locking’ between shear
and bending response as the beam approaches the thin limit. For example, as we show
next the use of low-order/equal-order C 0 interpolation for the transverse displacement
w and rotation θy will lead to an element which locks as the beam becomes slender (i.e.
L/d > 5, where L is a characteristic length and d a cross-section dimension). Later
we consider an approach which avoids such locking. Moreover these developments
are also useful when we consider the study of plate problems in the next chapters.

Equal-order interpolation
Use of an equal-order interpolation for the transverse displacement and the rotation is
expressed as

w̃a
w
=
Na (ξ)
= N ũb
(10.68)
θy
θ̃ya
a

where w̃ a and θ̃ya are the values at node a with
ũba =

w̃a
θ̃ya

The curvature and shear strain in each element are given by
⎧
⎫
dNa
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
θ̃ya

χy
dx
 dN
 = Bb ũb
=
a
γz
⎪
⎭
w̃a + Na θ̃ya ⎪
a ⎩
dx
where the strain displacement matrix Bb is given by
⎡
⎤
dNa
0
⎢
⎥
Bba = ⎣ dx
dNa ⎦
Na
dx
The material elastic property array may be written as


0
EIy
b
D =
0
κz Gz A

(10.69)

(10.70)

(10.71)

Using the above arrays in Eq. (10.36) the element stiffness and load array of the
static problem are computed from

 


bT
bT b b
b
B D B dx ũ −
NT qz dx
(10.72)
δw = δũ
Le

Example 10.7

Le

Linear interpolation

As an example we consider the case where w and θy in each element are given by the
linear interpolation
w
θy

= N1 (ξ)

w̃1
θ̃y1

where N1 = (1 − ξ)/2 and N2 = (1 + ξ)/2.

+ N2 (ξ)

w̃2
θ̃y2

Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods

Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (10.72) analytically (or by a 2-point Gauss quadrature)
gives the element stiffness
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
6 3Le −6 3Le
0 0 0 0
2
2
EIy ⎢0
1 0 −1⎥ κy Gy A ⎢3Le 2Le 3Le Le ⎥
Ke =
⎣0 0 0 0 ⎦ +
⎣ −6 3L
6 3Le ⎦
e
Le
6Le
2
0 −1 0
1
3Le Le 3Le 2L2e
and for a uniform load qz the element force vector
fe =

1
2

qz Le 1 0 1 0

T

Evaluating the element stiffness by a reduced 1-point quadrature gives
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
4 −2Le −4 −2Le
0 0 0 0
EIy ⎢0
L2e
2Le
L2e ⎥
1 0 −1⎥ κy Gy A ⎢−2Le
Ke =
⎣0 0 0 0 ⎦ +
⎣ −4
4
2Le ⎦
2Le
Le
4Le
2
0 −1 0
1
−2Le
Le
2Le
L2e
The only difference between exact and reduced integration appears in the K22 , K24 ,
K42 and K44 terms in the shear modulus matrix. These seemingly small differences
have a significant effect on the element performance as shown in Fig. 10.9 in which
we solve a cantilever beam using 20 elements for different span L to depth h ratios
for a rectangular cross-section. The use of exact integration leads to a solution which
‘locks’ as the beam becomes slender, whereas the reduced integration form shows no
locking for the range plotted.
1.4

1.2

w/wEB

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
100

Exact
FE − 2 pt.
FE − 1 pt.
101

102

103

log (L /h)

Fig. 10.9 Cantilever beam solved using equal-order interpolation on linear elements. w/wEB is ratio of tip
displacement for Timoshenko beam theory to that of Euler--Bernoulli theory.
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Exact nodal solution form
As in the Euler–Bernoulli theory we first consider the static behaviour for the linear
elastic Timoshenko beam. Our goal is to determine the interpolation functions which
give exact interelement nodal solutions when the material properties are constant along
the element length. The requirement is for δw and δθy to satisfy the homogeneous
adjoint equations of the functional given in Eq. (10.36). For EIy and κz Gz A constant
the equations are given by
 dδw

d2 δθy
+
δθ
+
κ
G
A
=0
EIy
z
z
y
dx 2
dx
(10.73)


d dδw
κ z Gz A
+ δθy = 0
dx dx
Differentiating the first equation and combining with the second gives the simpler
requirements
d2 δw dδθy
d3 δθy
=0
=
0
and
+
dx 3
dx 2
dx
which imply δθy is a quadratic polynomial and δw a cubic one.
The expression for δθy may be given as a Lagrange interpolation in the natural
coordinates ξ as
δθy =

1
2

(ξ2 − ξ) δθ̃y1 + 21 (ξ2 + ξ) δθ̃y2 + (1 − ξ2 ) δθ̃y3

(10.74)

where δθ̃y1 and δθ̃y2 are the interelement nodal parameters and δθ̃y3 is a mid-length
parameter. Using the above interpolation for δθy in the differential equation for δw
gives an interpolation
δw = 21 (1 − ξ) δw̃1 + 21 (1 + ξ) δw̃2



− Le (1 − ξ2 ) 18 − 121 ξ δθ̃y1 − 18 +

1
12



ξ δθ̃y2 + 16 ξ δθ̃y3

(10.75)

The parametric relation for x given in Eq. (10.38) is then used to construct the derivatives. We note that the interpolation for δw is linked to the parameters of δθy . The
earliest appearance of linked interpolation appears in a paper by Fraeijs de Veubeke.27
Alternative expressions have been deduced by Tessler and Dong,28 Crisfield29 and Stolarski et al.30 We shall find such linked interpolation forms are also very useful in the
construction of plate bending elements.
The interpolation for the variables may also be given in hierarchical form by substituting
δθ̃y3 = δ(θ̃y3 ) + 21 (δθ̃y1 + δθ̃y2 )
into Eqs (10.74) and (10.75) to obtain
δθy =

1
2

(1 − ξ) δθ̃y1 + 21 (1 + ξ) δθ̃y2 + (1 − ξ2 ) δ(θ̃y3 )

(10.76a)

= N1 (ξ) δθ̃y1 + N2 (ξ) δθ̃y2 + N3 (ξ) δ(θ̃y2 ) = Nθ δθ̃
and
δw = 21 (1 − ξ) δw̃1 + 21 (1 + ξ) δw̃2
− Le (1 − ξ2 )

1
8

(δθ̃y1 − δθ̃y2 ) + 16 ξ δ(θ̃y3 )



(10.76b)
b

= N1 δw̃1 + Nw1 δθ̃y1 + N2 δw̃2 + Nw2 δθ̃y2 + Nw3 δ(θ̃y3 ) = Nw ũ

Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods

where
Nw = N1 Nw1 N2
ũb = w̃1 θ̃y1

w̃2

Nw2
θ̃y2


Nw3
T
θ̃y3

(10.77)

This form has some useful advantages which we will exploit later. The same form of
interpolation is used for w and θy in a Galerkin solution.
Using the hierarchical interpolations in the strain–displacement relations gives


1
θ̃y2 − θ̃y1 − 4 ξ θ̃y3
Le
1
1
2
γz =
(w̃2 − w̃1 ) + (θ̃y1 + θ̃y2 ) + θ̃y3
Le
2
3

χy =

(10.78)

The finite element strain–displacement relations may be written in the standard matrix
form


1
0 , −1 , 0 ,
1,
−4 ξ b
χy
=
(10.79)
ũ = Bb ũb
1
1
2
γz
Le −1 , 2 Le , 1 , 2 Le , 3 Le
Using the above arrays in Eq. (10.36) the functional of the static problem for an
individual element is given by

 


BbT Db Bb dx ũb −
NwT qz dx
(10.80)
δw = δũbT
Le

Le

Example 10.8 Stiffness and load arrays for uniform
Timoshenko beam

If we evaluate Eq. (10.80) for an element of length Le with EIy and κz Gz A constant
the element stiffness matrix is given by
⎡
⎤
0 0 0 0
0
0
3 0 −3 0 ⎥
EIy ⎢
⎢
⎥
0⎥
K̂ e =
⎢0 0 0 0
3Le ⎣0 −3 0
3 0⎦
0 0 0 0 16
⎡
⎤
(10.81)
36 −18Le −36 −18Le −24Le
⎢−18Le
9L2e
18Le
9L2e
12L2e ⎥
⎥
κz Gz A ⎢
⎢ −36
18Le
36
18Le
24Le ⎥
+
⎢
⎥
36Le ⎣
−18Le
9L2
18Le
9L2
12L2 ⎦
−24Le

e

12L2e

e

24Le

12L2e

e

16L2e

and for constant qz the element load vector

T
qz L2
6Le , −1 , 6Le , 1 , 0
fˆe =
12

(10.82)

which, except for the last 0, is identical to the load vector of the Euler–Bernoulli theory.
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Since the θy3 is associated with each element individually, it may be eliminated
and the reduced stiffness may be written as
⎡
⎤
α
− 21 αLe
−α
− 21 αLe
1
1
1
1
⎥
2
2
12EIy ⎢
⎢− 2 αLe 3 αLe (α + β) 2 αLe 6 αLe (α − 2β)⎥
(10.83)
Ke =
⎢
⎥
1
1
L3e ⎣ −α
⎦
αLe
α
αLe
2
2
− 21 αLe

1
6

αL2e (α − 2β)

1
2

αLe

1
3

αL2e (α + β)

where

γ
12EIy
1
; β=
and
γ=
1+γ
4(1 + γ)
κz Gz AL2e
As the beam becomes ‘thin’ γ → 0 and this gives α → 1 and β → 0 which when
substituted into Eq. (10.83) we immediately observe that the stiffness converges to that
of the Euler–Bernoulli theory and, thus, the element will not lock.
α=

Timoshenko theory -- constant strain form
It is possible to use the displacements given by Eqs (10.76a) and (10.76b) in which the
θ̃3 terms are omitted. Accordingly, with the interpolation given by
w = 21 (1 − ξ) w̃1 + 21 (1 + ξ) w̃2 −
θy =

1
2

1
8

Le (1 − ξ2 ) (θ̃y1 − θ̃y2 )

(1 − ξ) θ̃y1 + 21 (1 + ξ) θ̃y2

(10.84)

the strain–displacement relations are given by the constant relations
1
(θ̃y2 − θ̃y1 )
Le
(10.85)
1
1
(w̃ 2 − w̃1 ) + (θ̃y1 + θ̃y2 )
γz =
Le
2
The finite element strain–displacement relations again may be written in the standard
matrix form


1
0 , −1 , 0 , 1 ,
χy
=
(10.86)
ũb = Bb ũb
1
1
γz
Le −1 , 2 Le , 1 , 2 Le
χy =

where now the ũb contains only the end values of w and θy .
Inserting the above arrays in Eq. (10.80) yields the element stiffness and load relations



e
bT
b
b
e
D dx B and f =
NwT qz dx
(10.87)
K =B
Le

Le

where Nw is given by Eq. (10.77) with the last entry removed.

Example 10.9 Stiffness/load for uniform constant
strain Timoshenko beam

If we evaluate Eq. (10.87) for an element of length Le with EIy and κz Gz A constant
the element stiffness matrix is given by
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
4 −2Le −4 −2Le
0
0 0
0
2
2
EIy ⎢0
Le
2Le
Le ⎥
3 0 −3⎥ κz Gz A ⎢−2Le
(10.88)
K̂ e =
⎣0
⎦+
⎣ −4
2L
4
2Le ⎦
0
0
0
e
3Le
4Le
2
2
0 −3 0
3
−2Le
Le
2Le
Le

Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods

and for constant qz the element load vector

T
qz L2
6Le , −1 , 6Le , 1
fˆe =
12

(10.89)

We note that the above stiffness is identical to that obtained in Example 10.7 by reduced
integration; however, in the present case we were able to use exact integration and
hence the linked form will be more useful when we consider plate bending problems.
In addition, the linked form gives forces on the nodal rotations which improves the
solution obtained.

Timoshenko theory -- enhanced assumed strain form
The constant strain form of the displacement interpolation has the advantage that the
transient behaviour involves the interelement nodes only, whereas use of the added
internal form complicates the dynamics. The advantages of the form which gives exact
nodal answers has significant accuracy advantages. Using an enhanced assumed strain
form31–33 can restore the advantage of the full interpolation without complicating the
dynamics. In the enhanced assumed strain form we use the constant strain form of the
displacements w and θy given by Eq. (10.84) and enhance the strains with the effects
which arise from the θ̃y3 . Thus, we express the strains as
 
4ξ
1
(θ
−
θ
)
χ
y2
y1
y
=
+ 2
α̃
εb =
1
γz
−
w
)
+
L
(θ
+
θ
)
(w
Le
2
1
y1
y2
(10.90)
2 e
3

= Bb ũb + Bben α̃
where Bb is the strain–displacement matrix given in Eq. (10.86) and α̃ is the enhanced
strain parameter. The elimination of the enhanced parameter at the element level now
proceeds as given for the static case and is not affected by inertial effects.

10.5.2 Timoshenko – mixed form
A mixed form approximation for the Timoshenko beam which gives exact interelement nodal behaviour may be constructed in a similar way as we performed for the
Euler–Bernoulli theory in Sec. 10.4.1. Accordingly, considering the static problem the
approximations are deduced from
dδSz
=0
dx

and

dδMy
+ δSz = 0
dx

(10.91)

which are satisfied by
δMy = N1 (ξ) δM̃ y1 + N2 (ξ) δM̃ y2
where Na (ξ) are defined in Eq. (10.38).

and

δSz =

1
(δMy2 − δMy1 )
Le

(10.92)
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In order to obtain exact interelement nodal displacements for the mixed formulation
we let
My = N1 (ξ) M̃ y1 + N2 (ξ) M̃ y2 + M̄ y (ξ)
1
(My2 − My1 ) + S̄ z (ξ)
Sz =
Le

(10.93)

where M̄ y and S̄ z are particular solutions which satisfy
dS̄ z
dM̄ y
+ qz = 0
− S̄ z + my = 0
and
dx
dx
In addition we employ curvature approximations which satisfy the constitutive equations. Accordingly, for the linear elastic problem we use
χy =

1
1
Sz
My and γz =
EIy
κz Gz A

With these approximations, after integrating Eq. (10.33) by parts we obtain the weak
form for the static problem












δeMy (w, θy , My ) = δMy θy  + δθy My  + δSz w  + δw Sz 
∂Le
∂Le
∂Le
  ∂Le

1
1
Sz dx
−
δMy
My + δSz
EIy
κ z Gz A
Le
(10.94)
which is a similar form to that deduced for the Euler–Bernoulli beam in Eq. (10.52).

Example 10.10

Timoshenko theory mixed stiffness matrix

Let us consider the example of a uniformly loaded element with length Le that has a
variable moment of inertia given in Example 10.4 and a shear stiffness given by
1
1
1
= N1 (ξ)
+ N2 (ξ)
κz Gz A
κz Gz A1
κ z Gz A 2
The particular solutions for the uniformly loaded element again may be expressed as
M̄ y =

1
8

qz L2e (1 − ξ2 ) and S̄ z = − 21 qz Le ξ

The arrays for V, G, fM and fu for the bending response are identical to those of the
weak form (10.54) given in Example 10.4. The remaining term from the shear response
is given by


1
1
dx(My2 − My1 )
δSz γz (Sz ) dx = Le (δMy2 − δMy1 )
κ
G
A
Le
Le z z

1
S̄ z dx
−
Le κz Gz A


 W11 W12
fS1
M̃ y1
= δM̃ y1 δM̃ y1
+
W21 W22
fS2
M̃ y1


= δM̃Ty W M̃y + fS

Finite element solution: Timoshenko rods

where
W =
fS

=



1
1
1 −1
+
and
−1
1
κz Gz A1
κ z G z A2
1
1
1
1
q L2
−
12 z e
−1
κz Gz A2
κz Gz A1
1
2Le

Thus, the weak form for an element is given by
δeMy = ũbT

M̃Ty




ũb
0
GT
G −(V + W) M̃y



−

fu
fM + f S

After M̃y is eliminated for each element we obtain the ‘stiffness’ matrix
K e = GT (V + W)−1 G
and load vector
f e = fu + GT (V + W)−1 (fM + fS )
which may be assembled in an identical manner as in the irreducible form.
We note that the construction of the element array for the Timoshenko mixed form
merely adds the effects of the shear to the terms of the Euler–Bernoulli theory. Another
difference, however, is the nodal rotation θy is no longer directly related to the derivative
of the transverse displacement w.

Example 10.11

Cantilever tapered bar -- Timoshenko theory

To illustrate the performance of the irreducible and mixed forms presented for the
Timoshenko beam theory we consider a cantilever beam that is loaded by a uniform
load qz as shown in Fig. 10.10. The bar has a variable bending and shear stiffness given
by
EIy =

2 EI0
2 kGA0
and κz Gz A =
η
η

where η = x/L and the stiffness values at the support are twice the free end value of
EI0 .
w

qz

x

L

Fig. 10.10 Tapered cantilever beam.
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The exact solution for the displacement and slope are given by


qz L4
3 η5 − 20 η4 + 40 η3 − 55 η + 32
240EI0

qz L2
+
3 η2 − η3 − 2
6 kGA0

qz L3
θy =
3 η4 − 16 η3 + 24 η2 − 11
48EI0

w(x) =

and those for moment and shear by
M = 21 qz L2 4 η − η2 − 4
S = qz L [2 − η]



In Fig. 10.11 we present the solution using two equal length elements and an irreducible (displacement) solution with cubic w and quadratic θy [FE(3)], an irreducible
solution with quadratic w and linear θy [FE(2)] and the mixed solution as described
above. The results for the mixed solution are exact whereas those for the other solu0.12
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Fig. 10.11 Solution for tapered beam using irreducible (displacement) and mixed solutions -- Timoshenko
theory.
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tions have error in all quantities, although those for the displacement and slope are
quite small.

10.5.3 Discrete Kirchhoff constraints
In the previous discussion we have considered formulations for the Euler–Bernoulli and
Timoshenko theories of beams. Using appropriate interpolations in the Timoshenko
theory we have shown that it is possible to obtain a viable solution for situations in
which the Euler–Bernoulli theory is accurate. We consider here an alternative to the
previous approach by considering a reduced form of the functional for the Timoshenko
theory to directly solve the thin beam case. In this form we use an irreducible form
for the bending strains, set the constitutive behaviour for shear to zero, and introduce
constraints to enforce zero shear strains. Initially this approach was applied to the
study of thin plates based on the Kirchhoff theory and, thus, the approach is termed a
discrete Kirchhoff method. In this section we illustrate the approach by considering a
beam example.
The reduced functional is given by

∂δθy
M̂ y (χy (θy )) dx
δ(w, θy ) =
L ∂x
(10.95)






− δw S̄ z  = 0
− δθy M̄ y 
∂My

∂Sz

and is valid if we introduce appropriate constraints to satisfy (discretely)
∂w
+ θy = 0
∂x

(10.96)

To solve the problem posed by Eqs (10.95) and (10.96) we can
1. approximate w and θy by independent interpolations of C0 continuity as
w = Nw w̃

and

θy = Nθ θ̃

(10.97)

2. impose a discrete approximation to the constraint of Eq. (10.96) and solve the
problem resulting from substitution of Eq. (10.96) into Eq. (10.95) by either discrete
elimination, use of suitable Lagrangian multipliers, or penalty procedures.
In the application of the so-called discrete Kirchhoff constraints, Eq. (10.96) is
approximated by point (or subdomain) collocation and direct elimination is used to
reduce the number of nodal parameters. Of course, other means of imposing the
constraints could be used with identical effect and we shall return to these in the next
chapter. However, direct elimination is advantageous in reducing the final total number
of variables and can be used effectively.

Example 10.12

One-dimensional beam example

We illustrate the process to impose discrete constraints on a simple, one-dimensional,
example of a beam shown in Fig. 10.12. In this, initially the displacements and rotations
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Constraint

1

ξα

ξβ

3

2

1

2

Fig. 10.12 A beam element with independent, Lagrangian, interpolation of w and θ y with constraint
∂w/∂x + θ y = 0 applied at points ×.

are taken as determined by a quadratic interpolation of an identical kind and we write
in place of Eq. (10.97),
3

w̃a
w
=
Na
(10.98)
θy
θ̃a
a=1

where a are the three element nodes.
The constraint is now applied by point collocation at coordinates xα and xβ of the
beam; that is, we require that at these points
∂w
+ θy = 0
(10.99)
∂x
This can be written by using the interpolation of Eq. (10.98) as two simultaneous
equations
3

a=1
3


Na (xα )w̃ a
Na (xβ )w̃ a

a=1

+

a=1
3


Na (xα )θ̃a = 0
(10.100)
Na (xβ )θ̃a = 0

a=1



Na (xα ) = Na (x)

where

+

3


and

x=xα

Na (xα ) =

dNi 

dx x=xα

Equations (10.100) can be used to eliminate w̃3 and θ̃3 . Writing Eqs (10.100) explicitly
we have
 

3

w̃a
Na (xα ), Na (xα )
Aa
= 0 where Aa =
(10.101)
Na (xβ ), Na (xβ )
θ̃a
a=1

Substitution of the above into Eq. (10.98) results directly in shape functions from which
the centre node has been eliminated, that is,
w
θy

=

2

a=1

N̄a

w̃a
θ̃a

(10.102)

Forms without rotation parameters

with

N̄a = Na I − N3 A3−1 Aa ; a = 1, 2

where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix.
If these functions are used for the beam, we arrive at an element that is convergent.
Indeed, in the particular case where xα and xβ are chosen to coincide with the two Gauss
quadrature points the element stiffness coincides with that given by a displacement
formulation involving a cubic w interpolation as described above for the irreducible
form. In fact, the agreement is exact for a uniform beam.

10.6 Forms without rotation parameters
It is possible to formulate the Timoshenko beam theory without direct use of rotation
parameters. Such an approach has advantages for problems with large rotations where
use of rotation parameters leads to introduction of trigonometric functions (e.g. see
Chapter 17). Here we consider the case of a straight beam in two dimensions where
each element is defined by coordinates at the two ends. Starting from a four-node
rectangular element in which the origin of a local Cartesian coordinate system passes
through the centroid of the element we may write interpolations as (Fig. 10.13)
x = Ni (ξ, η)x̃ i + Nj (ξ, η)x̃ j + Nk (ξ, η)x̃ k + Nl (ξ, η)x̃ l
y = Ni (ξ, η)ỹ i + Nj (ξ, η)ỹ j + Nk (ξ, η)ỹ k + Nl (ξ, η)ỹ l

(10.103)

in which Ni , etc. are the usual four-node bilinear shape functions. Noting the rectangular form of the element, these interpolations may be rewritten in terms of alternative
parameters [Fig. 10.13(b)] as
x = N1 (ξ)x̃ 1 + N2 (ξ)x̃ 2
η
y = [N1 (ξ)t˜1 + N2 (ξ)t˜2 ]
2

(10.104)

where shape functions are
N1 (ξ) =

1
2

(1 − ξ) ,

N2 (ξ) =

1
2

(1 + ξ)

(10.105)

and new nodal parameters are related to the original ones through
x̃ 1 = 21 (x̃ i + x̃ l ) and t˜1 = ỹ l − ỹ k
x̃ 2 = 21 (x̃ j + x̃ k ) and t˜2 = ỹ k − ỹ j

(10.106)

Since the element is rectangular t˜1 = t˜2 = t˜ [Fig. 10.13(b)]; however, the above
interpolations can be generalized easily to elements which are tapered. We can now
use isoparametric concepts to write the displacement field for the element as




ηt˜
ηt̃
u = N1 (ξ) ũ1 + ũ1 + N2 (ξ) ũ2 + ũ2
2t¯
2t¯




(10.107)
ηt˜
ηt̃
v = N1 (ξ) ṽ 1 + ṽ 1 + N2 (ξ) ṽ 2 + ṽ 2
2t¯
2t¯
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Fig. 10.13 One-dimensional bending of planar beams: (a) geometry, Q4 element; (b) geometry, no rotation
parameters; (c) joining elements with different thickness.

in which t¯ is a ‘thickness’parameter chosen to permit elements of different cross-section
to be joined at a common node n [Fig. 10.13(c)].
It is evident that the above interpolations are identical to those originally written
for the quadrilateral element. Only the parameters are different. Based on results
for the incompressible problem, we also know the element will not perform well in
bending situations because of ‘shear locking’, especially when the aspect ratio of the
element length to depth becomes very large. In order to improve the behaviour we
introduce a three-field approximation by using the enhanced strain concept described
in reference 6. Accordingly, the mixed strain approximation will be taken as
⎡
⎤
ηt˜
⎫
⎧ ⎫
⎧
N
N
0
0
ũi ⎪ 
i,x
i,x
⎪β1 ⎪
⎪
  ⎢

¯
⎥
⎪
⎪
2t
⎬
⎨ ⎪
εx
ξ 0 0 0 ⎪
⎢
⎥ ⎨ũi ⎬
1
β2
⎥
εy = ⎢
N
0
0
0
0
η
0
0
+
i ⎥
⎢
β⎪
ṽ ⎪
t¯
⎪
⎪
⎣
⎦⎪
γxy
0 0 ξ η ⎪
⎭
⎭
⎩ 3⎪
⎩ i ⎪
˜
1
ηt
β
ṽ i
4
Ni,x
Ni
0
Ni,x
2t¯
t¯
(10.108)
where βi are parameters of the enhanced strains.6 The remainder of the development
is straightforward and is left as an exercise for the reader. We do note that here it is
not necessary to use a constitutive equation which has been reduced to give zero stress
in the through-thickness (y) direction. By including additional enhanced terms in the

Moment resisting frames

thickness direction one may use the three-dimensional constitutive equations directly.
Such developments have been pursued for plate and shell applications.34–37 We note
that while the above form can be used for flat surfaces and easily extended for smoothly
curved surfaces it has difficulties when ‘kinks’ or multiple branches are encountered
as then there is no unique ‘thickness’ direction. Thus, considerable additional work
remains to be done to make this a generally viable approach.

10.7 Moment resisting frames
The formulation given above may be used to solve moment resisting frame problems
such as the plane frame shown in Fig. 10.14(a). Using a global coordinate system
x = (x  , y  , z ) a transformation between the local frame x used in the above description
of axial, bending and torsion is given by [Fig. 10.14(b)]
x = L x

(10.109)

where L is an array of direction cosines. The same form may be used to transform the
degrees of freedom for the problem. In a general three-dimensional setting we have

 
ũ
ũ
L 0
=
(10.110)
0 L θ̃
θ̃
where


ũa =

ũa
ṽ a
w̃a



⎧ ⎫
⎨θ̃xa ⎬
, θ̃a = θ̃ya
⎩ ⎭
θ̃za

with similar relations for ũ and θ̃ .
z⬘
x

z
y
yⴕ

x⬘
(a) Two-dimensional frame

(b) Coordinate system

Fig. 10.14 Moment resisting frame and coordinate transformation.
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Using the above transformation, the residuals for each element are transformed by
ψu
ψθ

 T
L
=
0

0
LT



ψu
ψθ

(10.111)

and the tangent matrix by

 
  T
Kuu Ku θ
L
=


0
Kθu Kθθ

0
LT




Kuu Kuθ L 0
Kθu Kθθ
0 L

(10.112)

10.8 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have summarized the basic steps needed to formulate and solve rod
problems by the finite element method. We have focused attention on the development
of accurate interpolation of the variables which, in certain circumstances, give exact
solutions at interelement nodes. In addition, for the Timoshenko beam theory, we have
shown how to obtain interpolation functions which do not ‘lock’ in applications to thin
beam problems. This latter aspect will be exploited in the solution of plate and shell
problems in the next chapters.
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11
Plate bending approximation:
thin (Kirchhoff) plates and
C1 continuity requirements
11.1 Introduction
The subject of bending of plates and indeed its extension to shells was one of the first
to which the finite element method was applied in the early 1960s. At that time the
various difficulties that were to be encountered were not fully appreciated and for this
reason the topic remains one in which research is active to the present day. Although
the subject is of direct interest only to applied mechanicians and structural engineers
there is much that has more general applicability, and many of the procedures which
we shall introduce can be directly translated to other fields of application.
Plates and shells are but a particular form of a three-dimensional solid, the treatment
of which presents no theoretical difficulties, at least in the case of elasticity. However,
the thickness of such structures (denoted throughout this and later chapters as t) is
very small when compared with other dimensions, and complete three-dimensional
numerical treatment is not only costly but in addition often leads to serious numerical
ill-conditioning problems. To ease the solution, even long before numerical approaches
became possible, several classical assumptions regarding the behaviour of such structures were introduced. Clearly, such assumptions result in a series of approximations.
Thus numerical treatment will, in general, concern itself with the approximation to an
already approximate theory (or mathematical model), the validity of which is restricted.
On occasion we shall point out the shortcomings of the original assumptions, and indeed
modify these as necessary or convenient. This can be done simply because now we are
granted more freedom than that which existed in the ‘pre-computer’ era.
The thin plate theory is based on the assumptions formalized by Kirchhoff in 1850,1
and indeed his name is often associated with this theory, though an early version was
presented by Sophie Germain in 1811.2–4 A relaxation of the assumptions was made
by Reissner in 19455 and in a slightly different manner by Mindlin6 in 1951. These
modified theories extend the field of application of the theory to thick plates and we
shall associate this name with the Reissner–Mindlin postulates.
It turns out that the thick plate theory is simpler to implement in the finite element
method, though in the early days of analytical treatment it presented more difficulties.
As it is more convenient to introduce first the thick plate theory and by imposition of
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additional assumptions to limit it to thin plate theory we shall follow this path in the
present chapter. However, when discussing numerical solutions we shall reverse the
process and follow the historical procedure of dealing with the thin plate situations first
in this chapter. The extension to thick plates and to what turns out always to be a mixed
formulation will be the subject of Chapter 12.
In the thin plate theory it is possible to represent the state of deformation by one
quantity w, the lateral displacement of the middle plane of the plate. Thus we find that
thin plates share some of the same characteristics as the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory
considered in the previous chapter. Clearly, such a formulation is irreducible. The
achievement of this irreducible form introduces second derivatives of w in the strain
definition and continuity conditions between elements have now to be imposed not
only on this quantity but also on its derivatives (C1 continuity). This is to ensure that
the plate remains continuous and does not ‘kink’.* Thus at nodes on element interfaces
it will always be necessary to use both the value of w and its slopes (first derivatives
of w) to impose continuity, again this is similar to the treatment of Euler–Bernoulli
beam theory.
Determination of suitable shape functions is now much more complex than those
needed for C0 continuity or for beams. Indeed, as complete slope continuity is required
on the interfaces between various elements, the mathematical and computational difficulties often rise disproportionately fast. It is, however, relatively simple to obtain
shape functions which, while preserving continuity of w, may violate its slope continuity between elements, though normally not at a node where such continuity is
imposed.† If such chosen functions satisfy the ‘patch test’ then convergence will still
be found.7 The first part of this chapter will be concerned with such ‘non-conforming’
or ‘incompatible’ shape functions. In later parts new functions will be introduced by
which continuity can be restored. The solution with such ‘conforming’ shape functions
will now give bounds to the energy of the correct solution, but, on many occasions,
will yield inferior accuracy to that achieved with non-conforming elements. Thus, for
practical usage the methods of the first part of the chapter are often recommended.
The shape functions for rectangular elements are the simplest to form for thin plates
and will be introduced first. Shape functions for triangular and quadrilateral elements
are more complex and will be introduced later for solutions of plates of arbitrary
shape or, for that matter, for dealing with shell problems where such elements are
essential.
The problem of thin plates is associated with fourth-order differential equations
leading to a potential energy function which contains second derivatives of the unknown
function. It is characteristic of a large class of physical problems and, although the
chapter concentrates on the structural problem, the reader will find that the procedures
developed will also be equally applicable to any problem which is of fourth order.
The difficulty of imposing C1 continuity on the shape functions has resulted in many
alternative approaches to the problems in which this difficulty is side-stepped. Several
possibilities exist. Two of the most important are:

*

If ‘kinking’ occurs the second derivative or curvature becomes infinite and squares of infinite terms occur in the
energy expression.
† Later we show that even slope discontinuity at the node may be used.
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1. independent interpolation of rotations φ and displacement w, imposing continuity
as a special constraint, often applied at discrete points only;
2. the introduction of Lagrange multiplier variables or indeed other variables to avoid
the necessity of C1 continuity.
Both approaches fall into the class of mixed formulations and we shall discuss these
briefly at the end of the chapter. However, a fuller statement of mixed approaches will
be made in the next chapter where both thick and thin approximations will be dealt
with simultaneously.

11.2 The plate problem: thick and thin formulations
11.2.1 Governing equations
The mechanics of plate action can be illustrated in one dimension by considering a plate
of infinite extent in one dimension (here assumed the y) and considering equations
similar to those developed for a beam in Sec. 10.2. Here we consider the problem of
cylindrical bending of plates.2 In this problem the plate is to be loaded and supported
by conditions independent of y. In this case we may analyse a strip of unit width
subjected to some stress resultants Mx , Px , and Sx , which denote x-direction bending
moment, axial force and transverse shear force, respectively,* as shown in Fig. 11.1.
For cross-sections that are originally normal to the middle plane of the plate we can
use the approximation that at some distance from points of support or concentrated
loads plane sections will remain plane during the deformation process. The postulate
that sections normal to the middle plane remain plane during deformation is thus the
first and most important assumption of the theory of plates (and indeed shells). To this
is added the second assumption. This simply observes that the direct stresses in the
normal direction, z, are small, that is, of the order of applied lateral load intensities,
q, and hence direct strains in that direction can be neglected. This ‘inconsistency’
in approximation is compensated for by assuming a plane stress condition in each
lamina.
With these two assumptions it is easy to see that the total state of deformation can
be described by displacements u and w of the middle surface (z = 0) and a rotation φx
of the normal (Fig. 11.1). Thus the local displacements in the directions of the x and
z axes are taken as
u1 (x, z) = u(x) + zφx (x)

and

u3 (x, z) = w(x)

(11.1)

Immediately the strains in the x and z directions are available as
∂u
∂φ
∂u1
=
+z x
∂x
∂x
∂x
εz = 0
∂u3
∂w
∂u1
γxz =
+
=
+ φx
∂z
∂x
∂x
εx =

*

(11.2)

Here we change our notation slightly from that used for beams in order to conform to the notation commonly
used for plates.
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φx

y

qz

A'
A
Mx
w

x

u

Px

A'

Sz

A

Fig. 11.1 Displacements and force resultants for cylindrical bending of a plate.

The non-zero strains are identical to those obtained for bending of beams. For the
cylindrical bending problem a state of linear elastic, plane stress for each lamina yields
the stress–strain relations
σx =

E
εx
1 − ν2

τxz = Gγxz

and

The stress resultants are obtained as


Px =

t/2

−t/2
t/2

σx dz = B


Sx =
Mx =

−t/2
 t/2
−t/2

∂u
∂x



τxz dz = κGt
σx z dz = D

∂w
+ φx
∂x


(11.3a)

∂φx
∂x

where B is the in-plane plate stiffness and D the bending stiffness for an isotropic
elastic material and are computed from
B=

Et
1 − ν2

and

D=

Et 3
12(1 − ν2 )

(11.3b)

with ν Poisson’s ratio, E and G direct and shear elastic moduli, respectively.*
Three equations of equilibrium complete the basic formulation. These equilibrium
equations may be computed directly from a differential element of the plate or by
integration over the thickness of the local equilibrium equations as was performed for
A constant κ has been added here to account for the fact that the shear stresses are not constant across the
section. A value of κ = 5/6 is exact for a rectangular, homogeneous section and corresponds to a parabolic shear
stress distribution.
*
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the beam in Sec. 10.2.1. Using the latter approach and assuming zero inertial forces
we have for the axial resultant

 t/2 
 t/2
 t/2


∂τxz
∂
∂σx


+
+ bx dz =
σx dz +
bx dz + τxz  − τxz 
=0
∂x
∂z
∂x −t/2
t/2
−t/2
−t/2
−t/2
∂Px
+ qx = 0
∂x
(11.4a)
where qx is an axial load similar to that obtained for the beam. Similarly, the shear
resultant follows from

 t/2 
 t/2
 t/2


∂σz
∂
∂τxz


+
+ bz dz =
τxz dz +
bx dz + σz  − σz 
=0
∂x
∂z
∂x
t/2
−t/2
−t/2
−t/2
−t/2
∂Sx
+ qz = 0
∂x
(11.4b)
where the transverse loading qz arises from the body force and the resultant of the
normal traction on the top and/or bottom surfaces. Finally, the moment equilibrium is
deduced from

 t/2 
 t/2
 t/2
 t/2
∂τxz
∂
∂σx
+
+ bx dz =
z
z σx dz −
τxz dz +
z bx dz = 0
∂x
∂z
∂x −t/2
−t/2
−t/2
−t/2
∂Mx
− Sx + mx = 0
∂x
(11.4c)
Generally, mx loads are not included in plate theory except as an artifice to introduce the
d’Alembert inertial forces. As we found was true for beams, in the elastic case of a plate
it is easy to see that the in-plane displacements and forces, u and Px , decouple from
the other terms and the problem of lateral deformations can be dealt with separately.
We shall thus only consider bending in the present chapter, returning to the combined
problem, characteristic of shell behaviour, in later chapters.
Equations (11.1)–(11.4c) are typical for thick plates, and the thin plate theory adds
an additional assumption. This simply neglects the shear deformation and puts G = ∞
(or γxz = 0). Equation (11.3a) thus becomes
∂w
+ φx = 0
∂x

(11.5)

This thin plate assumption is equivalent to stating that the normals to the middle plane
remain normal to it during deformation and is the same as the Bernoulli–Euler assumption for thin beams considered in Chapter 10. The thin, constrained theory is very
widely used in practice and proves adequate for a large number of structural problems,
though, of course, should not be taken literally as the true behaviour near supports or
where local load action is important and is three dimensional.
In Fig. 11.2 we illustrate some of the boundary conditions imposed on plates and
immediately note that the diagrammatic representations of simple support as a knife
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y

x

(s)

Fig. 11.2 Support (end) conditions for a plate. Note: the conventionally illustrated simple support leads to
infinite displacement -- reality is different.

edge would lead to infinite displacements and stresses. Of course, if a rigid bracket is
added in the manner shown this will alter the behaviour to that which we shall generally
assume.
The one-dimensional problem of plates and the introduction of thick and thin assumptions translate directly to the general theory of plates. In Fig. 11.3 we illustrate the
extensions necessary and write, in place of Eq. (11.1) (assuming u0 and v0 to be zero),
ux = z φx (x, y) uy = z φy (x, y) uz = w(x, y)

(11.6)

where we note that displacement parameters are now functions of x and y. It is
sometimes advantageous to replace φx and φy by rotations about the x and y coordinates
in a manner used for the beam developments. Thus,

  
 
  
 
φx
φx
0 1
θx
θx
0 −1
=
or
=
φy
φy
θy
θy
−1 0
1
0
φ = Tθ

(11.7)
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z (w)

q

x (u)

φx
y (v)

φy

(a) Displacement, rotations and load
x
x

Mx
My

y

Sx

Mxy

y

Sy

Myx

(b) Force resultants (on-faces)

Fig. 11.3 Definitions of variables for plate approximations.

may be substituted at any time in the development. We do not make this change here as
it complicates the expressions for the governing equations. We normally would make
the substitution on nodal parameters after arrays are formulated.
The strains may now be separated into bending (in-plane components) and transverse
shear groups and we have, in place of Eq. (11.2),
⎡
⎤
∂
0
⎢ ∂x
⎥ 
⎢
⎥
εx
∂
⎢
⎥ φx
≡ z Lφ
(11.8a)
ε = εy = z ⎢ 0
∂y ⎥
⎢
⎥ φy
γxy
⎣∂
∂⎦
∂y

∂x

⎧ ∂w ⎫
  ⎪
⎨ ⎪
⎬  
γxz
φx
∂x
=
+
= ∇w + φ
(11.8b)
γ=
γyz
φy
∂w
⎪
⎩ ⎪
⎭
∂y
We note that now in addition to normal bending moments Mx and My , now defined
by expression (11.3a) for the x and y directions, respectively, a twisting moment arises
defined by


and

Mxy =

t/2

−t/2

τxy dz

(11.9)

Introducing appropriate constitutive relations, all moment components can be related
to displacement derivatives. For isotropic elasticity we can thus write, in place of
Eq. (11.3a),
Mx
(11.10a)
M = My = D Lφ
Mxy
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where, assuming plane stress behaviour in each layer,


1 ν
0
0
D=D ν 1
0 0 (1 − ν)/2

(11.10b)

in which ν is Poisson’s ratio and D is defined by the second of Eqs (11.3b). Further,
the shear force resultants are
 
Sx
= α (∇w + φ)
(11.10c)
S=
Sy
For isotropic elasticity
α = κGt I

(11.10d)

where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix (though here we deliberately have not related G to
E and ν to allow for possibly different shear rigidities).
Of course, the constitutive relations can be simply generalized to anisotropic or
inhomogeneous behaviour such as can be manifested if several layers of materials are
assembled to form a composite. The only apparent difference is the structure of the
D and α matrices, which can always be found by simple integration.
The governing equations of thick and thin plate behaviour are completed by writing
the equilibrium relations. Again omitting the ‘in-plane’ behaviour we have, in place of
Eq. (11.4b),

 
∂
∂
Sx
,
+ q ≡ ∇T S + q = 0
(11.11a)
Sy
∂x
∂y
and, in place of Eq. (11.4c),
⎡
⎤
∂
∂
0
⎢ ∂x
∂y ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
∂
∂⎦
0
∂y ∂x

Mx
My
Mxy

 
Sx
+
≡ LT M + S = 0
Sy

(11.11b)

Equations (11.10a)–(11.11b) are the basis from which the solution of both thick and
thin plates can start. For thick plates any (or all) of the independent variables can be
approximated independently, leading to a mixed formulation which we shall discuss
in Chapter 12 and also briefly in Sec. 11.16 of this chapter.
For thin plates in which the shear deformations are suppressed Eq. (11.10c) is rewritten as
∇w + φ = 0
(11.12)
and the strain–displacement relations (11.8a) become
⎧ 2 ⎫
∂w ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂x 2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ 2 ⎪
⎬
∂w
= −z χ
ε = −z L∇w = −z
⎪ ∂y 2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪2 ∂ w ⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
∂x∂y

(11.13)
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where χ is the matrix of changes in curvature of the plate. Using the above form for
the thin plate, both irreducible and mixed forms can now be written. In particular, it is
an easy matter to eliminate M, S and φ and leave only w as the variable.
Applying the operator ∇T to expression (11.11a), inserting Eqs (11.10a) and (11.11a)
and finally replacing φ by the use of Eq. (11.12) gives a scalar equation
(L∇)T DL∇w + q = 0

(11.14a)

where, using Eq. (11.13),


(L∇) =

∂2
,
∂x 2

∂2
∂2
,
2
∂y 2
∂x∂y

T

In the case of isotropy with constant bending stiffness D this becomes the well-known
biharmonic equation of plate flexure
 4

∂4 w
∂4 w
∂w
+2 2 2 +
+q =0
(11.14b)
D
∂x 4
∂x ∂y
∂y 4

11.2.2 The boundary conditions
The boundary conditions which have to be imposed on the problem (see Figs 11.2
and 11.4) include the following classical conditions.
1. Fixed boundary, where displacements on restrained parts of the boundary are given
specified values.* These conditions are expressed as
w = w̄; φn = φ̄n

and

φs = φ̄s

Here n and s are directions normal and tangential to the boundary curve of the
middle surface. A clamped edge is a special case with zero values assigned.
2. Traction boundary, where stress resultants Mn , Mns and Sn (conjugate to the displacements θn , θs and w) are given prescribed values.
Mn = M̄ n ; Mns = M̄ ns

and

Sn = S̄ n

A free edge is a special case with zero values assigned.
3. ‘Mixed’ boundary conditions, where both traction and displacement components
can be specified. Typical here is the simply supported edge (see Fig. 11.2). For this,
clearly, Mn = 0 and w = 0, but it is less clear whether Mns or φs needs to be given.
Specification of Mns = 0 is physically a more acceptable condition. This should be
adopted for thick plates. Thus options for simply supported edges are
Type
SS1
SS2

w = 0,
w = 0,

Conditions
Mn = 0, Mns = 0
Mn = 0, φs = 0

Note that in thin plates the specification of w along s automatically specifies φs by Eq. (11.12), but this is not
the case in thick plates where the quantities are independently prescribed.

*
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Fig. 11.4 Boundary traction and conjugate displacement. Note: the simply supported condition requiring M n
= 0, φs = 0 and w = 0 is identical at a corner node to specifying φn = φs = 0, that is, a clamped support.
This leads to a paradox if a curved boundary (a) is modelled as a polygon (b).

In thin plates φs is automatically specified from w and we shall find certain difficulties,
and indeed anomalies, associated with this assumption.8,9 For instance, in Fig. 11.4
we see how a specification of φs = 0 at corner nodes implicit in thin plates formally
leads to the prescription of all boundary parameters, which is identical to boundary
conditions of a clamped plate for this point. Thus, for a curved simply supported edge
a unique normal to each node must be specified and used to specify one of the mixed
conditions given above.

11.2.3 The irreducible, thin plate approximation
The thin plate approximation when cast in terms of a single variable w is clearly
irreducible and is in fact typical of a displacement formulation. The equations (11.11a)
and (11.11b) can be written together as
− (L∇)T M + q = 0

(11.15)

and the constitutive relation (11.10a) can be recast by using Eq. (11.12) as
M = − DL∇w

(11.16)

The derivation of the finite element equations can be obtained either from a weak
form of Eq. (11.15) obtained by weighting with an arbitrary function (say v = Nṽ) and
integration by parts (done twice) or, more directly, by application of the virtual work
equivalence. Using the latter approach we may write the internal virtual work for the
plate as


δw(L∇)T D(L∇)w d
(11.17)
δint = (δε)T Dε d =
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where  denotes the area of the plate reference (middle) surface and D is the plate
stiffness, which for isotropy is given by Eq. (11.10b).
Similarly the external work is given by2


δext =




δw q d +

n


δφn M̄ n d +

t


δφs M̄ ns d +

s

δw S̄ n d

(11.18)

where M̄ n , M̄ ns , S̄ n are specified values and n , t and s are parts of the boundary
where each component is specified. For thin plates with straight edges Eq. (11.12)
gives immediately φs = − ∂w/∂s and thus the last two terms above may be combined
as


t







∂M̄ ns
δφs M̄ ns d +
δwS̄ n d =
δw S̄ n +
∂s
s
s


d +



δwi Ri

(11.19)

i

where Ri are concentrated forces arising at locations where corners exist (see Fig. 11.2).2
Substituting into Eqs (11.17) and (11.18) the discretization
w = Nũ

(11.20)

where ũ are appropriate parameters, we can obtain for a linear case standard displacement approximation equations
K ũ = f

(11.21)

with


K ũ =



B DB d ũ ≡ −
BT M d
T



(11.22)



and


f=



NT q d + fb

(11.23)

where fb is the boundary contribution to be discussed later and
M = −DBũ

(11.24)

B = (L∇) N

(11.25)

with
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Fig. 11.5 Continuity requirement for normal slopes.

It is of interest, and indeed important to note, that when tractions are prescribed to
non-zero values the force term fb includes all prescribed values of Mn , Mns and Sn
irrespective of whether the thick or thin formulation is used. The reader can verify that

this term is
(11.26a)
fb = (NnT M̄ n + NsT M̄ ns + NT S̄ n ) d


where M̄n , M̄ns and S̄n are prescribed values and for thin plates [though, of course,
relation (11.26a) is valid for thick plates also]:
∂N
∂N
and Ns =
(11.26b)
∂n
∂s
The reader will recognize in the above the well-known ingredients of a displacement
formulation (see Chapter 2 and reference 7) and the procedures are almost automatic
once N is chosen.
Nn =

11.2.4 Continuity requirement for shape functions (C1 continuity)
In Sec. 11.3–11.13 we will be concerned with the above formulation [starting from
Eqs (11.17) and (11.18)], and the presence of the second derivatives indicates quite
clearly that we shall need C1 continuity of the shape functions for the irreducible, thin
plate, formulation. This continuity is difficult to achieve and reasons for this are given
below.
To ensure the continuity of both w and its normal slope across an interface we must
have both w and ∂w/∂n uniquely defined by values of nodal parameters along such
an interface. Consider Fig. 11.5 depicting the side 1–2 of a rectangular element. The
normal direction n is in fact that of y and we desire w and ∂w/∂y to be uniquely
determined by values of w, ∂w/∂x, ∂w/∂y at the nodes lying along this line.
To show the C1 continuity along side 1–2, we write
w = A1 + A2 x + A3 y + · · ·
and

(11.27)

∂w
= B1 + B2 x + B3 y + · · ·
(11.28)
∂y
with a number of constants in each expression just sufficient to determine a unique
solution for the nodal parameters associated with the line.

The plate problem: thick and thin formulations

Thus, for instance, if only two nodes are present a cubic variation of w should be
permissible noting that ∂w/∂x and w are specified at each node. Similarly, only a
linear, or two-term, variation of ∂w/∂y would be permissible.
Note, however, that a similar exercise could be performed along the side placed in
the y direction preserving continuity of ∂w/∂x along this. Along side 1–2 we thus have
∂w/∂y, depending on nodal parameters of line 1–2 only, and along side 1–3 we have
∂w/∂x, depending on nodal parameters of line 1–3 only. Differentiating the first with
respect to x, on line 1–2 we have ∂2 w/∂x∂y, depending on nodal parameters of line 1–2
only, and similarly, on line 1–3 we have ∂2 w/∂y∂x, depending on nodal parameters of
line 1–3 only.
At the common point, 1, an inconsistency arises immediately as we cannot automatically have there the necessary identity for continuous functions
∂2 w
∂2 w
≡
∂x∂y
∂y∂x

(11.29)

for arbitrary values of the parameters at nodes 2 and 3. It is thus impossible to specify
simple polynomial expressions for shape functions ensuring full compatibility when
only w and its slopes are prescribed at corner nodes.10
Thus if any functions satisfying the compatibility are found with the three nodal
variables, they must be such that at corner nodes these functions are not continuously
differentiable and the cross-derivative is not unique. Some such functions are discussed
in the second part of this chapter.11–16
The above proof has been given for a rectangular element. Clearly, the arguments
can be extended for any two arbitrary directions of interface at the corner node 1.
A way out of this difficulty appears to be obvious. We could specify the crossderivative as one of the nodal parameters. For an assembly of rectangular elements,
this is convenient and indeed permissible. Simple functions of that type have been
suggested by Bogner et al.17 and used with some success. Unfortunately, the extension
to nodes at which a number of element interfaces meet with different angles (Fig. 11.6)
is not, in general, permissible. Here, the continuity of cross-derivatives in several
sets of orthogonal directions implies, in fact, a specification of all second derivatives
at a node.
This, however, violates physical requirements if the plate stiffness varies abruptly
from element to element, for then equality of moments normal to the interfaces cannot

Fig. 11.6 Nodes where elements meet in arbitrary directions.
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be maintained. However, this process has been used with some success in homogeneous
plate situations18–25 although Smith and Duncan18 comment adversely on the effect of
imposing such excessive continuities on several orders of higher derivatives.
The difficulties of finding compatible displacement functions have led to many
attempts at ignoring the complete slope continuity while still continuing with the other
necessary criteria. Proceeding perhaps from a naive but intuitive idea that the imposition
of slope continuity at nodes only must, in the limit, lead to a complete slope continuity,
several successful, ‘non-conforming’, elements have been developed.12,26–40
The convergence of such elements is not obvious but can be proved either by application of the patch test or by comparison with finite difference algorithms. We have
discussed the importance of the patch test extensively in reference 7 and additional
details are available in Sec. 11.7 and in references 41–43.
In plate problems the importance of the patch test in both design and testing of
elements is paramount and this test should never be omitted. In the first part of this
chapter, dealing with non-conforming elements, we shall repeatedly make use of it.
Indeed, we shall show how some successful elements have developed via this analytical
interpretation.44–49

Non-conforming shape functions
11.3 Rectangular element with corner nodes (12 degrees
of freedom)
Shape functions

Consider a rectangular element of a plate 1234 coinciding with the xy plane as shown
in Fig. 11.7. At each node, a, displacements ũa are introduced. These have three
components: the first a displacement in the z direction, wa , the second a rotation about
the x axis, (θ̃x )a , and the third a rotation about the y axis, (θ̃y )a .*
The nodal displacement vectors are defined below as ũa . The element displacement will, as usual, be given by a listing of the nodal displacements, now totalling
twelve:
⎧ ⎫
⎧ ⎫
ũ
⎪
⎨ 1⎪
⎬
⎨ w̃a ⎬
ũ2
with ũa = θ̃xa
(11.30)
ũe =
⎪
⎩θ̃ ⎭
⎩ũ3 ⎪
⎭
ya
ũ
4

A polynomial expression is conveniently used to define the shape functions in terms
of the 12 parameters. Certain terms must be omitted from a complete fourth-order
*

Note that we have changed here the convention from that of Fig. 11.3 in this chapter by using Eq. (11.7). This
allows transformations needed for shells to be carried out in an easier manner. However, when manipulating the
equations of Chapter 12 we shall return to the original definitions using the φ of Fig. 11.3. Similar difficulties
are discussed by Hughes.50

Rectangular element with corner nodes (12 degrees of freedom)
2a
4

z

y

3

η
ξ

1

2b

2

∨

x

θy (fθy)

w (fw)

∨

θy (fθx)
Forces and corresponding
displacements

Fig. 11.7 A rectangular plate element.

polynomial. Writing
w = α1 + α2 x + α3 y + α4 x 2 + α5 xy + α6 y 2 + α7 x 3 + α8 x 2 y
+ α9 xy 2 + α10 y 3 + α11 x 3 y + α12 xy 3
≡ Pα

(11.31)

has certain advantages. In particular, along any x constant or y constant line, the
displacement w will vary as a cubic. The element boundaries or interfaces are composed
of such lines. As a cubic is uniquely defined by four constants, the two end values of
slopes and the two displacements at the ends will therefore define the displacements
along the boundaries uniquely. As such end values are common to adjacent elements
continuity of w will be imposed along any interface.
It will be observed that the gradient of w normal to any of the boundaries also varies
along it in a cubic way. (Consider, for instance, values of the normal ∂w/∂x along a
line on which x is constant.) As on such lines only two values of the normal slope are
defined, the cubic is not specified uniquely and, in general, a discontinuity of normal
slope will occur. The function is thus ‘non-conforming’.
The constants α1 to α12 can be evaluated by writing down the 12 simultaneous
equations linking the values of w and its slopes at the nodes when the coordinates take
their appropriate values. For instance,
w̃a = α1 + α2 xa + α3 ya + · · ·

∂w 
 = θ̃xa = α3 + α5 xa + · · ·
∂y a
∂w 
−
 = θ̃ya = −α2 − α5 ya − · · ·
∂x a
Listing all 12 equations, we can write, in matrix form,
ũe = Cα

(11.32)
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where C is a 12 × 12 matrix depending on nodal coordinates, and α is a vector of the
12 unknown constants. Inverting we have
α = C−1 ũe

(11.33)

This inversion can be carried out by computer or, if an explicit expression for the
stiffness, etc., is desired, it can be performed algebraically. This was in fact done by
Zienkiewicz and Cheung.26
It is now possible to write the expression for the displacement within the element in
a standard form as
(11.34)
u ≡ w = Nũe = PC−1 ũe
where

P = (1, x, y, x 2 , xy, y 2 , x 3 , x 2 y, xy 2 , y 3 , x 3 y, xy 3 )

The form of the B is obtained directly from Eqs (11.20) and (11.25). We thus have
⎧
⎫
+2y α8 + 6xy α11
⎨α4 +6x α7
⎬
+6y α10 + 6xy α12
L∇w = α6 +2x α9
⎩
⎭
α5 +4x α8 +4y α9 + 6x 2 α11 + 6y 2 α12
We can write the above as
L∇w = Qα = QC−1 ũe = Bũe and thus B = QC−1
in which
Q=



0 0 0 2 0 0 6x 2y
0
0 6xy
0
0 0 0 0 0 2
0
0 2x 6y
0 6xy
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 4x 4y
0 6x 2 6y 2

(11.35a)


(11.35b)

It is of interest to remark now that the displacement function chosen does in fact permit
a state of constant strain (curvature) to exist and therefore satisfies one of the criteria
of convergence stated in reference 7.*
An explicit form of the shape function N was derived by Melosh36 and can be written
simply in terms of normalized coordinates. Thus, we can write for any node
⎧
⎫
⎨2 + ξ0 + η0 − ξ2 − η2 ⎬
bηa (1 − η2 )
(11.36)
NaT = 18 (1 + ξ0 )(1 + η0 )
⎩
⎭
−aξa (1 − ξ2 )
with normalized coordinates defined as:
x − xc
ξ=
where ξ0 = ξξa
a
y − yc
where η0 = ηηa
η=
b
This form avoids the explicit inversion of C; however, for simplicity we pursue the
direct use of polynomials to deduce the stiffness and load matrices.
If α7 to α12 are zero, then the ‘strain’ defined by second derivatives is constant. By Eq. (11.32), the corresponding ũe can be found. As there is a unique correspondence between ũe and α such a state is therefore unique. All
this presumes that C−1 does in fact exist. The algebraic inversion shows that the matrix C is never singular.

*

Rectangular element with corner nodes (12 degrees of freedom)

Stiffness and load matrices
Standard procedures can now be followed, and it is almost superfluous to recount the
details. The stiffness matrix relating the nodal forces (given by lateral force and two
moments at each node) to the corresponding nodal displacement is

e
BT DB dx dy
(11.37a)
K =
e

or, substituting Eq. (11.35a) into this expression,
 b  a

QT DQ dx dy C−1
K e = C−T
−b

(11.37b)

−a

The terms not containing x and y have now been moved outside the integration operation. If D is constant the terms within the integration can be multiplied together and
integrated explicitly without difficulty.
The external forces at nodes arising from distributed loading can be computed from
expression (11.23). The contribution of these forces to each of the nodes is
fa =



fw a
fθxa
fθya

=

or, by Eq. (11.34),
−T



f = −C

b



−b

b

−b



a

−a

a

−a

NaT q dx dy

(11.38a)

PT q dx dy

(11.38b)

The integral is again evaluated simply.

Example 11.1 Uniform load on 12 DOF rectangle

If we consider a rectangular element with the dimensions a and b shown in Fig. 11.7
and subjected to uniform loading q, evaluation of Eq. (11.38a) (or Eq. [11.38b)] yields
the element nodal load vector given by
f1 =

1
qab
12

3
b
−a

, f2 =

1
qab
12

3
−b
−a

, f3 =

1
qab
12

3
b
a

, f4 =

1
qab
12

3
−b
a

We note that the force associated with wa coincides with physical intuition as one-fourth
the total load on the element. The moment type forces associated with the rotations
is similar to that found for the Euler–Bernoulli beam in Example 10.1 of Sec. 10.4.1.
If a physically ‘lumped’-type loading is considered these moment forces are simply
ignored.
The vector of nodal plate forces due to initial strains and initial stresses can also
be found in a similar way. It is necessary to remark in this connection that initial
strains, such as may be due to a temperature rise, is seldom confined in its effects on
curvatures. Usually, direct (in-plane) strains in the plate are introduced additionally, and
the complete problem can be solved only by consideration of a plane stress (membrane)
problem as well as that of bending.
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11.4 Quadrilateral and parallelogram elements
The rectangular element developed in the preceding section passes the patch test41 and
is always convergent. However, it cannot be easily generalized into a quadrilateral
shape. Transformation of coordinates of the isoparametric type described in Chapter 2
can be performed but unfortunately now it will be found that the constant curvature
criterion is violated. As expected, such elements behave badly but convergence may
still occur providing the patch test is passed in the curvilinear coordinates.7 Henshell
et al.40 studied the performance of such an element (and also some of a higher order)
and concluded that reasonable accuracy is attainable. Their paper gives all the details
of transformations required for an isoparametric mapping and the resulting need for
numerical integration.
Only for the case of a parallelogram is it possible to achieve states of constant
curvature exclusively using functions of ξ and η and for this case the patch test is
satisfied. For a parallelogram the local coordinates can be related to the global ones by
the explicit expression (Fig. 11.8)
x − y cot α
a
y csc α
η=
b
ξ=

(11.39)

and all expressions for the stiffness and loads can therefore also be derived directly.
Such an element is suggested in the discussion in reference 26, and the stiffness matrices
have been worked out by Dawe.28 A somewhat different set of shape functions was
suggested by Argyris.29

11.5 Triangular element with corner nodes (9 degrees
of freedom)
At first sight, it would seem that once again a simple polynomial expansion could be
used in a manner identical to that of the previous section. As only nine independent
movements are imposed, only nine terms of the expansion are permissible. Here an
immediate difficulty arises as the full cubic expansion contains 10 terms [Eq. (11.31)

Fig. 11.8 Parallelogram element and skew coordinates.

Triangular element with corner nodes (9 degrees of freedom)

Fig. 11.9 Area coordinates.

with α11 = α12 = 0] and any omission has to be made arbitrarily. To retain a certain
symmetry of appearance all 10 terms could be retained and two coefficients made
equal (for example, α8 = α9 ) to limit the number of unknowns to nine. Several such
possibilities have been investigated but a further, much more serious, problem arises.
The matrix corresponding to C of Eq. (11.32) becomes singular for certain orientations
of the triangle sides. This happens, for instance, when two sides of the triangle are
parallel to the x and y axes respectively.
An ‘obvious’ alternative is to add a central node to the formulation and eliminate
this by static condensation. This would allow a complete cubic to be used, but again it
was found that an element derived on this basis does not converge to correct answers.
Difficulties of asymmetry can be avoided by the use of area coordinates described
in reference 7. These are indeed nearly always a natural choice for triangles, see
(Fig. 11.9).

Shape functions
As before we shall use polynomial expansion terms, and it is worth remarking that
these are given in area coordinates in an unusual form. For instance,
α1 L1 + α2 L2 + α3 L3

(11.40)

gives the three terms of a complete linear polynomial and
α1 L21 + α2 L22 + α3 L23 + α4 L1 L2 + α5 L2 L3 + α6 L3 L1

(11.41)

gives all six terms of a quadratic (containing within it the linear terms).* The 10
terms of a cubic expression are similarly formed by the products of all possible cubic
combinations, that is,
L31 , L32 , L33 , L21 L2 , L21 L3 , L22 L3 , L22 L1 , L23 L1 , L23 L2 , L1 L2 L3

(11.42)

For a 9 degree-of-freedom element any of the above terms can be used in a suitable
combination, remembering, however, that only nine independent functions are needed
*

However, it is also possible to write a complete quadratic as
α1 L1 + α2 L2 + α3 L3 + α4 L1 L2 + α5 L2 L3 + α6 L3 L1

and so on, for higher orders. This has the advantage of explicitly stating all retained terms of polynomials of
lower order.
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and that constant curvature states have to be obtained. Figure 11.10 shows some functions that are of importance. The first [Fig. 11.10(a)] gives one of three functions
representing a simple, unstrained rotation of the plate. Obviously, these must be available to produce the rigid body modes. Further, functions of the type L21 L2 , of which
there are six in the cubic expression, will be found to take up a form similar (though
not identical) to Fig. 11.10(b).
The cubic function L1 L2 L3 is shown in Fig. 11.10(c), illustrating that this is a purely
internal (bubble) mode with zero values and slopes at all three corner nodes (though
slopes are not zero along edges). This function could thus be useful for a nodeless or
internal variable but will not, in isolation, be used as it cannot be prescribed in terms of
corner variables. It can, however, be added to any other basic shape in any proportion,
as indicated in Fig. 11.10(b).
The functions of the second kind are of special interest. They have zero values of w
at all corners and indeed always have zero slope in the direction of one side. A linear
combination of two of these (for example, L22 L1 and L22 L3 ) are capable of providing
any desired slopes in the x and y directions at one node while maintaining all other
nodal slopes at zero.
For an element envisaged with 9 degrees of freedom we must ensure that all six
quadratic terms are present. In addition we select three of the cubic terms. The

Fig. 11.10 Some basic functions in area coordinate polynomials.

Triangular element with corner nodes (9 degrees of freedom)

quadratic terms ensure that a constant curvature, necessary for patch test satisfaction,
is possible. Thus, the polynomials we consider are


P = L1 , L2 , L3 , L1 L2 , L2 L3 , L3 L1 , L21 L2 , L22 L3 , L23 L1
and we write the interpolation as
w = Pα

(11.43)

where α are parameters to be expressed in terms of nodal values. The nine nodal values
are denoted as




∂w̃ 
∂w̃ 
w̃a , θ̃xa , θ̃ya = w̃a ,
 , −  ; a = 1, 2, 3
∂y a
∂x a
Upon noting that

⎧ ⎫ ⎡
∂
∂L1
⎪
⎨ ⎪
⎬
∂x = ⎢ ∂x
⎣ ∂L1
∂
⎪
⎩ ⎪
⎭
∂y
∂y
where

∂L2
∂x
∂L2
∂y

⎧
⎫
⎫
⎧
∂ ⎪
∂ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎤⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂L3 ⎪
⎪
⎪
∂L1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
1⎪
⎨ ∂L
⎬
⎬
⎨
1 b1 b2 b3
∂
∂
∂x ⎥
=
∂L3 ⎦ ⎪ ∂L2 ⎪ 2 c1 c2 c3 ⎪ ∂L2 ⎪ (11.44)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ∂ ⎪
⎪
⎪
∂ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂y ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎭
⎩
∂L3
∂L3

2 = b1 c2 − b2 c1 ; ba = yb − yc ; ca = xc − xb

with a, b, c a cyclic permutation of indices, we now determine the shape function by a
suitable inversion [see Sec. 11.3, Eq. (11.34)], and write for node a
⎧
⎫
3L2i − 2L3i
⎨
⎬
1
2
(11.45)
NaT = Li (bj Lk − bk Lj ) + 2 (bj − bk )L1 L2 L3
⎩ 2
⎭
1
Li (cj Lk − ck Lj ) + 2 (cj − ck )L1 L2 L3
Here the term L1 L2 L3 is added to permit constant curvature states.
The computation of stiffness and load matrices can again follow the standard patterns,
and integration of expressions (11.22) and (11.23) can be done exactly using the general
integrals given in Fig. 11.9. However, numerical quadrature is generally used and
proves equally efficient (see Sec. 2.3). The stiffness matrix requires computation of
second derivatives of shape functions and these may be conveniently obtained from
⎤
⎡ 2
∂ Na
∂2 Na
∂2 Na
⎡ 2
⎤
⎢ ∂L2
∂L1 ∂L2 ∂L1 ∂L3 ⎥
∂ Na ∂2 Na
1
⎥


⎢
⎥ b1 c1
⎢
2
2
2
⎢ ∂x 2
⎥
1
∂
N
∂
N
∂
N
∂x∂y
b
b
b
⎥
⎢
a
a
a
1
2
3
⎢
⎥
⎥ b2 c2
⎣ ∂2 Na ∂2 Na ⎦ = 42 c1 c2 c3 ⎢
⎢ ∂L2 ∂L1
∂L22
∂L2 ∂L3 ⎥ b c
⎥ 3 3
⎢ 2
⎣ ∂ Na
∂2 Na
∂2 Na ⎦
∂y∂x
∂y 2
∂L3 ∂L1

∂L3 ∂L2

∂L23

in which Na denotes any of the shape functions given in Eq. (11.45).

(11.46)
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The element just derived is one first developed in reference 12. Although it satisfies
the constant strain criterion (being able to produce constant curvature states) it unfortunately does not pass the patch test for arbitrary mesh configurations. Indeed, this
was pointed out in the original reference (which also was the one in which the patch
test was mentioned for the first time). However, the patch test is fully satisfied with
this element for meshes of triangles created by three sets of equally spaced straight
lines. In general, the performance of the element, despite this shortcoming, made the
element quite popular in some practical applications.38
It is possible to amend the element shape functions so that the resulting element passes
the patch test in all configurations. An early approach was presented by Kikuchi and
Ando51 by replacing boundary integral terms in the virtual work statement of Eq. (11.18)
by


   ∂w ∂w̆ 
−
δwq d +
δ
Mn (w) d
δext =
∂n
∂n

e
e
(11.47)

 

∂δw
∂δw̆
+
δwS̄n +
M̄ns d +
M̄n d
∂s
s
n ∂n
in which e is the boundary of each element e, Mn (w) is the normal moment computed
from second derivatives of the w interpolation, and s is the tangent direction along
the element boundaries. The interpolations given by Eq. (11.45) are C0 conforming
and have slopes which match those of adjacent elements at nodes. To correct the slope
incompatibility between nodes, a simple interpolation is introduced along each element
boundary segment as
 

 

∂w 
∂w 
∂w 
∂w̆

 ∂w 
= (1 − s )
(11.48)
 ny +
 nx + s
 ny +
 nx
∂n
∂x a
∂y a
∂x b
∂y b
where s  is 0 at node a and 1 at node b, and nx and ny are direction cosines of the ab
side with respect to the x and y axes, respectively. The above modification requires
boundary integrals in addition to the usual area integrals; however, the final result is
one which passes the patch test.
Bergen44,46,47 and Samuelsson48 also show a way of producing elements which pass
the patch test, but a successful modification useful for general application with elastic
and inelastic material behaviour is one derived by Specht.49 This modification uses
three fourth-order terms in place of the three cubic terms of the equation preceding
Eq. (11.43). The particular form of these is so designed that the patch test criterion
which we shall discuss in detail later in Sec. 11.7 is identically satisfied. We consider
now the nine polynomial functions given by

P = L1 , L2 , L3 , L1 L2 , L2 L3 , L3 L1 ,


L21 L2 + 21 L1 L2 L3 3(1 − µ3 )L1 − (1 + 3µ3 )L2 + (1 + 3µ3 )L3 ,


(11.49)
L22 L3 + 21 L1 L2 L3 3(1 − µ1 )L2 − (1 + 3µ1 )L3 + (1 + 3µ1 )L1 ,


L23 L1 + 21 L1 L2 L3 3(1 − µ2 )L3 − (1 + 3µ2 )L1 + (1 + 3µ2 )L2
where
µa =

lc2 − lb2
la2

(11.50)

Triangular element of the simplest form (6 degrees of freedom)

and la is the length of the triangle side opposite node a and a, b, c is a cyclic permutation.*
The modified interpolation for w is taken as
w = Pα

(11.51)

and, on identification of nodal values and inversion, the shape functions can be written
explicitly in terms of the components of the vector P defined by Eq. (11.49) as
NaT =

Pa − Pa+3 + Pc+3 + 2 (Pa+6 − Pc+6 )
−bb (Pc+6 − Pc+3 ) − bc Pa+6
−cb (Pc+6 − Pc+3 ) − cc Pa+6

(11.52)

where a, b, c are the cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3.
Once again, stiffness and load matrices can be determined either explicitly or using
numerical quadrature. The element derived above passes all the patch tests and performs
excellently.41 Indeed, if the quadrature is carried out in a ‘reduced’ manner using the
three quadrature points and weights7
L1 L2 L3 W
1/2 1/2 0 1/3
1/2 0 1/2 1/3
0 1/2 1/2 1/3
then the element is one of the best thin plate triangles with 9 degrees of freedom that is
currently available, as we shall show in the section dealing with numerical comparisons.

11.6 Triangular element of the simplest form (6 degrees
of freedom)
If conformity at nodes (C1 continuity) is to be abandoned, it is possible to introduce
even simpler elements than those already described by reducing the element interconnections. A very simple element of this type was first proposed by Morley.30 In
this element, illustrated in Fig. 11.11, the interconnections require continuity of the
displacement w at the triangle vertices and of normal slopes at the element mid-sides.
With 6 degrees of freedom the expansion can be limited to quadratic terms alone,
which one can write as


(11.53a)
w = L1 , L2 , L3 , L1 L2 , L2 L3 , L3 L1 α
Identification of nodal variables and inversion leads to the following shape functions:
for corner nodes
ba bc − ca cc
b a bb − c a c b
Lb (1 − Lb ) −
Lc (1 − Lc )
Na = La − La (1 − La ) −
2
2
bb + c b
bc2 + cc2
(11.53b)
The constants µa are geometric parameters occurring in the expression for normal derivatives. Thus on side la
the normal derivative is given by



∂
∂
∂
la
∂
∂
∂
=
+
−2
+ µa
−
∂n
4 ∂Lb
∂Lc
∂La
∂Lc
∂Lb
*
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Fig. 11.11 The simplest non-conforming triangle, from Morley,30 with 6 degrees of freedom.

and for ‘normal gradient’ nodes
2
La (1 − La )
Na+3 = 
ba2 + ca2

(11.53c)

where the symbols are identical to those used in Eq. (11.44) and subscripts a, b, c are
a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3.
Establishment of stiffness and load matrices follows the standard pattern and we
find that once again the element passes fully all the patch tests required. This simple
element performs reasonably, as we shall show later, though its accuracy is, of course,
less than that of the preceding ones.
It is of interest to remark that the moment field described by the element satisfies
exactly interelement equilibrium conditions on the normal moment Mn , as the reader
can verify. Indeed, originally this element was derived as an equilibrating one using
the complementary energy principle,52 and for this reason it always gives an upper
bound on the strain energy of flexure. This is the simplest possible element as it simply
represents the minimum requirements of a constant moment field. An explicit form of
stiffness routines for this element is given by Wood.31

11.7 The patch test – an analytical requirement
The patch test in its different forms is generally applied numerically to test the final
form of an element.7 However, the basic requirements for its satisfaction by shape
functions that violate compatibility can be forecast accurately if certain conditions are
satisfied in the choice of such functions. These conditions follow from the requirement
that for constant strain states the virtual work done by internal forces acting at the
discontinuity must be zero. Thus if the tractions acting on an element interface of a
plate are (see Fig. 11.4)
Mn ,

Mns

Sn

and

(11.54)

and if the corresponding mismatch of virtual displacements are


φn ≡ 

∂w
∂n




,

φs ≡ 

∂w
∂s


and

w

(11.55)

The patch test – an analytical requirement

then ideally we would like the integral given below to be zero, as indicated, at least for
the constant stress states:



Mn φn d +
Mns φs d +
Sn w d = 0
(11.56)
e

e

e

The last term will always be zero identically for constant Mx , My , Mxy fields as then
Sx = Sy = 0 [in the absence of applied couples, see Eq. (11.11b)] and we can ensure
the satisfaction of the remaining conditions if


φn d = 0 and
φs d = 0
(11.57)
e

e

is satisfied for each straight side e of the element.
For elements joining at vertices where ∂w/∂n is prescribed, these integrals will be
identically zero only if anti-symmetric cubic terms arise in the departure from linearity
and a quadratic variation of normal gradients is absent, as shown in Fig. 11.12(a). This
is the motivation for the rather special form of shape function basis chosen to describe
the incompatible triangle in Eq. (11.49), and here the first condition of Eq. (11.57)
is automatically satisfied. The satisfaction of the second condition of Eq. (11.57) is
always ensured if the function w and its first derivatives are prescribed at the corner
nodes.
For the purely quadratic triangle of Sec. 11.6 the situation is even simpler. Here the
gradients can only be linear, and if their value is prescribed at the element mid-side as
shown in Fig. 11.11(b) the integral is identically zero.
The same arguments apparently fail when the rectangular element with the function
basis given in Eq. (11.34) is examined. However, the reader can verify by direct algebra
that the integrals of Eqs (11.57) are identically satisfied. Thus, for instance,
 a
∂w
dx = 0
when y = ±b
−a ∂y
and ∂w/∂y is taken as zero at the two nodes (i.e. departure from prescribed linear
variations only is considered).


Fig. 11.12 Continuity condition for satisfaction of patch test [ (∂w / ∂n) ds = 0]; variation of ∂w / ∂n
along side. (a) Definition by corner nodes (linear component compatible); (b) definition by one central node
(constant component compatible).
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The remarks of this section are verified in numerical tests and lead to an intelligent, a priori, determination of conditions which make shape functions convergent for
incompatible elements.

11.8 Numerical examples
The various plate bending elements already derived – and those to be derived in subsequent sections – have been used to solve some classical plate bending problems. We
first give two specific illustrations and then follow these with a general convergence
study of elements discussed.

Example 11.2 Deflections and moments for clamped
square plate

The solution of a clamped plate subjected to uniform loading q was a topic of considerable study during the early 1900s.53,54 An accurate numerical solution in series form was
given by Hencky55,56 and recently evaluated using the form given by Wojtaszak 57 by
Taylor and Govindjee58 to obtain correct solution values to several significant figures.
Figure 11.13 shows the deflections and moments in a square plate clamped along
its edges and solved by the use of the rectangular element derived in Sec. 11.3 and a
uniform mesh.26 Table 11.1 gives numerical results for a set of similar examples solved

2 x 2 division into finite elements

Fig. 11.13 A square plate with clamped edges; uniform load q; square elements.

Numerical examples
Table 11.1 Computed central deflection of a square plate for several meshes (rectangular elements)39
Simply supported plate
Total number
of nodes

Mesh
2×2
4×4
8×8
16 × 16
Series (Timoshenko)

9
25
81
169

Clamped plate

α∗

β†

α∗

β†

0.003446
0.003939
0.004033
0.004050
0.004062

0.013784
0.012327
0.011829
0.011715
0.01160

0.001480
0.001403
0.001304
0.001283
0.001265

0.005919
0.006134
0.005803
0.005710
0.00560

wmax = αqL4 /D for uniformly distributed load q.
wmax = βP L2 /D for central concentrated load P .
Note: Subdivision of whole plate given for mesh.

∗

†

Table 11.2 Corner supported square plate
Point 1

Point 2

Method

Mesh

w

Mx

w

Finite element

2×2
4×4
6×6

0.0126
0.0165
0.0173
0.0180
0.0170
qL4 /D

0.139
0.149
0.150
0.154
0.140
qL2

0.0176
0.0232
0.0244
0.0281
0.0265
qL4 /D

Marcus59
Ballesteros and Lee
Multiplier

Mx
0.095
0.108
0.109
0.110
0.109
qL2

Note: Point 1, centre of side; point 2, centre of plate.

with the same element, and Table 11.2 presents another square plate with more complex
boundary conditions.39 Exact results are available here and comparisons are made.59,60

Example 11.3 Skewed slab bridge
Figures 11.14 and 11.15 show practical engineering applications to more complex
shapes of slab bridges. In both examples the requirements of geometry necessitate the
use of a triangular element – with that of reference 12 being used here. Further, in
both examples, beams reinforce the slab edges and these are simply incorporated in the
analysis on the assumption of concentric behaviour.

Example 11.4 Comparison of convergence behaviour
In Fig. 11.16(a)–(d) we show the results of a convergence study for a square plate with
simply supported and clamped edge conditions using various triangular and rectangular
elements and two load types. This type of diagram is commonly used for assessing
the behaviour of various elements, and we show on it the performance of the elements
already described as well as others to which we shall refer to later. Table 11.3 gives
the key to the various element ‘codes’ which include elements yet to be described.63–66

Example 11.5 Energy convergence in a skew plate
The comparisons in Example 11.4 single out only one displacement and each plot uses
the number of mesh divisions in a quarter of the plate as abscissa. It is therefore difficult
to deduce the convergence rate and the performance of elements with multiple nodes.
A more convenient plot gives the energy norm ||u||, versus the number of degrees of
freedom N on a logarithmic scale (see also reference 7). We show such a comparison
Text continued on page 356
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Fig. 11.14 A skew, curved, bridge with beams and non-uniform thickness; plot of principal moments under dead

Numerical examples

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11.15 Castleton railway bridge: general geometry and details of finite element subdivision. (a) Typical
actual section; (b) idealization and meshing; (c) moment components (ton ft−1 ) under uniform load of 150 lb ft−2
with computer plot of contours.
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Mesh density M
(a) Triangular elements

Fig. 11.16 (a) Simply supported uniformly loaded square plate.

(a) Rectangular elements

Mesh density M
(b) Triangular elements

Fig. 11.17 Cont. (b) simply supported square plate with concentrated central load.

(b) Rectangular elements

Mesh density M
(c) Triangular elements

Fig. 11.16 Cont. (c) clamped uniformly loaded square plate.

(c) Rectangular elements

Mesh density M
(d) Triangular elements

(d) Rectangular elements

Fig. 11.16 Cont. (d) clamped square plate with concentrated central load. Percentage error in central displacement
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Table 11.3 List of elements for comparison of performance in Fig. 11.16: (a) 9 degree-offreedom triangles; (b) 12 degree-of-freedom rectangles; (c) 16 degree-of-freedom rectangle
Code

Reference

Symbol

Description and comment

(a)
BCIZ 1

Bazeley et al.12



PAT
BCIZ 2
(HCT)
DKT

Specht49
Bazeley et al.12
Clough and Tocher10
Stricklin et al.61 and Dhatt 62




Displacement, non-conforming
(fails patch test)
Displacement, non-conforming
Displacement, conforming

◦

Discrete Kirchhoff

(b)
ACM
Q19
DKQ

Zienkiewicz and Cheung26
Clough and Felippa15
Batoz and Ben Tohar61


◦


Displacement, non-conforming
Displacement, conforming
Displacement, conforming

(c)
BF

Bogner et al.17



Displacement, conforming

for some elements in Fig. 11.17 for a problem of a slightly skewed, simply supported
plate.9 It is of interest to observe that, owing to a singularity in the obtuse angle
corners, both high- and low-order elements converge at almost identical rates (though,
of course, the former give better overall accuracy).7 Different rates of convergence
would, of course, be obtained if no singularity existed.

Fig. 11.17 Rate of convergence in energy norm versus degree of freedom for three elements: the problem of
a slightly skewed, simply supported plate (80◦ ) with uniform mesh subdivision.9

Singular shape functions for the simple triangular element

Conforming shape functions with
nodal singularities
11.9 General remarks
It has already been demonstrated in Sec. 11.3 that it is impossible to devise a simple
polynomial function with only three nodal degrees of freedom that will be able to
satisfy slope continuity requirements at all locations along element boundaries. The
alternative of imposing curvature parameters at nodes has the disadvantage, however,
of imposing excessive conditions of continuity (although we will investigate some of
the elements that have been proposed from this class). Furthermore, it is desirable from
many points of view to limit the nodal variables to three quantities only. These, with
simple physical interpretation, allow the generalization of plate elements to shells to
be easily interpreted also.
It is, however, possible to achieve C1 continuity by provision of additional shape
functions for which, in general, second-order derivatives have non-unique values
at nodes. Providing the patch test conditions are satisfied, convergence is again
assured.
Such shape functions will be discussed now in the context of triangular and quadrilateral elements. The simple rectangular shape will be omitted as it is a special case of
the quadrilateral.

11.10 Singular shape functions for the simple triangular
element
Consider for instance either of the following sets of functions:
εbc =

La L2b L2c (Lc − Lb )
(La + Lb )(Lb + Lc )

(11.58)

or
La L2b L2c (1 + La )
(11.59)
(La + Lb )(Lb + Lc )
in which once again a, b, c are a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3. Both have the property
for a = 1 that along two sides (1–2 and 1–3) of a triangle (Fig. 11.18) their values and
the values of their normal slope are zero. On the third side (2–3) the function is zero
but a normal slope exists. In both, its variation is parabolic. Now, all the functions
used to define the non-conforming triangle [see Eq. (11.43)] were cubic and hence
permit also a parabolic variation of the normal slope which is not uniquely defined
by the two end nodal values (and hence resulted in non-conformity). However, if we
specify as an additional variable the normal slope of w at a mid-point of each side
then, by combining the new functions εbc with the other functions previously given,
a unique parabolic variation of normal slope along interelement faces is achieved and
a compatible element results.
εbc =
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Fig. 11.18 Some singular area coordinate functions.

Apparently, this can be achieved by adding three such additional degrees of freedom
to expression (11.43) and proceeding as described above. This will result in an element
shown in Fig. 11.19(a), which has six nodes, three corner ones as before and three
additional ones at which only normal slope is specified. Such an element requires the
definition of a node (or an alternative) to define the normal slope and also involves
assembly of nodes with differing numbers of degrees of freedom. It is necessary to
define a unique normal slope for the parameter associated with the mid-point of adjacent
elements. One simple solution is to use the direction of increasing node number of the
adjacent vertices to define a unique normal.
Another alternative, which avoids the above difficulties, is to constrain the mid-side
node degree of freedom. For instance, we can assume that the normal slope at the
centre-point of a line is given as the average of the two slopes at the ends. This, after
suitable transformation, results in a compatible element with exactly the same degrees
of freedom as that described in previous sections [see Fig. 11.19(b)].
The algebra involved in the generation of suitable shape functions along the lines
described here is quite extensive and will not be given fully.
First, the normal slopes at the mid-sides are calculated from the basic element shape
functions [Eq. (11.45)] as



∂w 

∂n 4

∂w 

∂n 5

∂w 

∂n 6

T
= Zũe

(11.60)

Similarly, the average values of the nodal slopes in directions normal to the sides are
calculated from these functions:
 a
T
∂w  ∂w a ∂w a
= Z̄ũe
(11.61)



∂n 4 ∂n 5 ∂n 6
The contribution of the ε functions to these slopes is added in proportions of εbc − γa
and is simply (as these give unit normal slope)


γ = γ1

γ2

γ3

T

(11.62)

Singular shape functions for the simple triangular element

Fig. 11.19 Various conforming triangular elements.

On combining Eq. (11.45) and the last three relations we have
Z̄ũe = Zũe + γ

(11.63)

from which it immediately follows on finding γ that



!
w = N0 ũe + ε23 , ε31 , ε12 Z̄ − Z ũe

(11.64)

in which N0 are the non-conforming shape functions defined in Eq. (11.45). Thus, new
shape functions are now available from Eq. (11.64).
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An alternative way of generating compatible triangles was developed by Clough and
Tocher.11 As shown in Fig. 11.19(a) each element triangle is first divided into three
parts based on an internal point p. For each abp triangle a complete cubic expansion
is written involving 10 terms which may be expressed in terms of the displacement and
slopes at each vertex and the mid-side slope along the ab edge.
Matching the values at the vertices for the three subtriangles produces an element
with 15 degrees of freedom: 12 conventional degrees of freedom at nodes 1, 2, 3 and p;
and three normal slopes at nodes 4, 5, 6. Full C1 continuity in the interior of the element
is achieved by constraining the three parameters at the p node to satisfy continuous
normal slope at each internal mid-side. Thus, we achieve an element with 12 degrees
of freedom similar to the one previously outlined using the singular shape functions.
Constraining the normal slopes on the exterior mid-sides leads to an element with 9
degrees of freedom [see Fig. 11.19(b)].
These elements are achieved at the expense of providing non-unique values of second
derivatives at the corners. We note, however, that strains are in general also non-unique
in elements surrounding a node (e.g. constant strain triangles in elasticity have different
strains in each element surrounding each node). In the previously developed shape
functions εbc an infinite number of values to the second derivatives are obtained at
each node depending on the direction the corner is approached. Indeed, the derivation
of the Clough and Tocher triangle can be obtained by defining an alternative set of ε
functions, as has been shown in reference 12.
As both types of elements lead to almost identical numerical results the preferable
one is that leading to simplified computation. If numerical integration is used (as indeed
is always strongly recommended for such elements) the form of functions continuously
defined over the whole triangle as given by Eqs (11.45) and (11.64) is advantageous,
although a fairly high order of numerical integration is necessary because of the singular
nature of the functions.

11.11 An 18 degree-of-freedom triangular element with
conforming shape functions
An element that presents a considerable improvement over the type illustrated in
Fig. 11.19(a) is shown in Fig. 11.19(c). Here, the 12 degrees of freedom are increased
to 18 by considering both the values of w and its cross derivative ∂2 w/∂s∂n, in addition
to the normal slope ∂w/∂n, at element mid-sides.*
Thus an equal number of degrees of freedom is presented at each node. Imposition of
the continuity of cross derivatives at mid-sides does not involve any additional constraint
as this indeed must be continuous in physical situations.
The derivation of this element is given by Irons14 and it will suffice here to say that
in addition to the modes already discussed, fourth-order terms of the type illustrated in
Fig. 11.10(d) and ‘twist’ functions of Fig. 11.18(b) are used. Indeed, it can be simply
verified that the element contains all 15 terms of the quartic expansion in addition to
the ‘singularity’ functions.
*

This is, in fact, identical to specifying both ∂w/∂n and ∂w/∂s at the mid-side.

Compatible quadrilateral elements

11.12 Compatible quadrilateral elements
Any of the previous triangles can be combined to produce ‘composite’ compatible
quadrilateral elements with or without internal degrees of freedom. Three such quadrilaterals are illustrated in Fig. 11.20 and, in all, no mid-side nodes exist on the external
boundaries. This avoids the difficulties of defining a unique parameter and of assembly
already mentioned.
In the first, no internal degrees of freedom are present and indeed no improvement
on the comparable triangles is expected. In the following two, 3 and 7 internal degrees
of freedom exist, respectively. Here, normal slope continuity imposed in the last one
does not interfere with the assembly, as internal degrees of freedom are in all cases
eliminated by static condensation.67 Much improved accuracy with these elements has
been demonstrated by Clough and Felippa.15
An alternative direct derivation of a quadrilateral element was proposed by Sander68
and Fraeijs de Veubeke.13,16 This is along the following lines. Within a quadrilateral of
Fig. 11.21(a) a complete cubic with 10 constants is taken, giving the first component
of the displacement which is defined by three functions. Thus,

Fig. 11.20 Some composite quadrilateral elements.

Fig. 11.21 The compatible functions of Fraeijs de Veubeke.13,16
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w = wa + wb + wc
wa = α1 + α2 x + · · · + α10 y 3

(11.65)

The second function w b is defined in a piecewise manner. In the lower triangle of
Fig. 11.21(b) it is taken as zero; in the upper triangle a cubic expression with three
constants merges with slope discontinuity into the field of the lower triangle. Thus, in
j km,
wb = α11 y 2 + α12 y 3 + α13 x  y 2

(11.66)

in terms of the locally specified coordinates x  and y  . Similarly, for the third function,
Fig. 11.21(c), w c = 0 in the lower triangle, and in imj we define
wc = α14 y 2 + α15 y 3 + α16 x  y 2

(11.67)

The 16 external degrees of freedom are provided by 12 usual corner variables and four
normal mid-side slopes and allow the 16 constants α1 to α16 to be found by inversion.
Compatibility is assured and once again non-unique second derivatives arise at corners.
Again it is possible to constrain the mid-side nodes if desired and thus obtain a
12 degree-of-freedom element. The expansion can be found explicitly, as shown by
Fraeijs de Veubeke, and a useful element generated.16
The element described above cannot be formulated if a corner of the quadrilateral
is re-entrant. This is not a serious limitation but needs to be considered on occasion if
such an element degenerates to a near triangular shape.

11.13 Quasi-conforming elements
The performance of some of the conforming elements discussed in Secs 11.10–11.12
is shown in the comparison graphs of Fig. 11.16. It should be noted that although
monotonic convergence in energy norm is now guaranteed, by subdividing each mesh
to obtain the next one, the conforming triangular elements of references 11 and 12
perform almost identically but are considerably stiffer and hence less accurate than
many of the non-conforming elements previously cited.
To overcome this inaccuracy a quasi-conforming or smoothed element was derived
by Razzaque and Irons.33,34 For the derivation of this element substitute shape functions
are used.
The substitute functions are cubic functions (in area coordinates) so designed as to
approximate in a least-square sense the singular functions ε and their derivatives used
to enforce continuity [see Eqs (11.58)–(11.64)], as shown in Fig. 11.22.
The algebra involved is complex but a full subprogram for stiffness computations is
available in reference 33. It is noted that this element performs very similarly to the
simpler, non-conforming element previously derived for the triangle. It is interesting
to observe that here the non-conforming element is developed by choice and not to
avoid difficulties. Its validity, however, is established by patch tests.

Hermitian rectangle shape function

Fig. 11.22 Least-square substitute cubic shape function ε∗ in place of rational function ε for plate bending
triangles.

Conforming shape functions with
additional degrees of freedom
11.14 Hermitian rectangle shape function
With the rectangular element of Fig. 11.7 the specification of ∂2 w/∂x∂y as a nodal
parameter is always permissible as it does not involve ‘excessive continuity’. It is easy
to show that for such an element polynomial shape functions giving compatibility can
be easily determined.
A polynomial expansion involving 16 constants [equal to the number of nodal parameters wa , (∂w/∂x)a , (∂w/∂y)a and (∂2 w/∂x∂y)a ] could, for instance, be written
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retaining terms that do not produce a higher-order variation of w or its normal slope
along the sides. Many alternatives will be present here and some may not produce
invertible C matrices [see Eq. (11.33)].
An alternative derivation uses Hermitian polynomials used for shape functions of
the Euler–Bernoulli beam (see Sec. 10.4.1) which permit the writing down of suitable
functions directly. It is easy to verify that the following shape functions


Na = Ha(0) (x)Ha(0) (y), Ha(1) (x)Ha(0) (y), Ha(0) (x)Ha(1) (y), Ha(1) (x)Ha(1) (y)
(11.68)
correspond to the values of
w,

∂w
,
∂x

∂w
,
∂y

∂2 w
,
∂x∂y

specified at the corner nodes, taking successively unit values at node a and zero at other
nodes.
An element based on these shape functions has been developed by Bogner et al.17
and used with success. Indeed it is the most accurate rectangular element available as
indicated by results in Fig. 11.16. A development of this type of element to include
continuity of higher derivatives is simple and outlined in reference 18. In their undistorted form the above elements are, as for all rectangles, of very limited applicability.

11.15 The 21 and 18 degree-of-freedom triangle
If continuity of higher derivatives than first is accepted at nodes (thus imposing a certain
constraint on non-homogeneous material and discontinuous thickness situations as
explained in Sec. 11.2.4), the generation of slope and deflection compatible elements
presents less difficulty.
Considering as nodal degrees of freedom
w,

∂w
,
∂x

∂w
,
∂y

∂2 w
,
∂x 2

∂2 w
,
∂x∂y

∂2 w
,
∂y 2

a triangular element will involve at least 18 degrees of freedom. However, a complete
fifth-order polynomial contains 21 terms. If, therefore, we add three normal slopes at
the mid-side as additional degrees of freedom a sufficient number of equations appear
to exist for which the shape functions can be found with a complete quintic polynomial.
Along any edge we have six quantities determining the variation of w (displacement,
slopes, and curvature at corner nodes), that is, specifying a fifth-order variation. Thus,
this is uniquely defined and therefore w is continuous between elements. Similarly,
∂w/∂n is prescribed by five quantities and varies as a fourth-order polynomial. Again
this is as required by the slope continuity between elements.
If we write the complete quintic polynomial as*
w = α1 + α2 x + · · · + α21 y 5

(11.69)

*
For this derivation use of simple Cartesian coordinates is recommended in preference to area coordinates.
Symmetry is assured as the polynomial is complete.

The 21 and 18 degree-of-freedom triangle

proceed along the lines of the argument used to develop the rectangle in Sec. 11.3 and
write
wa
∂w 

∂x a
∂w 

∂y a
∂2 w 

∂x 2 i

= α1 + α2 xa + · · · + α21 ya5
= α2 + · · · + α20 ya4
= α3 + · · · + 5α21 ya4
= 2α4 + · · · + 2α19 ya3

and so on, and finally obtain an expression
ũe = Cα

(11.70)

in which C is a 21 × 21 matrix.
The only apparent difficulty in the process that the reader may experience in forming
this is that of the definition of the normal slopes at the mid-side nodes. However, if
one notes that
∂w
∂w
∂w
= cos φ
+ sin φ
(11.71)
∂n
∂x
∂y
in which φ is the angle of a particular side to the x axis, the manner of formulation
becomes simple. It is not easy to determine an explicit inverse of C, and the stiffness
expressions, etc., are evaluated as in Eqs (11.22)–(11.25) by a numerical inversion.
The existence of the mid-side nodes with their single degree of freedom is an inconvenience. It is possible, however, to constrain these by allowing only a cubic variation
of the normal slope along each triangle side. Now, explicitly, the matrix C and the
degrees of freedom can be reduced to 18, giving an element illustrated in Fig. 11.19(e)
with three corner nodes and 6 degrees of freedom at each node.
Both of these elements were described in several independently derived publications
appearing during 1968 and 1969. The 21 degree-of-freedom element was described
independently by Argyris et al.,23 Bell,19 Bosshard,22 and Visser,24 listing the authors
alphabetically. The reduced 18 degree-of-freedom version was developed by Argyris et
al.,23 Bell,19 Cowper et al.,21 and Irons.14 An essentially similar, but more complicated,
formulation has been developed by Butlin and Ford,20 and mention of the element shape
functions was made earlier by Withum69 and Felippa.70
It is clear that many more elements of this type could be developed and indeed
some are suggested in the above references. A very inclusive study is found in the
work of Zenisek,71 Peano,72 and others.73–75 However, it should always be borne in
mind that all the elements discussed in this section involve an inconsistency when
discontinuous variation of material properties occurs. Further, the existence of higherorder derivatives makes it more difficult to impose boundary conditions and indeed the
simple interpretation of energy conjugates as ‘nodal forces’ is more complex. Thus,
the engineer may still feel a justified preference for the more intuitive formulation
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involving displacements and slopes only, despite the fact that very good accuracy is
demonstrated in the references cited for the quartic and quintic elements.

Avoidance of continuity difficulties in
mixed and constrained elements
11.16 Mixed formulations – general remarks
Equations (11.10a)–(11.11b) of this chapter provide for many possibilities to approximate both thick and thin plates by using mixed (i.e. reducible) forms. In these, more
than one set of variables is approximated directly, and generally continuity requirements for such approximations can be of either C1 or C0 type. The options open are
large and indeed so is the number of publications proposing various alternatives. We
shall therefore limit the discussion to those that appear most useful.
To avoid constant reference to the beginning of this chapter, the four governing equations (11.10a)–(11.11b) are rewritten below in their abbreviated form with dependent
variable sets M, φ, S, and w:
M − DLφ = 0
1
S − φ − ∇w = 0
α
LT M + S = 0
∇T S + q = 0

(11.72)

in which α = κ Gt. To these, of course, the appropriate boundary conditions can be
added. For details of the operators, etc., the fuller forms previously quoted need to be
consulted.
Mixed forms that utilize direct approximations to all the four variables are not common. The most obvious set arises from elimination of the moments M, that is
LT DLφ + S = 0
1
S − φ − ∇w = 0
α
∇T S + q = 0

(11.73)

and is the basis of a formulation directly related to the three-dimensional elasticity
consideration. This is so important that we shall devote Chapter 12 entirely to it, and,
of course, there it can be used for both thick and thin plates. We shall, however, return
to one of its derivations in Sec. 11.18.
One of the earliest mixed approaches leaves the variables M and w to be approximated and eliminates S and φ. The form given is restricted to thin plates and thus
α = ∞ is taken.
We now can write for the first two of Eqs (11.72),
D−1 M + L∇w = 0

(11.74)

Mixed formulations – general remarks

and for the last two of Eqs (11.72),
∇ T LT M − q = 0

(11.75)

The approximation can now be made directly putting
M = NM M̃

and

w = Nw w̃

(11.76)

where M̃ and w̃ list the nodal (or other) parameters of the expansions, and NM and Nw
are appropriate shape functions.
The approximation equations can, as is well known, be made either via a suitable
variational principle or directly in a weighted residual, Galerkin form, both leading
to identical results. We choose here the latter, although the first presentations of
this approximation by Herrmann76 and others52,77–84 all use the Hellinger–Reissner
principle.
A weak form from which the plate approximation may be deduced is given by


!
!
−1
δM D M + L∇w d+ δw ∇T LT M − q d+δbt = 0 (11.77)
δ =




where δbt describes appropriate boundary condition terms. Using the Galerkin
weighting approximations
δM = NM δM̃

and

δw = Nw δw̃

(11.78)

gives on integration by parts the following equation set

   
A C M̃
f
= 1
f2
CT 0
w̃
where


A=
C=





T
NM
D−1 NM d

(LNM ) ∇Nw d
T






f1 =
f2 =

t





(11.79)

(∇Nw )T
NwT q

d +

M̄ n
M̄ ns

t


d
(11.80)
NwT Sn

d

where M̄ n and M̄ ns are the prescribed boundary moments, and Sn is the prescribed
boundary shear force.
Immediately, it is evident that only C0 continuity is required for both M and w interpolation,* and many forms of elements are therefore applicable. Of course, appropriate
patch tests for the mixed formulation must be enforced43 and this requires a necessary
condition that
(11.81)
nm ≥ nw
where nm stands for the number of parameters describing the moment field and nw the
number in the displacement field.
It should be observed that, if C0 continuity to the whole M field is taken, excessive continuity will arise and it
is usual to ensure the continuity of Mn and Mns at interfaces only.

*
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Many excellent elements have been developed by using this type of approximation,
though their application is limited because of the difficulty of interconnection with
other structures as well as the fact that the coefficient matrix in Eq. (11.79) is indefinite
with many zero diagonal terms.
Indeed, a similar fate is encountered in numerous ‘equilibrium element’ forms in
which the moment (stress) field is chosen a priori in a manner satisfying Eq. (11.75).
Here the research of Fraeijs de Veubeke83 and others30,68 has to be noted. It must,
however, be observed that the second of these elements30 is in fact identical to the
mixed element developed by Herrmann77 and Hellan85 (see also reference 52).

11.17 Hybrid plate elements
Hybrid elements are essentially mixed elements in which the field inside the element
is defined by one set of parameters and the one on the element frame by another,
as shown in Fig. 11.23. The latter are generally chosen to be of a type identical to
other displacement models and thus can be readily incorporated in a general program
and indeed used in conjunction with the standard displacement types we have already
discussed. The internal parameters can be readily eliminated (being confined to a
single element) and thus the difference from displacement forms are confined to the
element subprogram. The original concept is attributable to Pian86,87 who pioneered
this approach, and today many variants of the procedures exist in the context of thin
plate theory.65,88–97
In the majority of approximations, an equilibrating stress field is assumed to be given
by a number of suitable shape functions and unknown parameters. In others, a mixed
stress field is taken in the interior. A more refined procedure, introduced by Jirousek,65,97
assumes in the interior a series solution exactly satisfying all the differential equations
involved for a homogeneous field.

Fig. 11.23 Hybrid elements.

Discrete Kirchhoff constraints

All procedures use a suitable linking of the interior parameters with those defined on
the boundary by the ‘frame parameters’. The procedures for doing this are described
in Chapter 12 of reference 7 in the context of elasticity equations, and only a small
change of variables is needed to adapt these to the present case. We leave this extension
to the reader who can also consult appropriate references for details.
Some remarks need to be made in the context of hybrid elements.
Remark: The first is that the number of internal parameters, nI , must be at least as
large as the number of frame parameters, nF , which describe the displacements, less
the number of rigid body modes if singularity of the final (stiffness) matrix is to be
avoided. Thus, we require that
nI ≥ nF − 3

(11.82)

for plates.
Remark: The second remark is a simple statement that it is possible, but counterproductive, to introduce an excessive number of internal parameters that simply give
a more exact solution to a ‘wrong’ problem in which the frame is constraining the
interior of an element. Thus additional accuracy is not achieved overall.
Remark: Most of the formulations are available for non-homogeneous plates (and
hence non-linear problems). However, this is not true for the Trefftz-hybrid elements65,97 where an exact solution to the differential equation needs to be available for
the element interior. Such solutions are not known for arbitrary non-homogeneous
interiors and hence the procedure fails. However, for homogeneous problems the
elements can be made much more accurate than any of the others and indeed allow a
general polygonal element with singularities and/or internal boundaries to be developed by the use of special functions (see Fig. 11.23). Obviously, this advantage
needs to be borne in mind.
A number of elements matching (or duplicating) the displacement method have been
developed and the performance of some of the simpler ones is shown in Fig. 11.16.
Indeed, it can be shown that many hybrid-type elements duplicate precisely the various
incompatible elements that pass the convergence requirement. Thus, it is interesting
to note that the triangle of Allman96 gives precisely the same results as the ‘smoothed’
Razzaque element of references 33 and 34 or, indeed, the element of Sec. 11.5.

11.18 Discrete Kirchhoff constraints
Another procedure for achieving excellent element performance is achieved as a constrained (mixed) element. Here it is convenient (though by no means essential) to use
a variational principle to describe the first and third of Eqs (11.73). This can be written
simply as the minimization of the functional
1
=
2



1
(Lθ) D(Lθ) d +
2

T



1
S S d −
α




T



wq d + bt = minimum
(11.83)
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subject to the constraint that the second of Eqs (11.73) be satisfied, that is,
1
S − θ − ∇w = 0
α

(11.84)

We shall use this form for general thick plates in Chapter 12, but in the case of thin
plates with which this chapter is concerned, we can specialize by putting α = ∞ and
rewrite the above as
1
=
2




(Lθ) D(Lθ) d −
T





wq d + bt = minimum

(11.85)

subject to
θ + ∇w = 0

(11.86)

and we note that the explicit mention of shear forces S is no longer necessary.
To solve the problem posed by Eqs (11.85) and (11.86) we can
1. approximate w and θ by independent interpolations of C0 continuity as
w = Nw w̃

and

θ = Nθ θ̃

(11.87)

2. impose a discrete approximation to the constraint of Eq. (11.86) and solve the
minimization problem resulting from substitution of Eq. (11.87) into Eq. (11.85)
by either discrete elimination, use of suitable Lagrangian multipliers, or penalty
procedures.
In the application of the so-called discrete Kirchhoff constraints, Eq. (11.86) is
approximated by point (or subdomain) collocation and direct elimination is used to
reduce the number of nodal parameters. Of course, the other means of imposing the
constraints could be used with identical effect and we shall return to these in the next
chapter. However, direct elimination is advantageous in reducing the final total number
of variables and can be used effectively.
The procedure for constructing the discrete Kirchhoff relations was presented in
Sec. 10.5.3 and applied to beams. For two-dimensional plate elements the situation is
a little more complex, but if we imagine x to coincide with the direction tangent to an
element side, precisely identical elimination to that presented in Sec. 10.5.3 enforces
complete compatibility along an element side when both gradients of w are specified
at the ends. However, with discrete imposition of the constraints it is not clear a priori
that convergence will always occur – though, of course, one can argue heuristically
that collocation applied in numerous directions should result in an acceptable element.
Indeed, patch tests turn out to be satisfied by most elements in which the w interpolation
(and hence the ∂w/∂s interpolation) have C0 continuity.
The constraints frequently applied in practice involve the use of line or subdomain
collocation to increase their number (which must, of course, always be less than the

Rotation-free elements

number of remaining variables) and such additional constraint equations as

 
∂w
I ≡
+ φs ds = 0
∂s
e

 
∂w
+ φx d = 0
Ix ≡
∂x

e 
∂w
+ φy d = 0
Iy ≡
∂y
e

(11.88)

are frequently used. The algebra involved in the elimination is not always easy and the
reader is referred to original references for details pertaining to each particular element.
The concept of discrete Kirchhoff constraints was first introduced by Wempner
et al.,98 Stricklin et al.,61 and Dhatt 62 in 1968–69, but it has been applied extensively
since.99–110
In particular, the 9 degree-of-freedom triangle99,100 and the complex semi-loof
element of Irons102 are elements which have been successfully used.
Figure 11.24 illustrates some of the possible types of quadrilateral elements achieved
in these references.

11.19 Rotation-free elements
It is possible to construct elements for thin plates in terms of transverse displacement parameters alone. Nay and Utku used quadratic displacement approximation and
minimum potential energy to construct a least-square fit for an element configuration
shown in Fig. 11.25(a).111 The element is non-conforming but passes the patch test
and therefore is an admissible form. An alternative, mixed field, construction is given
by Oñate and Zárate for a composite element constructed from linear interpolation on
each triangle.112,113 In this work a mixed variational principle is used together with a
special approximation for the curvature. We summarize here the steps in the better
approach.
A three-field mixed variational form for a thin plate problem based on the
Hu–Washizu functional may be written as



1
(11.89)
χT Dχ dA −
MT [(L∇)w − χ] dA −
wq dA + bt
=
2 A
A
A
where now χ and M are mixed variables to be approximated, (L∇)w are again second
derivatives of displacement w given in Eq. (11.13) and integration is over the area of
the plate middle surface. Variation of Eq. (11.89) with respect to χ gives the discrete
constitutive equation

(11.90)
δχT [Dχ − M] dA = 0
δχ =
Ae

where Ae is the domain of the patch for the element. Two alternatives for Ae are
considered in reference 112 and named BPT and BPN as shown in Figs 11.25(a)
and 11.25(b), respectively. For the BPT form the integration is taken over the area of
the element ‘abc’ with area Ap and boundary p . For the type BPN integration is over
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102

102

103

103

102

Fig. 11.24 A series of discrete Kirchhoff theory (DKT)-type elements of quadrilateral type.

the more complex area Aa with boundary a . Each, however, is simple to construct.
Similarly, variation of Eq. (11.89) with respect to moment gives the discrete curvature
relation

(11.91)
δMT [(L∇)w − χ] dA = 0
δM =
Ae

Rotation-free elements
e

e
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c

b
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Fig. 11.25 Elements for rotation-free thin plates: (a) patch for Nay and Utku procedure111 BPT triangle; and
(b) patch for BPN triangle.112

Finally, the equilibrium equations are obtained from the variation with respect to the
displacement, and are expressed as


T
δwq dA + δbt = 0
(11.92)
δw =
[(L∇)δw] M dA −
Ae

Ae

A finite element approximation may be constructed in the standard manner by writing
M = Nam M̃a , χ = Naχ χ̃a and w = Naw w̃a

(11.93)

The simplest approximations are for Nam = Naχ = 1 and linear interpolation over each
triangle for Naw . Equation (11.90) is easily evaluated; however, the other two integrals
have apparent difficulty since a linear interpolation yields zero derivatives within each
triangle. Indeed the curvature is now concentrated in the ‘kinks’ which occur between
contiguous triangles. To obtain discrete approximations to the curvature changes an
integration by parts (i.e. application of Green’s theorem) is used to rewrite Eq. (11.91)


as
T
δM χ dA +
δMT g∇w d = 0
(11.94)
Ae

where

e



nx
g= 0
ny

0
ny
nx


(11.95)

is a matrix of the direction cosines for an outward pointing normal vector n to the
boundary e and
 
w,x
∇w =
(11.96)
w,y
In these expressions e is the part of the boundary within the area of integration Ae .
Thus, for the element type BPT it is just the contour p as shown in Fig. 11.25(a).
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For the element type BPN no slope discontinuity occurs on the boundary a shown in
Fig. 11.25(b); however, it is necessary to integrate along the half sides of each triangle
within the patch bounded by a . The remainder of the derivation is now straightforward
and the reader is referred to reference 112 for additional details and results. In this
paper results are also presented for thin shells.
We note that the type of element discussed in this section is quite different from those
presented previously in that nodes exist outside the boundary of the element. Thus, the
definition of an element and the assembly process are somewhat different. In addition,
boundary conditions need some special treatments to include in a general manner.112
Because of these differences we do not consider additional members in this family. We
do note, however, that for explicit dynamic programs some advantages occur since no
rotation parameters need be integrated. Results for thin shells subjected to impulsive
loading are particularly noteworthy.112

11.20 Inelastic material behaviour
The preceding discussion has assumed the plate to be a linear elastic material. In many
situations it is necessary to consider a more general constitutive behaviour in order to
represent the physical problem correctly. For thin plates, only the bending and twisting
moment are associated with deformations and are related to the local stresses through
M=

Mx
My
Mxy


=

t/2

−t/2

σx
σy
τxy

z dz

(11.97)

Any of the material models discussed in Chapter 4 which have symmetric stress
behaviour with respect to strains may be used in plate analysis provided an appropriate plane stress form is available (either analytically or through iterative reduction
of the three-dimensional equations). The symmetry is necessary to avoid the generation of in-plane force resultants – which are assumed to decouple from the bending
behaviour. If such conditions do not exist it is necessary to use a shell formulation as
described in Chapters 13–16.
In practice two approaches are considered – one dealing with the individual lamina
using local stress components σx , σy and τxy and the other using plate resultant forces
Mx , My and Mxy directly.

Numerical integration through thickness
The most direct approach is to use a plane stress form of the stress–strain relation
and perform the through-thickness integration numerically. In order to capture the
maximum stresses at the top and bottom of the plate it is best to use Gauss–Lobattotype quadrature formulae114 where integrals are approximated by
 1
N −1

f (ξ) dξ ≈ f (−1)W1 +
f (ξn )Wn + f (1)WN
(11.98)
−1

n=2

These formula differ from the typical Gaussian quadrature considered previously and
use the end points on the interval directly. This allows computation of first yield to be

Inelastic material behaviour
Table 11.4 Gauss–Lobatto quadrature points and weights
N

ξn

Wn

3

±1.0

1/3

0.0

4/3

4

±1.0
√
± 0.2

1/6

5

±1.0
√
± 3/7

0.1

5/6
49/90

0.0

64/90

±1.0
√
± t1
√
± t2
√
t0 = 7

6

1/15
0.6/[t1 (1 − t0 )2 ]
0.6/[t2 (1 − t0 )2 ]
t1 = (7 + 2t0 )/21
t2 = (7 − 2t0 )/21

more accurate. The values of the parameters ξn and Wn are given in Table 11.4 up to the
six-point formula. Parameters for higher-order formulae may be found in reference 114.
Noting that the strain components in plates [see Eq. (11.8a)] are asymmetric with
respect to the middle surface of the plate and that the z coordinate is also asymmetric
we can compute the plate resultants by evaluating only half the integral. Accordingly,
we may use
 t/2 σx
Mx
σy z dz
(11.99)
M = My = 2
0
Mxy
τxy
and here a six-point formula or less will generally be sufficient to compute integrals.
Equation (11.21) is replaced by the non-linear equation given as

BT M d = 0
(11.100)
Ψ(w̃) = f −


The solution process (for a static case) may now proceed by using, for instance, a
Newton scheme in which the tangent moduli for the plate are obtained by using the
tangent moduli for the stress components as
dM =

dMx
dMy
dMxy

 
= 2

t/2

(ps)
DT z 2


dz L∇dw = DT (L∇)dw

(11.101)

0

(ps)

where DT (z) is the tangent modulus matrix of a plane stress material model at each
lamina level z, and DT is the resulting bending tangent stiffness matrix of the plate.
The Newton iteration for the displacement increment is computed as

with iterative updates

KT(k) d w̃(k) = Ψ(k)

(11.102)

w̃(k+1) = w̃(k) + d w̃(k)

(11.103)
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until a suitable convergence criterion is satisfied. This follows precisely methods
previously defined for solids.

Resultant constitutive models
A resultant yield function for plates with Huber–von Mises-type material is given by115
!
2
F (M) = Mx2 + My2 − Mx My + 3Mxy
− Mu2 (κ) ≤ 0
(11.104)
where κ is an ‘isotropic’ hardening parameter and Mu denotes a uniaxial yield moment
and which for homogeneous plates is generally given by
Mu = 41 t 2 σy (κ)

(11.105)

in which σy is the material uniaxial yield stress in tension (and compression). We
observe that, in the absence of hardening, Mu is the moment that exists when the entire
cross-section is at a yield stress.

11.21 Concluding remarks – which elements?
The extensive bibliography of this chapter outlining the numerous approaches capable
of solving the problems of thin, Kirchhoff, plate flexure shows both the importance of
the subject in structural engineering – particularly as a preliminary to shell analysis –
and the wide variety of possible approaches. Indeed, only part of the story is outlined
here, as the next chapter, dealing with thick plate formulation, presents many practical
alternatives of dealing with the same problem.
We hope that the presentation, in addition to providing a guide to a particular problem
area, is useful in its direct extension to other fields where governing equations lead to
C1 continuity requirements.
Users of practical computer programs will be faced with a problem of ‘which element’
is to be used to satisfy their needs. We have listed in Table 11.3 some of the more widely
known simple elements and compared their performance in Fig. 11.16. The choice is
not always unique, and much more will depend on preferences and indeed extensions
desired. As will be seen in Chapter 13 for general shell problems, triangular elements
are an optimal choice for many applications and configurations. Further, such elements
are most easily incorporated if adaptive mesh generation is to be used for achieving
errors of predetermined magnitude.
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12
‘Thick’ Reissner–Mindlin plates –
irreducible and mixed formulations
12.1 Introduction
We have already introduced in Chapter 11 the full theory of thick plates from which
the thin plate, Kirchhoff, theory arises as the limiting case. In this chapter we shall
show how the numerical solution of thick plates can easily be achieved and how, in
the limit, an alternative procedure for solving all problems of Chapter 11 appears. The
development of approximations to the Timoshenko beam form discussed in Chapter 10
plays an important role in the development of viable solutions of the thick, Reissner–
Mindlin, theory that work in ‘thin’ plate applications.
To ensure continuity we repeat below the governing equations [Eqs (11.10a)–
(11.11b), or Eqs (11.72)]. Referring to Fig. 11.3 of Chapter 11 and the text for definitions, we remark that all the equations could equally well be derived from full
three-dimensional analysis of a flat and relatively thin portion of an elastic continuum
illustrated in Fig. 12.1. All that it is now necessary to do is to assume that whatever
form of the approximating shape functions in the xy plane those in the z direction are
only linear. Further, it is assumed that σz stress is zero, thus eliminating the effect of
vertical strain.* The first approximations of this type were introduced quite early1,2
and the elements then derived are exactly of the Reissner–Mindlin type discussed in
Chapter 11.
The equations from which we shall start and on which we shall base all subsequent
discussion are the moment constitutive equation [see Eqs (11.10a) and (11.72)],
M − DLφ = 0

(12.1a)

where D is the matrix of bending rigidities, the shear constitutive equation [see
Eqs (11.10c) and (11.72)]
1
S − φ − ∇w = 0
(12.1b)
α
where α = κGt is the shear rigidity, the moment equilibrium (angular momentum)
equation [see Eqs (11.11b) and (11.72)]
LT M + S = 0
*

Reissner includes the effect of σz in bending but, for simplicity, this is disregarded here.

(12.1c)

Introduction

(u, v, w )
z

y

x

(w, φx, φy )

Fig. 12.1 An isoparametric three-dimensional element with linear interpolation in the transverse (thickness)
direction and the ‘thick’ plate element.

and the shear equilibrium equation [see Eqs (11.11a) and (11.72)]
∇T S + q = 0

(12.1d)

In the above the moments M, the transverse shear forces S, and the elastic matrices D
are as defined in Chapter 11, and
⎡
⎤
∂
0
⎢ ∂x
⎥
⎢
∂⎥
⎢0
⎥
(12.2)
L=⎢
∂y ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣∂
⎦
∂
∂y ∂x
defines the strain–displacement operator on rotations φ, and its transpose the equilibrium operator on moments, M. Boundary conditions are of course imposed on w and
φ or the corresponding plate forces Sn , Mn , Mns in the manner discussed in Sec. 11.2.2.
It is convenient to eliminate M from Eqs (12.1a)–(12.1d) and write the system of
three equations [Eqs (11.73)] as
LT DLφ + S = 0
1
S − φ − ∇w = 0
α
∇T S + q = 0

(12.3)

This equation system can serve as the basis on which a mixed discretization is built –
or alternatively can be reduced further to yield an irreducible form. In Chapter 11 we
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have dealt with the irreducible form which is given by a fourth-order equation in terms
of w alone and which could only serve for solution of thin plate problems, that is, when
α = ∞ [Eq. (11.14a)]. On the other hand, it is easy to derive an alternative irreducible
form which is valid only if α = ∞. Thus, the shear forces can be eliminated yielding
two equations:
LT DLφ + α (∇w + φ) = 0
∇T [α (∇w + φ)] + q = 0

(12.4)

This is an irreducible system corresponding to minimization of the total potential energy


1
1
=
(Lφ)T DLφ d +
(∇w + φ)T α (∇w + φ) d
2 
2 
(12.5)

−
w q d + bt = minimum


as can easily be verified. In the above the first term is simply the bending energy and
the second the shear distortion energy [see Eq. (11.83)].
Clearly, this irreducible system is only possible when α = ∞, but it can, obviously,
be interpreted as a solution of the potential energy given by Eq. (11.83) for ‘thin’ plates
with the constraint of Eq. (11.84) being imposed in a penalty manner with α being now
a penalty parameter. Thus, as indeed is physically evident, the thin plate formulation
is simply a limiting case of such analysis.
We shall see that the penalty form can yield a satisfactory solution only when discretization of the corresponding mixed formulation satisfies the necessary convergence
criteria.
The thick plate form now permits independent specification of three conditions at
each point of the boundary. The options which exist are:
w
φn
φs

or
or
or

Sn
Mn
Mns

in which the subscript n refers to a normal direction to the boundary and s a tangential
direction. Clearly, now there are many combinations of possible boundary conditions.
A ‘fixed’ or ‘clamped’ situation exists when all three conditions are given by displacement components, which are generally zero, as
w = φn = φs = 0
and a free boundary when all conditions are the ‘resultant’ components
Sn = Mn = Mns = 0
When we discuss the so-called simply supported conditions (see Sec. 11.2.2), we shall
usually refer to the specification
w=0

and

Mn = Mns = 0

The irreducible formulation – reduced integration

as a ‘soft’ support, SS1 (and indeed the most realistic support), and to
Mn = 0

w=0

and

φs = 0

as a ‘hard’ support, SS2. The latter in fact replicates the thin plate assumptions and,
incidentally, leads to some of the difficulties associated with it.
Finally, there is an important difference between thin and thick plates when ‘point’
loads are involved. In the thin plate case the displacement w remains finite at locations where a point load is applied; however, for thick plates the presence of shearing
deformation leads to an infinite displacement (as indeed three-dimensional elasticity
theory also predicts). In finite element approximations one always predicts a finite
displacement at point locations with the magnitude increasing without limit as a mesh
is refined near the loads. Thus, it is meaningless to compare the deflections at point
load locations for different element formulations and we will not do so in this chapter.
It is, however, possible to compare the total strain energy for such situations and here
we immediately observe that for cases in which a single point load is involved the
displacement provides a direct measure for this quantity.

12.2 The irreducible formulation – reduced integration
The procedures for discretizing Eq. (12.4) appear to be straightforward. However, we
will find that the process is very sensitive. First, we consider standard isoparametric interpolation in which the two displacement variables are approximated by shape
functions and parameters as
φ = Nφ φ̃

and

w = Nw w̃

(12.6)

We recall that the rotation parameters φ may be transformed into physical rotations
about the coordinate axes, θ, using Eq. (11.7). The parameters θ are often more
convenient for calculations and are essential in shell developments. The approximation
equations are now obtained directly by the use of the total potential energy principle [Eq.
(12.5)], the Galerkin process on the weak form, or by the use of virtual work expressions.
Here we note that the appropriate generalized strain components, corresponding to the
moments M and shear forces S, are

and

εm = Lφ = (LNφ )φ̃

(12.7a)

εs = ∇w + φ = ∇Nw w̃ + Nφ φ̃

(12.7b)

We thus obtain the discretized problem



T
T
(LNφ ) DLNφ d +
Nφ αNφ d φ̃ −
NφT α∇Nw d w̃ = fφ


and








(∇Nw ) αNφ d φ̃ +
T





(∇Nw )T α∇Nw d w̃ = fw
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or simply
Kww
Kφw

Kwφ
Kφφ

w̃
φ̃

= K ũ = (Kb + Ks ) ũ =

fw
fφ

=f

(12.8a)

with
ũ =
Kb =

w̃
φ̃

φ̃x
φ̃y ,

φ̃ =

0
0
b
0 Kφφ

Ks =

s
Kww
s
Kφw

s
Kwφ
s
Kφφ

where the arrays are defined by


b
s
=  (LNφ )T DLNφ d Kww
=  (∇Nw )T α∇Nw d
Kφφ


s
s
s
=  NφT αNφ d
Kφw
=  NφT α∇Nw d = (Kwφ
)T
Kφφ

(12.8b)

(12.8c)

and forces are given by


fw =




NwT q d +


fφ =

m

s

NwT S̄ n d
(12.8d)

NφT M̄ d

where S̄ n is the prescribed shear on boundary s , and M̄ is the prescribed moment on
boundary m .
The formulation is straightforward and there is little to be said about it a priori.
Since the form contains only first derivatives apparently any C0 shape functions of
a two-dimensional kind can be used to interpolate the two rotations and the lateral
displacement. Figure 12.2 shows some rectangular (or with isoparametric distortion,

Fig. 12.2 Some early thick plate elements.

The irreducible formulation – reduced integration

quadrilateral) elements used in the early work.1–3 All should, in principle, be convergent as C0 continuity exists and constant strain states are available. In Fig. 12.3
we show what in fact happens with a fairly fine subdivision of quadratic serendipity and Lagrangian rectangles as the ratio of span to thickness, L/t, varies. Here
L is a characteristic length of the plate and may be a side length, a loading length
or a normal mode characteristic. We note that the magnitude of the coefficient α is
best measured by the ratio of the bending to shear rigidities and we could assess its
value in a non-dimensional form. Thus, for an isotropic material with α = Gt this
ratio becomes

2
L
12(1 − ν2 )GtL2
∝
(12.9)
Et 3
t
Obviously, ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ behaviour therefore depends on the L/t ratio.

Fig. 12.3 Performance of (a) quadratic serendipity (QS) and (b) Lagrangian (QL) elements with varying
span-to-thickness L/t, ratios, uniform load on a square plate with 4 × 4 normal subdivisions in a quarter.
R is reduced 2 × 2 quadrature and N is normal 3 × 3 quadrature.
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It is immediately evident from Fig. 12.3 that, while the answers are quite good for
smaller L/t ratios, the serendipity quadratic fully integrated elements (QS) rapidly
depart from the thin plate solution, and in fact tend to zero results (locking) when this
ratio becomes large. For Lagrangian quadratics (QL) the answers are better, but again
as the plate tends to be thin they are on the small side.
The reason for this ‘locking’ performance is similar to those considered for the
nearly incompressible problem4 and the Timoshenko beam problem (viz. Chapter 10).
In the case of plates the shear constraint implied by the third of Eq. (12.3), and used to
eliminate the shear resultant, is too strong if the terms in which this is involved are fully
integrated. Indeed, we see that the effect is more pronounced in the serendipity element
than in the Lagrangian one. In early work the problem was thus mitigated by using
a reduced quadrature, either on all terms, which we label R in the figure,5,6 or only
on the offending shear terms selectively7,8 (labelled S). The dramatic improvement in
results is immediately noted. The use of reduced quadrature to develop a four-node
plate element has been revisited recently by Gruttmann and Wagner using a stabilized
form.9
The same improvement in results is observed for linear quadrilaterals in which the
full (exact) integration gives results that are totally unacceptable (as shown in Fig. 12.4),
but where a reduced integration on the shear terms (single point) gives excellent performance,10 although a careful assessment of the element stiffness shows it to be rank
deficient in an ‘hourglass’ mode in transverse displacements. (Reduced integration on
all terms gives additional matrix singularity.)
A remedy thus has been suggested; however, it is not universal. We note in Fig. 12.3
that even without reduction of integration order, Lagrangian elements perform better
in the quadratic expansion. In cubic elements (Fig. 12.5), however, we note that (a)
almost no change occurs when integration is ‘reduced’ and (b), again, Lagrangian-type
elements perform very much better.

Fig. 12.4 Performance of bilinear elements with varying span-to-thickness, L/t, values.

The irreducible formulation – reduced integration

Fig. 12.5 Performance of cubic quadrilaterals: (a) serendipity (QS) and (b) Lagrangian (QL) with varying
span-to-thickness, L/t, values.

In the late 1970s many heuristic arguments were advanced for devising better elements,11–14 all making use of reduced integration concepts. Some of these perform quite
well, for example the so-called ‘heterosis’ element of Hughes and Cohen11 illustrated
in Fig. 12.3 (in which the serendipity-type interpolation is used on w and a Lagrangian
one on φ), but all of the elements suggested in that era fail on some occasions, either
locking or exhibiting singular behaviour. Thus such elements are not ‘robust’ and
should not be used universally.
A better explanation of their failure is needed and hence an understanding of how
such elements could be designed. In the next section we shall address this problem by considering a mixed formulation. The reader will recognize here arguments
used in the nearly incompressible problem in Chapter 2 and in reference 4 which
led to a better understanding of the failure of some straightforward elasticity elements as incompressible behaviour was approached. The situation is completely
parallel here.
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12.3 Mixed formulation for thick plates
12.3.1 The approximation
The problem of thick plates can, of course, be solved as a mixed one starting from
Eq. (12.3) and approximating directly each of the variables w, φ and S independently.
Using Eq. (12.3), we construct a weak form as



δw ∇T S + q d = 0




T
δφ LT DLφ + S d = 0
(12.10)


1
δST − S + φ + ∇w d = 0
α

We now write the independent approximations, using the standard Galerkin procedure,
as
w = Nw w̃
δw = Nw δw̃

φ = Nφ φ̃
δφ = Nφ δφ̃

and
and

S = Ns S̃
δS = Ns δS̃

(12.11)

though, of course, other interpolation forms can be used, as we shall note later.
After appropriate integrations by parts of Eq. (12.10), we obtain the discrete symmetric equation system

⎧ ⎫  
0 0 ET ⎨w̃⎬
fw
φ̃ = fφ
0 Kb CT
(12.12)
0
E C H ⎩ S̃ ⎭
where


Kb =
E=
C=






LNφ



D LNφ d

NsT ∇Nw d
(12.13)
NsT Nφ



H=−

T



NsT

d

1
Ns d
α

and where fw and fφ are as defined in Eq. (12.8d).
The above represents a typical three-field mixed problem of the type discussed in Sec.
10.5.1 of reference 4, which has to satisfy certain criteria for stability of approximation
as the thin plate limit (which can now be solved exactly) is approached. For this limit
we have
α=∞
and
H=0
(12.14)

Mixed formulation for thick plates

In this limiting case it can readily be shown that necessary criteria of solution stability
for any element assembly and boundary conditions are that
nφ + nw ≥ ns

or

αP ≡

nφ + nw
≥1
ns

(12.15a)

ns ≥ nw

or

βP ≡

ns
≥1
nw

(12.15b)

and

where nφ , ns and nw are the number of φ̃, S̃ and w̃ parameters in Eqs (12.11).
When the count condition is not satisfied then the equation system either will be
singular or will lock. Equations (12.15a) and (12.15b) must be satisfied for the whole
system but, in addition, they need to be satisfied for element patches if local instabilities and oscillations are to be avoided.15–17 We remind the reader that Eqs (12.15a)
are (12.15b) are necessary conditions; however, they are not sufficient conditions. It
is always necessary to conduct consistency and stability tests to ensure the proposed
element passes the complete mixed patch test.4
The above criteria will, as we shall see later, help us to design suitable thick plate
elements which show convergence to correct thin plate solutions.

12.3.2 Continuity requirements
The approximation of the form given in Eqs (12.12) and (12.13) implies certain continuities. It is immediately evident that C0 continuity is needed for rotation shape functions
Nφ (as products of first derivatives are present in the approximation), but that either
Nw or Ns can be discontinuous. In the form given in Eq. (12.13) a C0 approximation
for w is implied; however, after integration by parts a form for C0 approximation of
S results. Of course, physically only the component of S normal to boundaries should
be continuous, as we noted also previously for moments in the mixed form discussed
in Sec. 11.16.
In all the early approximations discussed in the previous section, C0 continuity was
assumed for both φ and w variables, this being very easy to impose. We note that such
continuity cannot be described as excessive (as no physical conditions are violated), but
we shall show later that successful elements also can be generated with discontinuous
w interpolation (which is indeed not motivated by physical considerations).
For S it is obviously more convenient to use a completely discontinuous interpolation
as then the shear can be eliminated at the element level and the final stiffness matrices
written simply in standard φ̃, w̃ terms for element boundary nodes. We shall show
later that some formulations permit a limited case where α−1 is identically zero while
others require it to be non-zero.
The continuous interpolation of the normal component of S is, as stated above, physically correct in the absence of line or point loads. However, with such interpolation,
elimination of S̃ is not possible and the retention of such additional system variables
is usually too costly to be used in practice and has so far not been adopted. However,
we should note that an iterative solution process applicable to mixed forms can reduce
substantially the cost of such additional variables.18
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Fig. 12.6 Equivalence of mixed form and reduced shear integration in quadratic serendipity rectangle.

12.3.3 Equivalence of mixed forms with discontinuous S
interpolation and reduced (selective) integration
An equivalence of penalized mixed forms with discontinuous interpolation of the constraint variable and of the corresponding irreducible forms with the same penalty variable may be demonstrated following work of Malkus and Hughes for incompressible
problems.19 Indeed, an exactly analogous proof can be used for the present case, and we
leave the details of this to the reader; however, below we summarize some equivalencies
that result.
Thus, for instance, we consider a serendipity quadrilateral, shown in Fig. 12.6 (a), in
which integration of shear terms (involving α) is made at four Gauss points (i.e. 2 × 2
reduced quadrature) in an irreducible formulation [see Eqs (12.8a)–(12.8d)], we find
that the answers are identical to a mixed form in which the S variables are given by a
bilinear interpolation from nodes placed at the same Gauss points.
This result can also be argued from the limitation principle first given by Fraeijs
de Veubeke.20 This states that if the mixed form in which the stress is independently
interpolated is precisely capable of reproducing the stress variation which is given in
a corresponding irreducible form then the analysis results will be identical. It is clear
that the four Gauss points at which the shear stress is sampled can only define a bilinear
variation and thus the identity applies here.
The equivalence of reduced integration with the mixed discontinuous interpolation
of S will be useful in our discussion to point out reasons why many elements mentioned
in the previous section failed. However, in practice, it will be found equally convenient
(and often more effective) to use the mixed interpolation explicitly and eliminate the
S variables by element-level condensation rather than to use special integration rules.
Moreover, in problems where the material properties lead to coupling between bending
and shear response (e.g. elastic–plastic behaviour) use of selective reduced integration
is not convenient. It must also be pointed out that the equivalence fails if α varies within
an element or indeed if the isoparametric mapping implies different interpolations. In
such cases the mixed procedures are generally more accurate.

12.4 The patch test for plate bending elements
12.4.1 Why elements fail
The nature and application of the patch test have changed considerably since its early
introduction. As shown in references 15–17 and 21–25 this test can prove, in addition

The patch test for plate bending elements

to consistency requirements (which were initially the only item tested), the stability of
the approximation by requiring that for a patch consisting of an assembly of one or
more elements the stiffness matrices are non-singular whatever the boundary conditions
imposed.
To be absolutely sure of such non-singularity the test must, at the final stage, be performed numerically. However, we find that the ‘count’ conditions given in Eqs (12.15a)
and (12.15b) are necessary for avoiding such non-singularity. Frequently, they also
prove sufficient and make the numerical test only a final confirmation.16,17 We shall
demonstrate how the simple application of such counts immediately indicates which
elements fail and which have a chance of success. Indeed, it is easy to show why the
original quadratic serendipity element with reduced integration (QS-R) is not robust.
In Fig. 12.7 we consider this element in a single-element and four-element patch
subjected to so-called constrained boundary conditions, in which all displacements on
the external boundary of the patch are prescribed and a relaxed boundary condition in
which only three displacements (conveniently two φs and one w) eliminate the rigid
body modes. To ease the presentation of this figure, as well as in subsequent tests,
we shall simply quote the values of αP and βP parameters as defined in Eqs (12.15a)
and (12.15b) with subscript replaced by C or R to denote the constrained or relaxed
tests, respectively. The symbol F will be given to any failure to satisfy the necessary
condition. In the tests of Fig. 12.7 we note that both patch tests fail with the parameter
αC being less than 1, and hence the elements will lock under certain circumstances
(or show a singularity in the evaluation of S). A failure in the relaxed tests generally

Fig. 12.7 ‘Constrained’ and ‘relaxed’ patch test/count for serendipity (quadrilateral). (In the C test all boundary displacements are fixed. In the R test only three boundary displacements are fixed, eliminating rigid body
modes.) (a) Single-element test; (b) four-element test.
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predicts a singularity in the final stiffness matrix of the assembly, and this is also where
frequently computational failures have been observed.
As the mixed and reduced integration elements are identical in this case we see
immediately why the element fails in the problem of Fig. 12.3 (more severely under
clamped conditions). Indeed, it is clear why in general the performance of Lagrangiantype elements is better as it adds further degrees of freedom to increase nφ (and also
nw unless heterosis-type interpolation is used).11
In Table 12.1 we show a list of the αP and βP values for single- and four-element
patches of various rectangles, and again we note that none of these satisfies completely
the necessary requirements, and therefore none can be considered robust. However, it
is interesting to note that the elements closest to satisfaction of the count perform best,
and this explains why the heterosis elements26 are quite successful and indeed why the
Lagrangian cubic is nearly robust and often is used with success.27
Of course, similar approximation and counts can be made for various triangular
elements. We list some typical and obvious ones, together with patch test counts, in the
first part of Table 12.2. Again, none perform adequately and all will result in locking
and spurious modes in finite element applications.
We should note again that the failure of the patch test (with regard to stability) means
that under some circumstances the element will fail. However, in many problems
a reasonable performance can still be obtained and non-singularity observed in its
performance, providing consistency is, of course, also satisfied.

Numerical patch test
While the ‘count’ condition of Eqs (12.15a) and (12.15b) is a necessary one for stability
of patches, on occasion singularity (and hence instability) can still arise even with its
satisfaction. For this reason numerical tests should always be conducted ascertaining
the rank sufficiency of the stiffness matrices and also testing the consistency condition.
In Chapter 9 of reference 4 we discussed in detail the consistency test for irreducible
forms in which a single variable set u occurred. It was found that with a second-order
operator the discrete equations should satisfy at least the solution corresponding to a
linear field u exactly, thus giving constant strains (or first derivatives) and stresses. For
the mixed equation set [Eq. (12.3)] again the lowest-order exact solution that has to be
satisfied corresponds to:
1. constant values of moments or Lφ and hence a linear φ field;
2. linear w field;
3. constant S field.
The exact solutions for which plate elements commonly are tested and where full
satisfaction of nodal equations is required consist of:
1. arbitrary constant M fields and arbitrary linear φ fields with zero shear forces (S =
0); here a quadratic w form is assumed still yielding an exact finite element solution;
2. constant S and linear w fields yielding a constant φ field. The solution requires
a distributed couple on the right-hand side of the first of Eq. (12.3) and this was
not included in the original formulation. A simple procedure is to disregard the
satisfaction of the moment equilibrium in this test. This may be done simply by
inserting a very large value of the bending rigidity D.

The patch test for plate bending elements
Table 12.1 Quadrilateral mixed elements: patch count
Single-element patch
Element

Four-element patch

Reference

αC

βC

αR

βR

αC

βC

αR

βR

Q4S15,8,10

0
2

2
0

9
2

2
3

3
8

8
1

24
8

8
8

(F)

(F)

8
7

15
32

32
5

60
32

32
20

32
9

72
32

32
20

32
5

68
32

32
20

72
9

96
72

72
32

I

(F)
Q8S45

0
8

8
0

21
8

(F)
Q9S47,8

3
8

(F)
8
1

16
8

8
8

(F)
Q9HS411

2
8

(F)
8
0

15
8

8
7

(F)
Q12S95

0
18

12
18

23
32

(F)
18
0

23
18

18
11

(F)
Q16S927

27
32

27
72

(F)
18
4

45
18

2
0

11
2

18
15

75
72

72
25

150
72

72
50

2
3

11
8

8
1

32
8

8
8

19
16

16
1

40
16

16
8

(F)
II

F

Q4S1B128
Q4S1B1L29,30

2
2

Q4S2B2L31

4
4

(F)
4
0

13
4

4
4

Failure to satisfy necessary conditions.

12.4.2 Design of some useful elements
The simple patch count test indicates how elements could be designed to pass it, and
thus avoid the singularity (instability). Equation (12.15b) is always trivial to satisfy for
elements in which S is interpolated independently in each element. In a single-element
test it will be necessary to restrain at least one w̃ degree of freedom to prevent rigid body
translations. Thus, the minimum number of terms which can be included in S for each
element is always one less than the number of w̃ parameters in each element. As patches
with more than one element are constructed the number of w parameters will increase
proportionally with the number of nodes and the number of shear constraints increase by
the number of elements. For both quadrilateral and triangular elements the requirement
that ns ≥ nw − 1 for no boundary restraints ensures that Eq. (12.15b) is satisfied on
all patches for both constrained and relaxed boundary conditions. Failure to satisfy
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Table 12.2 Triangular mixed elements: patch count
Single-element patch
Element

Six-element patch

Reference

αC

βC

αR

βR

αC

βC

αR

βR

T3S1

0
2

2
0

6
2

2
2

3
12

12
1

18
12

12
6

36
7

54
36

36
18

57
36

36
19

108
36

36
36

I

(F)

T6S3

0
6

(F)
6
0

15
6

6
5

(F)

T10S3

3
6

21
36

(F)
6
6

27
6

(F)

6
9

(F)

II
T3S1B1L32,33

2
2

2
0

8
2

2
2

20
12

12
6

35
12

12
11

T3S1B1A34

2
2

2
0

8
2

2
2

15
12

12
1

30
12

12
6

T6S1B1

2
2

2
0

17
2

2
5

33
12

12
7

66
12

12
18

(F)
T6S3B317

F

6
6

6
0

21
6

6
5

(F)
75
36

36
7

108
36

36
18

Failure to satisfy necessary conditions.

this simple requirement explains clearly why certain of the elements in Tables 12.1
and 12.2 failed the single-element patch test for the relaxed boundary condition case.
Thus, a successful satisfaction of the count condition requires now only the consideration of Eq. (12.15a). In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss two approaches
which can successfully satisfy Eq. (12.15a). The first is the use of discrete collocation
constraints in which the third of Eq. (12.3) is enforced at preselected points on the
boundary and occasionally in the interior of elements. Boundary constraints are often
‘shared’ between two elements and thus reduce the rate at which ns increases. The
other approach is to introduce bubble or enhanced modes for the rotation parameters
in the interior of elements. Here, for convenience, we refer to both as a ‘bubble mode’
approach. The inclusion of at least as many bubble modes as shear modes will automatically satisfy Eq. (12.15a). This latter approach is similar to that used in Sec. 12.7
of Volume 1 to stabilize elements for solving the (nearly) incompressible problem and
is a clear violation of ‘intuition’ since for the thin plate problem the rotations appear as
derivatives of w. Its use in this case is justified by patch counts and performance.

Elements with discrete collocation constraints

12.5 Elements with discrete collocation constraints
12.5.1 General possibilities of discrete collocation constraints –
quadrilaterals
The possibility of using conventional interpolation to achieve satisfactory performance
of mixed-type elements is limited, as is apparent from the preceding discussion.
One feasible alternative is that of increasing the element order, and we have already
observed that the cubic Lagrangian interpolation nearly satisfies the stability requirement and often performs well.3,8,27 However, the complexity of the formulation is
formidable and this direction is not often used.
A different approach uses collocation constraints for the shear approximation on
the element boundaries, thus limiting the number of S parameters and making the
patch count more easily satisfied. This direction is indicated in the work of Hughes
and Tezduyar,35 Bathe and co-workers,36,37 and Hinton and Huang,38,39 as well as in
generalizations by Zienkiewicz et al.,40 and others.41–48
The procedure bears a close relationship to the so-called DKT (discrete Kirchhoff
theory) developed in Chapter 11 (see Sec. 11.18) and indeed explains why these, essentially thin plate, approximations are successful.
The key to the discrete formulation is evident if we consider Fig. 12.8, where a
simple bilinear element is illustrated. We observe that with a C0 interpolation of φ and
w, the shear strain
γx =

∂w
+ φx
∂x

(12.16)

is uniquely determined at any point of the side 1–2 (such as point I , for instance) and

Fig. 12.8 Collocation constraints on a bilinear element: independent interpolation of S x and S y .
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that hence [by Eq. (12.1b)]

Sx = αγx

(12.17)

is also uniquely determined there.
Thus, if a node specifying the shear resultant distribution were placed at that point
and if the constraints [or satisfaction of Eq. (12.1b)] were only imposed there, then
1. the nodal value of Sx would be shared by adjacent elements (assuming continuity
of α);
2. the nodal values of Sx would be prescribed if the φ̃ and w̃ values were constrained
as they are in the constrained patch test.
Indeed if α, the shear rigidity, were to vary between adjacent elements the values of
Sx would only differ by a multiplying constant and arguments remain essentially the
same.
The prescription of the shear field in terms of such boundary values is simple. In the
case illustrated in Fig. 12.8 we interpolate independently
Sx = Nsx S̃x

and

Sy = Nsy S̃y

(12.18)

using the shape functions



1
y − yI I I , yI − y
yI − yI I I


1
x − xI V , xI I − x
Nsy =
xI I − xI V

Nsx =

(12.19)

as illustrated. Such an interpolation, of course, defines Ns of Eq. (12.11).
The introduction of the discrete constraint into the analysis is a little more involved.
We can proceed by using different (Petrov–Galerkin) weighting functions, and in
particular applying a Dirac delta weighting or point collocation to Eq. (12.1b) in the
approximate form. However, it is advantageous here to return to the constrained variational principle [see Eq. (11.83)] and seek stationarity of



1
1
1
ST S d −
w q d + bt = stationary
=
(Lφ)T DLφ d +
2 
2  α

(12.20)
where the first term on the right-hand side denotes the bending and the second the
transverse shear energy. In the above we again use the approximations
φ = Nφ φ̃
S = Ns S̃

w = Nw w̃
Ns = [Nsx , Nsy ]

(12.21)

subject to the constraint Eq. (12.1b):
S = α (∇w + φ)

(12.22)

being applied directly in a discrete manner, that is, by collocation at such points as I
to I V in Fig. 12.8 and appropriate direction selection. We shall eliminate S from the
computation but before proceeding with any details of the algebra it is interesting to

Elements with discrete collocation constraints

Fig. 12.9 Patch test on (a) one and (b) four elements of the type given in Fig. 12.8. (Observe that in a
constrained test boundary values of S are prescribed.)

Fig. 12.10 The quadratic Lagrangian element with collocation constraints on boundaries and in the internal
domain.38,39

observe the relation of the element of Fig. 12.8 to the patch test, noting that we still
have a mixed problem requiring the count conditions to be satisfied. (This indeed is
the element of references 36 and 37.) We show the counts on Fig. 12.9 and observe
that although they fail in the four-element assembly the margin is small here (and for
larger patches, counts are satisfactory).* The results given by this element are quite
good, as will be shown in Sec. 12.9.
The discrete constraints and the boundary-type interpolation can of course be used in
other forms. In Fig. 12.10 we illustrate the quadratic element of Huang and Hinton.38,39
Here two points on each side of the quadrilateral define the shears Sx and Sy but in
*

Reference 37 reports a mathematical study of stability for this element.
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Table 12.3 Elements with collocation constraints: patch count. Degrees of freedom:
, w − 1; , φ − 2; , S − 1; ∩, φn − 1
Single-element patch
Element

Four-element patch

Reference

αC

βC

αR

βR

αC

βC

αR

βR

Q9D1238,39

3
4

4
1

24
12

12
8

27
24

24
9

72
40

40
24

3
2

2
1

24
10

10
8

27
16

16
9

72
32

32
24

Q9D10

(F)

Q8D8

0
0

0
0

21
8

8
7

15
8

8
5

60
24

24
21

Q5D6

3
2

2
1

12
6

6
4

15
12

12
5

36
20

20
12

Q4D436,37

0
0

0
0

8
4

4
3

3
4

4
1

24
12

12
8

(F)
Single-element patch

F Failure

Six-element patch

αC

βC

αR

βR

αC

βC

αR

βR

T6D640

0
0

0
0

15
6

6
5

21
12

12
7

43
24

24
23

T3D340,44

0
0

0
0

9
3

3
2

9
6

6
1

45
12

12
6

to satisfy necessary conditions.

addition four internal parameters are introduced as shown. Now both the boundary and
internal ‘nodes’ are again used as collocation points for imposing the constraints.
The count for single-element and four-element patches is given in Table 12.3. This
element only fails in a single-element patch under constrained conditions, and again
numerical verification shows generally good performance. Details of numerical examples will be given later.
It is clear that with discrete constraints many more alternatives for design of satisfactory elements that pass the patch test are present. In Table 12.3 several quadrilaterals
and triangles that satisfy the count conditions are illustrated. In the first a modification
of the Hinton–Huang element with reduced internal shear constraints is shown (second
element). Here biquadratic ‘bubble functions’ are used in the interior shear component interpolation, as shown in Fig. 12.11. Similar improvements in the count can be
achieved by using a serendipity-type interpolation, but now, of course, the distorted
performance of the element may be impaired (for reasons we discussed in Volume 1,
Sec. 9.7). Addition of bubble functions on all the w and φ parameters can, as shown,

Elements with discrete collocation constraints

make the Bathe–Dvorkin fully satisfy the count condition. We shall pursue this further
in Sec. 12.6.
All quadrilateral elements can, of course, be mapped isoparametrically, remembering
of course that components of shear Sξ and Sη parallel to the ξ, η coordinates have to
be used to ensure the preservation of the desirable constrained properties previously
discussed. Such ‘directional’ shear interpolation is also essential when considering
triangular elements, to which the next section is devoted. Before doing this, however,
we shall complete the algebraic derivation of element properties.

12.5.2 Element matrices for discrete collocation constraints
The starting point here will be to use the variational principle given by Eq. (12.20)
with the shear variables eliminated directly.
The application of the discrete constraints of Eq. (12.22) allows the ‘nodal’ parameters S̃ defining the shear force distribution to be determined explicitly in terms of the
w̃ and φ̃ parameters. This gives in general terms



S̃ = α Qw w̃ + Qφ φ̃

(12.23)

in each element. For instance, for the rectangular element of Fig. 12.8 we can write
w̃ 2 − w̃ 1
a
w̃ 2 − w̃ 3
=α
b
w̃ 3 − w̃ 4
=α
a
w̃ 1 − w̃ 4
=α
b

SxI = α
SyI I
SxI I I
SyI V

φ̃x1 + φ̃x2
2
φ̃y2 + φ̃y3
+
2
φ̃x3 + φ̃x4
+
2
φ̃y1 + φ̃y4
+
2
+

(12.24)

which can readily be rearranged into the form of Eq. (12.23) as

⎡
−b
1 ⎢ 0
Qw =
⎣ 0
ab
a
where

⎤
⎡
b
0
0
1
1 ⎢0
a −a
0⎥
and Qφ = ⎣
0
b −b ⎦
2 0
0
0 −a
0

⎧ I ⎫
Sx ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ SI I ⎪
⎬

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

⎧ ⎫
⎧ ⎫
φ̃ ⎪
⎪
w̃ 1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎨ 1⎪
⎬
x
φ̃2
w̃ 2
;
w̃
=
;
φ̃
=
; φ̃a =
S̃ =
III ⎪
w̃ 3 ⎪
φ̃3 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
S
⎩
⎭
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
x
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎭
⎪
w̃ 4
φ̃4
⎩ IV ⎪
⎭
Sy

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

φ̃xa
φ̃ya

0
0
1
0

⎤
0
0⎥
0⎦
1
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Fig. 12.11 A biquadratic hierarchical bubble for S x .

Including the above discrete constraint conditions in the variational principle of
Eq. (12.20) we obtain


T
1
LNφ φ̃ DLNφ φ̃ d
=
2 

1
+
[Ns (Qφ φ̃ + Qw w̃)]T α[Ns (Qφ φ̃ + Qw w̃)] d
(12.25)
2 

−
wq d + bt = minimum


This is a constrained potential energy principle from which on minimization we obtain
the system of equations
Kww Kwφ
w̃
f
= w
(12.26)
fφ
φ̃
Kφw Kφφ
The element contributions are
Kww = QTw Kss Qw
T
Kwφ = QTw Kss Qφ = Kφw

Kφφ = (LNφ )T D(LNφ ) d + QTφ Kss Qφ

Kss =
NsT αNs d

(12.27)



with the force terms identical to those defined in Eq. (12.8d).
These general expressions derived above can be used for any form of discrete constraint elements described and present no computational difficulties.
In the preceding we have imposed the constraints by point collocation of nodes placed
on external boundaries or indeed the interior of the element. Other integrals could be
used without introducing any difficulties in the final construction of the stiffness matrix.
One could, for instance, require integrals such as


∂w
+φ
W Ss − α
d = 0
∂s


Elements with discrete collocation constraints

on segments of the boundary, or


∂w
+φ
W Ss − α
∂s


d = 0

in the interior of an element. All would achieve the same objective, providing elimination of the Ss parameters is still possible.
The use of discrete constraints can easily be shown to be equivalent to use of substitute shear strain matrices in the irreducible formulation of Eq. (12.8a). This makes
introduction of such forms easy in standard computer programs. Details of such an
approach are given by Oñate et al.47,48

12.5.3 Relation to the discrete Kirchhoff formulation
In Chapter 11, Sec. 11.18, we have discussed the so-called discrete Kirchhoff theory
(DKT) formulation for beams in which the Kirchhoff constraints [i.e. Eq. (12.22) with
α = ∞] were applied in a discrete manner. The reason for the success of such discrete
constraints was not obvious previously, but we believe that the formulation presented
here in terms of the mixed form fully explains its basis. It is well known that the study of
mixed forms frequently reveals the robustness or otherwise of irreducible approaches.
In Chapter 11 of reference 4 we explained why certain elements of irreducible form
perform well as the limit of incompressibility is approached and why others fail. Here
an analogous situation is illustrated.
It is clear that every one of the elements so far discussed has its analogue in the DKT
form. Indeed, the thick plate approach we have adopted here with α = ∞ is simply a
penalty approach to the DKT constraints in which direct elimination of variables was
used. Many opportunities for development of interesting and perhaps effective plate
elements are thus available for both the thick and thin range.
We shall show in the next section some triangular elements and their DKT counterparts. Perhaps the whole range of the present elements should be termed ‘QnDc’ and
‘TnDc’ (discrete Reissner–Mindlin) elements in order to ease the classification. Here
‘n’ is the number of displacement nodes and ‘c’ the number of shear constraints.

12.5.4 Collocation constraints for triangular elements
Figure 12.12 illustrates a triangle in which a straightforward quadratic interpolation
of φ and w is used. In this we shall take the shear forces to be given as a complete
linear field defined by six shear force values on the element boundaries in directions
parallel to these. The shear ‘nodes’ are located at Gauss points along each edge and
the constraint collocation is made at the same position.
Writing the interpolation in standard area coordinates4 we have
S=

3

a=1

La S̃a

(12.28)
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Fig. 12.12 The T6D6 triangular plate element.

where S̃a are six parameters which can be determined by writing the tangential shear
at the six constraint nodes. Introducing the tangent vector to each edge of the element
as
ebx
(12.29)
eb =
eby
a tangential component of shear on the b-edge (for which Lb = 0) is obtained from
Sb = S · eb

(12.30)

Evaluation of Eq. (12.30) at the two Gauss points (defined on interval 0 to 1)
1 √
1 √
g1 = √ ( 3 − 1) and g2 = √ ( 3 + 1)
2 3
2 3

(12.31)

yields a set of six equations which can be used to determine the six parameters a in terms
of the tangential edge shears S̃ b1 and S̃b2 . The final solution for the shear interpolation
then becomes



3

ecy , −eby
g1 S̃ b1 + g2 S̃ b2
La
(12.32)
S=
a −ecx ,
ebx
g1 S̃ c1 + g2 S̃ c2
a=1
in which a, b, c is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3. This defines uniquely the shape
functions of Eq. (12.11) and, on application of constraints, expresses finally the shear
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Fig. 12.13 The T3D3 (discrete Reissner--Mindlin) triangle of reference 44 with w linear, φ constrained
quadratic, and S b constant and parallel to sides.

field of nodal displacements w̃ and rotations φ̃ in the manner of Eq. (12.23). The full
derivation of the above expression is given in reference 40, and the final derivation of
element matrices follows the procedures of Eqs (12.25)–(12.27).
The element derived satisfies fully the patch test count conditions as shown in
Table 12.3 as the T6D6 element. This element yields results which are generally
‘too flexible’. An alternative triangular element which shows considerable improvement in performance is indicated in Fig. 12.13. Here the w displacement is interpolated
linearly and φ is initially a quadratic but is constrained to have linear behaviour along
the tangent to each element edge.44 Only a single shear constraint is introduced on each
element side with the shear interpolation obtained from Eq. (12.32) by setting
S̃ b1 = S̃ b2 = S̃ b

(12.33)

The ‘count’ conditions are again fully satisfied for single and multiple element
patches as shown in Table 12.3.
This element is of particular interest as it turns out to be the exact equivalent of the
DKT triangle with 9 degrees of freedom which gave a satisfactory solution for thin
plates.49–51 Indeed, in the limit the two elements have an identical performance, though
of course the T3D3 element is applicable also to plates with shear deformation. We
note that the original DKT element can be modified in a different manner to achieve
shear deformability52 and obtain similar results. However, this element as introduced
in reference 52 is not fully convergent.

12.6 Elements with rotational bubble or enhanced modes
As a starting point for this class of elements we may consider a standard functional of
Reissner type given by



1
1
ST α−1 S d +
ST (∇w + φ) d
=
(Lφ)T DLφ d −
2 
2 


(12.34)
−
w q d + bt = stationary


in which approximations for w, φ and S are required.
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Three triangular elements designed by introducing ‘bubble modes’for rotation parameters are found to be robust, and at the same time excellent performers. None of these
elements is ‘obvious’, and they all use an interpolation of rotations that is of higher or
equal order than that of w. Figure 12.14 shows the degree-of-freedom assignments for
these triangular elements and the second part of Table 12.2 shows again their performance in patches.
The quadratic element (T6S3B3) was devised by Zienkiewicz and Lefebvre17 starting
from a quadratic interpolation for w and φ. The shear S is interpolated by a complete

7

32

34

Fig. 12.14 Three robust triangular elements: (a) the T6S3B3 element of Zienkiewicz and Lefebvre;17 (b) the
T6S1B1 element of Xu;32 (c) the T3S1B1A element of Arnold and Falk.34

Elements with rotational bubble or enhanced modes

linear polynomial in each element, giving here six parameters, S̃. Three hierarchical
quartic bubbles are added to the rotations giving the interpolation
φ=

6

a=1

Na (Lk )φ̃a +

3


Nb (Lk )φ̃b

(12.35)

b=1

where Na (Lk ) are conventional quadratic isoparametric interpolations on the six-node
triangle4 and shape functions for the quartic bubble modes are given as
Nb (Lk ) = Lb (L1 L2 L3 )
Thus, we have introduced six additional rotation parameters but have left the number of
w parameters unaltered from those given by a quadratic interpolation. This element has
very desirable properties and good performance when the integral for Kb in Eq. (12.13)
is computed by using seven point quadrature4 and the other integrals are computed by
using four points. Some improvement is gained using a mixed form in which the
bending moments are approximated as discontinuous quadratic interpolations for each
component and the first integral in Eq. (12.34) is replaced as



1
1
MT D−1 M d
(12.36)
(Lφ)T DLφ d →
(Lφ)T M d −
2 
2


All other terms in Eq. (12.34) remain the same. The mixed element computed in this
way is denoted as T6S3B3M in subsequent results. We shall show later that optimal
performance can be attained using ‘linked’ interpolation on this element.
Since the T6S3B3 type elements use a complete quadratic to describe the displacement and rotation field, an isoparametric mapping may be used to produce curved-sided
elements and, indeed, curved-shell elements. Furthermore, by design this type passes
the count test and by numerical testing is proved to be quite robust when used to analyse both thick and thin plate problems.17,53 Since the w displacement interpolation is a
standard quadratic interpolation the element may be joined compatibly to tetrahedral
or prism solid elements which have six-node faces. We shall show later that optimal
performance can be attained for this element by using ‘linked’ interpolation for w with
additional enhanced strain modes – however, using this form the compatability between
any attached tetrahedral elements is lost.
A linear triangular element [T3S1B1 – Fig. 12.14(b)] with a total of 9 nodal degrees of
freedom adds a single cubic bubble to the linear rotational interpolation and uses linear
interpolation for w with constant discontinuous shear. This element satisfies all count
conditions for solution (see Table 12.2); however, without further enhancements it locks
as the thin plate limit is approached.32 As we have stated previously the count condition
is necessary but not sufficient to define successful elements and numerical testing is
always needed. In a later section we discuss a ‘linked interpolation’ modification which
also makes this element robust.
A third element employing bubble modes [T3S1B1A – Fig. 12.14(c)] was devised by
Arnold and Falk.34 It is of interest to note that this element uses a discontinuous (nonconforming) w interpolation with parameters located at the mid-side of each triangle.
The rotation interpolation is a standard linear interpolation with an added cubic bubble.
The shear interpolation is constant on each element. This element is a direct opposite of
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the triangular element of Morley discussed in Chapter 11 in that location of the displacement and rotation parameters is reversed. The location of the displacement parameters,
however, precludes its use in combination with standard solid elements. Thus, this element is of little general interest.
The introduction of successful bubble modes in quadrilaterals is more difficult.
The first condition examined was the linear quadrilateral with a single bubble mode
(Q4S1B1). For this element the patch count test fails when only a single element is
considered but for assemblies above four elements it is passed and much hope was
placed on this condition.29,30 Unfortunately, one singular mode with a zero eigenvalue
persists in all assemblies when the completely relaxed support conditions are considered. Despite this singularity the element does not lock and usually gives an excellent
performance.30
To avoid, however, any singularity it is necessary to have at least three shear stress
components and a similar number of rotation components of bubble form. No simple
way of achieving a three-term interpolation exists but a successful four-component
form was obtained by Auricchio and Taylor.31 This four-term interpolation for shear is
given by
⎧ ⎫

 ⎪S̃ 1 ⎪
0
0
0
0
J11 J21 J11 η J21 ξ ⎨S̃ 2 ⎬
(12.37)
S=
0
0
0
0
J12
J22
J12
η J22
ξ ⎪
⎭
⎩S̃ 3 ⎪
S̃ 4
The Jacobian transformation Jij0 is identical to that introduced when describing the
Pian–Sumihara element 4,54 and is computed as


0
0
J11
= x,ξ ξ=η=0 ,
J12
= x,η ξ=η=0


(12.38)
0
0
J21
= y,ξ ξ=η=0 ,
J22
= y,η ξ=η=0
To satisfy Eq. (12.15a) it is necessary to construct a set of four bubble modes. An
appropriate form is found to be


0
0
0
0
−J12
J22
η −J12
ξ
J22
1
(12.39)
Nbub = Nb (ξ, η)
0
0
0
0
j
−J21
J11
−J21
η
J11
ξ
in which j is the determinant of the Jacobian transformation J (i.e. not the determinant
of J0 ) and Nbub = (1 − ξ2 )(1 − η2 ) is a bubble mode. Thus, the rotation parameters
are interpolated by using
φ=

4


Na φ̃a + Nbub φ̃bub

(12.40)

a=1

where Na are the standard bilinear interpolations for the four-node quadrilateral.
The element so achieved (Q4S2B2) is stable.

12.7 Linked interpolation – an improvement of accuracy
In the previous section we outlined various procedures which are effective in ensuring
the necessary count conditions and which are, therefore, essential to make the elements

Linked interpolation – an improvement of accuracy

‘work’ without locking or singularity. In this section we shall try to improve the
interpolation used to increase the accuracy without involving additional parameters.
The reader will here observe that in the primary interpolation we have used equalorder polynomials to interpolate both the displacement (w) and the rotations (φ).
Clearly, if we consider the limit of thin plate theory
φ=

φx
φy

= − ∇w

(12.41)

and hence one order lower interpolation for φ appears necessary. To achieve this we
introduce here the concept of linked interpolation in which the primary expression is
written as
(12.42a)
φ = Nφ φ̃
and
w = Nw w̃ + Nwφ φ̃

(12.42b)

This is precisely the form we obtained when seeking interpolations for the Timoshenko
beam that gave exact interelement nodal results and forms the basis from which we now
develop an interpolation for the Reissner–Mindlin plate theory. Such an expression
ensures that a higher-order polynomial can be introduced for the representation of
w without adding additional element parameters. This procedure can, of course, be
applied to any of the elements we have listed in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 to improve the
accuracy attainable. We shall here develop such linking for two types of elements in
which the essential interpolations are linear on each edge and one element where they
are quadratic.
We thus improve the triangular T3S1B1 and by linking L to its formulation we
arrive at T3S1B1L. The same procedure can, of course, be applied to the quadrilaterals
Q4S1B1 and Q4S2B2 of which only the second is unconditionally stable and add the
letter L.
In the context of thick plates linked interpolation on a three-node triangle was introduced by Lynn and co-workers55,56 and first extended to permit also thin plate analysis
by Xu.32,57 Similar interpolations have also been used by Tessler and Hughes58,59 and
termed ‘anisoparametric’. Additional presentations dealing with the simple triangular
element with 9 degrees of freedom in its reduced form [see Eq. (12.66)] have been
given by Taylor and co-workers.33,44,60
Quadrilateral elements employing linked interpolation have been developed by
Crisfield,61 Zienkiewicz and co-workers,28,30 and Auricchio and Taylor.31

12.7.1 Linking function for linear triangles and quadrilaterals
Based on the linked form for beams given in Sec. 10.5.1 the function Nwφ for the linear
triangle T3 and the linear quadrilaterals may be expressed as
el
1
(Nwφ )a lbc (φsb − φsc )
w = Na w̃a −
8

n

a=1

(12.43)
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where nel is the number of vertex nodes on the element (i.e. 3 or 4), lbc is the length of the
b–c side, φsb is the rotation at node b in the tangent direction of the ath side, and (Nwφ )a
are shape functions defining the quadratic w along the side but still maintaining zero
w at corner nodes. For the triangular element these are the shape functions identical to
those arising in the plane six-node element at mid-side nodes and are given by4


Nwφ = 4 L1 L2 , L2 L3 , L3 L1
(12.44)
and for the quadrilateral element these are the shape functions for the eight-node
serendipity functions given by


Nwφ = 21 (1 − ξ2 )(1 − η), (1 + ξ)(1 − η2 ), (1 − ξ2 )(1 + η), (1 − ξ)(1 − η2 )
(12.45)

Example 12.1 Derivation of linked function for three-node
triangle
The development of a shape function for the three-node triangular element with a total
of 9 degrees of freedom is developed using the fact that both shear and moment in
the equivalent Timoshenko beam form were constant. A process to develop a linked
interpolation for the plate transverse displacement, w, can start from a full quadratic
expansion written in hierarchical form. Thus, for a triangle we have the interpolation
in area coordinates
w = L1 w̃1 + L2 w̃2 + L3 w̃3 + 4L1 L2 α̃1 + 4L2 L3 α̃2 + 4L3 L1 α̃3

(12.46)

where w̃ a are the nodal displacements and α̃a are hierarchical parameters. The hierarchical parameters are then expressed in terms of rotational parameters. Along any
edge, say the 1–2 edge (where L3 = 0), the displacement is given by
w = L1 w̃1 + L2 w̃2 + 4L1 L2 α1

(12.47)

The expression used to eliminate α1 is deduced by constraining the transverse edge
shear to be a constant. Along the edge the transverse shear is given by
γ12 =

∂w
+ φs
∂s

(12.48)

where s is the coordinate tangential to the edge and φs is the component of the rotation
along the edge. The derivative of Eq. (12.47) along the edge is given by
w̃2 − w̃1
L2 − L 1
∂w
=
+4
α̃1
l12
l12
∂s

(12.49)

where l12 is the length of the 1–2 side. Assuming a linear interpolation for φs along the
edge we have
(12.50)
φs = L1 φ̃s1 + L2 φ̃s2
which, after noting that L1 + L2 = 1 along the edge, may also be expressed as
φs = 21 (φ̃s1 + φ̃s2 ) + 21 (φ̃s1 − φ̃s2 )(L2 − L1 )

(12.51)
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The transverse shear may now be given as
γ12 =

w̃2 − w̃1
1
1
4
+ (φ̃s1 + φ̃s2 ) +
α̃1 + (φ̃s1 − φ̃s2 ) (L2 − L1 )
l12
2
l12
2

(12.52)

Constraining the strain to be constant gives
α̃1 = −

l12
(φ̃s1 − φ̃s2 )
8

(12.53)

yielding the ‘linked’ edge interpolation
w = L1 w̃1 + L2 w̃2 + 21 l12 L1 L2 (φ̃s1 − φ̃s2 )

(12.54)

The normal rotations may now be expressed in terms of the nodal Cartesian components
by using
(12.55)
φs = cos ψ12 φx + sin ψ12 φy
where ψ12 is the angle that the normal to the edge makes with the x axis. Repeating
this process for the other two edges gives the final interpolation for the transverse
displacement.
A similar process can be followed to develop the linked interpolations for the quadrilateral element. The reader can verify that the use of the constant 1/8 ensures that
constant shear strain on the element side occurs. Further, a rigid body rotation with
φ̃a = φ̃b in the element causes no straining. Finally, with rotation φ̃a being the same
for adjacent elements C0 continuity is ensured.

12.7.2 Linked interpolation for quadratic elements
The interpolation for the quadratic element shown in Fig. 12.15 proceeds in a similar
way to the linear form just presented. The development of the quadratic element, which

3
l23

w

5

φx

6
wb

φy
φx
φy
1

Fig. 12.15 Quadratic linked element.
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is similar to the Zienkiewicz–Lefebvre element described above in Sec. 12.6, was presented by Auricchio and Lovadina.62 The element was extended to include anisotropic
materials and coupling with in-plane displacements by Taylor and Govindjee.63 The
development starts with quadratic interpolation for the displacement w and rotation
φ. The transverse displacement is then increased to a complete cubic using the linked
concept in which w is written as
w =

6


Na (Lk )w̃ a + Nbub w̃bub

a=1

(12.56)
3
1 
T
lab La Lb (Lb − La )tab (φ̃a + φ̃b − 2 φ̃a+3 ); a = 1, 2, 3; b = 2, 3, 1
+
3
a=1

with

Nbub = L1 L2 L3

(12.57)

Here wbub is an hierarchical parameter. We note that the bubble mode can be retained
as a displacement degree of freedom or its gradient added as an enhanced mode to
shearing strains. As noted above the rotation interpolation is given by the quadratic
form
6

Na (Lk )φ̃a
(12.58)
φ=
a=1

To satisfy the mixed patch test the strains for the linked element need additional
enhanced terms which are computed from the derivatives and values of additional
displacement functions. Accordingly, we consider the enhanced curvature given by
⎧
⎫
⎡
⎤
∂φen
∂Na
x
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0 ⎥
⎪
⎪
⎢ ∂x
⎪
⎪
∂x
⎪
⎪


⎪
⎪
⎢
⎥
en
⎨
⎬
χx
 ⎢
⎥
∂φ
∂N
φ̃
a
y
x
⎢
⎥
6⎢ 0
+
(12.59)
χ = χy =
⎪
⎪
∂y ⎥
∂x
⎪
⎪
⎥ φ̃y
χx y
a=1 ⎢
⎪
⎪
en
⎪
⎣ ∂Na ∂Na ⎦
⎪
⎪
∂φen ⎪
⎪
⎩ ∂φx + y ⎪
⎭
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂x
where
φen =

3


(Lb − 13 )Nbub β̃ + (∇Nbub )Nbub φ̃bub

(12.60)

b=1

in which β̃ and φ̃bub add seven parameters.
The enhanced transverse shear strain is given by
⎧
⎫
∂w
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ φx ⎬
⎨
γx
∂x
=
+ φen
γ=
γy
∂w
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ φy ⎪
⎩
⎭
∂y
where we assume that wbub is treated as a displacement parameter.

(12.61)

Discrete ‘exact’ thin plate limit

Finally, the shear interpolation is given by

S+
3La S̃a + ∇Nbub S̃ bub

(12.62)

a=1

For the form given above each node has 3 degrees of freedom (w̃a , φxa and φya ), one
internal nw , seven internal nφ and seven internal nx . The element satisfies the count
condition of the mixed patch test for all element configurations including a single
element with all external degrees of freedom restrained.

Example 12.2 Clamped plate by linked elements
For a clamped plate a solution based on the Reissner–Mindlin plate theory has been
given by Chinosi and Lovadina.64 Using an inverse method we may write the
solution as
w = wb + ws with φ = −∇wb
1
wb = x 3 (x − 1)3 y 3 (y − 1)3
3
t2
∇ 2 wb
ws = −
6κ(1 − ν)
which gives the load

q = D 12y(y − 1)(5x(x − 1) + 1)(2y 2 (y − 1)2 + x(x − 1)(5y(y − 1) + 1)

+ 12x(x − 1)(5y(y − 1) + 1)(2x 2 (x − 1)2 + y(y − 1)(5x(x − 1) + 1)
This solution is used to illustrate the convergence of the energy error for a clamped
plate as shown in Fig. 12.16.

12.8 Discrete ‘exact’ thin plate limit
Discretization of Eq. (12.34) using interpolations of the form*
w = Nw w̃ + Nwφ φ̃ ,

φ = Nφ φ̃ + Nb φ̃b ,

S = Ns S̃

(12.63)

where here we use the abbreviated notation b (instead of bub) for bubble modes, leads
to the algebraic system of equations
⎡
⎫ ⎧ ⎫
T ⎤⎧
0
0
0 Ksw
w̃ ⎪ ⎪fw ⎪
⎪
⎢ 0 Kφφ K T K T ⎥ ⎨ φ̃ ⎬ ⎨ fφ ⎬
bφ
sφ ⎥
⎢
=
(12.64)
⎣ 0 K
T ⎦ ⎪φ̃b ⎪
Kbb Ksb
bφ
⎩
⎭ ⎪
⎩0⎪
⎭
0
S̃
Ksw Ksφ Ksb Kss
where, for simplicity, only the forces fw and fφ due to transverse load q and boundary
conditions are included [see Eq. (12.8d)]. The arrays appearing in Eq. (12.64) are given
by
*

The term Nwφ will be exploited in the next part of this section and thus is included for completeness.
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Kφφ =
Kbφ =
Kbb =



Kss = − Ns α−1 Ns d,
 
!
Ksφ =
NsT ∇Nwφ − Nφ d,

Ksb = − NsT Nb d,

(LNφ ) D(LNφ ) d,
T





Ksw =



(LNb )T D(LNφ ) d,
(LNb )T D(LNb ) d,
NsT ∇Nw

(12.65)



d

Adopting a static condensation process at the element level65 in which the internal
rotational parameters are eliminated first, followed by the shear parameters, yields the
element stiffness matrix in terms of the element w̃ and φ̃ parameters given by
T
−1
Ksw
Ass
Ksw

T
−1
−Ksw
Ass
Asφ

w̃

T
−1
−Asφ
Ass
Ksw

T
−1
−Aφφ + Asφ
Ass
Asφ

φ̃

=

fw

(12.66)

fφ

in which
−1 T
Ksb − Kss ,
Ass = Ksb Kbb

−1
Asφ = Ksb Kbb
Kbφ − Ksφ

(12.67)

−1
T
Aφφ = Kbφ
Kbb
Kbφ − Kφφ

This solution strategy requires the inverse of Kbb and Ass only. In particular, we note
that the inverse of Ass can be performed even if Kss is zero (provided the other term
is non-singular). The vanishing of Kss defines the thin plate limit. Thus, the above
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Fig. 12.16 Energy error for quadratic linked element. Clamped plate.
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strategy leads to a solution process in which the thin plate limit is defined without
recourse to a penalty method. Indeed, all terms in the process generally are not subject
to ill-conditioning due to differences in large and small numbers. In the context of
thick and thin plate analysis this solution strategy has been exploited with success in
references 31 and 33.

12.9 Performance of various ‘thick’ plate elements –
limitations of thin plate theory
The performance of both ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ elements is frequently compared for the
examples of clamped and simply supported square plates, though, of course, more
stringent tests can and should be devised. Figure 12.17(a)–12.17(d) illustrates the
behaviour of various elements we have discussed in the case of a span-to-thickness
ratio (L/t) of 100, which generally is considered within the scope of thin plate theory.
The results are indeed directly comparable to those of Fig. 11.16 of Chapter 11, and it
is evident that here the thick plate elements perform as well as the best of the thin plate
forms.
It is of interest to note that in Fig. 12.17 we have included some elements that do not
fully pass the patch test and hence are not robust. Many such elements are still used
as their failure occurs only occasionally – although new developments should always
strive to use an element which is robust.
All ‘robust’ elements of the thick plate kind can be easily mapped isoparametrically
and their performance remains excellent and convergent. Figure 12.18 shows isoparametric mapping used on a curved-sided mesh in the solution of a circular plate for
two elements previously discussed. Obviously, such a lack of sensitivity to distortion
will be of considerable advantage when shells are considered, as we shall show in
Chapter 15.
Of course, when the span-to-thickness ratio decreases and thus shear deformation
importance increases, the thick plate elements are capable of yielding results not obtainable with thin plate theory. In Table 12.4 we show some results for a simply supported,
uniformly loaded plate for two L/t ratios and in Table 12.5 we show results for the
clamped uniformly loaded plate for the same ratios. In this example we show also the
effect of the hard and soft simple support conditions. In the hard support we assume just
as in thin plates that the rotation along the support (φs ) is zero. In the soft support case
we take, more rationally, a zero twisting moment along the support (see Chapter 11,
Sec. 11.2.2).
It is immediately evident that:
1. the thick plate (L/t = 10) shows deflections converging to very different values
depending on the support conditions, both being considerably larger than those
given by thin plate theory;
2. for the thin plate (L/t = 1000) the deflections converge uniformly to the thin
(Kirchhoff) plate results for hard support conditions, but for soft support conditions
give answers about 0.2% higher in centre deflection.
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Fig. 12.17 Convergence study for relatively thin plate (L/t = 100): (a) centre displacement (simply supported,
uniform load, square plate); (b) moment at Gauss point nearest centre (simply supported, uniform load, square
plate). Tables 12.1 and 12.2 give keys to elements used.

It is perhaps an insignificant difference that occurs in this example between the support
conditions but this can be more pronounced in different plate configurations.
In Fig. 12.19 we show the results of a study of a simply supported rhombic plate with
L/t = 100 and 1000. For this problem an accurate Kirchhoff plate theory solution

Performance of various ‘thick’ plate elements – limitations of thin plate theory

Fig. 12.17 Cont. (c) Centre displacement (clamped, uniform load, square plate); (d) moment at Gauss point
nearest centre (clamped, uniform load, square plate).

is available,66 but as will be noticed the thick plate results converge uniformly to a
displacement nearly 4% in excess of the thin plate solution for all the L/t = 100 cases.
This problem is illustrative of the substantial difference that can on occasion arise
in situations that fall well within the limits assumed by conventional thin plate theory
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Fig. 12.18 Mapped curvilinear elements in solution of a circular clamped plate under uniform load: (a) meshes
used; (b) percentage error in centre displacement and moment.

Table 12.4 Centre displacement of a simply supported plate under uniform
load for two L/t ratios; E = 10.92, ν = 0.3, L = 10, q = 1
L/t = 10; w × 10−1
Mesh, M

L/t = 1000; w × 10−7

hard support

soft support

hard support

soft support

4.2626
4.2720
4.2727
4.2728
4.2728
4.2728

4.6085
4.5629
4.5883
4.6077
4.6144

4.0389
4.0607
4.0637
4.0643
4.0644
4.0624

4.2397
4.1297
4.0928
4.0773
4.0700

2
4
8
16
32
Series

Table 12.5 Centre displacement of a clamped plate under uniform
load for two L/t ratios; E = 10.92, ν = 0.3, L = 10, q = 1
Mesh, M
2
4
8
16
32
Series

L/t = 10; w × 10−1

L/t = 1000; w × 10−7

1.4211
1.4858
1.4997
1.5034
1.5043
1.49929

1.1469
1.2362
1.2583
1.2637
1.2646
1.2653

Inelastic material behaviour

Fig. 12.19 Skew 30◦ simply supported plate (soft support); maximum deflection at A, the centre for various
degrees of freedom N. The triangular element of reference 17 is used.

(L/t = 100), and for this reason the problem has been thoroughly investigated by
Babuška and Scapolla,67 who solve it as a fully three-dimensional elasticity problem
using support conditions of the ‘soft’ type which appear to be the closest to physical
reality. Their three-dimensional result is very close to the thick plate solution, and
confirms its validity and, indeed, superiority over the thin plate forms. However, we
note that for very thin plates, even with soft support, convergence to the thin plate
results occurs.

12.10 Inelastic material behaviour
We have discussed in some detail the problem of inelastic behaviour in Sec. 11.19
of Chapter 11. The procedures of dealing with the same situation when using the
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Reissner–Mindlin theory are nearly identical and here we will simply refer the reader
to the literature on the subject68,69 and to the previous chapter.

12.11 Concluding remarks – adaptive refinement
The simplicity of deriving and using elements in which independent interpolation of
rotations and displacements is postulated and shear deformations are included assures
popularity of the approach. The final degrees of freedom used are exactly the same
type as those used in the direct approach to thin plate forms in Chapter 14, and at no
additional complexity shear deformability is included in the analysis.
If care is used to ensure robustness, elements of the type discussed in this chapter are
generally applicable and indeed could be used with similar restrictions to other finite
element approximations requiring C1 continuity in the limit.
The ease of element distortion will make elements of the type discussed here the
first choice for curved element solutions and they can easily be adapted to non-linear
material behaviour. Extension to geometric non-linearity is also possible; however, in

Fig. 12.20 Simply supported 30◦ skew plate with uniform load (problem of Fig. 12.19); adaptive analysis to
achieve 5% accuracy; L/t = 100, ν = 0.3, six-node element T6S3B3;17 φ = effectivity index, η = percentage
error in energy norm of estimator.

References

Fig. 12.21 Energy norm rate of convergence for the 30◦ skew plate of Fig. 12.19 for uniform and adaptive
refinement; adaptive analysis to achieve 5% accuracy.

this case the effects of in-plane forces must be included and this renders the problem
identical to shell theory. We shall discuss this more in Chapter 11.
In Chapters 14 and 15 of Volume 1 we discussed the need for an adaptive approach in
which error estimation is used in conjunction with mesh generation to obtain answers of
specified accuracy. Such adaptive procedures are easily used in plate bending problems
with an almost identical form of error estimation.70
In Figs 12.20 and 12.21 we show a sequence of automatically generated meshes for
the problem of the skew plate. It is of particular interest to note:
1. the initial refinement in the vicinity of corner singularity;
2. the final refinement near the simply support boundary conditions where the effects
of transverse shear will lead to a ‘boundary layer’.
Indeed, such boundary layers can occur near all boundaries of shear deformable plates
and it is usually found that the shear error represents a very large fraction of the total
error when approximations are made.
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13
Shells as an assembly
of flat elements
13.1 Introduction
A shell is, in essence, a structure that can be derived from a plate by initially forming the
middle surface as a singly (or doubly) curved surface. The same assumptions as used in
thin plates regarding the transverse distribution of strains and stresses are again valid.
However, the way in which the shell supports external loads is quite different from that
of a flat plate. The stress resultants acting on the middle surface of the shell now have
both tangential and normal components which carry a major part of the load, a fact
that explains the economy of shells as load-carrying structures and their well-deserved
popularity.
The derivation of detailed governing equations for a curved shell problem presents
many difficulties and, in fact, leads to many alternative formulations, each depending
on the approximations introduced. For details of classical shell treatment the reader
is referred to standard texts on the subject, for example the well-known treatise by
Flügge1 or the classical book by Timoshenko and Woinowski-Krieger.2
In the finite element treatment of shell problems to be described in this chapter
the difficulties referred to above are eliminated, at the expense of introducing a further approximation. This approximation is of a physical, rather than mathematical,
nature. In this it is assumed that the behaviour of a continuously curved surface can
be adequately represented by the behaviour of a surface built up of small flat elements.
Intuitively, as the size of the subdivision decreases it would seem that convergence
must occur and indeed experience indicates such a convergence.
It will be stated by many shell experts that when we compare the exact solution of
a shell approximated by flat facets to the exact solution of a truly curved shell, considerable differences in the distribution of bending moments, etc., occur. It is arguable
if this is true, but for simple elements the discretization error is approximately of the
same order and excellent results can be obtained with flat shell element approximation.
The mathematics of this problem is discussed in detail by Ciarlet.3
In a shell, the element generally will be subject both to bending and to ‘in-plane’
force resultants. For a flat element these cause independent deformations, provided
the local deformations are small, and therefore the ingredients for obtaining the necessary stiffness matrices are available in the material already covered in the preceding
chapters.

Introduction

In the division of an arbitrary shell into flat elements only triangular elements can be
used for doubly curved surfaces. Although the concept of the use of such elements in the
analysis was suggested as early as 1961 by Greene et al.,4 the success of such analysis
was hampered by the lack of a good stiffness matrix for triangular plate elements
in bending.5–8 The developments described in Chapters 11 and 12 open the way to
adequate models for representing the behaviour of shells with such a division.
Some shells, for example those with general cylindrical shapes, can be well represented by flat elements of rectangular or quadrilateral shape provided the mesh
subdivision does not lead to ‘warped’ elements. With good stiffness matrices available
for such elements the progress here has been more satisfactory. Practical problems of
arch dam design and others for cylindrical shape roofs have been solved quite early
with such subdivisions.9,10
Clearly, the possibilities of analysis of shell structures by the finite element method
are enormous. Problems presented by openings, variation of thickness, or anisotropy
are no longer of consequence.
A special case is presented by axisymmetrical shells. Although it is obviously possible to deal with these in the way described in this chapter, a simpler approach can be
used. This will be presented in Chapters 14–16.
As an alternative to the type of analysis described here, curved shell elements could
be used. Here curvilinear coordinates are essential and general procedures in Chapter 5
of reference 11 can be extended to define these. The physical approximation involved in
flat elements is now avoided at the expense of reintroducing an arbitrariness of various
shell theories. Several approaches using a direct displacement approximation are given
in references 12–32 and the use of ‘mixed variational principles’ is given in references
33–36.
A very simple and effective way of deriving curved shell elements is to use the socalled ‘shallow’ shell theory approach.14,15,37,38 Here the variables u, v, w define the
tangential and normal components of displacement to the curved surface. If all the
elements are assumed to be tangential to each other, no need arises to transfer these
from local to global values. The element is assumed to be ‘shallow’ with respect to a
local coordinate system representing its projection on a plane defined by nodal points,
and its strain energy is defined by appropriate equations that include derivatives with
respect to coordinates in the plane of projection. Thus, precisely the same shape functions can be used as in flat elements discussed in this chapter and all integrations are
in fact carried out in the ‘plane’ as before.
Such shallow shell elements, by coupling the effects of membrane and bending
strain in the energy expression, are slightly more efficient than flat ones where such
coupling occurs on the interelement boundary only. For simple, small elements the
gains are marginal, but with few higher-order large elements advantages appear. A
good discussion of such a formulation is given in reference 23.
For many practical purposes the flat element approximation gives very adequate
answers and also permits an easy coupling with edge beam and rib members, a facility
sometimes not present in a curved element formulation. Indeed, in many practical
problems the structure is in fact composed of flat surfaces, at least in part, and these
can be simply reproduced. For these reasons curved, general, thin shell forms will
not be discussed here and instead a general formulation of thick curved shells (based
directly on three-dimensional behaviour and avoiding the shell equation ambiguities)
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will be presented in Chapter 15. The development of curved elements for general shell
theories can also be effected in a direct manner; however, additional transformations
over those discussed in this chapter are involved. The interested reader is referred to
references 39 and 40 for additional discussion on this approach. In many respects the
differences in the two approaches are quite similar, as shown by Bischoff and Ramm.41
In most arbitrary-shaped, curved shell elements the coordinates used are such that
complete smoothness of the surface between elements is not guaranteed. The shape
discontinuity occurring there, and indeed on any shell where ‘branching’ occurs, is
precisely of the same type as that encountered in this chapter and therefore the methodology of assembly discussed here is perfectly general.

13.2 Stiffness of a plane element in local coordinates
Consider a typical polygonal flat element in a local coordinate system x̄ ȳ z̄ subject
simultaneously to ‘in-plane’ and ‘bending’ actions (Fig. 13.1).
Taking first the in-plane (plane stress) action, we know that the state of strain is
uniquely described in terms of the ū and v̄ displacement of each typical node a. The
minimization of the total potential energy led to the stiffness matrices described there
and gives ‘nodal’ forces due to displacement parameters ūp as
 
 
ūa
Fx̄a
e p
e p p
p
p
(f̄ ) = (K̄ ) ū
with
ūa =
(13.1)
f̄a =
v̄a
Fȳa
Similarly, when bending was considered in Chapters 11 and 12, the state of strain was
given uniquely by the nodal displacement in the z̄ direction (w̄) and the two rotations
θ̄x̄ and θ̄ȳ .* This resulted in stiffness matrices of the type
⎧ ⎫
⎧
⎫
⎨ w̄a ⎬
⎨ Fz̄a ⎬
with
ūba = θ̄x̄a
(13.2)
f̄ab = Mx̄a
(f̄ e )b = (K̄ e )b ūb
⎩ ⎭
⎩
⎭
Mȳa
θ̄ȳa
Before combining these stiffnesses it is important to note two facts. The first is that the
displacements prescribed for ‘in-plane’ forces do not affect the bending deformations
and vice versa. The second is that the rotation θz̄ does not enter as a parameter into the
definition of deformations in either mode. While one could neglect this entirely at the
present stage it is convenient, for reasons which will be apparent later when assembly
is considered, to take this rotation into account and associate with it a fictitious couple
Mz̄ . The fact that it does not enter into the minimization procedure can be accounted
for simply by inserting an appropriate number of zeros into the stiffness matrix.
Redefining the combined nodal displacement as
ūa = ūa

v̄a

w̄a

θ̄x̄a

θ̄ȳa

Fz̄a

Mx̄a

Mȳa

θ̄z̄a

T

(13.3)

and the appropriate nodal ‘forces’ as
f̄ae = Fx̄a

Fȳa

Mz̄a

T

(13.4)

In dealing with shells it is now convenient to use the rotation parameters θ instead of the director angle φ. This
is accomplished using Eq. (11.7).
*

Transformation to global coordinates and assembly of elements
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Fig. 13.1 A flat element subject to ‘in-plane’ and ‘bending’ actions.

we can write

K̄ e ū = f̄ e

(13.5)

The stiffness matrix is now made up from the following submatrices
⎡
⎤
.. 0 0 0 .. 0
p
⎢ K̄ab ... 0 0 0 ... 0 ⎥
⎢ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ⎥
⎢
⎥
..
⎢ 0 0 ...
0 ⎥
.
⎢
.. 0 ⎥
K̄ab = ⎢ 0 0 ..
b
⎥
K̄ab
..
.
⎢
⎥
.. 0 ⎥
⎢ 0 0 ...
⎣ ................. ⎦
.
.
0 0 .. 0 0 0 .. 0

(13.6)

if we note that
ūa = ūpa

ūba

θ̄z̄a

T

(13.7)

The above formulation is valid for any shape of polygonal element and, in particular,
for the two important types illustrated in Fig. 13.1.

13.3 Transformation to global coordinates and assembly
of elements
The stiffness matrix derived in the previous section used a system of local coordinates
as the ‘reference plane’, and forces and bending components also are originally derived
for this system.
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Fig. 13.2 Local and global coordinates.

Transformation of coordinates to a common global system (which will be denoted
by xyz with the local system still x̄ ȳ z̄) will be necessary to assemble the elements and
to write the appropriate equilibrium equations.
In addition it will be initially more convenient to specify the element nodes by their
global coordinates and to establish from these the local coordinates, thus requiring an
inverse transformation. All the transformations are accomplished by a simple process.
The two systems of coordinates are shown in Fig. 13.2. The forces and displacements
of a node transform from the global to the local system by a matrix T giving
ūa = T ua
in which

f̄a = Tfa



Λ 0
T=
0 Λ

(13.8)

(13.9)

with Λ being a 3 × 3 matrix of direction cosines between the two sets of axes,42,43 that
is,

 

cos(x̄, x) cos(x̄, y) cos(x̄, z)
x̄x x̄y x̄z
(13.10)
Λ = cos(ȳ, x) cos(ȳ, y) cos(ȳ, z) = ȳx ȳy ȳz
z̄x z̄y z̄z
cos(z̄, x) cos(z̄, y) cos(z̄, z)
where cos(x̄, x) is the cosine of the angle between the x̄ axis and the x axis, and so on.
By the rules of orthogonal transformation the inverse of T is given by its transpose;
thus we have
ua = TT ūa

fa = TT f̄a

(13.11)

Local direction cosines

which permits the stiffness matrix of an element in the global coordinates to be
computed as
e
e
= TT K̄ab
T
(13.12)
Kab
e
in which K̄ab is determined by Eq. (13.6) in the local coordinates.
The determination of the local coordinates follows a similar pattern. The relationship
between global and local systems is given by
 


x − x0
x̄
ȳ = Λ y − y0
(13.13)
z − z0
z̄
where x0 , y0 , z0 is the distance from the origin of the global coordinates to the origin
of the local coordinates. As in the computation of stiffness matrices for flat plane
and bending elements the position of the origin is immaterial, this transformation will
always suffice for determination of the local coordinates in the plane (or a plane parallel
to the element).
Once the stiffness matrices of all the elements have been determined in a common
global coordinate system, the assembly of the elements and forces follow the standard
solution pattern. The resulting displacements calculated are referred to the global
system, and before the stresses can be computed it is necessary to change these to the
local system for each element. The usual stress calculations for ‘in-plane’and ‘bending’
components can then be used.

13.4 Local direction cosines
The determination of the direction cosine matrix Λ gives rise to some algebraic difficulties and, indeed, is not unique since the direction of one of the local axes is arbitrary,
provided it lies in the plane of the element. We shall first deal with the assembly of rectangular elements in which this problem is particularly simple; later we shall consider
the case for triangular elements arbitrarily orientated in space.

13.4.1 Rectangular elements
Such elements are limited in use to representing a cylindrical or box type of surface.
It is convenient to take one side of each element and the corresponding x̄ axis parallel
to the global x axis. For a typical element 1234, illustrated in Fig. 13.3, it is now easy
to calculate all the relevant direction cosines. Direction cosines of x̄ are, obviously,
x̄x = 1

x̄y = x̄z = 0

(13.14)

The direction cosines of the ȳ axis have to be obtained by consideration of the
coordinates of the various nodal points. Thus,
ȳx = 0

y 4 − y1

ȳy = 
ȳz = 

(y4 − y1 )2 + (z4 − z1 )2
z 4 − z1
(y4 − y1 )2 + (z4 − z1 )2

(13.15)
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Fig. 13.4 (a) An assemblage of triangular elements representing an arbitrary shell; (b) local and global
coordinates for a triangular element.

than in the previous simple example. The most convenient way of dealing with the
problem is to use some properties of geometrical vector algebra.
One arbitrary but convenient choice of local axis direction is given here. We shall
specify that the x̄ axis is to be directed along the side 1–2 of the triangle, as shown in
Fig. 13.4(b).
The vector V21 defines this side and in terms of global coordinates we have


  
x2 − x1
x21
V21 = y2 − y1 = y21
z2 − z 1
z21

(13.17)
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4
3
1

2

4

1

Fig. 13.3 A cylindrical shell as an assembly of rectangular elements: local and global coordinates.

are simple geometrical relations which can be obtained by consideration of the sectional
plane passing vertically through 1– 4 in the z direction. Similarly, from the same section,
we have for the z̄ axis
z̄x = 0

z 1 − z4

z̄y = 

(y4 − y1 )2 + (z4 − z1 )2
y4 − y1

z̄z = 

(y4 − y1 )2 + (z4 − z1 )2

= −ȳz

(13.16)

= ȳy

Clearly, the numbering of points in a consistent fashion is important to preserve the
correct signs of the expression.

13.4.2 Triangular elements arbitrarily orientated in space
An arbitrary shell divided into triangular elements is shown in Fig. 13.4(a). Each
element has an orientation in which the angles with the coordinate planes are arbitrary.
The problem of defining local axes and their direction cosines is therefore more complex
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The direction cosines are given by dividing the components of this vector by its length,
that is, defining a vector of unit length


 
x̄x

1 x21
2
2
2
y21
with
l21 = x21
+ y21
+ z21
(13.18)
vx̄ = x̄y =
l
21

z
x̄z

21

Now, the z̄ direction, which must be normal to the plane of the triangle, needs to be
established. We can obtain this direction from a ‘vector’ cross-product of two sides of
the triangle. Thus,

 

y21 z31 − z21 y31
yz123
(13.19)
Vz̄ = V21 × V31 = z21 x31 − x21 z31 = zx123
x21 y31 − y21 x31
xy123
represents a vector normal to the plane of the triangle whose length, by definition, is
equal to twice the area of the triangle. Thus,

lz̄ = 2 = (yz123 )2 + (zx123 )2 + (xy123 )2
The direction cosines of the z̄ axis are available simply as the direction cosines of Vz̄ ,
and we have a unit vector
 


z̄x
y21 z31 − z21 y31
1
z21 x31 − x21 z31
(13.20)
vz̄ = z̄y =
2 x y − y x

z̄z

21 31

21 31

Finally, the direction cosines of the ȳ axis are established in a similar manner as
the direction cosines of a vector normal both to the x̄ direction and to the z̄ direction.
If vectors of unit length are taken in each of these directions [as in fact defined by
Eqs (13.18)–(13.20)] we have simply




ȳx
z̄y x̄z − z̄z x̄y
(13.21)
vȳ = ȳy = vz̄ × vx̄ = z̄z x̄x − z̄x x̄z
ȳz
z̄x x̄y − z̄y x̄x
without having to divide by the length of the vector, which is now simply unity.
The vector operations involved can be written as a special computer routine in which
vector products, normalizing (i.e. division by length), etc., are automatically carried
out 44 and there is no need to specify in detail the various operations given above.
In the preceding outline the direction of the x̄ axis was taken as lying along one side
of the element. A useful alternative is to specify this by the section of the triangle plane
with a plane parallel to one of the coordinate planes. Thus, for instance, if we desire
to erect the x̄ axis along a horizontal contour of the triangle (i.e. a section parallel to
the xy plane) we can proceed as follows.
First, the normal direction cosines vz̄ are defined as in Eq. (13.20). Now, the matrix
of direction cosines of x̄ has to have a zero component in the z direction and thus we
have


x̄x
(13.22)
vx̄ = x̄y
0
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As the length of the vector is unity
2x̄x + 2x̄y = 1

(13.23)

and as further the scalar product of the vx̄ and vz̄ must be zero, we can write
x̄x z̄x + x̄y z̄y = 0

(13.24)

and from these two equations vx̄ can be uniquely determined. Finally, as before
vȳ = vz̄ × vx̄

(13.25)

It should be noted that this transformation will be singular if there is no line in the
plane of the element which is parallel to the xy plane, and some other orientation must
then be selected. Yet another alternative of a specification of the x̄ axis is given in
Chapter 15 where we discuss the development of ‘shell’ elements directly from the
three-dimensional equations of solids.

13.5 ‘Drilling’ rotational stiffness – 6 degree-of-freedom
assembly
In the formulation described above a difficulty arises if all the elements meeting at a
node are co-planar. This situation will happen for flat (folded) shell segments and at
straight boundaries of developable surfaces (e.g. cylinders or cones). The difficulty is
due to the assignment of a zero stiffness in the θz̄i direction of Fig. 13.1 and the fact
that classical shell equations do not produce equations associated with this rotational
parameter. Inclusion of the third rotation and the associated ‘force’ Fz̄i has obvious
benefits for a finite element model in that both rotations and displacements at nodes
may be treated in a very simple manner using the transformations just presented.
If the set of assembled equilibrium equations in local coordinates is considered at
such a point we have six equations of which the last (corresponding to the θz̄ direction)
is simply
0 θz̄ = 0

(13.26)

As such, an equation of this type presents no special difficulties (solution programs
usually detect the problem and issue a warning). However, if the global coordinate
directions differ from the local ones and a transformation is accomplished, the six
equations mask the fact that the equations are singular. Detection of this singularity is
somewhat more difficult and depends on round-off in each computer system.
A number of alternatives have been presented that avoid the presence of this singular
behaviour. Two simple ones are:
1. assemble the equations (or just the rotational parts) at points where elements are
co-planar in local coordinates (and delete the 0θz̄ = 0 equation); and/or
2. insert an arbitrary stiffness coefficient k̄θz̄ at such points only.
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This leads in the local coordinates to replacing Eq. (13.26) by
k̄θz̄ θz̄b = 0

(13.27)

which, on transformation, leads to a perfectly well-behaved set of equations from
which, by usual processes, all displacements now including θz̄i are obtained. As θz̄i
does not affect the stresses and indeed is uncoupled from all equilibrium equations
any value of k̄θz̄ similar to values already in Eq. (13.6) can be inserted as an external
stiffness without affecting the result.
These two approaches lead to programming complexity (as a decision on the coplanar nature is necessary) and an alternative is to modify the formulation so that the
rotational parameters arise more naturally and have a real physical significance. This
has been a topic of much study45–57 and the θz̄ parameter introduced in this way is
commonly called a drilling degree of freedom, on account of its action to the surface
of the shell. An early application considering the rotation as an additional degree of
freedom in plane analysis is contained in reference 15. In reference 8 a set of rotational
stiffness coefficients was used in a general shell program for all elements whether
co-planar or not. These were defined such that in local coordinates overall equilibrium
is not disturbed. This may be accomplished by adding to the formulation for each
element the term


2
∗
αn Et n θz̄ − θ̄z̄ d
(13.28)
 =+


in which the parameter αn is a fictitious elastic parameter and θ̄z̄ is a mean rotation of
each element which permits the element to satisfy local equilibrium in a weak sense.
The above is a generalization of that proposed in reference 8 where the value of n is
unity in the scaling value t n . Since the term will lead to a stiffness that will be in terms
of rotation parameters the scaling indicated above permits values proportional to those
generated by the bending rotations – namely, proportional to t cubed. In numerical
experiments this scaling leads to less sensitivity in the choice of αn . For a triangular
element in which a linear interpolation is used for θz̄ minimization with respect to θz̄a
leads to the form



 
Mz̄1
1
−0.5 −0.5
θz̄1
1
n
Mz̄2 =
θz̄2
1
−0.5
αn Et  −0.5
(13.29)
36
M
θ
−0.5 −0.5
1
z̄3

z̄3

where αn is yet to be specified. This additional stiffness does in fact affect the results
where nodes are not co-planar and indeed represents an approximation; however, effects
of varying αn over fairly wide limits are quite small in many applications. For instance
in Table 13.1 a set of displacements of an arch dam analysed in reference 4 is given for
various values of α1 . For practical purposes extremely small values of αn are possible,
providing a large computer word length is used.58
Table 13.1 Nodal rotation coefficient in dam analysis4
α1
Radial displacement (mm)

1.00

0.50

0.10

0.03

0.00

61.13

63.551

64.52

64.78

65.28
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1
1

Fig. 13.5 Spherical shell test problem.59

The analysis of the spherical test problem proposed by MacNeal and Harter as a
standard test 59 is indicated in Fig. 13.5. For this test problem a constant strain triangular
membrane together with the discrete Kirchhoff triangular plate bending element is
combined with the rotational treatment. The results for regular meshes are shown in
Table 13.2 for several values of α3 and mesh subdivisions.
The above development, while quite easy to implement, retains the original form
of the membrane interpolations. For triangular elements with corner nodes only, the
membrane form utilizes linear displacement fields that yield only constant strain terms.
Most bending elements discussed in Chapters 11 and 12 have bending strains with
higher than constant terms. Consequently, the membrane error terms will dominate
the behaviour of many shell problem solutions. In order to improve the situation it is
desirable to increase the order of interpolation. Using conventional interpolations this
implies the introduction of additional nodes on each element; however, by utilizing a
Table 13.2 Sphere problem: radial displacement at load
α3 value
Mesh
4×4
8×8
16 × 16

10.0
0.0639
0.0897
0.0926

1.00

0.100

0.010

0.001

0.000

0.0919
0.0940
0.0929

0.0972
0.0945
0.0929

0.0979
0.0946
0.0929

0.0980
0.0946
0.0930

0.0980
0.0946
0.0930
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drill parameter these interpolations can be transformed to a form that permits a 6 degreeof-freedom assembly at each vertex node. Quadratic interpolations along the edge of
an element can be expressed as
ū(ξ) = N1 (ξ)ū1 + N2 (ξ)ū2 + N3 (ξ)ū3

(13.30)

where ū1 are nodal displacements (ū1 , v̄1 ) at an end of the edge (vertex), similarly
ū2 is the other end, and ū3 are hierarchical displacements at the centre of the edge
(Fig. 13.6).
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Fig. 13.6 Construction of in-plane interpolations with drilling parameters.
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The centre displacement parameters may be expressed in terms of normal (ūn ) and
tangential (ūt ) components as
ū3 = ūn n + ūt t

(13.31)

where n is a unit outward normal and t is a unit tangential vector to the edge:




cos ν
− sin ν
and t =
(13.32)
n=
sin ν
cos ν
where ν is the angle that the normal makes with the x̄ axis. The normal displacement
component may be expressed in terms of drilling parameters at each end of the edge
(assuming a quadratic expansion).45,53 Accordingly,
un = 18 l12 (θz̄2 − θz̄1 )

(13.33)

in which l12 is the length of the 1–2 side. This construction produces an interpolation
on each edge given by
ū(ξ) = N1 (ξ)ū1 + N2 (ξ)ū2 + N3 (ξ)

1
l (θ
8 12 z̄2

− θz̄1 ) + ūt t

(13.34)

The reader will undoubtedly observe the similarity here with the process used for linked
interpolation for the bending element (see Sec. 12.7).
The above interpolation may be further simplified by constraining the ūt parameters to zero. We note, however, that these terms are beneficial in a three-node triangular
element. If a common sign convention is used for the hierarchical tangential displacement at each edge, this tangential component maintains compatibility of displacement
even in the presence of a kink between adjacent elements. For example, an appropriate
sign convention can be accomplished by directing a positive component in the direction
in which the end (vertex) node numbers increase. The above structure for the in-plane
displacement interpolations may be used for either an irreducible or a mixed element
model and generates stiffness coefficients that include terms for the θz̄ parameters as
well as those for ū and v̄. It is apparent, however, that the element generated in this
manner must be singular (i.e. has spurious zero-energy modes) since for equal values
of the end rotation the interpolation is independent of the θz̄ parameters. Moreover,
when used in non-flat shell applications the element is not free of local equilibrium
errors. This later defect may be removed by using the procedure identified above in
Eq. (13.28), and results for a quadrilateral element generated according to this scheme
are given by Jetteur 54 and Taylor.55
A structure of the plane stress problem which includes the effects of a drill rotation
field is given by Reissner 60 and is extended to finite element applications by Hughes
and Brezzi.61 A variational formulation for the in-plane problem may be stated as


1
εT Dε d +
τ(ωx̄ ȳ − θz̄ ) d
(13.35)
d (ū, θz̄ , τ) =
2 

where τ is a skew symmetric stress component and ωx̄ ȳ is the rotational part of the
displacement gradient, which for the x̄ ȳ plane is given by
ωx̄ ȳ =

∂ū
∂v̄
−
∂x̄
∂ȳ

(13.36)
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In addition to the terms shown in Eq. (13.35), terms associated with initial stress and
strain as well as boundary and body load must be appended for the general shell problem
as discussed in Chapter 2 and also in reference 11.
A variation of Eq. (13.35) with respect to τ gives the constraint that the skew symmetric part of the displacement gradients is the rotation θz̄ . Conversely, variation with
respect to θz̄ gives the result that τ must vanish. Thus, the equations generated from
Eq. (13.35) are those of the conventional membrane but include the rotation field.
A penalty form of the above equations suitable for finite element applications may be
constructed by modifying Eq. (13.35) to

1 2
¯ d = d −
τ d
(13.37)

 ατ Et
where ατ is a penalty number.
It is important to use this mixed representation of the problem with the mixed patch
test to construct viable finite element models. Use of constant τ and isoparametric
interpolation of θz̄ in each element together with the interpolations for the displacement
approximation given by Eq. (13.34) lead to good triangular and quadrilateral membrane
elements. Applications to shell solutions using this form are given by Ibrahimbegovic
et al.57 Also the solution for a standard barrel vault problem is contained in Sec. 13.8.

13.6 Elements with mid-side slope connections only
Many of the difficulties encountered with the nodal assembly in global coordinates disappear if the element is so constructed as to require only the continuity of displacements
u, v, and w at the corner nodes, with continuity of the normal slope being imposed
along the element sides. Clearly, the corner assembly is now simple and the introduction of the sixth nodal variable is unnecessary. As the normal slope rotation along
the sides is the same both in local and in global coordinates its transformation there is
unnecessary – although again it is necessary to have a unique definition of parameters
for the adjacent elements.
Elements of this type arise naturally in hybrid forms11 and we have already referred
to a plate bending element of a suitable type in Sec. 11.6. This element of the simplest
possible kind has been used in shell problems by Dawe26 with some success. A considerably more sophisticated and complex element of such type is derived by Irons and
named ‘semi-loof’.30 This element is briefly mentioned in Chapter 9 and although its
derivation is far from simple it performs well in many situations.

13.7 Choice of element
Numerous membrane and bending element formulations are now available, and, in
both, conformity is achievable in flat assemblies. Clearly, if the elements are not coplanar conformity will, in general, be violated and only approached in the limit as
smooth shell conditions are reached.
It would appear consistent to use expansions of similar accuracy in both the membrane and bending approximations but much depends on which action is dominant. For
thin shells, the simplest triangular element would thus appear to be one with a linear

Practical examples

in-plane displacement field and a quadratic bending displacement – thus approximating
the stresses as constants in membrane and in bending actions. Such an element is used
by Dawe26 but gives rather marginal (though convergent) results.
In the examples shown we use the following elements which give quite adequate
performance.
Element A: This is a mixed rectangular membrane with four corner nodes (Sec. 10.4.4
of reference 11) combined with the non-conforming bending rectangle with four
corner nodes (Sec. 11.3). This was first used in references 9 and 10.
Element B: This is a constant strain triangle with three nodes combined with the
incompatible bending triangle with 9 degrees of freedom (Sec. 11.5). Use of this in
the shell context is given in references 8 and 62.
Element C: In this a more consistent linear strain triangle with six nodes is combined
with a 12 degree-of-freedom bending triangle using shape function smoothing. This
element has been introduced by Razzaque.63
Element D: This is a four-node quadrilateral with drilling degrees of freedom
[Eq. (13.34) with ūt constrained to zero] combined with a discrete Kirchhoff
quadrilateral.55,64

13.8 Practical examples
The first example given here is that for the solution of an arch dam shell. The simple geometrical configuration, shown in Fig. 13.7, was taken for this particular problem
as results of model experiments and alternative numerical approaches were
available.
A division based on rectangular elements (type A) was used as the simple cylindrical
shape permitted this, although a rather crude approximation for the fixed foundation
had to be used.

Fig. 13.7 An arch dam as an assembly of rectangular elements.
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Fig. 13.8 Arch dam of Fig. 13.7: horizontal deflections on centre-line.

Two sizes of division into elements are used, and the results given in Figs 13.8
and 13.9 for deflections and stresses on the centre-line section show that little change
occurred by the use of the finer mesh. This indicates that the convergence of both
the physical approximation to the true shape by flat elements and of the mathematical approximation involved in the finite element formulation is more than adequate.
For comparison, stresses and deflection obtained using the USBR trial load solution
(another approximate method) are also shown.
A large number of examples have been computed by Parekh62 using the triangular, non-conforming element (type B), and indeed show for equal division a general
improvement over the conforming triangular version presented by Clough and Johnson.7 Some examples of such analyses are now shown.
A doubly curved arch dam was similarly analysed using the triangular flat element
(type B) representation. The results show an even better approximation.8

Practical examples

Fig. 13.9 Arch dam of Fig. 13.7: vertical stresses on centre-line.

Fig. 13.10 Cooling tower: geometry and pressure load variation about circumference.

13.8.1 Cooling tower
This problem of a general axisymmetric shape could be more efficiently dealt with by
the axisymmetric formulations to be presented in Chapters 11 and 12. However, here
this example is used as a general illustration of the accuracy attainable. The answers
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Fig. 13.11 Cooling tower of Fig. 13.10: mesh subdivisions.

against which the numerical solution is compared have been derived by Albasiny and
Martin.65 Figures 13.10 to 13.12 show the geometry of the mesh used and some results
for a 5 inch and a 7 inch thick shell. Unsymmetric wind loading is used here.

13.8.2 Barrel vault
This typical shell used in many civil engineering applications is solved using analytical methods by Scordelis and Lo66 and Scordelis.67 The barrel is supported on rigid
diaphragms and is loaded by its own weight. Figures 13.13 and 13.14 show some
comparative answers, obtained by elements of type B, C and D. Elements of type C
are obviously more accurate, involving more degrees of freedom, and with a mesh

Practical examples

5

5

5

Fig. 13.12 Cooling tower of Fig. 13.10: (a) membrane forces at θ = 0◦ ; N 1 , tangential; N 2 , meridian;
(b) radial displacements at θ = 0◦ ; (c) moments at θ = 0◦ ; M 1 , tangential; M 2 , meridian.
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Fig. 13.13 Barrel (cylindrical) vault: flat element model results. (a) Barrel vault geometry and properties;
(b) vertical displacement of centre section; (c) longitudinal displacement of support.

Practical examples

Fig. 13.14 Barrel vault of Fig. 13.13. (a) M 1 , transverse; M 2 , longitudinal; centre-line moments; (b) M 12 ,
twisting moment at support.

of 6 × 6 elements the results are almost indistinguishable from analytical ones. This
problem has become a classic on which various shell elements are compared and we
shall return to it in Chapter 15. It is worthwhile remarking that only a few, secondorder, curved elements give superior results to those presented here with a flat element
approximation.

13.8.3 Folded plate structure
As no analytical solution of this problem is known, comparison is made with a set of
experimental results obtained by Mark and Riesa.68
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Fig. 13.15 A folded plate structure;68 model geometry, loading and mesh, E = 3560 lb/in2 , ν = 0.43.

Practical examples

Fig. 13.16 Folded plate of Fig. 13.15; moments and displacements on centre section. (a)Vertical displacements
along the crown; (b) longitudinal moments along the crown; (c) horizontal displacements along edge.

This example presents a problem in which actual flat finite element representation is
physically exact. Also a frame stiffness is included by suitable superposition of beam
elements – thus illustrating also the versatility and ease by which different types of
elements may be used in a single analysis.
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Figures 13.15 and 13.16 show the results using elements of type B. Similar
applications are of considerable importance in the analysis of box type bridge structures, etc.
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Curved rods and axisymmetric
shells
14.1 Introduction
The problem of axisymmetric shells is of sufficient practical importance to include in
this chapter special methods dealing with their solution. While the general method
described in the previous chapter is obviously applicable here, it will be found that
considerable simplification can be achieved if account is taken of axial symmetry of
the structure. In particular, if both the shell and the loading are axisymmetric it will
be found that the elements become ‘one dimensional’. This is the simplest type of
element, to which little attention was given in earlier chapters.
The first approach to the finite element solution of axisymmetric shells was presented
by Grafton and Strome.1 In this, the elements are simple conical frustra and a direct
approach via displacement functions is used. Refinements in the derivation of the
element stiffness are presented in Popov et al.2 and in Jones and Strome.3 An extension
to the case of unsymmetrical loads, which was suggested in Grafton and Strome, is
elaborated in Percy et al.4 and others.5,6
Later, much work was accomplished to extend the process to curved elements and
indeed to refine the approximations involved. The literature on the subject is considerable, no doubt promoted by the interest in aerospace structures, and a complete
bibliography is here impractical. References 7–15 show how curvilinear coordinates of
various kinds can be introduced to the analysis, and references 9 and 14 discuss the use
of additional nodeless degrees of freedom in improving accuracy. ‘Mixed’formulations
have found here some use.16 Early work on the subject is reviewed comprehensively
by Gallagher 17,18 and Stricklin.19
In axisymmetric shells, in common with all other shells, both bending and ‘in-plane’
or ‘membrane’ forces will occur. These will be specified uniquely in terms of the
generalized ‘strains’, which now involve extensions and changes in curvatures of the
middle surface. If the displacement of each point of the middle surface is specified,
such ‘strains’ and the internal stress resultants, or simply ‘stresses’, can be determined
by formulae available in standard references dealing with shell theory.20–23

14.2 Straight element
As a simple example of an axisymmetric shell subjected to axisymmetric loading we
consider the case shown in Figs 14.1 and 14.2 in which the displacement of a point

Straight element

Fig. 14.1 Axisymmetric shell, loading, displacements, and stress resultants; shell represented as a stack of
conical frustra.
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Fig. 14.2 An element of an axisymmetric shell.

on the middle surface of the meridian plane at an angle ψ measured positive from the
x axis is uniquely determined by two components ū and w̄ in the tangential (s) and
normal directions, respectively.
Using the Kirchhoff–Love assumption (which excludes transverse shear deformations) and assuming that the angle ψ does not vary (i.e. elements are straight), the four
strain components are given by20–23
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
dū/ds
ε
⎪
⎪
⎨ s⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎨
⎬
εθ
[ū cos ψ − w̄ sin ψ] /r
ε=
=
(14.1)
2
2
−d w̄/ds
⎪
⎪
⎩χs ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩
⎭
χθ
−(dw̄/ds) cos ψ/r
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This results in the four internal stress resultants shown in Fig. 14.1 that are related to
the strains by an elasticity matrix D:
⎧ ⎫
Ns ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨N ⎪
⎬
θ
= Dε
(14.2)
σ=
M⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ s⎪
⎭
Mθ
For an isotropic shell the elasticity matrix becomes
⎡
⎤
1 ν
0
0
Et ⎢
0
0 ⎥
⎢ν 1
⎥
D=
2
2
⎣
2
1 − ν 0 0 t /12 νt /12⎦
0 0 νt 2 /12 t 2 /12

(14.3)

the upper part being a plane stress and the lower a bending stiffness matrix with shear
terms omitted as ‘thin’ conditions are assumed.

14.2.1 Element characteristics – axisymmetrical loads
Let the shell be divided by nodal circles into a series of conical frustra, as shown in
Fig. 14.2. The nodal displacements at points 1 and 2 for a typical 1–2 element will have
to define uniquely the deformations of the element via prescribed shape functions.
At each node the radial and axial displacements, u and w, and a rotation, φ, will be
used as parameters. From virtual work by edge forces we find that all three components are necessary as the shell can carry in-plane forces and bending moments. The
displacements of a node i can thus be defined by three components, the first two being
in global directions r and z,
⎧ ⎫
⎨ ũa ⎬
(14.4)
ũa = w̃a
⎩ ⎭
φ̃a
The simplest elements with two nodes, 1 and 2, thus possess 6 degrees of freedom,
determined by the element displacements
 
ũ1
(14.5)
ũe =
ũ2
The displacements within the element have to be uniquely determined by the nodal
displacements ue and the position s (as shown in Fig. 14.2) and maintain slope and
displacement continuity.
Thus in local (s) coordinates we have
 
ū
= N(s)ũe
(14.6)
ū =
w̄
Based on the strain–displacement relations (14.1) we observe that ū can be of C0 type
while w̄ must be of type C1 . The simplest approximation takes ū varying linearly with

Straight element

s and w̄ as cubic in s. We shall then have six undetermined constants which can be
determined from nodal values of u, w and φ.
At the node a,
⎧
⎫ ⎡
⎤⎧ ⎫
cos ψ sin ψ 0 ⎨ ũa ⎬
⎨ ūa ⎬
w̄a
= ⎣− sin ψ cos ψ 0⎦ w̃a = Tũa
(14.7)
⎩ ⎭
⎩
⎭
0
0
1
(dw̄/ds)a
φ̃a
Introducing the interpolations
ū = N1 (ξ)ū1 + N2 (ξ)ū2

(14.8)



L
dw̄ 
dw̄ 
(0)
(0)
(1)
(1)
H1 (ξ)
w̄ = H1 (ξ)w̄1 + H2 (ξ)w̄2 +
 + H2 (ξ) 
2
ds 1
ds 2

(14.9)

where Na are the usual linear interpolations in ξ (−1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1)
N1 = 21 (1 − ξ)

and

N2 = 21 (1 + ξ)

and Ha(0) and Ha(1) are the Hermitian interpolations defined in Sec. 10.4 and repeated
here for completeness
H1(0) =
and
H1(1) =

1
4




1
2 − 3ξ + ξ3
4

1 − ξ − ξ2 + ξ3



and

and

H2(0) =
H2(1) =

1
4


1
2 + 3ξ − ξ3
4


− 1 − ξ + ξ2 + ξ3



in which, placing the origin of the meridian coordinate s at the 1 node,
s = N2 (ξ)L =

1
(1 + ξ)L
2

The global coordinates for the conical frustrum may also be expressed by using the Na
interpolations as
r = N1 (ξ)r̃1 + N2 (ξ)r̃2
z = N1 (ξ)z̃1 + N2 (ξ)z̃2

(14.10)

and used to compute the length L as

L = (r̃2 − r̃1 )2 + (z̃2 − z̃1 )2
Writing the interpolations as

⎧
⎫

 ⎨ ūa ⎬
Na
0
0
w̄a
= N̄a ūa
ū =
(0)
⎭
Ha(1) ⎩
0 Ha
(dw̄/ds)a

(14.11)
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we can now write the global interpolation as
 


u
u=
= N̄1 T N̄2 T ũe = Nũe
w

(14.12)

From Eq. (14.12) it is a simple matter to obtain the strain matrix B by use of the
definition (14.1). This gives


(14.13)
ε ≡ Bũe = B̄1 T B̄2 T ũe
in which, noting from Eq. (14.7) that u = cos ψū − sin ψw̄, we have
⎡
dNa /ds
0
0
(0)
(1)
⎢Na cos ψ/r
−Ha sin ψ/r
−Ha sin ψ/r
⎢
B̄a = ⎢
2 (0)
2
0
−d Ha /ds
− d2 Ha(1) /ds 2
⎣
0

−(dHa(0) /ds) cos ψ/r

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(14.14)

−(dHa(1) /ds) cos ψ/r

Derivatives are evaluated by using
dNa
2 dNa
=
ds
L dξ

and

d 2 Na
4 d2 Na
= 2
2
ds
L dξ2

with similar expressions for Ha(0) and Ha(1) . Now all the ‘ingredients’ required for
computing the stiffness matrix (or load, stress, and initial stress matrices) by standard
formulae are known. The integrations required are carried out over the area, A, of each
element, that is, with
dA = 2πr ds = πrL dξ
(14.15)
with ξ varying from −1 to 1.
Thus, the stiffness matrix K becomes, in local coordinates,
 1
B̄Ta DB̄b r dξ
K̄ab = πL

(14.16)

−1

On transformation, the stiffness Kab of the global matrix is given by
Kab = TT K̄ab T

(14.17)

Once again it is convenient to evaluate the integrals numerically and the form above is
written for Gaussian quadrature.24 Grafton and Strome1 give an explicit formula for the
stiffness matrix based on a single average value of the integrand (one-point Gaussian
quadrature) and using a D matrix corresponding to an orthotropic material. Percy
et al.4 and Klein5 used a seven-point numerical integration; however, it is generally
recommended to use only two points to obtain all arrays (especially if inertia forces
are added, since one point then would yield a rank deficient mass matrix).
It should be remembered that if any external line loads or moments are present,
their full circumferential value must be used in the analysis, just as was the case with
axisymmetric solids discussed in Chapter 2.

Straight element

14.2.2 Additional enhanced mode
A slight improvement to the above element may be achieved by adding an enhanced
strain mode to the εs component. Here this is achieved by following the procedures
outlined in Chapter 10 and in reference 24, and we can observe that the necessary
condition not to affect a constant value of Ns is given by


2π
L

εen
s r


ds = πL

1

−1

εen
s r dξ = 0

(14.18)

where εen
s denotes the enhanced strain component. A simple mode may thus be defined
as
ξ
(14.19)
εen
s = α̃en = Ben α̃en
r
in which α̃en is a parameter to be determined. For the linear elastic case considered
above the mode may be determined from

   
α̃en
0
Ken GT
=
(14.20)
ũe
f
G
K
where


Ken = 2πL

1

−1
 1

Ga = 2πL

−1

Ben D11 Ben r dξ
(14.21)
Ben DBa r dξ

Now a partial solution may be performed by means of static condensation25 to obtain
the stiffness for assembly
−1
G
(14.22)
K̄ = K − GT Ken
The effect of the added mode is most apparent in the force resultant Ns where solution
oscillations are greatly reduced. This improvement is not needed for the purely elastic
case but is more effective when the material properties are inelastic and the oscillations
can cause errors in behaviour, such as erratic yielding in elasto-plastic solutions.

14.2.3 Examples and accuracy
In the treatment of axisymmetric shells described here, continuity between the shell
elements is satisfied at all times. For an axisymmetric shell of polygonal meridian
shape, therefore, convergence will always occur.
The problem of the physical approximation to a curved shell by a polygonal shape
is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 13. Intuitively, convergence can be expected,
and indeed numerous examples indicate this.
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When the loading is such as to cause predominantly membrane stresses, discrepancies in bending moment values exist (even with reasonably fine subdivision). Again,
however, these disappear as the size of the subdivisions decreases, particularly if
correct sampling is used (see Chapter 10). This is necessary to eliminate the physical approximation involved in representing the shell as a series of conical
frustra.
Figures 14.3 and 14.4 illustrate some typical examples taken from the Grafton and
Strome paper which show quite remarkable accuracy. In each problem it should be
noted that small elements are needed near free edges to capture the ‘boundary layer’
nature of shell solutions.

Fig. 14.3 A cylindrical shell solution by finite elements, from Grafton and Strome.1

Curved elements

ψ

Fig. 14.4 A hemispherical shell solution by finite elements, from Grafton and Strome.1

14.3 Curved elements
Use of curved elements has already been described in the context of analyses that
involved only first derivatives in the definition of strain. Here second derivatives exist
[see Eq. (14.1)] and require additional effort to compute the strains.
It was previously mentioned that many possible definitions of curved elements have
been proposed and used in the context of axisymmetric shells. The derivation used
here is one due to Delpak 14 and is of the subparametric type.24
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Fig. 14.5 Curved, isoparametric, shell element for axisymmetric problems: (a) parent element; (b) curvilinear
coordinates.

The basis of curved element definition is one that gives a common tangent between
adjacent elements (or alternatively, a specified tangent direction). This is physically
necessary to avoid ‘kinks’ in the description of a smooth shell.
If a general curved form of a shell of revolution is considered, as shown in Fig. 14.5,
the expressions for strain quoted in Eq. (14.1) have to be modified to take into account
the curvature of the shell in the meridian plane.20,21 These now become
⎫
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
dū/ds + w̄/Rs
⎪
⎪
ε
s
⎪ ⎬
⎪ ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
[ū cos ψ − w̄ sin ψ] /r
εθ
=
(14.23)
ε=
−d2 w̄/ds 2 − d(ū/Rs )/ds ⎪
⎪
⎩χs ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
χθ
− [(dw̄/ds + ū/Rs )] cos ψ/r
In the above the angle ψ is a function of s, that is,
dr
= cos ψ
ds

and

dz
= sin ψ
ds

Rs is the principal radius in the meridian plane, and the second principal curvature
radius Rθ is given by
r = Rθ sin ψ
The reader can verify that for Rs = ∞ Eq. (14.23) coincides with Eq. (14.1).

14.3.1 Shape functions for a curved element
We shall now consider the 1–2 element to be curved as shown in Fig. 14.5(b), where the
coordinate is in ‘parent’ form (−1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) as shown in Fig. 14.5(a). The coordinates
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and the unknowns are ‘mapped’ in the manner of Chapter 2. As we wish to interpolate
a quantity with slope continuity we can write for a typical function g(ξ)
2 


(0)
(1) dg 
Ha (ξ)ga + Ha
(14.24)
g(ξ) =
 = Ng̃
dξ a
a=1
where again the Hermitian interpolations have been used. We can now simultaneously
use these functions to describe variations of the global displacements u and w as*
2 


(0)
(1) d ũ 
u=
Ha (ξ)ũa + Ha

dξ a
a=1
(14.25)
2 


d
w̃

w=
Ha(0) (ξ)w̃a + Ha(1)

dξ a
a=1

and of the coordinates r and z which define the shell (mid-surface). Indeed, if the
thickness of the element is also variable the same interpolation could be applied
to it. Such an element would then be isoparametric. Accordingly, we can define
the geometry as
2 


(0)
(1) dr̃ 
Ha (ξ)r̃a + Ha
r=

dξ a
a=1
(14.26)
2 


dz̃

z=
Ha(0) (ξ)z̃a + Ha(1) 
dξ
a
a=1
and, provided the nodal values in the above can be specified, a one-to-one relation
between ξ and the position on the curved element surface is defined [Fig. 14.5(b)].
While specification of r̃a and z̃a is obvious, at the ends only the slope
dr 
(14.27)
cot ψa = − 
dz a
is defined. The specification to be adopted with regard to the derivatives occurring in
Eq. (14.26) depends on the scaling of ξ along the tangent length s. Only the ratio
(dr/dξ)a
dr 
(14.28)
 =
dz a
(dz/dξ)a
is unambiguously specified. Thus (dr/dξ)a or (dz/dξ)a can be given an arbitrary
value. Here, however, practical considerations intervene as with the wrong choice a
very uneven relationship between s and ξ will occur. Indeed, with an unsuitable choice
the shape of the curve can depart from the smooth one illustrated and loop between the
end values.
*

One immediate difference will be observed from that of the previous formulation. Now both displacement
components vary in a cubic manner along an element while previously a linear variation of the tangential displacement was permitted. This additional degree of freedom does not, however, introduce excessive constraints
provided the shell thickness is itself continuous.
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To achieve a reasonably uniform spacing it suffices for well-behaved surfaces to
approximate
r
dz
z
r̃2 − r̃1
z̃2 − z̃1
dr
≈
=
or
≈
=
(14.29)
dξ
ξ
2
dξ
ξ
2
using whichever is largest and noting that the whole range of ξ is 2 between the nodal
points.

14.3.2 Strain expressions and properties of curved elements
The variation of global displacements are specified by Eq. (14.25) while the strains are
described in locally directed displacements in Eq. (14.23). Some transformations are
therefore necessary before the strains can be determined.
We can express the locally directed displacements ū and w̄ in terms of the global
displacements by using Eq. (14.7), that is,
  
 
cos ψ sin ψ
u
ū
=
= T̄u
(14.30)
− sin ψ cos ψ w
w̄
where ψ is the angle of the tangent to the curve and the r axis (Fig. 14.5). We note that
this transformation may be expressed in terms of the ξ coordinate using Eqs (14.27)
and (14.28) and the interpolations for r and z. With this transformation the continuity
of displacement between adjacent elements is achieved by matching the global nodal
displacements ũa and w̃a . However, in the development for the conical element we
have specified continuity of rotation of the cross-section only. Here we shall allow
usually the continuity of both s derivatives in displacements. Thus, the parameters
du/ds and dw/ds will be given common values at nodes. As
du
du ds
=
ds dξ
dξ
where
ds
=
dξ



and

dr
dξ

dw ds
dw
=
ds dξ
dξ

2


+

dz
dξ

(14.31)

2

No difficulty exists in substituting these new variables in Eqs (14.25) and (14.30) which
now take the form

T
with
ũa = ũa w̃a (dũ/ds)a (dw/ds)a
(14.32)
ū = N(ξ)ũe
The form of the 2×4 shape function submatrices Na can now be explicitly determined
by using the above transformations in Eq. (14.25).14 We note that the meridian radius
of curvature Rs can be calculated explicitly from the mapped, parametric, form of the
element by using

3/2
(dr/dξ)2 + (dz/dξ)2
Rs =
(14.33)
(dr/dξ)(d2 z/dξ2 ) − (dz/dξ)(d2 r/dξ2 )
in which all the derivatives are directly determined from expression (14.26).
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If shells that branch or in which abrupt thickness changes occur are to be treated,
the nodal parameters specified in Eq. (14.32) are not satisfactory. It is better to rewrite
these as

T
(14.34)
ũa = ũa w̃a φ̃a (dū/ds)a
where φ̃a , equal to (dw̄/ds)a , is the nodal rotation, and to connect only the first three
parameters. The fourth is now an unconnected element parameter with respect to
which, however, the usual treatment is still carried out. Transformations needed in the
above are implied in Eq. (14.7).
In the derivation of the B matrix expressions which define the strains, both first and
second derivatives with respect to s occur, as seen in the definition of Eq. (14.23). If we
observe that the derivatives can be obtained by the simple (chain) rules already implied
in Eq. (14.31), for any function F we can write
 2
dF ds
d2 F
d2 F ds
dF  d2 s 
dF
=
=
+
(14.35)
dξ
ds dξ
ds 2 dξ
ds dξ2
dξ2
and all the expressions of B can be found.
Finally, the stiffness matrix is obtained in a similar way as in Eq. (14.16), changing
the variable
ds
dξ
(14.36)
ds =
dξ
and integrating ξ within the limits −1 and +1. Once again the quantities contained in
the integral expressions prohibit exact integration, and numerical quadrature must be
used. As this is carried out in one coordinate only it is not very time consuming and
an adequate number of Gauss points can be used to determine the stiffness (generally
three points suffice). Initial stress and other load matrices are similarly obtained.
The particular isoparametric formulation presented in summary form here differs
somewhat from the alternatives of references 15, 7, 8 and 13 and has the advantage
that, because of its isoparametric form, rigid body displacement modes and indeed
the states of constant first derivatives are available. Proof of this is similar to that
contained in Sec. 5.5 of reference 24. The fact that the forms given in the alternative
formulations have strain under rigid body nodal displacements may not be serious in
some applications, as discussed by Haisler and Stricklin.26 However, in some modes
of non-axisymmetric loads (see Chapter 16) this incompleteness may be a serious
drawback and may indeed lead to very wrong results.
Constant states of curvature cannot be obtained for a finite element of any kind
described here and indeed are not physically possible. When the size of the element
decreases it will be found that such arbitrary constant curvature states are available in
the limit.

14.3.3 Additional nodeless variables
As in the straight frustrum element, addition of nodeless (enhanced) variables in the
analysis of axisymmetric shells is particularly valuable when large curved elements are
capable of reproducing with good accuracy the geometric shapes. Thus an addition of
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Fig. 14.6 Internal shape functions for a linear element.

a set of internal, hierarchical, element variables
n


N̂ b ũb

(14.37)

b=1

to the definition of the normal displacement defined in Eq. (14.6) or Eq. (14.25), in
which ũb is a set of internal parameters and N̂b is a set of functions having zero
values and zero first derivatives at the nodal points, allows considerable improvement
in representation of the displacements to be achieved without violating any of the
convergence requirements. For tangential displacements the requirement of zero first
derivatives at nodes could be omitted. Webster also uses such additional functions
in the context of straight elements.9 In transient situations where these modes affect
the mass matrix one can also use these functions as a basis for developing enhanced
strain modes (see Sec. 14.2) since these by definition do not influence the assumed
displacement field and, hence, the mass and surface loading terms.
Whether the element is in fact straight or curved does not matter and indeed we can
supplement the definitions of displacements contained in Eq. (14.25) by Eq. (14.37)
for each of the components. If this is done only in the displacement definition and
not in the coordinate definition [Eq. (14.26)] the element now becomes of the category
of subparametric.* As proved in Chapter 5 of reference 24, the same advantages are
retained as in isoparametric forms.
The question as to the expression to be used for additional, internal shape functions
is of some importance though the choice is wide. While it is no longer necessary to
use polynomial representation, Delpak does so and uses a special form of Legendre
polynomial (hierarchical functions). The general shapes are shown in Fig. 14.6.
*

While it would obviously be possible to include the new shape function in the element coordinate definition,
little practical advantage would be gained as a cubic represents realistic shapes adequately. Further, the
development would then require ‘fitting’ the r̃b and z̃b for coordinates to the shape, complicating even further
the development of derivatives.

Curved elements
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Fig. 14.7 Spherical dome under uniform pressure.

A series of examples shown in Figs 14.7–14.9 illustrate the applications of the
isoparametric curvilinear element of the previous section with additional internal parameters.
In Fig. 14.7 a spherical dome with clamped edges is analysed and compared with
analytical results of reference 21. Figures 14.8 and 14.9 show, respectively, more
complex examples. In the first a torus analysis is made and compared with alternative
finite element and analytical results.12,13,27–29 The second case is one where branching
occurs, and here alternative analytical results are given by Kraus.30
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(a)

4

(b)

Fig. 14.8 Toroidal shell under internal pressure: (a) element subdivision; (b) radial displacements.

14.4 Independent slope–displacement interpolation with
penalty functions (thick or thin shell formulations)
In Chapters 10 to 12 we discussed the use of independent slope and displacement
interpolation in the context of beams and plates, respectively. Continuity was assured
by the introduction of the shear force as an independent mixed variable which was
defined within each element. The elimination of the shear variable led to a penalty type
formulation in which the shear rigidity played the role of the penalty parameter. The

Independent slope–displacement interpolation

(c)

(d)

y⬚

y⬚

4
9

Sanders and Liepins28 6

Fig. 14.8 Cont. (c) in-plane stress resultants; (d) in-plane stress resultants.

equivalence of the number of parameters used in defining the shear variation and the
number of integration points used in evaluating the penalty terms was demonstrated
there in special cases, and this justified the success of reduced integration methods.
This equivalence is not exact in the case of the axisymmetric problem in which the
radius, r, enters the integrals, and hence slightly different results can be expected from
the use of the mixed form and simple use of reduced integration. The differences
become greatest near the axis of rotation and disappear completely when r → ∞
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30

24

Fig. 14.9 Branching shell.

Independent slope–displacement interpolation

where the axisymmetric form results in an equivalent beam (or cylindrical bending
plate) element.
Although in general the use of the mixed form yields a superior result, for simplicity
we shall here derive only the reduced integration form, leaving the former to the reader
as an exercise accomplished following the rules of Chapter 10.
In what follows we shall develop in detail the simplest possible element of this
class. This is a direct descendant of the linear beam and plate elements.27,31 (We note,
however, that the plate element formulated in this way has singular modes and can on
occasion give completely erroneous results; no such deficiency is present in the beam
or the axisymmetric shell.)
Consider the strain expressions of Eq. (14.1) for a straight element. When using
these the need for C1 continuity was implied by the second derivative of w existing
there. If now we use
dw̄
= −φ
(14.38)
ds
the strain expression becomes
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
εs ⎪ ⎪
dū/ds
⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎬ ⎨
⎬
εθ
[ū cos ψ − w̄ sin ψ] /r
=
(14.39)
ε=
dφ/ds
⎪
⎪
⎩χs ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩
⎭
χθ
φ cos ψ/r
As φ can vary independently, a constraint has to be imposed:
dw̄
+φ=0
(14.40)
ds
This can be done by using the energy functional with a penalty multiplier α. We can
thus write
2

 
dw
T
+ φ r ds + ext
(14.41)
 = π ε Dε r ds + π α
ds
L
L
where ext is a potential for boundary and loading terms and ε and D are defined as in
Eq. (14.3). Immediately, α can be identified as the shear rigidity:
C(w̄, φ) ≡

α = κGt

where for a homogeneous shell κ = 5/6

(14.42)

The penalty functional (14.41) can be identified on purely physical grounds.
Washizu22 quotes this on pages 199–201, and the general theory indeed follows that
earlier suggested by Naghdi23 for shells with shear deformation.
With first derivatives occurring in the energy expression only C0 continuity is now
required for the interpolation of u, w, and φ, and in place of Eqs (14.6)–(14.12) we can
write directly

2
ū

Na (ξ)Tũa
ū = w̄ =
(14.43)
φ
a=1


uTa = ũa w̃a φ̃a
where for Na (ξ) we can use any one-dimensional C0 interpolation.24 Once again, an
isoparametric transformation could be used for curvilinear elements with strains defined
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by Eq. (14.23), and a formulation that we shall discuss in Chapter 15 is but an alternative
to this process. If linear elements are used, we can write the expression without consequent use of isoparametric transformation. Indeed, we can replace the interpolations
in Eq. (14.9) and now simply use
u = N1 (ξ)ũ1 + N2 (ξ)ũ2
w = N1 (ξ)w̃1 + N2 (ξ)w̃2

(14.44)

φ = N1 (ξ)φ̃1 + N2 (ξ)φ̃2
and evaluate the integrals arising from expression (14.41) at one Gauss point, which is
sufficient to maintain convergence and yet here does not give a singularity.
This extremely simple form will, of course, give very poor results with exact integration, even for thick shells, but now with reduced integration shows excellent
performance. In Figs 14.7–14.9 we superpose results obtained with this simple, straight
element, and the results speak for themselves.

r

r

r

Fig. 14.10 Bending of a circular plate under uniform load; convergence study.

References

For other examples the reader can consult reference 27, but in Fig. 14.10 we show a
very simple example of a bending of a circular plate with use of different numbers of
equal elements. This purely bending problem shows the type of results and convergence
attainable.
Interpreting the single integrating point as a single shear variable and applying the
patch test count of Chapter 12, the reader can verify that this simple formulation passes
the test in assemblies of two or more elements. In a similar way it can be verified that
a quadratic interpolation of displacements and the use of two quadrature points (or a
linear shear force) will also result in a robust element of excellent performance.
One final word of caution when the element is used in transient analyses is in order.
Here it is necessary to compute a mass matrix which can be deduced from the term
 !
t3 "
φ̈ r ds
δu ρ t ü + δw ρ t ẅ + δφ ρ
(14.45)
δin = 2π
12
L
Evaluation of this integral with a single quadrature point will lead to a rank deficient
mass matrix, which when used with any time stepping scheme can lead to large numerical errors (generally after many time steps have been computed). Accordingly, it
is necessary to compute the mass matrix with at least two quadrature points (nodal
quadrature giving immediately a diagonal ‘lumped’ mass).
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15
Shells as a special case of
three-dimensional analysis –
Reissner–Mindlin assumptions
15.1 Introduction
In the analysis of solids the use of isoparametric, curved, two- and three-dimensional
elements is particularly effective, as illustrated in Chapters 2 and 4 and presented in
reference 1. It seems obvious that use of such elements in the analysis of curved shells
could be made directly simply by reducing their dimension in the thickness direction
as shown in Fig. 15.1. Indeed, in an axisymmetric situation such an application is
illustrated in the example of Fig. 9.25 of reference 1. With a straightforward use of the
three-dimensional concept, however, certain difficulties will be encountered.
In the first place the retention of 3 displacement degrees of freedom at each node
leads to large stiffness coefficients from strains in the shell thickness direction. This
presents numerical problems and may lead to ill-conditioned equations when the shell
thickness becomes small compared with other dimensions of the element.
The second factor is that of economy. The use of several nodes across the shell
thickness ignores the well-known fact that even for thick shells the ‘normals’ to the
mid-surface remain practically straight after deformation. Thus an unnecessarily high
number of degrees of freedom has to be carried, involving penalties of computer time.
In this chapter we present specialized formulations which overcome both of these
difficulties. The constraint of straight ‘normals’ is introduced to improve economy
and the strain energy corresponding to the stress perpendicular to the mid-surface is
ignored to improve numerical conditioning.2–4 With these modifications an efficient
tool for analysing curved thick shells becomes available. The accuracy and wide range
of applicability of the approach is demonstrated in several examples.

15.2 Shell element with displacement and rotation
parameters
The reader will note that the two constraints introduced correspond precisely to the
so-called Reissner–Mindlin assumptions already discussed in Chapter 12 to describe
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Fig. 15.1 Curved, isoparametric hexahedra in a direct approximation to a curved shell.

the behaviour of thick plates. The omission of the third constraint associated with
the thin plate theory (normals remaining normal to the mid-surface after deformation)
permits the shell to experience transverse shear deformations – an important feature of
thick shell situations.
The formulation presented here leads to additional complications compared with
the straightforward use of a three-dimensional element. The elements developed here
are in essence an alternative to the processes discussed in Chapter 12, for which an
independent interpolation of slopes and displacement are used with a penalty function
imposition of the continuity requirements. The use of reduced integration is useful if
thin shells are to be dealt with – and, indeed, it was in this context that this procedure was
first discovered.5–8 Again the same restrictions for robust behaviour as those discussed
in Chapter 12 become applicable and generally elements that perform well in plate
situations will do well in shells.

Shell element with displacement and rotation parameters

15.2.1 Geometric definition of an element
Consider a typical shell element illustrated in Fig. 15.2. The external faces of the
element are curved, while the sections across the thickness are generated by straight
lines. Pairs of points, atop and abottom , each with given Cartesian coordinates, prescribe
the shape of the element.
Let ξ, η be the two curvilinear coordinates in the mid-surface of the shell and let
ζ be a linear coordinate in the thickness direction. If, further, we assume that ξ,
η, ζ vary between −1 and 1 on the respective faces of the element we can write
a relationship between the Cartesian coordinates of any point of the shell and the
curvilinear coordinates in the form
⎛
⎞
 
 
 
x̃
x̃
x
a
a

1−ζ
1+ζ
⎠
ỹa
ỹa
y =
Na (ξ, η) ⎝
+
(15.1)
2
2
z̃
z̃
z
a

top

a

bottom

Here Na (ξ, η) is a standard two-dimensional shape function taking a value of unity at
the top and bottom nodes a and zero at all other nodes (see Appendix A). If the basic

Fig. 15.2 Curved thick shell elements of various types.
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a

V2a

V3a
aa

V1a
ba

Fig. 15.3 Local and global coordinates.

functions Na are derived as ‘shape functions’ of a ‘parent’, two-dimensional element,
square or triangular* in plan, and are so ‘designed’ that compatibility is achieved at
interfaces, then the curved space elements will fit into each other. Arbitrary curved
shapes of the element can be achieved by using shape functions of higher order than
linear. Indeed, any of the two-dimensional shape functions of Chapter 2 or Appendix A
can be used here.
The relation between the Cartesian and curvilinear coordinates is now established
and it will be found desirable to operate with the curvilinear coordinates as the basis.
It should be noted that often the coordinate direction ζ is only approximately normal
to the mid-surface.
It is convenient to rewrite the relationship, Eq. (15.1), in a form specified by the
‘vector’ connecting the upper and lower points (i.e. a vector of length equal to the
shell thickness t) and the mid-surface coordinates. Thus we can rewrite Eq. (15.1) as
(Fig. 15.3)
⎛ 
⎞
 
x
x̃a

1
y =
Na (ξ, η) ⎝ ỹa
+ ζ V3a ⎠
(15.2)
2
z̃
z
a

mid

where

⎛ 
⎞
 
 
 
 
x̃a
x̃
x̃
x̃a
x̃a
a
a
1⎝
⎠ and V3a = ỹa
ỹa =
ỹa
+ ỹa
− ỹa
(15.3)
2
z̃a
z̃a top
z̃a bottom
z̃a top
z̃a bottom
with V3a defining a vector whose length represents the shell director and has length of
shell thickness.
*

Area coordinates Lk would be used in this case in place of ξ, η.1

Shell element with displacement and rotation parameters

For relatively thin shells, it is convenient to replace the vector V3a by a unit vector
v3a in the direction normal to the mid-surface. Now Eq. (15.2) is written simply as
⎛ 
⎞
 
x
x̃a

1
y =
Na (ξ, η) ⎝ ỹa
+ ζta v3a ⎠
2
z̃
z
a

mid

where ta is the shell thickness at the node a. Construction of a vector normal to the
mid-surface is a simple process (see Sec. 13.4.2).

15.2.2 Displacement field
The displacement field is now specified for the element. As the strains in the direction
normal to the mid-surface will be assumed to be negligible, the displacement throughout
the element will be taken to be uniquely defined by the three Cartesian components of
the mid-surface node displacement and two rotations about two orthogonal directions
normal to the nodal vector V3a . If these two orthogonal directions are denoted by unit
vectors v1a and v2a with corresponding rotations α̃a and β̃a (see Fig. 15.3), we can
write, similar to Eq. (15.2) but dropping the subscript ‘mid’ for simplicity,
 
 
u
ũa

1
α̃a
ṽa + ζta ṽ 1a , −ṽ 2a
v =
Na (ξ, η)
(15.4)
β̃a
2
w̃a
w
from which the usual form is readily obtained as

⎧ e⎫
 
⎨ũ1 ⎬
u
..
e
e
v = Nũ ; ũ =
.⎭
⎩
w
ũen

with

⎧ ⎫
ũa ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ṽa ⎪
⎬
ũea = w̃a
⎪
⎪
⎪
α̃ ⎪
⎪
⎩ a⎪
⎭
β̃a

(15.5)

where u, v and w are displacements in the directions of the global x, y and z axes.
As an infinity of vector directions normal to a given direction can be generated, a
particular scheme has to be devised to ensure a unique definition. Some such schemes
were discussed in Chapter 13. Here another unique alternative will be given,3,5 but
other possibilities are open.8
Here V3a is the vector to which a normal direction is to be constructed. A coordinate
vector in a Cartesian system may be defined by
x = xex + yey + zez

(15.6)

in which ex , ey and ez are three (orthogonal) base vectors. To find the first normal
vector we find the minimum component of V3a and construct a vector cross-product
with the unit vector in this direction to define V1a . For example, if the x component of
V3a is the smallest one we construct
V1a = ex × V3a

(15.7)
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where
ex = 1 0 0

T

is the form of the unit vector in the x direction. Now
v1a

V1a
=
|V1a |

where

|V1a | =



T
V1a
V1a

(15.8)

defines the first unit vector.
The second normal vector may now be computed from
V2a = V3a × V1a

(15.9)

and normalized using the form in Eq. (15.8). We have thus three local, orthogonal axes
defined by unit vectors
and
v3a
(15.10)
v1a , v2a
Once again if Na are C0 functions then displacement compatibility is maintained
between adjacent elements.
The element coordinate definition is now given by the relation Eq. (15.2) and has more
degrees of freedom than the definition of the displacements. The element is therefore
of the ‘superparametric’ kind1 and the constant strain criteria are not automatically
satisfied. Nevertheless, it will be seen from the definition of strain components involved
that both rigid body motions and constant strain conditions are available.
Physically it has been assumed in the definition of Eq. (15.4) that no strains occur in
the ‘thickness’ direction ζ. While this direction is not always exactly normal to the midsurface it still represents a good approximation of one of the usual shell assumptions.
At each mid-surface node a of Fig. 15.3 we now have the five basic degrees of
freedom, and the connection of elements will follow precisely the patterns described
in Chapter 13 (Secs 13.3 and 13.4).

15.2.3 Definition of strains and stresses
To derive the properties of a finite element the essential strains and stresses need first
to be defined. The components in directions of orthogonal axes related to the surface
ζ (constant) are essential if account is to be taken of the basic shell assumptions. Thus,
if at any point in this surface we erect a normal z̄ with two other orthogonal axes x̄ and
ȳ tangential to it (Fig. 15.3), the strain components of interest are given simply by the
three-dimensional relationships in Chapter 2:
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
εx̄ ⎪ ⎪ ū,x̄ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ εȳ ⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎨ v̄,ȳ ⎪
⎬
(15.11)
ε̄ = γx̄ ȳ = ū,ȳ + v̄,x̄
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
v̄,z̄ + w̄,ȳ ⎪
γȳ z̄ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎭ ⎩
⎭
w̄,x̄ + ū,z̄
γz̄x̄
with the strain in direction z̄ neglected so as to be consistent with the usual shell
assumptions. It must be noted that in general none of these directions coincide with
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those of the curvilinear coordinates ξ, η, ζ, although x̄, ȳ are in the ξη plane (ζ =
constant).*
The stresses corresponding to these strains are defined by a matrix σ̄ and for elastic
behaviour are related to the usual elasticity matrix D̄. Thus
⎧ ⎫
⎪
⎪ σx̄ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ σȳ ⎪
⎬
(15.12)
σ̄ = τx̄ ȳ = D̄ (ε̄ − ε̄0 ) + σ̄0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
τ
⎪
⎩ ȳ z̄ ⎪
⎭
τz̄x̄
where ε̄0 and σ̄0 represent any ‘initial’ strains and stresses, respectively.
The 5 × 5 matrix D̄ can now include any anisotropic properties and indeed may be
prescribed as a function of ζ if sandwich or laminated construction is used. For the
present we shall define it only for an isotropic material. Here
⎡
⎤
1 ν
0
0
0
⎥
ν 1
0
0
0
E ⎢
⎢
⎥
0
0
(1
−
ν)/2
0
0
(15.13)
D̄ =
⎢
⎥
1 − ν2 ⎣0 0
⎦
0
κ(1 − ν)/2
0
0 0
0
0
κ(1 − ν)/2
in which E and ν are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The factor κ
included in the last two shear terms is taken as 5/6 and its purpose is to improve the
shear displacement approximations (see Chapter 11). From the displacement definition
it will be seen that the shear distribution is approximately constant through the thickness,
whereas in reality the shear distribution for elastic behaviour is approximately parabolic.
The value κ = 5/6 is the ratio of relevant strain energies.
It is important to note that this matrix is not defined by deleting appropriate terms
from the equivalent three-dimensional stress matrix. It must be derived by substituting σz̄ = 0 into the three-dimensional constitutive equations and performing suitable
elimination so that this important shell assumption is satisfied. This is similar to the
procedure for deriving plane stress behaviour in two-dimensional analyses.

15.2.4 Element properties and necessary transformations
The stiffness matrix – and indeed all other ‘element’ property matrices – involves
integrals over the volume of the element, which are quite generally of the form

H dx dy dz
(15.14)
e

where the matrix H is a function of the coordinates. For instance, in the stiffness matrix
H = B̄T D̄B̄
*

(15.15)

Indeed, these directions will only approximately agree with the nodal directions v1a , v2a previously derived, as
in general the vector v3a is only approximately normal to the mid-surface.
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and with the usual definition
ε̄ = B̄ũe

(15.16)

we have B̄ defined in terms of the displacement derivatives with respect to the local
Cartesian coordinates x̄, ȳ, z̄ by Eq. (15.11). Now, therefore, two sets of transformations are necessary before the element can be integrated with respect to the curvilinear
coordinates ξ, η, ζ.
First, by identically the same process as that used for isoparametric elements, the
derivatives with respect to the x, y, z directions are obtained. As Eq. (15.4) relates
the global displacements u, v, w to the curvilinear coordinates, the derivatives of these
displacements with respect to the global x, y, z coordinates are given by a matrix
relation:
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
∂u ∂v ∂w
∂u ∂v ∂w
⎢ ∂x ∂x ∂x ⎥
⎢ ∂ξ ∂ξ ∂ξ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎥
⎢ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎥
−1
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
(15.17)
⎢ ∂y ∂y ∂y ⎥ = J ⎢ ∂η ∂η ∂η ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎦
⎣ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎦
∂z

∂z

∂ζ

∂z

In this, the Jacobian matrix is defined as
⎡
∂x
⎢ ∂ξ
⎢
⎢ ∂x
J=⎢
⎢ ∂η
⎢
⎣ ∂x
∂ζ

∂y
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
∂y
∂ζ

⎤
∂z
∂ξ ⎥
⎥
∂z ⎥
⎥
∂η ⎥
⎥
∂z ⎦

∂ζ

∂ζ

(15.18)

∂ζ

and calculated from the coordinate definitions of Eq. (15.2). Now, for every set of
curvilinear coordinates the global displacement derivatives can be obtained numerically.
A second transformation to the local displacements x̄, ȳ, z̄ will allow the strains, and
hence the B̄ matrix, to be evaluated. The directions of the local axes can be established
from a vector normal to the ξη mid-surface (ζ = 0). This vector can be found from
two vectors ∂x/∂ξ and ∂x/∂η that are tangential to the mid-surface. Thus
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤
∂x
∂x
∂y ∂z ∂y ∂z
−
⎢ ∂ξ ⎥ ⎢ ∂η ⎥ ⎢ ∂ξ ∂η ∂η ∂ξ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ ∂y ⎥ ⎢ ∂y ⎥ ⎢ ∂z ∂x ∂z ∂x ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
−
(15.19)
V3 = ⎢ ⎥ × ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎥
∂ξ
∂η
∂ξ
∂η
∂η
∂ξ
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣ ∂z ⎦ ⎣ ∂z ⎦ ⎣ ∂x ∂y ∂x ∂y ⎦
−
∂ξ
∂η
∂ξ ∂η
∂η ∂ξ
We can now construct two perpendicular vectors V1 and V2 following the process
given previously to describe the x̄ and ȳ directions, respectively. The three orthogonal
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vectors can be reduced to unit magnitudes to obtain a matrix of vectors in the x̄, ȳ, z̄
directions (which is in fact the direction cosine matrix) given as
θ = v1 , v2 , v3

(15.20)

The global derivatives of displacement u, v and w are now transformed to the local
derivatives of the local orthogonal displacements by a standard operation
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
∂ū ∂v̄ ∂w̄
∂u ∂v ∂w
⎢ ∂x̄ ∂x̄ ∂x̄ ⎥
⎢ ∂x ∂x ∂x ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ∂ū ∂v̄ ∂w̄ ⎥
⎢ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎥
T
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
(15.21)
⎢ ∂ȳ ∂ȳ ∂ȳ ⎥ = θ ⎢ ∂y ∂y ∂y ⎥ θ
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ ∂ū ∂v̄ ∂w̄ ⎦
⎣ ∂u ∂v ∂w ⎦
∂z̄ ∂z̄ ∂z̄
∂z ∂z ∂z
From this the components of the B̄ matrix can now be found explicitly, noting that five
degrees of freedom exist at each node:
ε̄ = B̄ũe

(15.22)

where the form of ũe is given in Eq. (15.5).
The infinitesimal volume is given in terms of the curvilinear coordinates as
dx dy dz = det J dξ dη dζ = j dξ dη dζ

(15.23)

where j = det J. This standard expression completes the basic formulation.
Numerical integration within the appropriate limits is carried out in exactly the
same way as for three-dimensional elements using Gaussian quadrature formulae.1,9
An identical process serves to define all the other relevant element matrices arising
from body and surface loading, inertia matrices, etc.
As the variation of the strain quantities in the thickness, or ζ direction, is linear, two
Gauss points in that direction are sufficient for homogeneous elastic sections, while
two to four in the ξ, η directions are needed for parabolic and cubic shape functions
Na .
It remarked here that, in fact, the integration with respect to ζ can be performed
explicitly if desired, thus saving computation time.2,5

15.2.5 Some remarks on stress representation
The element properties are now defined, and the assembly and solution are in standard
form. It remains to discuss the presentation of the stresses, and this problem is of some
consequence. The strains being defined in local direction, σ̄, are readily available.
Such components are indeed directly of interest but as the directions of local axes are
not easily visualized (and indeed may not be continuously defined between adjacent
elements) it is sometimes convenient to transfer the components to the global system
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using the standard transformation

⎡

σx
⎣τyx
τzx

τxy
σy
τzy

⎤
⎡
τxz
σx̄
τyz ⎦ = θ ⎣τȳ x̄
σz
τz̄x̄

τx̄ ȳ
σȳ
τz̄ȳ

⎤
τx̄ z̄
τȳ z̄ ⎦ θT
σz̄

(15.24)

This transformation should be performed only for elements which belong to the approximation for the same smooth surface and/or same material.
In a general shell structure, the stresses in a global system do not, however, give
a clear picture of shell surface stresses. It is thus convenient always to compute the
principal stresses (or invariants of stress) by a suitable transformation. Regarding the
shell stresses more rationally, one may note that the shear components τx̄ z̄ and τȳ z̄ are
often zero on the top and bottom surfaces and this may be noted when making the
transformation of Eq. (15.24) before converting to global components to ensure in this
case that the principal stresses lie on the surface of the shell. The values obtained
directly for these shear components are the average values across the section. The
maximum transverse shear on a solid cross-section occurs on the mid-surface and is
equal to about 1.5 times the average value.

15.3 Special case of axisymmetric, curved, thick shells
For axisymmetric shells the formulation is simplified. Now the element mid-surface
is defined by only two coordinates ξ, η and a considerable saving in computer effort is
obtained.2
The element now is derived in a similar manner by starting from a two-dimensional
definition of Fig. 15.4.
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Fig. 15.4 Coordinates for an axisymmetric shell: (a) coordinate representation; (b) shell representation.
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Special case of axisymmetric, curved, thick shells

Equations (15.1) and (15.2) are now replaced by their two-dimensional equivalents
defining the relation between coordinates as


1 − η r̃a
1 + η r̃a
r
=
Na (ξ)
+
z̃a top
z̃a bottom
z
2
2
(15.25)



1
r̃a
=
Na (ξ)
+ ηt v
z̃a mid 2 a 3a
with
v3a =

cos ψa
sin ψa

in which ψa is the angle defined in Fig. 15.4(b) and ta is the shell thickness. Similarly,
the displacement definition is specified by following the lines of Eq. (15.4).
Here we consider the case of axisymmetric loading only. Non-axisymmetric loading is addressed in Chapter 16 along with other schemes which permit treatment of
problems in a reduced manner. Thus, we specify the two displacement components as

  ũa
ηta − sin ψ̃a
u
φ̃a
=
Na
+
(15.26)
w
w̃a
2
cos ψ̃a
In this φ̃a is the rotation illustrated in Fig. 15.5, and ũa , w̃a are the displacements of
the middle surface node.
Global strains are conveniently defined by the relationship10
⎧
⎫
∂u ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧ ⎫ ⎪
⎪ ∂r
⎪
⎪
εr ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂w
⎪
⎪
⎨ εz ⎪
⎬ ⎪
⎨
⎬
∂z
ε=
=
(15.27)
u
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ε
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
θ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
r
⎩ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
γrz
∂w
∂u
⎪
⎪
⎩ +
⎭
∂z
∂r
These strains are transformed to the local coordinates and the component normal to η
(η = constant) is neglected.
All the transformations follow the pattern described in previous sections and need
not be further commented on except perhaps to remark that they are now carried out
only between sets of directions ξ, η, r, z, and r̄, z̄, thus involving only two variables.
Similarly the integration of element properties is carried out numerically with respect
to ξ and η only, noting, however, that the volume element is
dx dy dz = 2πr det J dξ dη dθ = 2πr j dξ dη dθ

(15.28)

By suitable choice of shape functions Na (ξ), straight, parabolic, or cubic shapes of
variable thickness elements can be used as shown in Fig. 15.6.
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Fig. 15.5 Global displacements in an axisymmetric shell.
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Fig. 15.6 Axisymmetric shell elements: (a) linear; (b) parabolic; (c) cubic.
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15.4 Special case of thick plates
The transformations necessary in this chapter are somewhat involved and the programming steps are quite sophisticated. However, the application of the principle involved
is available for thick plates and readers are advised to first test their comprehension on
such a simple problem.
Here the following obvious simplifications arise.
1. ζ = 2z/t and unit vectors v1 , v2 and v3 can be taken as ex , ey , and ez , respectively.
2. α̃a and β̃a are simply the rotations θ̃y and θ̃x , respectively (see Chapter 12).
3. It is no longer necessary to transform stress and strain components to a local system
of axes x̄, ȳ, z̄ and global definitions x, y, z can be used throughout. For elements of
this type, numerical thickness integration can be avoided and, as an exercise, readers
are encouraged to derive the stiffness matrices, etc., for, say, linear, rectangular elements. Forms will be found which are identical to those derived in Chapter 12 with
an independent displacement and rotation interpolation and using shear constraints.
This demonstrates the essential identity of the alternative procedures.

15.5 Convergence
Whereas in three-dimensional analysis it is possible to talk about absolute convergence
to the true exact solution of the elasticity problem, in equivalent plate and shell problems such a convergence cannot happen. As the element size decreases the so-called
convergent solution of a plate bending problem approaches only to the exact solution of
the approximate model implied in the formulation. Thus, here again convergence of the
above formulation will only occur to the exact solution constrained by the requirement
that straight ‘normals’ remain straight during deformation.
In elements of finite size it will be found that pure bending deformation modes are
nearly always accompanied by some shear strains which in fact do not exist in the
conventional thin plate or shell bending theory (although quite generally shear stresses
may be deduced by equilibrium considerations on an element of the model, similar
to the manner by which shear stresses in beams are deduced). Thus large elements
deforming mainly under bending action (as would be the case of the shell element
degenerated to a flat plate) tend to be appreciably too stiff. In such cases certain limits
of the ratio of size of element to its thickness need to be imposed. However, it will be
found that such restrictions often are relaxed by the simple expedient of reducing the
integration order.5
Figure 15.7 shows, for instance, the application of the quadratic eight-node element
to a square plate situation. Here results for integration with 3×3 and 2×2 Gauss points
are given and results plotted for different thickness-to-span ratios. For reasonably thick
situations, the results are similar and both give the additional shear deformation not
available by thin plate theory. However, for thin plates the results with the more exact
integration tend to diverge rapidly from the now correct thin plate results whereas
the reduced integration still gives excellent results. The reasons for this improved
performance are fully discussed in Chapter 12 and the reader is referred there for
further plate examples using different types of shape functions.
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Fig. 15.7 A simply supported square plate under uniform load q0 : plot of central deflection w c for eight-node
elements with (a) 3 × 3 Gauss point integration and (b) with 2 × 2 (reduced) Gauss point integration. Central
deflection is w̄c for thin plate theory.

15.6 Inelastic behaviour
All the formulations presented in this chapter can of course be used for all non-linear
materials. The procedures are similar to those mentioned in Chapters 11 and 12 dealing
with plates. Now it is only necessary to replace Eqs (15.12) and (15.13) by the appropriate constitutive equation and tangent operator, respectively. In this case it is necessary
always to perform the through thickness integration numerically since a priori knowledge of the behaviour will not be available. Any of the constitutive models described
in Chapter 4 may be used for this purpose provided appropriate transformations are
made to make σz̄ zero (viz. Sec. 6.2.4).

15.7 Some shell examples
A limited number of examples which show the accuracy and range of application of
the axisymmetric shell formulation presented in this chapter will be given. For a fuller
selection the reader is referred to references 2–8.

15.7.1 Spherical dome under uniform pressure
The ‘exact’ solution of shell theory is known for this axisymmetric problem, illustrated
in Fig. 15.8. Twenty-four cubic-type elements are used with graded size more closely
spaced towards supports. Contrary to the ‘exact’ shell theory solution, the present

Some shell examples
1 lb/in

My

y

y

y

Fig. 15.8 Spherical dome under uniform pressure analysed with 24 cubic elements (first element subtends an
angle of 0.1◦ from fixed end, others in arithmetic progression).

formulation can distinguish between the application of pressure on the inner and outer
surfaces as shown in the figure.

15.7.2 Edge loaded cylinder
A further axisymmetric example is shown in Fig. 15.9 to study the effect of subdivision.
Two, six, or 14 cubic elements of unequal length are used and the results for both of the
finer subdivisions are almost coincident with the exact solution. Even the two-element
solution gives reasonable results and departs only in the vicinity of the loaded edge.
Once again the solutions are basically identical to those derived with independent
slope and displacement interpolation in the manner presented in Chapter 12.

15.7.3 Cylindrical vault
This is a test example of application of the full process to a shell in which bending
action is dominant as a result of supports restraining deflection at the ends (see also
Sec. 13.8.2).
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Fig. 15.9 Thin cylinder under a unit radial edge load.

In Fig. 15.10 the geometry, physical details of the problem, and subdivision are
given, and in Fig. 15.11 the comparison of the effects of 3 × 3 and 2 × 2 integration
using eight-node quadratic elements is shown on the displacements calculated. Both
integrations result, as expected, in convergence. For the more exact integration, this
is rather slow, but, with reduced integration order, very accurate results are obtained,
even with one element. The improved convergence of displacements is matched by
rapid convergence of stress components.

Some shell examples

Fig. 15.10 Cylindrical shell example: self-weight behaviour.

This example illustrates most dramatically the advantages of this simple expedient
and is described more fully in references 5 and 7. The comparison solution for this
problem is one derived along more conventional lines by Scordelis and Lo.11

15.7.4 Curved dams
All the previous examples were rather thin shells and indeed demonstrated the applicability of the process to these situations. At the other end of the scale, this formulation
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Fig. 15.11 Displacement (parabolic element), cylindrical shell roof.

has been applied to the doubly curved dams illustrated in Chapter 9 of Volume 1
(Fig. 9.28). Indeed, exactly the same subdivision is again used and results reproduce almost exactly those of the three-dimensional solution.4 This remarkable result is
achieved at a very considerable saving in both degrees of freedom and computer solution
time.
Clearly, the range of application of this type of element is very wide.

15.7.5 Pipe penetration and spherical cap
The last two examples, a pipe penetration12 shown in Figs 15.12 and 15.13 and a
spherical cap8 shown in Fig. 15.14, illustrate applications in which the irregular shape
of elements is used. Both illustrate practical problems of some interest and show that
with reduced integration a useful and very general shell element is available, even when
the elements are quite distorted.

Concluding remarks

Fig. 15.12 An analysis of cylinder intersection by means of reduced integration shell-type elements.12

15.8 Concluding remarks
The elements described in this chapter using degeneration of solid elements are shown in
plate and axisymmetric problems to be nearly identical to those described in Chapters 12
and 14 where an independent slope and displacement interpolation is directly used in
the middle plane. For the general curved shell the analogy is less obvious but clearly
still exists. We should therefore expect that the conditions established in Chapter 12
for robustness of plate elements to be still valid. Further, it appears possible that other
additional conditions on the various interpolations may have to be imposed in curved
element forms. Both statements are true. The eight- and nine-node elements which we
have shown in the previous section to perform well will fail under certain circumstances
and for this reason many of the more successful plate elements also have been adapted
to the shell problem.
The introduction of additional degrees of freedom in the interior of the eight-node
serendipity element was first suggested by Cook 13,14 and later by Hughes15–17 without,
however, achieving complete robustness. The full Lagrangian cubic interpolation as
shown in Chapter 12 is quite effective and has been shown to perform well. However, the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15.13 Cylinder-to-cylinder intersections of Fig. 15.12: (a) hoop stresses near 0◦ line; (b) axial stresses
near 0◦ line.

best results achieved to date appear to be those in which ‘local constraints’ are applied
(see Sec. 12.5) and such elements as those due to Dvorkin and Bathe,18 Huang and
Hinton,19 and Simo et al.20,21 fall into this category.
While the importance of transverse shear strain constraints is now fully understood, the constraints introduced by the ‘in-plane’ (membrane) stress resultants are
less amenable to analysis (although the elastic parameters Et associated with these are
of the same order as those of shear Gt). It is well known that membrane locking can
occur in situations that do not permit inextensional bending. Such locking has been
thoroughly discussed22–24 but to date the problem has not been rigorously solved and
further developments are required.
Much effort is continuing to improve the formulation of the processes described in
this chapter as they offer an excellent solution to the curved shell problem.24–27
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Fig. 15.14 A spherical cap analysis with irregular isoparametric shell elements using full 3 × 3 and reduced
2 × 2 integration.
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16
Semi-analytical finite element
processes – use of orthogonal
functions and ‘finite strip’ methods
16.1 Introduction
Standard finite element methods have been shown to be capable, in principle, of dealing
with any two- or three- (or even four-)* dimensional situations. Nevertheless, the cost
of solutions increases greatly with each dimension added and indeed, on occasion,
overtaxes the available computer capability. It is therefore always desirable to search
for alternatives that may reduce computational effort. One such class of processes of
quite wide applicability will be illustrated in this chapter.
In many physical problems the situation is such that the geometry and material
properties do not vary along one coordinate direction. However, the ‘load’ terms
may still exhibit a variation in that direction, preventing the use of such simplifying
assumptions as those that, for instance, permitted a two-dimensional plane strain or
axisymmetric analysis to be substituted for a full three-dimensional treatment. In such
cases it is possible still to consider a ‘substitute’ problem, not involving the particular
coordinate (along which the geometry and properties do not vary), and to synthesize
the true answer from a series of such simplified solutions.
The method to be described is of quite general use and, obviously, is not limited
to structural situations. It will be convenient, however, to use the nomenclature of
structural mechanics and to use potential energy minimization as an example.
We shall confine our attention to problems of minimizing a quadratic functional for
a linear elastic material. The interpretation of the process involved as the application
of partial discretization leading to semi-discrete forms1 followed (or preceded) by the
use of a Fourier series expansion should be noted.
Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates describing the domain (in this context these do
not necessarily have to be the Cartesian coordinates). The last one of these, z, is the
coordinate along which the geometry and material properties do not change and which
is limited to lie between two values
0≤z≤a
The boundary values are thus specified at z = 0 and z = a.
*

See finite elements in the time domain in reference 1.

Introduction

We shall assume that the shape functions defining the variation of displacement u
can be written in a separation of variables form as

L 

lπz
lπz
e
¯
+ N̄(x, y) sin
(ũl )e
N̄(x, y) cos
u = N(x, y, z)ũ =
a
a
l=1
(16.1)
L

=
Nl (x, y, z)(ũl )e
l=1

In this type of representation completeness is preserved in view of the capability of
Fourier series to represent any continuous function within a given region (naturally
¯ in the domain x, y satisfy the same requireassuming that the shape functions N̄ and N̄
ments).
The loading terms will similarly be given a form
 
L 
L

l πz l
l πz ¯ l
b̄ =
cos
bl (x, y, z)
(16.2)
b̄ + sin
b=
a
a
l=1
l=1
for body force, with similar form for any concentrated loads and boundary tractions.
Indeed, initial strains and stresses, if present, would be expanded again in the above
form.
Finally, we restrict our attention to linear elastic materials in which the constitutive
equation is given by
(16.3)
σ = D(ε − ε0 ) + σ0
with stress and strain ordered as

T
σ = σx σy σz τxy τyz τzx

T
ε = εx εy εz γxy γyz γzx
and the elastic material matrix has a z-symmetry direction such that
⎡
⎤
D11 D12 D13 D14
0
0
⎢D21 D22 D23 D24 0
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0 ⎥
⎢D31 D32 D33 D34 0
D=⎢
0 ⎥
⎢D41 D42 D43 D44 0
⎥
⎣ 0
0
0
0 D55 D56 ⎦
0
0
0
0 D65 D66

(16.4)

Applying the standard process for the determination of the element contribution
to the equation minimizing the potential energy , and limiting our attention to the
contribution of body forces b only, we can write
⎧ 1e ⎫ ⎧ 1e ⎫
⎨ ũ ⎬ ⎨ f ⎬
∂
..
..
e
=K
+
(16.5)
. ⎭=0
⎩ .Le ⎭ ⎩ Le
∂ũe
f
ũ
In the above, to avoid summation signs, the vectors ũe , etc., are expanded, listing the
contribution of each value of l separately.
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Now a typical submatrix of K e is
(K lm )e =




(Bl )T D Bm d dz

and a typical term of the ‘force’ vector becomes

l e
(f ) = (Nl )T bl d

(16.6)

(16.7)



Without going into details, it is obvious that the matrix given by Eq. (16.6) will
contain the following integrals as products of various submatrices:
 a
mπz
lπz
cos
dz
sin
I1 =
a
a
0 a
mπz
lπz
(16.8)
I2 =
sin
dz
sin
a
a
0 a
mπz
lπz
I3 =
cos
dz
cos
a
a
0
These integrals arise from products of the derivatives contained in the definition of Bl
and, owing to the well-known orthogonality property, give
 1
a, for l = m
2
I2 = I3 =
;
l, m = 1, 2, . . .
(16.9)
0,
for l = m
The first integral I1 is only zero when l and m are both even or odd numbers. The
term involving I1 , however, vanishes in many applications because of the structure of
Bl . This means that K e becomes a block diagonal matrix and that the assembled final
equations of the system have the form
⎡ 11
⎤ ⎧ 1⎫ ⎧ 1⎫
ũ
K
f
⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪ ⎪
K 22
⎢
⎥ ⎨ ũ2 ⎬ ⎨ f 2 ⎬
⎢
⎥ . + .
(16.10)
..
⎣
⎦ ⎪ .. ⎪ ⎪ .. ⎪
.
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ L⎭ ⎩ L⎭
K LL
f
ũ
and the large system of equations splits into L separate problems:
K ll ũl + f l = 0



in which
ll
Kab

=



(Bla )T D Blb d

(16.11)

(16.12)

Further, from Eqs (16.7) and (16.2) we observe that owing to the orthogonality property
of the integrals given by Eqs (16.8), the typical load term becomes simply

l
(16.13)
fa = (Nil )T bl d
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3
1

2

Fig. 16.1 A prismatic bar reduced to a series of two-dimensional finite element solutions.

As the problem is fully three dimensional, the appropriate expression for strain
involving all six components needs to be considered. This expression is given in
Eq. (2.9a) of Chapter 2. On substitution of the shape function given by Eq. (16.14) for
a typical term of the B matrix we have
⎡
⎤
Nb,x sin γl z
0
0
⎢
⎥
0
0
Nb,y sin γl z
⎢
⎥
0
0
−Nb γl sin γl z⎥
⎢
l
(16.15)
Bb = ⎢
⎥
0
⎢ Nb,y sin γl z Nb,x sin γl z
⎥
⎣
0
Nb γl cos γl z Nb,y cos γl z ⎦
0
Nb,x cos γl z
Nb γl cos γl z
It is convenient to separate the above as
¯ l cos γ z
Blb = B̄lb sin γl z + B̄
l
b
where

⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
Nb,x
0
0
0
0
0
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
0 ⎥
Nb,y
0
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
l
γ
0
0
−N
0
0
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
b l
¯ =⎢
and B̄
B̄lb = ⎢
⎥
b
0 ⎥
0
0 ⎥
⎢Nb,y Nb,x
⎢ 0
⎥
⎣ 0
⎣ 0
0
0 ⎦
Nb γl Nb,y ⎦
0
Nb,x
Nb γl
0
0
0

(16.16)

Prismatic bar

In all of the above it is assumed that the parameters are listed in the usual order:

T
(16.17)
ũla = ũla ṽal w̃al
and that the axes are as shown in Fig. 16.1.
The stiffness matrix can be computed in the usual manner, noting that

ll e
l
BlT
(Kab ) =
a DBb d

(16.18)

e

On substitution of Eq. (16.16), multiplying out, and noting the value of the integrals
from Eq. (16.9), this reduces to
 

a
ll e
l
¯ lT ¯ l dx dy l = 1, 2, . . .
B̄lT
(16.19)
(Kab ) =
a D B̄b + B̄a D B̄b
2
Ae
The integration is now simply carried out over the element area.*
The contributions from distributed loads, initial stresses, etc., are found as the loading
terms. To match the displacement expansions distributed body forces may be expanded
in the Fourier series



 a
sin γl z
0
0
bx (x, y, z)
0
0
sin γl z
by (x, y, z) dz
Na
(16.20)
bla =
0
0
0
cos γl z
bz (x, y, z)
Similarly, concentrated line loads can be expressed directly as nodal forces



 a
sin γl z
0
0
fx (x, y, z)
l
0
0
sin γl z
fy (x, y, z) dz
fa =
Na
0
0
0
cos γl z
fz (x, y, z)

(16.21)

in which fal are intensities per unit length.
The boundary conditions used here have been of a type ensuring simply supported
conditions for the prism. Other conditions can be inserted by suitable expansions.
The method of analysis outlined here can be applied to a range of practical problems – one of these being a popular type of box girder, concrete bridge, illustrated in
Fig. 16.2. Here a particularly convenient type of element is the distorted, serendipity
or Lagrangian quadratic or cubic element.3 Finally, it should be mentioned that some
restrictions placed on the general shapes defined by Eq. (16.1) or Eq. (16.14) can be
removed by doubling the number of parameters and writing expansions in the form of
two sums:
L
L


Al
¯ (x, y) sin γ z ũBl
N̄
(16.22)
N̄(x, y) cos γl z ũ +
u=
l
l=1
Al

l=1

Bl

Parameters ũ and ũ are independent and for every component of displacement two
values have to be found and two equations formed.
*

It should be noted that now, even for a single triangle, the integration is not trivial as some linear terms from
¯.
Na will remain in B̄ and B̄
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Fig. 16.2 A thick box bridge prism of straight or curved platform.

An alternative to the above process is to write the expansion as


N(x, y) exp(iγl z) ũe
u=
and to observe that both N and ũ are then complex quantities.
Complex algebra is available in standard programming languages and the identity
of the above expression with Eq. (16.22) will be observed, noting that
exp iθ = cos θ + i sin θ

16.3 Thin membrane box structures
In the previous section a three-dimensional problem was reduced to that of two dimensions. Here we shall see how a somewhat similar problem can be reduced to onedimensional elements (Fig. 16.3).

Plates and boxes with flexure

1

2

Fig. 16.3 A ‘membrane’ box with one-dimensional elements.

A box-type structure is made up of thin shell components capable of sustaining
stresses only in its own plane. Now, just as in the previous case, three displacements
have to be considered at every point and indeed similar variation can be prescribed for
these. However, a typical element ab is ‘one dimensional’ in the sense that integrations
have to be carried out only along the line ab and only stresses in that direction need be
considered. Indeed, it will be found that the situation and solution are similar to that
of a pin-jointed framework.

16.4 Plates and boxes with flexure
Consider now a rectangular plate simply supported at the ends and in which all strain
energy is contained in flexure. Only one displacement, w, is needed to specify fully
the state of strain (see Chapter 11).
For consistency of notation with the plate and shell chapters where z is the thickness
direction, the direction in which geometry and material properties do not change is
now taken as y (see Fig. 16.4). To preserve slope continuity the functions now need to
include a ‘rotation’ parameter θa .
Use of simple beam functions (cubic Hermitian interpolations) is easy and for a
typical element ab we can write the plate transverse displacement as (with γl = lπ/a)
w l = N̄(x) sin γl y(ũl )e

(16.23)

ensuring simply supported end conditions. In this, the typical nodal parameters are
 l
w̃a
(16.24)
ũla =
l
θ̃a
The shape functions of the cubic type are easy to write and are in fact identical to the
Hermitian polynomials given in Sec. 10.4.1 and also those used for the asymmetric
thin shell problem [Chapter 14, Eq. (14.9)].
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1
2

Fig. 16.4 The ‘strip’ method in slabs.

Using all definitions of Chapter 11 the strains (curvatures) are found and the B matrices determined; now with C1 continuity satisfied in a trivial manner, the problem of a
two-dimensional kind has here been reduced to that of one dimension.
This application has been developed by Cheung and others,4–18 named the ‘finite
strip’ method, and used to solve many rectangular plate problems, box girders, shells,
and various folded plates.
It is illuminating to quote an example from the above papers here. This refers to
a square, uniformly loaded plate with three sides simply supported and one clamped.
Ten strips or elements in the x direction were used in the solution, and Table 16.1 gives
the results corresponding to the first three harmonics.
Not only is an accurate solution of each l term a simple one involving only some 19
unknowns but the importance of higher terms in the series is seen to decrease rapidly.
Extension of the process to box structures in which both membrane and bending
effects are present is almost obvious when this example is considered together with the
one in the previous section.
In the examples just quoted a thin plate theory using the single displacement variable w and enforcing C1 compatibility in the x direction was employed. Obviously,
any of the independently interpolated slope and displacement elements of Chapter 12
could be used here, again employing either reduced integration or mixed methods.
Table 16.1 Square plate, uniform load q; three sides simply supported, one
clamped (Poisson ratio = 0.3)
Term l
1
2
3

Series
Multiplier

Central deflection

Central Mx

Maximum negative Mx

0.002832
−0.000050
0.002786
0.002786
0.0028
qa 4 /D

0.0409
−0.0016
0.0396
0.0396
0.039
qa 2

−0.0858
0.0041
−0.0007
−0.0824
−0.084
qa 2

Axisymmetric solids with non-symmetrical load

Parabolic-type elements with reduced integration are employed in references 14 and
15, and linear interpolation with a single integration point is shown to be effective in
reference 16.
Other applications for plate and box-type structures abound and additional information is given in the text of reference 18.

16.5 Axisymmetric solids with non-symmetrical load
One of the most natural and indeed earliest applications of Fourier expansion occurs
in axisymmetric bodies subject to non-axisymmetric loads. Now, not only the radial
(u) and axial (w) displacement will have to be considered but also a tangential component (v) associated with the tangential angular direction θ (Fig. 16.5). It is in this
direction that the geometric and material properties do not vary and hence here that the
elimination will be applied.
To simplify matters we shall consider first components of load which are symmetric
about the θ = 0 axis and later include those which are antisymmetric. Describing
now only the nodal loads (with similar expansion holding for body forces, boundary
conditions, initial strains, etc.) we specify forces per unit of circumference as
R=
T =
Z=

L

l=1
L

l=1
L


R̄ l cos lθ
T̄ l sin lθ

(16.25)

Z̄ l cos lθ

l=1

in the direction of the various coordinates for symmetric loads [Fig. 16.6(a)]. The
apparently non-symmetric sine expansion is used for T , since to achieve symmetry the
direction of T has to change for θ > π.

v

w

Fig. 16.5 An axisymmetric solid; coordinate displacement components in an axisymmetric body.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.6 Load and displacement components in an axisymmetric body: (a) symmetric; (b) antisymmetric.

The displacement components are described again in terms of the two-dimensional
(r, z) shape functions appropriate to the element subdivision, and, observing symmetry,
we write, as in Eq. (16.14),
 l

 ⎧ ul ⎫
⎨ a⎬
u
cos lθ
0
0

0
sin lθ
0
val
Na
(16.26)
ul = v l =
⎩
l
l⎭
0
0
cos lθ
w
a
wa
To proceed further it is necessary to specify the general, three-dimensional expression
for strains in cylindrical coordinates. These are given by19
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
u,r
εr ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
w
εz ⎪
,z
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨ ⎬ ⎨ 
⎬
εθ
u + v,θ /r
ε=
=
(16.27)
γrz ⎪
u,z + w,r
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪γzθ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ v,z + w,θ /r ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩
⎭
γθr
u,θ /r + v,r − v/r
We have on substitution of Eq. (16.26) into Eq. (16.27), and grouping the variables
as in Eq. (16.17):
⎡
⎤
Na,r cos lθ
0
0
⎢
0
0
Na,z cos lθ ⎥
⎢
⎥
/r
cos
lθ
lN
/r
cos
lθ
0
N
⎢
⎥
a
(16.28)
Bla = ⎢ Na cos lθ
⎥
0
N
cos
lθ
a,r
⎢ a,z
⎥
⎣
⎦
−lNa /r sin lθ
0
Na,z sin lθ


0
−lNa /r sin lθ Na,r − Na /r sin lθ

Axisymmetric solids with non-symmetrical load

A purely axisymmetric problem may be described for the complete zero harmonic
(l = 0) and a further simplification arises in that the strains split into two problems:
the first involves the displacement components u and w which appear only in the first
four components of strain; and the second involves only the v displacement component
and appears only in the last two shearing strains. This second problem is associated
with a torsion problem on the axisymmetric body – with the first problem sometimes
referred to as a torsionless problem. For an isotropic elastic material the stiffness
matrix for these two problems completely decouples as a result of the structure of
the D matrix, and they can be treated separately. However, for inelastic problems
a coupling occurs whenever both torsionless and torsional loading are both applied
as loading conditions on the same problem. Thus, it is often expedient to form the
axisymmetric case including all three displacement components (as is necessary also
for the other harmonics).
For the elastic case the remaining steps of the formulation follow precisely the
previous derivations and can be performed by the reader as an exercise.
For the antisymmetric loading, of Fig. 16.6(b), we shall simply replace the sine by
cosine and vice versa in Eqs (16.25) and (16.26).
The load intensity terms in each harmonic are obtained by virtual work as
⎧ ⎧ ⎫
l
⎪
⎨R̄ ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
l
⎪
⎧
⎫
π T̄
when l = 1, 2, . . .
⎪
⎪ ⎩ l⎭
 2π ⎨R̄ l cos2 lθ⎬
⎨
Z̄
⎧ l⎫
(16.29)
f̄ l =
T̄ l sin2 lθ dθ =
⎪
⎩
⎭
⎨R̄ ⎬
0
⎪
Z̄ l cos2 lθ
⎪
⎪
⎪
when l = 0
2π
0
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎩ l⎭
Z̄
for the symmetric case. Similarly, for the antisymmetric case
⎧ ⎧ ⎫
l
⎪
⎨R̄ ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎫
π T̄ l
when l = 1, 2, . . .
⎪
⎪
 2π ⎨ R̄ l sin2 lθ ⎬
⎨ ⎩ l⎭
Z̄
⎧ ⎫
T̄ l cos2 lθ dθ =
f̄ l =
⎪
⎩
0
0
⎪
Z̄ l sin2 lθ ⎭
⎪ ⎨ l⎬
⎪
⎪
when l = 0
2π T̄
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎩ ⎭
0
The final nodal loads are then computed from the appropriate integrals

l
Na f¯ l dA
fa =

(16.30)

(16.31)

Ae



for body loads and
fal

=

e

Na f¯ l d

(16.32)

for surface loads.
We see from this and from an expansion of K e that, as expected, for l = 0 the
problem reduces to only two variables and the axisymmetric case is retrieved when
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Fig. 16.7 Torsion of a variable section circular bar.

symmetric terms only are involved. Similarly, when l = 0 only one set of equations
remains in the variable for v for the antisymmetric case.
This corresponds to constant tangential traction and solves simply the torsion problem of shafts subject to known torques (Fig. 16.7). This problem is classically treated
by the use of a stress function20 and indeed in this way has been solved by using
a finite element formulation.21 Here, an alternative, more physical, approach is
available.
The first application of the above concepts to the analysis of axisymmetric solids
was made by Wilson.22 A simple example illustrating the effects of various harmonics
is shown in Figs 16.8(a) and 16.8(b).

16.6 Axisymmetric shells with non-symmetrical load
16.6.1 Thin case – no shear deformation
The extension of analysis of axisymmetric thin shells as described in Chapter 14
to the case of non-axisymmetric loads is simple and will again follow the standard
pattern.
It is, however, necessary to extend the definition of strains to include now all three
displacements and force components (Fig. 16.9). Three membrane and three bending
effects are now present and, extending Eq. (7.1) involving straight generators, we now
define strains as23,24 *
⎫
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
ū,s
εs ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
v̄
/r
+
(
ū
cos
ψ
−
w̄
sin
ψ)/r
ε
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
,θ
θ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨γ ⎬ ⎨
ū,θ /r + v̄,s − v̄ cos ψ/r
sθ
=
ε̄ =
−w̄,ss
⎪
⎪ χs ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
−
w̄
/r
−
w̄
cos
ψ/r
+
v̄
sin
ψ/r
χ
,θθ
,s
,θ
⎪
⎪ θ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪ 
⎪
⎪

⎩ ⎭ ⎩
2
2 ⎭
χsθ
2 −w̄,sθ /r + w̄,θ cos ψ/r + v̄,s sin ψ/r − v̄ sin ψ cos ψ/r
(16.33)
*

Various alternatives are available as a result of the multiplicity of shell theories. The one presented is quite
commonly accepted.

Axisymmetric shells with non-symmetrical load

(a)

Fig. 16.8 (a) An axisymmetric tower under non-symmetric load; four cubic elements are used in the solution;
the harmonics of load expansion used in the analysis are shown.
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(b)

Fig. 16.8 Cont. (b) Distribution of σz , the vertical stress on base arising from various harmonics and their
combination (third harmonic identically zero), the first two harmonics give practically the complete answer.

The corresponding ‘stress’ matrix is

⎧
⎫
Ns ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Nθ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
Nsθ
σ=
⎪ Ms ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Mθ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Msθ

with the three membrane and bending stresses defined as in Fig. 16.9.

(16.34)

Axisymmetric shells with non-symmetrical load
Ns

Msθ

z
Ms

ψ

Ns θ
Nθs

a

Mθ

d

Mθs

Mθs

w
a

v
u

b
θ

d

y

c

Nθ

Nθ
Mθ

b

c

r

Nθs

Nsθ

(a)

Ms

x

(b)
Ns

Msθ

Fig. 16.9 Axisymmetric shell with non-symmetric load; (a) geometry and displacements, (b) stress resultants.

Once again, symmetric and antisymmetric variation of loads and displacements can
be assumed, as in the previous section. As the processes involved in executing this
extension of the application are now obvious, no further description is needed here, but
note again should be made of the more elaborate form of equations necessary when
curved elements are involved [see Chapter 14, Eq. (14.23)].
The reader is referred to the original paper by Grafton and Strome24 in which this
problem is first treated and to the many later papers on the subject listed in Chapter 14.

16.6.2 Thick case – with shear deformation
The displacement definition for a shell which includes the effects of transverse shearing
deformation is specified using the forms given in Eqs (8.4) and (8.26). For a case of
loading which is symmetric about θ = 0, the decomposition into global trigonometric
components involves the three displacement components of the nth harmonic as
⎞
⎡
⎤ ⎛⎧ n ⎫
⎡
⎤
 n
cos nθ
0
0
⎨ ũa ⎬ ηt − sin ψa 0 α̃n
u

a
a ⎠
⎣ 0
vn =
sin nθ
0 ⎦ ⎝ ṽan +
1⎦
Na ⎣ 0
n
⎭
⎩
2
β̃
n
a
w
0
0
cos nθ
cos ψa 0
w̃an
(16.35)
In this ũa , w̃a , and α̃a stand for the displacements and rotation illustrated in Fig. 15.5,
ṽa is a displacement of the middle surface node in the tangential (θ) direction, and β̃a
is a rotation about the vector tangential to the mid-surface.
Global strains are conveniently defined by the relationship19
⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
u,r
εr ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
w,z 
εz ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨ ⎬ ⎨
⎬
εθ
u + v,θ /r
ε=
=
(16.36)
γrz ⎪
u,z + w,r
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
γ ⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎩ zθ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩ v,z + w,θ /r ⎪
⎭
γθr
v,r − v/r + u,θ /r
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These strains are transformed to the local coordinates, and the component normal to η
(η = constant) is neglected. As in the axisymmetric case described in Chapter 15, the
D̄ matrix relating local stresses and strains takes a form identical to that defined by Eq.
(8.13).
A purely axisymmetric problem may again be described for the complete zero harmonic problem and again, as in the non-symmetric loading of solids, the strains split
into two problems defining a torsionless and a torsional state. However, for inelastic
problems a coupling again occurs whenever both torsionless and torsional loading are
both applied as loading conditions on the same problem. Thus, it is often expedient to
form the axisymmetric case including all three displacement components.

16.7 Concluding remarks
A fairly general process combining some of the advantages of finite element analysis
with the economy of expansion in terms of generally orthogonal functions has been
illustrated in several applications. Certainly, these only touch on the possibilities
offered, but it should be borne in mind that the economy is achieved only in certain
geometrically constrained situations and those to which the number of terms requiring
solution is limited.
Similarly, other ‘prismatic’ situations can be dealt with in which only a segment of a
body of revolution is developed (Fig. 16.10). Clearly, the expansion must now be taken
in terms of the angle lπθ/α, but otherwise the approach is identical to that described
previously.3
In the methods of this chapter it was assumed that material properties remain constant
with one coordinate direction. This restriction can on occasion be lifted with the

Fig. 16.10 Other segmental, prismatic situations.
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Stricklin and DeAndrade.25 Inclusion of inelastic behaviour has also been successfully
treated.26–29
All the problems we have described in this chapter could be derived in terms of semidiscretization in time. We would thus first semi-discretize, describing the problem in
terms of an ordinary differential equation in z of the form
K1

d2 a
da
+ K3 a + f = 0
+ K2
2
dz
dz

Second, the above equation system would be solved in the domain 0 < z < a by
means of orthogonal functions that naturally enter the problem as solutions of ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients. This second solution step is most
easily found by using a diagonalization process described in dynamic applications.1
Clearly, the final result of such computations would turn out to be identical with the
procedures here described, but on occasion the above formulation is more self-evident.
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17
Non-linear structural problems –
large displacement and instability
17.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the question of finite deformations and non-linear material
behaviour was discussed and methods were developed to allow the standard linear
forms to be used in an iterative way to obtain solutions. In the present chapter we consider the more specialized problem of large displacements but with strains restricted
to be small. Generally, we shall assume that ‘small strain’ stress–strain relations are
adequate but for accurate determination of the displacements geometric non-linearity
needs to be considered. Here, for instance, stresses arising from membrane action,
usually neglected in plate flexure, may cause a considerable decrease of displacements
as compared with the linear solution discussed in Chapters 11 and 12, even though
displacements remain quite small. Conversely, it may be found that a load is reached
where indeed a state may be attained where load-carrying capacity decreases with continuing deformation. This classic problem is that of structural stability and obviously
has many practical implications. The applications of such an analysis are clearly of
considerable importance in aerospace and automotive engineering applications, design
of telescopes, wind loading on cooling towers, box girder bridges with thin diaphragms
and other relatively ‘slender’ structures.
In this chapter we consider the above class of problems applied to beam, plate,
and shell systems by examining the basic non-linear equilibrium equations. Such
considerations lead also to the formulation of classical initial stability problems. These
concepts are illustrated in detail by formulating the large deflection and initial stability
problems for beams and flat plates. A Lagrangian approach is adopted throughout in
which displacements are referred to the original (reference) configuration.

17.2 Large displacement theory of beams
17.2.1 Geometrically exact formulation
In Chapter 10 we described the behaviour for the bending of a beam for the small
strain theory. Here we present a form for cases in which large displacements with
finite rotations occur. We shall, however, assume that the strains which result are small.
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Fig. 17.1 Finite motion of three-dimensional beams.

A two-dimensional theory of beams (rods) was developed by Reissner 1 and was extended
to a three-dimensional dynamic form by Simo.2 In these developments the normal to
the cross-section is followed, as contrasted to following the tangent to the beam axis,
by an orthogonal frame.
Here we consider an initially straight beam for which the orthogonal triad of the
beam cross-section is denoted by the vectors ai (Fig. 17.1). The motion for the beam
can then be written as
(17.1)
ϕi ≡ xi = xi0 + iI ZI
where the orthogonal matrix is related to the ai vectors as


(17.2)
Λ = a1 a2 a3
If we assume that the reference coordinate X1 (X) is the beam axis and X2 , X3 (Y, Z)
are the axes of the cross-section the above motion may be written in matrix form as
        
 
x1
x
X
u
11 12 13
0
x2 = y = 0 + v + 21 22 23
Y
(17.3)
x3
31 32 33
z
0
w
Z
where u(X), v(X), and w(X) are displacements of the beam reference axis and where
(X) is the rotation of the beam cross-section which does not necessarily remain
normal to the beam axis and thus admits the possibility of transverse shearing deformations.
The derivation of the deformation gradient for Eq. (17.3) requires computation of the
derivatives of the displacements and the rotation matrix. The derivative of the rotation
matrix is given by2,3
Λ,X = θ̂,X Λ
(17.4)
where θ̂,X denotes a skew symmetric matrix for the derivatives of a rotation vector θ
and is expressed by


0
−θZ,X θY,X
0
−θX,X
θ̂ = θZ,X
(17.5)
−θY,X θX,X
0

Large displacement theory of beams

Fig. 17.2 Deformed beam configuration.

Here we consider in detail the two-dimensional case where the motion is restricted to
the X–Z plane. The orthogonal matrix may then be represented as (θY = β)


cos β 0 sin β
0
1
0
(17.6)
Λ=
− sin β 0 cos β
Inserting this in Eq. (17.3) and expanding, the deformed position then is described
compactly by
x = X + u(X) + Z sin β(X)
y=Y
(17.7)
z = w(X) + Z cos β(X)
This results in the deformed configuration for a beam shown in Fig. 17.2. It is a twodimensional specialization of the theory presented by Simo and co-workers2,4,5 and
is called geometrically exact since no small-angle approximations are involved. The
deformation gradient for this displacement is given by the relation


[1 + u,X + Zβ,X cos β] 0 sin β
0
1
0
(17.8)
FiI =
0 cos β
[w,X − Zβ,X sin β]
Using Eq.(10.15) and computing the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, two non-zero components are obtained which, ignoring a quadratic term in Z, are expressed by
2
) + Zβ,X = E 0 + ZK b
EXX = u,X + 21 (u2,X + w,X
2EXZ = (1 + u,X ) sin β + w,X cos β = 

(17.9)

where E 0 and  are strains which are constant on the cross-section and K b measures
change in rotation (curvature) of the cross-sections and
 = (1 + u,X ) cos β − w,X sin β

(17.10)

A variational equation for the beam can be written now by introducing second
Piola–Kirchhoff stresses as described in Chapter 5 to obtain

(δEXX SXX + 2δEXZ SXZ ) dV − δext
(17.11)
δ =
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where δext denotes the terms from end forces and loading along the length. If we
separate the volume integral into one along the length times an integral over the beam
cross-sectional area A and define force resultants as



SXX dA, S p =
SXZ dA and M b =
SXX Z dA
(17.12)
Tp =
A

A

A

the variational equation may be written compactly as

δ = (δE 0 T p + δS p + δK b M b ) dX − δext

(17.13)

L

where virtual strains for the beam are given by
δE 0 = (1 + u,X )δu,X + w,X δw,X
δ = sin βδu,X + cos βδw,X + δβ
δK b = δβ,X + δβ + cos βδu,X + sin βδw,X

(17.14)

A finite element approximation for the displacements may be introduced in a manner
identical to that used in Sec. 17.4 for axisymmetric shells. Accordingly, we can write
⎧ ⎫
 
⎨ ũa ⎬
u
w = Na (X) w̃a
(17.15)
⎩ β̃ ⎭
β
a
where the shape functions for each variable are the same. Using this approximation
the virtual work is computed as
 p

T


T
Ba S p dX − δext
(17.16)
δ = δũa δw̃a δβ̃a
L
Mb
where



(1 + u,X )Na,X
sin βNa,X
Ba =
β,X cos βNa,X

w,X Na,X
cos βNa,X
−β,X sin βNa,X


0
Na
(Na,X − β,X Na )

(17.17)

Just as for the axisymmetric shell described in Sec. 17.4 this interpolation will lead
to ‘shear locking’ and it is necessary to compute the integrals for stresses by using a
‘reduced quadrature’. For a two-node beam element this implies use of one quadrature
point for each element. Alternatively, a mixed formulation where  and S p are assumed
constant in each element can be introduced as was done in Sec. 12.6 for the bending
analysis of plates using the T6S3B3 element.
The non-linear equilibrium equation for a quasi-static problem that is solved at each
load level (or time) is given by
⎧ p ⎫
T
⎪

⎨ n+1 ⎪
⎬
p
(17.18)
Ψn+1 = fn+1 − BTa Sn+1 dX = 0
⎪
L
⎩ b ⎪
⎭
Mn+1

Large displacement theory of beams

For a Newton-type solution the tangent stiffness matrix is deduced by a linearization
of Eq. (17.18). To give a specific relation for the derivation we assume, for simplicity, the strains are small and the constitution may be expressed by a linear elastic
relation between the Green–Lagrange strains and the second Piola–Kirchhoff stresses.
Accordingly, we take
SXX = EEXX and SXZ = 2GEXZ

(17.19)

where E is a Young’s modulus and G a shear modulus. Integrating Eq. (17.12) the
elastic behaviour of the beam resultants becomes
T p = EAE 0 , S p = κGA and M b = EI K b
in which A is the cross-sectional area, I is the moment of inertia about the centroid,
and κ is a shear correction factor to account for the fact that SXZ is not constant on the
cross-section. Using these relations the linearization of Eq. (17.18) gives the tangent
stiffness

BTa DT Bb dX + (KG )ab
(17.20)
(KT )ab =
L

where for the simple elastic relation Eq. (17.20)


DT =

EA


κGA

EI

(17.21)

and KG is the geometric stiffness resulting from linearization of the non-linear expression for B. After some algebra the reader can verify that the geometric stiffness is given
by


 
Na,X
(KG )ab =
L

+ Na,X




Tp
0
M b cos β
0 0 0
−M b sin β Nb,X + Na 0 0 0 Nb
0
Tp
b
b
0 0 G3
0
M cos β −M sin β





0 0
G1
0
0
0
0 0
G2
0
0
Nb + N a 0
Nb,X dX
0 0 −M b 
G1 G2 −M b 
(17.22)

where
G1 = S p cos β − M b β,X sin β, G2 = −S p sin β − M b β,X cos β ,
and
G3 = −S p  − M b β,X 
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17.2.2 Large displacement formulation with small rotations
In many applications the full non-linear displacement field with finite rotations is not
needed; however, the behaviour is such that limitations of the small displacement theory
are not appropriate. In such cases we can assume that rotations are small so that the
trigonometric functions may be approximated as
sin β ≈ β

and

cos β ≈ 1

In this case the displacement approximations become
x = X + u(X) + Zβ(X)
y=Y
z = w(X) + Z

(17.23)

which yield now the non-zero Green–Lagrange strain expressions
2
) + Zβ,X = E 0 + ZK b
EXX = u,X + 21 (u2,X + w,X
2EXZ = w,X + β = 

(17.24)

where terms in Z 2 as well as products of β with derivatives of displacements are
ignored. With this approximation and again using Eq. (17.15) for the finite element
representation of the displacements in each element we obtain the set of non-linear
equilibrium equations given by Eq. (17.18) in which now


(1 + u,X )Na,X w,X Na,X
0
Na
0
Na,X
(17.25)
Ba =
0
0
Na,X
This expression results in a much simpler geometric stiffness term in the tangent matrix
given by Eq. (17.20) and may be written simply as
 p


T
0 0
(KG )ab =
Na,X 0 T p 0 Nb,X dX
(17.26)
L
0
0 0
It is also possible to reduce the theory further by assuming shear deformations to be
negligible so that from  = 0 we have
β = −w,X

(17.27)

Taking the approximations now in the form
u = Nau ũa

w = Naw w̃a + Naβ β̃a
in which β̃a ≡ − w̃a,X at nodes.
The equilibrium equation is now given by
 p 

Tn+1
Ψn+1 = fn+1 − BTa
dX = 0
b
Mn+1
L

(17.28)

(17.29)

Elastic stability – energy interpretation

where the strain–displacement matrix is expressed as


β
u
w
(1 + u,X )Na,X
w,X Na,X
w,X Na,X
Ba =
β
w
0
−Na,XX
−Na,XX

(17.30)

The tangent matrix is given by Eq. (17.20) where the elastic tangent moduli involve
only the terms from T p and M b as


EA 0
(17.31)
DT =
0 EI
and the geometric tangent is given by
⎡ u p u
Na,X T Nb,X

0
Na,X ⎣
(KG )ab =
L
0

Example 17.1

0
w
w
Na,X T p Nb,X
β
w
Na,X
T p Nb,X

⎤
0
β ⎦
w
Na,X
T p Nb,X
dX
β
p β
Na,X T Nb,X

(17.32)

A clamped--hinged arch

To illustrate the performance and limitations of the above formulations we consider the
behaviour of a circular arch with one boundary clamped, the other boundary hinged and
loaded by a single point load, as shown in Fig. 17.3(a). Here it is necessary to introduce
a transformation between the axes used to define each beam element and the global
axes used to define the arch. This follows standard procedures as used many times
previously. The cross-section of the beam is a unit square with other properties as shown
in the figure. An analytical solution to this problem has been obtained by da Deppo
and Schmidt6 and an early finite element solution by Wood and Zienkiewicz.7 Here a
solution is obtained using 40 two-node elements of the types presented in this section.
The problem produces a complex load displacement history with ‘softening’ behaviour
that is traced using the arc-length method described in Sec. 3.2.6 [Fig. 17.3(b)]. It is
observed from Fig. 17.3(b) that the assumption of small rotation produces an accurate
trace of the behaviour only during the early parts of loading and also produces a limit
state which is far from reality. This emphasizes clearly the type of discrepancies that
can occur by misusing a formulation in which assumptions are involved.
Deformed configurations during the deformation history are shown for the load
parameter β = EI /P R 2 in Fig. 17.4. In Fig. 17.4(a) we show the deformed configuration for five loading levels – three before the limit load is reached and two after passing
the limit load. It will be observed that continued loading would not lead to correct
solutions unless a contact state is used between the support and the arch member. This
aspect was considered by Simo et al.8 and loading was applied much further into the
deformation process. In Fig. 17.4(b) we show a comparison of the deformed shapes
for β = 3.0 where the small-angle assumption is still valid.

17.3 Elastic stability – energy interpretation
The energy expression given in Eq. (10.37) and the equilibrium behaviour deduced
from the first variation given by Eq. (10.42) may also be used to assess the stability of
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Fig. 17.3 Clamped--hinged arch: (a) problem definition; (b) load deflection.

equilibrium.9 For an equilibrium state we always have
δ = −δũT Ψ = 0

(17.33)

that is, the total potential energy is stationary [which, ignoring inertia effects, is equivalent to Eq. (10.65)].
The second variation of  is
δ2  = δ(δ) = −δũT δΨ = δũT KT δũ

(17.34)

The stability criterion is given by a positive value of this second variation and, conversely, instability by a negative value (as in the first case energy has to be added to
the structure whereas in the second it contains surplus energy). In other words, if KT
is positive definite, stability exists. This criterion is well known9 and of considerable
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Table 17.1 Linear buckling load estimates
Number of elements
20

100

500

20.36
61.14
124.79

20.19
59.67
118.85

20.18
59.61
118.62

An axial compressive load is applied to the roller end and the Euler buckling load
computed. This is a problem in which the displacement prior to buckling is purely
axial. The buckling load may be estimated relative to the small deformation theory by
using the solution from the first tangent matrix computed. Alternatively, the buckling
load can be computed by increasing the load until the tangent matrix becomes singular.
In the case of a structure where the distribution of the internal forces does not change
with load level and material is linear elastic there is no difference in the results obtained.
Table 17.1 shows the results obtained for the propped cantilever using different numbers
of elements. Here it is observed that accurate results for higher modes require use
of more elements; however, both the finite rotation and small rotation formulations
given above yield identical answers since no rotation is present prior to buckling. The
properties used in the analysis are E = 12 × 106 , A = 1, I = 1/12, and length
L = 100. The classical Euler buckling load is given by
Pcr = α

EI
L2

(17.39)

with the lowest buckling load given as α = 20.18.15

17.4 Large displacement theory of thick plates
17.4.1 Definitions
The small rotation form for beams described in Sec. 17.2.2 may be used to consider
problems associated with deformation of plates subject to ‘in-plane’and ‘lateral’forces,
when displacements are not infinitesimal but also not excessively large (Fig. 17.5). In
this situation the ‘change-in-geometry’ effect is less important than the relative magnitudes of the linear and non-linear strain–displacement terms, and in fact for ‘stiffening’
problems the non-linear displacements are always less than the corresponding linear
ones (see Fig. 17.6). It is well known that in such situations the lateral displacements
will be responsible for development of ‘membrane’-type strains and now the two problems of ‘in-plane’ and ‘lateral’ deformation can no longer be dealt with separately but
are coupled.
Generally, for plates the rotation angles remain small unless in-plane strains also
become large. To develop the equations for small rotations in which plate bending
is modelled using the formulations discussed in Chapter 12 we generalize the displacement field given in Eq. (4.9) to include the effects of in-plane displacements.

Elastic stability – energy interpretation

(b)

(a)

Fig. 17.4 Clamped--hinged arch: deformed shapes. (a) Finite-angle solution; (b) finite-angle form compared
with small-angle form.

use when investigating stability during large deformation.10,11 An alternative test is to
investigate the sign of the determinant of KT , a positive sign denoting stability.12
A limit on stability exists when the second variation is zero. We note from Eq.
(10.66) that the stability test can then be written as (assuming KL is zero)
δũT KM δũ + δũT KG δũ = 0

(17.35)

This may be written in the Rayleigh quotient form13
δũT KM δũ
= −λ
δũT KG δũ

(17.36)

where we have

⎧
⎨< 1, stable
(17.37)
λ = 1, stability limit
⎩
> 1, unstable
The limit of stability is sometimes called neutral equilibrium since the configuration
may be changed by a small amount without affecting the value of the second variation
(i.e. equilibrium balance). Several options exist for implementing the above test and
the simplest is to let λ = 1 + λ and write the problem in the form of a generalized
linear eigenproblem given by
(17.38)
KT δu = λKG δu
Here we seek the solution where λ is zero to define a stability limit. This form
uses the usual tangent matrix directly and requires only a separate implementation for
the geometric term and availability of a general eigensolution routine. To maintain
numerical conditioning in the eigenproblem near a buckling or limit state where KT is
singular a shift may be used as described for the vibration problem in Chapter 16 of
reference 14.

Example 17.2

Euler buckling -- propped cantilever

As an example of the stability test we consider the buckling of a straight beam with
one end fixed and the other on a roller support. We can also use this example to show
the usefulness of the small-angle beam theory.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17.5 (a) ‘In-plane’ and bending resultants for a flat plate; (b) increase of middle surface length owing to
lateral displacement.

Accordingly, we write

⎧ ⎫ ⎧
⎫
u1 ⎪ ⎪ u(X, Y ) ⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎬ ⎨
⎬
u = u2 = v(X, Y ) + Z
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎪
⎭ ⎪
⎩
⎭
u3
w(X, Y )

⎧
⎫
φX (X, Y )⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
φY (X, Y )
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0

(17.40)

where φ are small rotations defined according to Fig. 11.3 and X, Y , Z denote positions
in the reference configuration of the plate. Using these to compute the Green–Lagrange
strains given by Eq. (5.15) we can write the non-zero terms as
⎧
⎫ ⎧
⎫
⎧
⎫
1
2
E
u
+
(w
)
φ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
XX
,X
,X
X,X
2
⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
E
φ
+
(w
)
v
Y
Y
,Y
,Y
Y,Y
⎪
⎪ ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎨
⎬
⎬
⎨
⎬
2EXY = u,Y + v,X + w,X w,Y + Z φX,Y + φY,X
(17.41)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2EXZ ⎪
0
φX + w,X
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭ ⎪
⎩
⎭
⎩
⎭
2EY Z
0
φY + w,Y
In these expressions we have used classical results16 that ignore all square terms involving φ and derivatives of u and v, as well as terms which contain quadratic powers
of Z.
Generally, the position of the in-plane reference coordinates X and Y change very
little during deformations and we can replace them with the current coordinates x and
y just as is implicitly done for the small strain case considered in Chapter 11. Thus,
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Fig. 17.6 Central deflection w c of a clamped square plate under uniform load p;12 u = v = 0 at edge.

we can represent the Green–Lagrange strains in terms of the middle surface strains and
changes in curvature as
⎧
⎫


u,x + 21 (w,x )2 ⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
φx,x
φy,y
+Z
= Ep + ZK b
(17.42)
E=
v,y + 21 (w,y )2
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
φx,y + φy,x
u,y + v,x + w,x w,y
where Ep denotes the in-plane membrane strains and K b the change in curvatures owing
to bending. In addition we have the transverse shearing strains given by


φx + w,x
s
(17.43)
Γ =
φy + w,y
The variations of the strains are given by

 
δu,x
w,x
δv,y
+ 0
δEp =
δu,y + δv,x
w,y


δK =
b

δφx,x
δφy,y
δφx,y + δφy,x





0 
δw,x
w,y
δw,y
w,x



δφx + δw,x
and δΓ =
δφy + δw,y
s

(17.44)

(17.45)

Using these expressions the variation of the plate equations may be expressed as



p T
s T s
δ = (δE ) S d + (δΓ ) S d + (δK b )T S Z d − δext
(17.46)






Large displacement theory of thick plates

Defining the integrals through the thickness in terms of the ‘in-plane’ membrane forces
  
 t/2 SXX 
Tx
t/2
SY Y dZ
S dZ ≡
(17.47)
Tp = Ty =
−t/2
−t/2
Txy
SXY
transverse shears

   t/2

 t/2 
Txz
SXZ
s
=
S dZ ≡
dZ
T =
Tyz
SY Z
−t/2
−t/2
s

(17.48)

and bending forces


 
 t/2 SXX 
Mxx
t/2
SY Y Z dZ
SZ dZ ≡
Mb = Myy =
−t/2
−t/2
Mxy
SXY
we obtain the virtual work expression for the plate, given as

δ = [(δEp )T Tp + δ(Γs )T Ts + δ(K b )T Mb ] dA − δext

(17.49)

(17.50)

A

This may now be used to construct a finite element solution.

17.4.2 Finite element evaluation of strain–displacement matrices
For further evaluation it is necessary to establish expressions for the finite element B
and KT matrices. Introducing the finite element approximations, we have
  
 
ũa
u
Na
Na
ṽa
v =
(17.51)
Naw
w̃a
w
and

 


φx
(φ̃x )a
= Naφ
φy
(φ̃y )a

(17.52)

The expressions for the strain–displacement matrices are deduced from Eqs (17.44)
and (17.45) as
⎧
⎫
⎡
⎤


Na,x
0  
⎨ δw̃a ⎬
w,x 0
Na,y ⎦ δũa + 0 w,y Ga δ(φ̃x )a
δEp = Bpa δãa = ⎣ 0
δṽa
⎩
⎭ (17.53a)
w,y w,x
Na,y Na,x
δ(φ̃y )a
= Ba δũa + BLa δw̃a

⎧
⎫
 w
 ⎨ δw̃a ⎬
φ
Na,x −Na
0
δ(φ̃ )a
δΓs = Bsa δwa =
w
Na,y
0
−Naφ ⎩ x ⎭
δ(φ̃y )a

(17.53b)
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and

⎫
⎡
⎤⎧
φ
0 Na,x
0 ⎨ δw̃a ⎬
φ ⎦
0
Na,y
δ(φ̃ )a
δK b = Bba δw̃a = ⎣0
⎩ x ⎭
φ
φ
0 Na,y Na,x
δ(φ̃y )a

(17.53c)

 w

Na,x 0 0
Ga =
w
0 0
Na,y

(17.53d)

where

with nodal parameters defined by

 

ãaT = ũa ṽa w̃a (φ̃x )a (φ̃y )a = ũTa w̃aT




ũTa = ũa ṽa and w̃aT = w̃a (φ̃x )a (φ̃y )a
We here immediately recognize an in-plane term which is identical to the small strain
(linear) plane stress (membrane) form and a term which is identical to the small strain
bending and transverse shear form. The added non-linear in-plane term results from
the quadratic displacement terms in the membrane strains.
Using the above strain–displacement matrices we can now write Eq. (17.50) as



T
p T p
T
s T s
T
(Ba ) T dA + δw̃a
(Bba )T Mb dA − δext = 0
δ = δũa (Ba ) T dA + δw̃a
A

A

A

Grouping the force terms as



Tp
Ts
Mb

σ̄ =

(17.54)



⎡
⎤
Ba BLa
B̄a = ⎣ 0 Bsa ⎦
0 Bba
the virtual work expression may be written compactly as

T
δ = δãa
B̄Ta σ̄ dA − δext = 0

(17.55)

and the strain matrices as

(17.56)

(17.57)

A

The non-linear problem to be solved is thus expressed as

B̄Ta σ̄ dA = 0
Ψa = fa −

(17.58)

A

This may be solved by using a Newton process for which a tangent matrix is required.

17.4.3 Evaluation of tangent matrix
A tangent matrix for the non-linear plate formulation may be computed by a linearization of Eq. (17.57). Formally, this may be written as



T
d(B̄Ta )σ̄ + B̄Ta d(σ̄) dA − d(δext )
(17.59)
d(δ) = δãa
A

Large displacement theory of thick plates

We shall assume for simplicity that loading is conservative so that d(δext ) = 0 and
hence the only terms to be linearized are the strain–displacement matrix and the stress–
strain relation. If we assume linear elastic behaviour, the relation between the plate
forces and strains may be written as
 p  p
  p
T
D
0
0
E
s
s
T
0
Γs
= 0 D
(17.60)
b
b
M
Kb
0
0 D
where for an isotropic homogeneous plate




1
ν
0
Et
κEt
t2 p
1 0
p
s
ν
1
0
D
, D =
, and Db =
D =
2
1−ν 0
2(1 + ν) 0 1
12
0 (1 − ν)/2
(17.61)
Again, κ is a shear correction factor which, for homogeneous plates, is usually taken
as 5/6. Thus, the linearization of the constitution becomes

  p


d(Tp )
D
0
0
d(Ep )
d(Γs )
d(σ̄) = d(Ts ) = 0 Ds 0
b
b
d(M )
0
0 D
d(K b )
(17.62)
 p
 ⎡B BL ⎤ 

b
D
0
0
b
d(ũb )
= 0 Ds 0 ⎣ 0 Bsb ⎦
d(
w̃b )
0
0 Db
0 Bbb
Using this result the material part of the tangent matrix is expressed as
⎤
⎡
 Dp 0 0  Bpb BLb
  p T
(Ba )
0
0
0 Ds 0 ⎣ 0 Bsb ⎦ dA
(KM )ab =
L T
s T
b T
(B
)
(B
)
(B
A
a
a
a)
0
0 Db
0 Bbb
 p


L
(KM )ab (KM
)ab
=
B̄Ta DT B̄b dA =
L T
b
(KM
)ab (KM
)ab
A

(17.63)

where DT is the coefficient matrix from Eq. (17.60), and the individual parts of the
tangent matrix are

p
(KM )ab = (Bpa )T Dp Bb dA
A


L
)ab =
(KM

A


b
)ab
(KM

=

A

(Bpa )T Dp BLb dA

(17.64)

 s T s s

(Ba ) D Bb + (Bba )T Db Bbb dA

We immediately recognize that the material part of the tangent matrix consists of the
L
same result as that of the small displacement analysis except for the added term KM
which establishes coupling between membrane and bending behaviour.
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The remainder of the computation for the tangent involves the linearization of the
non-linear part of the strain–displacement matrix, BLa . As in the continuum problem
discussed in Chapter 5 it is easiest to rewrite this term as
⎧ ⎫

 ⎨ Txp ⎬
d(w,x )
0
d(w,y )
Tp
d(BLa )T Tb = GaT
0
d(w,y ) d(w,x ) ⎩ yp ⎭
Txy
(17.65)
 p



p
Tx Txy
d(w,x )
= GaT
Txyp Typ
d(w,y )
This may now be expressed in terms of finite element interpolations to obtain the
geometric part of the tangent as
 p


Txyp
L
T Tx
Ga
Gb dA
(17.66)
(KG )ab =
Txyp Typ
A
which is inserted into the total geometric tangent as


0
0
(KG )ab =
0 (KGL )ab

(17.67)

This geometric matrix is also referred to in the literature as the initial stress matrix for
plate bending.

17.5 Large displacement theory of thin plates
The above theory may be specialized to the thin plate formulation by neglecting the
effects of transverse shearing strains as discussed in Chapter 11. Thus setting EXZ =
EY Z = 0 in Eq. (17.41), this yields the result
φX = − w,X

and

φY = − w,Y

(17.68)

The displacements of the plate middle surface may then be approximated as
  



u1
u(X, Y )
w,X (X, Y )
(17.69)
u = u2 = v(X, Y ) − Z w,Y (X, Y )
u3
0
w(X, Y )
Once again we can note that in-plane positions X and Y do not change significantly, thus
permitting substitution of x and y in the strain expressions to obtain Green–Lagrange
strains as
⎧
⎫


1
2
⎨ u,x + 2 (w,x ) ⎬
w,xx
− Z w,yy = Ep + ZK b
(17.70)
E=
v + 1 (w )2
⎩ ,y 2 ,y
⎭
2w
,xy
u,y + v,x + w,x w,y
where we have once again neglected square terms involving derivatives of the in-plane
displacements and terms in Z 2 . We note now that introduction of Eq. (17.68) modifies
the expression for change in curvature to the same form as that used for thin plates in
Chapter 11.

Prismatic bar

This means that the force term of the lth harmonic only affects the lth system of
Eq. (16.11) and contributes nothing to the other equations. This extremely important
property is of considerable practical significance for, if the expansion of the loading
factors involves only one term, only one set of equations need be solved. The solution
of this will tend to the exact one with increasing subdivision in the xy domain only.
Thus, what was originally a three-dimensional problem now has been reduced to a
two-dimensional one with consequent reduction of computational effort.
The preceding derivation was illustrated on a three-dimensional, elastic situation.
Clearly, the arguments could equally well be applied for reduction of two-dimensional
problems to one-dimensional ones, etc., and the arguments are not restricted to problems of elasticity. Any physical problem governed by a minimization of a quadratic
functional or by linear differential equations is amenable to the same treatment.
A word of warning should be added regarding the boundary conditions imposed on
u. For a complete decoupling to be possible these must be satisfied separately by each
and every term of the expansion given by Eq. (16.1). Insertion of a zero displacement
in the final reduced problem implies in fact a zero displacement fixed throughout all
terms in the z direction by definition. Care must be taken not to treat the final matrix
therefore as a simple reduced problem. Indeed, this is one of the limitations of the
process described.
When the loading is complicated and many Fourier components need to be considered
the advantages of the approach outlined here reduce and the full three-dimensional
solution sometimes becomes more efficient.
Other permutations of the basic definitions of the type given by Eq. (16.1) are obviously possible. For instance, two independent sets of parameters ũe may be specified
with each of the trigonometric terms. Indeed, on occasion use of other orthogonal
functions may be possible. The appropriate functions are often related to a reduction
of the differential equation directly using separation of variables.2

16.2 Prismatic bar
Consider a prismatic bar, illustrated in Fig. 16.1, which is assumed to be held at z = 0
and z = a in a manner preventing all displacements in the xy plane but permitting
unrestricted motion in the z direction (traction tz = 0). The problem is fully three
dimensional and three components of displacement u, v, and w have to be considered.
Subdividing into finite elements in the xy plane we can prescribe the lth displacement
components as
⎡
⎤⎧ l⎫
 l
sin γl z
0
0
⎨ ũb ⎬
u

l
l
⎣
⎦
0
0
sin γl z
ṽbl
=
Nb
(16.14)
u = v
⎭
⎩
l
w
b
0
0
cos γl z
w̃bl
where γl = lπ/a. In this, Nb are simply the (scalar) shape functions appropriate to the
elements used in the xy plane and again γl = lπ/a. If, as shown in Fig. 16.1, simple
triangles are used then the shape functions are given in area coordinates by Nb = Lb ,
but any other isoparametric elements would be equally suitable. The displacement
expansion ensures zero u and v displacements at the ends and the zero t̄z traction
condition can be imposed in a standard manner.
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17.5.1 Evaluation of strain–displacement matrices
For further formulation it is again necessary to establish expressions for the B̄ and KT
matrices. The finite element approximations to the displacements now involve only u,
v, and w. Here we assume these to be expressed in the form

 
 
ũa
u
= Na
= Na ũa
ṽa
v

(17.71)

and
w = Naw w̃a + Naφ φ̃a

(17.72)

where now the rotation parameters are defined as


T
φ̃a = (φ˜x )a



(φ˜y )a = − (w̃,x )a

(w̃,y )a



(17.73)

The expressions for Bp and BL are identical to those given previously except for the
definition of G. Owing to the form of the interpolation for w, we now obtain
Ga =

 w

φx
φy
Na,x Na,x
Na,x
w
φx
φy
Na,y
Na,y
Na,y

(17.74)

The variation in curvature for the thin plate is given by

⎡

w
Na,xx

φx
Na,xx

⎢ w
δK b = − ⎣ Na,yy
w
2Na,xy

φx
Na,yy
φx
2Na,xy

⎫
⎤⎧
⎪
⎨ δw̃a ⎪
⎬
φy ⎥
Na,yy
(δ
φ̃
)
⎦
x a
⎪
⎩(δφ̃ ) ⎪
⎭
φy
2Na,xy
y a
φy
Na,xx

= Bba δw̃a

(17.75)
(17.76)

Grouping the force terms, now without the shears Ts , as


σ̄ =
and the strain matrices as

Tp
Mb





Ba BLa
B̄a =
0 Bba

the virtual work expression may be written in matrix form as

T
B̄Ta σ̄ dA − δext = 0
δ = δũa
A

and once again a non-linear problem in the form of Eq. (17.58) is obtained.

(17.77)

(17.78)

(17.79)
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17.5.2 Evaluation of tangent matrix
A tangent matrix for the non-linear plate formulation may be computed by a linearization of Eq. (17.57). If we again assume linear elastic behaviour, the relation between
the plate forces and strains may be written as
 p  p
  p
T
D
0
E
=
(17.80)
Mb
Kb
0 Db
where the elastic constants are given in Eq. (17.61). Thus, the linearization of the
constitution becomes
 p
 p


D
0
Bb 0
d(ũb )
(17.81)
d(σ) =
d(w̃b )
0 Db BLb Bbb
Using this result the material part of the tangent matrix is expressed as
 p
 p

  p T
D
0
(Ba )
0
Bb BLb
(KM )ab =
dA
L T
0 Db
0 Bbb
(Bba )T
A (Ba )
 p

L
(KM )ab (KM
)ab
=
L T
b
(KM
)ab (KM
)ab

(17.82)

p

L
b
are given as in Eq. (17.64), and KM
simplifies to
where KM and KM

b
)ab = (Bba )T Db Bbb dA
(KM

(17.83)

A

and now Bba is given by Eq. (17.76). Using Eq. (17.74) the geometric matrix has
identical form to Eqs (17.66) and (17.67).

17.6 Solution of large deflection problems
All the ingredients necessary for computing the ‘large deflection’ plate problem are
now available. Here we may use results from either the thick or thin plate formulations
described above. Below we describe the process for the thin plate formulation.
As a first step displacements ã0 are found according to the small displacement
uncoupled solution. This is used to determine the actual strains by considering the nonlinear relations for Ep and the linear curvature relations for K b defined in Eq. (17.70).
Corresponding stresses can be found by the elastic relations and a Newton iteration
process set up to solve Eq. (17.58) [which is obtained from Eq. (17.79)].
A typical solution which shows the stiffening of the plate with increasing deformation arising from the development of ‘membrane’ stresses was shown in Fig. 17.6.12
The results show excellent agreement with an alternative analytical solution. The element properties were derived using for the in-plane deformation the simplest bilinear
rectangle and for the bending deformation the non-conforming shape function for a
rectangle (Sec. 11.3).

Solution of large deflection problems

Fig. 17.7 Clamped square plate: stresses.

Example 17.3 Clamped plate subjected to uniform load
An example of the stress variation with loads for a clamped square plate under uniform
dead load is shown in Fig. 17.7.17 A quarter of the plate is analysed as above with 32
triangular elements, using the ‘in-plane’ triangular three-node linear element together
with a modified version of the non-conforming plate bending element of Sec. 11.5.18
Many other examples of large plate deformation obtained by finite element methods
are available in the literature.17,19–24

17.6.1 Bifurcation instability
In a few practical cases, as in the classical Euler problem, a bifurcation instability is
possible similar to the case considered for straight beams in Sec. 17.3. Consider the
situation of a plate loaded purely in its own plane. As lateral deflections, w, are not
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produced, the small deflection theory gives an exact solution. However, even with zero
lateral displacements, the geometric stiffness (initial stress) matrix can be found while
BL remains zero. If the in-plane stresses are compressive this matrix will be such that
real eigenvalues of the bending deformation can be found by solving the eigenproblem
b
d w̃ = −λKGL d w̃
KM

(17.84)

in which λ denotes a multiplying factor on the in-plane stresses necessary to achieve
neutral equilibrium (limit stability), and δw̃ is the eigenvector describing the shape that
a ‘buckling’ mode may take.
At such an increased load incipient buckling occurs and lateral deflections can occur
without any lateral load. The problem is simply formulated by writing only the bending
b
determined as in Chapter 11 and with KGL found from Eq. (17.66).
equations with KM
Points of such incipient stability (buckling) for a variety of plate problems have been
determined using various element formulations.25–30 Some comparative results for a
simple problem of a square, simply supported plate under a uniform compression Tx
applied in one direction are given in Table 17.2. In this the buckling parameter is
defined as
Tx a 2
C= 2
πD
where a is the side length of a square plate and D the bending rigidity.
The elements are all of the type described in Chapter 11 and it is of interest to note
that all those that are slope compatible always overestimate the buckling factor. This
result is obtained only for cases where the in-plane stresses Tp are exact solutions to
the differential equations; in cases where these are approximate solutions this bound
property is not assured. The non-conforming elements in this case underestimate the
load, although there is now no theoretical lower bound available.
Figure 17.8 shows a buckling mode for a geometrically more complex case.28 Here
again the non-conforming triangle was used.
Such incipient stability problems in plates are of limited practical importance. As
soon as lateral deflection occurs a stiffening of the plate follows and additional loads
can be carried. This stiffening was noted in the example of Fig. 17.6. Postbuckling
behaviour thus should be studied by the large deformation process described in previous
sections.31,32
Table 17.2 Values of C for a simply supported square plate and compressed
axially by Tx
Non-compatible
Elements
in quarter plate
2×2
4×4
8×8
Exact C = 4.00.15
d.o.f. = degrees of freedom.

Compatible

rectangle27

triangle28

rectangle29

12 d.o.f.

9 d.o.f.

16 d.o.f.

3.77
3.93

3.22
3.72
3.90

4.015
4.001

quadrilateral30
16 d.o.f.
4.029
4.002

Shells

Fig. 17.8 Buckling mode of a square plate under shear: clamped edges, central hole stiffened by flange.28

17.7 Shells
In shells, non-linear response and stability problems are much more relevant than in
plates. Here, in general, the problem is one in which the tangential stiffness matrix KT
should always be determined taking the actual displacements into account, as now the
special case of uncoupled membrane and bending effects does not occur under load
except in the most trivial cases. If the initial stability matrix KG is determined for the
elastic stresses it is, however, sometimes possible to obtain useful results concerning the
stability factor λ, and indeed in the classical work on the subject of shell buckling this
initial stability often has been considered. The true collapse load may, however, be well
below the initial stability load and it is important to determine at least approximately
the deformation effects.
If the shell is assumed to be built up of flat plate elements, the same transformations
as given in Chapter 13 can be followed with the plate tangential stiffness matrix.33 If
curved shell elements are used it is important to revert to the equations of shell theory
and to include in these the non-linear terms.12,34–36 Alternatively, one may approach
the problem from a degeneration of solids, as described in Chapter 15 for the small
deformation case, suitably extended to the large deformation form. This approach was
introduced by several authors and extensively developed in recent years.37–48 A key
to successful implementation of this approach is the treatment of finite rotations. For
details on the complete formulation the reader is referred to the cited references.
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17.7.1 Axisymmetric shells
Here we consider the extension for the beam presented above in Sec. 17.2 to treat
axisymmetric shells. We limit our discussion to the extension of the small deformation
case treated in Sec. 17.4 in which two-node straight conical elements (see Fig. 14.2)
and reduced quadrature are employed. Local axes on the shell segment may be defined
by
R̄ = cos ψ(R − R0 ) − sin ψ(Z − Z0 )
(17.85)
z̄ = sin ψ(R − R0 ) + cos ψ(Z − Z0 )
where R0 , Z0 are centred on the element as
R0 = 21 (R1 + R2 )
Z0 = 21 (Z1 + Z2 )

(17.86)

with RI , ZI nodal coordinates of the element. The deformed position with respect to
the local axes may be written in a form identical to Eq. (17.7). Accordingly, we have
r̄ = R̄ + ū(R̄) + Z̄ sin β(R̄)
z̄ = w̄(R̄) + Z̄ cos β(R̄)

(17.87)

To consider the axisymmetric shell it is necessary to integrate over the volume of
the shell and to include the axisymmetric hoop strain effects. Accordingly, we now
consider a segment of shell in the R–Z plane (i.e. X is replaced by the radius R).
The volume of the shell in the reference configuration is obtained by multiplying the
beam volume element by the factor 2πR. In axisymmetry the deformation gradient in
the tangential (hoop) direction must be included. Accordingly, in the local coordinate
frame the deformation gradient is given by


[1 + ū,R̄ + Z̄(cos β)β,R̄ ]
0
sin β
0
r/R
0
(17.88)
FiI =
0
cos β
[w̄,R̄ − Z̄(sin β)β,R̄ ]
Following the same procedures as indicated for the beam we obtain the expressions for
Green–Lagrange strains as
ER̄R̄ = ū,R̄ + 21 (ū2,R̄ + w̄,2R̄ ) + Z̄β,R̄ = ER̄0 R̄ + Z̄KR̄b R̄

1  u 2
u
u  sin β
= ET0 T + ZKTb T
ET T = +
+ Z̄ 1 +
R 2 R
R R
2ER̄Z̄ = (1 + ū,R̄ ) sin β + w̄,R̄ cos β = 

(17.89)

where  = (1 + ū,R̄ ) cos β − w̄,R̄ sin β, and the additional hoop strain results in two
additional strain components, ET0 T and KTb T .
With the above modifications, the virtual work expression for the shell now becomes

(δER̄R̄ SR̄R̄ + δET T ST T + 2δER̄Z̄ SR̄Z̄ ) dV − δext = 0
(17.90)
δ =


in which ST T is the hoop stress in the cylindrical direction. The remainder of the
development follows the procedures presented in Sec. 17.2.1 and is left as an exercise

Shells

for the reader. It is also possible to develop a small rotation theory following the
methods described in Sec. 17.2.2.
Here we demonstrate the use of the axisymmetric shell theory by considering a
shallow spherical cap subjected to an axisymmetric vertical ring load (Fig. 17.9). The
case where the ring load is concentrated at the crown has been examined analytically by
Biezeno49 and Reissner.50 Solutions using finite difference methods on the equations of
Reissner are presented by Mescall.51 Solutions by finite elements have been presented
earlier by Zienkiewicz and co-workers.7,52 Owing to the shallow nature of the shell,
rotations remain small, and excellent agreement exists between the finite rotation and
small rotation forms.

17.7.2 Shallow shells – co-rotational forms
In the case of shallow shells the transformations of Chapter 13 may conveniently be
avoided by adopting a formulation based on Marguerre shallow shell theory.24,53,54 A
simple extension to a shallow shell theory for the formulation presented for thin plates
may be obtained by replacing the displacements by
 


u
u0 + u
v → v0 + v
(17.91)
w0 + w
w
in which u0 , v0 , and w0 describe the position of the shell reference configuration from
the X–Y plane. Now the current configuration of the shell (where, often, u0 and v0 are
taken as zero) may be described by
x1 (t) = X + u0 (X, Y ) + u(X, Y, t) − Z [w0,X (X, Y ) + w,X (X, Y, t)]
x2 (t) = Y + v0 (X, Y ) + v(X, Y, t) − Z [w0,Y (X, Y ) + w,Y (X, Y, t)]
x3 (t) = w0 (X, Y ) + w(X, Y, t)

(17.92)

where a time t is introduced to remind the reader that at time zero the reference configuration is described by
x1 (0) = X + u0 (X, Y ) − Z w0,X (X, Y )
x2 (0) = Y + v0 (X, Y ) − Z w0,Y (X, Y )
x3 (0) = w0 (X, Y )

(17.93)

where u, v, w vanish. Using these expressions we can compute the deformation gradient
for the deformed configuration and for the reference configuration. Denoting these by
FiI and FiI0 , respectively, we can deduce the Green–Lagrange strains from
EI J = 21 [FiI FiJ − FiI0 FiJ0 ]

(17.94)

The remainder of the derivations are straightforward and left as an exercise for the
reader. This approach may be generalized and also used to deduce the equations for
deep shells.44 Alternatively, we can note that as finite elements become small they
are essentially shallow shells relative to a rotated plane. This observation led to the
development of many general shells based on a concept named ‘co-rotational’. Here
the reader is referred to the literature for additional details.55–69
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Fig. 17.9 Spherical cap under vertical ring load: (a) load--deflection curves for various ring loads. Spherical
cap under vertical ring load; (b) geometry definition and deflected shape.

Shells

17.7.3 Stability of shells
It is extremely important to emphasize again that instability calculations are meaningful
only in special cases and that they often overestimate the collapse loads considerably.
For correct answers a full non-linear process has to be invoked. A progressive ‘softening’ of a shell under load is shown in Fig. 17.10 and the result is well below the
one given by linearized buckling.12 Figure 17.11 shows the progressive collapse of an
arch at a load much below that given by the linear stability value. The solution from
the finite rotation beam formulation is compared with an early solution obtained by
Marcal70 who employed small-angle approximations. Here again it is evident that use
of finite angles is important.
The determination of the actual collapse load of a shell or other slender structure
presents obvious difficulties (of a kind already discussed in Chapter 3 and encountered
above for beams), as convergence of displacements cannot be obtained when load
is ‘increased’ near the peak carrying capacity. In such cases one can proceed by
prescribing displacement increments and computing the corresponding reactions if
only one concentrated load is considered. By such processes, Argyris71 and others36,52
succeeded in following a complete snap-through behaviour of a shallow arch.
Pian and Tong72 show how the process can be generalized simply when a system of
proportional loads is considered. This and other ‘arc-length’ methods are considered
in Sec. 3.2.6.

Fig. 17.10 Deflection of cylindrical shell at centre: all edges clamped.12
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Fig. 17.11 ‘Initial stability’ and incremental solution for large deformation of an arch under central load p.70

17.8 Concluding remarks
This chapter presents a summary of approaches that can be used to solve problems
in structures composed of beams (rods), plates, and shells. The various procedures
follow the general theory presented in Chapter 5 combined with solution methods for
non-linear algebraic systems as presented in Chapter 3. Again we find that solution of
a non-linear large displacement problem is efficiently approached by using a Newtontype approach in which a residual and a tangent matrix are used. We remind the reader,
however, that use of modified approaches, such as use of a constant tangent matrix, is
often as, or even more, economical than use of the full Newton process.
If a full load deformation study is required it has been common practice to proceed
with small load increments and treat, for each such increment, the problem by a form
of the Newton process. It is recommended that each solution step be accurately solved
so as not to accumulate errors. We have observed that for problems which have a limit
load, beyond which the system is stable, a full solution can be achieved only by use of
an ‘arc-length’ method (except in the trivial case of one point load as noted above).
Extension of the problem to dynamic situations is readily accomplished by adding
the inertial terms. In the geometrically exact approach in three dimensions one may
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encounter quite complex forms for these terms and here the reader should consult literature on the subject before proceeding with detailed developments.2–5 For the small-angle
assumptions the treatment of rotations is identical to the small deformation problem
and no such difficulties arise.
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18
Multiscale modelling∗

18.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we mainly have used single-scale models to study material
and structural behaviour at a macroscopic level. However, many natural and man-made
materials exhibit an internal structure at more than one length scale. These internal
structures may be of a translational nature, where the structure is more or less invariant
with respect to a translation corresponding to the smallest length scale. Materials with
internal structure may show also multiscale features, i.e. they may be invariant with
respect to scaling. Such materials can be considered to be fractal-like, but they are not
true fractals since the exponent n remains finite and the volume fraction does not go to
zero even for large n. These examples of scalable structures are by no means exhaustive
and many other possibilities exist. Thus, in many cases the microstructure may not
be scalable and may be different at each structural level.1 Examples of different scales
and their domain of application are shown in Table 18.1.
Materials with internal structure have in common that each structural level plays its
own role in the global response: the material behaviour is controlled by the physical
phenomena which take place at the various scales and by the interaction of these
phenomena across scales. Single-scale models, usually at a macro scale, make use of
constitutive equations which should reflect the behaviour of the underlying finer scales.
These constitutive equations are generally of a phenomenological type. An alternative
to the use of constitutive equations at a single (macro) scale is provided by multiscale
modelling, in which the relevant physics is explicitly captured on multiple spatial and
temporal scales.2
This does not exclude the use of phenomenological constitutive equations at lower
scale, except when the lowest scale is pushed to the electronic structure and ab-initio
calculations are performed. However, multiscale modelling permits one to reduce
the uncertainty incorporated in many single-scale constitutive models. The output of
multiscale material modelling are usually effective material properties which are used
at the higher scale. This analysis may also span over several scales where the output
from the preceding, lower level is used as input for the next higher level.
Examples of materials with internal structure are: dense hierarchical materials, composites and polycrystals, polymers, hierarchical cellular materials, cellular solids, hierarchical honeycombs of second order, hierarchical composites comprising continuous
∗
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carbon nanotube fibres in a nanotube-reinforced matrix; natural materials with structural hierarchy are biological materials such as bone or soft tissue, wood, etc.; further
we have granular materials such as soils, clays and foams.
The reason why man-made materials with structural hierarchy are common in many
engineering applications is that they permit one to obtain special desired properties
due to the behaviour of the individual components, their geometric structure and the
interaction between the components. Examples of such properties are: materials with
both high stiffness and high damping, improved strength and toughness, improved
thermal and electrical conductivity, permeability, unusual physical properties such as
negative Poisson ratio, negative stiffness inclusions, etc.
Beyond material behaviour the overall structural behaviour is also of interest. It is at
this level that external loads are usually specified and the structural response has to be
determined. At the structural level a direct simulation of multiscale systems is usually
rather complex and time consuming because the discretization has to be reduced to the
lowest scale at which information is needed. This would allow one to obtain at the same
time the macroscopic behaviour of the entire structure as well as all the information at
the lower scales. But this is not necessary and in a case where we start from an atomic
or a nano-scale level is not yet possible. Multiscale modelling which links the different
single-scale models in a hierarchical way is an answer to the problem. In the case of
material multiscale modelling it is usually of interest to proceed from the lower scales
upward in order to obtain homogenized material properties. Alternatively, in the case
of structural modelling it is important to be able to step down through the scales until
the desired scale of the real, not homogenized, material is reached. This technique is
often known as unsmearing or localization. Usually in a global analysis both aspects
need to be pursued.
As can be seen from Table 18.1, there are many possible scales and the techniques for
scale bridging are different. At the lower end we have a linkage between the electronic

Table 18.1 Different length scales and domain of interest; reconstructed from NASA web site

Level

Length
scale
(m)

Quantum

10−12

Nano

10−9

Micro

10−6

Meso

10−3

Macro

100

Scientific
domain

Subject of
manipulation

Nature of
prediction

Computational
chemistry
Computational
material
mechanics
Computational
material
mechanics

Molecular assembly, nuclei

Qualitative
predictions
Qualitative
predictions

Computational
mechanics–
computational
material
mechanics
Computational
mechanics–
structural
mechanics

Different constituents, different phases,
damage

Molecular fragments, molecular
interactions
Surface interactions, orientation,
anisotropy, crystals, molecular
weight, free volumes

Composed structures

Qualitative
predictions–
Quantitative
predictions
Quantitative
predictions

Quantitative
predictions

Asymptotic analysis

structure and the atomistic one and there a discrete-to-discrete linkage is commonly
used. At the upper end usually we have a continuum-to-continuum linkage. In between
these scales there is a transition from discrete to continuum. The scale at which this
transition is made, depends largely on the problem. For instance, continuum elasticity
may be used down to the atomic scale, whereas classical plasticity breaks down at
the micrometre scale, at which dislocation self-organization takes place.2,3 Discreteto-continuum linkage may also take place between the micro- or mesoscopic and the
macroscopic level when particle mechanics or discrete elements are used at the lower
scale. Discrete-to-discrete linkage at the lower end of Table 18.1 requires the definition
of atomic potentials and is still in the research stage, e.g. see references 2,4.
We deal here more extensively with continuum-to-continuum linkages and with
discrete-to-continuum linkages at the upper end of Table 18.1. However, one example
of multiple-scale bridging will go down to the micro level. For linkages at the lowest
scale the reader is referred to the references mentioned above,2,4 the references therein
and to specialized literature.
The most common methods for scale bridging are bounds, self-consistent methods
and asymptotic analysis. Voigt 5 was the first to give an evaluation of effective mechanical properties for heterogeneous solids, followed later by Reuss.6 Voigt and Reuss
provide lower and upper bounds for equivalent material properties. Self consistent
methods and the Mori–Tanaka7 approach give instead an estimate of overall mechanical properties for composite materials. Further work on bounds, self consistent and
other estimation methods can be found in Eshelby,8 Hashin and Strikmann,9 Kröner 10,11
and Willis.12
An alternative approach to scale bridging is asymptotic analysis of media with periodic (or quasi-periodic) structure at the micro level, also called homogenization theory.

18.2 Asymptotic analysis
Asymptotic analysis not only permits one to obtain equivalent material properties but
also allows one to solve the full structural problem down to stresses in the constituent
materials at a micro (or local) scale. It is mostly applied to linear two-scale problems,
but it can be extended to non-linear analysis and to several scales as will be shown later
in Sec. 18.9. We do not intend to give a full account of the underlying theory in this
chapter. In references 13 and 14 the interested reader will find a rigorous formulation
of the method, its application in many fields and further references. We will show in
detail, however, its finite element solution methodology that is a basic ingredient of
many multiscale analyses. For the moment we consider just two levels, the micro (or
local) level and the macro (or global) level. These levels are shown in Fig. 18.1 for
a structure assumed to be periodic and, thus, asymptotic analysis can be successfully
applied. Periodicity means that if we consider a body  with periodic structure and a
generic mechanical or geometric property f (for example, the constitutive tensor), we
have
if x ∈  and (x + Y) ∈  ⇒ f (x + Y) = f (x)
(18.1)
where Y is the (geometric) period of the structure. Hence the elements of f are
Y-periodic functions of the position vector x. The characteristic size of a single cell
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ε

SJ
y2

x2

y1
x1

Fig. 18.1 Example of a periodic structure with two levels: global on the left and local on the right.

of periodicity is assumed to be much smaller than the geometric dimensions of the
structure under analysis which means that a clear scale separation is possible.

18.3 Statement of the problem and assumptions
One important assumption for asymptotic analysis is that it must be possible to distinguish two length scales associated with the macroscopic and microscopic phenomena.
The ratio of these scales defines a small parameter ε (Fig. 18.1). Two sets of coordinates
related by
1
(18.2)
y= x
ε
formally express this separation of scales between macro and micro phenomena. The
global coordinate vector x refers to the whole body  and the stretched local coordinate
vector y is related to the single, repetitive cell of periodicity. In this way the single
cell is mapped into the unitary domain Y [here and in the remainder of this chapter Y
indicates the unitary domain occupied by the cell of periodicity and not the period of
the composite material as in Eq. (18.1)].
In an asymptotic analysis the normalized cell of periodicity is mapped onto a
sequence of finer and finer structures as ε tends to 0. If, as defined below, equivalent
material properties are employed, the fields considered (temperature, displacement,
etc.) converge toward the homogeneous macroscopic solution as the micro-structural
parameter ε tends to 0. In this sense problems for the heterogeneous body and the
homogenized one are equivalent. (For more details concerning the mathematical meaning see references 13 and 14.)
We consider now a small strain problem of thermoelasticity in a heterogeneous body,
such as that depicted in Fig. 18.1, defined by the following equations:
Balance equations
σεj i,j (x) + fi (x) = 0; σij = σj i
ε
qi,i
−r =0

(18.3)

Statement of the problem and assumptions

Constitutive equations
σεij (x) = Cijε kl (x) ekl (uε (x)) − αεij θ
qiε = − kijε θ,j
Strain definition
eij (uε (x)) =

1
2




uεi,j (x) + uεj,i (x) ≡ uε(i,j )

(18.4)

(18.5)

Boundary and discontinuity conditions
ti = σεij (x)nj = 0 on t
qiε (x)ni = 0 on q

 ε 
u (x) = 0
 iε 
θ (x) = 0

and
and

and
and

uεi (x) = 0 on u
θε (x) = 0 on θ

 ε

σij (x)nj = 0 on SJ
 ε

qi (x)ni = 0 on SJ

(18.6a)

(18.6b)

The superscript ε is used to indicate that the variables of the problem depend on the
cell dimensions related to the global length. Square parentheses denote the jump
of the enclosed value. The other symbols have the usual meaning: u is the displacement vector, e(x) denotes the linearized strain tensor, σij (x) the stress tensor,
Cij kl (x) the tensor of elastic moduli, kij (x) the tensor of thermal conductivity, αij (x) =
Cij kl (x)βkl whereβkl (x) the tensor of thermal expansion coefficients, θ(x), qi (x) temperature and heat flux respectively, and r(x), fi (x) stand for thermal sources and body
forces, respectively.
Since the components of the elasticity and thermal conductivity tensors are discontinuous, differentiation [in the above equations and in Eqs (18.10a) and (18.10b) below]
should be understood in the weak (variational) sense. This is the main reason why most
of the problems posed in the sequel will be presented in a variational formulation.
We introduce now the second hypothesis of homogenization theory: we assume
that the periodicity of the material characteristics imposes an analogous periodical
perturbation on quantities describing the mechanical behaviour of the body; hence we
will use the following representation for displacements and temperatures
uε (x) = u0 (x) + ε 1 u1 (x, y) + ε 2 u2 (x, y) + · · · + εk uk (x, y)
θε (x) = θ0 (x) + ε 1 θl (x, y) + ε2 θ2 (x, y) + · · · + εk θk (x, y)

(18.7)

Using Eq. (18.7), similar expansion with respect to powers of ε give expressions for
stresses, strains and heat fluxes as
σε (x) = u0 (x) + ε 1 σ1 (x, y) + ε2 σ2 (x, y) + · · · + εk σk (x, y)
eε (x) = u0 (x) + ε 1 e1 (x, y) + ε2 e2 (x, y) + · · · + εk ek (x, y)
qε (x) = u0 (x) + ε 1 q1 (x, y) + ε 2 q2 (x, y) + · · · + εk qk (x, y)

(18.8)

where uk , σk , ek , θk , qk , for k > 0 are Y -periodic, i.e. take the same values on the
opposite sides of the cell of periodicity. The term scaled with the nth power of ε in
Eqs (18.7) and (18.8) is called a term of order n.
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18.4 Formalism of the homogenization procedure
The necessary mathematical tools are the chain rule of differentiation with respect to
the micro variable and averaging over a cell of periodicity. We introduce the assumption (18.7) and (18.8) into equations of the heterogeneous problem (18.3)–(18.6b) and
use the differential calculus rule (see reference 14)
 ∂f
1 ∂f 
1
df
=
+
= f,i(x) + f,i(y)
(18.9)
dxi
∂xi
ε ∂yi
ε
This equation also defines the notation used in the sequel for differentiation with respect
to local and global independent variables.
Because of Eq. (18.9) the equilibrium equations and the heat balance equation split
into terms of different orders [the terms of the same power of ε are equated to zero
separately: e.g. Eqs (18.10a) and (18.10b) are of order 1/ε].
For the equilibrium equation we have
σ0ij,j (y) (x, y) = 0
σ0ij,j (x) (x, y) + σ1ij,j (y) (x, y) + fi (x) = 0
σ1ij,j (x) (x, y) + σ2ij,j (y) (x, y) = 0
···

(18.10a)

We have a similar expression for the heat balance equation:
0
(x, y) = 0
qi,i(y)
0
1
(x, y) + qi,i(y)
(x, y) − r(x) = 0
qi,i(x)
1
2
(x, y) + qi,i(y)
(x, y) = 0
qi,i(x)
···

(18.10b)

From Eqs (18.5) and (18.9) it follows that the main term of eij in expansions (18.82 )
depends not only on u0 , but also on u1
eij0 (x, y) = u0(i,j )(x) + u1(i,j )(y) ≡ eij (x) (u0 ) + eij (y) (u1 )

(18.11)

The constitutive relationships (18.4) now assume the form


σ0ij (x, y) = Cij kl (y) ekl(x) (u0 ) + ekl(y) (u1 ) − αij (y) θ0


(18.12a)
σ1ij (x, y) = Cij kl (y) ekl(x) (u1 ) + ekl(y) (u2 ) − αij (y) θ1
···


qk0 (x, y) = −kkl (y) θ0,l(x) + θ1,l(y)


(18.12b)
qk1 (x, y) = −kkl (y) θ1,l(x) + θ2,l(y)
···
It can be seen that the terms of order n in the asymptotic expansions for stresses (18.12a)
and heat flux (18.12b) depend respectively on the displacement and temperature terms
of order n and n + 1. In this way the influence of the local perturbation on the global
quantities is accounted for. This is the reason why for instance we need u1 (x, y) to
define via the constitutive relationship the main term in expansion (18.8) for stresses
[and u2 (x, y) for the term of order 1, if needed, see below].

Global solution

18.5 Global solution
Referring separately to the terms of the same powers of ε leads to the following variational formulations for unknowns of successive order of the problem. Starting with
the first order, using separation of variables it can be formally shown that u1 (x, y) and
θ1 (x, y) can be represented by14,15
pq

u1i (x, y) = epq(x) (uO (x))χi (y) + Ci (x)
θ1 (x, y) = θ0,p(x) (x)ϑ p (y) + C(x)

(18.13)

We call χpq (y) and ϑ p (y) the homogenization functions for displacements and temperature, respectively.
The zero-order (often also referred to as first-order) component of the equation of
equilibrium (18.10a) and of heat balance (18.10b) in the light of Eq. (18.13) yields the
following boundary value problems for functions of homogenization:
find χpq ∈ VY such that: ∀νi ∈ VY



pq
Cij kl (y) δip δj q + χi,j (y) (y) νk,l(y) (y) d = 0

(18.14a)

find ϑ p ∈ VY such that: ∀φ ∈ VY



pq
kij (y) δip + ϑ,i(y) (y) φ,j (y) (y) d = 0

(18.14b)

Y

Y

In the above equations VY is the subset of the space of kinematically admissible functions that contains the functions with equal values on the opposite sides of the cell of
periodicity Y . The tensor χpq and the vector ϑ p are functions that depend only on the
geometry of the cell of periodicity and on the values of the jumps of material coefficients
across SJ . Functions νi (y) and φ(y) are the usual arbitrary test functions having the
meaning of Y -periodic displacements and temperature fields, respectively. They are
used here to write explicitly the counterparts of the expressions (18.10a) and (18.10b),
in which the prescribed differentiations again are understood in a weak (variational)
sense.
The solutions χpq and ϑ p of the ‘local’ (i.e. defined for a single cell of periodicity)
boundary value problems with periodic boundary condition (18.14a) and (18.14b) can
be interpreted as obtained for the cell subject to a unitary average strain epq and unitary average temperature gradient ϑ,p(y) , respectively. The true value of perturbations
are obtained after by scaling χpq and ϑ p with true global strains (gradient of global
temperature), as prescribed by Eq. (18.13).
In the asymptotic expansion for displacements and temperature given by Eq. (18.7)
the dependence on x alone occurs only in the first term. The independence on y of these
functions can be proved (see, for example, reference 14). The functions depending only
on x define the macro behaviour of the structure and we will call these the global terms.
To obtain the global behaviour of stresses and heat flux the following mean values over
the cell of periodicity are defined14


σ̃0ij (x) = |Y |−1
σ0ij (x, y) dY
and
q̃i0 (x) = |Y |−1
qi0 (x, y) dY (18.15)
Y

Y
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Averaging of Eqs (18.12a1 ) and (18.12b1 ) results in the following, effective constitutive
relationships
σ̃0ij (x) = Cijh kl ekl (u0 ) − αhij θ0

and

q̃i0 = − kijh θ0,j

where the effective material coefficients are computed according to



pq
h
−1
Cijpq (y) δkp δlq + χk,l(y) (y) dY
Cij kl = |Y |
Y


p
h
−1
kij = |Y |
kip (y) δjp + ϑ,j (y) (y) dY
Y
h
−1
αij = |Y |
αij (y) dY

(18.16)

(18.17)

Y

The macro behaviour can be defined now by averaging first-order terms in the equilibrium equations (18.10a2 ), flux balance equations (18.10b2 ) and boundary conditions (18.6a) and then substituting the averaged counterparts of stress and heat flux
(18.15) [first-order perturbations vanish in averaging of Eqs (18.10a2 ), (18.10b2 )
because of periodicity]. Equation (18.4) is replaced by Eq. (18.16) and Eq. (18.6b) is
no longer needed since we deal now with homogeneous uncoupled thermoelasticity.
The heterogeneous structure can now be studied as a homogeneous one with effective
material coefficients given by Eq. (18.17) from which the global displacements, strains
and average stresses and heat fluxes can be computed. We then go back to Eq. (18.12a) to
recover a local approximation of stresses. This last step corresponds to the unsmearing
or localization mentioned in the introduction.

18.6 Local approximation of the stress vector
We note that the homogenization approach results in two different kinds of stress
tensors. The first one is the average stress field defined by Eq. (18.16). It represents the
stress tensor for the homogenized, equivalent but unreal macro body. Once the effective
material coefficients are known, the stress field and the heat flux may be obtained from
a standard finite element structural analysis and heat transfer program as described in
the previous section.
The other stress field is associated with a family of uniform states of strains epq(x) (u0 )
over each cell of periodicity Y . This local stress is obtained by introducing Eq. (18.11)
into Eq. (18.12a) and results in

pq 
(18.18)
σ0ij (x, y) = Cij kl (y) δkp δiq − χk,l(y) epq(x) (u0 ) − αij (y) θ0
Because of Eqs (18.10a) and (18.14a) this tensor satisfies the equations of equilibrium
everywhere in Y . If needed, the stress description can be completed with a higher-order
term in Eq. (18.8). This approach is presented in references 16 and 17.
Finally the local approximation of heat flux is as follows:
p

qj0 (y) = −kij (y)[δip + ϑ,i(y) (y)] θ0,p(x)

(18.19)

Finite element analysis applied to the local problem

18.7 Finite element analysis applied to the local problem
For the finite element formulation it is convenient to introduce matrix notation for the
quantities introduced above. Accordingly, the homogenization functions are ordered
as defined by Eq. (18.20) [the numbers in the superscripts in Eq. (18.20) and subscripts
in Eq. (18.21), refer to the reference coordinate axes 1, 2, 3]:


XT (y) = χ11 (y) χ22 (y) χ33 (y) χ12 (y) χ23 (y) χ31 (y) 3×6


(18.20)
TT (y) = ϑ 1 (y) ϑ 2 (y) ϑ 3 (y) 1×3
This is in accordance with the ordering of strains and fluxes

T 
e = e11 e22 e33 e12 e23 e31 = epq

T 
q = q1 q2 q3 = qp 3×1

6×1

(18.21)

In the following a tilde again denotes a nodal value in the finite element mesh. We have
the usual representations for each element:
X(y) = N(y)X̃;

T (y) = N(y)T̃

(18.22)

where N contains the values of standard shape functions.
It is easy to show that the variational formulation (18.14a) can be rewritten as follows:
find X ∈ VY such that: ∀v ∈ VY

eT (v(y))D(y) (1 + LX(y)) dY = 0

(18.23)

Y

In the above L denotes the matrix of differential operators, and D contains the material
coefficients aij kl in the repetitive domain. Matrix X̃ which contains the values of
homogenization functions at the nodes of the mesh is obtained as a finite element
solution of Eq. (18.23). The equation to solve is the following:
KX X̃ − f = 0
where X̃ is Y -periodic, with zero mean value over the cell, and


T
B D(y) dY ; KX =
BT D(y)B dY ; B = LN(y)
f=
Y

(18.24)

(18.25)

Y

D contains the material coefficients aij kl .
It can be shown that X in Eq. (18.23) and thus Eq. (18.24) is a solution of a boundary
value problem, for which the loading consists of unitary average strains over the cell.
This is seen in the form of the right-hand side of Eq. (18.24) which forms a matrix. We
solve thus six equations for six functions of homogenization.
The variational formulation (18.14b) can be represented in a form similar to
Eq. (18.24), T̃ being Y -periodic, with given mean zero value over the cell
KT T̃ + f = 0

(18.26)
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where


f=

Y

BTθ kθ (y) dY ; KT =


Y

BTθ kθ (y)Bθ dY ; Bθ = Lθ N(y)

(18.27)

kθ contains the conductivities kij of materials in the repetitive domain. Differential
operators in Lθ are ordered suitably for the thermal problem.
The periodicity conditions can be taken into account using Lagrange multipliers in
the construction of a finite element code. The requirements of the zero mean value also
has to be included in the program.
Having computed X̃, T̃ and by consequence u1 and θ1 one can derive the effective
material coefficients, according to:



D(y) 1 + BX̃ dY
Dh = |Y |−1
Y


h
−1
k = |Y |
kθ (y) 1 + Bθ T̃ dY
(18.28)
Y
αh = |Y |−1
α(y) dY
Y

With the homogenized material coefficients (18.28) any thermoelastic finite element
program can be used to obtain global displacements and temperatures. For the unsmearing procedure we need the gradients of temperatures and strains in the regions of interest,
see Eqs (18.18) and (18.19). Strains and temperature gradients are directly obtained
from the finite element interpolations.
To present the plots of stresses and heat fluxes over the single cell nodal projection
can be used. To assure continuity of tangential stresses, this projection should be
extended to patches of cells, for example, using SPR.18

18.7.1 Example
As an example of the procedure described above, the temperature effects on a superconducting coil are analysed. The structure has an overall shape of a large D, and is
constructed by winding of a superconducting cable with a rectangular cross-section
(Fig. 18.2). The whole D-shaped frame is immersed in liquid helium at a temperature
of about 4K to assure superconductivity. The supports are designed to eliminate only
the rigid motion of the structure. This is a typical example where asymptotic analysis
can be successfully applied and the structure is clearly periodic: the macro scale is
defined by a typical dimension of the coil cross-section, while the micro scale is given
by the height of the section of a single cable (cell of periodicity).
In the following a beam-like kinematics with deformable cross-section is used,
instead of a full three-dimensional analysis. Homogenization is carried out in the
cross-section plane (1,2) only, while in the axial direction (3) there is no periodic
structure.16,17
First effective elastic coefficients and six vectors of homogenization functions for
unsmearing are computed. Then the thermal effective characteristics, i.e. effective
conductivity and effective thermal expansion are calculated. Three scalar functions of

Finite element analysis applied to the local problem

Coil cross-section
y1

Cable cross-section
y2

x1

21
y2

x2

05

05
2

3

31

y1

[mm]
Fig. 18.2 A superconducting coil cross-section and the single cell of periodicity (cable). The material properties
are discontinuous, with discontinuities along regular surfaces S J .

homogenization are further obtained for computations of the heat flux. These functions
are shown in Figs 18.3–18.5.
The macro analysis with the homogenized material (a standard thermoelastic finite
element program) yields the global displacements and the temperature field. Unsmearing as described in the previous section then yields the local distribution of stresses
in the region of interest in the coil. Stresses in each different material of a cell of
periodicity can be recovered. In Fig. 18.6 the graphs of stress in the cross-section
Plane homogenization functions

χ11, χ22

χ12, χ33

Fig. 18.3 Plane functions of homogenization χ11 , χ12 , χ22 , χ33 .
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Y3
Homogenization functions
Y1

Y2

χ23
Y3
χ13
Y2

Y1

Fig. 18.4 Plots of the anti-plane functions of homogenization χ13 , χ23 on four strands.

y3

y2

y1
J1

J2

J3

Fig. 18.5 Three scalar functions of homogenization for temperature.

perpendicular to the fibres are shown for uniform cooling. Figure 18.7 shows the full
complex state of stress in the neighbourhood of a single conductor for non-uniform
cooling. Uniform cooling means here that the whole coil is immersed in liquid helium
while non-uniform cooling indicates that the coil is only partially immersed in liquid
helium.

18.7.2 Corrections for stresses and boundary effects
A refined stress description over the cell of periodicity can be obtained by considering
the second of Eq. (18.10a) (for simplicity, in the following we omit temperature effects).

Finite element analysis applied to the local problem
Stress in steel

Zero level

Stress in epoxy

Fig. 18.6 Graphs of stress σ33 on the cross-section perpendicular to the fibres for uniform cooling (one cell
of periodicity only).

This requires taking into account the second of Eq. (18.12a) and the solution for u2 in
the expansion for displacements (18.7). The rather lengthy procedure is fully described
in reference 19 and has been applied to the example problem in reference 17. It also has
to be extended to account for localization after the solution of the global problem. An
advantage is that, over a single cell of periodicity, the equilibrium conditions are also
fully satisfied in the presence of a non-uniform global state of strain. An alternative
is to make the localization over a patch of neighbouring cells using the first-order
homogenization described in Sec. 18.5.19
There is still another open problem: the periodicity condition used to find the local
perturbation is strictly applicable only inside the body. We have hence the solution of a
(thermo-)elasticity problem based on an assumed stress or displacement field which is
valid nearly everywhere in the region occupied by the body under investigation, except

Stress in steel

Stress in epoxy

Zero level

Fig. 18.7 Graphs of stress σ33 on the cross-section perpendicular to fibres for non-uniform cooling (patch of
four cells of periodicity).
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on the boundary. The use of material coefficients based on the assumption of periodicity
in the global solution (where the real boundary conditions are imposed) may implicitly
impose some unrealistic constraints close to the boundary. This problem can be solved
by some corrections which change the solution in the domain close to the boundary
while away from the boundary the correction field should asymptotically decrease.20
Such a correction can be obtained by replacing the expansion (18.7) by
uε (x) = u0 (x) + ε [u1 (x, y) + b1 (x, z)] + · · ·

(18.29)

where z represents the coordinates of an additional system with the origin on the
external surface, the axis z3 directed normal to the boundary surface with the other two
axes oriented tangential to the surface and b is the boundary layer correction. Vector
b should vanish exponentially when z3 goes to infinity. The procedure is described
in detail in reference 21 and has been implemented by making use of one cell of
periodicity and infinite elements with homogenized material properties around it. The
use of infinite elements assures the desired exponential decay. Although the procedure
is theoretically necessary near free edges, it is seldom applied in practical engineering
problems.

18.8 The non-linear case and bridging over several scales
If applied iteratively, asymptotic theory of homogenization may also be used for nonlinear situations. Furthermore, it can obviously be used to bridge several scales. Here
we deal with the case where three scales are bridged by applying in sequential manner
the two-scale asymptotic analysis. The behaviour of the components is physically nonlinear. Again we refer to thermomechanical behaviour and introduce a micro, meso
and macro level as shown in Fig. 18.8.
At the stage of micro or meso modelling, some main features of the local structure
can be extracted and used later in the macro analysis. The behaviour of the components,
even if elastic–plastic, is assumed to be piecewise linear, so that the homogenization
we perform is piecewise linear. Only monotonic loading and/or temperature increase
(decrease) is considered, otherwise we need to store the whole history and use an
incremental analysis.
ε

ε
x2

z2

y2

x1
(a) Macro

y1
(b) Meso

z1
(c) Micro

Fig. 18.8 Example of a periodic structure with three levels: macro, meso and micro.

Asymptotic homogenization at three levels: micro, meso and macro

Because of the assumed form of material properties we deal with a sequence of
problems of linear elasticity written for a non-homogeneous material domain and with
coefficients that are functions of both temperature and stress level.
At the top level of the hierarchy we consider an elastic body contained in the domain
 with a smooth boundary ∂ where on the part ∂t of the boundary tractions are
given and on the remaining part ∂u displacements are prescribed. The domain  is
filled with repetitive cells of periodicity Y , shown in Fig. 18.8, where the material of
the body is supposed to be piecewise homogeneous inside Y , as defined in Eq. (18.1).
The governing equations are given by Eqs (18.3) to (18.5).
For the lowest level all the formulations are formally the same with one difference:
the boundary conditions are those of an infinite body. It is worth mentioning that
all the macro fields at the micro level become the micro fields at the higher structural
level. Effective material coefficients and mean fields obtained with the homogenization
procedure at the lowest level enter as local perturbations at the next higher step.
Before explaining the application of the homogenization procedure in sequential
form to multi-level non-linear material behaviour we mention the solution by Terada
and Kikuchi22 who write a two-scale variational statement within the theory of homogenization. The solution of the microscopic problem at each Gauss point of the finite
element mesh for the overall structure, and the deformation histories at time tn−1 must
be stored until the macroscopic equilibrium state at current time tn is obtained. This
procedure has not been applied to bridging of more than two scales. A three-scale
asymptotic analysis is used by Fish and Yu23 to analyse damage phenomena occurring
at micro, meso, and macro scales in brittle composite materials (woven composites).
These authors also retain the second-order term in the displacement expansion (18.7)
and introduce a similar form for the expansion of the damage variable. We recall further
that also stochastic aspects can be introduced in the homogenization procedure.24

18.9 Asymptotic homogenization at three levels: micro,
meso and macro
The two usual tools of homogenization of the previous section are used, i.e. volume
averaging and total differentiation with respect to the global variable x that involves the
local variable y. The homogenization functions are obtained similarly to Eqs (18.14a)
and (18.14b). Only a factor λ is introduced in Eq. (18.14a) to adapt the solution to the
real strain level as explained below.
pq

find χi ∈ VY such that: ∀νi ∈ VY

pq
pq
Cij kl (y, λ, θO )[δip δj q + χi,j (y) ] νk,l(y) d = 0, σ(λ, χi ) ∈ P

(18.30)

Y (λ)

Material properties are assumed to depend on temperature and a set of representative
temperatures is considered for the material input data where linear interpolation is used
between the given values. P is the domain inside the surface of plasticity. The requirement that the stress belongs to the admissible region P [introduced in Eq. (18.30)] is
verified using the classical unsmearing procedure described in the preceding section.
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Table 18.2 Updating yield surface algorithm scheme
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Compute effective coefficients at micro level.
Compute effective coefficients at meso level.
Apply increment of forces and/or temperature at the macro level, solve global homogeneous problem.
ε
Compute global strain Eij : Eij = eij (u0 ) reminding that Eij = ẽij
(x) [see Eq. (18.31)].
Apply Eij to meso-level cell by equivalent kinematic loading (displacement on the border).
Solve the kinematic problem at the meso level for w(y), compute stress (unsmearing for meso level)
ε
and strain Eij ; now Eij = eij (w0 ) and Eij = ẽij
(y).
7. Apply Eij from meso to micro level cell by equivalent kinematic loading (displacements on the border).
8. Solve the kinematic problem at the micro level for w1 (z), compute stress (unsmearing for micro level).
9. Verify yielding of the material in the physically true situation at micro level. If ‘yes’ change mechanical parameter of the material and go to 1; else exit.
It is to be noted that for ‘solving the boundary value problem’ mentioned in points 6 and 8 it is not always necessary to
use the true finite element solution. If the cell of periodicity has not been changed before, this solution can be composed
according to Eq. (18.13) (suitably rewritten).

The modification of the algorithm required by the non-linearity starts with the composite cell of periodicity with given elastic components. The uniform strain is increased
step by step. Effective material coefficients are constant until the stress reaches the yield
surface at some points of the cell. The yield surface in the space of stresses is different
for each material component, being thus a function of position. The region where the
material yield is of finite volume at the end of the step, thus it is easy to replace the
material with the yielded one, with the elastic modulus equal to the hardening modulus
of the elastic–plastic material and with the Poisson ratio tending to 0.5.
The cell of periodicity is hence transformed into a form with one more material and
the usual analysis procedure is restarted with a uniform strain, a new homogenization
function and a new stress map over the cell. We identify each new region where further
local yielding occurs, then redefine the cell and perform the analysis. The loop is
repeated as many times as needed. In Eq. (18.30) the history of this replacement of
materials at the micro level is marked by λ, the level of the average stress, for which
the micro yielding occurs each time. The algorithm is summarized in Table 18.2 where
w(y) indicates displacement at meso level.
At the end of each step we can compute also the mean stress over the cell having
(generalized) homogenization functions [see Eq. (18.16)] and the effective coefficients
can be computed using Eq. (18.17).

18.10 Recovery of the micro description of the
variables of the problem
An important part of multiscale modelling is the recovery of stress and heat flux as
well as strain, temperature and displacements at the level of the microstructure. This is
obtained by Eqs (18.18) and (18.19) with the following procedure: first global (mean)
fields are obtained from the homogeneous analysis where the material is characterized
by the effective coefficients (18.17), then we go back to the original problem formulation, using homogenization functions. Thus we recover the main parts of the stress
and heat flux. Because of the specified three-level hierarchical structure we are dealing
with, the recovery process must be applied twice, also since material characteristics

Recovery of the micro description of the variables of the problem

are temperature dependent and non-linear the procedure must be applied for each representative temperature within the context of the correct stress state. We recall that the
recovery process starts at the highest structural level while the homogenization begins
at the lowest part of the structural hierarchy.

18.10.1 Example: the VAC strand analysis
As an example of application, we consider a superconducting strand which is used to
build the cable of Fig. 18.2. The structures and the three scales are shown in Figs 18.9
and 18.10, where the single filament (micro scale), groups of filaments (meso scale)
and the superconducting strand (macro scale) are shown.
The homogeneous effective properties will be defined for the inner part of the strand,
shown on the left of Fig. 18.10. The diameter of the strand is about 0.80 mm. The
application of the theory of homogenization is justified by the scale separation as clearly
shown in Figs 18.9 and 18.10.
As already indicated, periodic homogenization is applicable to structures obtained
by a multiple translation of a representative volume element (RVE), called in this case
the cell of periodicity. The considered strand shows two different levels of such a
translational structure. On the meso level we have the repetitive pattern of the superconducting filament in the bronze matrix (micro scale RVE), filling the hexagonal
region as illustrated in Fig. 18.11. The second translational structure is the net of the
hexagonal filament groups (meso scale RVE) in the body of the single strand shown in
Fig. 18.12. The homogenization splits thus into two steps, each one dealing with rather
similar geometry and a comparable scale separation factor. Boundary conditions for
the macro problem will be given in terms of interaction of the strand with the other
strands in the cable25 and will be of the type of Eq. (18.6).
To form the superconducting alloy Nb3Sn the coil is kept for 175 hours at 923K.
Afterward, to reach an operating temperature, it is cooled from 923K to 4.2K. In this
example we analyse the effects of such cool-down, using the homogenization procedure
to define the strain state of the strand at 4.2K which is caused by the different thermal

Fig. 18.9 A single Nb3Sn filament (left) and Nb3Sn filaments groups (right); the respective scales are also
evidenced. Each filament group is made of 85 filaments.
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Fig. 18.10 Three-level hierarchy in the VAC strand. The central part of the strand itself (left) consists of 55
groups of 85 filaments, embedded in tin-rich bronze matrix, while the outer region is made of high conductivity
copper.

contractions of the materials. This strain state is the initial condition for successive
operations of the cable. It is recalled that superconductivity of the employed material
is strain sensitive and hence a precise knowledge of these strains is of paramount
importance. At the end of the cool-down in a reacted strand the filaments are in a
compressive strain state while the bronze and copper matrices are in a tensile state. We
assume that the strand components are stress free at 923K, since the strands remained
at that temperature for 175 hours.

Fig. 18.11 Micro scale unit cell. Light elements: bronze material, dark elements: Nb3Sn alloy. The area of
the cell is 90× 5.6 µm.

Material characteristics and homogenization results

Fig. 18.12 Meso scale unit cell. Dark element: bronze material, light elements: homogenized material at
micro level. The area of the cell is 100.0 × 60.1 µm.

18.11 Material characteristics and homogenization
results
The Nb3Sn compound has a low thermal contraction but a relatively high elastic modulus and a very high yield strength. The bronze and copper reach their yield limits as
soon as the temperature starts decreasing, so that they are plastically flowing for nearly
the whole thermomechanical analysis.
Material thermal characteristics are taken from the conductor database.26 There are
very few measurements of elastic–plastic properties of the strand components over the
whole temperature range 4−923K, see references 27–30. Variation of the different
materials’ elastic moduli versus temperature is shown in Fig. 18.13. Due to their
high yield limit the Nb3Sn filaments can be assumed to remain elastic over the whole
temperature range, with a constant elastic modulus of 160 GPa.31 Bronze and Nb3Sn
thermal conductivity (W/mK) and thermal expansion (%) as a function of temperature
(K) are illustrated in Figs 18.14 and 18.15, respectively.
After the homogenization procedure, the resulting equivalent material has an orthotropic behaviour, depending upon the material characteristics and the geometrical configuration of the unit cell.
Concerning the thermal behaviour, the Nb3Sn compound has a very low thermal
conductivity, and is practically zero when compared to that of bronze. The bronze
material has a thermal conductivity of less than 500 W/mK from reaction temperature
until to about 100K, then, with decreasing temperature, thermal conductivity undergoes
a strong increase of almost 2500 W/mK and then decreases again (Fig. 18.14). It is quite
obvious that the resulting material will be guided by the bronze behaviour, both at meso
level (Fig. 18.14, grey continuous lines) and on macro level (Fig. 18.14, grey dashed
lines): kll , k22 , k33 stand for the value of the conductivity referred to a Cartesian system
of coordinates, where the third axis is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the strand.
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Fig. 18.13 Variation of bronze (circles), Nb3Sn (triangles) and copper (squares) elastic modulus versus
temperature.
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Fig. 18.15 Thermal expansion [1/K] of bronze (stars), Nb3Sn (crosses), meso and macro level homogenization
results (grey continuous and grey dashed lines, respectively).

Thermal expansion is almost linear with temperature, that of bronze being higher than
that of Nb3Sn (Fig. 18.15). Resulting effective coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 18.15
for the meso level (grey continuous lines) and for the macro one (grey dashed lines):
α11 , α22 , α33 stand for the value of the expansion coefficients referred to the same
Cartesian system of coordinates as for the conductivity values described above.
Mechanical characteristics of the individual materials and homogeneous results are
compared in Fig. 18.16, showing the diagonal terms of the elasticity tensors as a function
of temperature. The peculiar disposition of the superconducting filaments gathered into
groups results in an almost isotropic behaviour in the strand cross-section, while along
the longitudinal direction of the strand the material behaviour is strongly influenced by
the superconducting material. The procedure has been validated by comparing results
of a homogenized group of filaments and those of a three-dimensional discretization –
involving about 8000 elements – subjected to the cool-down analysis of a strand.59

18.12 Multilevel procedures which use homogenization
as an ingredient
There exist several procedures for multilevel approaches which use asymptotic homogenization as an ingredient. We will consider here two of them. Feyel32–35 introduced
an integrated multiscale analysis, also called the FE2 method which consists of the
following ingredients typical for multiscale techniques:
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Fig. 18.16 Main diagonal elasticity terms for bronze (stars), Nb3Sn (crosses), meso and macro level homogenization results (grey continuous and grey dashed lines, respectively).

1. The mechanical behaviour is modelled on the lower scale, i.e. on the representative
volume element (RVE).
2. A localization rule is chosen to determine the local solution inside RVE for any
given overall strain.
3. A homogenization rule is selected which yields the macroscopic stress tensor, knowing the micro-mechanical stress state.
4. At each integration point of the macroscopic level an RVE is located where the
above operations are carried out.
5. The overall strain and displacements are obtained at the macroscopic level.
In principle any localization/homogenization rule can be used for steps 1 to 3, as indicated in the next section, but the most common method is the periodic homogenization
described in the previous sections which is considered further in this section.
Also in the integrated analysis two finite element meshes are needed as in the sequential application of the homogenization method described above, one for the cell of periodicity and the other for the macroscopic structure. The difference from that considered
previously is that the computation is carried out simultaneously on both scales.
In the cell of periodicity located at each Gauss point of the macroscopic structure
the method computes the stress tensor at time t using the current strain, strain rate and
mechanical history since the beginning of the analysis. In classical phenomenological models at macroscopic scale the mechanical history is taken into account through
a set of internal variables. Here the internal variable set is constructed by assembling all microscopic data required by the finite element computation at a lower level.
This includes of course microscopic internal variables needed to describe dissipative
phenomena.

Multilevel procedures which use homogenization as an ingredient

The local analysis yields the macroscopic (average) stresses and strains, defined as


1
1
σij dV ;
Eij = ēij =
eij dV
(18.31)
ij = σ̄ij =
V V
V V
also known as Bishop–Hill relations.36
The integrated approach can be easily implemented in a classical finite element
program based on a Newton algorithm to handle all non-linearities and in fact consists
in a sequence of Newton algorithms at the global and local levels.
For optimum performance the tangent stiffness matrix at the macroscopic level has
to be computed. For this calculation we need the macroscopic (algorithmic) tangent
matrix in the Gauss points which can be computed from the variation of the average
strains and stresses of Eq. (18.31) as
∂Σ
(18.32)
∂E
where  denotes the increment of the quantity between time t and time t + t. This
computation depends of course on the homogenization theory used and on its finite
element implementation.
In the case of the periodic homogenization theory it is convenient to add at the
local level of each element in the cell of periodicity mesh some degrees of freedom
corresponding to the average or macroscopic strain E. This involves at most 6 degrees
of freedom shared by every element in the mesh. It is recalled that at a local level the
unknown displacements are the periodic part u1 of the total displacement u on the cell
where u1 is obtained using Eqs (18.24) and (18.13). These, together with the first of
Eq. (18.31), are contained in the condensation procedure outlined below, proposed in
reference 35.
The deformation tensor is computed by Eq. (18.11) and may be written as
Dmacro =

e0 (x, y) = e(x) (u0 ) + e(y) (u1 ) = E + e(y) (u1 )

(18.33)

The B matrix needed in this case, called B̂, is similar to the usual one, except that a
new part comes from degrees of freedom associated with E (these degrees of freedom
may be inserted at the end of the finite element degree of freedom list):


(18.34)
B̂ = B 1
where B denotes as usual the standard symmetric gradient of the shape functions.
According to our choice, E has associated degrees of freedom and hence the associated
reactions give the mean stress Σ, to be multiplied by the volume of the cell.
The assembled tangent stiffness matrix at the cell scale can be written as

(18.35)
B̂T D B̂ d
K=
cell

Taking into account Eq. (18.34) this leads to

BT D B BT D
k GT
d =
K=
G H
DB
D
e

(18.36)
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where D represents the tangent matrix given by all microscopic phenomenological
constitutive equations.
Recalling the meaning of the additional degrees of freedom and the associated reactions, the macroscopic tangent matrix Dmacro of Eq. (18.32) is then nothing but a condensation of the previous matrix onto the degrees of freedom associated with E. That
is
1
(18.37)
Dmacro = [H − G k −1 GT ]
V
Conceptually this condensed matrix is then very easy to compute. However, for large
structures the method requires a great computational effort to perform the reductions
involving k and parallel computing is usually employed in this step.
Another multiscale computational strategy which makes use of the homogenization
theory is proposed by Ladevèze and co-workers.37–39 In that case the structure is considered as an assembly of substructures and interfaces. The junction between the macro
and micro scales takes place only at the interfaces.

18.13 General first-order and second-order procedures
The main characteristics of the methods of the previous section are:
1. The constitutive response at the macro scale is undetermined a priori and ensues
from the solution of the micro scale boundary value problem.
2. The method can deal with large displacements in a straightforward way, provided
that the micro structural constituents are modelled adequately.
3. The different constituents in the microstructure can be modelled with any desired
non-linear constitutive model.
4. The micro scale problem is a classical boundary value problem; therefore also
methods different from that of asymptotic homogenization can be used, i.e. any
appropriate solution strategy is applicable.
5. The macroscopic constituent tangent operator can be obtained from the overall
microscopic stiffness tensor by static condensation, as indicated above. This scale
transition preserves consistency.40
The procedure is called a first-order computational homogenization since it includes
only first-order gradients of the macroscopic displacement field. Other methods have
been published by Ghosh,41,42 Miehe,43,44 Kouznetsova,45 Suquet46 and Wriggers
and co-workers.47,48 As already mentioned, they also make use of solution methods of
the micro scale problem which differ from the asymptotic homogenization. First-order
methods require, however, that the characteristic length of the spatial variation of the
macroscopic loading must be very large with respect to the size of the micro structure
and the macroscopic gradients must remain very small with respect to the micro scale.
Possible size effects which may arise from the micro scale and localization problems
cannot be dealt with properly. For this purpose the method has been extended by Geers
et al.40 and Kouznetsova et al.45 to higher-order continua.

General first-order and second-order procedures

18.13.1 Example
As an example, we show micro scale computations including damage at interfaces
on a single RVE under two different boundary conditions.47 The investigation of a
single RVE without embedding in a concurrent method as above may also be used
for numerical material testing.47 The considered unit cube of Fig. 18.17 contains 10
particles. Around the particles there is a cohesive zone as in reference 49 in which
damage can occur. Since meshing of a complex three-dimensional structure is difficult
and often leads to badly shaped element geometries, here the geometry is discretized and
approximated with cube-shaped elements and subsequently refined at the boundaries
of the particles and the cohesive zone to obtain a better geometry approximation, see
Fig. 18.17. The matrix material, the particle material and the cohesive zone material
are considered to be a simple neo-Hookean material with the strain energy function




(C) = 21 µ J −2/3 tr(C) − 3 + K J − 1 − log(J ) ; tr(C) = CI I
where C = FT F and J 2 = det(C). The material parameters of the particle material
and the matrix material are chosen to be µMatrix = 3, KMatrix = 7, µparticle = 30 and
Kparticle = 70. The damage law used for the cohesive zone is the one proposed by
Zohdi and Wriggers.48 The initial material parameters for the cohesive zone material
are chosen to be the same as the parameters for the matrix material. When damage
occurs they are weakened by a factor α.
µ(cz) = α µ(cz)
0
, 0<α≤1
K (cz) = α K0(cz) 0
where (·)(cz) means cohesive zone.

Fig. 18.17 Cut through the initial mesh.
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The local constraint condition from which α can be computed is
(α) = M(α) − K(α) ≤ 0
where M(α) is a scalar valued term representing the stress state of the material point

1/2
M(α) = g(σdeg (α) : g(σdeg (α)


1
1
g(σdeg (α)) = η1 tr(σdeg ) 1 + η2 σdeg − tr(σdeg ) 1
3
3
and η1 and η2 are parameters scaling the isochoric and deviatoric parts of g(σdeg (α)).
K(α) is a threshold value which depends on the damage variable itself.
K(α) = lim + (crit − lim ) αP
where crit is the initial threshold value, and lim is the threshold value in the limiting
case that the material point has degraded completely (α = 0). Finally P is an exponent
which controls the rate of degradation.
The parameters chosen here are η1 = 1, η2 = 1, lim = 0.1, crit = 1 and P = 0.1.
The tests done here are a comparison between the results for pure Dirichlet boundary
conditions and pure Neumann boundary conditions. For pure displacement boundary
conditions a displacement gradient
1 1 1
H = γ 1 1 1 , γ = 0.1
1 1 1
has been enforced on the entire boundary of the RVE, γ is a load factor. The resulting
damage distribution and the first principal stresses are shown in Figs 18.18 and 18.19.
For pure traction boundary conditions the Cauchy stress tensor
σ=γ

3.5 1
1
1 3.5 1 , γ = 0.48
1
1 3.5

has been prescribed. The same quantities as above are shown in Figs 18.20 and 18.21.
More details about the homogenization procedure and the statistical testing method
chosen can be found in reference 47.
As for the boundary conditions, it is recalled that linear deformations and uniform
traction constraints yield upper and lower bounds of the sought material characteristics,
respectively. On the contrary, in classical homogenization theory as shown in the
previous sections periodicity conditions reflect exact results of the global stiffness for
periodic structures. Hence, where applicable, periodicity conditions should be applied,
see also the next section.

18.14 Discrete-to-continuum linkage
The methods described in the previous section in principle also can be applied to
a discrete-to-continuum linkage in which the discrete body is contained in the RVE

Discrete-to-continuum linkage

Fig. 18.18 Displacement boundary conditions: damage.

while the macroscopic body represents the continuum, see, for example, Miehe and
Dettmar,50 where a package of irregular discs is studied. In this case a periodic RVE
is assumed but its size is rather large because of the irregularity of the disc size.
As an alternative we show here a sequential method that can be used with any
localization/homogenization rule. A numerical homogenized constitutive relation for
the global behaviour is defined first by constructing subsequent yield surfaces by means

Fig. 18.19 Displacement boundary conditions: first principal stresses.
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Fig. 18.20 Traction boundary conditions: damage.

of the solution of a series of local problems on a RVE. These permit the definition of
so-called interpolation points in the global stress space, which are assumed to belong
to the global yield surfaces. At a macroscopic level the method uses an elastic–plastic
algorithm, where the necessary information (hardening law, flow rule) is extracted
numerically from the interpolation points.
This method is advantageous if several macroscopic loading conditions have to be
considered, since the numerical constitutive relationship is established and stored once
for all cases. In the following we select asymptotic homogenization for the solution of
the local problems. We apply the procedure and the related stress recovery for the case

Fig. 18.21 Traction boundary conditions: first principal stresses.

Discrete-to-continuum linkage

Cell of periodicity

Fig. 18.22 Periodic structure composed of discs in contact.

where in the RVE there are elastic–plastic discs in contact, as depicted in Fig. 18.22.
This represents clearly a discrete structure, while the overall macroscopic behaviour
is dealt with as a continuum. Plane situations, monotonic proportional loading and
small strains are assumed. With enhanced interpolation procedures the method can be
extended to more generic situations, such as the discrete element methods described
in Chapter 9, if they are used to obtain macroscopic constitutive behaviour.51 For an
alternative approach see references 52 and 53.

18.14.1 Representative volume element and boundary
conditions
We take here advantage of the periodicity of the structure and hence the choice of the
RVE is straightforward. The size of the RVE takes advantage of the regularity of the
packing. As in the previous sections, microscopic quantities are indicated with lower
case letters while capital letters are used to indicate macroscopic quantities. To derive
the constitutive equations from micro mechanics and homogenization, it is necessary
to relate the fields in the interior of the RVE to their volume and boundary averages.
This can be obtained through the macroscopic stress and strain defined in Eq. (18.31)
which in our case can also be expressed as

1
σij dV
ij =
V V

 
(18.38)

1
1
Eij =
(ui nj + uj ni ) dS −
[ui ]nj + [uj ]ni dSc
2V SRVE
2V Sc
where V  is the portion of RVE occupied by the solid phase, SRVE is the external
surface of the RVE, Sc is the common surface of the discs in contact, [uj ] is the jump
of the displacement field across the surface Sc , and ni is a vector normal to the relevant
surface, see Figs 18.23 and 18.26.25
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Fig. 18.23 Bodies in elastic or elastic--plastic contact.

Fig. 18.24 Periodic boundary conditions on a quadratic cell with circular inclusion: deformed configuration
due to u1 (on the right).

Fig. 18.25 Periodic boundary conditions on a quadratic cell with circular inclusion: periodic component of the
deformation due to u2 (on the right).

Discrete-to-continuum linkage
∂Y1

P1

P2

∂Y2

Fig. 18.26 Single cell of periodicity.

We simulate a large number of different radial loading paths on the unit cell in such
a way that any generic monotonic proportional loading can be approximated by an
interpolation between some paths previously simulated. One of the main problems in
this approach is that the unit cell on which the different loading paths are simulated is
constrained in a manner which cannot represent all the possible in situ conditions. We
adopt here the following periodic boundary conditions on ∂V
ui = Eij xj + ui ; ui periodic on ∂V
σij nj ; anti-periodic on ∂V

(18.39)

where Ui = (u1 , u2 ), for planar problems, is the displacement applied to the boundary
of the cell and is the sum of two contributions: a linear part given by Eij yj and a periodic part uj which gives no contribution to the global problem. ui can contain terms of
the first order or also higher order of Eq. (18.7). As an example, in Fig. 18.24 a typical
deformed configuration of the cell of periodicity shown in Fig. 18.1 is presented and in
Fig. 18.25 we show the periodic component due to u2 .54 In the example only the linear
part u1 has been used.
As for the anti-periodicity condition (18.392 ), the boundary of the unit cell is decomposed into two parts
∂V = ∂Vl + ∂V2

(18.40)

where each point P1 := P1 ∈ ∂V1 has a corresponding point P2 := P2 ∈ ∂V2 , see
Fig. 18.26, such that
(σij nj )P2 = −(σij nj )P1

(18.41)

From a numerical point of view periodic boundary conditions can be easily implemented in general-purpose finite element codes (see reference 18 for a discussion on
periodic boundary conditions).
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18.15 Local analysis of a unit cell
Given a unit cell on which the periodic boundary conditions (18.39) are imposed,
the problem to be solved is to find the constitutive law of the homogenized material
described by macroscopic stress and strain (18.38). The unknown relation between
these quantities is numerically obtained by solving a large number of local problems
given on the unit cell

⎧
⎪
⎨ microscopic constitutive laws
div σ =
 0; micro-equilibrium

⎪
⎩ Eij = α0 + 1c α0 m Eij0 ; given

(18.42)

Eij0 indicates the direction of the loading path in the strain space, α0 is a strain multiplier
which allows the first yielding and/or slip in some points of the RVE to be reached and
m = O, 1, 2, . . . , mmax indicates the number of loading steps which follow the first
elastic step; in the numerical examples shown below we choose mmax = 25. The factor
1/c is the multiplier for plastic strain. For a description of contact formulations, see
Chapter 5.
A global strain tensor Eij0 is hence imposed to the cell and it is monotonically
increased to generate a kinematic loading path: in particular, an elastic step is applied
so as to reach the global elastic frontier, which is defined as the set of points in stress
space corresponding to the first yielding of any point of the unit cell or the first activation of relative displacements in the contact points for a fixed loading direction Eij0 .
Then mmax ‘small’ load increments are applied to induce plastic deformations in the
unit cell and/or slip in the contact points. Each ‘small’ load increment is equal to 1/c
times the first (elastic) increment.
The homogenized stress tensor ij is computed, by means of Eq. (18.38), for each
step of the load history. Therefore we have one point in stress space for each loading
step; all the points characterized by the same Eij0 form a loading path in stress space.
These points are called interpolation points: there the behaviour of the homogenized
material (and precisely the value of the homogenized strains Eij and stresses ij ) is
known.
Repeating the procedure for several different given tensors Eij0 we know the behaviour
of the homogenized material at a discrete number of points and for a discrete variety of load situations. Interpolation points and typical loading paths are shown in
Fig. 18.27.55

18.16 Homogenization procedure – definition of
successive yield surfaces
Equation (18.38) defines macroscopic stresses and strains, which are assumed to be
linked by a macroscopic constitutive law. Such a law is constructed starting from the
constitutive relations of the single components and the geometry of the unit cell; this
step is referred to as homogenization procedure. The macroscopic behaviour is assumed

Homogenization procedure – definition of successive yield surfaces
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Fig. 18.27 Grid of interpolation points and plastic surfaces.

to be of elastic–plastic type, even if at microscopic level the behaviour may be of a
different type.54,56 There the behaviour should, however, follow the complementary rule
as it does in the present case. We have hence to determine the following macroscopic
quantities: elastic frontier, flow rule, hardening law and extremal surface of the global
homogenized materials. In other words our aim is to determine the global elastic–
plastic constitutive law
(18.43)
ij = ij (Eij )
Given the nature of the components, the microscopic stress field is constrained by the
usual relation
σ(y) ∈ P (y)
(18.44)
where P (y) is the set of stress states that the material can admit in the space of stresses.
P (y) depends on the single material and on the contact conditions, and hence on the
position y in the RVE. P (y) can be defined by means of a yield function f (y, σ)
P (y) = {σ |f (y, σ, εp ) ≤ 0 }

(18.45)

Since local stress states σ must lie within the set given in Eq. (18.44), it seems reasonable
that all physical global states Σ are contained in a macroscopic (or effective) domain
P eff whose frontier is called global (or effective) extremal yield surface
Σ ∈ P eff

(18.46)

The global constitutive behaviour of the homogenized material usually has an initial
range with a linear relation between global strains and global stresses followed by a
non-linear range, see Fig. 18.27. The limit of the initial range, the successive yield
surfaces for different values of m (loading steps) and the extremal yield surfaces can
be constructed with the numerical experiments on local problems described above.
They are all shown in Fig. 18.27 for the case of only E11 and E22 . An example of
a three-dimensional surface for the case of local damage behaviour is presented in
reference 56.
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18.17 Numerically developed global self-consistent
elastic–plastic constitutive law
From the results obtained from the solution of many local problems we extract now
the information necessary for a global elastic–plastic analysis.
The behaviour of the material is linear within the most interior closed curve, see
Fig. 18.27; a flow rule and hardening law have to be defined for the homogenized
material outside the elastic zone.
We consider here the simplest case where in the space of global stresses each inter0
0
/E22
,
polation point is characterized by the values of three variables: the ratios E11
0
0
E12 /E22 and m (number of steps).
The constitutive law at the macro level can be written as
Σ ∈ P eff = {Σ |f (Σ, Ep ) ≤ 0 }

(18.47)

The consistency condition of Eq. (18.47) can be expressed as
∂f
∂f
dΣ +
dEp = 0
(18.48)
∂Σ
∂Ep
The gradient of the yield function with respect to stress ∂f (Σ)/∂Σ, for a generic point
lying within interpolation points, can be obtained easily by an interpolation technique
which is the same as that generally used in post-processing to obtain contour lines or
surfaces, see Fig. 18.27. The plastic strain increment dEp can be obtained from the
local analysis with the following additive decomposition and relationship
∂f (Σ, Ep ) =

Eij = EijE + EijP
ij = DijEkl EklE

(18.49)

where EijE , the macroscopic purely elastic strain, is defined as that part of the macro
strain that is non-zero if and only if the macro stress is non-zero, and DijEkl is the elastic
constitutive tensor obtained with elastic homogenization.
If we assume an associative plastic flow for the macro level constitutive model, once
the vector ∂f (Σ)/∂Σ has been obtained the plastic flow direction is known at all points
in the stress space for the constitutive law at the macro level. However, to implement
the algorithm systematically, a hardening modulus has to be determined in advance.
This requires an iterative procedure due to the unknown final state for one incremental
step. We assume here that the mean hardening modulus can be expressed as
∂f (Σ, EP )
(18.50)
∂EP
Hence, from Eq. (18.48), the following iterative procedure can be established
⎧


∂f (i−1)
1
∂f (i)
⎨
+η
−
(1 − η)
Σ(i) ,
when EP = 0
H(i) =
E P
∂Σ
∂Σ
⎩
0
,
when EP = 0
(18.51)
H =

where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 is an integration parameter such as that used in a mid-point algorithm.

Global solution and stress-recovery procedure
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Fig. 18.28 Interpolation of the flow direction.

When a non-associative plastic flow is used, the flow rule can be extracted from the
radial return mapping algorithm written in a standard form as
R := −Σtr + Σ(i) + k D m = 0,

k≥0

(18.52)

where D is the elastic constitutive tensor obtained with the elastic homogenization, k
is the increment of the plastic flow, m is the flow direction and Σtr , Σ(i) are the global
stresses.
The flow direction (which refers to an unknown plastic potential) can be calculated,
at each interpolation point, in the following manner, see Fig. 18.28. Starting from an
interpolation point corresponding to step i one multiplies the known strain increment
E by the elastic effective tensor A, obtaining the trial stress Σtr . Since there is plastic
deformation or slip in some part of the unit cell, the strain E actually generates the
new stress Σ(i+l) , different from Σtr . The flow direction at the interpolation point for
the level i + 1 can be computed as




(18.53)
m = c A−1 Σtr + Σ(i) = c E − A−1 Σ(i)
The value of k has been arbitrarily chosen to be 1/c [see local problem (18.42)], hence
the quantity m not only gives information about the flow direction but also about the
amount of the plastic flow. For stress points inside a patch, the flow direction is obtained
again by interpolation.
Once a consistency condition and a flow rule have been determined, the global constitutive law is fully defined and can be assumed as constitutive law of the homogenized
material.

18.18 Global solution and stress-recovery procedure
At this point a global problem can be solved. Given a periodic structure subjected to
assigned external loads f and to assigned boundary conditions, the global displacements
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can be found solving the problem

macroscopic constitutive law
div Σ = f ; macro-equilibrium
global boundary conditions

(18.54)

The solution of the global problem (18.54) gives a reasonably good estimate of the
displacements of the structure. Nevertheless, very often stresses are the most relevant
mechanical quantities but they cannot be easily derived from global displacements. The
global solution is used to evaluate the local distribution of micro stresses by solving a
local problem (18.42). This is the third step of the homogenization procedure.
If the stress distribution in a specific region is required, we take into consideration
the integration points used in the global solution which are close to the examined
region of the real structure. If the number of unit cells is high a single integration point
corresponds to a group of cells, but usually one RVE corresponds to one integration
point. The strains computed in the global solution are assumed as global strains of the
investigated cell (or group of cells); in general the finite element computation gives a
sequence of n values of strains if the load history is composed of n load steps. Such
a sequence of values is taken as load history on a unit cell with periodic boundary
conditions and the following local problem is solved:

microscopic constitutive laws
div σ = 0; micro-equilibrium
(18.55)
Eij = Eij (t) given by the global problem
The solution of such a local problem gives a stress distribution which usually is a good
approximation of the real one, as shown in the next example.

Numerical examples
We consider an assembly of discs shown in Fig. 18.22, under assumption of plane stress
behaviour. The discs have the following mechanical properties
E = 128 000 MPa, v = 0.34, σY = 80 MPa
The elastic–plastic constitutive law of the discs is of the von Mises type. The overall
property of the structure will clearly be controlled by the behaviour of the discs around
their contact points and by the elastic–plastic material behaviour. This character is
captured by the analysis of three cases of different interface parameters.
(a) Elastic–plastic material with purely frictional contact
µ = 0.25, pnO = ptO = 0, δ  = 0
(b) Elastic–plastic material with cohesive frictional contact:
1
µ = 0.25, pnO 0, ptO = √ 80 MPa, δ  = 0
3
(c) Elastic–plastic material with cohesive frictional contact:
1
µ = 0.10, pnO 0, ptO = √ 80 MPa, δ  = 0
3

Global solution and stress-recovery procedure
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Fig. 18.29 Local numerical constitutive law for elastic--plastic bodies in contact with different material parameters: (a) purely frictional contact; (b) cohesive--frictional contact with µ = 0.25; (c) cohesive--frictional contact
with µ = 0.10; (d) purely cohesive contact.

(d) Elastic–plastic material with purely cohesive contact:
1
µ = 0.00, pnO 0, ptO = √ 80 MPa, δ  = 0
3
pn , pt are the limits of the normal and tangential contact forces respectively, and δ  is
the gap, see Fig. 18.23.
The contact algorithm used in the example is that of Zhang et al.57 The cell of
periodicity, indicated in Fig. 18.22, is discretized with four-node plane stress elements.
Our interest is focused on the macro stress domain




11 , 22  11 ≤ 0, 22 ≤ 0
and the obtained interpolation points (yield surfaces) corresponding to the above four
cases are presented in Figs 18.29 (a)–(d) in that quadrant. For the elastic case see
reference 55.
To verify the capability of the procedure a group of 140 discs arranged in a rectangle
(10 × 14 discs) is analysed under uniform compression. For this purpose a uniform
vertical displacement is assigned to the top nodes. The vertical displacements of the
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Fig. 18.30 Comparison between the reactions in the case of uniform top displacement. Homog.n indicates
the results with the self-consistent procedure of this chapter,25 homog.o the results of reference 58.

Global solution and stress-recovery procedure
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Fig. 18.31 Comparison between the stress distributions obtained for elastic--plastic bodies in contact:
(a) stresses recovered from the homogeneous computation; (b) stresses recovered from the heterogeneous
computation.
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bottom line and the horizontal displacement of the right and left edge of the rectangular
assembly are restrained to be zero. Associative behaviour of the homogenized material
is assumed. The problem is solved using a rough discretization (43 nodes and 35
elements, called homogeneous) with the numerical constitutive law which takes into
account the non-linear property due to the stick–slip behaviour between the discs.
The vertical reactions at the middle point of the bottom line are compared to those
of the equivalent model with a finite element discretization (called heterogeneous)
which describes the real material distribution and the real mechanical characteristics
of the single components. The comparisons between the vertical reactions in the
homogeneous and heterogeneous models are shown in Figs 18.30(a)–(c) for the three
different cases of contact parameters b, c, and d. The results obtained in reference 58
with a similar procedure, which is, however, not self-consistent, are also shown in the
figure. The results obtained by the proposed method are in good agreement with the
heterogeneous results.
The case of a non-uniform displacement distribution on the top of the assembly
was also investigated in reference 25. We show here the results of the stress recovery
procedure, i.e. we consider a unit cell from a local point of view and impose to it a
kinematic load represented by the displacement field computed with the homogenized
solution. In the specific case of this example the corner displacements of the RVE
were directly obtained from the homogenized solution and the displacements imposed
on the other boundary nodes were obtained with a linear interpolation between the
corner nodes. The solution of this local problem gives a stress distribution in the unit
cell which can be compared to the stress distribution obtained with the heterogeneous
(discrete) model. The results for one unit cell are shown in Fig. 18.31 where an excellent
agreement can be observed.
In conclusion, the approach requires the preliminary solution of many local problems
and proceeds then with a macroscopic numerical analysis of the overall structure.
Solution of local problems for obtaining the local stress distribution is needed then
only at the Gauss points of interest.

18.19 Concluding remarks
Discrete–continuum linkage becomes particularly important for nanoscale mechanics
and materials. Continuum-based approaches are not applicable down to the nanoscale
as non-continuum behaviour is observed at that scale, such as for instance in large
deformation of carbon nanotubes or ion deposition processes.4 Further, nanoscale components are generally used in conjunction with components that are larger and have
a mechanical response at different length and time scale. Single-scale methods such
as molecular dynamics or quantum mechanics are generally not applicable in this last
case due to the disparity of the scales and scale bridging is a necessity. This is a new
and rapidly developing area and the interested reader is referred, e.g., to the already
mentioned special issue devoted to that topic.4
Finally, the contributions to this chapter by D.P. Boso, M. Lefik, S. Loehnert and
V. Salomoni are gratefully acknowledged.
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19
Computer procedures for
finite element analysis
19.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe some features of the companion computer program which
may be used to perform numerical studies for many of the topics discussed in this
book. The source program and manuals are available at no cost from the publisher’s
web page:
http://books.elsevier.com/companions
or from the authors’ web page:
http://www.ce.berkeley.edu/∼rlt
The computer program described in this volume is intended for use by those who are
undertaking a study of the finite element method and wish to implement and test specific
elements or specific solution steps. The program also includes a library of simple
elements to permit solution to many of the topics discussed in this book. The program
is called FEAPpv to emphasize the fact that it may be used as a personal version system.
With very few exceptions, the program is written using standard Fortran, hence it may
be implemented on any personal computer, engineering workstation, or main frame
computer which has access to a Fortran 77 or Fortran 90/95 compiler.
It still may be necessary to modify some routines to avoid system-dependent difficulties. Non-standard routines are restricted to the graphical interfaces and file handling
for temporary data storage. Users should consult their compiler manuals on alternative
options when such problems arise.
Users may also wish to add new features to the program. In order to accommodate
a wide range of changes several options exist for users to write new modules without
difficulty. There are options to add new mesh input routines through addition of routines
named UMESHn or to include solution options through additions of routines named
UMACRn. Finally, the addition of a user developed element module is accommodated
by adding a single subprogram named ELMTnn. In adding new options the use of
established algorithms as described in references 1–5 can be very helpful.
The current chapter presents a brief discussion to describe aspects of the program
that are related to solution of non-linear problems. The program FEAPpv includes
capabilities to solve general non-linear finite element models for transient and steadystate (static) problems. The transient problem types include solution algorithms for

Solution of non-linear problems

both first-order (diffusion-type) and second-order (vibration/wave-type) ordinary differential equations in time. In addition an eigensolution system is included to compute
eigenpairs of typical problems. A simultaneous vector iteration algorithm (subspace
method) is used to extract the eigenpairs nearest to a specified shift of a symmetric
tangent matrix. Hence, the eigensystem may be used with either linear or non-linear
problems. Non-linear problems are often difficult to solve and time consuming in
computer resources. In many applications the complete analysis may not be performed
during one execution of the program; hence, techniques to stop the program at key
points in the analysis for a later restart to continue the solution are available.
The program described in this chapter has been developed and used in an educational
and research environment over a period of nearly 35 years. The concept of the command language solution algorithm has permitted several studies that cover problems
that differ widely in scope and concept, to be undertaken at the same time without need
for different program systems. Unique features for each study may be provided as
new solution commands. The ability to treat problems whose coefficient matrix may
be either symmetric or unsymmetric often proves useful for testing the performance
of algorithms that advocate substitution of a symmetric tangent matrix in place of an
unsymmetric matrix resulting from a consistent linearization process. The element
interface is quite straightforward and, once understood, permits users to test rapidly
new types of finite elements.
We believe that the program in this book provides a very powerful solution system
to assist the interested reader in performing finite element analyses. The program
FEAPpv is by no means a complete software system that can be used to solve any
finite element problem, and readers are encouraged to modify the program in any
way necessary to solve their particular problem. While the program has been tested
on several sample problems, it is likely that errors and mistakes still exist within the
program modules. The authors need to be informed about these errors so that the
available system can be continuously updated. We also welcome readers’ comments
and suggestions concerning possible future improvements.

19.2 Solution of non-linear problems
The general methods described in this volume are directed toward the solution of nonlinear problems in solid and structural mechanics. The application of the finite element
method to these problems leads to a set of non-linear algebraic equations. A solution
to the non-linear algebraic problem by a Newton method, as described in Chapter 3, is
given by6
Ψ(u(k) ) = P(u(k) ) + f (k)
KT(k) du(k) = Ψ(k) where KT(k) = −
u(k+1) = u(k) + du(k)

∂Ψ (k)

∂u

(19.1)

where f is a vector of applied loads and P is the non-linear internal force vector which
is indicated as a function of the nodal parameters u. The vector Ψ is the residual of
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the problem, KT is the tangent matrix and a solution is defined as any set of nodal
displacements, u, for which the residual is zero. In general, there may be more than
one set of displacements which define a solution and it is the responsibility of a user to
ensure that a proper solution is obtained. This may be achieved by starting from a state
which satisfies physical arguments for a solution and then applying small increments
to the loading vector, f . By taking small enough steps, a solution path may usually be
traced.
FEAPpv uses the basic Newton strategy defined in Chapter 3 to perform all solution
steps. A key feature of the program is a command language which permits users to
construct many different linear and non-linear solution algorithms as data statements
of the analysis process. For example, a simple set of commands given by
LOOP newton 10
TANGent
FORM residual
SOLVe
NEXT newton
performs the necessary computations for a Newton algorithm. In the above LOOPNEXT defines the necessary commands to form 10 iterations of the Newton scheme.
The command TANGent constructs the tangent matrix, FORM constructs the residual
and SOLVe performs a solution of the linear equations. In FEAPpv only the first four
characters of command words are processed and the remainder can be used to provide
additional clarity, thus for emphasis the required data is shown above in upper case
letters. The user manual describes the available commands which may be used to
construct general linear and non-linear steady state or transient algorithms.
Non-linear problems require use of many schemes to improve the convergence of the
solution. Use of the BFGS algorithm described in Chapter 3 can lead to improved solution performance and/or reduced solution cost (see the necking example in Chapter 6).
It is also particularly effective when no exact tangent matrix can be computed. In addition a linear line search is useful to limit the magnitude of du(k) during early iterations7
and its use often allows use of larger load increments and still obtain rapid converge.
A line search requires repeated computations of Ψ(u) which may increase solution
times. Thus, some assessment of the need of a line search should be made before
proceeding with large numbers of solution steps.
A modified Newton method also may be performed by removing the tangent computation from the loop structure given above (i.e. placing TANG before LOOP). This
points out the power of the command language scheme to efficiently include many
solution algorithms.
The solution of transient problems defined by the algorithms given in Chapter 2 may
also be performed using FEAPpv. The program includes options to solve transient
finite element problems which generate first- and second-order ordinary differential
equations using the GN11 and Newmark (GN22) algorithms.8 Options also exist to use
an explicit version of the GN22 algorithm.

19.3 Eigensolutions
The solution of a general linear eigenproblem is a useful feature included in the FEAPpv
program. The program can compute a set of the smallest eigenvalues (in absolute value)

Eigensolutions

and their associated eigenvectors for the problem
KT V = MVΛ

(19.2)

In the above, KT is any symmetric tangent matrix which has been computed by using a
TANG command statement; M is a mass or identity matrix computed using a MASS or
IDEN command statement, respectively; the columns of V are the set of eigenvectors
to be computed; and Λ is a diagonal matrix which contains the set of eigenvalues to be
computed. For the second-order equations from solid or structural mechanics problems
the eigenvalues λ are the frequencies squared, ω2 .
The tangent matrix can have zero eigenvalues and, for this case, the algorithm used
requires the problem to be transformed to
(KT − αM)V = MVΛα

(19.3a)

where α is a parameter called the shift, which can be selected to make the coefficient
matrix on the left-hand side of Eq. (19.3a) nonsingular. Λα are the eigenvalues of the
shift which are related to the desired values by
Λ = Λα + αI

(19.3b)

The shift may also be used to compute the eigenpairs nearest to some specified value
(e.g., a buckling load). The components of Λ are output as part of the eigenproblem
solution. In addition, the vectors may be output as numerical values or presented
graphically.
The program uses a subspace algorithm9–11 to compute a small general eigenproblem
defined as
(19.4a)
K  x = M xλ
where

V = Qx

(19.4b)

K  = QT MT (KT − αM)−1 MQ
M = QT MQ

(19.4c)

and

Accordingly, after the projection, the λ are reciprocals of Λα (i.e. Λ−1
α ). An eigensolution of the small problem may be used to generate a sequence of iterates for Q
which converge to the solution for the original problem (e.g. see reference 10). The
solution of the projected small general problem is solved here using a transformation
to a standard linear eigenproblem combined with a QL algorithm.6
The transformation is performed by computing the Choleski factors of M to define
the standard linear eigenproblem
Hy = yλ
(19.5a)
where
M = LLT
y = LT x
H = L−1 K  L−T

(19.5b)
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In the implementation described here scaling is introduced, which causes M to converge to an identity matrix; hence the above transformation is numerically stable.
Furthermore, use of a standard eigenproblem solution permits calculation of positive
and negative eigenvalues. The subspace algorithm implemented provides a means to
compute a few eigenpairs for problems with many degrees of freedom or all of the
eigenpairs of small problems. A subspace algorithm is based upon a power method
to compute the dominant eigenvalues. Thus, the effectiveness of the solution strategy
depends on the ratio of the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue sought in the subspace to that of the first eigenvalue not contained in the subspace. This ratio may be
reduced by adding additional vectors to the subspace. That is, if p pairs are sought,
the subspace is taken as q vectors so that



 λp 


 λq+1  < 1

(19.6)

Of course, the magnitude of this ratio is unknown before the problem is solved and some
analysis is necessary to estimate its value. The program tracks the magnitude of the
shifted reciprocal eigenvalues Λ and computes the change in values between successive
iterations. If the subspace is too small, convergence will be extremely slow owing to
Eq. (19.6) having a ratio near unity. It may be desirable to increase the subspace size to
speed the convergence. In some problems, characteristics of the eigenvalue magnitudes
may be available to assist in the process. It should be especially noted that when p is
specified as the total number of degrees of freedom in the problem (or q becomes this
value), then λq+1 is infinitely larger and the ratio given in Eq. (19.6) is zero. In this case
subspace iteration converges in a single iteration, a fact which is noted by the program
to limit the iterations to 1. Accordingly, it is usually more efficient to compute all the
eigenpairs if q is very near the number of degrees of freedom.

19.4 Restart option
The program FEAPpv permits a user to save a solution state and subsequently use it
later to continue the analysis. This is called a restart option. To use the restart feature,
the file names given at initiation of the program must be appropriately specified.
The file name for the set of problem restart data files is specified at the time execution
of FEAPpv is initiated. During a solution a restart file may be saved by using the
command statement
SAVE <extender>
This saves the current solution data in a file that has the restart file name with an
extension extender. For example, if the restart write file has the name ‘Rprob’,
issuing the command
SAVE ti0
saves the data on a file named Pprob.ti0. Alternatively, issuing the command as
SAVE

References

saves the data on the file named Pprob. For large problems the restart file can be quite
large (especially if the elements use several history variables at each integration point)
thus one should be cautious about use of too many files in these situations.
To restore a file the command
RESTart
is given to load the file without an extender, and the command
RESTart <extender>
to load the file with an extender.

19.5 Concluding remarks
In the discussion above we have presented a few of the ways the program FEAPpv
may be used to solve non-linear finite element problems. The classes of non-linear
problems which may be solved using this system is extensive and we cannot give
a comprehensive summary here. The reader is encouraged to obtain a copy of the
program source statements and companion documents from the publisher’s website
(http://books.elsevier.com/companions).
As noted in the introduction to this chapter the computer programs will undoubtedly
contain some errors. We welcome being informed of these as well as comments and
suggestions on how the programs may be improved. Although the programs available
are written in Fortran it is quite easy to adapt these to permit program modules to be
constructed in other languages. For example, an interface for element routines written
in C has been developed by Govindjee.12
The program system FEAPpv contains only basic commands to generate structured
meshes as blocks of elements. For problems where graded meshes are needed (e.g.
adaptive mesh refinements) more sophisticated mesh generation techniques are needed.
There are many locations where generators may be obtained and two are given in
references 13 and 14. The program GiD offers two- and three-dimensional options for
fluid and structure applications.
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Appendix A
Isoparametric finite element
approximations
A.1 Introduction
An isoparametric formulation may be used for any problem in which the approximations
are C 0 continuous. In an isoparametric formulation a parent element is defined in terms
of a set of natural coordinates. The shape functions are constructed on a parent element
and used to compute the coordinates within each element using
x = Na (ξ)x̃a

(A.1)

where Na denotes the shape function, ξ are a set of natural coordinates and x̃a are nodal
coordinates. A dependent variable u is then approximated as
u ≈ uh = Na (ξ)ũa

(A.2)

The construction of shape functions requires the selection of an appropriate set of
natural coordinates. Here we first summarize the form for quadrilateral and brick
elements in two and three dimensions, respectively. We then consider triangular and
tetrahedral elements.

A.2 Quadrilateral elements
The natural coordinates for a quadrilateral element are given by
ξ = (ξ , η); −1 ≤ ξ, η ≤ 1
as shown in Fig. A.1.
The simplest group of elements construct the shape functions from products of one
dimensional Lagrangian interpolation functions given by
lan (ξ) =
=

(ξ−ξ0 )(ξ−ξ1 ) · · · (ξ−ξa−1 )(ξ−ξa+1 ) · · · (ξ−ξn )
, a = 1, 2, · · · , n−1
(ξa −ξ0 )(ξa −ξ1 ) · · · (ξa −ξa−1 )(ξa −ξa+1 ) · · · (ξa −ξn )
n

ξ−ξ
b

b=0
b=a

ξa − ξb
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η

1

ξ

1

1

1

Fig. A.1 Natural coordinates for a quadrilateral.

and
(ξ − ξ1 ) · · · (ξ − ξn )
, a=0
(ξa − ξ1 ) · · · (ξa − ξn )
(ξ − ξ0 ) · · · (ξ − ξn−1 )
lan (ξ) =
, a=n
(ξa − ξ0 ) · · · (ξa − ξn−1 )
lan (ξ) =

which gives a unit value at ξa and passes through zero at n points specified by the points
ξk , k = 0, 2, · · · , n. Using this form of interpolation we can construct the Lagrangian
family of elements expressed as products of the one-dimensional functions given by
Na (ξ, η) = lam (ξ) lan (η)

(A.3)

where m and n may be different orders in the natural coordinate directions. The simplest
element uses linear interpolation in which ξ0 , η0 = −1 and ξ1 , η1 = 1 giving the four
functions
(ξ − 1) (η − 1)
= 41 (1 − ξ)(1 − η)
N1 =
(−2) (−2)
(ξ + 1) (η − 1)
= 41 (1 + ξ)(1 − η)
N2 =
(2)
(−2)
(A.4)
(ξ + 1) (η + 1)
= 41 (1 + ξ)(1 + η)
N3 =
(2)
(2)
(ξ − 1) (η + 1)
= 41 (1 − ξ)(1 + η)
N4 =
(−2)
(2)
where nodes are numbered as shown in Fig. A.2(a). We shall also often use elements
constructed from quadratic functions in which ξ0 , η0 = −1, ξ1 , η1 = 0, and ξ2 , η2 =
1 giving a nine-node element. For an element with nodes numbered as shown in
Fig. A.2(b) the shape functions are given by

Quadrilateral elements
η

η
4

3

ξ

1

2

4

7

3

8

9

6

1

(a)

5
(b)

ξ

2

Fig. A.2 Node numbering for four-node and nine-node quadrilateral elements.

N1
N2
N3
N4

=
=
=
=

N5 =
N6 =
N7 =
N8 =

1
ξ(ξ − 1)η(η − 1)
4
1
ξ(ξ + 1)η(η − 1)
4
1
ξ(ξ + 1)η(η + 1)
4
1
ξ(ξ − 1)η(η + 1)
4
1
(1 − ξ2 )η(η − 1)
2
1
ξ(ξ + 1)(1 − η2 )
2
1
(1 − ξ2 )η(η + 1)
2
1
ξ(ξ − 1)(1 − η2 )
2
2
2

(A.5)

N9 = (1 − ξ )(1 − η )

In problems using C 0 shape functions it is necessary to construct the derivatives
of variables with respect to the global coordinates. For an isoparametric formulation
these derivatives are computed using the chain rule given by
∂u ∂xi
∂u
=
∂ξ
∂xi ∂ξ
∂u ∂xi
∂u
=
∂η
∂xi ∂η
which may be written in matrix form as
⎧ ⎫ ⎡
∂u ⎪
∂x1
⎪
⎪
⎨ ⎪
⎬ ⎢
∂ξ
∂ξ
=⎢
⎣ ∂x1
∂u
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ⎪
⎭
∂η
∂η
∂u
∂u
=J
∂ξ
∂x

⎤
∂x2 ⎧ ∂u ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
∂ξ ⎥
∂x
1
⎥
∂x2 ⎦ ⎪
⎩ ∂u ⎪
⎭
∂η
∂x2
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where J denotes the Jacobian matrix. The solution is given by
∂u
∂u
= J−1
∂x
∂ξ

(A.6)

and for the two-dimensional problem requires the inverse of a 2 × 2 Jacobian matrix.

A.3 Brick elements
Brick elements are generalization to three dimensions of the quadrilateral used in
two dimensions. The global coordinates xi , i = 1, 2, 3 now require three natural
coordinates which we give as (see Fig. A.3)
ξ = (ξ , η , ζ)
The shape functions for the Lagrange family of elements are now given by
Na (ξ, η, ζ) = lam (ξ) lan (η) lap (ζ)

(A.7)

with the Jacobian transformation given by the 3 × 3 matrix
⎡
⎤
∂x1 ∂x2 ∂x3
⎢ ∂ξ
∂ξ
∂ξ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ∂x1 ∂x2 ∂x3 ⎥
⎢
⎥
J=⎢
∂η
∂η ⎥
⎢ ∂η
⎥
⎣ ∂x1 ∂x2 ∂x3 ⎦
∂ζ

∂ζ

∂ζ

ζ

5

6

(A.8)

8

7

η

1

4

ξ
2

3

Fig. A.3 Natural coordinates and node order for an eight-node brick element.

Triangular elements

with the gradients now given by
∂u
=
∂x
∂u
=
∂ξ




∂u
∂x1

∂u
∂x2

∂u
∂ξ

∂u
∂η

T
∂u
∂x3
T
∂u
∂ζ

(A.9)

The simplest member of the three-dimensional family is an eight-node brick with
nodal order as shown in Fig. A.3. The shape functions are given by
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8
1
(1
8

− ξ)(1 − η)(1 − ζ )
+ ξ)(1 − η)(1 − ζ )
+ ξ)(1 + η)(1 − ζ )
− ξ)(1 + η)(1 − ζ )
− ξ)(1 − η)(1 + ζ )
+ ξ)(1 − η)(1 + ζ )
+ ξ)(1 + η)(1 + ζ )
− ξ)(1 + η)(1 + ζ )

(A.10)

Higher-order elements may be constructed similar to that given for the two-dimensional
form above.

A.4 Triangular elements
For two-dimensional problems in which the elements are of triangular shape the natural
coordinates are taken as the area coordinates, La , a = 1, 2, 3 as shown in Fig. A.4(a),
in which the constraint
L1 + L2 + L3 = 1
is used to limit the number of independent values to the same number as in the global
x1 , x2 Cartesian coordinates.
The shape functions for the three-node triangular element are given by
Na = La , a = 1, 2, 3
Derivatives with respect to xi for shape functions expressed in area coordinates may
be computed using the chain rule
∂Na ∂Lb
∂Na
=
∂xi
∂Lb ∂xi
The derivatives ∂Lb /∂xi may be computed by writing three equations

Na x̃1a = 0
r1 = x1 −
r2 = x2 −

a


Na x̃2a = 0

a

r3 = 1 −


a

La = 0
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3

3

5
L2

P

L1

6

x2

x2
L3

2

2

1

4

1

x1

x1

(a) Three-node triangle and area coordinates

(b) Six-node triangle

Fig. A.4 Natural coordinates and node order for triangular elements.

and using the chain rule

∂rj
∂rj ∂Lb
=
∂xi
∂Lb ∂xi

This gives

⎤
⎡
⎤ ∂L1 ∂L1



∂Na
∂Na
∂Na
⎡
⎤
1 0
x̃1a
x̃1a ⎢ ∂x1 ∂x2 ⎥
a
a
⎢ a ∂L1 x̃1a
⎥
⎢
∂L
∂L3 ⎥
2
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎢0 1⎥ = ⎢ ∂Na
 ∂Na
 ∂Na ⎥ ⎢ ∂L2 ∂L2 ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎢ a
x̃2a
x̃2a
x̃2a ⎥ ⎢ ∂x1 ∂x2 ⎥
a
a
⎥
⎣
∂L1
∂L2
∂L3 ⎦ ⎢
⎣ ∂L3 ∂L3 ⎦
0 0
1
1
1
∂x1 ∂x2
which may be solved for the derivatives ∂La /∂xj .
Higher-order triangles may also be constructed. We leave it to the reader to show
that the shape functions for the six-node triangle shown in Fig. A.4(b) may be written
as
Na = 21 La (2La − 1)
, a = 1, 2, 3; b = 2, 3, 1
Na+3 = 4 La Lb
⎡

A.5 Tetrahedral elements
Tetrahedral elements may be constructed in a manner similar to that used for triangular
elements. In the case of tetrahedral elements we use volume coordinates La , a =
1, 2, 3, 4 with a constraint
L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = 1
The shape functions for a four-node tetrahedron are given by
Na = La ;

a = 1, 2, 3, 4

Tetrahedral elements

Derivatives are computed using the chain rule in the same way as for triangles, the
difference being that arrays are of size 4 and 3 instead of 3 and 2. We leave this as an
exercise for the reader to write appropriate relations for these steps.
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Invariants of second-order tensors
B.1 Principal invariants
Given any second-order Cartesian tensor a with components expressed as


a11 a12 a13
a = a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

(B.1)

the principal values of a, denoted as a1 , a2 , and a3 , may be computed from the solution
of the eigenproblem
(B.2)
a q(m) = am q(m)
in which the (right) eigenvectors q(m) denote principal directions for the associated
eigenvalue am . Non-trivial solutions of Eq. (B.2) require


(a11 − a)
a12
a13 


(a22 − a)
a23  = 0
(B.3)
det  a21
 a
a
(a − a)
31

32

33

Expanding the determinant results in the cubic equation
am3 − Ia am2 + IIa am − IIIa = 0

(B.4)

where:
Ia
IIa
IIIa

=
=
=
=

a11 + a22 + a33
a11 a22 + a22 a33 + a33 a11 − a12 a21 − a23 a32 − a31 a13
(B.5)
a11 a22 a33 − a11 a23 a32 − a22 a31 a13 − a33 a12 a21 + a12 a23 a31 + a21 a32 a13
det a

The quantities Ia , IIa , and IIIa are called the principal invariants of a. The roots of
Eq. (B.4) give the principal values am .
The invariants for the deviator of a may be obtained by using
a = a − ā1

(B.6)

where ā is the mean defined as
ā =

1
3

(a11 + a22 + a33 ) = 13 Ia

(B.7)

Moment invariants

Substitution of Eq. (B.6) into Eq. (B.2) gives
 

a + āI q(m) = am q(m)
or

(B.8)

a q(m) = (am − ā)q(m) = am q(m)

(B.9)

which yields a cubic equation for principal values of the deviator given as
(am )3 + IIa am − IIIa = 0

(B.10)

where invariants of a are denoted as Ia , IIa , and IIIa .
Since the deviators a differ from the total a by a mean term only, we observe from
Eq. (B.9) that the directions of their principal values coincide, and the three principal
values are related through
(B.11)
ai = ai + ā; i = 1, 2, 3
Moreover Eq. (B.10) generally has a closed-form solution which may be constructed
by using the Cardon formula.1,2
The definition of a given by Eq. (B.6) yields



+ a22
+ a33
=0
Ia = a11

(B.12)

Using this result, the second invariant of the deviator may be shown to have the indicial
form3
IIa = − 21 aij aj i
(B.13)
The third invariant is again given by
IIIa = det a

(B.14)

however, we show in Sec. B.2 that this invariant may be written in a form which is
easier to use in many applications (e.g. yield functions for elasto-plastic materials).

B.2 Moment invariants
It is also possible to write the invariants in a form known as moment invariants.4 The
¯ a , III
¯ a , and are defined by the indicial forms
moment invariants are denoted as Īa , II
Īa = aii ,

¯ a = 1 aij aj i ,
II
2

¯ a = 1 aij aj k aki
III
3

(B.15)

We observe that moment invariants are directly related to the trace of products of a.
The trace (tr) of a matrix is defined as the sum of its diagonal elements. Thus, the first
three moment invariants may be written in matrix form (using a square matrix for a) as
Īa = tr (a) ,

¯ a = 1 tr (aa) ,
II
2

¯ a = 1 tr (aaa)
III
3

(B.16)

The moment invariants may be related to the principal invariants as4
Īa = Ia ,

¯ a = 1 I2a − IIa ,
II
2

Ia = Īa ,

¯ a,
IIa = 21 Ī a − II

2

¯ a = IIIa − 1 I3a + Ia IIa
III
3
3

¯ a + 1 Ī a − Īa II
¯a
IIIa = III
6

(B.17)
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Using Eq. (B.12) and the identities given in Eq. (B.17) we can immediately observe
that the principal invariants and the moment invariants for a deviatoric second-order
tensor are related through
¯ a
IIa = −II

and

¯ a = det a
IIIa = III

(B.18)

B.3 Derivatives of invariants
We often also need to compute the derivative of the invariants with respect to their
components and this is only possible when all components are treated independently –
that is, we do not use any symmetry, if present. From the definitions of the principal and
moment invariants given above, it is evident that derivatives of the moment invariants
are the easiest to compute since they are given in concise indicial form. Derivatives of
principal invariants can be computed from these by using the identities given in Eqs
(B.17) and (B.18).
The first derivatives of the principal invariants for symmetric second-order tensors
may be expressed in a matrix form directly, as shown by Nayak and Zienkiewicz;5,6
however, second derivatives from these are not easy to construct and we now prefer the
methods given here.

B.3.1 First derivatives of invariants
The first derivative of each moment invariant may be computed by using Eq. (B.15).
For the first invariant we obtain
∂Īa
= δij
(B.19)
∂aij
Similarly, for the second moment invariant we get
¯a
∂II
= aj i
∂aij

(B.20)

¯a
∂III
= aj k aki
∂aij

(B.21)

and for the third moment invariant

Using the identities, the derivative of the principal invariants may be written in
indicial form as
∂Ia
= δij ,
∂aij

∂IIa
= Ia δij − aj i ,
∂aij

∂IIIa
= IIa δij − Ia aj i + aj k aki IIIa aj−1
i
∂aij

(B.22)

The third invariant may also be shown to have the representation3
∂IIIa
= IIIa aj−1
i
∂aij

(B.23)

Derivatives of invariants

where aj−1
i is the inverse (transposed) of the aij tensor. Thus, in matrix form we may
write the derivatives as
∂Ia
= 1,
∂a

∂IIa
= Ia 1 − a T ,
∂a

∂IIIa
= IIIa a−T
∂a

(B.24)

where here 1 denotes a 3 × 3 identity matrix.
The expression for the derivative of the determinant of a second-order tensor is
of particular use as we shall encounter this in dealing with volume change in finite
deformation problems and in plasticity yield functions and flow rules.
Performing the same steps for the invariants of the deviator yields


∂Ī
∂I
=  = 0,

∂aij
∂aij

¯
∂II
∂II
=
−
= −aj i ,
∂aij
∂aij

¯
∂III
∂III
=
= aj k aki
∂aij
∂aij

(B.25)

with only a sign change occurring in the second invariant to obtain the derivative of
principal invariants from derivatives of moment invariants.
Often the derivatives of the invariants of a deviator tensor are needed with respect
to the tensor itself, and these may be computed as
∂(·) ∂aij
∂(·)
=
∂amn
∂aij ∂amn
where

∂aij
∂amn

1
= δim δj n − δij δmn
3

(B.26)

(B.27)

Combining the two expressions yields



∂(·)
∂(·)
1
∂(·)
=  − δmn δij 
∂amn
∂amn
3
∂aij

(B.28)

B.3.2 Second derivatives
In developments of tangent tensors we need second derivatives of the invariants. These
may be computed directly from Eqs (B.19)–(B.21) by standard operations. The second
¯ a , III
¯ a yield
derivatives of Īa , II
∂2 Īa
= 0,
∂aij ∂akl

¯a
∂2 II
= δj k δil ,
∂aij ∂akl

¯a
∂2 III
= δj k ail + aj k δil
∂aij ∂akl

(B.29)

The computations for principal invariants follow directly from the above using the
identities given in Eqs (B.17) and (B.18). Also, all results may be transformed to the
vector form used extensively in this volume for the finite element constructions. These
steps are by now a standard process and are left as an exercise for the reader.
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procedures using homogenization
Augmented Lagrangian form, node-node contact,
197
Axisymmetric problems, 10-12
Axisymmetric shells with non-symmetrical load,
510-14
Axisymmetric solids with non-symmetrical load,
507-10
Balance mass principle, 132
Balance of momentum, equilibrium equations, 6
Barrel vault, shell example, 444-7
Beams, non-linear large displacements, 517-23
clamped-hinged arch example, 523
Euler–Bernoulli theory, 279, 284-5, 287, 288, 306
formulation with small rotations, 522-3
non-zero Green–Lagrange strain expressions,
522
geometrically exact concept, 519
Piola–Kirchhoff stresses, 519-21
Timoshenko theory, 279, 289
two and three-dimensional theories, 518
Bergan method, with iterative techniques, 56-7
BFGS algorithm:
wth computer procedures, 592
wth non-linear algebraic equations, 52
Bifurcation instability, thin plates, 535-7
Biharmonic equation of plate flexure, 331
Bishop–Hill relations, multilevel procedures, 569
Block deformability and the discrete element
method:
about block deformability, 260
block fracturing and fragmentation, 265-7
block interface constitutive law (Mohr-Coulomb),
262
bond failure, 266-7
combined finite/discrete element method
(DEM/FEM), 247, 260-1
Cosserat continuum, 266
discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA), 261-5
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Block deformability and the discrete element
method – cont.
discrete element deformation field, 260
interblock contact conditions of impenetrability,
264
Jaumann–Zaremba rate form, 261
Modal Expansion Discrete Element Method, 260
penalty format, 264
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Boundary conditions:
about boundary conditions, 6, 28
contact and the discrete element method, 256
displacement (essential) condition, 29-30
linear static problem, 29
finite deformation, geometrically non-linear
problems, 133
with geometrically non-linear problems, 133
matrix notation, 9
mixed displacement/traction condition, 32
non-linear explicit problems, 30
non-linear implicit problems, 30
patch test for plate bending elements constraints,
395-6
rods, weak (Galerkin) forms, 286, 290
semi-analytical finite element processes using
orthogonal functions and ‘finite strip’
methods, 498, 501
traction condition, 31
pressure loading, 31-2
Bounding surface plasticity models, 93
Boxes with flexure problems using ‘finite strip’
methods, 505-7
Brick elements, isoparametric formulations, 600-1
Lagrange family, 600
Brittle materials, 107-12
laminar material, 108-12
see also No-tension material
Buckling:
about buckling, 1
Euler buckling-propped cantilever example, 525-6
plates, thin, large deflections, 536-7
Cartesian coordinate system, 5
Cartesian tensor indicial form, 4
Cauchy stress, 142, 146, 159-60, 176
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, 131, 158, 176
Clough and Tocher triangle 360, thin plates, 360
Combined discrete/finite element method
(DEM/FEM), 247, 260-1
Computational modelling, 246
Computer procedures:
about computer procedures, 590-1
see also FEAPpv computer program
Constitutive relations, 6-7
Constrained potential energy principle, 402

Constraint elimination approach, node-node contact,
195
Constraints, treatment of see Contact/contact
problems; Tied interfaces
Contact and the discrete element method:
about contact constraints and boundary conditions,
256
about contact detection, 250-1
body based strategies, 251
body geometry characterization, 253-6
body-based search, 251
contact constraints between bodies, 256-9
contact constraints on model boundaries, 259-60
contact resolution, 252-6
corner-to-corner contact, 258-9
discrete functional representation (DFR), 254-6
finite wall (FW) method, 259-60
global neighbour or region search, 251-2
non-smooth contact, regularization of, 256-7
penalty function concept, 258
polygonal representation, 253-4
space-based search, 251
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Contact/contact problems:
about contact, 1, 191-3
contact between disk and block example, 219-21
contact between two discs example, 219
frictional conditions, 192
frictional sliding of a flexible disk on a sloping
block example, 221
frictionless condition, 192
impenetrability condition, 191
stick-slip-type response, 192
upsetting of a cylindrical billet example, 221-3
see also Node-node contact: Hertzian contact;
Node-surface contact; surface-surface
contact
Continuum-to-continuum linkage, 549
Convergence criteria, iterative techniques, 56-8
Cooling tower, shell example, 443-5
Coordinates and displacements, 5
Cosserat continuum, 266
Couplings see Multibody coupling by joints
Crash analysis, 40, 42
Creep:
basic problem formulation, 100-2
creep compliance functions, 64
fully explicit process with modified stiffness,
101-2
fully explicit solutions, 101-2
‘initial strain’ procedure, 101
of metals, 104-5
Norton-Soderberg creep law, 104
rate of creep strain, 100
see also Viscoelasticity; Viscoplasticity
Cylinder, edge loaded, example, 489

Subject index
d’Alembert principle, 138-9
rods, 282
Dams, shell examples:
arched dams, 441-3
curved dams, 491-2
DEM/FEM (combined discrete/finite element
method), 247, 260-1
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Deviatoric and mean stress and strain components,
33
Dimension reduction for simplification see
Semi-analytical finite element processes using
orthogonal functions
Dirac delta weighting, 398
Discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA), 229,
247, 261-5, 267-8, 271-2
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Discrete element methods (DEMs):
about discrete element methods, 245-7, 272-3
associated discontinuous modelling
methodologies, 270-1
computational modelling, 246
DEM algorithm, 249
discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA), 229,
247, 261-5, 267-8, 271-2
early formulations, 247-50
effective stiffness matrix, 268-9
modified distinct element method (MDEM), 270
non-smooth contact dynamics method (NSCDM),
270-1
predictor-corrector schemes, 269
time integration for, 267-70
unifying aspects, 271-2
see also Block deformability and the discrete
element method; Contact and the discrete
element method
Discrete functional representation (DFR), 254-6
Discrete Kirchhoff theory (DKT)/constraints:
rods, 315-17
thick plates, 397, 405
thin plates, 369-72
Discrete-to-continuum linkage, 549
Displacement (irreducible) methods/models, 12, 13
Displacement-based finite element models, 142-3
Dome, spherical, under uniform pressure example,
488-9
Drilling degree of freedom, shells, 436
Drucker–Prager yield conditions, 86-8
Dummy index, indicial notation, 4-5
Earthquake response of soil, 40, 43
Effective stiffness matrix, 268-9
Eigensolutions, with FEAPpv computer program,
592-4
Elastic deviatoric stress, 172
Elastic moduli, 7

Elastic stability – energy interpretation, 523-6
Euler buckling-propped cantilever example, 525-6
neutral equilibrium, 525
stability criterion, 524
Elastic-plastic behaviour, 1
Elasticity:
non-linear, 12-14
see also Elastic stability – energy interpretation;
Hyperelasticity; Isotropic elasticity;
Non-linear and inelastic materials; Rods,
basics; Viscoelasticity
Elasto-plastic deformations, 112-16
concentrated discontinuity approach, 115
non-uniqueness and localization, 112-16
regularization process, 113, 115
Elasto-viscoplastic material, 102
Energy interpretation see Elastic stability – energy
interpretation
Energy-momentum conserving method, 28
Equilibrium equations:
balance of momentum, 6
rods, 279-81
transient problems, 24
weak form, 21
Euler buckling-propped cantilever example, 525-6
Euler-Bernoulli theory:
rods/beams, 279, 284-5, 287, 288, 306
for thin plates, 324
Explicit methods, plasticity theory, 81-2
FE method, multilevel approach, 567-8
FEAPpv computer program:
about computer procedures and the FEAPpv
program, 590-1, 595
eigensolutions, 592-4
non-linear problem solution, 591-2
restart option, 594-5
Finite deformation, about, 1
Finite deformation formulation, mixed-enhanced,
150-4
equations: matrix notation, 152-4
Pian-Sumihara plane elastic element, 152
Finite deformation formulation, three field, mixed,
145-9
hyperelastic problem, 145
matrix notation equations, 147-9
Newton scheme/linearization, 148
Finite deformation, geometrically non-linear
problems:
about geometrically non-linear problems, 127-8,
155-6
Almansi strain tensor, 131
balance of mass principle, 132
boundary conditions, 133
Cauchy stress, 142
Cauchy-Green deformation strain tensor, 131
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numerical examples, elasto-plastic materials with
various frictional type contact, 582-6
see also Asymptotic analysis/homogenization;
Multilevel procedures using homogenization
Hu–Washizu functional, thin plates, 371
Hu–Washizu theorem, 13
Huber–von Mises yield conditions, 86-8
Huber–von Mises-type material, thin plates, 376
Hyperelasticity:
about hyperelasticity, 158
hyperelastic materials, 7, 134-5, 139, 145
see also Isotropic elasticity; Isotropic
viscoelasticity
Impenetrability condition, 191
Incremental formulations, 174-6
incremental deformation gradient, 174-5
incremental Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff model
example, 175-6
Incremental and rate methods, non-linear equation
solution, 58-9
Incremental-secant or quasi-Newton iterative
methods, 51-3
BFGS update, 52
DFP update, 52
direct (Picard) iteration, 53
Indicial notation, 4-7
Inelastic material behaviour, thin plates, 374-6
Inelastic and non-linear materials:
about inelastic materials, 62
see also Brittle material; Elasto-plastic
deformations; No-tension material; Plasticity
theory; Viscoelasticity; Viscoplasticity
Initial conditions, 6
Initial stress matrix for plate bending, 532
Initial stress/stress transfer method, 50
Integral equation model, viscoelasticity, 67
Invariants of second-order tensors:
derivatives of invariants:
about derivatives, 606
first derivatives, 606-7
second derivatives, 607
moment invariants, 605-6
principal invariants, 604-5
Irreducible (displacement) models/methods, 12, 13,
22
see also Mixed or irreducible forms
Isoparametric finite element
approximations/formulations:
about isoparametric formulations, 597
axisymmetric shells, 465
brick elements, 600-1
Galerkin method, 19-20
quadrilateral elements, 597-600
tetrahedral elements, 602-3
triangular elements, 601-2

Isotropic elasticity:
Arruda–Boyce model example, 166
compressible neo-Hookean material example,
162-3
formulation in invariants, 158-64
formulation in modified invariants, 165-6
formulation in principal stretches, 166-9
logarithmic principal stretch form example, 168-9
modified compressible neo-Hookean material
example, 163-4
Newton-type solution, 160
plane stress applications, 169-71
plasticity models, 173-4
push forward transformation, 160-1
volumetric behaviour example, 161-2
Yeoh model example, 165-6
Isotropic hardening, 74, 76, 179
Isotropic materials, 7
Isotropic plasticity models, 85-91
isotropic yield surfaces, 85-7
Isotropic viscoelasticity, 172-3
elastic deviatoric stress, 172
Iterative techniques:
about iterative techniques, 47-8
acceleration of convergence, 53-4
Bergan method, 56-7
convergence criteria, 56-8
incremental-secant or quasi-Newton methods,
51-3
line search procedures, 53-4
modified Newton’s method, 49-51
Newton’s (Newton-Raphson) method, 48-9
softening behaviour and displacement control,
55-6
JU2u model with isotropic and kinematic hardening,
87-90
JU2u plane stress, 90-1
Jacobian matrix:
quadrilateral elements, 600
shells, 482
Jacobian transformation:
Galerkin method, 20
and volume integrals, 23-4
Jaumann–Zaremba:
rate form, 261
stress rate, 178
Joints:
library of, 239-40
see also Multibody coupling by joints;
Pseudo-rigid bodies; Rigid motions;
Rigid-flexible bodies
Kelvin model, viscoelasticity, 64
Kinematic hardening, 74, 76-8
Kirchhoff stress, 146
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Finite deformation, geometrically non-linear
problems – cont.
current configuration formulation, 140-3
current deformed configuration, 129
d’Alembert principle, 138-9
deformation gradient, 130, 138
displacement-based finite element models, 142-3
equilibrium equations, 132
finite element approximation, 137-8
finite element formulation, 141-3
forces dependent on deformation - pressure loads,
154-5
geometric stiffness, 139-41
Green strain/theorem, 130, 136, 137, 138
hyperelastic material, 134-5, 139
initial conditions, 133-4
kinematic relations, 128-31
Kronecker delta quantity, 129
load correction matrix, 154
matrix form, 136-7
Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 131, 132, 134, 136-7
reference configuration formulation, 135-40
reference and deformed configurations, 127-8
Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model, 134, 135, 164
stored energy function, 134
stress measures, 131
traction measures, 131-2
transient problems, 138-40
two dimensional forms:
about two dimensional forms, 143
axisymmetric with torsion, 144-5
plain strain, 143-4
plain stress, 144
variational description, 135-43
Finite deformation, material constitution for:
about material constitution for finite deformation,
158, 185
adaptive refinement and localization (slip line)
capture, 180-8
based on energy norm error estimates, 181-3
adaptive refinement and localized (slip line)
capture, using error indicators: discontinuity
capture, 183-8
necking of a circular bar example, 178-80
see also Hyperelasticity; Incremental
formulations; Isotropic elasticity; Rate
constitutive models
‘Finite strip’ methods see Semi-analytical finite
element processes using orthogonal functions
and ‘finite strip’ methods
Finite wall (FW) method, 259-60
Flow rule (normality principle), plasticity theory,
74-6
Free index, indicial notation, 4-5
Friction:
frictional materials, and plasticity, 92-4

frictional/frictionless conditions, 192
see also Node-surface contact, frictional case;
Node-surface contact, frictionless case
Galerkin method of approximation, 17-22
derivatives of displacements, 20
displacement approximation, 19-20
equation with node-surface contact, 215
incompatible approximations, 18-19
irreducible displacement method, 22
isoparametric form, 19-20
non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems, 37-8
strain-displacement equations, 20-1
stress divergence/stress force term, 21
variational crimes, 19
weak form, 18, 21
Gaussian quadrature formulae, shells, 483
General variational theorem, 12-14
Geometric modelling:
node-node contact, 193-4
node-surface contact, 200-5
Geometric stiffness, 139-41
Geometrically exact concept, beams, 519
Geometrically non-linear problems see Finite
deformation, geometrically non-linear problems
GN22 method:
explicit GN22 method, 25-6
implicit GN22 method, 26-7
strain energy density, 27
and the tangent modulus matrix, 27
and the tangent stiffness matrix, 27
Green strain, 130, 137, 138
Green-Lagrange strains:
axisymmetric shells, 538
non-linear structures, 522
plates, thick, large displacement theory, 528
Green’s theorem, 136
Guassian quadrature, 22-3
Hellinger–Reissner principle/form, 13
Rods, 285-6, 287, 289
thin plates, 367
Hermitian interpolations:
axisymmetric shells, 457, 463
beam displacements, 290-2
Hermitian rectangular shape function, thin plates,
363-4
Hertzian contact see Node-node contact: Hertzian
contact
Heterosis element, 389
Homogenization procedure:
constitutive law at the macro level, 580
definition of successive yield surfaces, 578-9
elastic constitutive tensor, 581
global elastic-plastic analysis, 580-1
global solution and stress-recovery, 581-6
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Subject index
Kirchhoff–Love assumption, axisymmetric shells,
455-6
Koiter treatment for multi-surface plasticity, 104
Kronecker delta function/quantity, 7, 33, 129
Kuhn–Tucker form, 75
Lagrange family of elements, isoparametric
formulations, 597-8, 600
Lagrange multiplier constraints:
multibody coupling, 237-8
rigid to flexible bodies, 234-6
Lagrange multiplier form/approach:
augmented Lagrangian form, 197
node-node contact, 194-5
tied interfaces, 198
Lamé elastic parameters, 7
Laminar material, 108-12
Large displacements see Beams, non-linear large
displacements; Plates, thick, large displacement
theory; Plates, thin, large displacement theory
Laurant transformation, 13
Lie derivative, 178
Line search procedures, iterative techniques, 53-4
Load bifurcations, 1
see also Buckling
Load correction matrix, 154
Localization, plasticity theory, 113
Localization technique, 548
McHenry–Alfrey analogies, Viscoelasticity, 72
Macroscopic phenomena see Asymptotic
analysis/homogenization; Multiscale modelling
Material constitution for finite deformation see
Finite deformation, material constitution for
Matrix notation, 7-9
for boundary conditions, 9
constitutive equations, 9
for coordinates, 7
for displacements, 8
for strains, 8
tensor/matrix index relations, 8
with transformations, 8
for transient problems, 9
Maxwell model, viscoelasticity, 63-4
‘Membrane’ stresses, thin plates, 534
Metals, creep, 104-5
Microscopic phenomena see Asymptotic
analysis/homogenization; Multiscale modelling
Mixed displacement/traction condition, boundary
conditions, 32
Mixed or irreducible forms, 33-7
deviatoric and mean stress and strain components,
33
linear elastic tangent example, 36-7
three-field mixed method for general constitutive
models, 34-7

Mixed models, 13
Modal Expansion Discrete Element Method, 260
Modified distinct element method (MDEM), 270
Mohr-Coulomb yield law/conditions/surface, 86-8,
106, 112-13
Mortar methods, surface-surface contact, 219
Multibody coupling by joints:
about joints, 237
beam with attached mass example, 240-3
Lagrange multiplier constraint, 237-8
library of joints, 239-40
rotating disc example, 240-1
rotation constraints, 239
translational constraints, 237
see also Joints; Rigid motions; Rigid-flexible
bodies
Multilevel procedures using homogenization, 567-70
Bishop-Hill relations, 569
discrete-to-continum linkage, 572-7
RVE and boundary conditions, 575-7
FE method, 567-8
general first and second-order procedures, 570-2
local analysis of a single cell, 578
representative volume element (RVE), 568, 571,
575-6
RVE under different boundary conditions
example, 571-2
Multiscale modelling:
about multiscale modelling, 547-9, 586
see also Asymptotic analysis/homogenization;
Homogenization procedure; Multilevel
procedures using homogenization
Necking of a circular bar example, 178-80
Neo-Hookean material, compressible, 162-3
modified, 163-4
Neutral equilibrium, elastic stability, 525
Newton scheme/linearization, 148
Newton-type solution/strategy:
isotropic elasticity, 160
viscoelasticity, 66
Newton’s (Newton–Raphson) iterative method for
non-linear equations, 48-9
modified Newton’s method, 49-51
stress transfer/initial stress method, 50
zone of attraction, 48, 50-1
No-tension material, 107-8
reinforced concrete example, 108, 110
underground power station example, 108-9
Node-node contact: Hertzian contact:
augmented Lagrangian form, 197
constraint elimination approach, 195
geometric modelling, 193-4
Lagrange multiplier form/approach, 194-5
master nodes, 193
penalty function form, 197

Subject index
perturbed Lagrangian form, 195-6
perturbed tangent method, 196
slave nodes, 193
see also Contact/contact problems
Node-surface contact, frictional case, 212-18
Galerkin equation, 215
incremental tangential slip, 214
residual and tangent for slip - normal to master
surface example, 217-18
residual and tangent for stick - normal to master
surface example, 216-17
sliding state, 215-16
stick condition, 213-15
see also Contact/contact problems
Node-surface contact, frictionless case, 205-12
contact forces for normal to 2D master surface
example, 207
contact forces for normal to 2D slave surface alternative form example, 208-9
contact forces for normal to 2D slave surface
example, 207-8
contact residual, 206-7
contact tangent, 209-12
perturbed Lagrangian (penalty) form, 205-6
tangent for 2D linear master surface example,
210-11
tangent for normal to 2D slave surface –
alternative form example, 212
tangent for normal to 2D slave surface example,
211
see also Contact/contact problems
Node-surface contact, geometric modelling, 200-5
master surface, 200
Newton solution method, 202
normal and tangent vector definitions, 202-4
normal vector to 2D linear master facets example,
204
normal vector to 2D linear slave facets example,
204-5
slave node, 200
tangent arrays, 204
see also Contact/contact problems
Non-linear effects:
crash analysis, 40, 42
earthquake response of soil, 40, 43
geometric non-linearity, 1
material non-linearity, 1
non-linear elasticity, 12-14
non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems, 37-8
transient calculation examples, 38-43
transient heat conduction, 38-41
Non-linear equation solution:
about solution of algebraic equations, 46-7
direct integration procedure, 59
incremental and rate methods, 58-9
see also Iterative techniques

Non-linear geometrical problems see Finite
deformation, geometrically non-linear problems
Non-linear and inelastic materials:
magnetic field in six-pole magnet example, 117-18
non-linear quasi-harmonic field problems, 116-18
spontaneous ignition example, 117-18, 119
see also Brittle material; Elasto-plastic
deformations; No-tension material; Plasticity
theory; Viscoelasticity; Viscoplasticity
Non-linear large displacement problems:
about non-linear problems, 517, 542-3
see also Beams, non-linear large displacements;
Plates, thick, large displacement theory;
Plates, thin, large deflection problems;
Plates, thin, large displacement theory;
Shells, non-linear response and stability
problems
Non-linear problems, solution with FEAPpv
computer program, 591-2
BFGS algorithm, 592
Non-smooth contact dynamics method (NSCDM),
247, 270-1
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Normality principle, plasticity theory, 75
Norton-Soderberg creep law, 104
Numerical integration see Quadrature
Objective time derivative, 176
Orthogonal functions, use of see Semi-analytical
finite element processes using orthogonal
functions
Parabolic type elements using reduced integration,
507
Patch test for plate bending elements:
boundary constraints, 395-6
bubble mode approach, 396
design of some useful elements, 395-6
numerical patch test, 394-5
thin plates, 346-8
triangular mixed elements, 396
why elements fail, 392-6
Penalty function concept, and the discrete element
method, 258
Penalty function form, node-node contact, 197
Periodicity, 549-50
Perturbed Lagrangian form, node-node contact,
195-6, 205-6
Perturbed tangent method, 196
Phenomenological constitutive equations, 547
Pian–Sumihara plane elastic element, 152
Piola–Kirchhoff stresses:
beams, non-linear large displacements, 519-20
geometrically non-linear problems, 131, 132, 134,
136-7
isotropic elasticity, 158-9
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Subject index
Piola–Kirchhoff stresses – cont.
isotropic viscoelasticity, 172
mixed finite deformation formulation, 146, 150,
152
rate constitutive models, 177
Pipe penetration and spherical cap example, 492-5
Plane stress and plane strain, 9-10
traction vector for, 10
Plastic computation examples:
about plastic computation, 95
perforated plate - plane strain solutions, 97, 98
perforated plate - plane stress solutions, 96-7
steel pressure vessel, 97-9
Plastic flow rule potential, 75-6
Drucker–Prager yield conditions, 86-8
Plasticity models, 173-4
Plasticity theory:
about plasticity, 72-4
associative/non-associative plasticity, 76, 84, 92-5
bounding surface plasticity models, 93
computation of stress increments, 80-4
continum rate form, 87-9
discrete time integration algorithm, 80
elasto-plastic matrix, 79-80
explicit computational methods, 81-2
flow rule (normality principle), 74-6
frictional materials, 92-4
generalized plasticity, 92-5
hardening/softening rules, 76-8
Huber-von Mises yield conditions, 86-8
implicit computational methods, 82-3
incremental return map form, 89-90
isotropic hardening, 74, 76, 78
isotropic plasticity models, 85-91
isotropic yield surfaces, 85-7
JU2u generalized plasticity, 94-5
JU2u model with isotropic and kinematic
hardening, 87-90
JU2u plane stress, 90-1
kinematic hardening, 74, 76-8, 79, 87
limit plastic state, 95
Mohr–Coulomb yield conditions, 86-8, 106,
112-13
normality principle, 75
overlay models, 78
plastic flow rule potential, 75-6
plastic stress-strain relations, 78-80
Prandtl–Reuss equations, 87-90
principle of maximum plastic dissipation, 77
return map algorithm, 82-3
Runge–Kutta process, 81
Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula, 93
softening behaviour, 80
subincrementation, 81
Tresca yield conditions, 86-8
yield functions, 74
see also Elasto-plastic deformations

Plate, folded, shell example, 447-50
Plates, basics/general:
about plates, 2
about thin plate theory, 323-5, 376
adaptive refinement, 420-1
basic assumptions/postulates on deformation and
stresses, 325-7
biharmonic equation of plate flexure, 331
boundary conditions, 327-8, 331-2
composites, 330
discrete Kirchhoff constraints, 369-72
equilibrium equations, 326-7
general theory, 328-9
governing equations, 325-31
Hellinger–Reissner principle, 367
hybrid plate elements, 368-9
inelastic material behaviour, 374-6, 419-20
numeric integration through thickness, 374-6
resultant constitutive models, 376
irreducible, thin plate approximation, 332-4
mixed formulations, 366-8
moment components and displacement
derivatives, 329-30
rotation-free elements, 371-4
Hu–Washizu functional, 371
shape function continuity requirements, 334-6
strain-displacement relations, 330-1
and thick plates/thick plate theory, 323-4
thin plate theory limitations, 415-19
Plates with flexure problems using ‘finite strip’
methods, 505-7
Plates, perforated:
plane strain solutions, 97, 98
plane stress solutions, 96-7
Plates, thick:
about thick Reissner-Mindlin plates, 382-5
basic equations, 382-5
clamped and simply supported, 415-19
discrete ‘exact’ thin plate limit, 413-15
elements with discrete collocation constraints:
collocation constraints for triangular elements,
403-5
constrained potential energy principle, 402
Dirac delta weighting, 398
element matrices for discrete collocation
constraints, 401-3
general possibilities - quadrilaterals, 397-401
patch count, degrees of freedom, 400
relation to the discrete Kirchhoff formulation,
403
elements with rotational bubble or enhanced
modes, 405-8
linear triangular element T3S1B1, 406-7,
409
quadratic element T6S3B3, 406-7
single bubble mode Q4S1B1, 408, 409
hard and soft simple support, 415-19

Subject index
irreducible system/formulation - reduced
integration, 385-9
heterosis element, 389
span to thickness variation effects, 387-9
total potential energy principle, 385
linked interpolation:
about linked interpolation, 408-9
clamped plate by linked elements example,
413-14
derivation of linked function for three-node
triangle, 410-11
linking function for linear triangles and
quadrilaterals, 409-11
for quadratic elements, 411-13
Zienkiewicz–Lefebvre element, 412
mixed formulation, 390-2
approximation considerations, 390-1
continuity requirements, 391-2
equivalence of mixed forms with discontinuous
S interpolation and reduced (selective)
integration, 392
Reissner–Mindlin plate theory, 382, 409
special case of three dimensional analysis, 487
support condition considerations, 415-19
see also Patch test for plate bending elements;
Plates, basics/general
Plates, thick, large displacement theory, 526-32
definitions, 526-9
evaluation of tangent matrix, 530-2
finite element evaluation of strain-displacement
matrices, 529-30
Green–Lagrange strains, 528
initial stress matrix for plate bending, 532
rotation considerations, 526-7
Plates, thin, conforming shape functions with
additional degrees of freedom:
21 and 18 degree-of-freedom triangle, 364-6
Hermitian rectangular shape function, 363-4
Plates, thin, conforming shape functions with nodal
singularities:
18 degree-of-freedom triangular element, 360
about conforming shape functions, 357
Clough and Tocher triangle, 360
compatible quadrilateral elements, 361-2
quasi-conforming elements, 362-3
singular shape functions for the simple triangular
element, 357-60
Plates, thin, large deflection problems:
about large deflections, 534
bifurcation instability, 535-7
buckling, 536-7
clamped plate with uniform load example,
535
‘membrane’ stresses, 534
Plates, thin, large displacement theory, 532-4
evaluation of strain-displacement matrices, 533
evaluation of tangent matrix, 534

Plates, thin, non-conforming shape functions:
examples:
comparison of convergence behaviour, 349,
352-6
deflections and moments for clamped square
plate, 348-9
energy convergence in a skew plate, 349, 356
skewed slab bridge, 349, 350, 351
patch test, 346-8
quadrilateral and parallelogram elements, 340
rectangular element with corner nodes, 336-9
stiffness and load matrices, 339
uniform load on 12 DOF rectangle example,
339
triangular element with corner nodes, 340-6
triangular element of the simplest form, 345-6
Polar decomposition on the deformation tensor, 230
Potential energy principle, 12
Prandtl–Reuss equations, 87-90
Pressure vessel, steel, plastic computation example,
97-9
Prismatic bar problem, use of orthogonal functions,
504-5
Prony series for integral equation solution, 67-70
Pseudo-rigid bodies:
about pseudo-rigid bodies, 228
deformation gradient, 229
discontinuous deformation analysis, 229
homogeneous motion, 229
pseudo-rigid motions, 228-9
St Venant-Kirchhoff relation, 229
see also Rigid motions; Rigid-flexible bodies
Push forward transformation, isotropic elasticity,
160-1
Quadrature:
Gaussian quadrature, 22-3
reduced quadrature, 24
selective reduced integration, 24
surface integrals, 24
and volume integrals, 23-4
Quadrilateral elements, isoparametric formulations,
597-600
Jacobian matrix, 600
Lagrangian interpolation functions/family, 597-8
natural coordinates, 597-8
node numbering, 599
Quasi-Newton or incremental-secant iterative
methods, 51-3
BFGS update, 52
DFP update, 52
direct (Picard) iteration, 53
Rate constitutive models, 176-8
Jaumann–Zaremba stress rate, 178
Lie derivative, 178
objective time derivative, 176
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Subject index
Regularization process, elasto-plastic deformations,
113, 115
Reinforced concrete, no-tension material example,
108, 110
Reissner–Mindlin assumptions, shells, 475
Reissner–Mindlin theory, thick plates see Plates,
thick
Representative volume element (RVE), 568, 571,
575-6
Return map algorithm, plasticity theory, 82-3
Right Riemann (discontinuous deformation
analysis), 267-8
Rigid block spring method (RBSM), 247
see also Discrete element methods (DEMs)
Rigid motions:
about rigid motions, 230-1
construction from a finite element model, 232-3
equations of motion for a rigid body, 231-2
polar decomposition on the deformation tensor,
230
transient solutions, 233-4
see also Multibody coupling by joints;
Pseudo-rigid bodies; Rigid-flexible bodies
Rigid-flexible bodies:
about rigid-flexible bodies, 228
connecting rigid to flexible bodies, 234-6
Lagrange multiplier constraints, 234-6
see also Pseudo-rigid bodies
Rods, basics:
about rods, 278-9
area inertia, 283
axial forces, 280
bending moment resultants, 281
correction factor, 284
d’Alembert principle, 282
elastic axial stiffness, 283
elastic bending stiffness, 283
elastic constitutive relations, 283-5
elastic torsional stiffness, 284
equilibrium equations, 279-81
Euler–Bernoulli theory, 279, 284
forms without rotational parameters, 317-19
kinematics, 281-2
length parameter considerations, 279
moment resisting frames, 319-20
polar inertia, 283
Timoshenko theory, 279
transient behaviour, 282-3
transverse shear forces, 280
Rods, curved see Shells, axisymmetric
Rods, Euler–Bernoulli:finite element solution,
290-305
axial deformation – irreducible form example,
294-5
axial stiffness and load arrays example, 295
beam bending – irreducible form, 290-4

beam bending – mixed form, 296-9
beam bending element array example, 297-8
beam cantilever tapered bar example, 298-9
bending stiffness, mass and load matrices
example, 294
Hermite interpolation for beam displacement,
290-3
inelastic behaviour of rods, 299-305
irreducible form, 301-2
mixed form, 302-4
simply supported beam with point load
example, 304-5
stiffness and load arrays, 292-3
strain-displacement relations, 292
torsion deformation - irreducible form, 295-6
torsion stiffness and load arrays example, 296
Rods, Timoshenko form/theory: finite element
solution, 305-17
beam bending – irreducible form, 305-11
cantilever tapered bar example, 313-15
constant strain form, 310
discrete Kirchhoff constraints, 315-17
one dimensional beam example, 315-17
enhanced assumed strain form, 311
equal order interpolation, 306
Euler–Bernoulli theory, 306
exact nodal solution form, 308-9
linear interpolation example, 306-7
mixed form, 311-15
mixed stiffness matrix example, 312-13
stiffness/load arrays for uniform beam example,
309-10
stiffness/load for uniform constant strain beam
example, 310-11
Rods, weak (Galerkin) forms:
about weak forms, 285
axial weak form, 285-6
bending weak forms, 287-90
boundary conditions, 286, 290
Euler-Bernoulli theory, 287, 288
Hellinger-Reissner form, 285, 286, 287, 289
Timoshenko beam theory, 289
torsion weak form, 286-7
Rotation constraints, multibody coupling, 239
revolute joint example, 239
Runge–Kutta process, 81

St Venant–Kirchhoff relation, 229
Saint-Venant–Kirchhoff model, 134, 135, 164
incremental model example, 175-6
Self-consistent methods, 549
Semi-analytical finite element processes using
orthogonal functions and ‘finite strip’ methods:
about using ‘finite strip’ methods, 506
about using orthogonal functions, 498-501, 514-15

Subject index
axisymmetric shells with non-symmetrical load:
thick case – with shear deformation, 513-14
thin case – no shear deformation, 510-13
axisymmetrical solids with non-symmetrical load,
507-10
torsion/torsionless problem, 509
boundary condition considerations, 498, 501
linear elastic material requirements, 499
with parabolic type elements, 507
plates and boxes with flexure, 505-7
prismatic bar – reduce three dimensions to two,
501-4
boundary conditions, 503
stiffness matrix, 503
thin membrane box structures – reduce two
dimensions to one, 504-5
Shape functions, non-conforming, thin plates, 334-6,
336-56
Shear relaxation modulus function, viscoelasticity,
67
Shells as an assembly of flat elements:
about shells, 2, 426-8
arch dam analysis, 436
assembly of elements, 429-31
axisymmetrical shells, 427
centre displacement parameters, 439
curved element development, 428
drilling degree of freedom, 435-40
element choice, 440-1
elements with mid-side slope only, 440-1
flat element approximation, 427
local direction cosines, 431-5
local and global coordinates, 430
membrane error terms, 437
mixed patch test, 440
plane stress problem, 439-40
rectangular elements, 431-2
rotational stiffness, 435-40
‘shallow’ shell theory approach, 427
skew symmetric stress, 439-40
spherical problem, 437
stiffness matrix, 429-31
stiffness of a plane element in local coordinates,
428-9
transformation to global coordinates, 429-31
triangular elements arbitarily orientated,
432-5
Shells, axisymmetric:
about axisymmetric shells, 454
accuracy examples, 459-61
curved elements, 461-70
additional nodeless variables, 465-8
branching shell, 470
Hermitian interpolations, 463
shape function, 462-4
spherical dome, 467-8
stiffness matrix, 465

strain expressions and properties, 464-5
toroidal shell, 468-9
element characteristics – axisymmetric loads,
456-8
enhanced strain mode added, 459, 466
Hermitian interpolations, 457-8
independent slope-displacement interpolation with
penalty functions, 468-73
bending of a circular plate, 472-3
penalty functional, 471
isoparametric form, 465
Kirchhoff–Love assumption, 455-6
loading, displacements and stress resultants, 454-6
with non-symmetrical load, 510-14
see also Semi-analytical finite element processes
using orthogonal functions and ‘finite strip’
methods
Shells, element with displacement and rotation
parameters:
about omitting the third constraint of thin plate
theory, 475-6
convergence, 487-9
curved thick shell elements, various, 477-8
definition of strains and stresses, 480-1
displacement field, 479-80
element properties, 481-3
Gaussian quadrature formulae, 483
geometric definition of an element, 477-9
Jacobian matrix, 482
local and global coordinates, 478
Reissner-Mindlin assumptions, 475
shell director, 478
stress presentation, 483-4
thick plate special case, 487
transformations required, 482-3
Shells, examples:
arch dam shell, 441-3
barrel vault, 444-7
cooling tower, 443-5
curved dams, 491-2
cylindrical vault, 489-91
edge loaded cylinder, 489-90
folded plate structure, 447-50
pipe penetration and spherical cap, 492-5
spherical dome under uniform pressure, 488-9
Shells, non-linear response and stability problems:
about non-linearity and stability, 537
axisymmetric shells, 538-40
Green–Lagrange strain expressions, 538
shallow shells - co-rotational forms, 539-40
stability, 541-2
Shells, as a special case of three-dimensional
analysis:
about three-dimensional analysis of shells, 475,
493-5
see also Shells, element with displacement and
rotation parameters
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Subject index
Shells, thick, axisymmetric, curved, 484-6
axisymmetric loading, 485-6
global displacements, 485-6
inelastic behaviour, 488
Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula, 93
Soil mechanics, and viscoplasticity, 105-7
Solid mechanics, about solid mechanics problems,
1-4
Stability criterion, elastic stability, 524
Stability, elastic see Elastic stability - energy
interpretation
Stability of shells, 541-2
Stick-slip-type response, 192
Stiffness, linear stiffness matrix, 22
Stored energy function, 134
Strain:
plane strain, 9-10
strain energy density, 27
Strain-displacement equations, Galerkin method,
20-1
Strain-displacement relations, 5
Strain-energy density function, 7
Strains, virtual, 14-15
Stress, plane stress, 9-10
Stress divergence/stress force term, Galerkin
method, 21
Stress transfer/initial stress method, 50
Subincrementation, plasticity theory, 81
Surface integrals, 24
Surface-surface contact, 218-19
mortar methods, 219
see also Contact/contact problems
Tangent moduli, with viscoelasticity, 66
Tangent vectors/arrays, 199-200
Tensor/matrix index relations, 8
Tetrahedral elements, isoparametric formulations,
602-3
Thick plates/thick plate theory see Plates,
basics/general; Plates, thick
‘Thin’ geometry, 1
Thin plates/thin plate theory see plates,
basics/general; Plates, thin
Three-field mixed method for general constitutive
models, 34-7
Tied interfaces, 197-200
Lagrange multiplier functional, 198
two-dimensional using linear elements example,
199-200
Timoshenko theory:
beams/rods, 279, 289
see also Rods, Timoshenko form/theory
Torsion/torsionless problems, 11
Total potential energy principle, 385
Traction condition, boundary conditions,
31-2
Traction vector for plane problems, 10

Transient problems:
discrete approximation in time, 24
energy-momentum conserving method, 28
generalized mid-point implicit form, 28
non-linear calculation examples, 38-40
non-linear and steady state, 24-8
see also Gn22 method
transient heat conduction, 38-41
Translational constraints, multibody couplings,
237
Tresca yield conditions, 86-8
Triangular elements, isoparametric formulations,
601-2
Tyre analysis, 1-2
Unsmearing technique, 548, 557
Variational crimes, Galerkin method, 19
Variational forms for non-linear elasticity, 12-14
Virtual strains, 14-15
Viscoelasticity:
aging effects, 66
creep compliance functions, 64
differential equation model, 65
history dependence, 63
integral equation model, 67
solution with Prony series, 67-70
isotropic models, 64-72
Kelvin model, 64
generalized, 64
linear models for, 63-4
McHenry-Alfrey analogies, 72
Maxwell model, 63-4
generalized, 63-4, 65, 68
non-linear effects, 66
Prony series for integral equation solution,
67-70
relaxation times, 63, 65
retardation time parameters, 64
shear relaxation modulus function, 67
solution by analogies, 72
strain-driven solution form, 65
tangent moduli, 66
thick-walled cylinder subject to internal pressure
example, 70-2
see also Creep; Plasticity theory
Viscoplasticity:
about viscoplasticity, 102-3
elasto-viscoplastic material, 102
iterative solution, 103-4
Koiter treatment for multi-surface plasticity, 104
soil mechanics applications, 105-7
viscoplastic (or creep) strain rate, 102
see also Creep; Plasticity theory
Volume integrals, 23-4
Volumetric behaviour example, isotropic elasticity,
161-2

Subject index
Weak forms:
for equilibrium equation, 14-15
with Galerkin method of approximation,
21
of governing equations, 14-15

Yeoh model example, isotropic elasticity, 165-6
Yield functions, plasticity theory, 74
Zienkiewicz–Lefebvre element, 412
Zone of attraction, 48, 50-1
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